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TWENTY·THIRD ANNUAL 
Report of the State Geol~gist : 
IOWA GEOLOGICAL' SURVEY, 
DES MOINES, DEC~MBER 31, 1914. 
• • ' I '. • ' • 
. To Governor George W. Clarke and Members of the Geological 
Board: . 
GENTLEMEN:-I have the honor to report that all thc invcst.i-
gations which were approved by you at the beginning of th€ 
field season of 1914 have been carried forward successfully, and, 
I am sure that the Board will be gratified to_learn,that ther_ELhas 
been during the year an excellent spirit of co-operation among 
the meI;l who were chosen to do the special lines of work which 
each, "by' his training and experience, was prepared to under-
take. When it is recalled that the remuneration of the em-
ployees of the Survey has always been small for work w:hich re-
quires technical knowledge, it is somewhat surprising that year 
after year for many years the Survey has had the services of 
such an efficient corps of investigators. Moreover, I am sure that 
many citizens of Iowa do not fully appreciate the kind and 
amount of service that the Survey has been rendering to the 
State with appropriations that are considerably less than the 
appropriations of several other well-equipped Surveys of the 
country~ At a time in our history when it is necessaTY to know 
fully oUf resources and the uses to which they can be put,' the 
Geological Survey is an important factor in the development of 
the-state. In this connection I wish to impress strongly the ur-
gent need of go'od roads in Iowa and 10 call attention once more 
to volume XXIV of the reports of the Survey in which the .avail-
able road and concrete materials of the state are fully d8scribed. · 
The duties of the Director of the Survey have taken him into 
every county of Iowa, and thus he has had unusual opportunity 
to study the roads of the state. It is his convicti.on that if Iowa , 
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"With . her unparalleled , agricultural resources, ·is to ati~in her 
trqe status amopg .the progressive. states. of the country, proper 
co:nsider~t~on must be given at once to the lines of travel withip., 
her bb'rders. It all the citizens of the state· could but have the 
opportunity to see the real conditions in many parts of Iowa 
durDig-bertain seasons of the year, they would rise to the need 
and would see to it that the roads of Iowa were made to com-
pare;!' ft;\vol"ably with the best roads of the other states · of the 
country. Fortunate indeed is our state in having in 'many of 
fhe cpllp.t~es .ample supplies of gravel, sand, limestone, and other 
m~teriais suitable for one or more types of road that have been 
found. to be satisfactory in every way in· other states where the 
conditions are similar to the conditions in Iowa. 
Perhaps special attention ·should be called also to another 
feature :ihat· has impres·sed itself upon the Director of the Sur-
vey in recent years, more particularly during the year 1914, 
namely, th~ desire on the part of citizens of the state, and many 
person$ 9~tside the state, to secure reliable information regard:. 
ipg. paTctic~Jar resourpes within the state. An unusually large 
~p:p'esPQI!<i~nce has 'related to the probability of finding oil and 
gas .. :. Whis, qu~stion was discussed at some length In the admin-
i$tr:~t;i.v.ereport which accompanies volume L~III qf there-
ports of the' Survey. MallY of the inquiries during the past year 
hay.e, h~d. r~gard .to oil and gas in southeastern Iowa. the recent · 
,iptere~t 1!Av.ing been l'el~ted to the discovery of an oil field iJ;l 
:~ester:p. . IlI~nois. With regard to southeastern Iowa, the Survey 
stli\.te<;l j,1!, :vqlu~e . XXIII, page xliv, that in that area there is 
evidgJtc~ ~9.f upwarps .. ,of the nature of low <;lomes in w,hich the 
o~d~r ,::,t.e:gap~s are much nearer to the surfac~. than they would 
ha~~ bMn~i.f.the, dome Eltructure were a:bsent, and that this dome 
, or~ · ~~tigMna:l.: st},'ucture is, as has been shown in. many oil fields, 
. o,~.~ Qf)}l~ ,mo,st favorable conditions f?r th\'l a,cqumulat~on. of oil 
and., ga:s' l·Jt .. was stated, however, that in none of the artesian ~~j~~ •. :~~f~~d beeJ? !3unk had . any oil or gas. been fo.ll~d in, th~ 
, t[;l.du;r:~tg~lr:~ck~. , Some .gas 914s been found l iJ? .sand pqck~ts con~ 
,~W~t~9) wHh .t~(l .. g~a~laJ. , deposits, -: but ,thes€l {irl? .of ' ljttle value 
I q?~,1rC\~p:y': . .', r,rh~ i~J?ortant, artesian wel~s that have been sun~ 
in southeastern I<?~aJ , a;nql i~ ;wp.i~1;l no oil was }~un<i, . ,al.t~9ugP. 
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these wells 'penetrated to depths below the horizon: in whic"b! itb:e 
oil' has been found in western Illinois, include the foUomiig·: ,'. 
, ,1. . Crapo: Park well~ Burlington, which j:s 2430'. feet deep" ~n~ 
penetrates 'rocks of Cambrian age. ' " , ,". I " 
" . . , . 
2. Keokuk wells~ which enter Saint Peter sandstoue '9fOrd6~ 
VlClan age. " , 
3. Fort Madison wells, several of which, appa:re:nrtIy.; ,pene-
trate rocks of Ordovician age. 
4. Mo:unt Pleasant well, which is 1100 feet deep', ' lind"pene 
trates rocks of Ordovician age. ' , 
. . .' 
5. Bloomfield well, which is 1817 feet deep, and, penetFates 
rocks of Ordovician age. ' 
6. Letts well, which is 1135 feet deep, and penetrates,'Focks 
0:11 Ordovician age. 
Since the discovery of the oil field in western Jl1inoi~., the 
Iowa Survey has studied the conditions there as pu.blished in 
the reports of the illinois Geological Survey, and has compared 
these conditions with the known conditions in southeastern; Iowa. 
The western Illinois oil field is in the vicinity of Colmar, 
Illinois, which is somewhat more than the width of one eounty 
east from Keokuk. Here there are now several prod'ue~ng wens. 
Still nearer than this to Iowa in eastern Hancock C01lnty, con'-
siderable prospecting was done in 1914. Twenty holes' we.re: put 
down, in only one of which was oil found. The evidenc'e"indricates 
that in the Colmar field the oil is in lenses of sandrock in de-
pressions on the old eroded surface of the Maquoketa forma-
tion of the Ordovician system. These sand lenses are very ir-
regularly distributed. They vary in thickness· and in, 'other 
characteristics and, even where wells have penetrated SUeR 'sand 
lenses, .oil has not always been f.ound. The rocks' in ,this field 
shew dom-e structure.; the domes are small in area and in mag-
nitude, the crests of many of them being not more than<twenty 
to' thirty feet high. In this area the best advice' that the 'TIlmois 
Geological Survey has been able to giv.e to prospective .drillers 
is that wEills- should he drilled in the .known domes; in ,tn.'e 'hQpe 
that sand! lenses containing oil maY' be found. 
• 
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N ow, 'our knowledge of the, geology of southeastern Iowa, 
gained from a study of areal geology and from the deep wells, 
s~enis 'to' indicate' that' the conditioris' in western Illinois may 
prevail' in Iowa. In Iowa' the Maquoketa shale has been found 
ill thew'ells that have been drilled, and above it is the Niagaran 
fbimation within the basal' part of which the oil has been found 
in western "illinois. It'must be kept in mind, however, 'that since 
there ;are ' minierous unconfdrmities within the rock' section, the 
tllicki:H!lsses and other features of the different formations may 
vary 'c'onsiderably ' within 'short distances. The conditions are 
such that e'Ven if oil does exist in certain places in southeastern 
Iowa~ "it 'is' extremely difficult to direct intelligently where 'the 
drillillg should' be done in order to 'reach the oil. Undoubtedly 
the future ,will see wells drilled in southeastern Iowa for the 
purpose ;bf finding oil. It is the hope of the Survey that when 
wells are drilled oil may be found, and its officers stand ready 
at all times to, give the best advice possible from the evidence 
that is available. The locations of the test wells should be se-
lected only by those who have full knowledge of all the geolog-
ical factors involved. Even when this is done no definite assur-
ance, can be given that oil will be found j' on the other hand, if 
all the ,geological factors are not taken fully into ' consideration ' 
large sums of money may be spent where it could have been 
shown before operations were begun that the attempt was 
doomed to failure. 
'The,WOi'k of the 'Survey for 1914 may be summa' ized as fol-
lows: ' " 'J' 
I ' • ,,', 
' .. : . 
AREAL GEOLOGY. 
Detiailed areal work and geologica:! mapping was don~ by 
Prof~~so'r , Shi~ek ' iE. Aud~bon and Shelby counties, by Dr. 
J am~s l H. ,Lees in Crawford county, and by the Director of the 
Survey in Lucas and Union counties. Prof. J. L. Tilton 'com~ 
pletedhis report on the geology of Clarke county, and Proi. J. 
E.! 'Gow submitted his manuscript on the geology of Adair C0un-' 
tY; ,The,s~ ~eports will be published in the next volume of ~p.~~ 
SurveY ,devot.ed to county reports. , 
,. , 
.• : . ::; :' I! • 
" 
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ARTESIAN WATERS . . 
, , 
: A report on the Underground Waters of Iowa that has proved 
to be of, great value to the people of the state in connection with 
'Vater supplies for domestic and other purposes· was published 
as volu:o:ie XXI of the reports of the Survey. Sjnce that report 
was issued Prof. W" . H. Norton, the author of the volume OIl 
U~de:rground Waters"has continued to collect and tabulate all 
available ·information regarding new wells ,that have been sunk 
in various parts of the state. By so doing the officers ' of the' 
Survey, when called upon to do so, have been able to give the 
most up~to-date advice regarding the best . sources of wat~r ill 
each locality where information was desired. Without such ad-
vice many thousands of dollars would have been spent in many 
~unicipalities without an adequate water supply having been 
s.ec~red. 
CO-OPERATIVE TOPOGRAPHIC ·MAPPING. 
The Iowa Geological Survey in 1914 continued to co-operate 
with the. United States Geological Survey in making topographic 
maps of· areas selected by the Director of . the. Iowa Geological 
Sur-vey. ·The plan .of co-operation included the following ' al"-
ticlesof .agreement which .were signed by the Director of .the 
Vnited States ,Geological Survty and the State Geologist of 
. Iowa: ' . " . 
,1. The, prep{tration of the map shall be under the superyi-
Si9n of the Dir,ector of the United States Geological Survey, 
who shall deterInine the methods of survey and map construc-
tion. . . 
2. T1;le ,order in which, in point of priority, different ,parts 
of the state shall be surveyed shall be agreed upon in, detail by 
the Director of the 'Iowa Geological Slirvey arid the Director of 
the United States Geological Survey" or their respective repre-
s.entatives. . , 
3. '. The survey shall be executed in a manner sufficiently elab-
orate to prepare a map :upon a ·scale of 1 :62,500, ' exhibiting the 
liyp.rography, hypsography, and public culture, 'and all town and 
county bounda'ry' lines, township and ~ection lines, as mfl,rkE)d 
upon the ground at the time of its completion, in form similar 
to sheets already completed in the state of Iowa. The prelim-
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inary field maps shall be on suc.h scale as the Director .. of ,the 
United States Geological Survey shall select to. secur~ accu,r~cy 
~n the construction of the fin~l map. 
. 4. The hypsography shall be shown by conto.ur linea, with 
,vertical intervals of 5 to 100 feet, as may hereafter be-,mutually 
agreed, upon. , ' 
· ' . 5. The heights of important points shall be determined and 
I fu~is~ed t;o th~ Director of the Iowa Geological Survey . 
. . . ~. , The outlines of wooded areas shall be represented upon 
proofs of the ' engraved maps, to be furnished to the Direc~or of 
the, Iow~ Geological Survey. . 
'. 7. Under ordinary conditions the salaries of permanent em-
ploye,es doing field work shall be paid by the United States 
Geological Survey; while the traveling, subsistence and field ex-
penses for the same time shall be paid by the State. During the 
office season the salaries shall be divided between the two ,agree-
ing parties in such a way as to equalize all expenses, providedi 
that the total cost to the state ' of Iowa for field and office work 
shall be not less than one thousand ~even hundred and fifty 
dollars ($1,750), and provided, that the United States Geolog-
ical Surv~y shall expend an equal amount upon the work be-
fore June' 30, 1915, the Federal · allotment to bear an approxi-
mate: charge of 12Yz per cent for the necessary expenses in con-
l~eClt~on with the proper execution of ' the field and office 'work. 
· AU ~ccounts shall be approved by a representative of the United 
. Staie~ Geological Survey before payment. . 
8. During the progress of the work free ~ccess. to the field 
sheets and records of the topographers and draftsmen shall be 
,afforded the Director of the Iowa Geological Survey,or his 
representative, for examination and criticism; and should the 
said Director of the Iowa Geological Survey deem that the work 
is not being executed in a satisfactory manner, then .he mfiY, Qn 
formal, notice, terminate this agreement. ,_. ,r ' , 
' .. ' ' 9~ The resulting maps shall fully recognize the, C;Q-oper~tion 
of the State, of Iowa. 
10: . when t4e work is completed, the Director of the .. Xowa 
Geological Survey shall be furnished by the United States Geo-
logical Survey with photographic copies of the manuscript 
sheets; and when the engraving is completed, ' and ·at all tini~s 
· thereafter when d(>sir~d, he s.hall be furnished by the said Survey 
with transfers from copper plates of the maps for -use in p1!int-
ing editions · of said maps. " . . _ 
/ -
.' 
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Th~ follQwing is a summary .of the field and .offic~ w.ork ~c­
CO:Q1p~ii.shed :during the peri.od, January 1 t.o December 3i, 1914, 
under the general directi.on .of R. B, Marshall, Chief Geographer, 
and.. u~der the immediate supervisi.on .of W. H. Herr.on, Ge.og-
rapherof· the Central Divisi.on: 
Field work. 
i r:: 
Traverse 
0 I'" ~·I ' . ~"'O 'g~ '" .~C) §: S "" l>-" ~W1!'trangl\!s Counties ... :Cd "'" " .... ,~~ S;; s ." r '0'" ,,::l '=.9:? ... r:: ",0- ...; @:S 00 ;;:'" ~S '" 
"" 
p., 
"" 
Boone .' .. . .. . . .. .. Boone, Hamilton, 
, I Webster .... .. , .. 1: 62,500 29 . ... 80 
Gb.ariten ." . .. .. : ... Lucas, Marion, War-
ren ............. 1:62,500 58 15 1 241 
Melrose .. . , . _0. · ·· Appanoose, Lucas, 
Monroe, Wayne . . . . . . .. ... , . . 7 2 
At:tjc:;t 0 0 •• ••• •• •• • Marion, Lucas, 
Monroe ... ... ... . . .. . .. ... . . . 36 6 
Humeston , ' . . ... .. Wayne, Lucas .. .. . ... . ... . . .. . 10 2 
New VirgiJ;lia . .. ...• Warren, Lucas, 
Clarke ... . .... .. ••••• • •• •• 0 • 4 
Albia . ,' .. ... ..... . Mahaska, Marion, 
Monroe· ..... .... . . , . . ........ 10 2 
: t .. .. .. .. .... 87 82 H 321 
~he foll.owing members .of the United States Ge.ol.ogical Sur-
· ve.y w.ere engaged in' the field w.ork: 
Ta(P()fI~a~hic Mappmg,: 
. W. L .. Miller, 'T.oP.ographer. 
P.ri~afi'Y .'1}raverse: 
E. L. McNair, T.oP.ographic Engineer. 
Offie-e .w.:ofk : . 
The .office drafting .of the B.o.one t.oP.ographic :trlapwas :begUn, 
89; l'!er.·~ent being finished .on December 31, 1914. 
Tne 'adiustment of the levels for the Attica and Chariton 'quad-
rangles,iwas completed, the field notes typewritten and prepared 
fOTi'publieation. ' , 
. Th~ !:t6p~graphic 'maps that have been issued by ourSti'~vey 
ar{~:t6{ii~'~{ to be, as has been stated frequently, of great v~l~e 
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to. t~ people of the state, and it is much to be regretted ,that 
the .Iowa .Geological Survey does not have an appropriation of 
at ' l~ast ten thousand dollars a ye.ar for topographic work. This 
a~ount, . with .an equal amount yearly from the Federal $urvey/ . 
would '~nable Iowa to carry forward topographic mapping as 
I;:I.pidly as has been done in several of the other important states 
of the country. The urgent need of topographic maps was stated 
at, some length in the last administrative report of th~ S,ur-
vey, and it is thought well to repeat the following significant 
par.agraph: 
The ,development of the state in connection with a highway 
systerp~ drainage projects, steam and interurban railways and 
in many .other ways demands the preparation of topographic 
maps as rapidly as possible. Further delay will but add to the 
great financial loss that the state has already suffered through 
alack of such maps. At the last meeting of the Iowa Engineer-
ing Society,. and also at a recent meeting of the Iowa Academy 
of Science, resolutions were adopted urging that efforts be made 
to secure for the Iowa Geological Survey increased appropria-
tions for ~his important work. 
STRATIGRAPHIC GEOLOGY~ 
During the summer of 1914 Mr. F. M. Van Tuyl continued 
his stu,dies of the Mississippian rocks, and Prof. A. O. Thomas 
c()ntinued his inv,estigations of the stratigraphy and paleon-
tology '~f the Devonian, rocks of the state. 
CO-OPERATIVE STREAM MEASUREMENTS, 
During the summer of 1914 the Iowa Geological Survey con· 
tinued to co-operate with the Water Resources Branch of the 
United States Geological Survey in the work of stream gaging 
and discharge measurements of the important streams of the 
state. \ 
THE CLAYS OF THE STATE. 
Under the idire.ction' of Dr. S. W. Beyer the investigations of 
t~e \ clay~ of the state were continued. Special attention was 
given to th.e study of ball and stoneware clays. . . 
" ' 
MINERAL STATISTICS. 
" As in ·past years the Iowa Geological Survey in 191'4 'co-op-
erated with the United States Geological Survey in the prepa-
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ration of statistics of mineral production in Iowa. It.is (grati-
fying to'he able to state that the value of the output for the: year 
was $26,301,865, which· is higher than any· previous figare of 
record . .. In 1913 the value of the output was. $25,612,345. . and. in 
. 1912 the value was $22,910,066. A comparison of · the . value. ·of 
the' output in 1914 with that of 1905 shows. that the .v&lue.in 
1914 exceeded ~hat of 1905 by $11,198,819,. which.is an, incr.ease 
of nearly seventy-five per cent in a decade. Coal :continues to be 
the chief mineral produced. Its value at the mines in 1914 was 
$13,364,070, which is $132,640 less than the value for 1913 .. ;. The 
five leading. coal-producing counties in 1914 in or4er.of tonnage 
were Monroe, Polk, Appanoose, Dallas and Marion. These;.:five 
counties produced more than six million tons of the total ton-
nage, which was 7,451,022 tons, Monroe county alone producing 
2,273,066 tons. The first three of the five counties mentioned 
have retained the same order of production for mO.re than ten 
years. For many years previous to 1913, Mahaska county ranked 
fourth; in 1914 this county ranked sixth. In 1914 the average 
'number of men employed in coal mining was" ~6,057, in 1913 
the number was 15,757. 
. It is of interest to state that Iowa has one coal washing plant, 
which is . located at Lakonta in Mahaska county.l Iu 1914 the 
quantity , of coal washed at this plant was 25,706 tons, · which 
yielded 18,000 tons of clean coal, and 7,706 tons of refuse~ 
The vaiue of clay and clay products, which includl?A brick and 
tile, pottery and raw clay, was $6,405,995 in 1914; in the. previolis 
year the value was $5,575,581. In no year in the history of. the 
state has the output of 1914 beE:ln exceeded. The values .of; the 
outputs in the three chief producing counties were ,as follows: 
Cerro Gordo county, $1,555,944; Webster county, $1,179,113 '; 
and Polk ' county, $856,967. Iowa continues to lead all the states 
in the United . States in the production of drainage . tilE:l~ ;Tohe 
value of this product sold in Iowa in 1914 was $3,180,83Q.( [Wap-
ello county leads. in the production of pottery. ~ .. 
Since the year 1911 there have been three large modern ce-
m.en~ plants in Iowa, two of which are lo,~ated ~t :)\Ia,soA City, 
'Kay, George F. The First Coal-washing Pla:nt In : Iowjl.. IoWllo .: ,A~demy' ~f 
Science, volume. XXII, pages 225 to 227. 
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the third 'at Des Moines. In 1914 the output of these three plants 
had a value of $4,008,915. The highest figure previous; to this 
year was' in 1913, when the value of the output was $3,972;876. 
Although the output has been increasing year by year there is 
ev~ry reason to be!ieve that the maximum yearly output has 
not yet be'en"reached. The three plants are thoroughly ,equipped 
and there are abundant supplies of limestone, and .shale" which 
are the materials being used in Iowa for cement making. 
The gypsum .industry in Iowa is in , a most flourishing ci:mdi-
tion,. In: 1914 the value of the output from Webster cQunty, the 
center of the industry, was $1,321,547, the largest ' 'figure of 
record for the state. 
The value , of stone and lime in 1914 was , $594,681 compared 
with $854,814 in the previous year. A large part of the.' stone 
~as used for concrete and railroad ballast. ' ,,' 
The value of sand and gravel produce'd in Iowa in 1914 was 
$556,868; in 1913 the value of the output was $528,066. The 
, value of mineral waters in 1914 was $30;179,( arid of otherprod~ 
ucts including mineral paints, sand-lime , brick and 'natural gas 
was $19,700. . 
PLEISTOCENE GEOLOGY. 
". ' 
The geologists of the world who are especially interested in 
the :Pleistocene have long recognized Iowa to be classic ,ground, 
arid from time to time for more than tw~nty years the foremost 
geologists of both America and Eu'rope 'have come to this state 
to see the interesting features ,that have been described by. those 
who have made detailed studies' of the glacial and interglacial 
qep'osits. . ' : , . . ' 
r • '". , 
" Among ' the many persons who, by their 'publications, have 
made known to the world the, Pl.e~stQcene I history Of' Io~a) no 
,one has had a greater part than 'Doctdt Oalvin, who was ' for 
nearly twenty years Director of .tbe . ' :row~ .. ,. (1eological Survey. 
For many years, particularly from· about' 1895 until his death 
in 1911" important papers were written bY,·him.iil the reports of 
the Iowa Geological Survey and in other channels o,f 'pulmC:ation. 
It was he who, after he had done detailed work on the Pleistocene 
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of the; northeastern and ;north-central- parts, of Iowa, bec:;tme ~011~ 
vinced; that. in this part of Iowa the evidence indicated that the 
ic~ ' had invaded the region, not twice only, as had . been held 
formerly, . hut three times. To the uppermost .of these drift 
sheets :poctor Calvin gave the name "Iowan," and in several 
publica~ions , he presented his arguments in favor of recognizing 
the ,Iowa;n as a distinct epoch in the Pleistocene. For a number 
of year,s the interpretations of Doctor Calvin were accepted, 
but a few years before his death some of the leading Pleistocene 
geologists of America, including Mr. Frank Leverett of the 
United States Geological Survey, who had spent several months 
in a fieid sfudy of the 'problem, raised the question as to whether 
or not there was sufficient evidence to establish the glaciai ' 
epoc:h,"the Iowan, distinct from the Kansan. The matter was 
stilHn: cdntroversy at the time of Doctor Calvin's death in 1911. 
Since that time a favorable opportunity was awaited to secure 
a man, who , had a well established reputation as a Pleistocene 
geologist to revi~w in the field all the evidence with reference tq 
the Iowan problem and, if possible, to reach a jUdgment re-
garding this important phase of Pleistocene geology, which has 
been the source of so much difference of opinion. The Surv~y 
was fortunate indeed in 1914 in being able to secure in co~nec~ 
tion with this work the co-operation of the United States Geo.-
10gi,caJ SpT.Vey. ' An agreement was reached ~hereby Dr. W. , C. 
AIdeD, Chief of the Pleistocene Section o.f the United States 
Geological Survey, sho.uld undertake the inveatigation. As the 
representative o.f the 10wa Geological Survey Mr. M. M. Leigh-
ton was aPPo.jnted to. assist him. Work was begun during the: 
past sllmiD+er: and will be continued in 1915. It is hoped that 
when this investigatio.n is completed a valuable report may be 
published in which the problem of the Iowan drift will be dis-
cussed fplly, and that conclusions may be reached 'which ~ll 
be' saiisf~cto.ry to all studellts o.f Pleistocene geo.lo.gy. 
During the ,year Mr. M. M. Leighton has submitted for pub:-, 
lication 'a ve:ry thorotlgh paper o.n the Pleistocene History o.f 
Iowa ~iy.er Valley, :ijorth and West of Iowa City in ,Johnson 
c()u:nty; lo.wa. ' " 
". ~ . 
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pALEONTOLOGIC GEOLOGY. 
')e: ' " 1 
.; An impo.rtant paper entitled "Trilo.bites fro.m the M~gu,o.~eta 
Beds o.f Fayette Co.unty, Io.wa," has been furnish,ed too.ur 'S'ur-
.. ' " t. '\ . 
vey fo.r pUblicatio.n by Mr. Arthur W. Slo.co.m, who. was fo.r many 
years co.nnected with the paleo.nto.lo.gic ' branch o.f : the Field 
¥useum o.f Natural Histo.ry o.f Chicago.. The thanks o.f ,the 
Su~vey are d-q.e the o.fficers o.f the FIeld Museum: andto:M:r. 
Slo.co.m fo.r permitting o.ur Survey to. reprint, with the o.rigInal 
illustratio.ns, a valuable paper dealing with one o.f tae ,:3.Iilcl'ent 
gro.ups o.f life fro.m an impo.rtant stratigraphicalhorizQu iI;l our 
state. 
IRON ORE INVESTIGATIONS. 
t ,,' 
Fo.r many years the iro.n o.re depo.sits at Wauko.n, to.wa, have 
been o.f scientific interest, and it has been ho.ped that·with.pro.per 
treatment these o.res might be made o.f co.mmercial importance. 
As a result o.f the tho.ro.ugh metho.ds Of investigatio.n o.f the 'Wau-
kon Iro.n Co.mpany this ho.pe is, apparently, so.o.n to ~be rearlized. 
During the past summer Jesse V. Ho.well made a detailed study 
o.f these interesting depo.sits, including their metho.ds: of o.c-
currence, geolo.gical relations, their origin, and the, prohable 
quantity o.f ore. The results o.f Mr. Ho.well's investigatio.n have 
been submitted fo.r pUblicatio.n. His paper is an impo.rtant eo.n-
tributio.n to the literature regarding the class o.f iro.n ore depo.sits 
to which the Wauko.n beds belo.ng. 
THE ORIGIN OF DOLOMITE .. 
The o.rigin o.f o.lo.mite has been the subject o.f much'JiI1:vestiga-
tio.n fo.r many years, and yet the co.nclusio.ns that have been . 
reached by the several investigato.rs have no.t been -wholly in 
agreement. The Survey realized for many years that there"was 
probably no better place ill America fo.Il the study Qf the o.rigin 
of dolo.mite than in Iowa, since do.lomites and related:' lime-
stones are well exposed in many parts of the state.,and,3t difl\~F­
eIilt stratigraphic horizons. It was, theref@re, thought, ,well to. 
subject these interesting rocks to. special study. Mr~ ~F: ::M. "Van 
Thy} was ·eho.sen to! carry forward the investigatio.n; Afte\" ,tnuch 
detailed, work in the field and ca refn1 studies in the' ' 1Jabora:to~y, 
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he has prepared a palier which, ·it is believed, will be con-
sid~I:~.d,~, fq;r some yel;trs to come] an authoritative w:ork on dolo-
Ipite .ari.~ ·."\Vill be consulted fTeely: by those who are interest"ed in 
~he)lU9j~~t ,~ith which it deals. . '.' 
: I '''':, :. :: " ';. NATURAL HISTORY INVESTIGATIONS . 
• ! :' " !; ".;. ): .. ',: ~:,~: . i 1 
." '~~lletj,n~ on Natur~l HistorY3rre. ~ow in preparation as :fol-
lows: ".' ...... ,;; .,. " . . ,. ". 
·Mol!us·ca, by. ·Prof .. B. Shimek. : . .. 
Rbdeilts; 'by M~. ' Dayton Stoner. 
Hawks and Owls, by Dr .. B. ~. Bailey and Dr. T. C. Stephens. 
, 9ft1;!.9J?t~r~, by Prof: M. P~ SOInes ... 
I' \, .' • 
( :':.' 1 GEOLOGIC lIIS>rORY OF DES MOINES VALLEY. 
-As a .partof the' "larger plan of making a broad study of the 
surface ~geblogy of, the state it was thought well to examine in 
detail ;the physical features of Des -Moines valley" this being 
the la;rgest river· valley within the state and offering excellent 
0ppo'l'tunity for a study ().f ' the processes of ·valley. formation 
and strel;t:ID work. A few years ago, Dr. James H. Lees' began this 
WOF-k aIld che has now prepared ' a report of his investigations~ 
Thl,.!?,~r~:p~:H:t. includ~sa description of the valley itself; a discus~ 
sion of the forces which hav~ shaped it and an outline of. .the 
geologic history through which it has passed. It is hoped that 
this paper will be of 'value in the study of'Iowa physiography 
and ' ~in , :~elp .. to · make plain . the. history of t¥ development . of 
PJe s¥#f.lge ,f eatures of, .o~r state. , '. ". 
!< '. c·::"" .' "; ' : ' OFFICE WORK OF' THE :SURvEY: 
[,''The Io.wa :Ge'ological Survey continrtes to be 'for:the-peQple of 
Iowa and-d or jnany ·'Persons. outside: the :sta te ' a- t.eli~bl;H;ource 
olQ rifotmation :regardihg the mineral · resource:s finO; otb.e.r g~P;; 
ld.gicat fea:tures of, the .: state. ·There . has he'V'~l"b'e~n::in the, h~s:­
ootyo'fl the Sutvey greatei':demand than during_the pa.st :yeat fo.r 
tilfMse-l'¥.ices . of ' the Sury·ey. . There has been, eorre.~rp.,(mdence. hi 
~,()D;:ne~i1OJl ~ with j many; ~phaS:e'g.' o£t\ tbe :geblogy: or ; the.-,-sta.te,'t,and 
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it !has been the aim of the Survey at all times to furnish, the in-
formation desired, whether it consisted only in naming a min-
eral that had l)een submitted for identification or in offering 
advi,ce to those seeking investment in the state. The demand 
for the publication,s of the Survey has -been so great that the 
editions of several of the reports and maps have been exhausted. 
In connection with the office work ,and in various other ways I 
wish to express my indebtedness to Dr. James H.Lees, As-
sis.tant State . Geologist, and also to Miss Nellie E. Newman who 
has been for maIlY years the efficien~ secretary of'the Survey. 
REPORTS FOR PUBLICATION. 
I take pleasure in submitting to you the following papers, 
and recommend that they be published as Volume XXV, which 
is ,the Twenty-third Annual Report of the Iowa Geological Sur-
vey: 
. Mineral Production for 1913 and 1914, by.George F. Kay. 
The Iron Ore Deposits near Waukon, Iowa, by , Jesse V. 
Howell. 
Pleistocene History of Iowa River Valley, North and West of 
Iowa Oity in Johnson Oounty, by M. M. Leighton. 
Trilobites from the Maquoketa Beds of Fayette Oounty, Iowa, 
by Arthur Ware Slocom. ' 
The Origin of Dolomite, by Fran?is M. Van Tuyl. 
Physi~al Features and Geologic History of Des Moines Val-
ley, by James H. Lees. , 
Respectfully submitted, 
GEORGE F. KAy. 
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MINERAL PRODUCTION IN IOWA 
FOR 1913 AND 1914 
BY GEORGE F : KAY 

MINERAL PRODUCTION IN IOWA FOR 1913 AND 1914] 
BY GEORGE F. KAY 
V A~UE OF MINERAL PRODUCTION. 
1912. 
()oal ________________________________________________ $13,152,088 
. Clay and clay products_____________________________ 4,524,492 
Stone and lime ~ ___________________________________ . 998,236 
Gypsum ____________________________________________ 845,628 
Lead and zinc ______________________________________ 5,670 
Mineral waters _____________________________ ~------- 11,325 
Sand and gravel ____________________________________ 563,409 
Cement ____________________________________________ 2,790,396 
*Other products ____________________________________ 18,822 
~otal _________________________ __ _______________ $22,910,066 
1913. 
Coal _______________________________________________ $13,496,710 
Clay and ~lay products ____________________________ 5,575,581 
Stone and lime ________________________ ~____________ 854,814 
Gypsum ____________________________________________ 1,157,939 
Lead and zinc _____________________________________ 4,150 
.Mineral waters ____________________________________ 7,369 
Sand and gravel .. __________________________________ 528,066 
Cement ____________________________________________ 3,972,876 
*Other products ____________________________________ 14,840 
~otal __________________________________________ $25,612,345 
1914". 
(Joal ________________________________________________ $13,364,070 
Olay and clay products __________ ~_________________ 6,405,995 
Stone· and lime ____________________________________ 594,681 
Gypsum ____________________________________________ 1,321,457 
Lead and zinc ___________________ .:. ________________ _ 
Mineral waters ___________________________________ _ 
Sand and gravel __________________________________ _ 
Cement ____________________________________________ _ 
*Other products _________________________ ~ ________ _ 
30,179 
556,868 
4,008,915 . 
19,100 
~otal _______________ ~ __________________________ $26,301,865 
*Sand-lime brick, mineral paints and natural gas. 
'The mineral statistics were compiled by the Iowa Geological Survey in co-
operation with the United States Geological Survey. 
, !l: MINERAL PRODUCTION IN 1913 AND 1914 
In 1913 the total value of the mineral production in Iowa was 
$25,612,345, and in 1914 it was $26,301,865. The value in 1913 
exceeded that in 1912 by $2,702,279, and in 1914 the highest 
figure of record was reached. The following table shows 
the value of Iowa's mineral output dl!ring each 'o£- the past 
ten years: 
, VALUE OF MINERAL PRODUCTION IN IOWA FOR THE YEARS 1905 
TO 1914 INCLUSIVE. 
tro~ ================================================$t~:~~!:~!~ 1907 ________________________________________________ 17,627,925 
'1908 ________________________ .: _______________________ 18,090,447 
t~~~ ========================================:======= ' ~~:~:~:~~~ 1911 _______________________________________________ c, 21,119,111 
1912 __________ .:_,.. __________________ ' _______ ~ _________ 22,910,066 
1913 ________________________________________________ 25,612,345 
1914 _______ ~--------------------------------' -------- 26,301,865 
A comparison of the value of the output in 1914 with that in 
1905 shows that the value in i914 exceeded that in 1905 by 
$11,198,819, which is an increase of nearly seventy-five per cent 
in the decade. With ~he exception of the year 1911, the value 
of each year of the past ten years has been higher than that of 
the preceding year. 
Coal continues to be the chief mineral produced in Iowa, clay 
and clay products ranks second in value, cement ranks third, 
and gypsum, fourth. In 1914 these four products had a value 
of $25,100,437, which is 95 per 'cent of the total value of all the 
mineral products. , The values for coal, and stone and lime, were 
,Jess in 1914 than in 1913, but the values of clay and clay products, 
cerrient~ sand and gravel, and mineral waters, were greater in 
1914 than in 1913, and, moreover, the values of all these prod-
ucts except sand and gravel were the highest figures of record 
for the state. 
Tlie number of mineral producers in Iowa was 614 in 1913, 
and 563 in 1914. ' 
The total production, by counties, for 1913 and 1914' is given 
in Table 1. 
TOT AL MINERAL PRODUCTION IN 1913 5 
TABLE I. 
VALUE OF TOTAL MINERAL PRODUCTION, BY COUNTIES, FOR 1913. 
Counties 
Adair _________ _ 
Adams ________ _ 
Allamakee ___ _ 
Appanoose __ ~ _ 
Audubon ______ _ 
Benton _______ _ 
Black Hawk __ 
Boone ________ _ 
Bremer _______ _ 
Buena Vista __ Butler ________ _ 
Calhoun ______ _ 
Carroll _______ _ 
Cass __________ _ 
Cedar _________ _ 
Cerro Gordo __ _ 
Cherokee _____ _ 
Clay __________ _ 
Clayton _______ _ 
Clinton _______ ~ 
Dallas ________ _ 
Decatur _______ _ 
Delaware _____ _ 
Des Moines ___ _ 
Dickinson _____ _ 
Dubuque ______ _ 
Emmet ________ _ 
Fayette _______ _ 
Floyd _________ _ 
Franklin ______ _ 
Fremont __ ____ _ 
' Gre!:)ne ________ _ 
Grundy _______ _ 
Guthrie _______ _ 
Hamilton _____ _ 
Hancock ____ ..: __ 
Hardin _______ _ 
Harrison ______ _ Henry _________ _ 
Howard _______ _ 
Humboldt ____ _ 
Ida ____________ _ 
Iowa __________ _ 
, Jackson _______ _ 
.Tasner ________ _ 
.Tefferson _____ _ 
.Tohnson _______ _ 
.T ones ' _________ _ 
Keokuk ____ ~ __ _ 
Coal 
Clay 
and Clay 
Products 
Stone 
'and 
Lime 
Total 
Sand Other 
and Gravel Products 
. 
1 ___________ ,* I __ ~ _____ -------- ---------- ----------4 $ 17,536 ________________ " ___ " _________________ $ 17,536 
3 ___________ * * ________ _______ ___ 20,310 
58 ' 2,436,279 * *, * __________ 2,457,017 
4 ___________ * ______ ~_ * __________ 19,525 
6 ___________ $ 60,164 * " ________ __________ 60,164 
14 ___ ________ * $ 11,617 $ 30,906 * 47,543 
12 522,929 91,924 ________ ________ __________ 614,853 
3 ___________ ___ _______ ________ 2,613 ________ __ 2,613 
5 ___________ 27,000 ________ * __________ ' 27,000 
3 ________ ""__ * * __________ 2,905 
1 ___ ________ * __________________ __ _______________ _ 
1 ___ -'- _______ __ ________ ________ * ___________________ _ 
~ =========== : 1======== ======== ========== ========== 10 ___________ 1,401,015 * ________ * 4,505,031 
2 ______________ ~------ ________ * ___________________ _ 2 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
9 ___________ __________ 13,622 * __________ 13,622 
8 ___________ 13,900 * 17,236 __________ ' 31,136 
9 1,077,293 225,311 ________ ________ __________ 1,302,604 
1 ___________ __________ * ____________________ ~ ____ ~ __ 
4 ___________ 4,576 ________ ________ __________ 4,576 
. 4 ______ __ ___ ' * * ' * _____ :..____ 20,152 
2 ___________ __________ ________ * ___________________ _ 
18 ___________ 50,500 86,092 30,546 $ 4,150 171,288 
gt ________________________ ~____ * __________ 1,208 
5 ___________ * * * __________ 27,140 
6 ___________ * 4,217 * __________ 60,936 
2 ___________ * ________ * ___________________ _ 
1 ___________ * __________________________________ ~_ 
4 26,400 ____ ______ ________ * __________ 26,400 
3 ___________ * ________ * __________ 26,875 
6 11,890 * ________ ________ __________ 11,890 
1 ___________ * 
1 _~_________ * 
10 ___________ * ----;--- ---aifi ========== -----9i303 1 ____________________ :.. * ___________________________ _ 
3 ___________ * * ________ __________ 24,186 
3 ___________ * * * __________ 9,048 
1 ________ '___ * ' _______ -' __________________ ---______ _ 
1 ___________ __________ ________ * , ' ___________________ _ 
~ =========== .: , 1----;--- ----;--- ========== -----si,436 
15 567,211 27,156 1 ________ -------- * 5!!6,551 
7 * 25,774 ______ __ __ 1______ * 32,709 
6 ----------- 22.300 1________ 10,189 ---------- 32,489 
10 __________ ~ * 105.230 * __ ________ 120,006 
14 * 120.218 * ________ __________ 132,959 
6 MINERAL PRODUCTION IN 1913 AND 1914 
Counties 
Kossuth Lee ___ ~ ________ _ 
Linn __________ _ 
Louisa ________ _ 
Lucas __________ ' 
Lyon __________ _ 
Madison ______ _ 
Mahaska ____ .:. __ 
Marion _______ _ 
Marshall ______ _ 
Mills __________ _ 
Mitchell ______ _ 
Monona _______ _ 
Monroe _______ _ 
Muscatine _____ _ 
O'Brien _______ _ 
Osceola _______ _ 
Page ____ ~ _____ _ 
Palo Alto _____ _ 
Plymouth _____ _ 
Pocahontas ___ _ 
Polk. __________ _ 
Pottawattamie_ 
Poweshiek ____ _ 
Sac ___________ _ 
Scott _________ _ 
Sioux _________ _ 
Story _________ _ 
Tama _________ _ 
Taylor ________ _ 
Union _________ _ 
,Van Buren ___ _ 
Wapello ______ _ 
Warren _______ _ 
Washington ___ _ Wayne , ________ _ 
Webster _______ _ 
Winnebago ____ _ 
Winneshiek ____ _ 
Woodbury _____ _ 
Wright ________ _ 
County val u e s 
represen'g less 
than three pro-
ducers and 
small coal 
TABLE I.~CONTIN:UED. 
Coal 
Clay Stone Sand Other 
and Clay and , and Pdt 
Products Lime Gravel ro uc s 
Total 
1 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
15 ___________ 12,528 62,258 8,305 __________ 83,091 
16 ___________ 37,960 80,008 31,579 __________ 149,547 
5 ___________ * * ________ 120 ' 7,670 
4 44,913 * ____ ____ ________ __________ 44,913 
6 ___________ __________ ________ 12,890> __________12,890 
4 ___________ * 36,925 ________ __________ 36,925 
20 568,314 * ________ ________ ___ ___ __ __ 568,314 
18 487,151 53,231 ________ * ________ __ 540,382 
7 ____ _____ __ 79,918 * * __________ 236,323 
,4 ___________ 8,179 ------- f ________ ____ ______ 8,179 
3 ________________ ~____ 5,058 ________ __________ 5,058 
1 _____________ '________ ________ * ___________________ _ 
19 4,087,032 _____________________________ '-______ 4,087,032 
7 ___________ 14,705 ________ * ____ __ ____ 14,705 
3 ___________ __________ ________ 2,277 ________ ~_ 2,277 
2 ___________ __________ ________ * ___________________ _ 
4 * * * __________ 26,528 
3 ___________ __________ ________ 10,890 __________ 10,890 
4 ___________ * ________ 992 ________ ~- 992 
1 ___________ __________ * ___________________________ _ 
45 2,984,919 692,710 ________ 136,649 * 4,689,545 
3 ___________ 34,207 ________ ________ __________ 34,207 
4 ___________ 37,145 ________ ________ __________ 37,145 
3 ___________ * ________ * __________ 125,115 
14 ___________ 58,511 172,278 * * 276,609 
4 ___________ __________ ________ 8,387 __ ~_______ 8,387 
5 ___________ * ________ 1,162 __________ 1,162 
6 ___________ 45,169 ________ ________ __________ 45,169 
3 * * ________ ________ __________ 15,955 
1 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
9 32,772 * * * __________ 36,970 
18 259,099 67,332 * * __________ ' 342,973 2 * * ___________________________________ _ 
5 ___________ 30,570 ________ ________ __________ 30,570 
5 172,531 __________ ________ ________ __________ 172,531 
27 101,078 1,078,255 ________ * 1,167,939 2,347,272 2 ___________ ' * ________ * ___________________ _ 
5 ___________ * * 971 __________ 7,516 
6 ___________ * ________ 15,985 __ -' _______ 15,985 
4 ___________ * 3,631 __________ 3,631 
mines __________ , _ 99,363 1,255,323 277,509 199,687 3,984,965 1,019,876 
'Total ______ 614 $13,496,710 $ 5,575,581 '$854,814 $528,066 $ 5,157,174 $25.612',345 
*Included in County vall,Ies and totals. 
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TABLE I.-CONTINUED. 
VALUE OF TOTAL MINERAL PRODlJCTION BY COUNTIES, FOR 1914. 
Counties Coal 
Clay 
and Clay 
Prod¥cts 
Stone 
and 
Lime 
Total Sand Qther and 
Gravel Products 
Adair __________ L _____________________________ _____________________ . ______ _ 
Adams _________ 4 * _____________________________________________ _ 
Allamakee _____ 2 ___________ * * . ____________ __ _____________ _ 
Appanoose _____ 58 $ 2,505,646 * * * ____ ____ __ $ 2,529,737 
Audubon _______ 5 ________ ___ * ________ $ 355 __________ 21,900 
Benton _________ 8 ___ ________ $ 55,914 $ 16,733 ________ __________ 72,647 
Black Hawk ___ 11 ___________ * 9,214 43,843 $ 7,000 60,307 
Boone ___ ______ 12 368,175 93,873 ______ :.._ ________ __________ 462,048 
Bremer ________ 6 ________ ___ __ ________ * 2,811 ___________________ _ 
Buena Vista ___ 4 ___________ 25,585 ___ _____ * ___________________ _ 
Butler _____ ____ 4 _.:_________ * ________ 2,752 ________ __ 3,277 
Calhoun ________ 1 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
Carroll _________ 1 ___________ __________ ________ * ___________________ _ 
Cass ___________ 1 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
Cedar __________ 1 ____ _______ * 
Cerro Gordo ___ 10 ___________ 1,555,944 ----;--- ======== -----;---- --4:6-44,~55 
Cherokee _______ 2 ___________ __________ ________ * ___________________ _ 
Clay ___________ 1 ___________ * 
Clayton ________ 3 _____________________ ----;--- ----~-.-- ========== ------3~069 
Clinton ________ 8 ___________ * * * __________ 29,830 
Dallas _________ 9 877,565 244,042 ________ __ ______ __________ 1,121,607 
Delaware ______ 3 ___________ * * _________ ____ ____ ~ 3,748 
Des Moines ____ 5 ___________ * * 7,339 __ ________ 13,739 
Dickinson ______ 1 _,:. ___ ~_____ __________ ________ * ____ ______ _________ _ 
Dubuque _______ 15 _:_________ 42,000 59,806 * __________ 111,996 
Emmett _______ 1 ________________ ~ ________ ~ __________________________ ~ ___ _ 
Fayette ________ 5 ___________ * * 7,297 __________ 24,193 
Floyd __________ 2 ___________ * * 
j~::;~~ ======= i =========== : I ======== ~~~~!!~~ ========== ===~====== Greene _________ 1 * ________________________________________ _____ _ 
,Grundr _______ -: l ' ___________ * _________________________________ ~ __ 
GuthrIe _______ ..: 6 10,793 * __________________________________ ~ -
Hamilton ______ 2 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
Hancock _______ 1 ___________ * 
Hardin __ __ ____ 8 ___________ 60,350 ----;--- ----;--- ========== -----8-2~603 
Harrison _______ 1 ___________ __________ * ___________________________ _ 
Henry __________ 4 ___________ * * _,.. ___________ :-_____________ _ 
Howard _____ ___ 2 ___________ * * ___________________________ _ 
Humboldt _____ 1 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
Ida ____________ 2 ___________ __________ ________ * _________________ , __ _ 
Iowa ___________ 2 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
Jackson _______ ~ 4 _____ .:._____ * - . * * __________ 59,759 
Jasper __ _______ 14 532,396 28,203 ________ ________ 25,123 585,722 
J efierson _. ____ .: . 5 * -, 25,440 _________________________ : _~~ ______ _ 
Johnson . ____ ~ ___ 6 ___________ 16,100 ________ 11,157 __________ 27,257 
.Tones __________ 9 ___________ * 80,942 * __________ 96,905 
Keokuk ________ 11 * · 269,601 . . .* ________ __________ 279,607 
Koss,uth ________ 10 ___________ * * __________ 14,324 
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Counties 
Lee ___________ _ 
Linn __________ _ 
Louisa ________ _ 
Lucas _________ _ 
Lyon __________ _ 
Madison ______ _ 
Mahaska ______ _ 
Mal,'ion ____ ___ _ 
Marshall _____ , __ 
Mills ___ , _______ _ 
Mitchell _______ _ 
¥Qnroe _______ _ 
Muscatine ____ _ 
O'Brien _______ _ 
Osceola _______ _ 
Page _, _________ _ 
Palo Alto _____ _ 
Plymouth ______ , 
Pocahontas ___ _ 
Polk :.. ________ _ 
Pottawattamie_ 
Poweshiek ____ _ 
Sac ___________ _ 
Scott __ _______ _ 
Shelby ________ _ 
Sioux _ ~ _______ _ 
, Story , ___ ,. _____ :.. ' 
'Tama _________ _ 
Taylor ________ _ 
Union _________ _ 
Van Buren ____ _ 
Wapello __ -----Warren _______ _ 
Washington ___ _ 
Wayne ________ _ 
Webster ______ _ 
Winnebago ____ _ 
Winneshiek ___ _ 
Woodbury ____ _ 
Wright _______ _ 
Oounty val u e s 
.represen~g less 
than three pro-
ducers, and 
small coal 
TABLE !.-CONT;INUED. 
, I 
Coal 
Clay 
and Clay 
Products 
Stone 
and 
Lime 
Sand ' Other 
and Gravel Products 
Total 
14 ___________ 11,561 51,230. * __________ 68,177 
8 ___________ 50,760. * 18,611 ___ ,_,------ 77,144 
5 _______ ~ ___ - * * ________ * 6;649 
3 * ~ ________ ________ __________ 50.4,298 
3 ___________ __________ ________ 32,811 __________ 32,811 
3 ___________ * * ________ __________ 33,925 
14 400.,722 * ____ ____ ________ __ ____ ____ 439,732 
17 * * ________ 11,283 ___ ___ ____ 586,682 
6 _...:__ _______ 26,417 * ' * __________ 123,0.0.4 
3 ___________ 5,975 ________ .,.------- __________ 5,975 
2 ___________ __________ * __________________ ----------
18 3,646,662 * , ________ ________ __________ 3,651,512 
9 ___________ 17,945 * * __________ 54,0.86 
5 ___________ __________ ________ 3,398 __________ 3,398 
1 ___________ __________ ________ * ---------- ----------
3 ' , * * __________________ -------- 17,367 
2 ___________ __________ ________ * -----~---- ---------
5 ___________ * 9,751 ---------- ----------
1 ___________ __________ * ________ ---------- ----------
43 3,219,218 856,967 ________ 148,313 ' * 5,147,887 3 ___________ ' 24,0.29 ________ ________ __________ 24,0.29 
4 ___________ 40,356 ________ ________ __________ 40,356 
3 ___________ * , * __________ 180.,463 
13 ___________ 46,0.13 118,818 * * 210.,666 
1 ___________ * __________________________ ----------
5 ______________________ ~______ 16,10.0. __________ 16,10.0. 
7 ___________ 28,875 ________ 4,692 __________ 33,567 
5 ___________ 69,208 ________ ________ __________ 69,20.8 
2 * __________________________ ---------- ---------
1 ___________ * __________________________ ----------
7 17,750 * * * _____ _____ 24,115 
21 409,177 92,691 * * * 521,781 2 * * ________________ -_________ ----------
4 _...:_________ 28,688 ________ ________ __________ 28,688 
3 151,0.96 _______________________ -'__ __________ 151,096 
25 ,76,614 1,182,813 ________ * 1,333,957 2,596,848 
2 ___________ * ' ________ * ---------- ----------3 , ___________ * ' __ ._____ * __________ 12;531 
4 ___________________ ...:_ ________ * * :373,838 
, 4 ___________ * ________ 2,634 __________ , 11,234 
mines ________ ____ 1,148,256 1,531,733262,116 235,420. 4,0.54,280. 993,578 
Tot,als ___ 563 $ 13,364,0.70. $ 6,40.M95 $594,681, $556,868 $ 5,380.,251 $26,30.1,865 
*Included in Oounty values and totals. 
I • • • COAL 
COAL. 
For many ye~rs 'coil:l has been the chief mineral mined in 
Iowa, the yearly production for s.everal years having varied up 
and down between 7~000,O.oO .and . 8,000,000- tons. -In 1913 the 
productio~ was 7,525,936 .tons, :with. a 'ya)ue of $13,496,710; in 
1914 there wl;ts mined 7,451,022 tons, with a value of $13,364,Q70 
at the mines. The five leading coal producing counties in 1914, 
in order of tonnage, were Monroe, Polk, Appanoose, D~llas, and 
Marion. These fiye counties produced more than six ·million 
tons; Monroe county aloI!e produced 2,.273,066 tons. The first 
three of the ·five counties named have retained the same· order 
of production for more than ten years. Formaiiy years pre-
vious to 1913 Mahaska 'county ranked fo.urth, but-in 1914 this 
county ranked sixth. Th~ production of coal in Lucas county 
in 1914 greatly exceeded the production in 1913 . . This increase 
in production was due to the activity of the Central Iowa Coal 
Company, which began extensive developments on properties 
recently acquired. . 
The total quantity of coal washed in Iowa in 19M-was 25,706 
tons, which yielded 18,000 tons of cleaned coal and 7,706 tons of 
refuse. ' .The plant is located at Lakonta and is owned by the 
Iowa Coal Washing Company.2 
The average . price of coal during each -oi the years 1913 and 
1914 was $~.?9. 
In 1913 there were 15,757' men employed in coal miping in 
Iowa; in 1914 there were 16,057. ' . 
The output, disposition of product,. value, average p;i~e per 
ton, average number of days worked and average nuniher of 
men employed in 1913 and 1914 are given, tabulat~d by counties, 
in Table II. 
' Kay. George ' 1\'.. The :f!rst ' coal-waShi~g plant in Iowa : Iowa Academy of 
Science. VOl: XXII. pp, 225.-227. ':. I . I 
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TABLE II. 
COAL PRODUCTION FOR IOWA IN 1913, BY. COUNTIES, -IN SHORT TONS: 
Loaded at Sold to Used at Average 
Average 
Counties Mine for Local Trade Mine for Total Total Price 
Number 
Shipment and Used by Steam and Quantity Value .Per Ton Days J Employees Heat Active 
I 
Adams _________________ 
------------
6,971 
------------
6,971' $ 17,536 $ 2.52 182 
Appanoose _____ :.. _______ 1,130,383 64,104 12,900 1,207,387 2,436,279 2.02 170 Boone __________________ 216,189 35,243 4;780 256,212 522,929 2.04 179 Dallas _______________ . __ 546,832 8,348 19,006 574,186 " 1,,077,293 1.88 245 Greene ___ ~ ______ . ________ 200 9,400 
------------
9,600 26,400 
------------
186 Guthrie ________________ 
------------
4,492 
------------
4,492 11,890 2.65 147 Jasper __________ __ . ______ 255,200 8,867 3,500 267,567 567,211 2.12 156 Lucas ___________________ 20,167 6,937 800 27,904 44,913 
------------
44 
Mahaska ____________ ___ 327,655 21,748 6,334 355,737 568,314 1.60 199 Marion _________________ 276,064 16,249 6,239 298,552 487,151 1.63 193 Monroe _________________ 2,457,050 50,226 . 64,001 2,571,277 4,087,032 1.59 215 
Polk . __________ ~ ,, ------- 1,345,237 213,296 42,48Z 1,601,015 2,984,919 1.86 21Z Van Buren _____________ 6,000 8,381 
------------
14,381 32,772 2.28 224 Wapello ________________ 124,845 25,969 2,891 153,705 ZW,099 1.69 Z40 Wayne _______ ~ _________ 73,215 11,760 800 85,775 172,531 2.01 193 Webster _______ __ __ _____ 42,373 1,553 .. 1,750 45,676 101,078 2.21 215 
Counties with less than 
three producers and 
small mines __________ 3,523 41,626 350 . 45,499' 99,363 
--......--------- 150 
Total _______________ 6,824,933 535,170 165,833 7,525,936 $ 13,496,710 $ . 1.79 195 
Average 
Number of 
Employees 
48 
4,186 
754 
889 
25 
29 
800 
231 
698 
581 
4,138 
2,591 
Z9 
309 
253 
130 
66 
15,757 
---------"------ --
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TABLE n.-CONTINUED. 
COAL PRODUCTION FOR IOWA IN i914, BY COUNTIES, IN SHORT TONS. 
_._---
Loaded at Sold to Used at Average Average 
Counties Mine for Local Trade Mine for Total Total Price Number and Used by Steam and Quantity Value Per Ton Days Shipment Employees Heat Active 
Adams _________________ 
------------
6,660 
------------
6,660 $ 16,650 $ 2.50 232 Appanoose _____________ 1,195,603 64,383 12,290 1,272,276 2,505,646 1.97 168 Boone __ ________________ 125,462 46,970 9,520 181,952 368,175 2.02 177 Dallas : ________ __ _______ 449,092 7,794 9,811 466,697 877,565 1.88 228 
Guthrie --'T--- ---------- ------------ 3,925 ------------ ' :3,925 10,793 2.75 136 Jasper, __________________ 214,166 22,325 5,500 241,991 532,396 2.20 190 Mahaska _______________ 243,885 23,975 5,008 272,868 400,722 1.47 206 
Marion _______ ~::. ________ 284,791 15,805 10,587 311,183 498,894 1.60 225 Monroe ____________ ~ ____ 2,147,252 61,719 64,095 2,273,066 3,646,662 1.60 211 Polk ____________________ 1,413,350 262,863 30,566 1,706,779 3,219,218 1.89 228 Van Buren. _____________ 
----------- ... 
6,672 
------------
6,672 17,750 
------------ ------------Wapello .: _______________ 206,458 26,508 4,210 237,176 409,177 1.73 231 Wayne __________________ 70,420 4,904 1,200 76,524 151,096 1.97 . 192 Webster ________________ 31.569 873 1,250 33,692 76,614 2.27 208 
"Counties with less than 
three producers and 
small mines __________ 294,344 62,392 2,825 359,561 632,712 
------------ ------------
Total _______________ 6,6!6;392I 617,768 156,862 7,451,022 $ 13,364,070 $ 1.79 ------------
. 
. 
-
~--
*Greene, Lucas, Keoktik; Jefferson, 'Page, Taylor and Warren Counties. 
Average 
Number of 
Employees 
47 
4,084 
556 
861 
31 
531 
522 
573 
4,165 
3,188 
15 
596 
243 
109 
536 
16,057 
o 
o 
~ 
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12 MINERAL PRODUCTION IN 1913 AND 1914 
IoW:a's rank as a ,coal producing statei:p. 1914 is given ,in the 
following table:; Fr;~m' 'this ~table 'it is seen that iowa ranked 
tenth in. tonnage, and ninth in yalue. The same r~lations pre~ 
vailed in 1913. . 
RANK OF LEADING CO,AIrPROpUCING STATE.S IN 1914, WITH QUAN-
TITY AND VALUE OF PRODUCT AND PERCENTAGE OF EACH.· 
Production. 
Rank\_~ ____________________________ ' \~' _" _Q_u_' ~_~_t_~_Y_" _" \' _P_~_~_C~_~_\_~g __ leState ' (short tons) Production 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Penns'Ylv.a?i~. :.... , __ .. \ AnthraCIte· ______________________________ 9O,821:;50r - 17.7 
Bituminous ____________________________ 147,983,294 28.8 
West Virginia ____________________________ 71,707,626' 14.0 
Illinois ______ _____________________________ 57,589,197 : 11.2 
Kentucky _________________________________ 200,382,763 ' 4.00 
Ohio ______________________________________ 18,843,115 3.7 
Indiana ___ .:. __ ._'- _____ .___________________ ___ 16,641;132 ' - 3.2 
Alabama _______________ ~_________________ 15,593,422 3.0 
Colorado _________________________________ 8,170,559 ' 1.6 
Virginia ___ ~ ________________________ ~~____ 7,959,535 1.5 
Iowa _____________________________________ 7,451,022 ' 1.4 
Value. 
I 
Percentage 
Rank _______ s_ta_t_e ______________ ~ ___ V_a_lu_e ____ ,:--o-f- '-T-ot-a--l Value 
1 Pennsylvania: Anthracite _____________________________ _ 
Bituminous ___________________________ _ 
2 West Virginia _____ :. _____ :. _______________ _ 
3 Illinois ____ ~ _____ ______________ ~----------4 Ohio _______ ~ _____________________________ _ 
5 Kentucky ______________ ~ _________________ _ 
6 Alabama _________________ ~ ______________ _ 
7 InQiana __________________ :._~ _____________ _ 
8 Colorado ___________ : ::'.:_-::..::_.:--' _________ ___ _ 9 Iovva _____________________________________ ~ 
10 Kansas ___ _______________________________ _ 
$188,181,399 
159,006,296 
'71,391;408 
64,693,529 
21,250,642 
20,852,463 
200,849,919 ' 
18,290,928 
13,601,718 
13,364,070 
11,238,253 
27.6 ' 
23.3 
10.5 
9.5 
3.1 
3.0 
3.0 
2.7 
2.0 
2.0 
1.6 
'From Advance Chapters or Mineral Resources of the United States tor 1914. 
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. CLAY AND CLAY PRODUCTS. 
The value of clay .and clay products in Iowa in 1913 was 
$5,575,581, and' in 1914, $6,405,995. . These figures have neve.r 
been exceeded in the history of the clay ind"\lstry of the state. 
The highest value recorded prior to 1913 was in 1910, when the 
I ' . 
value was $5,335,036. The followmg table shows the value of 
the clay and clay products of Iowa during each year of the 
past decade: 
PRODUCTION OF CLAY AND CLAY PRODUarS IN IOWA FROM 
1905--1914. 
'Year 
19(}5 ____________________ c ___________________________________ ~ ___ _ 
1906 ______ __ ___________ _________________________ ____________ __ ___ . 
1907 _________ ______ _______________ _____ ___ __ ______________ ______ _ 
1908 ________________________ • ___ ____ ___ ___________ __________ ~ ___ _ 
190-9 _______ _______ __ _____ -_____ -________________________________ _ 
,1910' ___________________ ~ ________________________________________ _ 
1911 ___________________________________________________________ ~_ 
1912 ______ _________ __ __ ~------------------ ----------------______ _ 1913 ___________________________ _______________________ ____ __ : ___ _ 
1914 ______________ _____ _______________________________________ __ _ 
Value 
$3,408,547 
3,477,237 
3,733,476 
4,078,627 
4,916,513 
5,335,036 
4,436,839 
4,524,492 
5,575,581 
6;405,995 
The output of clay and clay products in 1913 and 1914 was 
distributed as follows: 
1913 1914 
Product Quantity inl Q]!.antity inl Value Value Thousands Thousands 
Common brick 
---------------
143,263 $1,052,036 143,534 $1,067,746 
Paving brick or block ________ 16,398 222,105 14,997 211,905 Face brick ____________________ 14,078 181,911 11,183 148,394 
Drain tile 
-------------------- ------------
2,798,816 
------------
3,180,836 
Sewer pipe 
- ---------- -------- ------------
503,360 
------------
558,751 
Fireproofing 
----------------- ------------
762,563 
------------
1,(}83,397 
Pottery 
---------------------- ------------
20,698 
------------ ------------Othe~ products __ ~ ____________ 
------------
32,192 
------------
150,716 
Clay 
-------------------------
--7-;-------- 1,900 ------------ 4,250 
~otal _________________ 
------------
$5,575,581 
------------
$6,405,995 
14 MINERAL PRODUCTION IN 1913 AND 1914 
In 1913 the three principal clay products in order of value 
were drain tile, common brick, and fireproofing; in 1914 drain 
tile again ranked first, but in this year the value of fireproofing 
exceeded that of common brick. In both 1913 and 1914 Iowa 
was the leading state in the production of drain tile, the chief 
producing counties being Cerro Gordo and Webster . 
. The value of drain tile and common brick sold· in Iowa in the 
past ten years has been as follows:. . 
PRODUCTION OF DRAIN TILE AND COMMON BRICK IN lOW A FROM 
1905-1914. 
Year 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
I I Common Drain Tile Brick 
$1,531,376 
1,721,614 
2,011,793 
2,522,363 
2,830,910 
3,457,455 
2,468,962 
2,2903,084 
2,798,816 
3,180,836 
$1,367,742 
1,125,009 
1,085,383 
896,890 
1,072,340 
1,088,266 
1,025,011 
1,017,097 
1,052,036 
1,067,746 
The clay product in 1913 and in 1914 is tabulated by counties 
in Table III in which the distribution of the leading products 
IS gIven: 
I 
·1 
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TABLE III. 
. ,. 
VALUE OF IOWA CLAY AND OLAY PRODUarS FOR 1913, 
TABULATED BY COUNTIES. 
6 
... Paving P-<", Other 
....... Common Brick Face Drain Total Counties o Q) Brick or Brick Tile Pro- Vaiue '-' 
' ;:l ductst Z'" Block 
Adair _________ _ 1 * ________ ________ * ___________________ _ 
Allamakee ____ _ 1 * ________ __________ * _________ _ 
Appanoose ____ _ 
Audubon _____ _ 
1 * _____________________________________________ _ 
2 * ________ ________ * * _________ _ 
Benten __ _____ _ 
Boone ________ _ 
5 $ 12,275 ________________ $ 32,416 * $ 60,164 
3 43,359 * . * * . * 91,924 
Buena Vista __ _ 3 * ________ ________ * __________ 27,000 
Butler ________ _ 1 * __________________ __ _________________________ _ 
Oalhoun _______ _ 1 . * ________ ________ * * _________ _ 
Cass __________ _ 1 * ________ ________ * * _________ _ 
Oedar _________ _ 1 * ________ * ___________________ _ 
Oerro Gordo __ _ 7 48,151 ________ 1,043,440 $ 309,424 1,401,015 Clay __________ _ 2 * ________ .* ___________________ _ 
Clinton _______ _ 3 * ________ ________ * __________ 13,900 
Dallas ________ _ 5 9,657 ________ ________ 194,842 20,812 225,311 
Delaware _____ _ 3 2,770 ________ * * 4,426 
Des ]doines ___ _ 
Dubuque ______ _ 
1 * _____________________________________________ _ 
3 50,500 ________ ________ * __________ 50,500 
Fayette ____ ___ _ 1 * ________ ________ __________ * _________ _ 
Floyd _________ _ 1 \ * ________ ________ * * _________ _ 
Franklin ______ _ 1 * ________ __________ * _________ _ 
Fremont ____ __ _ 1 * _____________________________________________ _ 
Grundy _______ _ 2 . * * * * _________ _ 
Guthrie __ __ ___ _ 2 * ________ ________ * * _________ _ 
Hamilton _____ _ 1 __________ ________ ________ * * ____ _____ _ 
Hancock ______ _ 1 __________ ________ ________ . * ___________________ _ 
Hardin _______ _ 2 * ________ __ ____ __ * * _________ _ 
. Henry ________ _ 
. Howard ______ _ 
2 * ________ ________ * ___________________ _ 
1 . * ________ ________ * * _________ _ 
Humboldt ~ ___ _ 1 ________ ~ _ ________ ________ * , ___________________ _ Iowa __________ . 2 * * ___________________ _ 
Jackson ______ _ 
Jasper ________ _ 
Jefferson _____ _ 
J ohJ;lson ______ _ 
Jones _________ _ 
Keokuk _______ _ 
Kossuth _____ ~ __ Lee ___________ _ 
Linn __________ _ 
Louisa ________ _ 
Lucas _________ _ 
]dadison • ______ _ 
]dahaska .: ____ _ 
Marion _______ _ 
Marshall ______ _ 
Mills __________ _ 
2 * * ___________________ _ 
6 10,010 ________ 16,825 * 27,156 
4 5,137 ________ 15,740 4,897 25,774 
3 * ________ * __________ 22,300 
2 * ________ ________ * ___________________ _ 
10 3,941 ________ ________ 80,451 35,826 120,218 
1 __________ ________ ________ * * _________ _ 
3 * ________ * ___________________ _ 
5 30,190 ________ ________ 7,370 * 
1 * __ ______ ________ * 
12,528 
37,960 
1 * _____________________________________________ _ 
1 * __ '-____ _ 
2 * * ----*--- -----*---- -----*---- ========== 
4 10,675 ________ _ ______ _ 
4 12,174 ________ * 12,500 39,700 * * 4 8,179 ________ _ __________________________ _ 
53,231 
79,918 
8,179 
16 
Counties 
MINERAL PRODUCTION, I,l'l" 1913 AND 1914 
TABLE IH.-CONTINUED. 
Paving 
Common Brick 
Brick or 
Block 
Face 
Brick 
Drain 
Tile 
Other 
Pro-
ductst 
. Total 
Value 
Muscatine 4 * ________ ________ * __________ 10,505 
Page ___________ 2 * * ________ * __________ __ _______ _ 
~~~~~=~ __ ===== 1~ 15~,468 ----;--- ----;--- ---137~628 ----~;---- ----692,710 
Pottawattamie_ .3 34,207 _________ . __________________ ._________ 34,20,7 
Poweshiek _____ 4 1,566 ________ ________ 33,612 * 37,145 
Sac ____________ 1 * ________ ________ * 
Scott __________ 4 15,108 * ________ * -----;---- ----58,511 
Story __________ 2 * __ ______ * *. 
* Tama ______ ____ 6 14,904 _______ '_ * 16,266 * 45,169 Taylor _________ 1 * 
Union __________ 1 * ________ ======== -----;---- -----;---- ========== . Van Buren _____ 2 * ________ ________ * ___________________ _ 
Wapello _______ 3 * ________ * * * 50,984 
Warren ________ . 1 __________ ________ ________ * * _________ _ 
Washington ____ 5 9,308 ________ ________ 15,447 5,815. 30,570 Winnebago ____ 1 _______________ ~__ ________ * ___________________ _ 
Winneshiek ____ 1 * _____________________________________________ _ 
Webster _______ 12 54,906 * * 631,726 377,111 1,077,059 Woodb1,lry _____ 2 * * * __________ * _____ ____ _ 
Wright ________ 1 * ________ * ___________________ _ 
**Pottery _____________________________________________ : __________ 20,698 
***Olay sold _____________________________________ ~ ________________ . 1,900 
Oounties wit h 
less than three 
p~ducers ____ ____ 520,551 222,105 181,911 520,853 544,230 1,254,619 ' 
Total ______ 183 $1,052,036 $222,105 $181,911 $ 2,798,816 $1,298,115 $ 5,575,581 
tIncludes sewer pipe, fireproofing, fire brick, etc. 
*Included in "Oounties with less than three producers." 
**Includes Delaware, Muscatine and Wapello Oounties. 
***Includes Black Hawk, Hardin and Webster Oounties. 
CLAY AND CLA17, PRODUCTS 
TABLE IlL-CONTINUED. 
VALUE OF IOWA CLAY AND OLAY PRODUCTS FOR 1914, 
TABULATED BY COUNTIES. 
6 I " ~Dl Paving other 
Pro-, 
dtlctst 
Counties .... ~ Common ~ ~ Brick 
~'t;j 
Brick Face 
or . 'Brick 
Block ' 
Drain 
Tile 
I' 
Adair _________ _ 1 * ________ -------- .. * ----------
Allamakee ____ _ 1 ' , *. ________ -------- * * 
Appanoose ___ _ 
Audubon _____ _ 
1 * ________ -------- ---------- ----------
2 ~ ________ -------- * * 
Benton ______ ~_ 
Boone ________ _ 
Buena "Vista __ _ 
Butler ________ _ 
5 $ 8,473 ________ -------- $ 33,593 * 
3 44,100 * * * * $ 
2 * ________ i -------- * ----------
1 * ________ -------- * _---------
Caihoun ______ _ 1 ~ * ----------Cass __________ _ 1 * ________ -------- * * Cedar _________ _ 1 * ________ -------- * ----------
Cerro Gordo Clay ',:' __________ _ 
Clinton _______ _ 
7 39,976 ________ -------- 990,933 $ 525,035 
1 * ________ * ----------
2 * ________ -------- * ----------Dallas ________ _ 
Delaware 
5 '3,420 ________ * 224,697 ' * 
2 * ________ -----~-- * ' * 
Des Moines ___ _ 1 * -------- * * Dubuque, ______ _ 
Fayette _______ _ 
Floyd _________ _ 
Franklin ______ _ 
3 42,OO() ________ -------- ---------- ----------
1 * ________ -------- ---------- * 
1 * ________ ------~- * ----------
2 * ________ -------- * * 
Fremont ______ _ 1 * ________ -------- ---------- ----------
Grundy _______ _ 
Guthrie _______ _ 
Hamilton _____ _ 
Hancock ______ _ 
2 * ________ * ---------- ----------
2 * ________ -------- * * 
2 * -------- * * 1 __________ ________ * ----------
Hardin _______ _ 
Henry _________ _ 
Howard 
2 * ________ -------- * * 
2 * ________ -------- * * 
1 * ________ * * 
Humboldt ____ _ 1 __________ ________ -------- * ----------Iowa _________ _ 2 * -------- * ---------Jackson _______ _ 2 * ________ * ---------- ----------
Jasper ________ _ 
Jefferson _____ _ 
Johnson ______ _ 
Jones ________ _ 
5 8,253 ________ -------- 18,950 * 
3 * ________ -------- 15,028 7,119 
3 7,100 ________ -------- * ----------
2 * ________ -------- * ' * 
Keokuk _______ _ 
Kossuth ______ _ 
8 6,299 ________ -------- 208,187 * 
1 * ________ -------- ¥ * Lee ___________ _ 
Linn __________ _ 
LOllisa ' ________ _ 
4 7,733 ________ * * ----- -----
4 43,470 ________ --______ 6,940 * 
1 * ________ -------- * * 
Lucas __ __ _____ _ 
Madison ______ _ 
Mahaska ______ _ 
Marion _______ _ 
Marshall ______ _ 
Mills _________ _ 
1 * ________ -------- ---------- ----------
1 __________ ________ -------- * ----------
2 * *. -------- * * 4 12,400 ________ ________ 21,021 * 
~ 1~:Ws t======= ___ : __ .. ______ ~ _________ : ___ _ 
17 
Total 
Value 
" !,, 
* 
* 
* 
* 
93,873 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
1,555,944 
* 
* 
* 
* 
42,000 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
25,440 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
*. 
* 
* 
* 
26,417 
* 
• 
/ 
• 
18 
counties 
Monroe --------Muscatine ____ _ 
Page __________ _ 
Plymouth -----Polk __________ _ 
Pottawattamie_ 
Poweshiek --__ _ Sac ___________ _ 
Scott ----------
Shelby ---------Story _________ _ 
Tama _________ _ 
Union _________ _ 
Van Buren ____ _ 
Wapello __ ____ _ 
Warren _______ _ 
Washington ___ _ 
Winnebago ____ _ 
Winneshiek ___ _ 
Webster _______ _ 
Woodbury -----Wright = ______ _ 
**Pottery and 
MINERAL PRODUCTION IN 1913 AND 1914 
TABLE III.-CONTINUED. 
6 
&:-'" Paving 
....... Common Brick Face Drain 
Tile 
Other 
Pro-
ductst 
oal 
. ~ Brick or Brick 
Z~ Block 
1 * ________ -------- * * 
4 11,575 ________ * __________ * 
2 * -------- -------- * * 1 * -------- ---_______________ --_______ _ 
12 216,903 * * 157,088 * 3 24,029 ________ _ __________________________ _ 
4 * 30,932 * ~ ;M9 ====~=== I ========: : 1 * ________ _ __________________________ _ 
3 * * * * 
5 22,491 -------~ * * 32,091 
* 1 * * 
2 * * 3 22,559 ________ * 
* 
--'*----
* 
1 __________ ________ * * 
--------5 9,286 ________ 7,985 
--------
11,417 1 __________ ________ _, ________ _ 
Ii 7;,199 ---~*---I ======== ---62i~i8-4 ---474~7-48-1 * * ________ * * 
* 
--------
1 * ___________________________ _ 
clay sold ___________________ -------- ___________________________ _ 
Counties wit h 
less than three 
Total 
Value 
* 
13,195 
* 
* 
856,967 
24,029 
40,356 
* 
46,013 
* 
* 
69,208 
* 
* 
64,691 
* 
28,688 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
37,000 
producers ~___ ____ 428,856 $211,905 $148,394 808,675 745,227 2,343,057 
Total ______ __ __ $1,067,746 $211,905 $148,394 $ 3,180,836 $1,760,114 $ 6,405,995 
t Includes sewer pipe, fireproofing, etc. 
*Included in "Counties with less than three producers." 
**Black Hawk, Hardin, Webster, Muscatine and Wapello counties. 
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The following table shows the rank of the ten leading states 
in value of clay products in 1913 and 1914., It includes also the 
number of operating firms and the percentage of the total value 
produced by each of the ten states: 
TEN LEADING STATES IN VALUE OF CLAY PRODUCTION IN 
1913 AND 1914.' 
State 
1913. ' 
Ntlmber 
of Oper· 
Rank ating 
Firms 
Report'g 
Value ' not 
including 
Raw Clay 
Sold 
Percent-
age of 
Total 
Value 
------ - --'-----'--------'------;----
Ohio _________________________________ 1 
Pennsylvania ________________________ 2 
New Jersey __________________________ 3 
Illinois ___________ _________________ -__ A 
New York ___ __________ ~______________ 5 
Indiana ______________________________ 6 
~~~o~~~_=============================1 ~ California ______________ ___ _______ ____ 9 
VVest Virginia _______________________ , 10 
1914. 
State Rank 
-
Ohio 
---------------------------------
1 
Pennsylvania 
------------------------
2 
New Jersey 
--------------------------
3 Illinois ______ __ _______________________ 4 New York ___ _________________________ 5 
Indiana 
------------------------------
6 
Iowa 
---------------------------------
7 
Missouri 
-----------------------------
8 
VVest Virginia 
-----------------------
9 California ____________________________ 10 
563 
377 
149 
281 
215 
257 
105 
186 
91 
58 
Number 
of Oper-
ating 
Firms 
Report'~ 
, 
543 
369 
148 
263 
205 
240 
171 
98 
58 
84 
$38,388,296 
24,231,482 
19,705,378 
15,195,874 
11,469,476 
8,498,646 
6,602,076 
5,573,681 
5,344,958 
5,208,270 
Value not 
including 
Raw Clay 
Sold 
$37,166,768 
21,846,996 
16,484,652 
13,318,953 
9,078,933 
7,655,285 
6,401,745 
6,077,284 
5,761,411 
4,461,661 
21.18 
13.37 
10.87 
8.38 
6.33 
4.69 
3.64 
3.07 
2.95 
2.87 
Percent-
age of 
Total 
Value 
22.53 
13.24 
9.99 
8.07 
5.50 
4.64 
3.88 
3.68 
3.49 
2.70 
It will be seen from this table that in 1913 Iowa ranked eighth 
and in 1914, seventh. 
'Advance chapter from Mineral R esources of the United States for 1914. 
20 MINERAL PRODUCTION IN 1913 AND llH4 
STONE AND · LIME. . 
The value of stone. and lime in Iowa produced in .1913 was 
$854,814, and in 1914, $594,681. The output was distributed as 
follows: 
1913 1914 
Limestone-13uilding __ __________________ _____________________ _ 
Riprap and rubble _______________________________ _ $ 41,421 $ 32,332 128,342 96,482 
Crushed Stone-Road making ______ __ _________________________ _ 81,351 17,438 Railroad ballast _______ ~ __ _________ __________ _ 
Concrete ________ __ ________________________ ~ __ _ 218,573 \ 97,747 300,767 278,071 
*Other purposes _________________________________ _ 
Lime __________________________________________ . ___ _ 33,228 15,292 49,520 56,000 
1--------1--------Total limestone and lime _____ ~ __________ _ $853,202 $593,362 Sandstone _______________________ '-__________ ---______ _ 1,612 ~ 1,319 
I--------I--~----Total stone and lime:.. _________ ~ __________ _ $854,814 $594,681 
*Paving, curbing, flagging, etc. 
. , 
The distribution of limestone and lime III 1913 and 1914 18 
given-by counties in Table IV. 
TABLE IV. 
PRODUCTION OF LIMESTONE AND LIME IN 1913. 
Counties 
6 p::", 
......... 
00) 
t) 
o::l z'C 
Riprap 
Building I and 
Stone Rubble 
Crushed Stone 
Lime Other Uses 
Total 
Value Road- I Railr~ad I Concrete 
making Ballast 
---------+~-j-~-:--Allamakee ___________ .:. _______ _ 2 * * __________ __________ * ______________________ --------
Benton ____________ ~ ___ ~ _____ _ 1 * * ___________________________________________________________ _ 
Black Hawk ________________ _ 3 * __________ * __________ * ____________________ $ 11,529 
Appanoose __________________ _ 1 __________ __________ * ___________________ - __________ ---------- ----------
Cerro Gordo _________________ _ 1 * l+ * __________ * __________ * _________ _ 
Clayton _____________________ _ 7 $ 1,262 * __________ __________ * * _______ ___ -13,382 
Clinton ______________________ 0_ 1 * 0 * ___________________________________________________________ _ 
1>es ]doines __________________ _ 1 __________ * ___________________________________________________________ _ 
Dubuque :. ___________________ _ 11 8,376 $ 40,099 $ 9,485 __________ $ 13,250 * $ 882 86,092 Fayette ______________________ _ 
Floyd ________ ~ __________ ~ ____ _ 
2 * __________ __________ __________ __________ ________ __ * -________ _ 
4 2,207 * __________ __________ __________ __________ * 4,217 
Hardin ______________________ _ 2 * __________ __________ __________ * --________ ---------- ----------
Harrison ____________________ _ 1 __________ __________ __________ __________ * _____________________ o ________ ~ 
Henry _______________________ _ 1 *0. __________ __________ __________ * _____________________________ _ 
Howard _____________________ _ 1 __________ * * __________ __________ __________ * _________ _ 
Jackson __________________ .:. __ _ 2 __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ * * _________ _ 
Jones ________________________ _ 7 13,988 28,353 * * 42,283 _________ ~ * 105,230 Keokuk _____ 0 _________________ _ 2 * * __________ __________ * _____________________________ _ 
Lee __________________________ _ 8 1,661 6,839 15,181 ______ :..--- 31,953 __________ 6,584 62,218 Linn _______________ __ ________ _ 3 __________ __________ * * * __________ __________ 80,008 
Louisa ______________________ _ 1 __________ ______________________________ * ______________________ ~ ______ _ 
]dadison ____________________ _ 3 * * * ______ -'___ 27,533 __________ * 36,925 ]darshall ____________________ _ 2 __________ * * 0 * __ _____________________________________ _ 
]ditchell ___ ~ ____ ____ _________ _ 3 1,145 ________________ '-___ __________ __________ __________ 3,913 5,058 
Pocahontas _________________ _ 1 __________ __________ * __________ * __________________________ ___ _ 
Scott _______ ~ _______________ _ 6 * 38,524 * * 107,435 __________ 6,198 171,040 
t"' 
~ 
t;j 
rn 
>-'l 
o 
~ 
~ 
I:J 
s:: 
s;: 
t;j 
"" ..... 
TABLE IV.-CONTINUEO. 
6 Crushed. Stone ~Ul Building Riprap Counties ....... and Lime Other Total oQ) Stone Uses Value t) Road- I Railroad I C n te '::1 Rubble ~'t:l making Ballast 0 ere 
V~n Buren ___________________ 1 * ----______ 1 ______ ---- ----______ 1 ______ ----
---------- ---------- ----------Wapello ______________________ 
. 2. * * I 
========== I ____ ~:---- * ---------- ========== ---------- ----------Winnespiek ___________________ 1 * Counties with less than three 
$218,573 1 
---------- ---------- ----------
producers _____________ .. ____ 
----
12,782 14,527 56,685 78,313 49,520 15,651 277,503 
~otal _____________________ 
---- $ 41,421 $ 128,342 $ 81,351 $ 218,573 i$ 300,767 $' 49,520 $ 33,228 $ 853,202 
- --- ---
*Included in "Counties with less than three producers." 
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TABLE IV.-CONTINUED. 
PRODUCTION OF LIMESTONE AND LIME IN 1914. 
Counties 
Allamakee ___________________ _ 
Appanoose __________________ _ 
Benton ________________ __ ____ _ 
Black Hawk ________________ _ 
o Bremer ______________________ _ 
Cerro Gordo _________________ _ 
Clayton 
cninton ___________________ ---_1 
Delaware ____________________ _ 
DeS ~oines ____ ~ _________ ~_: 
Dubuque Fayette ______________________ _ 
Floyd 
Hardin Harrison ____________________ _ 
Henry _______________________ _ 
Howard _____________________ _ 
"Jackson _____________________ _ 
Jones ________________________ _ 
Keokuk Lee __________________________ _ 
Linn __________________________ " 
Lcuisa _______ 0-
~adison ___ __ ______________ __ 1" 
~ahaska __________ __________ _ 
~arshall ____________________ _ 
Building 
Stone 
Riprap 
and 
Rubble 
Crushed Stone 
Road- I Railroad I Lime 
making Ballast Concrete 
Other 
Uses 
Total 
Value 
i -----;---- -----:---- -----;---- ========== I ========== ========== ========== ========== 4 $ 1,061 ____________________ $ 15,557 ____________________ $ 16,733 
2 * __________ * __________ * -------______________________ _ 
1 __________ __________ __________ __________ * -------___ --_________________ _ 
1 * * ______________________________ -_________ * _________ _ 
1 * _____________________________________________________________________ _ 
1 * ---------- ---------- __________ 1 __ .:: _______ --________ --------~- - ________ _ 
1 o~ 
1 * 
10 $ 7,635 2,214 
__________ 1 __________ • _ . ____ ; ____ 1 __________ 1 __________ • ______ _ 
59,806 23,130 r----;----·----------·----------* $ 11,122 1$ 4,705 . _________ _ 
1 * 
1 :::::~::::I ::::~::~::I::::~::::~I~~~~:~:~~~ I ~~~~:;::~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~:~~~;: :~::~~~:~~ 2 1 
2 1 * __________ __________ __________ * __________ 0* _________ _ 
2 * * __________ __________ ________ __ * ___________________ _ 
5 * 29,879 __________ * 41,073 __________ * 80,908 
1 __________ __________ __________ ________ __ * __________ * _________ _ 
8 478 12,774 __________ __________ 31,759 __________ 6,181 0 51,192 
01 __________ __________ * __________ * _____________________________ _ 
1 __________ * __________ __________ * _____________________________ _ 
2 __________ * ______ ____ __________ * _____________________________ _ 
1 * ___________ ~ _________ -' __ ______ ___ __ ______ __ ___________ ___ ___ _________ _ 
2 __________ __ ____ ____ __________ * ___________________ " __________ _ 
t: 
~ 
t.;j 
Ul 
>-3 
~ 
t.;j 
> Z 
tj 
t: 
~ 
t.;j 
'" "'" 
Counties 
~uscatine ___________________ _ 
~itchell ___________ . __________ _ 
Pocahontas _________________ _ 
Scott . _~ ________ ~ ____________ _ 
Van Buren ________________ ___ _ 
Wapello _____________________ _ 
Oounties with less than three 
6 
&:'" 
......... 
o Q) () 
6::l z'O 
Building 
Stone 
TABLE IV.-CONTINUED. 
Riprap 
and 
Rubble 
Crushed Stone 
Road- I Railroad I '. 1 Lime 
making Ballast Con'crete 
Other 
Uses 
Total 
Value 
. iI:::::'::::I::::::--J::::~::::I:::::::::: I :::::~:::: \:0::::::::1-'--------1---------
7~,8551========== I -----6:24-91---ii7~893 r I : I 32~2o-6T----4~8i6-1-----;---- ---------- ----------
2 · .* -----;----(---------1----------1-----;·----1------: -- --I :; -.--------' --------~-
producers __________________ , . __ _ 24,219 9,440 7,9171$ 97,747 95,697 1$ . 56,000 6481 '291,668 
32,3321$ Total ~ ____________________ I---I$ 96,4821$ 17,4381$ 278,071 1$ 56,000 1$ 97,747j$ 
~----~----~--~~----
15,2921$ 593,362 
*Included in "Counties with less than three producers." 
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SANP AND GRAVEL. 
The value of sand and gravel produced in Iowa in 1913 was 
$528,066, and in 1914 $556,868. In both years the values were 
less than in 1912, when the output had a value of $563,409, the 
record figure for the state. 
The sand and gravel sold in 1913 and 1914 may .be classified 
as follows: 
1913 1914 
Kind-
Value Value 
Sand used for-Molding ___________________________________________ $ 1,560 $ 2,365 
Building ___________________________ _ .:._____________ 231,784 272,445 
Engine ____________________________________________ 3,162 3,250 
Other sand _______________________________________ 91,536 . 72,988 
Gravel ____________________________________________ 200,024 205,820 
1----1---"--
Total sand and graveL____________________ $528,066 $556,868 
Table V shows the distribution of sand and gravel by coun-
. ties.in 1913 and 1914. 
" 
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TABt~E V. 
VALUE OF SAND AND GRAVEL PRODUCED IN IOWA IN 1913 . . 
Counties 
Appanoose _____ _ 
Audubon _______ _ 
Black Hawk ___ _ 
Bremer _________ _ 
Buena Vista ___ _ 
Butler __________ _ 
Carroll _________ _ 
Cherokee _______ _ 
Clayton ________ _ 
Clinton _________ _ 
Des ]doines ____ :_ 
Dickinson ______ _ 
6 
~rtJ 
.... ~ Molding Building Engine Other Gravel 
c: ~ Sand Sand Sand Sand Total Z.., 
1 * . _________ _ 
2 ________ * 
8 * $ 14,605 3 ________ * 
2 _________________ _ 
2 _________________ _ 
1 ________ 1 _________ _ 
2 ________ . * 
1 _________________ _ 
4 ________ * 
2 * * 1 _.:______ * 
-------- -------- ---------- ----------
________ $ 15,950 
-------- --------
--------
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
*. 
* 
* 
* 
$ 12,250-
* 
$ 30,906 
2,613 
17,236 
-------- -------- ---------- ----------DUbuque ________ . 3 ________ 3,973 
* * 30,546 Eanmet _________ _ 2 ________ * 
Fayette ________ _ 2 ________ * 
Floyd __________ _ 1 _________________ _ 
Franklin _______ _ 1 _____ ~__ * 
Greene _________ _ 1 _________________ _ 
Grundy _________ _ 1 ________ * 
Hardin _________ _ 4 ____ ... ___ * 
Howara ________ _ 1 _________________ _ 
Ida _____________ _ 1 ________ * 
Jackson ________ _ 1 ________ * 
Johnson ________ _ 3 ________ * 
Jones _.:. _________ _ 1 _________________ _ 
Lee _____________ _ 3 ________ * 
Linn ______ ~ ____ _ 8 * 6,828 Lyon :... __________ _ 6 ________ * 
]darion _________ _ 2 ________ * 
]darshall _______ _ 1 ________ * 
]donona ________ _ 1 ________ * 
]duscatine ______ _ 1 ________ * 
. O'Brien ________ _ 3 ________ * 
Osceola ________ _ 2 ________ * 
Page ___________ _ 1 _________________ _ 
Palo Alto ______ _ 3 _________________ _ 
Plymouth ______ _ 3 ________ * 
Polk ___________ _ 13 * 76,597 Sac _____________ _ 2 ________ * 
Scott ___________ _ 2 ________ * 
Sioux __________ _ 4 ________ 5,310 
Story __________ _ 3 ________ * 
Van Buren _____ _ 1 ________ * 
Wapello ________ _ 2 * * Webster ________ _ 2 ________ * 
Winnebago _____ _ 1 ________ * 
Winneshiek _____ _ 3 ________ * 
Woodbury ______ _ 4 ________ * 
Wright _________ _ 3 ________ * 
* 
* 
* 
-------- -------- ---------- ----------
* 
-------- -------- ---------- ----------
* 3,171 
======== ----;---1-----;---- ===~=====~ 
________ ________ * 10,189 
* -------- --_ ... _---
* -------- ----------
* 
* 
* 
5,405 
-------- --------
* * 
23,876 
4,365 
* 
* 
8,305 
31,579 
12,890 
-------- -------- ---------- ----------
* -------- --------
* 2,277 
* ---------- ----------
* * . 
* * 10,890 
-------- -------- * 992 
* 39,438 18,775 136,649 
* ----------
* -------- -------- ----------
* * 8,387 
* 1,162 
-------- -------- ---------- ----------
* * * 
-------- -------- ---------- ----------
--------
* 
* * 
* 
* 
4,235 
* 
971 
15,985 
3,631 
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TABLE V.-CONTINUED. 
6 
100 
Il<", Molding Building Engine Other Counties ... 100 Gravel Total o~ Sand Sand Sand Sand 
. = ~'O 
Counties with 
less than three 
producers ---- .... 
---- $ 1,560 124,471 $ 3,162 30,743 136,523 199,687 
Total ______ __ 
--.:- $ 1,560 $ 231,784 $ 3,162 $ 91,536 $ 200,024 $ 528,066 
*Included in "Counties with less than three producers." 
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TABLE V.-CONTINUED. 
VALUE OF SAND AND GRAVEL PRODUCED IN IOWA IN 1914. 
'0 ./ 
Counties 
Appap.oose . _____ _ 
. Audubon _______ _ 
Black Hawk ___ _ 
Bremer _____ ~ ___ _ 
Buena ' Vista ___ _ 
Butler __________ _ 
Carroll _________ _ 
Cherokee _______ _ 
Clayton ________ _ 
Clinton _________ _ 
Des Moines _____ _ 
Dickinson ______ _ 
Dubuque _______ _ 
Emmet _________ _ 
Fayette ________ _ 
Franklin _______ _ 
Hardin _________ _ 
Ida _____________ _ 
Jackson ________ _ 
Johnson ________ _ 
Jones ________ ~_~~ 
Lee _L __________ _ 
Kossuth ________ _ 
. Linn ___________ _ 
LY0J?- ------;-------MarlOn _________ _ 
Marshall _______ _ 
Muscatine _-; ____ _ 
O'Brien ________ _ 
Osceola ________ _ 
Palo Alto ______ _ 
Plymouth _.: ____ _ Polk ___________ _ 
Sac _____________ _ 
Scott __________ _ 
Sioux __________ _ 
Story __________ _ 
Van Buren _____ _ 
Wapello ________ _ 
Webster ~ _______ _ 
Winnebago _____ _ 
VVinDP,shiek _____ _ 
VVoodbury ______ _ 
'"' p.. '" • 
.... fil Moldmg Building Engine Other 
~;; Sand Sand Sand Sand 
~'C 
Gravel Total 
1 * _________ _ 
3 _______ .~ * 
7 ______ ~- $ 35,988 5 ________ * 
1 ____________ ' _____ _ 
,3 ________ 2,752 
1 _______ ~ * 
2 ________ * 
1 _________________ _ 
5 ________ 4,138 
3 ___ '_____ * 
1 ________ * 
2 _____ ~__ * 
1 _________________ _ 
3 ________ * 
3 ________ 890 
3 ________ * 
2 ________ * 
1 ________ * 
3 ________ * 
1 __ -'_____ * 
2 _______ ~ * 
1 ________ * 
3 _________________ _ 
3 --______ * 
2 ________ * 
1 ________ * 
2 ____ --~- * 
5 ________ 3,248 1 _________________ _ 
2 _________________ _ 
4 ________ 9,451 
13 * 52,268 2 ________ * 
2 ________ * 
5 ________ 16,030 
4 ________ ' 790 
1 ________ * 
2 * * 2 ________ * 
1 __ ~_____ * 
2 . __________ ~ _____ _ 
2 ________ * 
-------- -------- ---------- ----------
* -------- --------
* * 
-------- -------- $ 2,686 
* 
-------- -------- - - - - ------
* 
$ 355 
43,843 
2,811 
2,752 
-------- ---------- ----------
* * 
, 
-------- * 
* 
* 
---------- ---------~ 
* 
-------- --------
* * . 
* 
11,(}52 
* 
* 
* 
16,958 
7,339 
---- ------ ----------
-------- --------
. * 
* 
* 
----------
* 
7,297 
935 
2,025 
._------- -------- ---------- ----------
* 
7,117 11,157 
-------- -------- ---------- ----------
* * 
-------- --------
18,611 18,611 
* 9,512 32,811 
* * -------- ----------
* * * ----------
* * -------- ----------
* ---------- 3,398 
* ----------
* ----------
-------- -------- * 9,751 
* $ 48,828 44,518 148,313 
* ----------
* ----------
* 16,100 
3,902 4,692 
----;--- ----;--- -----;---- ---------~ 
--- -------
* 
-------- -------- ---------- ----------
* * 
* . 
" 
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TABLE V.-CONTINUED. 
6 
'" Pot. III Molding Building Engine Other .. . . Counties .... '" Gravel Total oel) Sand Sand Sand Sand c:.> 
• ;:j ZOO 
, 
'. 
Wright 3 ________ * * * 2,634 
---------- ----------
Oounties with 
less than' three 
producers , 
----- ---- $ 160 117,850 $ 1,446 16,479 89,156 224,686 
Total , ---- $' 2,365 $ 272,445 $ 3,250 $ 72,988 $ 205,820 $ 556,868 
, 
*Included in "Counties with less than three producers." 
GYPSUM. 
In 1913 the value of gypsum produced in Iowa was $1,157,939, 
and in 1914 $1,321,457. These figures have never been exceeded 
since gypsum began to be produced in the state. In 1914 Iowa 
ranked first in the production of gypsum, exceeding the pro-
duction of New York, which ranked second, by a value of $84,265. 
The value of the production in Iowa in each of the past ten 
years is as follows: 
PRODUCTION OF GYPSUM IN IOWA FROM 1905,-1914 INCLUSIVE. 
Year 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
Value 
$ 589,055 
573,498 
730,383 
564,688 
655,602 
943,849 
871,752 
845,628 
1,157,939 . 
1,321,457 ,( 
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The principal items of production and distribution in 1913 
and 1914 were as follows: 
1913 1914 
Short Tom\ Value Short Tons \ Value 
Crude gypsum mined _________ 456,031 --------_._-- 480,404 ------------
Distributed as follows: 
Sold crude-
To Portland cement mills, 
as land plaster, ctc. ____ 52,057 $ 45,551 65,185 $ 60,486 
Sold calcined-
As hard wall plaster _____ 252,719 942,198 265;619 1,109,570 
As stucco, plaster of Paris, etc. ______________ 80,63'8 170,190 69,446 151,401 
Total sold calcined ____ 333,357 $1,112,388 335;065 $1,260,971 
Total sold _____________ 385,414 $1,157,939 400,250 $1,321,457 
. 
In both years 1913 and 1914 there were five mines and five 
mills in operation. The deposit of gypsum at O.enterville has 
not yet been developed to the stage of production. The main 
r eason for this fact is the difficulty in handling the lar.ge amount 
of water which enters the shaft a few feet above the gypsum. 
LEAD. AND ZINO. 
In 1913 the value of lead concentrates obtained from small 
lots of galena mined from shallow shafts was $4,150. In 1914 
there was' no production. 
MINERAL WATERS . 
. The value of mineral waters sold in Iowa was $7,369 in 1913 
and $30,179 in 1914. The sale of the mineral waters was for. 
medicinal and table us~s. There were three producing springs 
in 1913 and :five in 1914. The largest output was from the 
Oolfax Springs in,Jaspet county. In 1914 two new springs be-
gan to produce, one of which is located at Oolfax and the other 
at Sioux Oity. 
.NATURAL GAS :n 
. PORTLAND CEMENT. 
Since the year 1911 there have been three large modern ce-
ment plants in ' Iowa, two of which are located at Mason City, 
the third at Des Moines. In 1913 the output of these three 
plants had a value of '$3,972,876, and in 1914, $4,008,915. Al-
though the output in Iowa has been 'increasing yel;l,r by year, 
. there is every reason to believe that the maximum yearly out-
put has not yet been reached. The three plants are thoroughly 
equipped and there are abundant supplies of limestone and shale 
which are the materials being used in Iowa for cement making. 
The growth of the cement industry in the United States has 
been phenomenal. Year after year during the past decade the 
output exceeded that of the preceding year until in 1913 the 
maximum production of 89,541,348 barrels was reached. In 
1914 the output was 87,257,552 barrels. 
The figures for the quantity and value of the Portland cement 
shipped by the ten leading states in 1914 are as follows: 
SHIPMENT OF PORTLAND CEMENT BY STATES, 1914.' 
Average 
State Shipping Quantity Value Price Plants (barrels) per 
' .' 
.. Barrel 
• 
Pennsylvania 
--------------------
20 25,985,106 $20,944,787 $ .806 
Indiana 
--------------------------
5 9,540,288 8,342,164 .874 Nevv York ________________________ 8 5,474,191 . 5,020,720 .917 
minois 
---------------------------
5 5,284,022 4,848,522 .918 Oalifornia ____ ____________________ 7 5,004,633 6,698,905 1.339 
Missouri ------~------------------ 5 4,706,389 4,485,744 .953 Michigan 
-------- ---------- -------
11 4,218,429 4,064,781 .964 
Iowa ----------------------------~ 3 4,224,076 4,008,915 .949 New Jersey 
----------------------
3 3,530,476 3,081,205 .873 
Kansas 
--------------------------
l(} 3,237,906 2,643,415 .816 
Total (ten statesl ____ ______ 77 71,205,516 $64,159,158 
----------
Total (other statesl ________ 34 15,232,440 15,959,317 
----------
NATURAL GAS. 
For many years sman amounts of natural gas have been ob-
tained from pockets of sand and gravel in the Pleistocene de-
"From ad~ance chapter of Mineral Resources for 1914. 
• 
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posits of the state. The best known localities are in the neigh-
borhood of Letts, Louisa county, ,and of Herndon, Guthrie coun-
ty. The v~lue of the natural gas in Iowa was $120 in 1913 and · 
$200 in 1914. The gas was used for illuminating purpOS0S. 
" \ '. . 
IRON ORE. 
During the years 1913 and 1914 the · Missouri Iron Company 
continued to carry forward considerable work on the Waukon 
ir<;m ore, but no ores were shipped for commercial purposes . 
THE· IRON ORE DEPOSITS NEAR 
WAUKON,' IOWA 
BY 
JESSE V. HOWELL 
. 3 
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THE IRON ORES' O'F IRON HILL NEAR WAUKON, IOWA 
. . 
Introduction. 
LOCATION. 
Iron Hill lies in west-central Allamakee county, in the north-, 
eastern corner of Iowa, and is about two ' and one-half miles 
northeast of the town of Waukon. It is within the Waukon quad-
rangle of the United States Geological Survey. 
Waukon, a town of about 2,000 population, and which is the 
county seat of Allamakee county, forms the terminus of a branch 
of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, connecting with 
the main line at Waukon Junction, on the Mississippi river. (See 
figure 1.) , 
RELIEF. 
Iron Hill is the highest point in northeastern Iowa, and attains 
a height of 1,340 feet above sea level. The lowest land in the 
vicinity, in the , southeastern corner of Makee township, is 960 
feet above sea level. This indicates a maximum relief of 380 
feet. 
In the centr~l and western parts of Makee township grades 
are low I and the slopes relatively gentle, but in the eastern and 
northern portions the topography is markedly rugged, due to 
the proximity to the drainage lines. Waukon itself is located on 
a rolling plain ' whose greatest extent is to the southwest of the 
town. Owing to the absence of any considerable quantity of 
drift the topography has been controlled largely by erosion. 
The district may be divided into two generally distinct to-
pographic provinces, which differ not only in elevation but also 
in character and origin. These are: . 
(a) The upland plain. 
(b) The valleys. 
( 
R ICH\.ANO C£N.TRE . t', 
FIG. I-Index map of northeastern Iowa showing location of area studied (small rec-
tangle). Also the area covered by the Waukon sheet of the U. S. 
Geological Survey (larger rectangle). 
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The plain in ' general is rolling and well drained, and is cov-
ered by a thick residual soil overlain by a small a.moUllt of loess. 
Wherever the plain lies on the .G~lena formation .of the Ordovic-
ian system, as it .does throughout the small region to be consid-
ered, sinkholes are characteristi0 featllres. Th.e so.il is of fairly 
good quality and the farmers are prosperous. 
The valleys are marked by outcrops of hard J;ock and repre-
sent an advanced stage of dissection. The larger ones have been 
filled with alluvium to a depth of ten to twenty-five feet, but cul- -
. tivation has so increased the run-off of the hillsides that the 
present streams are now cutting out their old flood plains and 
destroying much of the arable bottom land. 
The relation between the two provinces is shown by the sketch 
map, figure 2. 
• • • r 
FIG. 2-Sketch m a p showing "r elation of upla nd' and valley in vicinity of Iron Hill. 
" .' Upland shaded. ', " " . !, ,", 
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• DRAINAGE . . ~ 
The Waukon area is drained by three· chief streams, the Up-
per Iowa river, Village creek and Paint creek. The ridge of 
which Iron Hill is the highest point, forms the divide between 
the basins of the two former streams. 
Owing to the ·thinness of the soil on the hillsides all except the 
-larger watercourses are more or less intermittent, flowing as 
mere brooks during ordinary times, but becoming swollen to tor-
rents during each heavy rain. The many spring's which rlse over 
the shaly, members of the Platteville formation tend to equalize 
the flow to a marked ' degree; and prevent any but the minor 
. tributaries from becoming completely dry between rains~ , 
DEVELOPMENT. 
The Iron Hill deposits are being developed by the Missouri 
Iron Company, of St. Louis, Missouri. Mr. R. ,W. Erwin is Su-
perintendent and Manager of the local property. 
FIELD WORK AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. 
The field work on which this r.eport is based was carried on 
chiefly during the summer of 1914. Four weeks were spent in 
the driftless area of :Iowa as a member of the 'field course given 
by the Universities of Iowa and Chicago. During this trip 
especial attention was given to Physiographic ,geology. Later in 
the summer ten days were spent in the examination of the ore 
deposit and the region immediately surrounding it. In April, 
1915, a third visit was made to Waukon for the purpose of veri-
fying certain conclusions and collecting new data. 
The writer is especially indebted to Professor G. F. Kay of 
the University of Iowa, for criticism and advice in the prepara-
tion of the wqrk. Thanks are due also to Professor A. C. Trow-
bridge for assistance in the physiographic. phases of the work; 
and to Professor A. O. Thoinas for aid in the identification of the 
fossils, and their interpretation . . 
Mr. R. ' W. Erwin, superintendent of the Missouri Iron Com~ 
pany property at Waukon, has rendered invaluable assistance by 
placing at the writer's disposal whatever maps and data were of 
USf' to him. His assistance has been especially heipful in the 
preparation of those chapters dealing with the deposit its~lf, 
and with the metallurgical treatment of the ore. 
" i ,: 
~ 'PRAIRIE·,DU ' CHIEN FORMATION -
'GEOLOGY. I 
Stratigraphic Geology. 
41' 
All of the iildurated rocks exposed in the neighborhood of 
Waukon are of 'Ordovician age, although the Cambrian: ' rocks 
iie at only a shQrt distance beneath the surface. The generalized 
'section below shows the. relations of the various formations, 
which are shown also on the geological map, figure 3. 
SYSTEM SERIES FORMATION THICKNESS CHARACTEB OF ROCK 
FEET 
Galena 240 Limestone and dolomite 
' Mohawkian Decorah 5-30 Shale & limestone 
Platte- Platte- 50-60 ville ville Limestone 
= 
'" Basal '<j 2-5 Arenaceous shale .~ shale 
0 
'0 Soft. incoherent .... 
Saint ,peter I 100~ 0 , sandstone 
~~
Canadian Shakopee ' 80 Dolomite 
Prairie 
du New 20 Sandstone Richmona Chien ' 'I 
Oneota 150 Dolomite 
----
" 
Jordan Sandstone 
= 
'0 
Q) 
.~ rIl 0 
.... Saint f:lt. Law· s:>. 
.c Potsdamian ~ Sandstone & shale S CroIx . rence Q) 
oj ~ 0 0 
Z 
Dresbach Sandstone 
THE PRAIRIE DU CHIEN FORMATION. 
The. Prairie du Chien has but a limited distribution ill the dis-
trict. However, it is .prominent in the valley of Village creek in 
the eastern part of Makee township, and-also in the northwest 
corner of Makee township along a tributary of the Upper Iowa 
river. An. 'unconformity between the St. Peter and the Prairie 
du Chien renders these outcrops liighly ·variable. It is a co~­
mon occurrence ' along Village' creek to' ,find one wall of the valley · 
.. 
.. 
composed of Prairie du Chieii-:ddlomne, while the opposite wall 
is of soft St. Peter. sandstone~ The t."W'o ,formations appear and 
disapp~ar along the valley in.a most , strikin~nI).JH1:qe:r.. , . 
! : Prairie du Chien Saint Peter Platteville Galena Alluvium 
. 
ORDOVICIAN RECENT 
FIG. 3-Geological Map I ron Hlll and Vicinity. 
The l>rairie drr Chien formation of Iowa haS- been subdivided 
into three members, named', from. the 'bott6m: up, Orreota dolo- \ 
mite, New Richtti0nd sandstone, and Shakopee dolomite. The two ' 
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: upper -m.embers ar.e very irregular in occurrence and in 'places 
are abse.nt . . In the limited number of outcrops found nearWau-
kon only the Oneota and Shakopee were iden.tified,but blocks of 
New Richmond float were scattered profusely in the deeper al-
luvium of Village creek and the Upper Iowa river. 
The Oneota Dolomite.-The Oneota memher is .her.e a thick-
bedded, buff-colored dolomite. It has the characte.ristic o'pen 
texture and the sandy, crystalline app.earallce of a true,dolomite 
and contains a considerable amount of chert, u~ually as nodules 
and arranged in rather definite bands. Small cavities in the 
rock ib many cases are filled with crystals of c'alcite and dolo-
mite and the faces 9f many exposed cliffs are thickly coated with 
tufa. . 
New Richmond Sandstone.-Good outcrops of the New Rich-
mond sandstone are rare in northeastern Iowa and none were 
seen within the area. However~ the presence of the ab.ove men-
tioned blocks in the stream alluvium' indicates that outcrops-'of 
this horizon may be found. The rock commonly is ' a light-col-
ored, crystalline, sparkling, almost quartzitic sandstone. Calvin 
has shoWn1 that the hardness and crystalline character are due to 
a secondary enlargement of the quartz grains in such manrier as 
to produce optical continuity between the nucleus and the en-
· velope. The entire thickness of the member ' never exceeds 
twenty feet and is usually less where seen in ;:tdjoining regions. 
The Shakopee Dolomite.--Above the New Richmond sand-
stone lies a considerable body of dolomite which is somewhat 
variable in occurrence, having been eroded, for the most part, 
before the deposition of the St. Peter formation. TheShakopee 
· is similar to the Oneota and cannot be distinguished from that 
member on lithologic grounds alone. It is practically urifossilif-
erous except for the presence of a peculiar . form known as 
Cryptozoon minnesotense, concerning the .drg.anic origin of 
. which there is some question. 
Fossils of the Prairie du Chien.-No recognizable fossils were 
found in the Prairie du Chien of Makee township or in the con-
tiguous territory, but .~ few casts of cephalopods an,.d gastropod.s 
· w.ere·collected from the Oneota f.our mi.1es·northel;ts:t of Wau!.r.0I.1. 
'American Geologi·st, XIII. ,18~4. 225-227. 
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Calvin has described2 the following forms from the chert beds 
of the 'upper Oneota .of southeastern Allamakee county: 
Murchisonia. sp, 
Tryblidium SP: 
Metoptoma alta. 
Straparoll us claytonensis 
.Sttaparollus pristiniformis 
Rap'histoma pepinense 
Rl!-p~is~oma multivo.1vatum 
Raphistoma paucivolvatum 
Holopea turgida 
Ortpoceras' primigenlum 
Cyrtoceras luthei 
$tratigraphic Relations of the P'rairie du Chien.-The Prairie 
du Chien is conformable with the Jordan sandstone below, the ' 
change from the one to. the other taking. place through many feet 
, of transition beds. At many plac'es ' where the thickness of the 
Prairie <iu Chien and St. Peter formations may be ascertained, 
although the total thickness of the two formations is always the 
same their individual thicknesses may vary greatly. The fact 
that where one is thin the other is always thick, can mean but 
one thing, namely, that there is an erosional unconformity be-
tween the two strata. This unconformity would explain also the 
absence of New Richmond and Shakopee at many places, as they 
probably were eroded away before the deposition of the St. 
Peter. This unconformity has been strikingly demonstrated at 
many places. 
THE ST. PETER FORMATION. 
Lying above the Prairie du Chien, and unconformable upon it, 
is the St. Peter sandstone. It has a wide distribution within 
Makee township, forming prominent and typical outcrops in all 
of the 'stream valleys: It has its widest distribution, however, 
in the valley of Village I creek. On account of its soft and in-
coherent na'ture it does not form towers and steep bluffs 'such as 
are characteristic of the dolomites. Weathering goes on very 
rapidly and it is only'in fresh exposures that satisfactory study 
. can be carried on. 
The topographic expression of the St. Peter sandstone is Ivery 
characteristic. The friable sandstone weathers to gentle slopes 
'Bull. Lab. Nat. Hist. S. U. r., Vol~ II, No.2, 189-193. 
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and, broad, 'U-shaped valley's, and forms ,8, rolling-upland, easily 
cultivated and well , drained. ' Th~ ' soil is sa:ndy 'and is of rio 
great value for ' agricilltut,al purposes. 
The presence of a resistant iron band at the top of the forma-
tion results in the productioh'ofpeculiar er'osional forms. Flat-
topped, mesalike remnants occur where . the overlying 'fornia-
'tions 'have bee'n entirelY reniove'd, while a more or less promi-
nent ledge i~ usually not~d where the Platteville-St. Pet.er contact 
appears on a hillside. 
The St. feter formation is a soft, fine-grained, incoherent, 
variously colored quartz sandstone. It is, in general, ' so loosely 
cemented that at many 'places it resembles a deposit of sand. 
The rock usually is somewhat laminated, although in many 
places ~assive layers, several feet in thickness, occur. A strik-
ing illustration of this laminated phase is found 4.5 miles north-
east of Waukon, where a small stream cuts through a consider-
able·thickness of it. 
The 'St. Peter is highly variable in color and its hues range 
from pure white through the shades of buff, yellow, brown, red 
and purplish, the colors being most pronounced in fresh and 
unweathered exposures. These colors 'are due to the iron oxide 
.of the cement and the variation results from varying degrees of 
oxidation. , Alternate laminae may be differently colored and 
impart a strikingly variegated appearanc13 to the rock. Such an 
occurrence may be seen along the south side of the road some 
three miles east of Waukon. 
The top of the formation is marked by a resistant iron band 
from one to four inches in. thickness, below which the sandstone 
is more or less impregnated with ferric salts. This iron band 
forms a very convenient horizon marker as it lies immediately 
beneath the basal shales of the Platteville formation, and differ-
, ential weathering at the contact usually leaves the iron band ex-
posed. ' 
Although in general- the St. Peter sandstone 'is very soft and 
unconsolidated, there ' are exceptional phases where it ,is ex-
ceedingly hard. Just west of the main road three miles north 
of Waukon, in the southeast quarter of section 12, towuship98 
north, range 6 west, a small quarry has been opened in such a 
phase. The stone exposed is regularly bedded, very hard, and 
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almost quarf;zitic in texture. Four miles nor.theast of , Waukon 
in the northeast quarter of sec.tion ,22, township 98 nor.th, range 
5 west, well-drillers were luimpered by the rapid, dulling of drills 
while passing through the St. Peter. Ex~mination of the frag-
ments brought up ,in the slush bucket showed that they came. 
from a very ..hard, q~artzitic sandstone. 
No fossils have be'en found in the St. Peter of Iowa, although 
some have 'been found in Minnesota am} Wisconsin. ,The porous 
and sandy character of the rock, and the conditions which must 
have prevailed during sandstone' deposition seem sufficient to 
account for the absence of an extensive fauna. 
THE PLATTEVILLE FORMATION. 
The Platteville formation, within the present meaning of the 
term, embraces the lower part of the Galena-Trenton formation 
of the earlier reports of the Iowa Survey and follows the usage 
proposed by Bain.s That is, the Platteville is understood as in-
cluding all the rocks which lie between the top of the St. Peter 
sandstone and the top of the Decorah shale. 
The Platteville has been subdivided on lithologic grounds into 
the following divisions: 
3. ' Decorah shales .. ... ... .. .... .. 25-30 feet (Near Waukon) 
2. Platteville limestone .. '. . . . . . . . . 50 feet 
1. Basal shale . . .... .. . .. .... .... 3-5 feet 
The Basal Shale.-The Basal shale member of the Platteville 
is present very generally in northeastern Iowa and appears to 
be developed typically in the region under consideration. It is 
a rather thin band lying immediately upon the iron band which 
caps the St. Peter formation. The ,shale is arenaceous, fissile, 
and weathers easily to form a dark and sticky mud. Fossils are 
rare in this member and but two recognizable forms were col-
lected, both of these being species of Lingula. In addition the 
shale is found to contain many nO-dules of worn and comminuted 
shells, apparently of linguloid character. 
The following section illustrates the general ch,aracter of the 
shale: ' . 
'Bull. U. S. GeoI. Survey. No. '246. 1905. p . 19, 
THE PLATTEVILLD LIMESTONE 
. ",.' SECTION IN "SAND CUT," SOUTH OF IRON HILL. 
7. Dolomite, thin-bedded, buff, arenaceous ... . .. . . 
6. Shale, gray-green, fissile .... .' .. . .... . .. . . ... . 
5. Sandstone, soft, friable, ferruginous .... . ... . . 
4. Shale, gray-green, arenaceous, fissile .. . .. .. .. . . 
3. Sa~dstone, hard, brown, ferruginous .... . ... . . 
FEET. 
2 
3 
2. Sandstone, broken, calcareous, some iron..... . 2 
1. Sandstone, massive, soft, friable. . ....... . ..... 8+ 
INS. 
4 
2 
3 
1 
47 
Numbers 1, 2 and 3 belong to the St. Peter sandstone; num-
bers 4, 5 and 6 to the basal shale; number 7 is lower Platteville 
limestone. 
The Platteville Li?nestone.-Immediately above the Basal 
shale is a succession of limestone beds which constitute the 
Pl~tteville limestone. As they occur in the, Wal;lkon district 
these calcareous beds reach a thickness of fifty to sixty feet, and 
may be divided on lithologic grounds into the following beds: 
3. Upper Thin Beds. 
2. Blue Beds. 
1. Lower Buff Beds. 
The Lower Buff Beds are made up of a relatively unfossilifer-
ous, buff-colored dolomite. The stone is compact, hard; the 
beds are two to three feet in thickness and cleave readily into 
slabs. The stone is light buff in color when fresh, ,but weathers 
to a somewhat darker hue, though without important crumbling 
or scaling. The fracture is irregular and the jointing is much 
less perfect than in the upper beds. 
Lying conformably on the Buff Beds and separated from them 
by a few inches of marly limestone, are the Blue Beds. The rock 
of which they are composed is a thin-bedded, hard, compact, 
somewhat broken or nodular, undolomitized limestone, of a light 
gray color on fresh surfaces, but weathering to a distinct light 
blue'. Thin marly partings appear between layers. The lime-
stone is exceedingly fossiliferous, being made up almost entirely 
of the shells of brachiopods. 
The Upper Thin-be,dded member is made up of rather heavy 
lower layers, . sometimes a foot or more in thickness, but with the 
thickness gradually diminishing toward the top of the member. 
The general average is but a: few inches. The rock is hut slightly 
dolomitized, is gray-buff in color, much broken, and nas. snaly 
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partings. T·he jointing is in two directions at approximately 
right angles and usually is noticeable in the outcrops. Fossils 
, are very abundant, and on account of the ' ease with which the 
rock weathers it is not difficult to obtain good specimens. 
T'heDecorah 8hale.-In the Waukon distri.,ct the Decorah ' 
shale . maintains a thickness greater than at any point to the 
east, ranging from fifteen to twenty-eight feet in thickness. It 
is a light gray-green, calcareous, soft, fissile shale, with inter-
bedded limestone layers and with frequent bands of calcareous 
·nodules and lenses ·of shaly limestone. ' The limestone is usually , 
rather impure but appears never to be dolomitic. 
Immediately below the Galena the calcareous material usually 
predominates and often forms a massive phase, with layers six 
to eight inches in thickness. 
The calcareous layers are highly fossiliferous, while the shaly 
portions are somewhat less so. The following section is char-
acteristic of the shale as it occurs in the vicinity of Waukon: 
SECTION OF DECORAH SHALE .THREE AND ONE-HALF MILES NORTH 
OF WAUKON. 
FEET. I N S. 
1~. Shale, light green, nodillar, fossilifero]Is, cal-
careous ...... . .. .. ..... . .................. 6 
9. Limestone, hard, nodular. impure . .. ... ... ... 2 
8. Shale, impure, fissile, green, soft, fossiliferous . 1 6 
7. Lim'estone, nodular, impure, broken; with 
many. fossils. One 2 foot Orthoceras........ 1 8 
6'. Shale, thin-bedded, fiSSile, light green.. ... . . . . 1 
5. Concealed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 6 
4. .Limestone, compact, impure, nodular . . . .. . .. 1 
3. Shale, thin-bedded, fossiliferouS', gray-green, 
fissile . .. ............ . ....... .. ......... . . . 1 
2. Shale, impure, nodular. calcareous; and inter-
bedded limestone . . . .. . ........... . , .. ... .. 10 
1. Concealed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' .. , .. . .. . . 12 
Fossils of' the Platteville Formation.-The Platteville' un-
doubtedly is the most highly fossiliferous fOTmat~on of ihe Ord-
ovician system, and the gradual Increase in the numbers and 
varieties seems to have cul~nated in the upper part. In many 
species there ' is also an increase In size in the upper part.. The 
following species, were collected4 from 'the Platteville limestone, 
.chiefly in the neighborhood of McGregor, Iowa: . 
'Jrlentified '. bY Professor .. A . O. Thoma s. 
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Streptelasma corniculum. 
Crinoid ' stems. 
Monticulipora (several sp.). 
Orthis subaequata. 
Orthis tricenaria. 
Orthis' testudinaria. 
Rafinesquina aIternata. 
Strophomena minnesotensis. 
Strophomena rugosa. 
Strophomena sp. 
Leptaena rhomboidalis. 
Leptaena unicostat.a. 
Rhynchotrema dentata. 
Plectambonites sericea. 
Ambonychia radiata. 
Avicula gp. 
Liospira vitruvia. 
Trochonema umbiIicatum. 
Trochonema sp . . 
Murchisonia gracilis. 
Bellerophon sp. One with indistinct keel, one with a distinct ridgp., 
and a third with a spine. 
Hyolithes sp. 
Orthoceras sp. 
Oncoceras pandion. 
Cyrtoceras sp. 
Ceraurus pleurexanthemus. 
Isotelus iowensis (?). 
Isotelus gigas. 
Calymene sp. 
Bumastus sp. 
Ascidaspis sp. 
Beyrichia. sp. 
As was noted above, the number of species and individuals 
shows a gradual ' increase toward the upper part of the Platte-
ville formation. This tendency culminates in the uppermost 
member, the Decorah shales. Most of the fossils are 'contained 
in tb,e calcareous nodules which make up a considerable part of 
the rock, and from these nodules they weather readily, so that 
excellent. specimens may be secured. The following forms were 
collected in the Decorah shales of Makee and Ludlow townships: 
4 
Streptelasma corniculum. 
Crinoiq stems. 
Massive bryozoa (2 sp.) . 
Monticulipora pulchella. 
Rhinidictya sp. 
Branching b:cyozoa (Z sp.) . 
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Prasopora simulatrix. 
Lingula iowensis. 
Crania sp. ' 
Orthis tricenaria. 
Orthis (Platystrophia) lynx. 
Orthis (Platystrophia) lynx var. acutilirata. 
Orthis (DalmaneIla) testuliinaria. 
Orthis (DalmaneIla) subaequata. 
Orthis (Dinorthis) pectin ella. 
Orthis (Dinorthis) sub quad rata. 
Orthis (HebertelIa) insculpta. 
Orthis (HebertelIa) beIlirugosa. 
Orthis sp. 
Rhynchotrema capax: 
Rhynchdtrema inequivalvis. 
Rhynchotrema perlamellosa. 
Rhynchotrema anticostiensis. 
Plectambonites sericea. 
Strophomena fiIitexta. 
Strophomena nutans. 
Strophomena sp. 
Strophomena planumbona. 
Rafinesquina alternata. 
Rafinesquina minnesotensis. 
Leptaena rhomboidalis. 
FUsispira nobilis. 
Fusispira intermedia. 
Fusispira sp. 
Liospira vitruvia . 
. BeIIerophon sp. 
Ceraurus pleurexanthemus. 
Of all the above species Prasopora simulatrix is the most 
com1pon, and within the Waukon area at least, serves as a con-
venient indicator of the horizon. The most abundant brachio. 
pods are Orthis testudinaria, Plectambonites sericea and Platys-
trop,hia lynx. ' 
THE GALENA FORMATION. 
The Galena formation, as the term is used here, includes every-
thing between the top of the Decorah shales and the bottom of 
the Maquoketa shale. In many of t'Q,e older reports of the Iowa 
Geological Survey, notably the Allamake,e county report, the 
Mid-Ordovician was considered to be represented in Iowa only 
by a single great formation, the Galena-Trenton. Of this the 
upper phase, or Galena, was dolomitized, while the lower phase 
was pure limestone. More recently, however, the work of BainS 
'Geology of Dubuque County; Iowa Geol. Survey, X, pp. 402-412. 
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in Dubuque county , and of Calvin6 in Winneshiek 'county; has 
shown that the most satisfactory division is made at the shale 
,horizons, as stated above. 
The Galena covers the hills in the southern and western parts 
of the area. Waukon is located on a plain which is underlain 
by the Galena and' a long tongue of the rock extends northeast-
ward through 'Iron Hill. As there are no overlying r.ocks, with 
the exception of unconsolidated material, the formation does not 
reach its normal thickness, but its maximum h:.ere is less than 100 
feet. Where the overlying Maquoketa formation is present, as 
in the Dubuque region, the Galena reaches a rather uniform 
thickness of 240 , feet. 
Good outcrops are rare near Waukon, owing chiefly to , the 
slight thickness of rock remaining. ' The hillside and quarry 
north of the pumping station at Waukon furnish a section of the 
lower, non-dolomitic phase which also is highly fossiliferous. A 
fair exposure of the non-dolomitic lower beds is seen also in an 
old quatry two miles south of Waukon. ' , 
The plain underlain by the Galena is characterized by the 
presence of many sinkholes. N ear the crossroad in the center 
of section 9, township 97 north, range 5 west, the sinkholes are 
especially well developed. By the ,caving in of a number of 
them a stream bed, several hundred yards in length has been 
developed, with several apparent natural bridges remaining to 
indicate the origin. 
Lithologic Oharacter.-In general the Galena is a heavy-bed-
ded, crystalline, ,vesicular, buff-colored dolomite. In the Wau-
kon region, however, dolomitization has not taken place and the 
rock is a limestone. The thickness of the beds varies according 
to, their positions within the formation, the thick 'beds being in 
the middle. On a strictly lithologic basis the Galena is q.ivisible 
into :five members: ' .. 
FEET, 
5. Upper Thin Beds .. " .. ............ '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30 
4. Upper Massive Non-cherty Beds...................... 60 " 
3.. Lower Ma:ssive Cherty Beds . ' . ...................... ' 90 , 
2. Lower Massive Non-cherty Beds .... ,.. . ... . .. ... . .. 50 
1. Lower Thin Beds .......... ... . . ... .. .... ....... , .. . .. 0-10 
----
6Geoj.ogy of Winneshiek County : Iowa Geol. Survey, XVI, PP. 80 - 82, 
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The two upper members, and most of the third, have been re-
'moved bYe,rosion. ' ' 
The Lower Thin Beds ·lie conformably on the Decorah shale 
and frequently grade into that niember. ' For example, it is not 
'possible to draw ,8. sharp line of demarcation between the tiro 
members in ~he exposure just north of the Waukon pumping 
station as the change takes place through many feet of transition 
beds. Throughout most of the Waukon district this lowermost 
. member of the Galena is undolomitized. 
The Lower Massive Non-cherty 'member ', is a more or less 
dolomitic, crystalline, thick-bedded, buff-colored limestone. It 
usually contains many fossils, as is the case in the water-works 
section at Waukon. Here may,be seen a number of fossils that 
have ranged upward from the Platteville. 
Fossils of the Galena Formation.-Fossils are not common in 
the Galena of this region, except in the undolomitized lower por-
tion: The most common form present outside of the Lower 
Thin Beds is Receptaculites oweni, which is found to lie in very 
, ,definite zones, one of which is located forty feet. from the base 
and the other seventy feet from the top of the format jon. These 
zones are definite over wide areas and are used commonly as 
horizon markers in mapping. About midway between these two 
zones Ischadites iowensis is present, in places in large numbers, 
but it is: much l~ss persistent than Receptaculites. ' 
The "Gastropod Zone" of the Dubuque7 and Winnesll1ek~ 
county reports lies about ten feet below the upper Receptaculites 
zone, or 'eighty feet below the bott~m of the Maquoketa shale. 
In Winneshiek county9 this zone has been found to contain 
Maclurea bigsbyi, Hormotoma major, and Trochonema umbilicGr-
tum. In Allamakee county, according to Calvin' o, the zone con-
tains not only these forms but also Maclurina cuneata, Muroki-
sonia bellicincta, Fusispira elongata and Fusispira in fiata. 
Near Bluffton, in Winneshiek county, according to Calvin 
(op. cit. 11), there is a narrow zone about sev~nty feet above the, 
base of the Galena which is particularly rich in fossils of 
Plectambonites sericea. , This form, as well ,a's Rafinesqu,ina 
7lowa Geol. Survey; X. 409. 
sI owa Geol. Survey. XVI. 90 - 95, .' 
' Iowa Geol. Survey. XVI. p . 90. 
' . Iowa Geol. Survey. X. p . 409.' 
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alternata and a number of other Ordovician species continues to 
range up into the Maquoketa, although Plectambonites is not 
known to be abundant in the Galena, except locally. Calvin saysll, 
"Of the two persistent brachiopods mentioned (P. sericea and 
R. alternata) the evidence at hand would indicate that they were 
not uniformly distributed at any particular time over the old 
sea bottom, but seem to have been grouped more or less in local 
colonies. " 
From the Lower Thin Beds near Waukon the following forms 
were collected. ' 
Streptelasma corniculum. 
Crinoid stems. 
Bryozoa (~ sp.). 
Orthis (Dalmanella) testudinaria. 
Or this (Platystrophia) lynx. 
Lingula iowensis. 
Strophomena sp. 
Hormotoma gracilis. 
Illaenus sp. , 
Structural Geology. 
While the indurated rocks of northeastern Iowa are' consid- ' 
ered in general to be practically horizontal, or to slope to the 
southwest with a gentle monoclinal dip, there are important ex-
ceptions in many localities. McGee1 2 noted the presence of a 
number of local disturbances and mapped them approximately. 
Calvin, in the reports on Allamakee and Dubuque counties, and , 
Leonard, in the report on Clayton county, mention the presence 
of many abrupt pitches in the strata and note some minor fold- \ 
ing. ' " 
Allamakee county is traversed 'in a northwest-southeast direc-
tion by the rather conspicuous fold that McGee has called the 
Sny Magill anticline. As was pointed out by Galvin, the flanks 
of this fold have rather variable dips and bear many minor folds. 
Such a lateral fold is found to extend into Makee township 
from the north, occurri~g as a well defined anticline whose crest 
dips toward the southwest. The crest of this fold passes through 
Iron Hill (figure 4). 
UIowa Geol. Survey. XVI, p. 94. , ; ' " ,,' G 1 
" Pleistocene History of Northeastern Iowa:' 11th Ann. 'Rept~ 'U. S. . eo. 
Survey. pt. 1, pp. 338-347. 
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FIG. 4-Contour map of top of St. Peter sandstone, Makee Twp. Ore body shown 
by checks. 
Phys,iographic Geology. 
General Statement.-One of the most striking features of the 
topography of northeastern Iowa, as well as of the entire ,Dnft-
tess Area, is the singularly even skyline. This skyline main-
, tains i~s symmetry throughout a wide extent of territory, being 
broken only by the gaps formed, by deep stream valleys and 
by the presence of ,a few mounds that rise to a somewhat 
'higher lev·el. If the valleys which di$~!'lct the region could be 
filled .to the level of the tops of the ridges the resulting sur-
face would form a plain extending over much of the Driftless 
Area. Further filling to the level of the -tops of the mounds, 
.'which include Sherrill 3,:tld Sinsin,awamounds, wo;lild result in ' 
the production of a higher plain. 
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It would seem, therefore, that there are two very definite and 
well developed plains, the lower of which is the more wide-
spread, and the more marked in the neighborhood of' the streams. 
Farther back from the rivers the higher plain beco~es well ' 
developed, and in many places, as in Allamakee and Olayton 
counties, both plains may be seen. 
The upper of these two plains was studied by Oaivin13 in AlI~­
makee ·countY and by him believed to be a peneplain of Oreta-
ceous age. Leo:p.ard14 speaks of the presence' of an old peneplain 
in Clayton comity but ventures no opinion ~s to· 'its age. Grant 
and Burchard15: have desQribed a peneplain in the Lancaster-
MiNeral Point ::i.rea, whose lowest point is 'at 900 f~et above sea 
level at 1\sbury;' !lear Dubuque. They consider it td be of Terti-
ary age. They also note the presence' of a iiigher plain, of which 
Sherrill imd Sinsinawa mounds are remnants, and suggest that , 
it may be'a: structural plain developed on the Niagaran. This up-
per plain IS probably to be correlated' with ,"Peneplain No.1" 
described by Hershey16 and by him considered to 'be a true Pene-
plain of Oretaceous age. Bain17 mentions the peneplain and 
agrees with Hershey regarding the explanation,. Hershey18 also 
recognizes a lower peneplain on which Sherrill, Sinsinawa and 
the other mounds form monadnocks, but to this lower plain he 
assigns no defin'ite age., . : 
TrowbridgelD has described two plains in J 0 Daviess county, 
Ill., the upper, or Niagara, being equivalent probably to the 
Allamakee Penepla,in of Oalvin. The lower, or Galena plain, is 
to be correlated with Hershey's "Peneplain No.2" and 'with the 
Lancaster Peneplain described by Grant and Burchard. The 
same writer20 correlates the higher of the Northeastern Iowa 
plains with the high plain at Baraboo, Wisconsin, described by 
Salisbury,21 and the lower one with the Galena Peneplain in Jo 
Daviess coun{y, Illinois. The latter iEr held to ,be early Pleisto-
cene in age. 
1:lIowa Geol. Survey, IV, 1894, p . 43. 
"Iowa Geol. Survey, XVI, p, 229. 
1.,U. S. Geol. ' Survey, Lancaster-Mineral Point Folio, 1907 , p. 2. 
"American Geologi'st, XVIII, 1896, pp. 75-78. . 
"Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 294, 1907, p. 15; Bull. Wis. Geol. Survey No. XIX, 
1907, p. 1,5. , ' 
l~Amer. Geologist, XYIII, 1896, pp. 78-80. 
"Jour. Geology" XXI, 1913, pp. 731-742. 
'"Bull. : Gedl. lil i>C, Americ,a , XXVI. 1915. p . 76. , 
"Jour, Geology; III, 1895, pp. 655-667. ; 
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5.8 IRON ORE DEPPSITS NEAR WAUKON 
The Upper Plain.-The upper o.f the two. plains is well devel-
o.ped at Wauko.n, where it is at an altitude o.f abo.ut 1,300 feet 
abo.ve sea level. Iro.n Hill rises to. a height o.f fo.rty to. fifty feet 
abo.ve the plain. Ro.ads fo.llo.w the plain: wher,ever pqssiblEil and 
the chief highways o.f the regio.n are the "Ridge Ro.ads," which 
lie o.n the divides at the level o.f the Upper Plain. 
The Upper Plain was studied with so.me car.e by the members 
o.f the field class fro.m the Uni"versitie.s o.f Io.wa and Ohicago. 
• l . I \ 
duqng the summer o.f 1914. It was fo.und to. be well·develo.ped 
at t-he fo.llo.wing places: 
UPPER PLAITN. 
Lansing . ........... . altitude 1200 ..... .... lies on Platteville. 
Church .. ......... . . .. altitude 1280 ...... .. lies on Galena. 
Waukon ...... .. ..... altitude 1300 .. , ..... lies on Galena. 
Eldergrove .. ' ........ altitude 118'0 .. .. ... . lies on Galena. 
Turkey River ........ altitude 120(1 .. . . ... . lies on Niagaran. 
Osterdock ........... altitude 1180 .. ...... lies on Niagaran. 
Sherrill ............. altitude 1200 ........ lies on Niagaran. 
The abo.ve table SBems to. indicate that the plain is, no.t struc-
tural, fo.r it cuts acro.ss beds in an unmistakable manner. This 
wo.uld indicate that it is an ero.sio.nal plain. The po.ssibility that 
it is a plain o.f marine er.o.sion may be immediately ~iscarded 
since there are no. evidences o.f cliffs, bars o.r sho.re lines in the 
vicinity. It must be, therefo.re, a p~neplain. 
The presence o.f the. high ridge near Wauko.n, which seems to. 
rise abo.ve the general level o.f the plain may be explained in two. 
ways. The first, and mo.st o.bvio.us explanatio.n, is that it is the 
result o.f warping during the uplift o.f the regio.n. It may be, 
ho.weveF, the remnant o.f a lo.w divide which existed o.n the old 
peneplain, fo.r it must' no.t be assumed that the peneplained sur-
face was perfectly fiat. The fact that Iron Hill, which is the 
highest po.int o.n the ridge, lies o.n the crest o.f a lo.cal anticline, 
seems to. favo.r the first view, but the fact that the anticline is 
beveled by the plain renders the latter explanatio.n mo.re prob-
able. 
At many places o.~ the Upper Plain, and especially o.n! Iro.n 
Hill and in the 'Upper part o.f the iro.n o.re, there are to. be ~o.und 
many well-ro.unded and water wo.rn quartz pebbles, which .bear 
evidence o.f lo.ng co.ntinued ro.lling in stream beds: Their size is 
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fairly:uniform, from one-fourth inch to one-half inch in diam~ter; 
and there is a liberal admixture of smaller quartz pebbles and 
pure quartz sand. "Most of the pebbles are white or yellow in 
color. , Many a~e ~paque, so~e are clear and many are trans- , 
lucent. 
Many hundred of these pebbles were broken and examined by 
the writer, both in the ore pits and elsewhere, but ,not a single 
pieae of igneous material was found among them. Apparently 
all the pebbles are quartzose and must have been deposited dur-' 
ing a time of complete weathering. Not only are the pebbles' 
smoothed and practically all angularity removed, but many of 
them are polished, a fact which bears Witness to their hardness. 
• " The Lower Plain.-The appearance and general character of 
t4e Lower Plain is very similar to that of'the Upper. The di-
vides of which it is composed are of comparatively uniform 
height, and the tops are gently rolling, while the stream valleys 
between them a;re steep-sided and gorgelike. , Proximity to the 
main drainage lines has resulted in a greater degree of dissec-
' tion than has occurred in the' case of the more remote Upper' 
Plain. 
Study of the Lower Plain in an area considerably wide~ than 
that properly considered in this report shows that it also beyels 
the edges of the beds in unmistakable manner; This is iUus-, 
trated in the following ·table: 
LOWER PLAIN. 
New Albin . . . .. .. :altitude 1120 . . .. .. lies on Prairie du Chien. 
Lansing .. .. .. .. . . altitude 1100 .. . ... lies on Prairie du Chien. 
Wauko;n .. . .. ; . .. . altitude 1100 .... " . lies on Galena. " 
McGregor . . ....... altitude 1040 .. . ... lies on PI~ttevme. 
Clayton ...... . .. . . altitude 1065 . .. . .. lies' on Galena. 
Turkey River .. . .. altitude 920 . . . . .. lies on Maquoketa. 
Osterdock ..... . .. altitude 9,40 . . ... . lies on Maquoketa. 
Asbury . : ......... altitude 900 ... . .. lies on Maquoketa. 
I 
Altliough careful search was made no igneous material wa's 
found within a considerable distance of the top of Iro.n Hill. 
Abundant glacial or fluvio-glacial maternal was found, however, 
considerably below the top, and it is cQmmon at the level Of the 
Lower Plain. This drift is very persistent in rall directions from" 
Iron Hill, and occurs either at or 'below'the surface of the 10weJ' 
• 
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plain. The deposits lie usually on the rough and weathered 
surface of bedrock .and in most instances are found beneath an 
overburden of several feet of fine loesslike matBrial. 
The clos.e association of the old glacial drift with. this plain is 
very marked. The fact that the drift is found in the valleys be-
low the.lower plain, as well as on its surface, seems to indicate, 
as pointed out by Trowbridge22, that the plain had been not' only . 
. developed but also partly dissected before the first invas~on of 
the ice. In no other way can (he presence of true drift in the · 
valleys be explained. 
The drift material is very generally characterized by the ad- . 
vanced state of decay of the igneous pebble!?, as the basalts in 
many cases are so far advanced in decomposition tha't they can 
be crushed between the fingers. An average of many pebble • 
counts shows the igneous pebbles to be about 90 per cent de-
cayed. This fact, together with the high topographic position 
of the material, seems to point to a very early origin for these 
drift deposits. The Illinoian and Wisconsin ice sheets approach 
the area at no point and the material is clearly too highly 
~eather~d for the Iowan. It must therefore be either Kansan or 
pre-Kansan. The question . as to whether the deposits are of 
glacial or fluvio-glacialorigin cannot be settled from the ex-
posures within this small region, and in any event is not perti-
nent to this discussion. 
Ag'es of the Penieplains.-It is obvious that the Upper Plain is 
post-Niagaran in age, since it lies partly on the eroded surface 
of that formation. Drift is present both upon and below the 
Lower Plain so.it seems safe to consider that the Upper Plain 
had been baseleveled, uplifted,and partly dissected before the 
advent of the ice which gave rise to the glacial deposits on the, 
lower plain. Had thB ice sheet advanced over the region before 
the uplift a much greater amount of drift would have been de-
posited on the Upper Plain, and non·e would be found on the 
Lower Plain or beneath it . 
. Assuming that the Upper Plain had been partly dissected and . 
the Lower Plain: formed before the advent of the ice sheet, it 
musf be concluded that most of the drift WQuld be deposited in 
the low places; that is, on the Lower Plain . 
. ~2Trowbridge, A. c., £t1I1. Geol. Soc. America, XXVI, 1915, p. ·76. , 
AGES OF THE PENEPLAINS 
Study of the well rounded quartz pebbles which are f.ound so 
abundantly in the ore and to a lesser extent on 9ther portions of 
the Upper Plain seems to shed some light on the question of its 
age. Gravels apparently identical with these ' have 1?een found 
in the Barab09 region of Wisconsin, and were there studied by' 
Salisbury,23 who assigned to' them a Tertiary age. He remarked 
on the similarity between the Baraboo gravels and those which 
had been shown to belong to the Lafayette formation and sug-
gested that they should be correlated. He held tha.t the high 
topographic position in which they occur at Baraboo (along the 
crest of a high bluff at an elevation of 1,560 to 1,580 feet above 
sea level), taken in conjunction with the lithologic character, 
served to :fix them as a northward extension of the high-level 
gravels which occur at many ' places in the Mississippi Valley 
south of the limit of Pleistocene ice. Gravels apparently to be 
correlated with those on the crest of Crowley's Ridge, in Ar-
kans4s, were traced through Pike, Adams and Calhoun counties 
in Illinois, and also in Crawford county, Wisconsin. His conclu-
sions, (loc. cit.) are as follows: 
(1) that the pre-Pleistocene gra.vel exists in the form of 
widely separated erosion remnants south of the drift cov-
ered country; 
(2) that isolated remnants of it are known to exist at 
many points beneath the drift, as many as 125 miles north 
of the southern limit of glaciation (Adams and Hancock 
counties) ; 
(3) that the glacial drift here and there at many points 
for 90 miles north (Rock Island County) contains gravel 
which might well have come from remnants of the northern 
extension of the same formation; 
(4) that remnants of similar ,gravel occur in the drift- , 
less area where there' has been no chance of destruction or 
burial by the ice; and 
(5) that the gravel in all these situations has the same 
topographical habit, all point to the conclusion that they are 
parts of a once widespread and continuous gravel forma-
tion. 
Chamberlin arid Salisbury24 have more recently expressed the 
same view and have discussed the . .gravels under the chapter on 
the Pliocene: 
" Jour. Geology, III, 1895, p. 662. 
'Chamberlin and Salisbury, Geology, Vol. III, 1907, pp. 300-301. 
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...... they are the older part of the complex series of river 
deposits, shifted repeatedly to lower levels, and nearer the 
sea, until the main part of the series is near the coast, while 
only meager remnants remain in the sites of original deposi-
tion. The farther these remnants 'are from the low coast-
plain the sma}ler they are and tbe greater their altitude, 
and if the above interpretation be correct, the greater their 
age. 
Other writers, notably Calvin25 and Hershey26 have considered 
this Upper Plain to be Cretaceous, correlating the High Level 
Gravels found thereon with certain supposedly Cretaceous grav-
els in southeastern Minnesota described by Winchell21'. The age 
of the Minnesota gravels, however, seems not to have been 
definitely proved, hence the former view seems preferable. 
The entire discussion may then be summed up as follows: 
(a) The Upper Plain is certainly post-Niagaran, since it rests 
partly on the eroded surface of that formation. 
(b) It is pre-Pleistocene, apparently, for little igneous mater-
ial is found on its surface, although it is abundant on the lower 
plain. 
(c) It may' be assumed with considerable confidence to be of 
Pliocene age since it bears gravels similar to those which belong 
to the .Pliocene Lafayette formation which extends from the 
coastal plain near the ' Gulf of Mexico, northward throug1). Ar-
kansas, Missouri, Illinois and Wisconsin, occurring always on 
high ridges, as in the present instance. 
(d) The Lower Plain must be younger than the Upper Plain 
- since it lies below it. 
( e) This Lower Plain certainly had been formed before the 
earliest ice invasion, since glacial material is found on it, and 
below it. 
(f) The Lower Plain seems to have been developed in early 
Pleistocene time, before the first ice invasion, 'since the presence 
of drift deposits in the valleys beneath the plain indicates that 
it had been partly dissected before these deposits were formed. 
"'Iowa Geol. Survey, IV, 1894, p. 43, , 
"'Am e r, Geologist, XVIII, 1896, pp. 78-80. Amer. Geologist, XX, 1897, 246- 268. 
"Final Rept. Mlnnes?ta Geol. & Nat. Rist. Survey, Vol. I. pp . 305-309. 355-356. 
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Economic Geology. 
THE IRON ORE. 
GENERAL C:aARACTER OF THE ORE. 
The ore deposits here described form a cap on the top of the 
eminence known as Iron Hill. The deposit is unsymmetrical 
with respect to the hill, as it extends much farther down the 
southern than the northern slope. The greatest thickness of ore 
occurs qn the ,northern side of the hillcrest, and the deposit be-
c@mes thinner in each direction from this place. 
The ore body is directly in contact with the bedrock and lies 
unconformably on the Galena and Platteville formations and 
probably slumps to some extent onto the St. Peter. At the high-
est point of bedrock beneath the ore the deposit is underlain by 
forty to :fifty feet of thin-bedded, undolomitized lower Galena. 
The fact of the presence of the Galena is shown by the fossils in 
FIG. 5-Large limestone bow.lders in the iron ore. South end of new pit. 
• '.' . ! 
the liIl:ffistone frl;igments from those pits which were continueq. 
to bedrock. 'rhe estimate of the thickness was 9btained ,by meas-
urement from the Platteville-St. Peter contact on the hill just 
above the concentrating plant. ' 
. Overlying th,e ore is ,a thickness of ~VE;l ' fe.et 'or less of a fine, 
grayi·sh, loesslike material. ' frob ably i~ ~s , not true loess, how:-
I • 
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ever" for it exhibits a ' jointed 'or starchy fracture on drying. 
The contact of the ove~burd~n with the ore is unconformable · 
(fig. 6) and many somewhat rounded fragments of ore are found 
imb,edded in the overburden ~eve!al inches ,abQve the conta~t. 
r,' " 
FIG. 6-Unconfonnable contact between ore-body and overburden. 
East wall of south pit. 
Physical Character of the Ore.-The Waukon ore is, in the 
main, a · brown, coarsely cellular limonite. The cavities which 
produce the cellular character are very irregular · in size and 
shape, and range from a fraction of an inch to a foot or more in 
greatest dimension . . The usual size, however, is but a few inches. 
These cavities contain, in a consid~rable number of cases, 
masses, of clay, usually in the form of small concretions or 
:oolites. Mingled with the clay there. are in places sand and · 
fragments of chert and fossils of Ordovician age. These fossils 
will be considered more fully later. 
The ore body is much jointed and fractured and this fact has 
resulted in the· development of a bowlder character, ill which 
the ore breaks up into large or · small masses of very irregular 
form (figure 10). ' Many of these bowlders · weigh hundreds or 
pounds or ' even several' tons, and are so re'sistant to further 
division t4at it is necessary to resort to blasting to reduce the 
larger ones to' sizes tl?-a~ can be handled readily. ' The wa~ls of 
the crevices are usually · somewhat weathered and, the crevices 
. I 
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-are filled with clay, which varies in color from a light cream to 
a deep red. The different colors in many cases form alternating 
. bands in the crevices. 
Large numbers of chert nodules are found throughout the 
deposit, usually surrounded by a greater or less thickness of 
den~e limonite which in some cases grades into and partly re-
places the outer portionit>f the chert. The pieces of. chert are 
broken and angular, but" never give any indication of having 
been rolled or stream worn. 
Many of the chert nodules are ' found t9 have been fractured 
and subsequently cemented by limonite. Others exhibit a core 
of fresh chert surrounded by roughly concentric layers of de-
cayed chert, ferruginous chert, and limonlte. (Plate I.) In the 
latter cases it appears that weathering must have taken place 
in the chert before it was imbedded in the limonite. 
In the new pit of the company, as well ·as in many of the nu-
,I 
FIG. 7-View of new pit near south end. Sept. 1, 1914. 
• merous test pits scattered over the property, there ' are exposed 
limestone bowlders, ot "lime horses," some of which are of 
large size. . The largest one seen in the' pit was about ten feet 
in length by five feet in height, .and e:rlended for ·an unknown 
distance back from ' the· pit wall (see figure ~). .Many of these 
masses of rock have beenremoved entire and hauled outside of 
5 
" . 
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the pit, where they may be examined readily. Some are well 
rounded (figure 8) and exhibit no angular surfaces, while others 
are more or less angular. In those which have not been long 
FIG. 8-La rge Ilmestone bowlder from new pit. showing rounded 
form a nd pitted surface. 
subject to weathering outside of the ore body the surface pre-, 
sents a deeply pitted appearance resembling that produced by 
th~ subaerial weathering of a dolomite, or in like measure the 
FIG. 9-Vlew showing bowlder character of the ore. 
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pitting produced by the solvent action of underground water. 
At no place in the ore body, so far as known, is there any grada-
tion from the ore into the limest.one. 
The bowlders, wherever they can be observed in position, 
lie with their bedding planes in close approximation to the 
horizontal. One bowlder in the new pit has a departure from 
horizontality of 8°, another of 5°, and a third of less than 1°. 
According to Mr. Erwin the bowlders met with in sinking the 
test pits in various parts of the deposit show the same approxi-
mate horizontality. 
Most df the limestone bowlders · are fossiliferous and many 
. recognizable forms w~re obtained from them. From a large, 
flat bowlder in the bottom of the pit and near the south ' end 
(106 feet above top of St. Peter) the following forms were 
collected: 
Receptaculites oweni. • 
Rafinesquina alternata:. 
Streptelasma sp. 
Liospira vitruvia. 
Murchisonia gracilis. 
Benero~hon sp. · 
Ischadites sp. 
Lingula iowensis. 
Platystrophia lynx. 
Dalmanella testudin~ria . 
Leptaena unicostata. 
Plectambonites sericea. 
This association of life, especially the presence. 'of the index 
fossil Receptaculites oweni, indicates that the rock is of Galena · 
age, while. the brachiopods are found in the same association in 
the undolomitized beds of the lower Galena throughout the 
vicinity. . 
A second bowlder not far from the first one furnished the 
following list: 
Rec~ptaculites oweni. 
Rhynchotrema capax. 
Dalmanella testudinaria. 
Streptelasma gp., 
.' 
This one also appears to belong to the lower Galena. 
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From a large, horizontally bedded block of limestone in the 
west wall of the pit the fossils obtained were: 
Plectambonites sericea. 
Streptelasma sp. 
Dinorthis subquadrata. 
Murchisonia sp. 
This bowlder appears also t:o belong to the lower undolomitized 
Galena. . 
On faunal grounds then, the limestone bowlders seem to ' have 
belonged to the lower part of the Galena formation, which in 
this vicinity is undolomitized and grades imperceptibly down-
ward into the calcareous upper portion of the Decorah shale. 
In many localities it is impossible to determine the exact con-
tact between the upper part of one and the lower part of the 
other. 
Fossils in the Ore.-In the first published account of the 
Waukon iron ores Mr. Ellison Orr2B mentions the fact that he 
.. . 
had picked up ". . . . several pieces of ore in which were 
imbedded well preserved . specimens of Trenton fossils." Later 
writers make no mention of these fossils, probably because their 
investigations were confined to the old pit, now abandoned, 
where fossils are of exceedingly rare occurrence. 
If the concretions from many parts of the new pit, as well as 
concretions taken from various t:est pits, are broken open, 
numerous well preserved fossils can be found. Some of these 
occur imbedded in the sides of the cavities or in the denser ore 
of the walls, but most of them are only slightly attached to the 
inte'rior or are found loose with the core of clayey concretions. 
Where the shells are yet. attached to the walls they are, in many 
cases, found to be coated with a hard, black variety of iron 
oxide, or even partly replaced by tha.t substance. The coating 
may be so even over the surface of the shell that identification 
can be made without removmg it. 
In the material taken from test pits in the highest part of 
the deposit, a very highly fossiliferous ore is found (Plate IV, 
figures 2, 3). ~ this material the body of the limonite is packed 
full of small, somewhat comminuted shells. Many complete 
shells also occur in' this material, and both they and the frag-
"'American Geologist, I, .1888, p. ISO , 
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ments are completely Isilieified and ' show noeviden!3e , of fer-
ruginous replacement. in the material thrown out from ' the ' 
test pits there are also many loose shells, completely silicified , 
and well preserved, but showing no replacement by irori., 
The following forms have been found, in ,the ore: 
Prasopora simulatrix. Plate I'll, 'figure 13. 
Several s,pecimens, more or less replaced. 
Streptelasma corniculum. Plate III, figures 7, 9-12, 14. 
Very common and most of them Well 'preserved. Silicified. 
Many with apices int(l,ct. No indication that they were 
ever rolled in stream. 
Crinoid stems. 
Many fragments of stems, most of them with annular ribs. 
Some imbedded in limonite. Silicified. 
Plectambonites sericea. Plate II, figures 1.16, 31. 
Represented ,by many small, perfectly preserved, siliceous 
specimens, both entire shells and single valves. ,MaXimum 
size 16 mm. by 9 ~nm. Fine surface striae very distinct., 
No beekite rings. 40 , complete specimens. 
Dalmanella testudinaria. Plate II, figures 17-30. 
Many small, well preserved specimens. Many entire and sev-
eral separate valves. Breadth from 4 mm. to 13 mm. Sili-
cified. : Striae perfect. No beekite. 35 complete, 1!hells. 
Platystrophia lynx. Plate I'll, figures 1-3. ' 
Four well preserved specimens. Silicified and ,showing few 
beekite rings. Maximum width 18 mm': Hinge lines some· ' 
what extended and eared. 
Rafinesquina minnesotensis. Plate III, figure 5. 
A single well preserved, silicified specimen. Striae lost in 
silicification or by weathering. Found on dump, from test -: 
pits. Width at hinge line, complete, 36 , mm. Shows some 
beekite rings. 
Hebertella bellirugosa. Plate III, figure 4. 
A single specimen, silicified, striae partly removed in silici-
fication. Shows' beekite rings. 
Streptelasma profundum. Plate UI, figure 8. 
A single medium sized specimen. Silicified but shows very 
few beekite rings. Well prese~ved. Part of calyx broken 
away. 
Rhynchotrema capax (?). Plate III, figure 6. 
Posterior half only. Silicified and striae weil preserved. In· 
terior hollow and lined with quartz crystals. Bears heavy 
imbricating lines, even on umboes, 'but in other respects 
agrees well with R. capax. Single specimen in dump from. 
test' pit Nq. 291. 
The fact should be emphasized, that all the fossils found in 
the' iron ore are silicified, whereas, so fa'r as can be determiri'ed, 
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none of the same forms as they are found in the Platteville and 
Galena have been so replaced. The silicification is supposed to 
have taken place during weathering and as one of the processes 
of weatherin~8a. 
Composition of the Ore.-The principal ore mineral of the 
Waukon deposit is the hydrated sesquioxide of iron, or limonite. 
Associated With this mineral, however, are the lower hydrate 
turgite, and the anhydrous oxide hematite, although neither 
occurs in any considerable quantity. Mr. Erwin states that 
gothite also has been found, but none was s~n by the writer. 
The relation between these min~rals may be shown as follows: 
NAME COMPQSITION I PEB CENT Fe,O. PER CENT H,O 
. Limonite . . ... . ..... 2Fe,O,. 3H2O 
1 
85.5 14.5 
Gothite .. .. ... . ... ... f 2Fe,0 3' 2H,O I 89.9 10.1 
Turgite : ............ \ 2Fe,O,. H 2O I 94.7 5.3 
Hematite .. ......... t· Fe,O. I 100 0 
The limonite is largely of the massive variety and varies 
widely in both hardness and color. On fresh surfaces it is dark 
brown, or even black in color, with an irregular fracture, and 
has a hardness of about . 5 'in the Moh scale. On surfaces that 
have been ,exposed to weathering the color approaches a light 
brown and the hardness may fall as low as 1.5. The harder 
phase has a submetallic luster and. shows no definite structure 
on ' a polished surface . . 
A third phase of. the limonite is found to line the interiors of 
some of the cavities. Here the mineral has definite radial 
structure (Plate IV, figure 1) which results in the production 
of a botryoidal or renniform internal surface, which is coated 
with a velvety :biack :film of the ' same material. This phase 
resembles gothite in form but may be distinguished from it by 
opaqueness. and streak. . . . 
".Bassler, R . s.; Proc. U. S. Na~. Mus ., Vol. XXXV, 1908, p . 185 . . 
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The limonite also .forms stalactites and stalagmites in' many 
. of the cavities, and these have in many instances united and 
practically filled the entire space. ' 
Hematite occurs massive in the walls of the cavities and in 
some cases may be determined readily by its red color and 
streak. In other cases its, presence may be detected only by the 
fact that analyses of the ore show an iron content much in excess 
of what would be expected were it composed entirely of limonite, 
which contains but 59.8 per cent of iron, while hematite carries 
70.0 per cent. On the whole it may be said that hematite is a 
rare mineral in the Waukon deposit. 
, Turgite is found sparingly in the interiors of some ore 
nodules, in which it appears as a reddish powder resembling 
hematite. It is rather rare and has no especial importance. 
Manganese seems to be present constantly, as is shown by 
analyses, but the amou~t is not large. Mr. Erwin reports that 
on the east end of the property wad was found in' two pits. ' It 
,occurs there as a layer about eight inches thick at a depth of 
twenty feet. I , 
The limonite is rather 'siliceous and carries a large percentage 
of aluinina, which, in the form of clay, is disseminated through 
the massive ore and also is concentrated in the cavities, in most 
cases as concretions. Much of the silica is in the form of the 
chert nodules which are imbedded in the ore, while in certain 
portions of the deposit there is a large amount of siliceous con-
glomerate made up of well worn and rounded quartz pebbles 
cement'ed by limonite. In such places the ore is not of sufficient , 
, richne~s to repay the expense of .working it. 
Microscopic examinations of the clay found in the caVities in 
the ore and of that found in the crevices show that there are 
many fine, angular pieces of qua;rtz, as well as hematite; limonite, 
kaolin and other unidentified minerals. The residue remaining 
after solution of the massive ore in' concentrated acid also con-
tains similar angular quartz fragments, as well as a few small 
fragments of silicified fossils. 
Lining the interiors of many cavities and deposited on the 
, surface of the fibrous limonite, there occurs a small amount of 
the ,hydrous, amorphous form of silica known as hyalite. It is 
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found in clear, colorless, botryoidal masses, never of any great 
"thickness or extent. ·See Plate IV, figure 1. 
Analyses of the Ore.-The management consider the following 
analyses to be representative of the raw ore. . 
I. From test pit No. 155. 
II. From test pit No. 122. 
III. From test pit No. 34. 
IV. From test pit No. 256. 
ANALYSES OF WAUKON IRON ORE. 
ANiAlLYSIS BY MISSOURI IRON COMPANY. 
I I II III 
Fe ...... .. " ..... 30.99 31.49 32.32 
P ................ .1011 .099 .17 
-Mn .... .. . ....... .122 1.0,2 1.06 
SiD, ; ........ .. .. 36.08 42.40 
Al,O •.. .......... 11.26 3.57 7.30 
Loss on ignition. , 5.30 7.33 , 11.36 
IV 
32.30 
1.87 
.88 
35.06 
9.33 
6.88 
ANALYSIS OF ORE FROM RICHEST TEST PIT. SAMPLE TAKEN FROM 
29 TO 34 FEET FROM SURFACE. ANALYSIS FROM 
MISSOURI IRON COMPANY. 
PER CENT. 
Fe .. . . .... ... . ..... . . . .... .. . ..... ........ ... ... . ... 52.41 
P . . .. .... .. .. . . ........ .... .... ........... ,........ .072 
Mn ....... . ............................ . . .... . ..... . .41 
SiO, . .. .. ...... ' ........ . ... " . ....... . , ......... ..... , 3.924 
Al20. . ... , ..... . ...... .... ......... ... ............. , 8.44 
CaO . ..... .. . .... . ...... . .............. . ..... .. : .... . , ,56 
Loss on ignition . .. .. . ............. ... .............. 7.50 
. ANALYSIS SHiOWING LOWEST IIRON CONTENT CONSIDERED AS ORE. 
ANALYSIS BY MIS'SOURI IRON COMBI.A.NY. 
PER CENT. 
Fe .. .... ... ......... ............................... 6.77 
P .... ... ' ...... .. ... .. ....................... . ..... . .. ' .. 1(}3 
Mn .. . . .. ...... . . . . . .. . . ........... . .. . . . .. . .. .. ..... .33 
SiO, ............. .. ............ ... ........ . ......... 60.25 
18.07 
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THE ORIGIN OF THE ORE. 
General Features. The only ' effort that has been made to 
explain the origin of the Waukon ore is that by Calvin in his 
report on the geology of Allamakee County.29 He pointed out 
the impossibility of the deposit having been formed by secular 
decay of the overlying material, and considered it to be a bog 
d~osil. . 
According to this view a depression first formed somewhat 
above the present site of the deposit, and into this the iron oxide 
drained from a wide area. Here it was precipitated through 
organic action. After the waters of the marsh had been drained 
the ore hardened, and becoming more resistant than the sur-
rounding rock, it was eroded less rapidly. As a result it now 
stands out in relief. 
This statement of the origin of the ore has been widely copied 
and has been generally accepted. But certain facts which have 
come to light recently seem to indicate that the above explana~ 
tion is inadequate. While in a general way it seems to account 
for the deposit, it nevertheless fails when applied to many 
specific features. Since a bog ' deposit is due to precipitation 
from solution it could not be expected to contain fossils of older 
formations, neither should it contain great bowlders of lime-
stone. Most bog iron ore is high in phosphorus, while the 
Waukon ore contains but little of this element. Bog deposits 
also should show some evidence of bedding planes. 
The theory of repla<;ement of the limestone by iron-bearing. 
solutions appears untenable on account of the lack of bedding 
planes, which should follow those of the original rock. There 
should be also a gradation from the fresh rock to the ore, with 
some evidence of side.rite, which generally is an intermediate 
product. Such a gradation is found in no part of the deposit, 
but the change from ore to limestone is abrupt or through a 
slight ' thickn~ss of residual clay. 
A second feature which is antagonistic to the replacement 
theory is the high content of alumina in the ore. Analyses of 
the bedrock beneath the deposit show only small amounts of 
Al20 S' 
""Iowa Geol. Survey, IV, .1894, pp. 97-103. 
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ANALYSIS OF BEDROCK IN PIT NO. 240. 
PER CENT. 
CaO . ............ . ....... . . . . . ... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51.72 
MgO ....... . ..... .. ............. . .. . . .. ......... ... ... .35 
AloO. . . .. .... .. ....... ... .... .' ........ . ........ . .. ... .45 
SiO, . . ... . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . ..... . ........ ... . .... . .. .. 4.80 
Mn . .. . ... ... ... . ........... . ..... .... . .... . . .... ... . .03 
P ,O • .. . . : .. ........ . . . .... ... . .. .. . . . . ... . . ... . .. . .. .056 
Fe ...... . ... .'.................... . ............ . ...... 1.09 
Loss on ignition ... . ............................. . . . 40.95 
99:446 
Th.e amount of alumina here is small and sO.me other means· 
must be found to explain the marked concentration of this 
material in the ore. Simple replacement . of limestone is not 
sufficient. 
The apparently close relatioI). between the ore deposit'and the 
Upper Plain strongly suggests an origin in a bog which may 
have existed there. This would be much the same as the mode 
advanced by Calvin and the objections which were stated in 
connection with that theory would apply here also. 
A fourth possible mode of origin is tha't by secular decay. 
Such a process might account very well fdr the presence of the 
unwo.rn fossils, the pieces of chert, the bowlders, the absence of 
bed~ing planes a~d the large amount of alumina. But it seems 
to offer no adequate explanation for the richness of the ore nor 
for its physical character. True residual ores occur as con-
cretions or nodules of limonite imbedde.d in ~ matrix of clay . 
. As a starting point in the discussion of the origin of the ore 
it seems best to consider the geologic and physiographic condi-
tions which must have existed during the period of its formation. 
It' has been shown (on page 61) that northeastern Iowa must 
have been a land area since the end of the Niagaran epoch. The 
process of base-leveling begun at that time continued through 
the Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous periods, and for a .con-
siderable part of the Tertiar-y, an enormous interval of time. 
Within this period the Appalachian mountains were uplifted, 
reduced to complete base-level (Kittatinny peneplain), uplifted 
a second time arid again reduced to partial base-level (Shenan-
doah peneplain) . Yet during this entire time, so far as has 
been determined, northeastern Iowa suffered uninterrupted 
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subaerial erosion, and by Pliocene time had been reduced to a 
condition of approximate flatness, traversed by sluggish, mean-
dering streams, which, because ef low velocity,Jcould carry only 
very slight loads of very nne materiaL · . 
The Residuum.-It is probable that during the early part of 
the old age of the region the process of weathering b""egan to 
forge ahead of that of transportation and the accumulated 
residual matter continued not only to grow somewhat deeper 
but to become more completely weathered . 
. According to Russell : 30 
Throughout the valley of the Shenandoah and in the region 
drained by the James, New River,etc., in Virginia, the surface 
of the country is covered to a depth sometimes exceeding 50 
feet with a red clay which has resulted almost entirely from 'the 
decay of limestone. 
Chamberlin and Salisbury in their report on the Driftless 
Area3 1 state that the amount of residual material varies accord-
ing to the topographic position, the greatest thicknesses being · 
on the broad ridges and in the valleys. In the Driftless Area 
of Wisconsin they state that the thickness of the residuum, as 
averaged from some 1,800 measurements, is 7.08 feet, the maxi-
mum being 70 feet. . . 
The Shenandoah Valley, mentioned above, has been developed' 
since the uplift of the Kittatinny Plateau, in Cretaceous time, 
and hen:ce 'has developed its residuum in a comparatively short 
period. The Driftless Area has suffered erosion for a much 
greater length of time and might be expected to show greater 
thicknesses of residuum were it not for its proximity to the 
Mississippi and its height (400-700· feet) above the stream, 
which has permitted much of the rock debris to be removed. 
Yet' in spite of the excellent opportunities for the removal o'f 
the residuum, the ridges of Allamakee county still show .con-
siderable thicknesses of clayey material, as shown by the fol-
lowing well records ~ 32 
""Bull . U. S, GeoL Survey No. 52, p, ' 24, 1889.-
" Sixth Ann. R ept , U . S. Geol. Survey, p , 254. 
" W a ter-Supply P a p er U. S. GeoL Survey No. 29 3, pp, 251-252. 
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: THIGKNESS OF CLAYEY: RESI~UUM ON RIDGES. NEAR WAUKON, IOWA. 
LOCALITY . . ELEVATION 
Feet 
.. County ' Fa~m. NE: :Of W'aukon : . . . . . . . . . 1250 
::. NE. * ,-sec. 26, T . 10!) N.,'R. 5 W. . ..... . 1040 , 
· Sec. 2, T. 99 N., R. 4 W.. ............. .. 1040 
SW. lA, !lee., 21, T. 96 N., R. 5 W. . . . . . . . 1100 
· SoE. IA, sec: 32;; T: 96 N., R.~. 5 i W: ... ... ; 1120 
Waukon pumping station. ;: ... :: ; .. ' ... . '. 1280 
THIc'KNESS 
Feet, 
. 30 
4() 
75 . 
, 40 
20 
40 
. . It seems safe, then" to assume t4at during the later stages in 
· the ~evelopmeI'i.t of the 'uppe;r piain considerable thicknesses of 
residuum 'had been forine~, which completely mantled the sur-
face, bilt no doubt reach.ed a maximum depth on the ridges and 
in the valleys as at present. The amount of this residuum cer-
; tainly was not l~ss than· that now present and probably was 
· much greater. 
' . 'Nature of the Residuum:-According to Merrill,S3 the sub-
: aerial decay of limestone results in the removal of OaOOs and 
; ihe concentration of A12bs, Si02 and Fe20 s. The analyses 
· quoted in the following tables are typical of this process. 
TRENTON LIMESTONE FROM LEXINGTON, VA. , AND RESIDUE LEFT 
, ,BY ITS DECAY. R. B. RIGGS. (BULL. U. S. GEOL. 
SURVEY NO. 52, 1889, P . 24.) 
CONSTITUENT 
.siO,. '" ., ........ , .. . . . . ... . . . . .. . ... ... . 
A120 3 .... .. . . ..... ...... .... .... . ... .. ... . 
Fe20 3 .. .... . . .. . .... . ... .... .. ....... ... .. . 
· CaO .... . .............. . ....... . ...... . '" 
MgO .... .. ... . .. . ... . ... ... .. .. .. .. . . ... . 
K"O ... ... ...... ..... .... .. .. .. ..... ..... .. . 
. Na,O ... · . .... . .... .......... . .. .... .. .. .. . 
CO2 •• • • ••••••••• • ••••• • •••••• • ••• •• • ••••• 
H 20 ..... . . . . . .. .. . .. . ~ . ........ . ..... . .. . 
"Rocks, Rock-weathering and Soils, 'P. 2!l2. 
U NALTERED 
LIMESTONE 
.44 
.42 
54.77 
Tr. 
Undo 
Undo 
42.72 
1.08 
RESIDUUM 
43.07 
25.07 
15.16 
.63 
.03 
2.50 
1.20 
.00 
12.98 
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KNOX DOLOMITE ANh RESIDUUM LEFT BY ITS. DECAY. MORRISVILLE 
ALA. ANALYSIS BY W. F . . HILLEBRAND. (BULL. U: S. 
GEOL. SURVEY NO. 52, 1889, P. 25.) 
CONSTITUENT 
.1 
SiO, ......... . ... ........... : . . . .......... . 
Al,O, ( +TiO,+P"O,,) ....... ..... . ..... . ... . , 
Fe,O, ............ ... .. ......... .. ..... . .. . 
FeO ....... . .......... ... ............... . . . 
CaO . . . .... ....... .. ......... ... . ... .... . . 
MgO ........ . ... . ..... . . ................ . . 
K,O ..... .... ... . . .... .. .. ............. . .. . 
Na,O .... ..... . . ..... .. . ... .............. . 
CO, ............ .. . ................... . .. . 
H,O (2.10 at 100°C.) . .... . . ... .... . . .... . 
UNALTERED 
LIMESTONE 
3.24 
.17 
.17 
.06 
29.58 
20.84 
45.54 
.30 
RESIDUUM 
55.42 
22.17 
8.30 
Tr. 
.15 
1.45 . 
2.32 
.17 
9.86 
Such residual clays then have resulted from the leaching out 
of the calcium carbonate from the limestone and its removal in 
solution, while the less soluble silica, alumina, ,and iron oxide 
remain. Other insoluble materials are found in clay, but rarely 
make-up over five to ten per cent of the whole. Much of the 
alumina and silica occurs in the colloidal condition; some of the 
iron also may be in the form of colloidal fernc hydroxide. 
Van Bemmeln34 has shown that the hydrogels of alumina and 
ferric hydroxide have a strong absorptive (adsorptive) power 
for salts of the alkaline earths and alkalies, and this property 
.may explain the rather high content of these usually soluble 
materials which is often found in the clays. . 
While the major portion of a residual clay is made up of fine 
amorphous or colloidal matter, there is to be found a con-
siderable percentage of angular quartz fragments. This feature 
was · discussed by Chamberlin and Salisburys5 in their descrip-
tion of the residual materials of the Driftless Area. The same 
characteristics were noted in 'residual clay from the Niagaran 
dolomite near Dubuque. 
According to Ries,30 the process by which limestone weathers 
into clay consists in the dissolving out of the carbonates of lime 
and magnesia while the clayey impurities are left behind. The 
change from clay to rock is therefore abrupt, and no gradual 
transition is noted as in the case of granites. The surface of 
.'Zeitschr, Anorg. Chemie, 23, 1900, pp. 321, 358, 364. 
"'Op. cit., p. 244. 
"Clays, Occurrence, Properties and Uses, PP. 7, 8. 
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the rock is commonly pitted and rQughened, and may be more 
or less spongy for a short distance from the surface, but the 
change from clay to unweathered rock is, nevertheless, a 
sharp one. . 
Practically all limestones are much jointed and show very 
distinct bedding planes. The circulating waters flow through 
these ready prepared channels and attack the rock from all 
sides of the opening (see figure 10) . As a result of this proc.ess 
it is not uncommon to find large, rounded bowlders resting un-
. disturbed well up in the layer of residuum. Alternating bands 
of thick-bedded and thin-bedded rock are especially favorable 
for the development of such bow~ders. 
FIG. lO-IdeaJ section showing development of bowlders by decay of limestone. 
Wea thering occurs most rapidly along crevices and bedding planes. 
S01lrce of the Iron.-The limestone and shale formations 
which once overlay northeastern Iowa were low in iron, as. 
shown by analyses of samples from the same horizons near. 
Consequently the secular decay of eve~ the somewhat excessive 
thickness of 800 feet assumed by Calvin cannot have produced 
a very highly ferruginous residuum. If, however, it be con-
sidered that a very large area was similarly covered with such 
a lean residuum, it must be admitted that considerable iron was 
available, requiring only some means of concentration. 
The deposits on Iron Hill may be assumed to contain about 
twelve million tons of ore,37 which averages .28 per cent metallic 
iron. Assume a drainage basin on the peneplain on which the 
'ore is located, to have been of the same size as that of the Upper 
Iowa river; imd assume also that the residuum over the entire 
basin had an average thickness of ten feet, a figure which is 
37B eyer, 10wa Geol. Survey, XII, p . 61. 
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only slightly greater than that which holds for the Driftless 
Area of today, and which certainly is far too low. Then if the 
residue contained the very low proportion of 5 per cent Fe20a ·· 
there would be available on the plain within that drainage basin 
8,712,000 tons ' of iron oxide. The amount of Fe20 a in the twelve ' 
million tons of ore is 4,800,000 tons, so that these conditions 
would be adequate, provided the means of concentration were 
sufficiently ·perfect. 
As shown above, however, the thickness of residuum present 
must have been nearer that found in the Shenaudoah Valley <;>f 
today, or about forty feet in valleys and on divides. . And 
the average of .four analyses of residual clays from southern 
Wisconsin3s shows a content of Fe20 s of 10.57 per cent. If we 
assume, th.en, a thickness of forty feet of residual material con-
taining 10 per cent Fe20 s, 71,696,000 tons of available iron oxide 
are indicated. 
On peneplains, however, large rather than small rivers are 
the rule, and the greatest change in the figures would undoubt-
edly arise through assumption of an increased drainage basin. 
Unfortunately n<;>thing can be determined concerning the drain- . 
. age of this period. 
Plant growth on the plain was abundant, for climatic condi-
tions were very favorable. The vegetation which died was not 
removed rapidly, and its decay produced a deep layer of humus, 
which in its turn tended greatly to increase plant growth. These 
plants too, by their products of growth and by decay, produced 
great quantities of the so-called humus acids,30 which are 
thought to be very important agents in rock decay and weather-
-ing. These C9110id organic substances have been shown to have 
a mar}{ed solvent action on iron compounds, probably through 
reduction of the ferric salts, and they must · have aided greatly 
in the solution of the iron of the residuum. 
Concentration of the l ron.-The conditions which have been 
described above as existing on the peneplain during the Ter-
tiary undoubtedly were favorable for the abundant growth of 
vegetation . . Drainage, both surficial and deep, was sluggish, 
and the top of the water table probably was at no great distance 
" Rix th A nn. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey. p. 250 . 
'·Julien. A. A .• GeoJ. Action of Humus Acid~: P roc. Am. Assn. Adv. \ Sci.. Vol. 
28,. p. 311. . 
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from the surface. Such stagnant waters are found to contain 
large amounts of organic matter in solution, resulting from the 
life processes and from the decay of plant tissues. Such organic 
matter, assisted by the CO2 released from the decaying material, 
is highly effective in the solution of ferrous compounds.40 This 
also must' have added to the iron content of the slug:gish waters 
which flowed across the northeastern Iowa peneplain. 
In this region of slight relief and poor drainage swamps and 
bogs must have formed. The bogs occupied the depressions in 
the surface and probably followed the drainage lines, so that 
the streams had their courses through a chain o.f marshes. No 
doubt there were also ox-bow loops, which eventUally would 
become marshes. 
The residuum, especially in the .plastic state induced by 
saturation with water, tends to slump down into depressions. 
Hence it seems probable that there were thick layers of clayey 
material beneath the marshes, and this layer was increased 
slightly by the action of the acids of the water which came in 
contact with the underlying limestone. 
Precipitation of the Iron.-The processes involved in the 
precipitation, as limonite, of the ferrous salts contained in 
swamp waters, are somewhat complicated. Oxidation by atmos-
pheric oxygen which is adsorbed at the surface of the water 
forms, perhaps, the . simplest possibility. The following re-
action, according to Van Hise/1 illustrates such a process: 
4FeCOs+02+3H20=2Fe20s .3H20+4C02 
Evaporation also may be a factor, especially along the shores. 
Ascham4 2 recently has suggested that under certain conditions 
bacterial action may assist in the precipitation. It has been 
well known for some time that certain low forms of life, notably 
Crenothrix, have .the power of extracting iron from water and 
depositing it as the hydroxide. 
No doubt all of these factors were in operation and they 
slowly formed a considerable body of bog iron ore, probably 
much more exten~ive than the present deposits. The clay be-
"Clarke, F. W., Data of Geochemistry: Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 491, p. 505. 
"Trea tise on Metamorphi·sm: Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. 47, p . 826. 
"Zeitschr. fur. prakt. Geol., 1907, PP. 56-62. 
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neath the bog also contained some ferric oxide which had accu-
mulated during the weathering process, and which had not been 
removed by tJ?,e subsequent leaching. 
At the close of the Pliocene the crustal movements which 
affected all of the Mississippi Valley caused the peneplain to be 
uplifted. This uplift, as shown above, .'was not less than 600 
feet in all, but there is some evidence that it took place in two 
stages, the first including a movement of about 200 feet. At 
this time the drainage of the Mississippi probably was in much 
the same direction as now, namely, toward the Gulf of Mexico; 
Since the Lafayette gravels, which are terrestrial in ori.gin and 
of Pliocene age, extend down to the present shore line of the 
Gulf, it may be safely assumed that this line has not changed 
materially since the Pliocene. 
Northeastern Iowa, then, ' was uplifted a maximum of 600 feet 
above sea level, for as a peneplain it must have reached an 
approximate base-level, and according to accepted theories its 
streams were rejuvenated. But rejuvenation begins in that por- . 
tion . of a stream wHich is nearest the sea. Since the Driftless 
Area is some 800 miles from the nearest point on the Gulf 
coast, it is evident that the .fall produced by the uplift was less 
than nine inches per mile and quring the first stage may have 
been less than three inches per mile . . With such a low gradient 
the effects of rejuvenation in Allamakee county must have been 
very slow in appearing, and the drainage of the swamps, when 
it did occur, was very graduaL 
It was in this period between the first uplift and the renewal 
of downward cutting produced by the second uplift, that the 
present ore deposits were formed. Much of the drainage of the 
bogs was downward" and even after they themselves were 
drained the meteoric waters continued to flow through the same 
channels. Thus the bog deposits were leached by descending 
waters, the iron carried down into the residuum, and there de-
posited, partly by precipitation and partly by replacement43 of 
the residual material. The precise conditions of this replace-
ment are not now apparent. Much of the residuum, as well as 
the material in solution in the circulating waters, was of colloid 
" Lindgren, Mineral Deposits, p. 803. 
6 
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nature, and the explanation of the replacement probably in-
volves colloid chemistry. Recently it has been shown48a that 
colloidal ferric hydroxide carries a positive electrostatic charge: 
whereas colloidal kaolin and clays carry negative- charges. 
- Colloidal particles of opposite sign may combine through the 
proce'ss of mutual adsorption and form larger particles whose 
sizes prevent them from remaining in suspension. The intimate 
relation between the iron oxide and the clay in the ore suggests 
, strongly that these processe's , were the most important factors 
in the precipitation. 
SUMMARY, 
The theory of origin of the ore as brought out in the present 
investigation may be summed up as follows: 
(1) Northeastern Iowa became a land area at the close of the 
Niagaran epoch and was subjected to 'continuous erosion until 
late in the Tertiary, at which time it had been reduced 'practical-
ly to base-level. 
(2) Drainage on this peneplain was sluggish, weathering ex-
ceeded transportation, and a thick mantle of clayey residuum ac-
cumulated. 
(3) The iron oxide occurring ' in the residuum was dissolved 
through the agency of organic acids, carbon dioxide, and ,other 
' means. This iron was then' deposited in a large bog through the 
agency' of other organic acids, atmospheric oxygen and the ac-
tion of organisms. 
(4T At the close of the Tertiary the region was nplifted a to-
tal of about 600 feet, causing the rejuvenation of the streams. 
The marshes were drained slowly 'owing to their distance from 
the sea, and for a long time the waters, both of the normal drain-
age and those which fell as rain on the surface of the old bog, 
passed through the ore deposit, leached out the iron oxid,e, and 
deposited it by precipitation and replacement in the residuum 
beneath. As the streams cut downward the action became slow-
er, but appears to have been carried to approximate completion, 
since but little totally unchanged clay remains. The continued 
downward cutting of the streams left the more resistant ore to 
"·Ostwald, Wo" Grundriss der Kolloide Chemie, p . 233. 
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form · a cap o~er the hill. The unsymmetrical position on the 
hill is probably: due, as suggested by Calvin, to more rapid 
weathering on the southern slope. 
This explanation seems to account for the topographic position 
of the ore and for its· str%tigraphic unconformity. The presence 
of chert, limestone bowlders and unworn fossils is common in 
all accumulations of residuum or ,geest. Lower Galena fossils, 
rather than those of younger beds, are to be expected, for the 
younger beds have suffered erosion for a much longer time and 
t.heir fossils may have become disint,egrated. Furthermore, the 
fossils of the upper part of the Galena are casts and would not 
persist in a geest. It is worthy of note that silicified fossils are 
common in geest in many places, even though no silicified forms 
occur in the rock from which the geest was formed. Silicifica-
tion of the fossils seems to occur during the weathering process. 
Angular pieces of quartz occur in the massive ore and within 
the unbroken nodules, an association that can be explained in no 
other way than by replacement of a residuum. The high 
alumina content, the presence of unchanged clay in the cores 
of the nodules (which · clay is shown by microscopic examina-
tion to be residual in origin), as well as the layer of clay between 
the base of the ore body and the bedrock, appear convincing bits 
of evidence in favor of this view. 
The crevices in the ore are believed to be due largely to set-
tling as solution continued beneath the protecting cap of ore. 
The sand pockets and beds of gravel .were deposited over the 
surface of the original bog ore before, or immediately after the 
. uplift, and have been cem~nted by secondary processes within 
the ore. It is noticeable that the sand ore is very lean, and 
that the highest phosphotus content noted in the entire deposit 
. is in the neighbo'rhood of a gravel bed. Hence it is possible to 
conceive that this really is part of the original bog, later covered 
by the gravels, which it cemented together. . 
Crane44 regards analagous limonite deposits · in southeastern 
Missouri as having had a similar origin, except that he assumes 
the replacement of a cherty, rather than a clay·ey residl,lUm. The 
Missouri ores also are overlain by Tertiary gravels and occur 
on .the ridges, hence their age may be consi9.ered to be approxi-
"Miss our i Bur. G eol. & Min., 2d Series, X , pP. 78-79. 
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mately that of the Waukon ores. No fossils have been found 
there and the field evidence appears'much less conclusive than at 
Iron Hill. 
TREATMENT OF THE ORE. 
Attempts to exploit the Iron Hill ore have been made at inter~ 
vals for several years, but the first really serious ,effort seems 
to have been made in 1899'when the Waukon Iron Company was 
organized among residents of the town and work actually was 
begun. In 1901 a complete ore washing plant45 of the McClana-
han-Stone type was installed and an effort made to concentrate 
the ore by the washing process. . Crude methods of handling 
were used and the fact that the physical nature of the ore made 
the washing treatment unsuccessful assisted in rendering the 
entire venture a failure. 
The property of the Waukon Iron Company was taken over 
in 1907 by the present operators, the Missouri Iron Company, 
of St.Louis, Missouri. They have accomplished much addition-
al exploratory and experimental work; the deposit has been 
carefully studied by means of a great number of drill holes and 
test pits, and new methods of treatment alid handling have been 
developed to fit the needs of the situation. At the present time 
they state that they have reduced the process to a point at which 
the ore can be marketed in competition with the nOl'the:rn ore 
and can be produced at a profit. 
The pit and plant in which present operations are carried on 
. was opened in 1913, but the property has been operated only a 
short time in the period which has since elapsed. 
Present Development.-Development is at present being car-
ried on through a single open pit located near the crest of Iron 
Hill and on its southern . exposure. This opening has a length 
of about 400 feet and a Width about one-third as great (figure T). 
A thickness of only twenty-two feet is now being taken off as it 
is the intention eventually to work a lower level for the remain-
der. 
It is the intention of the management to work through the ore 
body at about the pre~ent l~vel; forming what is known as a 
"thorough cut," and following the con:tour. of the bedrock. Oth-
"'Beyer. Iowa Geol. Survey. XIII. p. 59. 
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,er benches can be run pataUel to this cut and having access to it 
. fbr the convenient handling of ore to the plant without the neces~ 
sity of constructing other track. 
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The power plant and other buildings of the concentrating 
plant are located at a distance of abolJt 550 yards south of the 
pit and a 7 per cent grade of the tracks favors the loaded cars 
on their way to the bridge. The following are the chief build-
ings ?omposing' the phint (figure 11) : 
Drying and Crushing house. 
Roaster. 
Air Washer. 
Reducer. 
Magnetic Separator. 
Loading bins. 
Refuse bins. 
Coal storing and drying house. , 
Power House and Maqhine 
Shop. 
Office and Laboratory. 
Power is furnished by a well equipped plant developing 440 
horsepower by means of producer gas engines, direct connected 
. to 220 volt Direct Current generators. All machin~ry is motor 
driven and each unit has an individual motor. There is also an 
emergency power plant consisting of a 200 horsepower motor-
generator set, current for which is secured from the hydroelec-
tric plant on the Upper Iowa river at Decorah. 
Mining.-The bowlder character of the ore makes it rather 
difficult to mine and handle. A churn drill located on the brow 
of the pit is used in sinking holes to the level of the p'it floor and 
in these holes are placed rather heavy charges of 60 per cent 
dynamite. The holes are set at distances of twelve inches from 
center to center and the charges are fired simultaneously by 
means of batteries. This blasting has the effect of,loosening the 
ore for a conf)iderable distance and breaking it up into fine ma-
terial and into bowlde'rs, some of which are of large size. That 
portion. of the ore which is sufficiently small in size is loaded by 
steam shovel and hauled immediately to the crusher and dryer. 
Those bowlders that ,are too large to be handled by the shovel 
. are broken by light charges of dynamite. J ackhamers operated 
by means of compressed air are used in drilling the "plugholes" 
for this work. 
" . 
The overburdelt is nowhere of great thickness, and on account 
of this fact and of .• the ,appreciable amount of intermingled 
pebbles of ore, it h~s· .. bee,ri ,.fou,nd, ecoI;lomic;l,l , to omit stripping 
and to send the entire body through the plant. 
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Loading in the pit is accomplished by a seventy-five ton Vul-
cari steam shovel. ' ' 
Haulage.-The ore is loaded by the steam shovel onto twelve 
ton, standard gauge, electrically propelled dump cars, the mo-
tors of which are mounted on the axles. The haulage system is 
double tracked, with power transmission through central third 
rails. The system is divided into sections, by whch the move-
ments of the cars may be readily controlled. Central cont.rol of 
the cars while they are outside of the pit is obtained from a tow-
er which is located above the bridge at the north end of the 
plant, and from which a view of the entire tracks may be had. 
On entering the pit the cars leave the control of the operator on 
the bridge and pass, by their. own momentum, Oh to a section 
which is controlled from the steam shovel, and from which they 
may be obtained as desired for loading. Automatic brakes are 
provided which will prevent runaways from crashing through 
the plant. 
The ore from the bridge· and from many of the bins is handled 
by gravity, and in fact this method is used whenever it is possi-
ble. Where it is necessary to lift the ore, however, bucket con-
veyers are used. 
A switch some three miles in length has been constructed from 
the mine property to the Chic'ago, Milwaukee and St. Paul rail-
road, connecting with the latter in the southeastern part of Wau-
. kon. The loading bins are located over a spur of the switch and 
this is connected also with the trackage in the pit, so that bal-
last or additional machinery maY'be taken to the scene of opera-
tions without unloading. All track about the plant and in the 
pit is of standard gauge. A small switch engine, coal burning, 
is used for switching, and for conveying the employes to and 
from Waukon. 
Goncentration.-In the early efforts to market the Waukon 
ore the operators sought to obtain a separation of the ore from 
the gangue by washing to remove the clay, and subsequently by 
getting rid of the chert and, other' larger impurities by hand 
picking as the ·material passed along a belt. By this method, 
however, the ore could not be brought to a sufficient degree of 
• 
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concentration, nor was the . process economical~ Furthermore 
the necessary addition of water to the porous ore materially in-
creased freight charges . 
. After a few years of trial this treatment was abandoned, and 
when the Missouri Iron COD;lpany took possession they in- _ 
stituted a series of ' .experiments to develop a process which 
should produce a ;marketable and profitable product. The first 
experimental plant was located at Waukon Junction, but the 
method of treatment used there (washing and jigging) was not 
successful, and it was realized also that whatever the treatment 
used, it would be economy to apply it at the mine, in order to 
avoid the expense of shipping the gangue. 
As a result pf several years of experiment the present plant 
has been constructed and the management state that the process 
in use will produce a satisfactory concentrate at a cost which 
will permit a good profit. The treatment used is known as the 
"Goltra beneficiation process." . 
FolloWing is a brief sketch of the Goltra process: 
1. The ore is hauled from the mine to a bridge or tipple 
where, after weighing, it is dumped on to fourteen inch ,grids, 
the larger lumps being broken with sledges, and the sized mate-
rial passes to the dryer, which is located immediately beneath. 
2. The dryer is of the horizontal tubular type, 10 by 125 feet, 
and is driven by a motor at the rate of one revolution . per 
minute. The fuel used is powdered coal, which is blown in at 
the lower end by an Aero pulv,erizer. At the upper end of the 
dryer is a large fan with a capacity of 35,000 cubic feet of air 
per minute, and this draws the heated air through the cylinder 
and discharges it, together with the fine sand and dust, into a 
dust catcher. .A:. temperature of about 300· F. is maintained 
and here about 99 per cent of the free or mechanically held water _ 
is driven off. . 
3. The dried ore then passes to a movable grid set to 2% 
inches,' the oversize ,going to a No. 8gy'ratol'Y crusher which 
reduces it to 2% inches. The crushed material meets the under-
size at a common point from which it is hoisted. by a pivoted 
bucket conveyer to a triple concentric trommel from ,which the 
succeeding flow is by belt conveyer to the bins. The fines below 
1-16 inch pass to the waste pile, the middlings go to the storage 
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bin, while the lumps pass over the cobbing belts, where the chert 
.and other float is removed, after which the lump ore goes to the' 
storage bin. F.rom here the ore is fed to the roaster. 
4. The roaster is similar to the dryer except that it is of 
slightly smaller size, measuring 8 by 125 feet. In it also pow-
dered coal is used as fuel and the roaster is operated at a tem-
perature of 1600° to 1800° F. At this temperature limonite 
loses combined water according to the formula 
2Fe20s .. 3H20=2Fe20 a +3H20 
limonite hematite water 
leaving all of the ore in the form of the anhydrous hematite. 
5. The dehydrated ore, still at a temperature not less than 
1100° F., leaves the lower end of the roaster and is conveyed to 
a double jacketed trommel. All material above 1J2 inch goes to 
the shipping bins, while that which is below 1J2 inch goes into 
a closed reducer, 6 feet in diameter by 70 feet in length, and 
turning at a rate of three revolutions per minute. Here it is 
sprayed with crude oil under 125 pounds pressure. 
On striking the heated ore the oil is broken up into its com-
ponent gases, chiefly hydrogen and the' lighter paraffins. These 
gases have a very high reducing power and remove one-half an 
atom of oxygen from the hematite: . 
3Fe20 S + H 2 = 2Fea04+ H 20 
The above reaction is much simpler than the one which ac-
tually occurs in the process, but it serves to illustrate the prin-
ciple involved. . Because of the large number of compourids 
entering into the reduction the exact formula cannot be given. 
6. After passing through the reducer the ore is raised by an 
elevator to a rotary cooler, from which it passes to a trommel 
,42 inches by 18 feet) whose jackets are 1/16 inch, Vs inch and 
1,4 inch mesh. The sized ore drops directly into bins. 
. I 
7. From the bins the sized ore goes directly to magnetic 
separators of the Ball-Norton type. , The ~i inch to V2 inch 
material is not concentrated but goes directly to the loading 
bin where it meets the larger size ore from the roaster. The 
tailings are thrown on the dump. 
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Results of the Treatment.-The recovery by the above treat-
ment is from 37 per cent to 62 per cent, depending on the grade 
of ore worked, and the average is approximately .50 per cent. 
From this it will be seEm that from lis to V2 of the deposit may 
be classed as gangue. The average, so far as concentration tests 
have .been 'made, is 55 per cent ore. 
In American metallurgical practice it is considered that iron 
ore should contain not less than 35 to 50 per cent metallic iron . 
at the furnace, and the process in use at Waukon is designed 
to produce such a concentration. The product is not allowed to ' 
fall below a content of 55 per cent ,1Iletallic iron and manganese. 
The following analyses will illust~ate4- the character of the 
concentrate: 
AVERAGE 0F1 8,000 TONS CONCENTRATES. ANALYSIS BY MISSOURI 
IRON COMPANY. 
I ' 
PEll CENT. 
Fe ..... .............. ....... ........ .......... . . ... 55.52 
SiO. . .............. . ... ' . . .... ......... : : . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,2.02 ' 
*Insoluble ......... . ... .... ... .... .. . .... .. ..... . ..... 15.,34 
Phosphorus .................. .. . ................... . .1044 
Loss on ignition .....•...... .. ................... . .. .201 
CaO ..... , . .... . ..... . ............ ... ... :............. .69 
MgO .. .. .... ... .......... . ................. .. . ...... .504 
Sulphur . .................................. ........ .. .024 . 
Mn .. ........ .. . . . .... . .. .......... . ............ . .. .. .88 
'Insoluble chiefly AI.O,. with some Si and Fe. 
AVERAGE OF 200 CARS CONCENTRATES. 
;Fe .. .. . ........ ..... . ............... . 
Mn ............ .... .................... . 
SiO •....... . ....... , ... , ................ . 
MIN'EASSAY. UMPmE. 
PEll CENT. PEll CENT. 
55.38 55.18 
1.04 
14.03 
1.02 
13.15 
The highest analysis of a daily sample of the concentrate has 
. shown a metallic 'content of 62:3 per cent. When very rich ore 
'is being worked the 'monthly average has been as high as 61.9 
per cent. . 
DISP.OSITIONOF THE ORE. 
The low sulphur and phosphorus content of the ore, make it 
v~ry suitable for the manufacture of all classes of pig iron ex-
'cept Bessemer, and .a ready' market has been found for it in 
ordinary times. It has been used chiefly in furnace mixtures. 
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The·results of a test 'of the Waukon ore by the Sligo Furnace 
Company, of Sligo, Missouri, are of interest. During an eight 
day run on Waukon ore alone the furna ce was found to ha:ndle 
easily on various grades Qf iron, ranging from .09 per cent to ' 
3.25 per cent silicon, most of the metal produced being 1.25 per 
cent. The addition of manganese to the burden was found to 
be unnecessary, as su,fficient of this element was present in 
the ore. 
In comparison with a ten months previous run on Missouri 
ores carrying 54.5 per cent Fe., the Waukon ore was found to 
give a 25 per cent increase in production, with a decrease in 
fuel consumption of 22 per cent. Charcoal was· used as fuel in 
these tests. 
Phillips46 states that "The finished product obtained by this 
process (the Goltra process) is excellently adapted for use in 
the blast furnace. The free and combined water are completely, 
and the clay, sand, etc., almost completely, removed. The sul-
phur, except in the case of some magnetic concentrates, is 
eliminated. The physical I?-ature of the ore is greatly improved, 
particularly in respect to its porosity and easy reducibility 'in 
. the blast · furnace. " 
The 'article from ' which the above extract is taken contains a 
very complete. discussion and analysis of the process, and should 
be consulted for further details. 
The coneentrates have been shipped to Milwaukee, Chicago 
and St. Louis, at all of which places it competes with the 
northern non-Bessemer ores. lJlreight rates to Chicago and Mil-
waukee are $1.00 per ton gross, and to St. Louis $1.50. 
Profitable operation of a deposit 'of this . kind must depend 
very largely on the condition of the markets. With the price of 
pig-iron at or above normal the Waukon property may be ex-
pected to remain a profitable producer. The plant was operated 
for a short time after its completion in 1913, but the depression 
in the iron industry made it necessary to shut down until prices 
should be more favorable. Operations were resumed 'in Novem-
ber, 1915, at which time shipments to South Chicago furnaces 
were reported. Production at present is 350 tons per day. 
"Iron Age, Nov . 12, 1914, p. 1150. 
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The present development was begun in 1913 and the total 
production, up to the time of the recent resumption, has been 
27,000 long tons. The capacity of the plant on full time is 450 . 
tons per day. 
The available tonnage in the deposit amounts probably to ten 
million tons at least. The property, which is held in fee sim-
ple, by the Missouri Iron Company, consists of approximately 
258 acres. 
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PLATE 1. 
Chert Nodules from tile Ore. 
, Figure I.-Chert nodule showing concentric weathering and 
partial replacement by limonite. 
Figure 2.~Chert nodule showing advanced weathering and 
some . replacement by limonite . . 
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE I. 
PLATE II. 
Fossils from the Iron Ore. 
1-16,31. Plectambonites sericea. 
17 -30. Dalmanella testudinaria. 
Fossils from Decorah Shale. 
32-39. Plectambonites sericea. 
40-53. Dalmanella ·testudinaria. 
Note perfect preservation of specimens t,r:01n the ore. Also 
note that size and general appearance of the Decorah individuals 
are almost identical with those of the fossils in the o~e. The 
Decorah specimens are not silicified. 
9e1 
I. 
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PLATE- III. ' i, 
1-3. Platystrophia lynx. 
I · 
4. Ortfiis bellirugosa. 
5. Rafinesquina minnesotensis. 
6. Rhynchotrema capax. , ',. 
S. Strepte-za~ma profundu.rh~ 
7, 9-12, 14. Btreptelasma cJrniculum. 
).3: Prasopora simulatrix . . 
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1. Interior of cavity in ore showing dense limonite surround-
ing band . of fibrous,i'adiating limonite. Interior surface 
botryoidal. Also (in circle) small' mass· of hyalite. 
2, 3. Pieces of very fossili'ferous . ore; showing silicified and 
un-replaced shells. Complete Dalmanella, testudinaria at "a." 
Iowa GeologIcal Survey. PLATE IV. 
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THE PLEISTOCENE HISTORY~ OF IOWA RIVER V AL~EY 
Introduction. 
LOCATION. 
That portion of Iowa river valley to be considered is in J ohn-
son county, Iowa. 
Physiographically, the region lies within the great area of 
Kansan drift, and also includes the North Liberty Lobe of the 
Iowan drift-sheet as mapped by the iate Professor Calvin. The 
topography of this and adjacent areas is shown on the Fairfax 
and Stanwood topographic maps. 
THE PROBLEM. 
The discrepant features of the valley of Iowa river in J ohn-
son county, as shown in Plate V, have been in the 'past objects 
of unusual interest from a physiographic and geologic stand-
point. The great elbow of the stream within the county's boun-
daries, the gorgelike features of the great turn, the remarkable 
width of the valley above and below the gorge, the absence of 
rock in the south wall above the upper constriction to the gorge, 
and a similar absence in the west wall below the gorge, together 
with certain well records west of Iowa City showing deep glacial 
fill-these data had .given rise to the theory that a change in 
. drainage had occurred at some time in the history of Iowa river ' 
valley. Though this seemed to be the true explanation, yet it 
was held With that degree of tentativeness which is necessary 
when not confirmed by sufficient data. 
Hence, it was with the hope of successfully working out a 
positive knowledge of the situation, impartial to all preceding 
conceptions, that: the problem was undertaken.. . 
At first, the problem was thought to involve merely a dramage 
change. Accordingly data were. sought that would throw light 
on ~ts cause, date, and the course of .the old channel. . B-Qt. a's-' 
fie~d work progressed and evidence accumulated, it was seen 
that the subject needed not .'01rly' revision inlts statement, but 
amplification in oi-de'r that the · whole Pleistocene' history of Iowa 
river 'valley might be included. . 
Iowa Geological Survey. 
. PLATE V . 
Topographic map of Falrf.ax Quadrangle, showing the discrepant development of the 
valley of· Iowa river In .Johnson county. 
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METHODS USED IN: COLLECTING DATA. 
The area involved -in the study of relevant data includes 
roughly the whole of Johnson county; most of the field work, 
however, was done north and west of Iowa City. 
Practically all of the data, excepting the well records, were 
collected by personal detailed inve~tigation in the field. The 
river valley was carefully surveyed from Iowa City above 
Curtis, together with Pardieu creek, a part of Clear creek, and 
many of the minor tributaries. Elevations of bedrock, drift, 
gravel, and loess along the river were taken and many sections 
of materials examined. The North Liberty Plain was generally 
traversed with the exception of the extreme w~stern border. _ 
One drive was taken to the southern part of the county for the 
purpose of studying the distribution of the loess in that direc-
tion and ascertaining its relatio~s to the underlying surface. 
Most of the well data were obtained from well drillers of 
experience and eight have contributed such knowledge as was 
relevant. They were Messrs. D. A. Jones, Henry Buck, H. A. 
Hemmerle, all of Iowa City; M. H. Eaton, of Shueyville; Bert 
Eastland, of North Liberty; Frank Novatny, of Solon; Alf. 
Campbell, of Oxford; and Wm. Brown, of Wellman (Washing-
ton county). In certain instances where their territory over- -
lapped their records of depth to bedrock closely agreed: 
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The Indurated Rocks.~The indurated rocks exposed along 
the gorge of Iowa river are Devonian limestones and isolated 
patches of Carboniferous sandstone and shale. 
Shales, presumably of Mississippian age, are penetrated by 
deep wells toward the southern part of the county, and. sand-
stones of the same general age are exposed alo~g English river 
beyond the south county line. 
Upon the indurated rocks, the drift rests unconformably. 
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Pre-Pleistocene Topography.-vVhile it is impossible from the 
available well records to reconstruct the sub drift surface ac-
curately, 'some knowledge concerning it can 'be gained from a 
study of well records. Approximate elevations of the rock sur-
face can be determined by subtracting from the altitude of th~ 
well-site, as obtained from the topographic map, the distance 
to rock, or the depth of the well where bedrock is not reached. 
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FIG. 12. Map of Johnsn county showing locationS of well records collected, the approxi-
mate elevations of bedrock, and the distribution of the indurated formations accord-
ing to Calvin. 
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These data show that the bedrock surface has marked irregU-
larities (see figure 12).: Over an irregular area in the central, 
northern, and northeastern parts, and along the extreme south-
ern border of the county, bedrock is high; but between these 
two areas there is a northwest-southeast belt in which the bed-
rock surface is low. ·Well records, numbered 85, 86, ·89, and 106, 
reveal bedrock as low as 460 feet above sea leveP Besides these; 
there are wells, as for instance 1,2, 3, 83 and 104, which, thougb; 
they do not penetrate rock, go down to points respectively 471 
feet, 560 feet, 580 feet, 535 feet, and 545 feet above sea. level. 
The former .group of wells penetrate shale which· is perhaps 
the basal portion of the Kinderhook. 
To the north, the bedrock surface rises on Devonian limestone 
and projects through the drift just north of the 'Rock Island 
trestle at IQwa Oity, on the west side of the river. The average 
elevation of the rock surface in its higher part is about 700 feet 
a bove sea level. To the south the bedrock rises on Kinderhook 
sandstone which overlies the basal shale. It outcrops along 
English river at several places;2 (1) at Wassonville, 706 feet 
ahove sea level; (2) at. Kalona, 665 feet above sea level; (3) at · 
Riverside, 648 feet above sea level. . 
The distance from the outcrop at Iowa Oity to that at River-
side is about eleven miles. This gives an idea of the width of 
the buried valley. In the southwestern part of the county it 
seems to be even wider. Figure 12, which shows also the dis-
. tribution of the indurated formations iJi,l the county, makes it 
evid·ent that the north wall of the buried valley follows more 
. or less closely the boundary betwe~n the Devonian and Missis~: 
sippian formations. The lower resistance of the shale in com-
parison :with that of the limestone on the north and the . sand-
stone on the south undoubtedly accounts for this parallelism. 
Another buried chann€l exists in the vicinity of Shueyville, 
but its relation to the large one is not clear. 
It is interesting at this point to note thi:tt through the middle 
of the high bedrock area, as show;t in figure 12, is the course of 
the gorge of Iowa river. On either side of th€ gorge, for a 
distance: of seve:r;t to eight miles, well records show in .generai 
'The logs of the wells are giveI\ in detail at the close of this pa,per. 
'Bain. Iowa Geological Survey. V., p . 119. 
: 
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a high rock surface. There are a ,few, however, that register 
valleys deeper than the present bed of the stream in the 'same 
latitude. This fact is significant of the partial dissection of the 
old divide before it was buried. 
, The 'rocksurface is not necessarily wholly preglacial. If there 
wa,~a long interval of ~rosion in the Pleistqcene period preced-
ing . the heavy Kansan deposit, it is possible that bedrock was 
still further modified' at that time. 
THE PLEISTOCENE DEPOSITS. 
The Pleistocene deposits of Iowa have been classified by 
Calviuas follows,s the oldest being placed at the bottom: 
SERIES 
Pleistocene 
Wisconsin 
Peorian 
Iowan 
.Sangamon 
Illinoian 
Yarmouth 
Kansas 
Aftonian 
STAGE 
Nebraskan (Pre-Kansan) 
Those which occur in Johnson county will be considered in 
the following pages_ 
The Nebraska.n or Pre-Kansa.n Till and Aftonia.n Interglacial Deposits. 
No exposures of Nebraskan till and Mtonian interglacial 
deposits occur within the county. The overlying drift is so 
heavy that if the oldest deposits are present, th~y can be detected 
only in well records. In view of the widespread distribution of 
known deposits over various parts or the state, it would be sur-
prising if, among the well records collected, there were not 
some which strongly suggest their presence ~ In order better to 
identify them in the records, a review of their characteristics 
as noted by Shimek may be helpful.' The Nebraskan drift''' con-
'Calvin, " Iowa Geological Section," Iowa Geological Survey, XVII, p. 192. 
' Shimek, Iowa Geological Survey, XX, pp. 304-307. 
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sist.s chiefly of a dark blue-black joint clay which when dry is 
hard and brittle ..... It is almost impervious to water, and when 
wet is very tough, tenacious', 'rubber-like,' and so difficult to 
, work that' it is the abomination of well-diggers and road-workers, 
being the most despised of all 'gumbos.' Scattered through this 
joint-clay are relatively few, usually dark colored pebbles and 
small bowlders." 
As for the Aftonian deposits, they comprise both sand and 
gravel and peat and 'forest beds, though tl:tese do not neces-
sarily occur together. 
'The well records which indicate the presence of Nebraskan and 
Aftonian below the thick Kansan are given below. In the 
records, those materials which ,appear to belong to the pre-Kan-
san deposits are italicized. -
5Lone Tree, town-well: Soil and yellow clay, about 30 feet; 
blue clay, about 95 feet i sand, about 5 to 8 feet, with pieces of 
"-wood and bark at to"rp. The driller penetrated a .bluish tough 
clay below the sand for some distance, but withdrew: the drill 
and made the sand the water bed. 
GN o. 61 : Yellow clay and sand, 50 feet; blue clay, 40 feet; 
hard pan, 15 feet, to rock. 
No. 65: Yellow clay, 50 feet; blue clay, 70 feet; sand and 
wood, 8 feet. 
No. 84: Yellow clay, 40 feet; blue clay, 200 feet; sand and 
to'/,~gh clay to rock. 
NQ. 104: Yellow clay, 80 feet; blue clay, 100 feet; black muck, 
5 feet. 
No. 107: Yellow clay, 100 feet; coarse' gravel, 3 feet; blue 
clay, 40 feet; black hard pan with pebbles, 122 feet. 
No. 110: Yellow clay, 65 feet; blue clay, 65 feet, log at 125 
feet; gravel, 5; blue clay, 25; sand, 5. -
No. 173: Sand, 20 feet; blue clay, 118 feet; well in top 9f 
gravel, woo'd came up with gravel. 
No. 178: Yellow clay, 50 feet; blue clay, 40 feet; sand) ood 
wood, 4 fe'et; blue clay, 86 feet; rock, 7 feet. 
' Thomas. Iowa Geolo'gical Survey. XXI. p. 614. 
' See records of wells following this paper for locations. 
8 
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No. 181: Yell;ow clay, 30 feet; blue clay, 100 feet, to gralVel 
containing wood. . 
No. 206: Yellow clay with bowlders, 30 feet; blue clay,50 
feet; sand, 68: feet. . 
No. 220: Same as No. 221. 
No. 221: Yellow clay, 50 feet; blue clay, 20 feet; sand, 20 feet, 
with red cedar log 'at 85 feet; blue clay, 54 feet; sand, 6 feet, 
rock. 
The presence of the wood! noted in the records, ' is not neces-
sarily a true indication of Aftonian deposits. They may repre-
sent forest-growth upon that portion of the pre-Pleistocen!'l sur-
face evaded by the Nebraskan glacier, but advanced upon by 
'the Kansan. Or, possibly they are remnants of forests which 
gr·ew close to the edge of the Kansan ice-sheet or even upon it-
as is the case to-day OIl- the Malaspina glacier of Alaska- and 
were overridden or buried by a new accession to the glacier. 
As for the,sands, they may be deposits from the waters of the 
ice 'during a temporary retreat and 'then later buried by a re-
advance. They may also be esker-like deposits, laid down be-
neath the ice. 
, The above interpretations might be preferred but for three 
opposing factors of note :(1) the kind of till underlying the 
sands and forests beds; (2) the mode of occurrence of the latter; 
, and (3) their general distribution. In wells 61 and' 107, the 
material in the bottom was distinguished from the blue clay 
above as "hard-pan" by two different well drillers, and in well 
No. 84 ' as "tough clay" by a third well driller. One of these 
drillers, especially, remarked apout the difficulty of drilling 
through the "hard-pan." In the Lone Tree well, the driller 
penetrated a bluish tough clay to some distance below the 'wood-
bearing sand, and in well No. 104, five feet of "black muck" was 
encountered. Of the seven wells striking wood, six encountered 
it in the sand or gravel layer and but one in the till, though, 
that one was just above the gravel. Another fact indicating the 
presence' of the Nebraskan , and Aftonian deposit~ is the, quite 
general distribution of the , sand , and wood over the county. 
Figure 13 illustrates this point clearly. 
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FIG . 13. Map of Johnson county showing location of wells which probalily encountered 
Aftonian and Nebraskan materials. Those wells in which wood was found are 
marked by "w" within a circle. 
An additional point of merit is the collection of similar rec-
ords by McGee7 in other counties in northeastern Iowa, .and the 
occurrence of typical outcrops in areas to the south (Muscatine 
county) and to · the southwest (Union, Harrison and Monona 
oounties). 
'McGee, W J, Pleistocene History of Northeastern Iowa : 11th. Ann. R~pt. U. !? Geol. 
Survey, pt. 1, pp. 514-542. . 
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Though these evidences are not conclusive, they are by no 
means negligible. They strongly suggest that the Nebraskan 
and Aftonian deposits are present. 
In so far as this county offers evidence, however, the de-
posits are patchy. Only thirteen well records among the 238 
collected indicate their presence. This is consistent, however, 
with the conclusions of Calvin, that "the Aftonian was a real 
interglacial interval, an interval of 10,ng duration, an interval 
of moist , climate and swollen streams.' ' 8 
The Aftonian Erosional Interval. 
In counties to the southwest, the name "Aftonian" has been 
applied to gravel and sand which lie between the Nebraskan and 
Kansan drifts, and which represent a considerable time interval 
between the deposition of the two drifts.9 
Considering (1) that the sand, gravel, and wood, notled in 
the foregoing wells of Johnson county are Aftonian in age'; 
(2) that the interval was long; (3) that conditions of erosion 
were quite ideal; (4) that thick beds of sand and ,gravel were de-
rived from a till lean in pebbles; (5) that portions of the till 
remain, it seem['! probable that the original drift-sheet was not a 
thin one. If this was so, the drift doubtless buried the pre-
glacial drainage Hnes, the minor Cines at least, and perhaps 
the major ones of the county. Granting that the Nebraskan 
drift was once thick and its surface flat-lying (as is the Wis-
consin), then 'as erosion developed on this surface the channels 
were superimpQsed upon the underlying rock-divides. This 
, tended to make the bedrock surface more complex. The width 
of the buried valley in the southern part of the county may be 
due partly to such modifications. Figures 14 to 17 are illustra-
, tive. 
Pre-Kansan Topography.-As ,a result of such an interval 
of erosion the topography finally became an erosional one, and 
only patches of , the former drift were left upon the surface. 
Hence, when the Kansan ice-sheet advanced, it moved upon a 
' Calvin, Present Phase of the Pleistocene Problem In Iowa: 1;lull, Geol. Soc. 
America, XX, p. 139. 
'Calvin, Bull. Geol. Soc. America, XX, pp. 341-342. 
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rather rough topography, a topography that had developed by 
the superimposition <?f a post-Nebraskan drainage upon a pre-
Nebraskan one without harmony. 
The Kansan Drift. 
The Kansan drift is -either at or beneath the surface over 
the whole county excepting in stream valleys that are cut to 
bedrock. It lies beneath a thin younger drift in the northern 
part of the county, and under loess for so~e distance south from 
the borders of the ilew drift plain, but in the southern part of 
the county i~ comes to the surface _ along the hill slopes and at 
d ~? ~:~/- ~/ .~ . ~-='_ I .-. ~ -=.8 _ '" _ b .-_ ___  -..... 0 . . ' 0.7 I - _ ~ #/I ,.c=o ~ _ .0 .... _ ... .::.:;: ,-' (;) .. I _ ~ z, ... ~~ - • - .:::::::E:::::: b . ,. .. ... .... l> ,t!J ~ _~ _. 
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FIG. 14. Cross section of preglacial surface buried by drift: "a" the former principal 
drainage line, "b" and He" two former tributaries, and "d" and He" two incipient 
drainage lines on the new surface: 
d e 
FIG. 15. Cross section showing mOdif!cafion of bedrock surface by deepening of valleys 
"d" and "e," and how in consequence the former valley walls might be widened 
and drift remnants still remain in the old valley . 
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FIG. 16. Cross section of topography before Incurs in of a later ice-sheet. Note how 
it ditrers from the preglacial surface In Fig. 14. 
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FIG. 17. Cross section showing burial by the later drift and Illust-rating how impos-
sible it would be to trace out any valley that is strictly pre-Pleistocene or strictly 
interglacial. . 
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the crests o.f divides. Alluvium and sand o.n the flo.o.d plains of 
Io.wa river and o.f so.me o.f the· mino.r streams also. limit its ex-
po.sure somewhat. But there are numerous natural expo.sures in 
the valley wall o.f Io.wa river~ a few along the smaller streams, 
and two. artificial o.nes alo.ng the Cedar Rapids and Io.wa City 
Interurban Railway. 
Thickness.-The Kansan drift (including the Buchanan 
gravel) · has a range in thickness fro.m zero. to. at least 250 feet. 
It is thinnest where "bedro.ck is high and thickest where bedro.ck· 
is lo.w. Fro.m the so.uthern and west central part of the co.unty 
where the ro.ck is lo.w, the fo.llo.wing reco.rds in Table I ar:e se-
lected to. sho.w the great thickness o.f the Kansan, the Buchanan 
gravel included: 
No. OF WiElLL. 
37 
79 
81 
85 
86 
106 
210 
218 
TABLE L 
THICKNESS OF KANSAN DRIFT. 
FEET 
162 
197 
190 
250 
250 
250 
224 
228 
The fo.regoing should be co.ntrasted with the fo.llo.wing typical 
lo.gs in Table II, taken fro.m the area o.f high bedro.ck: 
No. OF WELL. 
· 30 
43 
45 
47 
204 
TABLE II. 
THICKNESS OF KANSAN DRIFT. 
FEET 
30 
20 
10 
10 
47 
In the Interurban cut acro.ss the river west o.f Io.wa City, the 
! Kansan drift (including Buchanan gravel) is sixteen and three-
fo.urths feet thick. Fro.m the numero.us expo.sures o.f Kansan 
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drift along the river, a similar impression is gained, namely, 
that the drift is thin on top of high bedrock. 
From the foregoing, it is evident that the Kansan drift as 
deposited was thick enough to bury all previous drainage lines, 
and that the surface of the area immediately after the melting 
of the 'ice probably was level, undoubtedly similar to the Wis-
consin area at the present time. 
Kinds of Materials.-The Kansan till has two phases, the 
weathered and the unweathered. The upper part of the ' sheet 
is weathered to a rusty yellow, deep red, 'or brown color. ' It 
contains but few calcareous constituents, and much decayed. 
material. The unweathered, forming the body ' of the drift 
sheet, is dark blue when damp and pale blue upon drying. Clay, 
containing small 'pebbles, comprises the main body of the till. 
Most of the pebbles in the blue clay are greenstone and lime-
stone. Vertical jointing and polyhedral fracture are character-
istic of the deposit. According to well drillers, there are not 
many bowlders in the blue clay, but in some of the gullies tri-
butary to Iowa river in the ' Kansan area, as for instance in 
the ravines north of Iowa City, they are numerous. They com-
prise granites, dolerites, basalts, and quartzites, most of which 
are fresh. It is possible that these were derived from the Iowan 
ice-sheet by glacio-fluvial drainage. Most of the bowlders that 
occur above high bedrock on the valley slope are altered. 
No line exists between the weathered and the unweathered 
portions of the Kansan. A zone marks the transition from the 
yellow down into the blue. This zone, however, varies in thick-
ness at different points. In the Interurban cut across the river 
from Iowa City the zone of transition is about three feet thick. 
In contrast to this, well record No. 1 ( see list of wells) shows 
the yellow grading into blue in a vertical distance of thirty feet. 
" Likewise, the thickness of the wholly oxidized portion varies. 
In the above mentioned cut, the yellow clay is but two feet thick, 
whereas in logs Nos. 62, 79, 86, and 98, it is fifteen feet; twenty 
feet, thirty feet, and fifty-eight feet, respectively, below the 
red gravel. This difference may be due to various factors: 
(1) the thickness of the overlying gravel; (2) the texture of 
the gravel; (3) the compactness of the gravel; (4) the facility 
with which the rain-water is drained off. 
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The Buchana.n Grave-l.-The Buchanan gravel is exposed at 
several places: (1) in the Interurban cut across the' river from 
Iowa Oity; (2) above Saunders' northernmost sandstone quarry, 
three-fourths of 'a ' mile north of Iowa Oity; '( 3 )~one~half mile 
southwest of Black Springs in a ravine beside the Ohicago, Rock 
Island & Pacific railway; (4) at Lovers Leap, one-half mile east 
of Ooralville; (5) on the valley slope of Iowa river opposite the 
mouth of Rapid creek; (6) in the Interurban cut one-eighth 
mile north of the upper Interurban bridge. , 
The gravel is noted also in many of the well records tollowing 
this paper as lying stratigraphically above' the blue clay with 
yellow clay intervening. 
Professor Oalvin in reports of the northern counties has de-
scribed two phases of the gravel: the coarse, bowldery gravel 
he named the upland phase, and the sand and pebbly gravel the 
valley phase. It was his conception that . the upland phase was 
deposited near the edge of the ice on divides and the valley 
phase 'along drainage lines some distance from the ice. 
The gravel in the Interurban cut across the river from Iowa 
\ , . 
Oity is quite bowldery; it, ' therefore, has the aspects of an up-
land phase. The ' deposit comprises four layers hf stratified 
graver alternated by a dark reddish, compact, sandy.layer, the 
one near the top being more distinctly reddish and 'compact 
than the one near the bottom. In the coarse ' gravel beds, the 
range in texture is from fine sand to small bowlders eight. inches 
in ,diameter. The whole mass aggregates from four to eight 
feet in depth and the layers pinch out from below toward the 
east end of the cut. The gravel is much oxidized and decayed. 
This extent of weathering is comparable to that of the . underly-
ing material but is strikingly 'more than that of the overly,ing 
, loess. ,Upon t14s basis, therefore, the ' gravel lies confor~ably . 
upon the till ' and unconformably below the loess. ' T,he ,reddish 
appearance of :the body of gravel makes it distinguishable from 
the loess for some distance. See Plate VI.. ' 
In the ravine on~-half , mile southwest Of Black Sptings, ,near 
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. railway, < there are . .tw:o , ex-
posures of Buchanan gravel ovei'lain bi loess' with an.irregular 
horizon between the two. The east exposure ,shows from four 
to twelve feet of gravel lying below two to eight feet of loess. 
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE VI. 
North face of Interurban cut, across the river west of Iowa City. "a" to "boo marks the division between the Kansan drift below 
and Buchanan gravel, and "c" to "d" the line between the gravel and the yellow loess above. 
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The gravel is stratified in the' lower part and one stratum shows 
cross-bedding. The average texture of the materials is that of 
coarse sand or sman pebbles, although a ' few small bowlders six 
or eight inches in diameter occur. Incidentally, from this stand-
-point, this dep~sit represents Calvin's valley phase. On the 
other hand, it lacks only about seven feet of being as high above 
the river as the upland phase in the Interurban cut opposite 
Iowa City. The gravel has been much weathered. The upper 
part grades into a pale drab, sandy and silty materia! contain-
ing a few scattered pieces of gravel and small cobbles and show-
ing no sign of s~ratification. The contact with the loess above 
is an irregular one, and in one place a pebbly band divides them. 
This irregular contact crosses the ends 9f some of the gravel , 
strata and reduces the thickness of the gravel from twelve feet 
to four feet. Similar relations and characteristics exist in the 
exposure to the west. Here the gravels vary in thickness from 
fifteen feet to zero. The loess above bears none of the weath-
ered aspect of the gravel. It is therefore evident that in this 
cut the gravel is unconformable below the loess both on the basis 
. of contact and on the basis of weatherin~. ,S¢e Plate VII. 
The history recorded hy this exposure seems to be (1) deposi-
tion of the Buchanan gravel; (2) a time interval in which the 
upper part of the material was altered by slopewash and bur-
rowing animals, and the constituents became altered; (3) 'a 
period of loess deposition during which the old surface was 
' buried. ' 
The other exposures of Buchanan gravel show the same de-
gree of weathering as those that have been described. The 
distribution of the gravel is notable. Besides those places al-
ready named, the gravel was encountered in wells at various 
points, as follows: In No.1 in township 78 north, range 6 west; 
in Nos. 37, 38, 40, 61, 62, 64, 67, 68, 79, 80, 81, and 86 in town-
ship 79 north, range 6 west; in Nos. 95, 96, 98, 106 in township 
79 north, range 7 west; in No. 109 in township 79 north, range 8 
west; in No. 111 in township '79 north, range 9 west; in Nos. 183, 
189 in township 80 north, range 7 west. The locations of these 
\ 
points are shown on the accompanying map (figure 18). Evi-
dences of even a wider distribution might have been s,ecured 
had all the well drillers distinguished the materials. N everthe-
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-FIG . 18. Map showing distribution , or Buchana n gravel in .Johnson county as revealed 
by well r ecords designa ted by " B" witliin a circle, a nd by ' exposures marked B. 
less, the distribution' herein noted is' sufficiently widespread, 
together with the~r occurrence on top of the K~nsan' drift and 
. apart from present drainage lines, to consider them as outwash 
from the retreating Kansan gla'cier. 
Iowan Drift. 
EVIDENCES OF THE IOWAN DRIFT-SHEET. 
The apparent presence of a drift-sheet in the northeast quar-
ter of Iowa, younger than the Kansan and older than the Wis-
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE VII. 
/ 
Cross-bedded Buchanan gravel grading up Into res [dual material which, in turn, is 
overlain by yellow loess along a diagonal line, as exposed in tl\.e ravine one-half 
mil e southwest of Black Springs. 
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consin, was detected by Oalvin. He considered the evidence 
sufficient to in. die-ate the existence of a distinct d~ift . which he 
named Iowan. Lobular extensions· of this drift were thought 
by him to reach into the northern part of Johnson county and 
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FIG. 19. Map showIng the lobes .of Iowan drift as mapp~'d l,y Calv~~ . . 
these he named the North Liberty Lobe, the ShueyvilleLobe, 
and the Solon Lobe. Fig'Q.re 19 shows the area cov~red by ,these 
as mapped, by Oalvin.lO . <', , 
l·Calv,In. Iowa Geol.ogIcal Survey. VII, opp. P. 92. ,. 
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In' view.' of the fact, howeve~, that the ' existence of such a 
drift-sheet has been called into 'question by Mr. Frank Leverett, 
of the United States Geological- Surv~y, the evidence as shown 
in Johnson county will be considered. ' 
There are phenomena belonging to the area mapped as Iowan 
drift which, when taken together, distinguish. it from the Kan-
san drift-sheet. These are as follows: 
Topography.-The North Liberty Lobe ·is ~ gently undulating 
plain. Its lack .of dissection offers striking contrast to the sur-' 
rounding rough erosiopal topography of the, Kansan as shown 
in Plates VIII and·IX. Northwes.t of the villa,ge of North Liberty, 
just beyond the reaches of Pardieu creek, the surface is typieal-
ly of the" swell and swale" type. Farther northwest is a topog-
raphy of unrelated elevations and depressions, having a rel~ef 
. of not more than twenty feet nor slopes greater than twelve de-
grees. One depression is occupied by a small pond of water 
whereas the others are of a slough character. Many undrained 
depressions exist in the northeastern quarter of the plain, nota-
ble among which is Swan lake. 
Drainage has not affected the area except near the' borders. 
The heads of the tributaries to Pardieu creek and Clear creek 
have encroached somewhat upon the southeast end 'of the lobe, 
but their indentions immediately change, after crossing ' the 
border, to broad, shallow sags. This' mak'es the surface s'outh 
of North Liberty gently rolling. However, on the divides be-
. tween the forks of these drainage lines, undrained depressions 
occur in drift. . One of these is in the southwest corner of sec-
tion 13, township 80 north, range 7 west, and another in the north. 
central part of seciio~ 23, township 80 north, range 7 west: 
This general lack of dissection in comparison with the Kansan 
area to the south might at first sight, be considered due to any 
one of several causes: (1) the North Liberty Plain offers lower 
gradient than adjacent Kansan areas; (2) dissection has been 
retarded by high bedrock along the river; (3) the plain may be 
younger than the surface to the south, .due ~o. a later glacial 
invasion. The adequacy of these explan~tions will now. ,be 
considered. \ 
(1) Nearly all the southeast one-half of the ' North Liberty 
Plain is at least 100 feet above'Iowa river and in but few places 
9 
/ 
, ). 
• 
Iowa Geological Su r vey. 
PLATE IX. 
V iew showin g the el"osi o:1al topography ot" the K an san, tal<en near the border of the XOl"th Liberty Plain. 
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is the river more .than one mile distant from the margin, thus 
making the average gradient about 100 feet per mile. The other 
half of the plain, toward the north, slopes toward the river with 
an average gradient of about thirty feet per mile. These gra-
dients are now to be compared with those afforded by the 
. Kansan upland .to th~ south, where the area has been well . 
dissected. The highest table-land along the western line of the 
county is 840 feet above sea level. This is 220 feet above Iowa 
river at the mouth of Old' Man creek, fifteen miles distant. This 
afforqs a gradient" of fifteen feet t.o the mile. In other words, . 
the Kansan area with the mature topography has a gradient 
ranging from fifteen feet to eighty-five feet less per mile than 
the plain without dissection. It is obvious, therefore, that the 
difference in topography is not a matter of gradient. 
(2) The bedrock along the river may have impeded the drain-
age of the plain and prevented dissection. If this be true, the 
streams that lead down to the river should give corresponding 
eyidence. Had the streams that now lead down to the river, cut 
their ' channels through rock after the plain wa.s made, the ~ur­
face of the plain should have been lowered as the cutting took 
place, inasmuch as the plain is made of soft material. As a con-
sequence, the gradient of the stream ought to be greater where 
it flows over bedrock than where it flows over the plain. 
N either, however, is true; the streams do not have their g!eatest 
gradients where flowing over bedrock but where flowing over 
drift leading down to bedrock. Hence, the channels through the 
bedrock were made before the present plain was made, and the 
possibility originally considered must be ignored. 
These fatal objections to the first two possible explanations 
add to the probability of the third, namely, later glacial invasion, 
as the efficient cause of difference in topography. Though wind-
work is in evidence along the southern edge of the plain, it is 
not conceivable that wind has been more than a minor modify-
ing agent. The youthfulness of the North Liberty Plain, as con-
trasted with the mature Kansan surface surrounding it, can best 
be explained on the basis that the plain was made more recently 
than the Kansan plain. 
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Drift at the Surface.-Coeitensive with the level topography 
of the North~Liberty Lobe drift comes 'to the surface .. ' At one 
time the plain was dotted with numerous bow~aers, but with the' 
progress of settlement they have been mostly cleared from the· 
. fields. Mi-: D: ,A. Jones, a well driller of ' some twenty years' 
experience and a resident in this ' region 'for thirty yea'rs, re-
marked to the writer that bowlders were plentiful in' the ,vicinity 
of North Liberty in the early days, but that now most of them 
have ,been 'reinov'ed. Also on the Solon' lobe, between 'Ely and 
Shueyville,' fences ,of bowlders were common thirty year~ ago. 
Even at the present time it is not unusual to see bowlders along 
fences or in the middle of fields., 
Such co~ditions, howe:rer, do not exist within the ' area con-
ceded to be Kansan. In addition 'to the coextensiveness of the 
drift over the North Liberty Plain, the character of the drift is 
different from the Kansan. The till, where exposed on the plain 
in the shallow Interurban cuts, is more porous, arenaceous, and 
distinctly yellower than the weathered Kansan, lacking in the 
rusty tinge that oxidation has given the latter. 
. . 
Ma1'ginal Deposits of Loess.-'-From the border of the North 
Liberty Lobe and extending out in all directions for many miles 
are thick deposits of yellow loess that have added to the sharp-
ness of the Kansan topography. These deposits begin right at 
the break between the plain of youthful topography and the area 
in maturity. They thin out and become finer in texture as dis-
tance increases from the plain. Such relations strongly suggest 
that ,the loess has an origin intimate in its relation to the Qrigln 
of the North Liberty Plain,' that perhaps it was picked up from 
the mud-flats on that surface during the retreat of the post-
Kansan 'ice-sheet and deposited ar<;>und the ~orders of the plain. 
, "', ' I • 
17 alley-train Terraces.-In valleys leading down from the 
North Liberty Plain, from the Shueyville Lobe, and along Iowa 
river from Curtis to , Iowa City, are the following terraces of 
sand and gravel: 
(1) A notable one ,of these occurs on the west side of the 
valley of Pardieu creek about one mile below tpe North Li,berty. 
'Plain, in the west central part of section 29, township 80 north, 
range 6 west. The terrace is about one-fourth mile long, fifteen 
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feet · high and from twenty-five to seventy-five yards wide. 
Except where dissected, it has a flat top, and is backed by a hill 
that rises to a height of abo~t sixty feet above the terrace. 
FIG. 20 . View of the terrace in Pardieu Creek. 
Several exposures in the side of the terrace show stratified 
sand and gravel, with a few small lenses. The sand is dominant, 
but ',gravel, ranging in size up to three inches, is mixed with the 
sand. They show no alteration, no oxidation and no rusting, 
and they are so loose tha.t they will not stand with steep faces. 
In every way they have a fresh appearance . 
. There are no ·terraces on the east side of the valley. 
The· deposition of the sand .and gravel took place, jt is clear, 
. after Pardieu creek had cut its valley. Whether the overloading 
took place by drainage waters from the North Liberty Plain or 
from a wash into the valley from the west, the significance is 
the same. The material is of glacial. origin, and the fact tha:t 
Pardieu creek was changed from an eroding stream to a deposit-
ing one for a period sufficiently long to aggrade its bed fifteen 
feet, and the fact that it drains from the North Liberty Lobe, 
are indications that Pardieu creek received a valley train from 
an ice-sheet after its valley was eroded. 
(2) Two deposits, apparently of similar character, occur ill 
other drainage lines leading from the North Liberty Plain. One 
of these is in a tributary to Olear creek, about the central part 
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,of section 26, township 80 north, range 7 wes t.; the other lies in 
'a tributary leading east ftomthe' Plain to Iowa river, about one 
and one-half miles east of the village of North Liberty. 
(3) From the E?hueyville Lobe, a tributary flows southeast-
ward through the village of Shueyville joining Hoosier creek 
jus,t above its junction with Iowa river. In this tributary; oli 
thE:! south side', where it is crossed by a north-south road, in the 
northwest quarter of section 13,.township 81 north, range 7 west, 
there is a terrace· thl~t extends for about one-eighth of a mile, 
and is twenty' feet high and 50 to 100 yards broad. ' The material 
is not exposed in good sections, but in a side-wash and along the 
slopes sand. is eVid€mt, suggesting that it is a sand terrll:ce. This 
terrace probably h.as the same ' relation to the Shueyville Lobe. 
that the terrace in Pardieu creek has to the North Liberty Lobe. 
(4) Along the north side of the ravine running 'parallel with 
the Cedar Rapids and Iowa Oity Interurban from Swisher to 
Cou Falls, there is a benchlike feature averaging as much as 
thirty feet above the present stream. Apparently it has lost 
some of its former distinctiveness by lateral dissection. In the 
excavations made by the Interurban, sands, mixed with some 
coarse gravel, and in places cross-bedded, are exposed. This 
eliminates wind action and affirms deposition by running water. 
The material is the saine in character as that in the Pardieu 
creek terrace l:lnd probably is of similar origin. 
Three or four miles west of Cou Falls, in the southwest quar-
ter of section 19, township 81 north, range 7 west, an intermittent 
creek has cut down a straight-walled channel ten feet deep into 
a very gently sloping area which leads up to some morainic-like ' 
hills of drift capped with loess. The materials are outwash and 
afford the following section: 
FEET. 
3. Soil and clay, unstratified .... ...................... . 2-4 
2. Gravel parting, apparently residual ... ......... .... 0-3 
1. Sands, stratified in long lenses, yellow, medium-
grained, illrkose ......... . .... . ......... . ... . . . ... ~4 
(5) At the Helman sand-pit, situated on the north side of 
the bend of Iowa river just north of Iowa City and on the west 
side of the tributary that dissects the valley wall, is an exposurE'! 
of silt, sand, and gravel, overlain by loess. 
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FIG. 21. View of terrace-like fea ture a t the H elma n sa nd-pit one mile north of 
Iowa City. 
The site, illustrated in figure 21, resembles a remnant of a 
terrace. On both sides of the tributary, particularly on the east, 
the summit is flat-topped for some little distance back to the 
higher land. The uniform elevation to the west for a quarter 
of a mile, with higher land to th~ north, as shown in figure ' 21, 
still further suggests a terrace. We.re it not for the break in 
continuity by the tributary, the ~emblance w0ula!:uhdoubtedly 
, ", .... ~ 'not . be even more perfect. ' . ' , 
In the bottoUl of,the cut, to the left 'of the ' pl'c.ture, as shown 
in Plate X, are distinct pockets and re,n:~~;es Of gravel, sand, and 
some silt, with a range in texture fr~m" very fine to pebbles the 
size of a walnut. The outlines of the pockets depict well the 
channels of rapid currents, which afterward became filled with 
the sand and gravel. ' About four feet higher in the cut, the 
material grades into sand and silt. The sand is quite dominant 
in the ' lower part (represented ' in the picture by the light 
streaks), in fact, so much so that the sand lenses are separated 
by yellow silt-partings. This relation,· however, gradually 
changes within a height of two feet until the main lenses are 
no longer of sand but of silt and the partings are not of silt but 
of sand. In this zone, which is three feet in thickness, one ter-
, restriaI'molluscan shell, characteristic ,of the yellow loess l w~s 
found by Professor' Trowbridge\,. Above this where the mass is 
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mainly silt, save for a few thin scattering lenses of sand, l~ess 
fossils are common, and their presence requires the term" loess" 
to be applied to the silt even though it has precisely the same 
appearance as the silt bands below. This loess constitutes the 
upper t en feet of the exposure. All of the material is arkos:e-
uncpnsolidated, unE1t.ained, anli unaltered. 
S~ated briefly; therE,:l : ~r_~~!i~;1-:~" exposed three feet of fresh, 
wat:er-laid gravel and sand; fft':*1l.:ei',bottow ,grading intimately up-
watd thro~ghthe zone, of sarl~:,~pd ' silt band~ into loess that is 
undoubtedly of wind origin. ' ,,':/ 
~he coarse texture ,of the ,gra~el below and the pocket struc-
ture (which could not be shown in the photograph) render it 
iinpossible to refer the gravel to wind action or to deposition in 
still water. The material at the bottom is unquestionably a 
. running water deposit, that at the top is clearly molian, but no 
line can be drawn between them. , , , 
This deposit lies within the valley wan and , hence seems to 
be younger than t1}.e valley. At present it is separated from 
Iowa river by a "second flat" one-eighth of a mile wide and by 
a vertical distance of twenty-four feet . Even the" second flat" 
appears hot to be the present flood plain of the stream, although 
it on,ce was, as evidenced by the channel smirs ori its surface. 
From the foregoing, the history that can be read is as ' follows: 
Iowa river eroded its valley to a depth at least as ' low as the 
bottom of the gravel deposit. Conditions then b~came such that 
, the degradational process was succeedecl by aggradation. More 
material was given to the flowing stream than it could' car'ry, and 
hence some was depositecl. Inasmuch as the ' materials ' in , the 
depbsitare of glacial character and similar to those' ih Pa:rdieu 
creek and other tributaries, and inasm'uch as theremust 'be an 
adequate source of th~se materials, 'it seems best to refer them 
to the' same origin, namely, the ~ce-sheet tha't encroached upon 
the North Liberty Plain. . , " 
It ' isimplying only normal,glacial conditions to assume f.hat 
during the maximum melting of the ice, great floods flowed forth, 
loaded 'with gravel, sand, and ' rock-flour,and that deposition 'in 
the stream-be~ took place because of overloading or decrease in 
gradient. Also as the glacier disappeared, there were" oscilla-
"_ tions in the 'volume of water, the periods of flood-cessation af-
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE X. 
View showin'g the upper part of the aqueous sand and silt gradIng up into loess. Helman 
sand pit, one mile north of Iowa City. . 
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fording conditions for wind-deposits, and the periods of flood-
renewal causing a changing back to aqueous deposits, thus 
affording an alternating series in which the flood conditions 
grew less frequent and wind-action more prevalent until the 
deposit became wholly loess. 
There are several other terraces along the course of the river' 
between the one mentioned above and the upper Interurban 
bridge which might be mentioned, some of which are quite per-
fectly dev~loped. One especially deserving of mention occurs 
just above .the Mehaffey bridge, in the southeast quarter of sec-
tion '32, township 81 north, range 6 west. It is about. thirty feet 
high, one-fourth milia long, one-eighth mile wide at a maximum 
and is backed by a distinct valley-wall forty to sixty feet high. 
A well by the house on the east end of the terrace has the follow-
ing log,' as given by the digger: depth 63 feet (dug 27 feet" 
driven 36 feet) ; yellow clay, 16 feet; river sand and gravel, about 
27 feet; hard-pall, 20 feet. 
Stntctureless Ferrugino,1~s Gravel.-At the southeastern bor-
der of the North Liberty Lobe, about one-half mile north of 
Stewart, on a slope between the forks of a ravine tributary to 
Pardieu creek, is an artificial exposure of ferruginous gravel. 
The exposure is about ten feet long and six feet high, and is the 
site from which gravel has been taken for local use. Southward 
along the slope of one of t.he forks, reddish gravel outC:rops in 
a continuous belt from the artificial exposure. Above the gravel 
is a thick deposit of loess, and in the stream-bed below is un-
doubted Kansan till. The' gravel has a high textural range and 
the constituents are more or less rounded, and weathered. In 
, character and position the body resembles ordinary deposits of 
, Buchanan gravel, with certain exceptions. There are no lines 
of stratification, and the body contains angular fragments of 
both unoxidized and oxidized till, apparently ' Kansan. 
Because of the dominance of the gravels and their rounding 
it seems quite clear that t.hey show water-sorting, and, in view 
of their relations to the gravel outcropping conti~uously along 
the slope, that they were laid down as a Buchanan deposit and 
weathered in place. The lack of ,stratification and the angular 
inclusions of weathered and unweathered Kansan indicl;Lte dis-
turbance and intimate mixing by a later ice-sheet. 
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Conto1-ted Buchanan Gravel.-An excellent exposure of folded 
and contorted Buchanan gravel in intimate relations to weath-
ered and unweathered Kansan and overlain by till is shown in 
the Erst Interurban cut north of the upper Interurban 'bridge 
across Iowa river. The railroad grade here runs tlhrough th~ 
south ~nd of a divide projecting somewhat into Iowa river val-
ley, the summit of the divide at the surface of the cut being about 
thirty feet above the valley flat. The physiographic setting is 
shown in Plate XI. This is within the area mapped as Iowan 
drift by Calvin.li 
The cut is about 250 yards long and attains a maximum depth 
of twenty feet. For about 120 yards, the east end is till, and 
. for 100 yards at the west end the material is yellow, fossiliferous 
loess. Between these are contorted folds and rolls of Buchanan 
gravel in peculiar relation to the Kansan till below and overlain 
by two to eight feet of till. The arrangement of the materials 
is shown in figure 22. 
The oldest material in the cut is Kansan till-blue at the 
bottom and grading up in places into a grayish to yellow color 
according to the degree of weathering. The blue drift is very 
clayey, contains small pebbles many of which are greenstone, 
and breaks with polyhedral fracture. Joints are prevalent in 
the yellow clay and in the upper part of the blue, but instead of 
being vertical they dip toward the west, which suggests that 
they are the result of pressure from that direction. In that case 
they might be regarded as slight shear-planes resulting from the 
same force that produced the distortion of the gravel above. 
Overlying this, in a peculiarly folded and contorted manner, is . 
Buchanan gravel the textural range of which is from fine flour 
to bowlders one foot in diameter. The gravel exhibits the usual 
oxidized, weathered, and decayed character, ironstones being not 
uncommon and cementation by iron oxide sufficiently prevalent 
to have preserved stratification lines at many points. . 
At the west end of this section (left end of figure 22), the 
gravel appears in a narrow band in the lower part and rises to 
the east at an angle of about forty-five degrees, reaching a height 
of sixteen feet. From this point the gravel follows a horizontal 
llCalvin, Iowa Geological Survey, VII, 0pp. p. 92. 
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE XI. 
View showing the topographic setting of the Interu rban c ut, one-eighth mile north of the upper Interurban bridge. 
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course 'eastward for about sev-
enty-five feet and ends rather 
. abruptly against tlll. In this 
middle portion there is a pecu-
liar series of contortions in the' 
gravel. 'Reference to the photo-
gI:aph shows that (2) and (3) 
are two small, almost perfect, 
synclines of the closed type; (4) 
is a large, elongate body twenty-
seven feet long with an accumu-
lation of small bowlders and 
gravel at the east end; (5) is a 
small elliptical roll having a nu-
cleus of gravel with wrappings 
of till, all of which is surrounded 
by till; (6) marks a protruding 
compact body of gravel that has 
withstood slope, wash; (7) is a 
large downward loop seven feet 
deep; and' (8) and (9) appear 
as stringers projecting from the 
main body of the gravel into the 
till below. The horizontal, line 
below the gravel is an artificial 
line. ' , 
At (1) and around the lower 
part of (7), the gravel, so al-
tered that some cobbles can be 
picked to pieces by , the fingers, 
rests against the blue unweath-
ered till, and along the' lower 
contact of (4) and around the 
lenticular body (5), the edge of a 
'knife-blade can mink the sepani.-
tion of ,the oxidized gravel from 
the much less oxidized till. Till 
tha t is scarcely changed lies high 
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in the archespetwe~n (7 j and (8), and between . (8) and (9). 
It is also striking that the gravel deep in the ,cut is as much 
weathered as t.hat near the surface. 
Overlyin'g the gravel is a yellow, blue-streaked till, two to 
four feet thick across the summit, and attaining a thickness of ' 
at least eight feet along the west monoclinal limb. On the 
western slope of this, beginning at the point (X) and lying in 
contact with the drift along a diagonal line (made clearer by 
dotting), lies yellow, fossiliferous loess which is not contorted 
but which shows deposition after the disturbance of the gravel. 
. This body of loess is in the west end of the' cut. 
To account for such folds, rolls, and' contortions of Buchanan 
gravel into Kansan till in such a way as is revealed here, there 
can be but one possible interpretation. The sharp contact of 
the oxidized, altered, and rotten bowldery gravel upon unchanged 
till at points (1) and (7) and between (7) and (8), and between 
.(8) and (9), and the sharp break below the elongate body (4) 
and around the lens (5) prove that the folding took place after 
the gravel was weathered. If the weathering had taken place 
since their disturbance, there should be at least a narrow 
gradation-zone between the weathered and the unweathered 
portions. Such, however, does not occur. Besides the foregoing 
significap.t relations, the gravel is uniformly weathered at dif-
ferent depths, but the till is not. . 
The conclusion is therefore clear that an ice-sheet, capable of 
distorting and molding this hill of material, invad.ed this region 
after the Buchanan gravel and some of the Kansan till were 
much weathered. 
In view of the above interpretation there. are four important 
points embodied in this cut: (1) the Kansan drift and "the 
Buchanan gravel record the invasion and retreat of the Kansan 
ice; (2) the weathering of the same represents a considerable 
lapse of time after the Kansan invasion; (3) the contacts record 
thec10se of that interval and the folds give identity to , the 
presence of a later ice-sheet and its inovement; (4) the yellow 
loess, at least in this exposure, was deposited subsequent to ' the 
advance and retreat of the later ice-sheet. 
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CONCLUSIONS. 
In . view of the positive character of this .evidence" together 
with the foregoing corroborative phenomena, it is quite clear 
that a post~Kansan drift lies within the limits of the North 
Liberty Plain. The distinctive features that were noted 'pre-
ceding the last evidence-such as the topography of the North 
Liberty Lobe, the .drift at the surface, the marginal deposits of 
. loess, the valley-train terraces, and the structureless ferruginous 
gravel-add the corroborative phenomena to be expected. In 
this 'paper, therefore, the existence of th.e Iowan drift sheet will 
be considered as substantially prov'en. 
Loess Deposits. 
Two kinds of loess exist in the region. These have been ide~­
tified by Professor Shimek as pre-Iowan and post-Iowan in age. 
, The pre-Iowan differs from the post-Iowan essentially in color, , 
the former being blue to gray, the latter yellow. A molluscan 
fauna is common to both . . 
A,n exposure of pre-Iowan loess occurs in the northeast part 
of the old , brick-yards in north Iowa City and another along 
the north slope of Iowa river at the fork of the roaq,s below the 
Iowa City Country Club. 
The post-Iowan loess is the common loess found bordering 
the Iowan area. It is yellow in color, fine in texture, flourlike 
between the fingers, gritty in constitution, variably stratified, 
quite compact, and has ,the ability to stand 'on steep faces. 
Columnar structure if) yisible where crumbling from steep slopes 
has ;taken place. Calcareous nodules, familiarly kno,wn as 
"loess-kindchen, " and limonite concretions, sometimes called 
"pipe-stems," are quite' numerous. Molluscan shells have a 
variable distribution through the loess where the deposit is silty. 
Near ,the Iowan drift-area ,the loess is sandy and coarse, but 
assumes its characteristic texture as distance increases. 
In the excavation of some of the cuts along the Interur.ban 
from Coralville to Oakdale" not less than thirty feet of loess 
were. expos,ed and it~ baSe was not reached. In the cut across 
the river from Iowa City the loess has a maximum thickness of 
thirty-four feet. 
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Strat'igraphic Relations.-There are few sections through the 
loess that make clear its relations to the surface below. A study 
of the topography of the loess where erosion has .proceeded 
through it into the Kansan below cannot yield conclQsive results, 
If one were to consider, on the one hand, the result of thick 
loess being deposited upon a fiat surface and then dissected, and,· 
on the other hand, th·e result of loess being deposited upon an 
erosional surface, the possibility of a satisfactory discrimina-
tion between the· two modes of deposition would become hope-
less. . Slope wash. and rehandling during dissection in the first 
case would not only conceal the relations that originally existed, 
but would give the same apparent relations as would exist 
genetically in the second case. 
The exposure of loess and Buchanan gravel one-half mile 
southwest of Black Springs, near the Chicllgo, Rock Island 
& Pacific Railway, mentioned on p. 120; is important in this 
connection. The exposure shows a residual material of silt and 
gravel of varying thickness which grades int.o the Buchanan 
gravel below and into the loess above. The residuum has· no 
marks ·of stratification and lies across the truncated ends of the 
gravel strata. Because of this the gravel varies in thickness 
from twelve feet to four feet in the east · section, and from fifteen 
feet to zero in the west sectioIi. In some places along the con-
tact between the · residuum and the loess above, a narrow pebble 
band exists, and at one point some woody substances were found. 
In the basal portion of the loess near this contact loess fossils 
also were found. 
The best interpretation of the above s~e1ns to be as follows: 
After the deposition of tbe gravel a period of weathering and 
erosion ensued which resulted in the alteration of the gravels 
and a ·partial dissection of them. Along the slopes of dissection, 
residual material collected by slope-wash, creep, thawing and 
freezing, plant growth, etc., after which the loess was deposited 
Oll the erosional surface. If this is correct, the loess is uncon-
formable upon the material below. 
Another suggestive exposure is in the quarry of the Chicago 
& North Western Railway in the southeastern outskirts of Cedar 
Rapids, just outside the region especially studied. The quarry-
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men have stripped back a portion of the drift and loess over-
lying bedrock and cut a steep face from fifteen to fifty ,feet Pigh. 
At the point in question the loess overlies oxidized Kansan 
drift along a line that resembles the depression and slopes Qf 
a former drainage line. This contact is conspicuous because of 
the red ferretto zone. The loess above is fossiliferous and its . 
upper surface is that of a drainage line resembling the one 
below. By the deposition of ,the loess the depression and slopes 
seem to have been aggraded and raised to their present position, 
allowing the drainage line to retain its course but with higher 
and higher leveL 
At the Interurban cut across the river fro~ Iowa City, the 
loess rests upon ' a level sU);face and there is no sharp line be-
tween the Buchanan gravel below and the loess above. The 
oxidized character of the gravel and the unoxidized loess is in 
this case the only suggestion of an unconformity between them. 
But due to the contrast in colors the one is distinguishable from 
the' other for some distance. 
From the foregoing evidence the idea of an unconformity be-
tween the loess and the Kansan seems conclusive., 
Another method of attacking the stratigraphic relations is an 
investigation of the loess-cover~d terraces along Iowa river. 
'In the exposure of Iowan gravel and loess in the north curv.e 
of the bend of Iowa river, one mile north of Iowa City, de-
scribed o~ pages 136 to 141, the fluvial sands grade up into the 
fossiliferc;ms yellow loess and thereby prove a conformity. The 
loess at this point was, therefore, deposited immediately follow-
ing the cessation o~ waters from the Iowan ic~. 
The terrace just above the Mehaffey bridge also is covered. 
with loess, as the well record, hereinbefore recorded, shows six': 
teen feet of' yellow clay. Sand ' and gravel underlie the loess. 
There ' are other 'terraces along the river, the , upper parts of 
which" at least, ai~ loess. . 
On page 146, it is pointed out that -the loess overlying the dis-
torted Buchanan gravel in the cut north of the upper Interurban 
bridge was deposited after the disturbance. 
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These facts also strongly suggest ' that the yellow loess is not 
only post-Kansan, but post-Iowan and at least the beginning of 
Its 'deposition closely followed the disappearance of the Iowan 
'Ice. This assigried age 'is further supported by the 'relation of 
the loess 'to the ·Iowan d:fift-surface, since -here the loess sur-
r~)Unds the area and encroaches upon it only along its borders'. 
" , POST-KANSAN EROSION. ' 
Inasmuch as the Kansan drift is thick and widespread in the 
county and comes to the surface excepting where covered by 
loess or by Iowan drift, a study of post-Kansan erosion is in 
general a study of present drainage. The question arises, how-
ever, as to whether an of the drainage is post-Kansan or ~hether 
part of it dates back to pre-Kansan erosion. ' 
All of the tributaries of Iowa river are cut in either Kansan 
drift, I;owan drift, or Iowan loess, and hence are post-Kansan. 
Concernin.g this there has ' been no doubt. It has "Qeen thought 
previously, however, that Iowa rive,r valley is in part. antecedent 
to the Kansan invasion, and in part subsequent.12 . Conclusions 
bearing upon this are possible only after considering the river's 
features in detail. 
Features of Iowa River ValIer. 
General Course.-Iow.a river enters Johnson county five miles 
south froin the northwest comer. For' a distance of thirteen 
miles it purs:ues an eastward course, after which it changes to 
a southward direction, .forining the notable elbow of the stream. 
It leaves t.he county near the southeast cor:ner, the exact pOInt 
being in the southern part of section 32; township 78 north, range 
,5 west. These and other features to be described are shown in 
Pla·teXII. • .. . 
Tributar.ies.-Ab9ve ·Iowa City th~re ·are ' nine .permanen~ 
streams from the north and east joining. Iowa river on the out-
-sid~ 'of the elbow, and but ' two on the inside. Those on ' ~he 
outside of the elbow are Rapid creek, Turkey creek, Mill creek, 
Hoosier creek, Knapp creek, and some unnamed ones. On the 
"Calvin, Iowa Geological Survey', VII, p. 48; Thomas, Iowa Geological Survey, 
XXI, p . 505. 
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE XII. 
Topoll'raphic map of Fairfax Quadrangle, showing the discrepant development of the 
valley of Iowa river In .Johnson county. 
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inside are Clear creek and Pardieu creek. The scarcity of 
trih\1.taries from the ~outh and west may be due in part to a, ' 
smaller drainage territory, but it is also very probable that 
.the Iowan ice eradicated certain tributaries which-headed west-
ward from the river . . The short tributary that joins Iowa river 
in the northern part of section 21, toWnship 80 north, range 6 
W~E?t, is a strong suggestion of this. It heads into the ' south-
eastern part of the Iowan drift plain for only a short distance, 
being but a ·mile in length. . It is remarkable in that its lower 
portion is cut in thirty-five feet of limestone in spite of itE! being 
an intermittent stream.,' The portion toward the head is fiUed 
with Iowan drift. The tributary heading into ,the plain east of 
North Liberty is equally suggestive. ' 
Varyvng Development.-Above . the upper Interurban bridge 
at Curtis th~ valley has all the characteristics of old age (see 
Plate XIII). It is one and one-half to two ~nd one-haJf miles wide 
and 80 to 140 feet deep, and has a valley fiat" many times as 
broad as the stream that meanders upon it'. , There are meander 
scars and oxbow lakes whicp. represen~ former ch!l:qnels of the 
stream, but which have Qeen abandoned or cut off . . 
In the westernmost five miles of the v.alley in . the, county, the 
north and south walls ' are of eqllal height, but the ' ~outh wall 
lias a gentler slope as shown in (a) of figure 23., 'Ea'st~ard," along 
, ' 
". ~s: 
(6 ) (b) 
F IG . 23 . ( a ) Cross section of valley ' wa ll four and one-half .miles east from the 
west county line ; (b) cross ~ection four. a nd one-half miles farther east at 
foot of' North' Liberty Lobe. In ea ch figure the h orizonfal scale is one incq 
to a mile, a nd the vertical sca le one -eighth i !1Ch to twenty feet . 
that portion within the Iowan area, the north wall, continues 
steep but the south wall gives way to 'a low; gently slopmg sur-
face that blends with the topography of the .North Liberty Lobe 
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE XIII. 
View across the wide segment of Iowa River Valley, above the upper Interurban bridge. The opposite valley' wall is dimly visible 
In the distance. 
" ~ . 
" 
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(shown in (b) o.f figure 23). This effect is undo.ubtedly due to. 
the Io.wan glacier having ero.ded mo.re o.n the so.uth side than 
o.n the north side. 
The material in the walls is drift, mainly Kansan, o.verlain 
mo.re ·o.r less by Io.wan drift and yello.w lo.ess. It is po.ssible 
that in so.me places the Kansan is underlain by. Afto.nian and 
Nebraskan. The o.nly pla.ce where so.ft material is no.t the so.le 
co.nstituent o.f the valley wall is at the small Po.int which pro.-
trudes o.ut into. the valley, west o.f the mo.uth o.f Knapp cr~ek. 
Here the lo.wer part is ro.ck o.f Carbo.nifero.us 3.Jge.1 3 Apart f t o.m 
this, ro.ck is no.t expo.sed but lies belo.w the level o.f the present 
stream,.as sho.wn in the last co.lumn o.f Tables III and IV. The 
data jpco.rpo.ratedin these tables are fro.m wells situated o.n the 
slepe and o.n top ·o.f bo.th walls. 
TABLE Ill. 
WELL RECORDS ALONG THE NORTH WALL. 
0; 
". !l>,.bII ii ., > 
'OCl) Q)OJ 
.c • CJ 'gg ~ '; .c~:t LOOATION ".;:: >- .co ~«IOCIS p. ...... ' _"'°as ... 0., 
.; :3_.oC1J ., ~o Bo~~ ~Qj .e= z :;:O, ClSCIJ Q Q'" -< . 0.0 ... 
-, , 
T. 81 N., R. 7W. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. 
• 219 Steve Dean, S. W. Qr., Sec. 19 . . .. 800 177 171 629 71t 
221 R. L. Potter, S. part, Sec. 19 .. . . . . 780 165 150 630 70 
223 W. B. Strang, E. part, Sec. 19 ... . 710 140 137 573 12'7 
224 Jos. Coufal. N. E. Qr., Sec. 20 . ... 700 135 125 575 125 
22·5 C. R. & I. C. Ry., at Cou Falls .. .. 740 205 .192 548 152 
T. 81 N., R. 9 W. 
234 Aman;l. Society, Amana . . . . .. .. . 720 1,640 50 670 50 
"Calvin , Iowa Geological Survey, Vol. VII, map opp . p, 104. 
l'Th e datum pla ne for the r iver is t a k en a s 700 f eet a bove sea lev el , ex cept , 
nea r Am a na, which Is 720 'fe e t a bove sea level. 
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TABLE IV. 
WELL RECORDS ALONG THE SOUTH WALL. 
Qj 
~ 
Qj 
'" .. . ~g~~ "C~a,)~ .c:: .c::g .,cS=- ... LOCATION :::;I .!:! ... -.~~.5~ Co - ... ~J-t:>12:S ~OQ.) . 0 
'" 
~o ...,;._,cQ) ~Qj~ 
Z :(:d oo Q Q~ :;:c:CI.. Q,c ... 
------- .. 
-- - -
T. 81 N., R. 7 W. Ft .. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. 
231 C. Grabin, W. part, Sec. 27 ........ 740 86 86 654 26 
232 D. F. Gould, S. E. Qr. , Sec. 32 ... 715 80 . 80 635- 65 
T. 80 N., R. 7 W. 
165 F. Cochran, N. E . Qr., Sec. 6 ... ... 720 85 75 645 55 
T. 80 N., R. 8 W. 
192 Wm. Novak, S. W. Qr., Sec. 2 .. ~ . 740 130 130 610 90 
193 Jno. Shebetka, S. W. Qr., Sec. 3 .. 760 85 85 675 · 35 
194 Jos. Tomas, S. E. Qr., Sec. 4 ....... 740 440 170 570 130 
196a Amana Society, Homestead ... . 868 2,224. 300 568 152 
By plotting the foregoing in longitudinal sections accordirig 
to the direction of the river's course, and showing the elevation 
of the river and the elevation of bedrock, the bedrock surface 
will be seen to lie considerably below the bed of the stream(see 
figure 24). 
At the upper Interurban bridge, the valley becomes restricted 
to a gorge in early' maturity, and contInues narrow and tortuous . 
to the ' Rock Island trestle a~ Iowa City, a distance of some 
twenty-five miles. Not far below the head of the gorge, the river 
'" 
, 
, ... ~ . " 
, 
, 
I 
I 
, 
"-..... 
. I •• ' 
,:&"s' 
iso' 
FIG. 24 . Profile showing elevation of bedrock along walls of 'Iowa River V a lley. 
.. 
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begins its sinuous bends and · changes from an · eastward to a 
southward direction. The valley varies .from one-eighth to one-
half a mile wide and from 60 to 160 feet deep. A flood plain, 
rarely wider than 100 yards, exists in most places but in some 
. i!:? totally lacking. 
The stream is hemmed in by conspicuous cliffs of Devonian 
limestone. These are of varying height. A vertical face o~e­
half mile above Turkey .creek is ninety feet high; another on 
the west side of the gorge, two and one-fourth miles east of 
North Liberty, is seventy feet high; another of equal height 
occurs just below Mehaffey's bridge; and many others all along 
the gorge average from thirty to fifty feet in height. Overlying 
the rock is Kansan drift which is in turn overlain by loess. The 
rock, however, does not outcrop contInuously, and where it is 
missing the drift and loess make up the valley wall from top to 
bottom. Where the wall on one side is of rock and the wall on 
the other is of soft material, the valley is asymmetrical, as 
shown in figure 25. This is cliaracteristic all along the gorge 
and seems to be due to the lesser resistance of the soft material. 
And where drift is on both sides, the valley is distinctly wider 
than where ·rock occurs, as is the case four miles north of North 
Liberty, in the southern part of section 19 and the northern part 
of section 30, township 81 north, range 6 west . 
. J 
FIG . l!5. Cross section of the gorge east of North Liberty at a point where rock 
outcrops on the side designated in the diagram but is absent in the other 
s ide. 
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Just below the , Rock Island trestle 'at Iowa City, the walls 
dive'rge and the stream once more occupies a broad valley', which, 
in 'its stage of development and the ' materials in its' 'walls, ' is' 
similar to the old-aged' portion above the upper Interurban 
bridge, save that the material is wholly' Kansan drift and 'yellow 
loess. Bedrock lies below the river. This is indicated both by 
its failure · to outcrop in the valley wan, and by .the following 
tables of records taken from wells within and on top Qf 'the 
valley walt . 
TABLE v. ' 
WELL RECORDS ALONG THE, WEST WALL. 
Ql 
... ~~ ~ . ~.~ ~.; ~g 't:H:)Q)Q) .c :::7.. LOOATION .0 :SO 1>-~cnO~ P. c, ... .... IooO~ ~o'" ci ~o~~ '" ",0 o=_.t:J.Q) . ~~.::: z 0 o~ :;:o=w 0"'''' 
T.79 N., R. 6 W . ,Ft . Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. 
61 C. S. Ranck, W. part, Sec. 16 .. .. 740 250 105 635 5 
62 ' J. P. Jones, W. part, Sec. 16 ..... 720 124 124 596 44 
63 Henry Bird, S. part" Sec. 16 ..... 680 100 80 600 40 
73 Jas. Paden, S. W. Qr., Sec. 22 ....... 660 31 26 660 6 
T. 78 N., R. 6 W. 
i J. Glaspy, S. E. Qr., Sec. 4 ...... 700 229 229 471- 149 
' 2 J. Fellin, S. E. Qr., Sec. 9: ..... 620 60 60 560· 60 
---
.. _-
TABLE VI. 
WELL RECORDS ALONG THE EAST WALL. 
'" Ql ... Q),!:4 a:; 'O!Q)~ 
" 
'O()Q)~ 
.Q 1::7.. LOOATION ll'- ~- fl .00 llo~~ ~ ... 
"'0" 
.. 0", ~~~~ C, go c,- ~ ci .. ~o~~ A~'c z 0 o~ 
T. 79 N., R. 6 W. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. 
72 Sanders Bros., N. part, Sec. 22 ... 680 70 42 . 638 ' 2 
75 J . McCollister, S. part, Sec. 22.,. 640 40 40 600· 40 
78 C. A. Vogt, S. part, Sec. 26 .. , ... 660 30· 30 630 10 
"The datum plane for. the river is taken as 640 feet above sea level , except 
near wells 1 and 2, in which cases the river is 620 feet above sea level,. 
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FIG. 26. Fairfax topographic map on which is marked · the course of the suppo~ed 
. buried channel, together with elevations of bedrock in. the area involved. Note 
that bedrock attains a higher elevation throughout the supposed old course than 
in the present valley, both above and below. 
Cause of the Varying Development.-It is thus seen that the 
valley of ' Iowa river in Johnson county comprises ' three seg-
ments, two in old age and one in early maturity, the latter of 
which' intervenes bet.ween the otner two. To account for this 
discrepancy in development it was previously conceived that 
Iowa river had suffered a change in drainage.16 It was·thought 
that the segment which once connected the wide portions from 
the '. upper Interurban bridge to the Rock Island trestle' (as 
. marked in figllre 26) lies buried beneath Kansan drift, and that 
because of the clogging of ·the channel the course of the river 
was deranged, forcing it to cut a new one. The gorge, therefore, 
was conceived to be post-Kansan in age and the wide segments 
. pre-Kansan. . . 
"Calvin, Iowa. Geological. Survey, 'VII, p. 48; Thomas, Iowa Geologica,l Survey, 
XXI. p. 505. . 
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If the above be true, it should be possIble to trace the burled 
channei by the aid of well records. The well records in the iIi-
volved area, as shown in figure 26, show, however, ·that no such 
connecting channel exists. For almost seven miles on either 
side 6f the gorg~; bedrock is much higher than the .bedrock below 
the stream in the upper segment, and there is no continuity of 
low bedrock surface excepting in the southern part of the county. 
Hence, there could have been no change in drainage in this 
immediate area so far as Iowa river is concerned. 
Inasmuch as it has been shown (1) that the original Kansan 
surface probably was level (see page 119); and (2) that the 
valley of Iowa rIver throughout its course has Kansan drift in 
its walls', the valley undoubtedly is ·wholly. post-Kansan in age. 
The difference ~n valley-development is, therefore, due not to 
difference in age, but to some 'other factor or group of factors. 
Recalling the kinds of materials in the valley walls of the broad 
segments a~d .of the gorge, it will be remembered that where the 
valley is wide, the materials are drift, and where narrow the 
material is mainly limestone. The effect of difference in mate-
rials upon the symmetry of the gorge has also been pointed out: 
its gentle slopes are on soft material, its steep ones on hard; 
and where the gorge is widest, rock is missing. Furthermore, 
the point of CarboJliferous rock that projects into the valley of 
the upper segment is evidence in sit~t of the differe~ce in degree 
of resistance between rock and drift. 
The varying development of Iowa river valley is not ~ue to 
difference in time. but to difference in materials. Iowa river 
started originally upon the .Kansan drift surface. As the stream 
·eroded deeper it became superimposed across one area of high 
bedrock, while above and below, it continued to flow across drift. 
Due to the difference in resistance of these materials, the valley-
development in drift resulted in the wiele segments while that in 
rock resulted in the na'rrow gorge. 
Stream Termces.-The fact that stream terraces of Iowan 
age occur within the valley has been :q.oted on pages 134 to 141. 
They prove that the valley is pre-Iowan in age, ' 
Pot-holes.-At several places along both sides of the valley 
wall, pot-hole'~ and eddy-scars occur at the top of- bedrock. On 
POT-HOLES' ON VALLEY W AlLLS 
• •. _. .. . . • -"'f 
Ithe west ~ide of the river at Iowa City, about twenty-five ya:t:4~ 
below Iowa Avenue bridge, there is a group of pot-holes at tlle 
", • I 
top of the bed~ock; thirty feet above the river. :Some of them, 
·are still intact, whereas only parts of others remain: The almost 
perfect ones are frbm six to twelve inches in diameter, one t~ 
t;wo feet deep, circular' at the top and well smoothed. The r~ni:" 
nants . also exhibit the curved and smoothed surfaces. 
FIG. '27. ' View shuwing the smoothed surface associa ted with the pot-holes at 
. Lovers Leap. 
Others equaliy well preserved . occur at Lovers Leap, on th~ 
south side of the bend of the river one-fourth mile east of Coral~ 
ville, a:nd at a point on the west side of the river two mi~es east 
of North Liberty. ·The former is at the top of. bedrock, thirty- . 
four feet above the river and the latter sixty-eight feet. Much 
gravel is associated with the former. Fi,gure 27 shows the 
smoothed surface associated with the pot-holes at Lovers Leap. 
A very, distinct eddy-scar .occurs on top of a prominent cliff-
like protru1'lion about one and one-fourth miles below the upper 
.Interurban bridge at the east bend of the river. It is about 
eight 'feet ioD",g, eight to twelve inch~s wide and six to ten inche~ 
deep, and is somewhat sinuous as shown in figure 28. The wall~ 
are smopth, as is also the surface of the rock bordering the scat. 
~T~e featur~, 8e~m!? to have been a. serie,s of pot-holes whi~h later 
11 . __ '-,. , , . . ) ,J 
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FIG. 28. A sinuous eddy-scar on top of the valley . wall. one and one-fourth milp~ 
below the upper Interurban bridge at the east bend of the river. 
werie linited. Rounded gravel ahd one flatiened piece one and 
one-half inches in diameter were found in the bottom. This scar 
is fifty feet above the river. 
There are two other places where pot-holes occur, but the 
preservation has not been perfect. One of these is just west of 
the Oountry Olub along the top of the bedrock, forty feet above 
the river. The other is on top of the northeast valley wall, one 
mile below the upper Interurban bridge, fifty-two feet abov'e the 
river. Scattered gravel occurs along the edge of the cliff . . 
The fact that these: pot-holes are distributed all along both 
sides of the gorge .from Iowa Oity· to Ourtis is especially sig-
nificant. They undoubtedly have a connection historically with 
the early formation. of the gorge, .and, represent levels at which 
Iowa river once flowed after it possessed a stream of sufficient 
permanence and currents of such velocity as to condition eddies 
at these places. Without doubt, flints and cherts of Buchan~n 
gravel, which are ass'ociated with ' nearly all 'of the pot-holes, 
wer~ 'ready 'tools in the carving of the, lime.stone; ' Soluti9n also 
may have aided. . .. . . " . . ' .. , ' . 
. " Acc~rding to this' inte~pT~tatio~ im:pqrt~~tc~~clusi~ns can he dra~n in r~g·a.rd to the amount ~frock~cutting that Iow~ river 
: ' DEVELOPMENT' OF ' IOWA' RIVER VALLEY ' 
has done. In e'Very case, the pot-:holes are found at tbe top of 
the rock. Hence, ;the distance :of. the pot-holes above stream 
represents' ateacp., ~place ' the amount of cutting that has been 
accomplished since the pot-holes were made. Across the river 
at Iowa City, ' this 'i:\.mount is twenty-nine feet; ~t the Country 
Club, forty feet; at Lovers , Leap, thirty-four feet; at the point 
east o{ North Liberty, sixty-eight feet; at the point one and 
one-fourth miles beiow ,the upper Interurban bridge, fifty feet; 
at the point one mile below the sarrie: bridge, fifty-two feet. 
The foregoing figUres do not include the thickness of the drift 
through which the stream cut before it reached bedrock. "Never-
theless, sixty-eight feet of rock is in itself· suggestive of the age 
of Iowa river and of the length of time since the disappearance 
of the Kansan ice-sheet. ' 
The pot-holes probably" were not made contemporaneously, 
inasmuch as those farthest upstream are not so high as those 
near North Liberty. But whatever their respective dates of for-
mation they indicate that Iowa river had a high ,gradient in its 
early history. " 
EVENTS ATTENDING THE DEVELOPMENT OF" IOWA , RIVER 
VALLEY. 
It has been shown in the foregoing data that (1) the pre- , 
glacial surface was an eroded surface, made up of valleys and 
divides; (2)' the Aftonian erosion probably 'added to the com-
plexity of the bedrock surface, destroying the possibility of 
distinguishIng pre-Pleistocene drainage lines; (3) the Kansan 
drift is thick and widespread and its original surface undoubt-
edly was a plain, covering both low and high bedrock; (4) Iowa 
river valley is wholly post-Kansan and pre-Iowan in age; 
(~) its varying development is due to difference in mat'erials 
and not to change in draina,ge; (6) ,Iowa river possessed rapids 
at various points in its early history and perhaps ,small falls. 
Based on, these important facts th~ history of Iowa river is 
interpreJed In, the foll.owing pages. 
'At the ' time of the encroachment ' of ' the Kansan ice-sheet, ' 
the topography and draipage were entirely different from the 
• 
...-. ' 
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FIG. 29. L ansing (Michigan) topographic map. showing course of Grand Rivet'. 
topography and drainage of the present. A wide valley crossed 
the soutb,ern part of the county, from west ·to east, and a notable 
rock divide lay to the nQrtheast. This was covered by the 
KaIisan ice, which, on melting, left drift which filled the low 
places and leveled off the high ones, producing a flat-lying plain. 
Upon this the surplus waters of the undrained depressions and 
. ' , 
surrounding areas ' sought the lowest outle~ and u~tima.tely es-
tablished Iewa river. The coiIrse that the river now has is in 
g,ener.al the course thafmarked the lowest outlet in the beginning. 
ThEi great elbow represents the place where there was a chan'ge 
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FIG . 30. Fairfax (Iowa) topographic map, showing course of Iowa River. 
in slope on the original surface, and the windings of the gorge __ 
indicate the rambling of the drainage from lake to lake or around 
minor irregularities. 
Examples of streams which bave chosen their courses similar 
to the above are to be found on the ground moraine of the 
Wisconsin drift. Figure 29 is a photograph of a portion of the 
topographic map of Lan_sing quadrangle, Michigan, ~howi~g the 
cours~ of Grand river on t~e youngplain~ Figure ~O is a photo-
graph 6f the topograpp.i,c m~p of Fairfax quadrangle, Iowa, 
showlng the course of iowa river at the great elbow. The aim-
·' 
• 
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lessness Of the two. co"Urses. is strikingly ~imilar; The. loops of 
Iowa rive~ might be used. to illustrate how· the Windings of 
Grand river will.· appea.r if they become entrenched: in bedrock. 
As Iowa river channeled its co~rse : ~le.eper through the drift, 
it superi~posed itself upon the rock-¢livides in the area of high 
bedrock. Having established its course it could not avoid them. 
The drift in the · seg:rn:ent upstream and in the segment down-
stream from high bedrock, being much softer than the rock, 
offered extraordinary conditi0n.s .for variable development of 
the valley. I The resistance of the In:n:estone permitted the river, 
in the upper ·segment of drift, to reach grade and to widen the 
valley by lateral planation. while the gorge was being cut. In 
the segment downstream from beqrock, conditions worked dif-
ferently, but the result · was quite similar. The river cut so 
much more rapidly in the drift than it did in the rock· that it 
reached grade sooner and had time to widen that segment to 
an old-aged stage of development. This difference in rate of 
cutting also resulted in a break in gradient at the junction ~f 
~ . 
("'6,--.·.· · . /)~ 
. , '.' 7 . 
,', : .. ' 
.:> 
FIG. 31.. Diagram illustrating progressive changes in gorg~utting of Iowa river. 
drift and rock, anq rapids were· developed. Even low falls may 
have existed. Such, ·however, were the conditions under which .' 
the pot-holes. were made. · These · conditions existed first on the 
hig~est divides of the bedrock sui-face, which were the first ones· 
to be reached by. the stream, and other. rapids d~veloped . on 
lower points . as the stream entrenched itself more and more . 
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Figure 31 illustrates diagrammatically the progressive 
changes that characterized this period of gorge~cutting. 
In the above figure AlBl represents the gradient of the stream 
when young. A2B2 is the profile after the stream had reached 
bedrock for the first time. At (1) the profile was broken be~ 
cause of the resistance of the limestone, and pot-holes were 
formed: ABBa is a later profile, after the stream had cut down. 
to (2) and (3). At this stage Iowa river may have possessed 
a . cascade of three rapids or falls. Pot-holes were then made. 
at (2) and (3). A4B4 is the profile · after. all the. divides, that 
now appear above the river, were exposed. There mayor may 
not have been cascades at all these points, although at (4), (5), 
and (6) there were eddies of sufficient permanence to make pot- . 
holes and eddy-scars. As the stream cut down from A 4B4 it 
approached nearer and nearer grade. . A5B5 represents the pro-
file of the present stream after a cutting of at least sixty-eight 
feet through rock, where the rock is highest. Lateral planation 
within the gorge has been limited because of the limestone walls. 
But wherever drift occurs between the outcrops of rock it has 
yielded to slope wash and some planation. 
Contemporaneously with the carVing of ·the valley, tributaries 
developed. Some of those tributary to the gorge . cut . consider-
ably into rock whereas those tributary to the wide portions of the 
~alley are cut mainly, if not altogether in· drift. The result of 
the development of all these has been to disse.ct the original 
Kansan plain into many .valleys and divides, and so completely 
to change its glacial aspect to an' erosional one. 
Sometime after the present valley had been formed, a ·lobular 
extension of a late ice-sheet, called Iowan by Calvin, crossed 
Iowa river valley west of the great elbow and moved southeast-
ward to the headwaters of Pardieu creek. It seems to have 
performed considerable erosion on the south valley-wall, at least 
an amount sufficient to blend the. new drift surface with the flood 
·plain of the river. The north side of the valley was not greatly 
affected erosionally, but some of the older drift was contorted 
and new material added. Its height and declivity perhaps was 
increased rather than decreased. The maximum advance of this 
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glacier is known to have been at least six miles beyond the river, 
and in the course of its movement it obliterated the €rosional 
topography of the Kansan and moulded a new plain, known as· 
the North Liberty Plain. 
From the melting of the ice Iowa river reCeived floods of 
valley train material. Part of this was received directly from 
the ice-sheet while the rest was derived through the drainage 
agencies of Pardieu creek, Clear creek, 'Hoosier creek, and per-
haps others. The load of silt, sand, and gravel being greater 
than ~he carrying power of the stream, it converted Iowa river 
into a stream of an aggrading or anastamosing character. The 
bed was built up at least twenty-four feet above the levefof the 
present stream. . 
Coincident with the closing stages of melting, fine silty ma-
terial was picked up from sources prepared by preceding con-
ditions and distributed as loess over the region bordering the 
new drift area. These deposits ultimately increased the height ' 
of the immediate walls of the valley by at least one-half, sav'e . 
in certain places within the area of the yo~ng drift. This made 
the depth of the valley deceptively greater than the actual 
cutting previously accomplished by the river. 
After the complete disappearance of the ice, Iowa river be-
came once more a degrading stream. It cut through the valley 
train material and laterally planed it until, at the present time', 
only patches remain in protected places in the form of terraces. 
The stream again has reache.d grade .and has developed a flat 
of varying width which is nowhere more than two or three times 
as wide as the stream. 
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Records of Wells in Johnson Oounty and Adjacent Townships. 
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Location of Well .,~ E 0 Materials 
'0 ~~ .fS~ ~ .<:l B.aa> ;;0 ..., 
ci -.0 ~ "" :;:; o~ :: .. ., :;;: ... ~ Z A A 
Feet Feet Feet Feet 
T. 78 N., R. 6 W. 
1 John Glaspy, SE. i 700 229 229+ 471- Yellow clay, 73; red sand, 3; 
sec. 4. yellow clay, 14; blue clay, 
139. Graded from yellow 
to blue, 90·120. 
2 Jno. Tellin, SE. i 620 60 60+ 560- About all blue clay. 
sec. 9. 
3 Jno. Kuebel, NW. i 700 120 120+ 580·- Yellow clay, 30; blue clay, 
sec. 32. 85; sand. 
T. 78 N., R. 7 W. 
4 J. R. Hughes, NE. i 700 120 120+ 580- Yellow clay, 40; blue clay, 
sec. 2. 75; dirty sand to clean 
sand,5 . 
5 R.R. Hughes, NE. i 730 128 ,128+ 602- .Yellow clay, 40; blue clay, 
sec. 12. 80; sand, 8. 
6 W. J. Davis, NE. ; 720 128 '128+ 592- Same as No.5. 
sec. 12. 
T. 78 N., R. 8 W. 
I 
7 Jno. Fry, SE. ; sec. 
10. ' 
800 140 140+ 660- Very similar to No.8. 
8 J. P. Wagner, SE. ·; 800 138 138+ 662- Yellow clay, 45; blue clay, 
sec. 15. 90. 
g C. Swartzendruber, I 780 140 140+ 640- Same as No.8. 
SE. ; sec. 16. 
10 J. c: Benter, NW. ; 740 275 ' 275+ 465-
sec. 36. 
T. 79 N., R. 5 W. 
11 Sam Bowers, NW. i 770 117 115 655 : 
sec. 2. I 
12 C. R. 1. & P. Ry., 800 116 116 684 
NW.; sec. 4. 
13 Ed. Balluf, NW. ; 760 213 108 652 
sec. ' 7. 
14 Jas. Silas, SW. ; 690 188 88 602 
sec. 7. 
15 J. T. Struble, E. part 720 224 100 620 Yellow and blue clays. 
sec. 7. 
16' Jacob Wentz, SE.' i ' 760 
sec. 15. 
242 217 543. 
17 Frank LQrd, NE. ; 730 220 200 530 
sec. 20. 
-Altitudes were determined from the Fairfax and Stanwood topographic maps. 
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--~----~--------~F~e~et~~F~ee~t~F~e~et"" F~e~et---+: ----------------~ 
21 Edw. Grier, SW. t 730 260 
sec. 34. 
22 J os. Lacina, NW. t 760 232 
sec. 35. 
T. 79 N., R. 6 W. ' 
23 Mary Mendenhall, 760 152 
NE. t sec. 2. 
24 Jno. Zimmerman, 760 234 
NE. t sec. 2. 
25 Wm. Ruppert, NE. t 800 153 
sel:.2. 
26 L. Kessler, NW. t 800 131 
sec. 2. 
27 Albert Reha, NW. t 800 232 
sec. 2. 
:18 D. V. Conklin, SW. i 720 195 
sec. 2. 
29 Jas. Eisenhofer, NE. 760 174 
t sec. 3. 
30 J. J. Englert, SE. t 770 220 
sec. 3. 
31 Mrs. Wm. Black, 720 192 
SE. t sec. 4. 
' 32 Ben Hanber, SW. t 640 126 
sec. 4. 
33 Mr. Drisdla, SW. t 680 195 
sec. 4. 
34 Frank Awlwine, SE. 67il 74 
t sec. 5. 
35 J . K. Hemphill, E. 70l} 108 
part sec. 6. 
36 J. P . Mullin, SW. t 725 137 
sec. 7. 
37 M. H. Clear, SW. t 740 202 
. sec. 7. 
240 
232 
146 
156 
146 
119 
132 
70 
27 
70 
543 
560, Light blue clay, 36; sand, 1; 
blue clay, 20; yellow clay, 
60; blue clay, 63; sand 
with shells, 10; hard dark 
blue clay, 30; coarse sand, 
5; rock, 1. ' 
490 Yellow clay, 36; blue clay, 
180; rock. 
528 Yellow and blue clay. 
614 
604 
654 
681 
668 
65U 
733 
700 
Yellow clay, 96; blue clay, 
50; rock. 
Yellow and blue clay. 
Yellow and blue clay. 
Yellow and blue clay. 
Yellow clay, 40; thin red 
sand, blue clay, 30; sandy 
shale, 30; limestone. 
40 680 
26 614 
46 634 
69 , ' 601 
108 592 
135 590 ~ 
202 538 ' 
, 
Yellow and blue clay, grav-
el on top of rock. 
Yellow clay, 75; blue clay, 
60; rock. 
Yellow clay, 40; gravel, 10; 
yellow clay; 3; blue clay, 
149, to rock. 
Location of Well 
0 
Z 
38 S. O. Fry, SE. t 
sec. 7. 
39 Edw. Rohret, SW. t 
sec. 8. 
40 
--------------
SE. t 
sec. 8. 
41 Chas. Dayton, NE. t 
sec. 9. 
42 Wm. Wilson, NW. t 
sec. 9. 
43 J. U. Plank, N. part 
sec. 9. 
44 Folsom Bros., SW. t 
sec. 9. 
45 Geo. Ruppert, NE. t 
sec. 9. 
46 Folsom Bros., SE. t 
sec . . 9. 
47 Welch, Dunlap, 
Bradley and Rog-
ers, SE. t sec. 9. 
. 48 Byington, S mit h , 
Teeters, SE. part 
sec.9. 
48a S. U. I. HQspital, 
Iowa Oity. 
49 Jno. Slodic, NE. t 
sec. 11. 
50 J. J. Metzger, SE. t 
sec. 11. 
51 Stewart Sisters, SE. 
t sec. 11 . 
52 . Ed. Riley, W. part 
sec. 13. 
53 Chas. Lyons, NE. t 
sec. 14. 
54 Jas. Grease!. NE. t 
sec. 14. 
55 Oal. Williamson, 
SE. t sec. 14. 
56 Vandenburg, ·SE. t 
sec. 14. 
57 Jno. Kreg, NW. i 
.. ·sec...14. 
. 58 Frank FrauenholzJ NW. t sec. 14. . 
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Feet Feet Feet Feet 
740 · 122- 122+ 618-:,-
720 140 14{)+ 580-
720 128 128 592 
700 254 64 636 
720 200· 60 660 
720 222 50 670 
740 224 68 672 
720 254 ' 64 656 
720 206 54 666 
720 190 40 680 
720 194 40 680 
700 170 68 632 
710 234 98 612 
680 207 50 , 630 
68() 182 . 42 638 I 68q 55 37 643 
680 76 .33 647 
' . 
680 82 51 629 
680 71 50 630 
680 39 39 641 
680 93 93 587 
70Q 72 67 633 
. 
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Materials 
--
Yel~o~ clay, 4{); red gravel, 
to; blue clay, 50; finc 
sru,ld, 20; coarse sand, 2. , 
Yellow clay, 30; blue clay, 
100,; fine to coarser sand. 
YellOW clay, 30; red. gravel, 
10, with some yellow cIa 
below; blue clay, . 88, t 
y 
o 
rock. . 
Yellow clay, 54; blue clay 
10;· rock. 
Yellow ciay, 30; ·sand an d 
blue clay, 20, to rock. : 
Yellow clay, 54; 
10; rock. 
blue clay 
Yellow clay, 30; 
10; rock. 
blue clay 
Yellow clay, 30; 
· 10; rock. 
blue clay 
Yellow clay (loess), 30 
sand, 38; rock. 
; . 
-
.. 
,,' 
-
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Location of Well 
Feet Feet 
59 F. Eggenberg, NW. 74() 116 
i sec. 16. 
60 A. R. Payne, NW. i 740 116 
sec. 16. 
61 C. S. Ranck, W. part 740 250 
sec. 16. 
62 John P. Jones, W. 720 124 
part sec. 16. 
63 Henry Bird, S. part 680 100 
sec. 16. 
64 Jno. Burns, S. part 640 276 
sec. 17. 
65 Chas. R. Lee, NE. i 730 156 
sec. 17. 
66 Mrs. E. S. Carson, 735 153 
SE. i sec. 18. 
67 E. S. Oarson, SE. i 740 150 
sec. 18. 
68 Mr. Mi'ers, SW. i 740 134 
sec. 19. 
69 T, H. Morford, SW. 740 120 
i sec. 20. 
70 W. J. Davis, SW. ' i 740 120 
sec. 20. 
71 Owen Davis, NE. i 740 108 
sec. 20. 
72 Sanders Bros., N. 680 70 
part sec. 22. . 
73 Jas. F. Paden, SW. i 660 31 
sec. 22. 
74 Harry 'Holsworth, 660 64 
SW. i sec. 22. 
75 Jl!s. McCollister, S. 640 40 
part sec. 22. 
76 Peter Lenz, NW. i 680 78 
sec. 24. 
77 J os. Fuhrman, SW. i 810 88 
sec. 24. ' 
78 Chas. A. Vogt. S. 660 30 
part sec. 26. 
79 J. W. Jones, S. part 740 207 
sec. 29. 
Feet Feet 
114 626 
116 624 
105 635 
124 596 
80 600 
136 , 604 
128 602 
140 595 
150 590 
134 606 
120 620 
120 620 
108 632 
42 638 
26 634 
24 636 
40+ 600+ 
63 617 
84 726 
30+ 630-
207 533 
Materials 
Yellow clay, 70; blue clay, 
44. 
Yellow and blue clay and 
gravel to rock. 
Yellow clay and sand, 50; 
blue clay, 40; hardpan, 15, 
to rock. 
Yellow clay, 10; red gravel, 
15; yellow clay, 15; blue 
clay, 84. 
Yellow clay streaked with 
blue, 35; some sand, blue 
claw to rock. 
I 
Yellow clay, 40; red sand, 2; 
blue clay to rock. 
Yellow clay, 50; blue clay, 
70; sand and wood, 8. 
Yellow clay, 10; red gravel, 
12; yellow clay, 10; blue 
clay, 63; sand, 4; blue 
clay, 51, to shaly rock. 
,Yellow clay, 10; red gravel, 
10; yellow clay, 15; blue 
clay, 109. 
Mostly sand and gravel. 
Mostly sand and gravel. 
Yellow clay, 10; red gravel 
10; yellow clay, 20; blue 
clay, 167. 
WELL RECORDS 
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Location of Well Materials 
Feet Feet Feet Feet 
80 Willard Edwards, 760 179 179 581 Yellow clay, 10; red gravel, 
10; yellow clay, 15; blue 
clay, 165. 
NE. i sec. 30. 
81 Wm. Hastings, NW. 760 200 200 560 Yellow clay, 10; red gravel, 
! sec. 30. 
82 H. Rowland, SW.! 76(} 240 
sec. 30. . 
83 D. W. Jones, SW. I 740 205 
sec. 30. 
84 S. E. Pate, N. part 760 400 
sec. 31.' 
85 Jos. Stover, SE. ! 720 296 
sec. 31. 
86 H. E. Jone8, cent. 720 306 
J)art sec. 32. 
1\7 Jas. M. Jones, NW. ! 700 400 
sec. 32. 
88 Matt. Howell, NW. 720 134 
i sec. 33. 
89 Richard Peant, Sw. 720 410 
i sec. 33. 
240 520 
10; yellow clay, 15; blue 
clay, 165. 
205+ 535.- Yellow and blue clay. 
260 500 Yellow clay, 40; blue clay, 
200; sand and tough clay 
to rock. 
260 460 Same as No. 86. 
260 460 
160 540 
134+ 58ti-
260 460 
Yellow clay, 10; red gravel, 
20; yellow clay, 30; blue 
clay, 200; shaly rock. 
Yellow clay, 40; blue clay, 
120. 
Yellow clay, 60; blue clay, 
74. 
Yellow clay, 40 ; blue clay, 
214; sand, 6, to rock. 
T. 79 N., R. 7 W. 
90 Newman Hudson. E. 
part sec. 2. 
770 244 1100 670 
680 
Yellow clay, 80; blue clay. 
20; rock. 
91 John Hradek, NW. t 
sec. 10. 
92 Geo. Wicks, SE. ! 
sec. 10. 
93 Evan Williams, SE. 
t sec. 11. 
94 R. Williams, SE. t 
sec. 11. 
95 Johnson Co. Poor 
Farm, NE. ! sec. 
13. 
96 Aug. ' Schnare, NW. 
t sec. 13. 
97 lIenry Schnare, NE. 
. ! sec. 13. 
98 W. J . Seitman, NW. 
! sec. 18. 
780 340 
770 126 
780 318 
760 282 
780 182 
740 174 
760 187 
760 390 
. 99 Chas. Rohret, W. 760 130 
part sec. 20. 
100 
126+ 644- Yellow and blue clay. 
168 
174 
174 
174 
180 
252 
612 
586 
606 
566 
580 
508 
~ 
130+ 630-
Yellow clay, 40; blue clay, 
128; rock 
Yellow and blue clay. 
YellOW clay, 40; red sand, 
5; blue clay, 129; rock. 
Yellow clay, 40; red sand. 
5; blue clay, 129 to rock. 
Yellow clay; 70; blue clay 
to rock. 
Yellow clay, 401 red sand, 2; 
yellow clay, 58; blue clay, 
150; rock. 
Yellow clay about 60; blue 
clay, 120. 
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Feet Feet Feet Feet 
100 J. R. Breese, SW. i 720 00 00+ 630-
se.c. 21. . 
101 John Lloyd. SW. t 750 ' 100 100+ 650- Yellow and blue clay. 
sec. 24. 
102 Anna Zingula, .NE. t 740 170 170+ 570- Yellow and blue clay. 
sec. 24. 
103 W. E. Hastings. SE. 760 220 220 540 
t .sec. 24. 
104 Wm. Buck. NW. t 730, 185 185+ 545-- Yellow , clay. 80; blue clay. 
sec. 31. 100; black muck. 5. 
105 A. A. Rarick. SE. t 670 80 80+ 590- Yellow clay. 20; blue clay 
sec. 35. to sand. 
106 Juli u s Tudor, 720 260 260 460 Yellow clay, 10; red grl'Y(~1. 
NW. t sec. 36. 10; yellow clay, 15; blne 
clay, 225. 
T. 79 N., R. 8 W. 
107 J os. . Springmeyer, 800 265 265+ 535- Yellow day, 100; coarse 
.SW. t sec. 1. gravel, ~; blue clay, 40; 
black' hardpan with peb-
108 Wm. Quinlon, NE. t 800 262 262+ 538-
bles, 122. 
Yellow clay. 125; ' gravel, 5: 
sec. 12. . yellow clay, 10; blue clay, 
75; sand, 57. 
lO9 J. Frichly, NE.l seC. 780 155 155+ 625-- Yellow clay, 50; gravel, 5; 
I· 22. blue clay, 95; sand, 5; log . at 135 (walnut). ~10 Jno. O'Brien, NE. a ,olD 165 165+ 575-- Yellow clay, 65: blue chiy, 
sec. 27. 65; log at 125; gravel. 5; 
blue clay, 25; sand 5. 
T. 79 N., R. 9 W . . 
, 
111 Charley Frost, 880 165 165+ 715-- Yellow clay, 100; sand, 10; 
NE. 1 sec. 11. blue clay, 50; sand, 5. 
T. 80 N., R. 5 W. 
112 J as. Peters,NW t 820 202 200 620 Yellow clay, 40; sand, 2; 
sec. 3. yellow clay, 70; blue clay, 
88; rock. -
113 G. C. Rossler, SW. t 820 140 140+ 680-
sec. 6. . '. 
114 Sam Spinden, NW. t 810 217 143 667 
sec. 8. 
YeiIow clay, 39; red sand, 1; 115 , Fred Zimmerman, 820 156 156 664-
N. part sec. 14. yellow clay, 10; yellow 
blue ' clay, 20; · blue clay 
80; sana, 6. 
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116 Ohas. Dvorsky, ' NW. 830 128 123 697 
t sec 17. 
117 Lucy Hempstead, 820 128 120 700 
NE. ! sec. 18. 
118 J. J. Krall, S. part 820 217 90 730 
sec. 18. 
119 Sam Bowers, SE. ! 780 87 81 699 
sec. 21. I 
120 Michael Donovan. 780 130 109 671 
NE. ! sec. 29. 
121 Frank Kobela, SE. 760 127 125 635 Yellow and blue clay. 
! sec. 29. 
122 Sullivan Estate, NE. 760 90 70 690 
! sec. 29. 
123 Ed. Dvorsky, NE. ! 670 79 67 703 
sec. 30. 
124 Jos. Swaner, W. 720' 78 26 694 
part sec. 30. 
125 Jerome Ear n est , I 780 163 80 700 
NW. ! sec. 33. 
T. 80 N., R. 6 W. . 
126 Jos. Dvorsky, NW. i 780 229 131 649 
sec. 1. I 127 Anton Slaby, NE. ! 720 120 85 635 Yellow clay, 30; blue clay, 
sec. 5. ' 55; rock. 
128 J. .w. Andrle, W., 760 236 80 680 Yellow clay, 20; blue clay, 
part sec. 7. 60. 
129 T. E. Murphy, SW. t 770 248 90 680 Yellow clay, 20; blue clay, 
sec. 7. 70. 
130 R. H. Alt, NW. t 780 131+ 131 649 Yellow clay, 40 to blue clay. 
sec. 8. 
131 J as. Shiroma, NE. ! 790 231 131 659 
sec.10. . 
132 Geo. Suatos, NW i 800 115 115 685 
sec. 13. 
133 Vincent Rounner, 790 207 64 726 
SE. ! sec. 14. 
134 Albert Krall, SE. i 790 211 81 709 
sec. 14. 
135 Jno. Zeller, SW. i 770 200 19 751 Yellow clay to rock. 
sec. 18. 
136 Sam Green, SW. ! 740 200 19 721 Black loam, 3; yellow clay, 
sec. 18. 16, to rock. 
137 M. Bowman, NE. t 780 288 98 682 High knoll. 
138 
sec, 19., , 
'Besdek Bros., SE. t 780 116 116 664 Yellow clay, 30; sand, 10; 
sec. 20. blue clay to rock. 
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139 Anton Linder, NW. 770 80 80+ 690- Sandy ycllow clay, 20; bluc 
i sec. 26. clay, 60, to,' gra\'cL 
140 Geo. Gressel, NE. :1 710 2~9 .. 77 633 
sec. 22. 
-141 Chas. Plashel, NW. :1 750 218 74 676 . , . . 
sec. 23. 
142 Jas. Hotka, cent. 760 108 108+ 652- , 
part sec. 23. 
143 Frank Kott, NW. :1 800 85 80 720 
sec. 24. 
. -
144 Chas. Dvorsky, NW. 800 100 100 700 
:1 sec. 24. 
145 Mrs. Dohrer, SE. :1 800 146 76 724 
sec. 24. 
146 Albert Hemmer, SE. 730 128 28 702 
! sec. 25. 
147 Vincent Anton, SE. 740 224 80 660 
:l sec. 26. 
148 Jno. Sedlacek, SE. l 740 95 95 645 
sec. 26. . 
149 Jas. Sedlacek, SE. l 730 118 79 651 
sec. 26. 
150 Wm. Vogt, W. part 700 111 111 589 
sec. 26. 
151 Henry Eicher, E. 72Q. 188 80 640 
part sec. 27. 
Yellow clay, 40; blue clay, 152 Jno. Dolmage, SE. l 760 123 123+ 637-
sec. 30. 83, to sand. 
153 Jno. Hemphill, SE. 760 126 126+ 634-
l sec. 31. 
Yellow clay, 71; blue clay, 154 J os. Kile. NW. l sec. 660 121 121+ 639-
32. 50; sand. 
155 ____ Kile, NE. l sec. 760 120 116 644 
32. 
156 Jno. WiJIiams, SE. l 760 256 101 659 
sec. 32. 
157 . Jno. Eicher, SE . l 760 243 138 622 
sec. 34. 
158 Homer Johnson, SE. 760 120 115 645 
:1 sec. 34. 
159 Wm. Ruppert, SW. l 720 156 151 569 Yellow c!ay, 100 ; blue clay, 
sec. 35. 51; rock. 
160 A. Grease!, SW. l 720 219 61 659 
sec. 3~. 
T. 80 N., R. 7 W. 
161 F .. D. Myers, SE. it 760 150 80 680 Yellow clay, 40; blue c!ay, 
sec. 4, 40. 
WELL RECORDS 
Location of Well 
o 
Z 
Feet Feet 
162 M. F. Snavely, SE. t 750 118 
. sec. 5. 
163 W. J. Davis, S. part 72() 128 
sec. 5. 
164 W. W. Muskgrove, 750 120 
SW. t sec. 5. 
165 Fred Cochran, NE. t 720 85 
sec. 6. 
166 T. M. Thompson, 780 65 
cent. part sec. 8. 
167 M. M. Snavely, NE. 750 115 
t sec. 8. 
168 J os. Lininger, NW. 770 278 
t sec. 10. 
169 Geo. H 0 0 v e r, N. 770 262 
part sec. 10. 
170 H. Lininger, SW. t 780 90 
sec. 10. 
171 Alex. Morland, NW. 760 233 
t sec. 12. 
172 J. Bridensteine, NW. 730 90 . 
t sec. 13. 
173 Paul D. Dodt, NW. 780 138 
t sec; 15. 
174 J. C. Bowman, SE. t 760 312 
sec. 16. 
175 M. A. Stoner, NE. t 780 160 
sec. 16. 
176 J. D. Colony, SW. t 760 144 
sec. 19. 
177 Caroline Dodt, NW. 780 21G 
1: ~ec. 21. 
178 W. B. Brown, E. 780 187 
part sec. 21. 
179 Jas. Swaner, NE. t 780 112 
sec. 23. 
180 ' Chas. E. Colony, 780 100 
SW. t sec. 24. 
181 Jno. A. Koser, NE. t 780 130 
sec. 25. 
182 State Sanatorium, 800 380 
SE. t sec. 25. 
12 
~ 
o 
... 
Feet 
118+ 
128+ 
120+ 
75 
65+ 
115+ 
135 
142 
90+ 
90 
90+ 
138+ 
Feet 
632- Yellow clay, 25; blue clay, 
90; gravel, 3 . 
592- Yellow clay, 40; blue clay, 
80; sand, 8 . . 
630- Yellow clay and sand, 30; 
blue clay, 90. 
645 Yellow · sand, ·30; blue clay 
and sand, 45; rock. 
715- All sand. 
635--- Yellow clay and blue clay 
to sand. 
635 Yellow clay, 25; blue clay, 
110; rock. 
628 Loam and blue clay. 
690~ Loam and blue clay; ends 
in sand. 
670 Black loam, 5; yeilow clay, 
20; blue clay, 65; rock 
670- Black loam, 5; yellow clay, 
25; blue clay, 34; layered 
I 
sand, 26. 
642- Sand, 20; blue' clay to grav-
el, 118; wood came up 
with gravel. . 
120 640 
160 620 
144+ pl6- Yellow and blue clay. 
76 
180 
112+ 
100 
130+ 
150 
704 Black soil, 5; yellow clay, 
I 
25; blue clay, 40; hard 
sand, 6; soft blue clay 
with shells, 134; ' soap-
stone. 
600 Yellow clay, 50; blue clay, 
40; sand with some wood, 
4; blue clay, 86; rock 
668- Yellow clay, 30; blue clay, 
82, to gravel. 
680 To rock 
650- Yellow clay, 30; blue clay 
to gravel ' containing 
wood, Ido. 
650 Yellow clay, 70; blue clay, 
~O, with sand. 
-. 
. , 
, 
-
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190 
191 
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193 
194 
195 
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Location ' of, Well 
. State Sanatorium, 
SE. t sec. 25. 
Gaugh, SW. t sec . 
25. 
Klein, Anthony E. 
part sec. 26. 
Ed .. Craig, SW. i sec. 
26. 
J. J. CI:aig, NE. t 
sec. 27 . . 
Edw. Craig, SE. t 
sec. 27. 
Jno. Falkner, cent. 
part sec. 28. 
Hich. Reeve, SW. i 
sec. 33. 
Wi;tlter Cox, SW. ! 
sec. 36. 
T. 80 N .. R. 8 W. 
Wm. Novak, SW. i 
sec. 2. 
Jno. Shebetka, SW. 
i sec. 3. 
. J"os. Tomas, SW. i 
sec. 4. 
Thos. Tranter, SW. 
i sec. 10. 
M. Pitlock, SW. i 
sec. 36. 
T. 80 N., R. 9 W. 
Amana So ciety. 
SW. i sec. 3. 
T. 81 N .• R. 5 W. 
-SOl I. 
'00 t 
......... 
0" 4) ' ~ 
"'" ::» f ~,g 
'" <" A . . 
Feet Feet 
800 350 
800 156 
780 96 
700 100 
750 213 
690 65 
750 310 
800 195 
680 50 
740 130 
760 85 
740 440 
860 190 
770 300 
868 2.224 
-
" 
., 
."I '" 
. C) .,
0 ... > 
... 00 
.s .,~ 
.d 1l."lQl 
..., :::::5~ Ii} ~~-~ 
Feet Feet 
150 650 
140 660 
94 686 
51 649 
Materials 
\ 
Yellow clay, 40 (bowlders 
at bottom); red gravel 
and clay mixed, 12; yel· 
low clay, 20; ·blue clay, 
44; ledge of r~ck, 6; sand 
and gravel WIth lots of 
bowlders, 28; rock. 
Yellow and blue clay, 100; 
dirty sand, 40. 
Sandy loam, 5; yellow clay, 
20; hlue clay, 69; rock. 
Yellow clay, 20; red sand, 1; 
blue clay, 30; hard shaly 
rock, 3; soapstone to 
"iron rock," 46. 
100 650 
65+ 625-
150 600 Yellow clay, 40; gravel, 10; 
185 
50+ 
.130+ 
85 
170 
100+ 
300+ 
300 
blue clay, 90; sand, 10; 
rock. 
615 Sand, 40; blue clay, 145; 
rock (well on hill). 
630- Drive well. 
610- Sand, 40; yellow clay, 40; 
blue clay, 50. 
675 Sand, 30; yellow clay, 30; 
blue clay, 10; sand, 15. 
570 Yellow sand and clay, 90; 
blue clay, 80; limestone. 
670- Yellow clay, 90; blue Clay, 
96; sand, 4. 
470- Yellow clay, 100; blue clay, 
150; sand, 50. 
568 
. 
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197 W. Verba, E. part 830 160. 
sec. 6. 
198 Jno. A. Hemck, SE. 8200 235 
~ sec. 17. 
T. 81 N., R. 6 W. 
199 ' J. Pesarek, NE. 1 730 158 
sec. 4: 
200 Jas. A.· Ulch, NE. 1 760 282 
sec. 25. 
201 Mrs. M. Kessler, N. 740 120 
part sec. 26. 
202 Jacob Kessler, NW. 740 78 
1 sec. 26. 
?,03 Zeidchek, NW. 1 sec. 720 143 
28. 
204 L. W. Mehaffey, 700 100 
NE. 1 sec. 32. 
T. 81 N., R. 7 W .. 
~05 H. H. Hanson, SW. 760 160 
1 sec. 4. 
206 Wm. Pudil, NW. 1 820 148 
sec. 7. . 
207 C. R. & 1. C., NW. 1 800 140 
sec.8. 
208 J.. E. Bowersox, 840 345 
NW. 1 sec. 10. 
209 Frank Nov s t ny, 840 285 
N. part sec. 10. . 
210 J. C. Baylor, SW. 820 294 
. 1 sec. 10 .. 
Feet 
132 
Feet 
682 
235+ 585---
Materials 
Reddish. clay, 20; blue clay 
and yellow sandy 'clay 
and red c~ay, 98; black 
soil, 2; brownish clay and 
yellow clay to rock. 
Yellow sandy clay, blue 
clay to J45; yellow sandy 
clay to 200; sand, 35. 
72 658 Loam, yellow clay, blue 
60 700 
5 735 
11 729 
clay, sand on .rock. Log 
at 60. 
143 577 Yellow clay, 40 ; blue clay, 
100; sand, 3, to rock. 
67 683 Yellow clay, 20; blue clay, 
47; rock. 
150 610 . Yellow clay, 400; blue clay, 
110, to rock. 
148+ 672- Yellow clay with bowlders, 
30; blue clay, 50; sand, 68. 
117 683 Yellow clay, 30; blue clay, 
340 500 
285+ 555-
284 536 
87. 
Yellow clay, 60; dirty sand, 
6; blue clay and sand, 134; 
sand, 10; blue clay, 74, to 
rock. 
211 J. K. Fordice, E. 840 185 180 660 
part sec. 10. 
212 F ran k Chalonpka, 840 148 133 707 
NW. 1 sec. 12. 
I ' 
213 Frank Novstny, SW. 800 74 I? 788 
1- sec. 12. 
214 Anna Becicka, NE. 800 77 77 723 
1 sec. 13. 
Yellow clay-(bo.wlders), 300; 
sand, 3; blue clay, 100, to 
rock. 
Yellow clay, 12 . . 
Yellow clay, 20; blue clay . . 
57, including- thin gravt' ) 
bed. 
c 
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215 Frank Holub, NW. 840 170 163 677 
i sec. 14. 
216 J os. Kivonek. E. 820 195 190 630 Yellow clay, 45; blue clay, 
part sec. 15. 145. 
217 J os. Turecek, SE. 1 800 80 70 730 Yellow ' clay, 20; blue clay, 
sec. 15. 50. 
218 C. Michalek, NE. i 840 346 228 612 Blue clay. 228. 
sec. 18. 
219 Steve Dean, SW. i 800 177 171 629 
sec. 19. 
220 John Sawford. SW. 800 157 147 629 Same as No. 221. 
i sec. 19. 
221 R. L. Potter, S. part 780 165 150 630 Yellow clay, 50; blue clay. 
sec. 19. 20; sand, 20, with red 
cedar log at 85; blue clay. 
54:; sand, 6; rock. 
222 W. B. Strang, E. 760 150 150+ 610-
part sec. 19. 
223 W. B. Strang. (at 710 140 137 573 
barn) E. part sec. 
19. 
224: J os. Coufal, NE. i 700 135 125 575 
sec. 20. 
225 C. R. & I. C. (Cou 74:0 205 192 548 Yellow clay, 40; sand, 15; 
Falls). blue clay, 137. 
226 King Tooby, NE. i 780 80 70 710 Mostly yellow clay, some 
sec. 21. blue .. 
227 Mike Petracek, NW. 720 265 19 701 
i sec. 23. 
228 C. R. & I. C. (Mid. 74:0 184 27 713 Yellow clay to rock. 
River Park). 
229 M. Herdlika, NE. 1 740 156 24 716 High ridge, water rose 
sec. 27. within 36 ft. of top. 
230 Flora Meyers, . NW. 710 184 50 660 Sand,50. 
1 sec. 27. 
231 C. Grabin, W. part 740 86 86 654 
sec. 27. 
232 n. F. Gould, SE. i 71 80 80+ 635- Sand, 30; blue clay, 50. 
sec. 32. 
233 Alex. Reinl;lJlrdt. 700 90 40 660 Mainly sand. 
SW. i sec. 34. 
T. 81 N., R. 9 W. . 
234 Amana Society 720 1640 50 (;70 
NW. 1 sec. 25. 
T. 82 N .. R 7 W. 
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234 Jos. Benesb, SW. i 840 212 112 728 Yellow clay, 50; blue clay, 
sec. 32. 62, to rock. 
235 Jno. Benesh, S. part 840 98 98 742 Yellow clay, 20 (bowlders); 
. S\lc. 32. blUe clay, 50; sand, 28, to 
rock. 
236 David Silver, SE. i 820 172 166 656 
sec. 32. 
237 Jno. Lopata, SE. i 820 105 105 715 Blue clay, 100; sand, 5. 
sec. 33. 
238 J os. Wit row sex, 740 162 160 580 
NW. i sec. 35. I 
----
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TRILOBITES FRO~ THE MAQUOKETA BEDS OF FAYETTE 
COUNTY, IOWA 
In~oductory. , 
The ~pecimens upon which this paper is 'based represent the 
results of two visits to Fayette county, Iowa, ' made by the 
writer, in the interests of the Fi,eld Museum of Natura~ History' 
of ' Chicago, one in July, 1910, and the other in October, 1912, 
, supplemented by specimens from the collection of Mr. A. G. 
Becker of Clermont, Iowa, and from the collections of the State 
University of Iowa; 
, The Maquoketa beds constitute the uppermost deposits of the , 
, Ordovician system found in the state of Iowa. In a few lo-
calities they are overlaid, unconformably, by Niagaran lime-
stones, but usually they underlie the drift. These beds have 
been worked out by Savage in his "Geology of Fayette , Coun-
ty.111 He divides the formation into Lower, Middle and Upper 
Maquoketa: beds. The Lower mem,ber attain.s a maximum thick-
ness of 95 feet and consists of alternating layers of shale 
and argillaceous limestone. SOome of the layers are ' quite 
fossiliferous. The Middle division consists of 40 to 60 feet of 
cherty limestone with few fossils. No trilobites have been ob-
served from these beds. The Upper division has, a thickness in 
some places of 125 feet. It is composed of a plastic blue-gray 
shale. In the upper portion occurs a zone 8 to 12 feet in thick-
ness, in which are thin calcareous layers composed almost en-
tirely of fossil shells. Below this zone the shale is practically 
barren of fossils, but contains numerous crystals of selenite. 
The lithological characters of the various divisions of the 
' Maquoketa beds are quite constant at the various exposures 
studied. 
'Iowa Geological Survey 190~, Vo1. XV, pp , 433-546. 
.. 
• 
188 TRILeJBlTES FROM MAQUOKETA BEDS OF FAYETTE COUNTY 
The Maquoketa beds of Fayette county afford a fauna of un-
usual interest both as to the number of species represented and 
the excellent state of preservation of the specimens. 'Other 
loc.alities afford a greater number of individuals, but few, if 
any, ex~l it in the quality of. the material. Savage2 reports 
68 species divided as follows: Sponges 2, Corals 2, Brachiopods 
31, Pelecypods 4, Gastropods 11, Pteropods 2, Cephalopods 7, 
and Trilobites 9. 
In the material collected and identified . by · the writer, the 
number of species obtained in the various groups agrees prac-
tically with the above list with the exception of the trilobites. 
Of these twenty species were determined. A number of species 
of crinoid·s and cystoids, probab y six or eight species of which 
Savage made no mention, were also found. ' Of the twenty 
species of trilobites twelve were found to be new and are here 
described and figured. Five of the eight species which have 
been previously described are here redescribed and figur~d. The 
remaining three species were too fragmentary to admit of 
description. . 
Thus far the only group that has been critically studied by 
the writer is the trilobites and the finding of so many new species 
in that group would indicate that when the other groups are 
sty-died new material will be· discovered. . A beginning has been 
made on the echinoderms, and so far none of them appears to 
be referable to known species. If they- prove to be new, they 
will probably be described in a .future paper. 
'Loc. cit., p •. 486. 
I,. 
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Classification and Terminology. 
The classification here used is that prepared by Prof. Charles 
E. Beecher and given in the English edition of Zittel's Text-
2 
.. 
c 
. T 
p 
FIG . 32. Diagrammatic figure of a Trilobite. 
tudinal lobe of a trilobite. · (a) 
book of 'Paleontology. For 
definitions of the various 
or.ders and families the 
reader is referred to that 
work. 
In order to make clear in 
what sense various terms 
are used by the writer, the 
following gloss·ary is given. 
The letters or figures in 
parentheses refer to text 
figure 32. 
Annulations: The ring-
. like divisions of the axis of 
the pygidium. (13) 
Anterior: Situated in 
front. 
Anterior limb of the 
facial sut'Ltre: The portion 
of the facial suture lying i1;l 
front of the eye. (2) 
Axis: The median longi-
Carapace: The hard shell covering the dorsal surface of a 
trilobite . . 
Caudal spine: A spine at the posterior extremity ·of the 
pygidium. · (12) 
Cephalon: The head of a trilobite. (C) 
Cheeks: The two lateral portions of the head or cephalon of 
a trilobite, divided into fixed (7) and free (5) cheeks by a facial 
suture. 
Compo'Ltnd eyes: Eyes commonly present . upon the free 
cheeks of trilobites; they are made · up of. a large number of 
small facets. (4) 
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Cranidiwm :. The portlonof the head oT 'Cephalon of a trilobite 
lying hetween the facial sutures, comprising ,the glabella and , 
the , fixed cheeks: 
'Distal: Away from the median line. 
Dorsal: ' Pertaining to the back. 
Dors,al furroivs: The furrows or depressions bounding the 
axial or medial longitudinal lobe of a trilobite; same as the 
axial furrows. ( d) 
Doublure: The infolded margin of the trilobite test. 
Facial suture: The 'suture in the head or cephalon of a 
trilobite separating the fixed from the free cheeks.' (2, 6) 
Fixed ,cheek: The portion of the cephalon or head of a 
trilobite lying between the glabella and the facial suture. ' (7) 
F'ree cheek: Lateral portion of the cephalon or head of a 
trilobite, lying between the facial suture and the lateral cephalic 
borde;r. (5) " 
Frontal lobe: That portion of the glabella anterior to the first 
lat~ral furrows. (19) 
Genal angles: The postero-Iateral angles of the cephalon or 
head of a trilobite. 
Genal spines: The posterior prolongation into spines of the 
genal angles of a trilobite. (9) , 
Glabella: The c~ntral or axial portion of the cephalon or 
head of a trilobite. (g) 
H olochroal eyes: Compound eyes of a trilobite whose visual 
area is covered ,with a continuous horny integument. 
'Hypostoma: The und'er lip of a trilobite. " 
,Lateral furrows: The transverse furrows or grooves of the 
trilobite glabella, sometimes continuous across the glabella and 
sometimes greatly modified. (1) These furrows define the 
lobes of the glabella. (IT) 
. Marginal border: 'The thickened or otherwise diffeFentiated 
external border of the cephalon and pygidium of a trilobite. (15) 
' Marginal furro W' : The groove or depr~ssion lying just with-
in ' the ', marginal- border ' of' the cephal on and pygidium of a 
trilobite. (8) , ; 
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:Oqcip,.ital 'b~r:ro,w,: , ' The .. PQsteriQr transverse 'grp.Qye .. ,~1(/~ur­
rQW 'Of the: glabella 'Of a tri1Qbite, lying in, frQnt 'Of the oooiRH~} 
segment. (16) . ' ',,:'~, 
, Occipital lobes: Small" l~teral lQbes, Q~ the Qccipi,ta), s~gmAent 
,present in SQme trilQbites, which are mQrphQlQgically diff~r-e~t , 
frQm the lateral lQbes 'Of the glabella. , ' , " . , " \ 
Occipital or neck segment: The PQsteriQr transverae--seginent 
'Of the trilQbite glabella, lying between the PQsteriQr margin ' and 
the occipital furrQw. , (3) 
Oct/Jar ridges: Ridges extending frQm near. the anteriQr ex- ' 
tremity 'Of the glabella tQ the eyes in SQme trilQbites. The eye 
lines. 
Palpebral lob es : LQbes 'Of the fixed cheeks within the margins 
'Of the eyes. The eye lQbes. (18) 
Pleurce :' The tWQ lateral 1Qngitudina1 lQbes 'Of a trilQbite, 
applied chiefly tQ the' thQracic regiQn and t~e pygidium. (p) I 
Pleural grooves: GrQQves 'On the pleurre 'Of the thQracic seg-
ments. (14) , , 
Pleural ribs: The fused segments in the' lateral lQbes 'Of: the 
pygidium. (10) . 
Post-axial region: The flattened area 'Occupying the median 
PQrtiQn 'Of the pygidium 'Of SQme trilQbites, PQsteriQr , t<;> the 
elevated axis. (11) 
Post-cephalic margin: The PQsteriQr margin 'Of the head 'Or 
cephalQn. 
Poster'ior cheek furrow: The marginal furrQws 'Or 'grQQves 
present in SQm,e trilQbites, which extend acrQSS, the cheekE\ frQm 
,the extremities 'Of the 'Occipital furrQWQf the glabella. towards 
,the genal angles. (8) ,' " " ', 
Posteiiorlimboj'iacial suture: That PQrtiQn 'Of the facia:! 
,suture extEmding frQm the; PQsterior extremity 'Of the eye, tQ the 
''posteriQr ''Or t::iteral margin 'Of 'the cephalQn. (6) '. 
, Pr()x'i'YIial: " TQward' the median line. ", '" 
Punctate : H~ving minute ' depressiQns ' 'Or pits. 
Pustulose : CQvered with pustules Q~ blister-likepr'Qmine:ri.ce~. ' 
Pygiditim : The' taii or : PQsteribrregiQ'n "Qf ; JP',e- trilobite 
test. (P) , 'j ~,,:,~'~~:':I,':':-:'~:,,~,;l,~ . 
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Schizochroal eyes: Compound eyes of the trilobites in which 
the visual area is occupied by small openings for the separate 
facets. 
Segments: The transverse divisions of the thorax or 
pygidium. 
Test: The hard outer covering of the trilobite. 
Thorax: The central segi:nented region of the body of trilo-
bites. (T) 
Ventral: Pertaining to the under surface. 
Description of Genera and Species. 
Order OPISTHOPARIA. 
Family ASAPHIDAf, Emmrich. 
Genus ISOTELUS DeKay 1824: 
Cephalic and caudal shields of nearly equal size with broad in-
folded margins; glabella nearly smooth, not lobed; free cheeks 
large: sometimes m~eting in front of the cranidium; eyes promi-
nent holochroal; hypostoma deeply forked; . thoracic axis. wide; 
pygidium obsc~rely lobed, segmentation often obsolete at matur.--
ity. This genus is distinguished from Asaphll's by the absence of 
the lobation of the glabella, the distinct segmentation of the 
pygidial a;x:is and the wider thor;:tcic axis. 
IsoTELus GIGAS DeKay. 
1824,1. · gigas DeKay, Ann. Lyceum Nat. Hirst. N. Y., Vol. I, p. 
174 PI. 12, fig. 1, PI. 13, fig. 1. 
1897, 1. gigas Clarke, Pal. Minn. Vol. III, pt. 2, pp. 701 and 
70.6. 
A portion of a pygidium from the Lower Maquoketa at Cler-
mont and one from the Upper Maquoketa at Patterson's Springs, 
on account of their size are . doubtfully referred to this species. 
,These are the representation. of this specie.s from Fayette county 
in the Field Museum collection. The State Univer,sity of Iowa 
has in its collection a nearly complete 'individual of this species 
from the Maquoketa of Flore~ceyille, Howar~ county" Iow:a, so 
that the species may be looked for in Fayette county. 
, , .' . 
IsoTELu~ MAXIMUS Locke., 
, 1838, 1. mf1.ximus. Locke, Sec. Ann. Repb., Geol. Surv., Ohio, 
, . p. '246, figs. 8; 9~ " ' ..' . 
1841,1. megistos Locke, Trans. Am. Geol. and Nat., p. 221. . 
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1897, I. maa;imus Clarke, Pal. Minn. Vol. III, pt. 2, pp. 701 
and 706. 
This species is represented in the Field Museum collections by 
one cephalon in which the specific characters are well shown 'and 
several pygidia which probably , belong to the species. They 
were found near the top ,of the Lower Maquoketa, beds a.t Cler-
mont. Most of the specimens of Isotelus from this locality 
which have been referred by other authors to I. maximus al'e 
here referred to I. iowensis Owen. (See remarks under that 
species.) I' 
IsoTELus IOWENSIS Owen, Plate XIV, ,:figs. 1-2. 
1852, I. iowensis Owen, Rept. Geol. Surv. Wis., Ia. and Minn., 
p., 577, PI. IIa, figs. 1-7. 
1913, I. iowensis Slocom, Field Mus. Nat. Rist., Geol. Ser. 
Vol. 4, p. 48, PI. XIII, figs. 1, 2. 
, 'The general form and contour of the cephalic shield closely 
resemble tha t of I. gi.qas DeKay; but the facial sutures do not 
converge in front to form a distinct angle, but describe three 
parts of a circle as ' in Asaph1~s expansus. The eyes are reticu-
lated and the middle lobe of the caudal shield is defined (though 
sometimes somewhai indistinctly), but the segments are only ob-
scurely pronounced. The glabella is but obscurely defined, and 
the genal angles are produced into spines. The thorax consists 
of eight segments. ' 
"From I. megistos, it differs i,n the eyes being set closer to-
gether; in the spines , being longer, extending as low as the ' 
caudal shield; the pygidium more regularly ,elliptical, . and its 
axial lobe more distinctly defined. 
"From the bituminous limestone, mouth of Otter creek, 
Turkey river, Iowa." 
The original description, of which the above is practically a 
cqpy, IS so incomplete that it seems advisable to redescribe the 
species in more detail. 
, Body sub elliptical, length ab'out twice the greatest breadth, 
moderately convex, trilobation not well developed: Entire sur-
face finely punctate, the punctre being larger and more pro-
nounced on the free cheeks and less conspi'cuous on the marginal 
borders than on other parts of the test. 
IS ' , 
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, Cephalon semi~oval in outline, marginal border: defiIl:ed by a 
marginal furr.ow which originates on the genal spines as an 
angular groove and develops into a shallow oOnca.ve ' furrow 
gradually widening to the fr<;>ut of the glabella. Dorsal furrows 
'shallow, converging toward the, median line in paSSIng th~ 
p~pebral 'lobes, then diverging to about their original distance 
apart. Cranidium moderately convex, greatest convexity just 
in front of the eyes, concave where the marginal furrow Crosse::! 
it. The anterior margin of the cranidium forms the margin of 
the cephalon. ,Fixed cheeks very small, not well defined. Free 
cheeks large, with long genal spines, convex near the eyes, not 
produced in front of the glabella: ' The facial sutures originate on 
the posterior margin of the cephalon about midway between the 
dorsal furrows and the lateral margins, from whencEl they con-
verge forward in a sigmoid curve to the crest of the eye lobes, 
which they follow, thence forward and outward in an arcuate 
curve, meeting the anterior ,margin of the cephalon in front 
of the anterior angles of the eyes; here the sutures bifurcate, 
,one fork following the anterior margin until it meets the fork 
from the other side in a continuous curve or slight angulation, 
never in a distinct angle; the other fork passes over the margin 
and curves across the doubhire to the ba~e of the hypostoma 
; (Plate XIV, figure 2). Hypostoma forked posteriorly, only 
slightly constricted at the base, greatest width about three-fifths 
the length. Compared with 1. gifJIas the forks point more directly 
backwa1;'d making the notch between them narr'ower. Eyes 
lunate, prominent., situated less than their own length in front 
of the posterior margin of the cephalon, rather near together 
. for the ,genus. A rather irrdistin'ct posterior cheek furrow ex-
tends across the fixed cheeks. Occipital ring and furrow ob-
solete. 
Thorax composed of eight segments. Dorsal furrows shallow, 
ill-defined; axial lobes depressed convex, not tapering, occupy~ 
' ing more than one-third but less ,than' one-half the width of the 
thorax; pleural lohes curving gently upward from the dorsal 
'furrows, then more abruptly downward to the lateral margins; 
each segment arching gently forward on the axial lobe, and 
curving sl!ghtly backward towards t.he extremities of the pleurre. 
~ , . 
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A shallow concave furrow crosses the axial iobe, originating on 
the posterior margins 'at the .dorsal furrows. A more ,pronounced' , 
subangular furrow ori.ginates on the anterior margin of ,each 
pleuta at the dorsal fur~ows and passes diagonally outward and 
backward' about three-quarters the length of the pleura. The 
distal portion of each pleura ' is distinctly flattened anteriorly. 
The flattening occupies. nearly , the entire width at the rounded 
extre'mity of the pleura but gradually narrows towards the dor-
sal furrow until it disappears. 
Pygidium slightly narrower and longer than the cephal on, 
rather more convex, with a marginal border of uniform width. 
Axial lobe tapers ab,ruptly near its anterior margin, thereafter 
only. moderately to its prominent, rounded termination, no an-
nulations visible. The segmentation of the pleural lobes is ob-
scure although three or four segments may be distinguished on 
young individuals. All markings are ~ore distinct on young 
than on older individuals. . 
Measurements.-The figured specimen (Field Mus. No. P 
11241) (Plate XIV, figure 1) measures: Cephalon 36.5 mm. 
long, 63.5 mm: wide, thorax 33 mm. long. Another (Field Mus. 
No. P 6969) measures: Cephalon 21 mm. long. "36 'mm. wide, 
thorax 18.5 mm. long, 36 mm. wide. Pygidium 24.4 mm. long, 
34 mm. wide, entire length 63.9 mm. 
Remarks.-Specimens of this species have been usually re-
ferred to 1. maximus Locke, but the writer is convinced that they 
belong to Owen's species as the Field Museum collection contains 
one ne.arly complete individual and quantities of less complete 
ones that were collected at the type locality which agree with 
Owen's description. The , character which most easily distin-
guishes 1. iowensis from I. maximus is the position ·of the facial 
sutures. In 1. ioW'ensis they follow the anterior margin of the 
cephalon and unite in a curve or indistinct angle~ , In I. maximus 
the sutures run subparallel to the anterior margin and meet in 
a distinct angle so that the free ,cheeks are produced in front of 
the glabella, while in I. iowensis the cheeks terminate in front 
of the eyes. Owen describes the genal spines as extending the 
entire length of the thorax, but hi~ original figures show the 
spines much shorter. In the specimens 'before ' the writer the 
length of the spines seems to' be a ~ariable 'character. . 
" 
I 
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Locality' and horizon.---.:."Isotelus Zone" near the base of the 
Lower Maquoketa beds near where Qtter creek empties into 
Turkey river at Elgin, and at Clermont. An hypostoma, un-
doubtedly belonging to this, species, was found on a slab at the 
top of the upper Maquoketa beds at Patterson's Springs. 
, , 
Genus IDJGALASPIS Angelin 1878. 
Cephalon having itf3 anterior portion large and flattened. 
Glabella short, more or less prominent, in front of Which the 
facial sutures unite, usually, in a long drawn out point. , Doublure 
o~ the cephalon divided by a median suture. Rypostoma arched, 
not forked, ema,rginate or drawn out in a point posteriorly. 
Thoracic axis small, pleurre rounded at the ends. Pleurre of the 
pygidiu.m grooved, dQublure of the pygidium narrow with a 
channel-like excavation. Range, Ordovician, Europe and North 
America. 
This generic description IS adapted from , Schmidt"s3 discus-
sion , of the Asaphidre. Beecher4 , makes the presence of Ii well-
defined, cylindrical glabella the distinguishing feature of the 
genus, but a study of the various European species discloses the 
fact that the form and definition of the glabella are variable 
characters. ' ' 
MEGALASPIS BECKERI5 S~ocom, Plate XV, figure 5. 
1913, M. beckeri Slocom,' Field Mus. Nat. Rist., Geol. Ser., Vol. 
4, p. 50, PI. XIV" fig. 5. 
Type specimen in the collection of Mr. A. G. Becker. 
General outline of the test sub elliptical with its anterior mar-
gin produced into a long acuminate process, trilobation only 
moderately well developed. Entire surface appears smooth to 
the unaided eye, but under a lens, minute, rounded pustules are 
visible scattered over the surface. These pustules are larger 
and nearer together in the axial region, especia1ly just in front 
of the gla bella: 
. Cephalon ' subtriangular inoutline,~ith all sides of the tri-
angle concave, marginal border narrqw and not well defined. 
The posterior portion of the cephalon is convex, the anterior 
• I" '."
"Rev. Ostbaltischen Silo 'Trilobiten Abt. V. lief. 1 and 4. 
, ' Zittel -Eastman Text-book Pal" p : 630, 1st.. 'Ed. 
' This name was proposed by Mr. E. O. Ulrich and the figure is from a photo-
graph furnish~d , by him: " . 
-""-. ~ 
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portion flattened. and produc~d in~o a .long ~cuminate process 
pointing obliquely upward. Dorsal furrows visible only in the 
occipital region. Glabella not. defined laterally or ant.eriorly, 
depressed convex, gr.eatereleva~ion at its posterior . margin, 
which is the greatest elevation of the entire test. Fixed cheeks 
not defined. Free cheeks large, widest near the eyes, where they 
slope abruptly to the lateral margins i the . genal angles are 
produced into short spines, extending directly backward as far 
as the sixth thoracic segment; the anterior portions narrow 
gradually forward until they meet at the anterior margin. The 
facial sutures originate on the posterior margin of the cephal on 
about midway between the dorsal furrows and the genal angles, 
converging slightly to the eyes; in front of the eyes they oon-
verge more rapidly, extending subparallel to the antero-Iat~ral 
margins of the cephalon and meeting in front of the glabella . 
. The palpebral lobes are prominent, their proximal edges being 
produced towards the median line of the glabella and int.errupt-
ing the dorsal furrows; the transverse ridges thus fo~ed a~~ 
pear to be comparable to lateral glabella lobes rather than ocu-
lar ridges. Form of the eyes not known, but one of the palpebral 
lobes on a cranidium (Field Mus. No. P 16998) indicates that 
they were elevated similar to those of Nileus vigilans. Occipital 
segment and furrow obsolete. Shallow posterior cheek furrows 
extend laterally from the dorsal furrows, meeting the lateral 
furrows near the ,genal angles. 
Thorax composed of eight segments. Dorsal furrows shallow; 
axis depressed convex, slightly 'tapering post~riorly; occupying 
somewhat more than one-third the width of the thorax; no trans-
verse f~rrows; the pleural curve outward and then abruptly 
downward to the ' lat,eral margins; distal extremities rounded.; 
angular furrows originate at the dorsal furrows and cross the 
pleural diagonally. 
Pygidium slightly narrower and much shotter than the 
cephalon, 'marginal border defined only 'near the posterior mar-
gin. Axis. tapering to a 'prominent rounded termination well 
within the margin. The pleural lobes ' curve abruptly to the 
lateral margins. The segmentation of the pygidium is not visi-
ble on the outer surface of the. test, but on .its inner surface 
some traces may be found on both axis and pleural. 
- ~ "\ . 
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The measurements of the type' specimen are as follows :'Length 
over all 89.1 rilIn~; width at genal angles 37.2 'mm.,; length of 
the cephalon on median line 42:5 mm. ; length of cephal on includ-
ing genal angles ' 57 mm.;' length . of thorax 21.3 ~m.; width of 
thorax at anterior segment 33 ' mm.; length of pygidium 26.5 
mm. ; width of ,pygidium at anterior margin ,29.5 mm. 
So far as known to the writer, only two American species have 
been referred to 'this genus. These are M. ~ goniocems Meek 
from the Quebec group of Utah and M.belemnura White from 
a similar horizon in Nevada. These species were described 
from pygidia only" so that their reference is, somewhat doubtful. 
Judging from the descriptions, and figures of the above speci~s, 
neither of them closely res'embles the py,gidium of M. beckeri; 
so that comparison must be made with 'European species. In 
general form M. beckeri most closely resembles M. exte'rvuata 
Angelin from Gothland, Sweden, but is distinguished from that 
species by not having the glahella defined laterally or anteriorly, 
by having its genal spines less flaring and by havin~ much nar-
rower marginal borders of the pygidium. 
The specific name is ,given in honor of Mr. A. G. Becker, whose 
collection contains , the type specimen. ' . 
Localities and 'horizon.-The species is known to the writer 
by a practically complete specimen, the type, and a nearly, com-
plete cranidium (Field Mus. No. P 16998) . The type is from 
the Lower Maquoketa beds at Clermont and the cranidium from 
a similar horizon at 'Postville Junction . . 
' Genus NILEUS DalIp,an 1826. 
H Oorpus breve, convexum lcpve, sulcis dorsalibus longitudi-
nalibus nullis; segmentis trunci 8. Oculi maximi, laterales." 
(Palceden od~r die Sogenannten Trilobiten, p. 70.) 
The above is Dalman's original description of the genus and 
may be somewhat elaborated as follows: Body elliptical, con-
vex, smooth. Cephalon twice as wide as long, convex, genal 
angles broadly rounded. Glabella undefined litterally, no lateral 
furrows. The facial sutures originate on the posterior margin 
of the cephalon, curve forward to the eye lobes, over which they 
pass, thence with a sigmoid curve to the anterior margin; where 
they meet. Eyes large, lunate, holo.chroal. Rounded hypostoma 
A,gA:I?HUS VIGILANS ' 
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with elevateq. border . . Eight thoracic segments, indistinctly 
tri-Iobed, axial.Iobe the broader. Pygidium twice as broad as 
long, neither lobed nor segmented, broadly rounded posteriorly. 
Range, Ordovician of Europe and ' North America. . ' 
NILEus VIGlLANS (M;eek and Worthen). Plate XV, fig~res 9-15., 
1875, Asaphu.s 1ligilans M. & W., Geol. , Surv. Ills., Vol. VI, p. 
497, PI. XXIII, fig. 6. ' 
1897, Nileus vigilans Clarke,Pal: Minn., Vol. III, pt. 2, p. 712, 
figs. 17-19 . 
. 1913, N. vigilans Slocom, Field Mus. Nat. Rist., Geol. Ser., 
Vol. 4, p. 52; PI: XIV, figs. 9-15. 
Body convex, trilobation very obscure, subelliptical in outline, 
lateral margins nearly parallel. Surface smooth to the naked 
eye, but under a magnifier the extremities are ornamented with 
transverse impressed lines. These lines are most distinct on the 
doublure and anterior portion of the glabella and rather ,in-
distinct on the pygidium. Free cheeks finely punctate. 
Cephalon sublrinate in outline, somewhat depressed on the 
anterolateral margin, convex, frontal 'slope inflated but not pro-
jecting. MargJ,n marked by a slight recurved elevation; genal 
angles obtusely rounded; free cheeks large, produced in front 
of the cranidium nearly or quite to the median line. Eyes small 
for the genus but prominent, 'situated at points each one-third 
the transverse diameter of the cephalon, and about their own 
.diameter from the posterior margin. The facial sutures orig-
inate on the posterior margin of the cephal on at about one-third 
the distance from the dorsal furrows' to the genal angles, curve 
obliquely forward over the palpebral · lobes, thence in ·sigmoid 
curves to the anterior margin, where they meet. Glabella fur-
rows, dorsal furrows and occipital ring and furrow are ob-
solete on th~ surface of the test, but on casts the location of the 
dorf?al furrows is indicated on each side by pits at the posterior 
margin of the cephalon. These pits are connected by a shallow 
occip'ital furrow, runnirig parallel to the pos.terior margin until 
near the median point, where it' arches forward. . 
, . 
Thorax. composed, of eight broad, flat segments, trilobation 
very obscure; axis ' about three-fourths the entire ~'dth, de- ' 
presserl convex; pleural lobes curving regulariy ~ to the ' laterai 
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margins; segments arched 'slightly fbr:ward on ' the azial lobe, 
somewhat curved backward. On ' enrolled specimens this back-
,ward curve appears greater than it re-ally is on account of the 
fla ttening of th-e anterior 'portion of the pleurre, which originates 
at the dorsal furrows and gradually widens distally. On the 
anterior border at the dor,sal furrow "of each segment are small 
projections which point forward and fit into corresponding 
notches of the preceding segment. The segments are without 
grooves on the test, but' on the casts a shallow groove connects 
the dorsal furrows. --
Pygidium somewhat 'narrower but longer than the cephal on, 
depressed convex, sloping equally to the margins, trilobation 
and segmentation wanting on the Rurface of the test but faintly , 
discernible on the ca sts. 
Remarks.-The Maquoketa specimens, above described, ap-
pe'ar to correspond in practically all ' points to the original de-
scription and 'are from a similar horizon to the type. The Galena 
and Trenton specimens referred, to this species and described 
by Clarke appear to differ as follows: The faGial sutures r'each 
the margin of ' the cephal on in front of the eyes, while in, the 
Maquoketa specimens the sutures reach the anterior margin 
near the median line of the cephalon. ' The front part of the 
cranidium is more inflated in the Maquoketa specimens. 
Locality and horizon.-This species was described originally 
from the Cincinnati shales of Carroll and Kendall counties, II- , 
linois. It has been collected by the writer from the Lower 
Maquoketa beds at C1ermont, Elgin, and Bloomfield, and from 
the Upper Maquoketa bed ' at P'atterson's Springs near Brain-
ard. 
Genus BUMASTUS -MurchIson 1839 . 
t, General characters.-Pars anterior; capitis rot1.tndato-con~ 
vexa, subcequalis; oculis luna tis, glabris, remotis. Pars cos-talis 
s. corpus, sulcis longitudinalibus via; appare.ntib,u,s, costis decem. 
Pars posterior maxima, 'rotundato-turmida, ceq1talis. Omnes 
testce partes ultro citroqu.e, linearum sulca,tarum subtilisimis 
ambagibus 'P'Ilnctu,lisqu~ confertis, 'insignitce:'-' Silurian Sys.~ 
tem 1839, p . 656.) 
,- ~~~ST.US: BECKERI · 
(TltANSL-ATION) , ' 
Generic c.haracters.-Anterior part; (cephalon) rotund, con-
vexity of the head subuniform; eyes lunate, smooth, situated far 
apart. Segmented part of the body; (thorax) longitudinal fur-
rows scarcely discernible, ten segnients. Posterior part (pygi-
, dirim) large, roundly, uniformly tumid. ' All parts of the test 
irregularly marked by impressed lines, interspaces finely , and 
obscurely punctate. , 
The above is the origi:q.al description of the genus.' The author 
states later that th~s~~f~ce ~arkings may be of only specific 
importance and that h.eh~s added them to the generic definition 
provisi onally. ..' 
BUMASTus BECKERI Slocom, Plate XV, figures 1-4. 
1913, B. beckeri Slocom, lfield Mus. Nat. Rist., Geol. Ser., Vol. 
4, p. 54, PI. XIV"fi,gs. 1-4. 
Type specimens.--Rolotype in collection of Mr. A. G. Becker, 
one paratype in collection ' of State University of Iowa, and the 
, other No. P 16708 Field Museum. 
Description.~Body oblong, slightly ovate, Width at the genal 
angles about half the entire length. Dorsal furrows nearly ob-
solete on the cephalon and thorax and " ~J1tirely so on the pygi-
dium. Surface, except in the region of the palpebral lobes, dor-
sal furrows and the anterior central ' portion of th~ glabella, 
marked with indented; transverse lines, more or less parallel 
to each other Emd to the tran.sverse divisions of the test. These 
lines are conspicuous and close together on the doublure, some-
what less so on the cephalon and anterior segments of the thorax. 
On the posterIor segments and pygidium they are inconspicuous 
and discernible only with a magnifier. , 
Cephalon strongly convex, sE:lmicircular in outline; the loca-
, tion of the dorsal furrows indicated by two almost imperceptible 
grooves leading up ,to longitUdinally elongate depressions ' situ-
ated just in front of a line joining the ,anterior edges of the eyes 
and somewhat nearer to the eyes than to the median line of the 
cephalon. These depressions appear as sublunate grooves on 
the casts, but "On the surface of the test only as, a , slight flattep.-
ing. The regular curvature of the cephalon, aside' from-the 
flattening just referred to; ~s interrupted only by the palpeb:pll 
\ . . ' 
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lopes. Eyes far apart, situated at ,about' h~lf their length from 
tIle posterior' margin of .the cephalon. .'Facial sutures originate 
on the posterior margin of the cephalon 'on a level with the lower 
edges of the eyes, from whence they pass forward and upward 
. 'around the eyes, thence obliquely downward to the antero-lateral 
margin of the cephaioll: . Free cheeks ~mall, genal angles QP-
tnsely rounded. Occipital ring not disc.ernible on either test or 
cast. 
Thorax composed of ten segments, smooth and fiat, gradually 
narrowing to the a,lmost obsolete· dorsal furrows', at which 
points they bend backward and 9.0wnward to the. la teral mar-
gins·; the axis occupies about two-thirds of the width of the 
thorax; dorsal furrows appear on the casts as two parallel 
grooves. 
; Py.gidium strongly arched, transversely oyal, length about 
two-thirds the width, no trace of the dorsal furrows. 
Five specimens were used by the writer in making this de-
scription. The holotype (Plate XV, figure 1) is an enrolled 
specimen having a portion of the front of the cranidium rnis-
~ing. It is in the private collection of Mr. A. G. Becker. A 
panitype (Plate XV, figures 2-3) consists of a' complete ceph-
alon attached to nine complete thoracic. segments and a portion 
of the tenth. This specimen was collected by Professor Calvin 
and is a part o~ the geoiogical collection of the State University 
of Iowa. The other paratype (Plate XV, figure 4) is a pygi-
dium attached to the seven posterior thoracic segments. It be-
longs to the Field Museum ' collections (Field Mus. No. P 
16708). Two somewhat distorted natural casts (Field Mus. No. 
P 16854) 'were also used in making this description. These 
casts were presented to the Field Museum by Mr. Becker. The 
dimensions of the ty.pe specimens are as follows: Holotype: 
Ceph~loi:t 18 mm. long, 31.5 mm. wide; pygidium 15 mm. long, ' 
26.4 mm. wide; distance around the coiled specimen 74.5 mm . 
.Nllowance for the .convexity of the cephalon and pygidium 
would make the length, if the specimen were unrolled, about 60 
mm. Spe~irrien from the State University of Iowa: Cephal on 
19.6 ·mm. long, 32.3 mm. wide and 18 mm. thick. .Specimen P 
16708; pygidium 11 mm. long; 19 mm. wide, length of pygidium 
and 'the seve~ posterior segments of the thorax 33 mm. 
. -....... ., , . . . . 
· · ·GENUS THALEOPS -
~ . .. ;', . / , ?03 
, . Re~q,rks'-+~J?eGimens ' or . t.4is species have be~n referred to 
,B. orbicaudat~b$ Billings, by Calvin, Savage, :alid· others in the 
. various Iowa reports . . B. o1"bicaudatus was originally described8 
fro:ql a pygidium only and a complete spechn~n was afterwards7 
:qgured by Billings. ~eferring to this desGription and figure, it 
is evident that B. beckeri is quite' distinct from B. orbicaudatus. 
The cephalon and pygidium are .much longer in proportion to 
their width, and the dorsal furrows are much more distinct i~ 
B. orbicaudat't6S. The orbicular axis of the p'ygidium, which 
is the distInguishing char~cter or' B. orbicaudatu.sj is missing in 
B. be.ckeri. B. beckeri seems to be most closely rela~ed to B. 
bill~ngsi Raymond and ;N arraway, from the Trenton limestone 
of Canada, but it is considerably narrower in proportion to its 
length, the trilobation is much less pronounced and no mention 
isniade In the description of B. billingsi of any transverse lines ' 
on the test. 
The 'specific name is given in honor of Mr. A. G. Becker, whose 
collection contains the holotype. 
Locality and horizon.-All specimens observed are from the 
Lower Maquoketa beds of Clermont. 
Genus THALEOPS CO'nrad 1843. 
"Ovate, profloundly trilobed, lateral lobes wider than the 
middle lobe; buckler (cephalon) lunate, with very remote ocu-
line tubercles, not reticulated; abdomen (thorax) with 10-articu~' 
latio.ns; ribs without grooves and not alternated in size; outer 
half. Qf lateral lobes suddenly depressed.; post~abdomen (pygi-. 
dium) without ribs or grooves and profoundly trilobed." . 
• ' This genus is remarkable for the great width of the buckler; 
and the very prominent laterally projecting smoothoculine 
tubercles. It differs from Bumastus in being profoundly lobed, 
and in .having the side lob.es as in Asaphus much 'wider than the. 
middle lob-e. From lllcenus it may be distinguished by its ovate 
form, want of reticulated , eyes, the .width of the lat.eralIobes,. 
and the profound 10bes ,Qf the taiL " :(Pro.c. Acad: Nat. Sci. Phil., 
1843, VoLI, p. 33L).· . 
'Can . Nat. Geol., Vol. iv, p . 379. 
'Cat. Sil. Foss. Anticosti, p . 27. : .. 
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, ' The above 'is Contad's 'original 'dElscription of' the ' geilUs and 
to it should' be added that tlie 'free 'cheek's are produced iateral-
ly at the ' genal imgies 'into blUnt spines. ' 
" T~ALE,~PS OVATA Co~~ad, Pl~t~ XV, flgW-es 6-8. ' , 
1843,T. , ovata Conrad, Pro c.. A~a~. N~t. Sc.i.PhiL, Vol. , I, 'po 
,332. . 
,1882" lllcenus ovatus Whitfield, GeQl. Wis., Vol. IV, p.238,. PI. 
5"figs; 1-2. 
'1897, T. ovata' Clarke, Pal. Minn., Vol .. III, 'p.t: 2, p. 716, figs. 
, i7~19. 
1913, T. 'ovata Slocom, Field Mus. Nat: Hist.; Geel. Ser., Vol. 
, ' 4; p. 56, P~. XIV, figs. 6-8: " 
, Bqdy broadly ovate, widest at the base of the ' c.ephalon,: dis-
tinctly trilobed, length aho:ut e'qual to the' WIdth at the eye' lobes. 
Cephal on broadly semic.ircular on the anterior margin, very 
iiighly c.onvex. Dorsal furrows dearly defined' on the posterior 
third of the cephalon, obsolete in front. 'Glab'ella convex be-
tween the dorsal fu~rows, not defined in front Eyes small, 
pedunculate, extending laterally and horizontally. Occipital 
segment and furrow very faintly marked, rounded backward,. , 
Free ,cheeks small, produced laterally at the genal angles into 
blunt spines. The facial sutures rise rapidly from the posterior 
m~rgin to th~ 'summit of the ey~ iobes, th~nce round gradually 
, .' , . ( ' 
forward to. the ,anterior margin) which th~y i~tersect in front 
of ,the dorsal ~urrows. ' . , 
. Thorax wider than long, tapering, composed oJ tep smoQth, 
sli.ghtly ,convex segments. Axial lobe depressed, convex; nar-
rower than tne lateral lobes, segments arched forward. Pleurre 
flat' for more than half their width 'fr'om the axis, then bent 
downward, se'gme'nts strongly recurved toward their extremitIes. 
, PygidiuID :pearly fl~t on top and curving !lbruptly to the mar-
gins, short, ~ubquadr~tic. The posterior margin forms a very 
In'oad curv:e, width apollt twice the length. ' Axis prominent, 
narrower than , the thoracic a~is, tapering slightly a'nd ter-
minating bluntly in an elevated extremity, which is Jain:ly 
bilobed '; axis entirely surrounded by the dorsal furrows;, am;lUla-
tions of the axis nearly obsolete. 
GENUS AMPHILICHAS 
'. . ." -
:':05 
The .surfaee .of the eephalonis <fovered with epidermal punctre 
e~cept in the dorsal furrows and on the palpebral lobes. On 
th~ cheeks and anterior portion of the glab€)lla the punctre are 
. vertical and isolated, on the posterior surface of the glabella 
they are oblique and crowded. The surface of the thorax ap~ 
pears to be smooth. Doublure marked with prominent lines 
parallel to the anterior margin. Pygidium sparsely punctate 
on the posterior marg1.n but on the anterior portion the puncta-
tions are deep, coarse, and arranged in transverse rows. 
The foregoing description is based on a practically complete 
specimen frc;:>m the Platteville beds at Mineral Point, Wisconsin, 
in the paleontological collection of the· University of Chicago. 
The Fayette county specimens have been compared with the 
Platteville specimen and agree so well that they must be con-
sidered to be specifically identical, although previously T. ovata 
has been found only at lower geological horizQns. 
This species is represented in the Field Museum collections 
from Fayette county bY 'a nearly complete cranidium from the 
Lower Maquoketa at Clermont and another from the Upper 
Maquoketa at Patterson's S.prings. . 
Family LlCHADIDAf, Barrande. 
Genus AMPHILICHAS Ray,mond 1905. 
(PlatymetopusS Angelin 1854, Paralichas Reed 1902.) 
By combining the various 'characters enumerated in previous 
descriptions this genus may be described as follows: 
. Cephalon broadly subtriangular, tuberculate. Anterior lobe 
of the glabella dominating the other lobes, and contilll.l.ous with 
the axis; a single pair of lateral glaoella furrows opening di-
rectly into the occipital .furrow; no third lobes; all lobes de-
pressed convexJ all furrows narrow; dorsal furrows concave 
inward; occipital ring forming a band. Pygidium with two rings 
on the axis; post-axial piece not defined posteriorly; three pairs 
. of pleur::e, each with pleural furrow and free point; third pair 
incompletely defined' from post-axial piece, ' points short and 
blunt. 
·Platymetopus Ange'Jin, 1854, preoccupied by Dejean, 1829, for genus of Coleop -
tera. Paralichas Reed, 1902, sugge·sted in its place. preoccuppied by White, 18 59 , 
a lso for Coleopte ra . . 
' . 
" 
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.A;MPHILICHAS RHINOCEROS Slocom, :Plate ·;XVI, figures . 5-6 . . 
1913, A. rhin.Qce~os Slocom, Fi~ld Mus. Nat. Rist., Geol. :Ser:, 
. VoL 4, p .. 58, PI. XV, figs. 5-6. . 
Type· specimen No. P 11181 Field Museum. 
Glabella large, occupying nearly the entire width of the 
cranidium, depressed convex posteriorly~ inflated in front, 
subpentangular in outline; rounded anteriorly, greatest width 
just in fr9n.t of the eyes; the single pair of glabella furrow.s 
originates on ' the lateral margins, curves gently inward and 
backward for about half the length of the glabella, thence back-
ward subparallel until they join the occipital furrow. They thus 
divide the glabella into a median .and·two lateral lobes. Median 
lobe ·broad in front, posterior half only slightly convex, anterior 
half abruptly inflated, length about two and one-balf ,times the 
width at the occipital furrow. Lateral lobes undivided, mar~ ' 
gins subparallel, width about -equal to that of the median lobe, 
moderately convex except in front where ' they bend outward 
and downward 'to the lateral margins; greatest elevation near 
the dorsa) furrows in line with the palpebral lobes, where. large 
nodes rise abruptly from the dorsal furrows but elsewhere 
gradually; these nodes form the bases ·of the two, long, lateral 
spines. The occipital segment forms a wide, depressed, trans-
verse band, widest in the middle and gradually narrowing 
towards the dorsal furrows ; posterior margin slightly concave, 
with a w-ell developed doublure. Dorsal furrows, as well as 
glabella and occipital furrows, narrow but well defined. Fixed 
cheeks small, depressed, convex, aside from the palpebral lobes, 
which rise abruptly; tKe only portion of the palpebral lobes ob-
served is that attached to the fixed cheek. This is elevated, 
lunate in form with the convex side toward the dorsal furrows. 
The marginal border of the cephalon is represented by only· a 
single, somewhat crushed fragment, but this fragment indicates 
that there was a 'narrow marginal border similar to that of A~ 
bicornis Ulrich. Eyes and free cheeks not preserved. Surface of 
the cephalon finely papillose, with tubercles of various. sizes more 
or less regUlarly arranged thereon. Two of the larger of these . 
tubercles occur along the median line. of the glabella, one on 
each lateral lobe, and 'three form a transverse row on the oc-
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cipital segment·; aside from these .tubercles, the inflated anterior 
portion of the glabella' support's a pair of recurved hornlike 
processes, 2.5 mID. in diameter and 29 mm. long (measured on 
the outer side of the curve) ; these processes diverge somewhat 
and curve upward, then backward. Another pair of processes 
of about the same size .occurs; one on each lateral lobe of the 
glabella, near the dorsal furrow, in line 'with the eyes. Exact 
length of the lateral pair of processes not known. 
Thorax and pygidium unknown. 
The specimen (Field Mus. No. ' P 11181) on which the above 
description is based consists ot a nearly complete 'cranidium of 
which the inner surface of the test is exposed with one of the 
anterior horns complete and in natural position and one of the 
lateral ones bent outward with the end missing. The dimensions 
are as follows: 'Length of cranidium, along the median line, 
32 mm.; greatest width of glabella (in front of eyes) 42 mm.; 
width of median glabella lobe on anterior margin 18 mm.; width 
at occipital furrow 11.5 mm.; width of lateral lobes 11.5 mm.; 
width of occipital segment on median line 7 mm. ; width at dorsal 
fu~rows 5.5 mm. 
Remarks.-In' general form and proportion the cranidium 
above described approaches A. bicornis Ulrich, from a similar 
horizon in Minnesota, but is distinguished from that species by 
the number and position of the hornlike processes as well as by 
the variation in size of the surface tubercles; also in a side view 
of the ,glabella of A. bicornis the outline of the surface is convex,. 
while in A. rhinoceros the outline near the middle is concave, 
due to the inflation of the anterior portion. 
Locality and horizon.-Upper layers of the Lower Maquoketa. 
beds at Elgin . . 
AMPHILICHAS CLERMONTENSIS Slocom, Plate XVI, figure 7. 
1913, A. clermontensis Slocom, Field Mus. Nat. Rist., GeoL 
Ser., Vol. 4, p. 59, PI. XV,- fig. 7. 
Type specimen No. P 11257 Field Museum. 
Cephalon subtriangular, broadly rounded anteriorly, much 
shorter in proportion to the width than A . rhinoceros. Glabella 
convex, greatest elevation just in fr.ont of the' center, to which 
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pbint 'it rises gradually from thep6sterior and lateral margine 
and much more abruptly anteriorly; subpentangular in outline, 
widest in fFont of the eyes; 'a single pair of ghtbella furrows 
originates on the lateral margins, curves abruptly inward and 
upward, then converges backward until it meets the occipital 
furrow, forming a large median lobe and ' two smaller lateral 
lobes. Median lobe very b'road anteriorly, more than twice the 
width at the occipital furrow: It comprises nearly two-thirds 
of the glabella. Lateral lobes undivided, mar,gins subparallel, 
conforming to . the general convexity of the glabella, abruptly 
bent downward anteriorly . . Occipital segment a flat or slightly 
concave, transverse band, widest at the juncture of the occipital 
and glabella furrows, narrowing slightly to the median line and 
more so lat~rally. Occipital and glabella furrows narrow hut 
distinct. Surface smooth to the naked eye, but a magnifier shows 
it to be covered with variously sized pustules. No nodes or 
spines interrupt the regular curvature of the cephalon, 
Thorax and pygidium unknown. 
The specimen here described (Field Mus. No. P 11257) con-
sists of an incomplete glabella. r.che cheeks and . marginal 
border are entirely missing. The median lobe ' and one lateral 
lobe are nearly complete, and the other lateral lobe is somewhat 
less so. The occipital, one dorsal and the, glabella furrows are 
well indicated and the median portion of the occipital segment 
is intact. While the specimen leaves much to be ·desired, yet 
the generic characters are well shown and the specific characters 
fairly well. . 
The dimensions are as follows: 
Length of glabella on median line (exclusive of oc~ 
cipital segment) ... . .................... . ..... 24.5 mm. 
Greatest width of glabella (in front of the eyes) .... 30 mm. 
Width ·of glabella at occipital furrow .... ' .......... 26 mm. 
Width of median glabella lobe . on anterior margin, 
about .. . . , ..... . ... .... . .. ..... ............... 24 mm . 
. Width.of ;median. glabella lobe on occipital furrow ! .. 11.5 mm. 
Width .of lateral gh1?ella lobes .......... . . .......... ~·.5 mTI?-. 
Length of lateral glabella lobes .... . ...... . ....... 17 ' . mm. 
Width of occipltal ~egment o~ ~edia:n: line . .. '. . . . .. 3."5 mm. 
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Width Of oc'cipital segment behind glab'ellaJilrrows . .. 4 .,2 mm. 
Amphilichas clermontensis is distinguished from the' other 
member's of this genus by the much greater width of the glabella 
in proportion to its length and by its more nearly' arcuate curva- . 
ture both longitudinally and transversely. In surface.ornanien- . 
tation it resembles A. circullus from the Trenton, but in form 
it is quite distinct from that species. 
Locality and horizon.~Lower· Maquoketa Beds, Clermont. 
Order PROP ARIA. 
FaJ?ily fNCRINURIOAf, Linnarsson. 
Genus ENCRINjrRUS Emmrich 1844. 
"Cephalon tuberculate; glabella pyriform, prominent;. free 
cheeks narrow, separated in front by a small rostral plate; 
eyes small, elevated on conical prominences; thoracic segments 
elev(ln; p'ygidium triangular, numerous annulations on the axis, 
pleurre with few ribs." Range, Ordovician and Silurian, Europe 
dnd America. (Zitt el-Eastman Text-b,ook Pal.; p. 634.) 
Vogdes9 ,divided the above genus by placing all species with-
out genal spines in Cryptonymus Eichwald, but his point does 
not appear to be well taken for two reasons. (1) In 1825 Eich-
wald described the genus Cryptonymus with C. scholotheimi as 
genotype . . Seven other species were placed in the genus. The 
genotype and three others were found to belong to the genus 
Asaphu..s Brong., the balance. to Illcenus Dahlman. In 1840 
Eichwald again used the name Cryptonymus for a genus entirely 
different from the one described in 1825, thus using a pre-
occupied name. (2) The -presence or absence of genal spines 
does not appear to, the writer to be of generic importance. 
ENCR~NURUS PERNODOSUS Slocom, Plate XVII, figures 5-7. 
1913, E. pernodosus Slocom, Field Mus. Nat. Rist., GeoL Ser., 
Vol. 4, p. 61, PI. XVI, figs. 5-7. " 
Type specimens Nos. P 17038 and P 16930 Field Museum. 
Body ovate in outline, trilobation distinct, without genal or 
caudal spines. 
Cephalon sublunate in outline, anterior margin inflated, width 
more than twice the le~gth. Glabel~a subhemis'pherical, width 
. ., . . 
' Trans. Sa n Diego Soc. Nat. Hist. Vol. I, No. 2, ' p . 74. 
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sori1ewh~t le~s than the length, · sl~gl?-tly protruding." beyond· the 
anterior margin; thre~ pairs ofi~distinct lateral glabella . fur.: 
rows . define the lateral lobes ; these furrows riipidly decrease in 
depth fro!p. .the· dorsal furrows and beconie obsolete among the 
tubercles; a well-defined furrow originates on the ' dorsal fur-
rows about. midway between the ~nterior lateral glabella furrows 
and the anterior marginal furrow and bends· slightly forward in 
crossing the anterior lobe of the · glabella; anterior glabella lobe 
large, comprising nearly half the glabella, lateral lobes quad-
rangular, decreasing rapidly iIi · size posteriorly; occipital seg-
ment narrow, resembling the axial portion of one of the thoracic 
segments in size and form; occipital furrow narrow, angular, 
well-defined; dorsal furrows deep, angular, diverging ~oniewhat 
from the occipital furrow to the anterior marginal furrow; 
cheeks· subtriangular in outline, depressed conical in form, 
sloping gradually to the p;:tlpebral lobes; eyes small, peduncu-
late, . holochroal; facial sutures originating at the genal angles; 
passing directly to the palpebral lobes, which they cross, thence 
obliquely forward, crossing the. dorsal furrows and ~ubp\'1rallel 
to ·the furrow crossing the glabella, until they meet the rostral 
plate, where they bend abruptly forward to the anterior mar-
gin; free cheeks l~rge, more than twice the size of the fixed 
cheeks; marginal borders well-defined by the margi.nal furrows, 
those of the posterior margin narrow, those of the lateral mar-
gins wide, gradually narrowing to the anterior margin; genal 
angles rounded, ending in a large tubercle. . Surface of the 
glabella covered with large rounded tubercles, that of the cheeks 
near the dorsal and lateral marginal furrows tubercular, other 
portions covered with elongated. pits radiating from the eyes; 
surfaee of the occipital segment and marginal borders fineIv 
granulose. Hypostoma broadly elliptical, convex. . • 
Thorax composed of eleven segments; axis convex, about the 
same width as the pleurre; tape!ing slightly posteriorly,' pleurre 
curving regularly to the lat~ral margins; surface of the thoracic 
segments finely granulose, ornamented with indistinct nodes; 
thes~ vary from two to four on the axis and one or two on each 
pleura; no . pleural grooves. 
Pygidium triangular, convex, width somewhat greater than 
the length, rounded ·posteriorlY, no caudaI' spines. Axis convex, 
I 
. " 
. .', ENCEJ~URUS p'ERNODOSmf ' 
cQnical, Qccupying a'bo,rtt 'Qrie~third the anteriQr margin Qf , the 
pygidium, with many ,l;lnmilatiQn.s, which diminish in size and, 
distiI,lctness p'.Qste~iQrly I'lQ that the number v~,sible depends to 
a .great extent 'Qn 'the amQUnt Qf ab-rasiQn to. ~hicli the spedmen 
has bee,n subjected j mQst :Qf the annulations ' bear 'two. to. four 
rQunded nQdes, having, decided pits in their apices. ,Pleurre cQm-, 
PQsed Qf ,seven distip.ct ribs, which curie slightly upward and 
then dQwnward' and backward to. the margins jeach rib Qrna-
mented.with two. Qr mQre rather indistinct nQdes near the dQrsal 
furrQws and with a prQminent knQblike dista~ end. 
DimensiQns of the. type specimen: 
Length Qf cepha1Qn ...................... . ' ....... 10 mm. 
Width Qf cephalon at genal angles ................ 17 : 5 mm. 
Length Qf glabella exclusiye Qf Qccipital segment. . .. 8.4 rom. 
Width Qf glabella Qn anteriQr margin. . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.0 mm, 
Width Qf glabella Qn Qccipital furrQw ... , . ',' . . . . .. 5.0 rom. 
, Entire length Qf bQdy measured Qn a cQiled speci- , 
men ' ........... ' ..................... , .... : .... 32.0 rom 
Length Qf pygidium (Field Mus. No.. P 16930) ...... 8.2 mm. 
Width Qf pygidium. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9.6 rom. 
Width 'Qfaxis at anteriQr margin ....... " . . . . . . . . 3.6 mm. 
The species is known frQm the hQIQtype (Field Mus., No.. P 
17038) in which the cephalQn, abQut tWQ-third.s Qf the thQrax and 
mQst Qf the pygidium are preserved, frQm five detached pygidia 
and frQm Qne specimen in which the entire pygidium is attached 
to. all but the anteriQr segment Qf the thQrax. ' 
In general fQrm and prQPQrtiQns the species here described 
resembles E. variolans, BrQJ+gniart, fr.Qm the WenlQck Lime-
stQne Qf England, but the tubercles are much larger, the trans-
verse furrQw Qn the glabella is missing and the annulatiQns Qf 
the pygidia are fewer in number. E. sexcosta;t~~s Salter 'PQs-
s'esses the transverse furrQw, but that seems to. be abQut the only 
resemblance with this species. 
, Locality and horizon.-The holQtype is frQm the tQP Qf ' the 
,LQwer MaquQketl:J, beds at BlQQmfield. The species has been ' 
fQund at a similar horizQn at OlermQnt' and Elgin; and at a SQme-
what lQwer horizon ' at Clermont. 
, -
. 
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Genus CYBELOIDES gEm. nov. 
. .. ; 
Body distinctly ' trilobate, out,line, 'aside from the spines, sub-
ovate. Cephalon sub-lunate; genal angles produced into spines. 
Glabella divided by two longItudinal furrows into a central and 
two lateral lobes; ' the lateral glabeJla furrows are indicated ' by 
three pits situated in each longitudinal furrow . . 'Eyes small, 
pedunculate; the facial sutures originate on the lateral margins 
somewhat in front of the .genal angles. Thorax consists of 
twelve segments; the five anterior segments are faceted at their 
distal extremities, The sixth segment, and in: some ' specimens 
the sixth to the twelfth, is ahruptly bent backward at the lateral 
margin of the thorax and produced into long spines. Pygidium 
small, axis conical with many annulations, pleural lobes with 
few ribs. 
' . Genotype, Cybelo'ides iowensis. Range, Ordovician of North 
America. 
This genus differs from Cyb'ele Loyen as exhibited in C. 
bellatula, the genotype, 'in the form of the glabella furrows and 
in the genal angles being produced into spines instead ' of being 
rounded. . . 
Four American species have been referred to the genus 
Cybele; C. ella Narraway and Raymond, C. prima (including 
6. 1)alc(Jurensis) Raymond, C. winQhelli Clarke, and a portion of 
a pygidium referred to the genus without specific determination 
by Ruedemann ... Of the first two only is the form of the .glabella 
known, but both of these agree with C. iowensis Slocom. Nar-
raway and Rayinond called attention to the differenc'e of the 
form of the glabella of this species from ~hat of the. European 
species, but still referred their species to Cybele.. While the 
presence or absence of genal spines would not be of generic 
importance, the fact that the glabella is divided longitudinally 
into three lobes appears to be ample reason for separating the 
American from th,e. European species generically. This is the 
character which distinguishes Chasmops. from Dalmanites and 
the various genera of the Lichadre are based on the . variations 
of the ; glabella furrows. . . 
. Of the e~even European species of Cybele known, to the writer, 
two have only the pygidium des.cribed or)io01lred; .the 9t~er nine 
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a:n have well-marked 'lateral 'ghibella furrows . . Three of these 
species 'desc:i-ibed by Schr;nitz, viz., C. grewi-ngki, C. kutorgce 'and 
C.revaliensis, eXhibit a tendency' toward the -American 'forms. 
, The la teral furrows · are separated ' from the ' dorsal furrows by 
a' narrow lateraJ mar,gin ·.of the -glabella, but .there are no traces 
of' longitudinal glabella furrows . 
The bibliography ~f the genus is as ·follows: ' 
Cybe~oides ella Narraway and Raymond. 
1906, Cybele ella· N. & R., Ann. Carnegie Mus., VoL 3, No.4, 
'p. 598, fig. 1. Black River, Ottawa, Canada. , 
Cybeloides iowerisis Slocom, genotype, Field Mus~ Nat. Hist., 
GeoL Ser., Vol. 4, p.64, PI. XVI, figs. 1-4. Lower Maquoketa, 
Iowa. 
9y~eloides prima Raymond. 
1905, Glaph~trus primus Raymond, Ann. Carnegie Mus., 
.. Vol. 3, No.2, p. 362, pI. 14, figs . 7-8. 
1905, Cybele valcourensis Raymond, ibid p. 362, pL 14~ fig. 9. 
1906, Cybele prima Narraway and Raymond, Ann. Carnegie 
. Mus., Vol. 3, No.4, p. 601. 'Chazy, N. Y. 
Cybeloides ? winchelli Clarke. 
1897, Gybele wi-nchelli Clarke, Pal. Minn., Vol. 3; pt. 2, p. 
742, fig. 59. Galena Limestone, Mimi. 
Cybel.oides ¥ sp. ¥ Ruedemann. 
1901, Gybele ~p. ? Ruedemaim, N. Y. St. Mus. Bull. . 49, 
p. 66, pI. 4, fig. 12. Trenton, N. Y. 
,T.he last two spe~ies are placed in the genus provisionaily until 
the characters or the glabella ar.e .known. 
CYBELOIDES IQWENSIS Slocom, Plate XVII, fi~res 1-4;. 
1913, ·C. iowensis , Slocom. , 
. Type specimens Nos. P 16631,16633 and 17039 Field Museum. 
Bod}r depressed convex, distinctly trilobed, outline, aside 
from the spines, subovate, tapering rather rapidly to a small 
pyg~diUin. Surface finely granl1lar with many more or less 
prominent rounded node.s. ' 
Ceph~lon short, width nearly three times the length, outline 
sUQlunate WUh the ;:tnterior lateral margins inflated. Glabella 
cony.ex, inflat~d anteriorly, somewhat longer t~an wide, ' widest , 
across the lateral lohes; median lobe clavate, ' narrow at the 
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~c,cipital furt?w, gradually wid~~ing: : for about Jfalf its, length 
then 'abruptly ',Widening ';'!lntil . its gteatestwidth is re.ac~e9.; 
romided in front; latetallobM ,longitudinally oval,; lop,gitudina:l 
glabella 'furrows .'ori.~nating :in deep pits op. the ()c~ipital '{ur.-
. r0'Y', converging slightly, then ,curving , forward and outwa.-r9-; 
the positions of ·the lateral glabe~la furrows are indicated by 
three pits in th~ 10ngitudmaI' furrows; occipital ring prominent, 
more elevated than any other part of the cephal on, wide be-
tween the ,glabella f~rr~ws, abruptly' narroWing towards the 
dorsal furro~s)' bearing a 'large median node with a smaller one 
on each side of it; ~ccipital furrow shallow and ill-defined in the 
median portion, deepened into pits near the dorsal furrows. 
S~~face of the glabella finely gra~l1lar with' many prominent 
rounded nodes arranged in more or less uniform transverse 
rows; the two largest nodes are close together near the anterior 
mar-gin and point forward. On the median line of the glabella 
just in front of a line connecting the anterior pair of glabella 
pits is a circular, well-marked pit. Cheeks large, depressed 
convex, not rising as high as the glabella, genal angles produced 
into long spines, which extend backward more than half the 
length of the thorax. Marginal borders convex; posterior mar-
ginal furrows narrow and deep, lateral marginal furrows not 
well-defined. ' The facial sutures originate oh the lateral margin 
just in front of the genal angles, pass' almost straight to the 
palpebral lobes, after crossing which they extend forward for a 
short distance, then curve abruptly toward the median line and 
again forward to the anterior margin. Eyes small, pedullculate 
and very prominent (Plate XVII, -figure 4), situated on a line 
with the anterior pair of glabella pits hear the dorsal furrows; a 
pair ,of ocular . ridges . connects the eyes ' with the anterior lobe 
of the glabella. Surface of ~he cheeks inside the .marginal 
borders reticulat~dJ or covered with rows of pits; surface of the. 
mariinal bor4~rs g!anular like the glabella, many Il,odes,irregu-
larly distributed over the cheeks; these. ,nodes average some-
what larger than those on ~he glab~~la; the larger on~s ~r~ on 
the posterior margin and point backward instead of outward . . 
. • " , " 0, ", , . ' 
Thorax 'composed .of twelve segments, ra ther rapidly tapering 
posteriorly, distinctly trilobed; axis. convex, ie~s than, one-third 
· ,,' .\1 • ", '0' , . ,j • 
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the width of the th~rax; ' ihepieu~&llobes cu~ve gently for 'about 
'. ..', . ,. " . , '" . ~ .; .. .. . , . . \' 
,half their width and then mor'e rapidly to the lateral margins. 
Each segrrle~t is diVided unequally by a fu'rrow extending nearly 
from 'one margin of the thorax to the other. The posterior 'por~ 
tion, which is' the wider; bears nunierous nodes; four of which 
occur ,on the axis and tw~ or nl~re on each pleura. The nodeS' 
, , « ' , I • -, 
on the pleurre 'are much larger than those' on the axis 'and their 
location on different se@Ilents is not always uniform. 'The five 
anterior segments ' terminate at the' ' lateral 'ma,rgins of the 
thorax, 'but ,the seven posterior ones are abruptly 'bent backward 
at the lateral thoracic margins and are produced :into spines. 
The spines of the sixth segment extend more than cine-third 
their 'length beyond the pygidium; the spines' of the' other seg-
ments' are considerably shorter. 
Pygidium small but too, poorly pre,served in the specimens ~t 
hand for a detailed description., 
The dimensions of., the type specimens are as follows: 
Length of the holotype along the axis 23,6 mID. Length of 
body, including pleur~l spines, 31.3 mm.; width at genal angles 
19.6 mm.; length of cephalon, including genal spines, 16 mm.; 
l~:i1gth of ,glabella 7.8 IrlIri.; .width of. anterior portion of glabella 
4.7 mm., across lateral lobes, 5.3 mID.; length of thorax 12.8 mm .. 
Width of paratype at ,genal angles 27.8 mm.; length of glabella 
10.7 mm.; width of posterior portion 8.0 mm., across lateral 
lobes, 8.7 mm. , 
This 'description is based upon the ~olotype(Field Mus. No'. P 
16631, Plate XVII, figure 1), a nearly complete specimen, a prac-
tically complete cephalon (Field Mus. No. P 17039, Plate XVII, ' 
figures 2-3), somewhat larger than the holotype, and a detached 
free cheek with 'eye (Field Mus. No. P 16633, Plate XVII, figure 
4). ' .. , 
Localities and horizon.-The holotype was collected by the 
writer from the top of the Lower Maquoketa beds at Elgin; the 
two paratypes from a similar horizon at Bloomfield. More ' or 
'less complete cranidia are ' ~ot uncommon at a similar and sorne-
o what l~wer' horizon at Cler~ont. " 
, , , 
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, " Family GUYMENIDA[, 'Brongniart. 
GenusOALYMENE fi'1'ongniart, 18'22, 
"Complete body suh-oval in outline, possessing the power of 
complete ,enrollment; cephalon sub-crescentiform with thickened 
margin, genal angles usually rounded; gl~bella strongly convex, 
narrowed in front, with three pairs of deep lateral furrows; 
occipital segment well ' defined; posterior li~h of .the facial 
sutures originating just in front of the genal angles; free cheeks 
elongat~, separate, usually with a free plate between their 
anterior extremities in front of the .glabella; eyes small; hy-
postoma sub-quadrate, notched. Thorax with thirteen ' seg-
ments; axis strongly convex and bounded by deep axial fur-
rows; pleural lobes wider than the axis, bent down laterally. 
Pygidium distinctly marked off from the thorax, with six to 
eleven segments, axis prominent and margin entire." (Weller, 
Pal. Chicago Area, p. 261.) 
CALYMENE ]<'AYET',rENSIS Slocom, Plate XVII, figures 8-9. 
1913, C: fayettens.is Slocom, Field Mus., Nat. Rist., Geol. Ser., 
Vol. 4, p. 67, PI. XVI, figs. 8-9. 
Type specimen' No. P 16755 Field Museum. 
Body strongly tri~obate, subovate in outline, greatest breadth 
at the genal angles, narrowing gradually to the anterior border 
of the pygidium, thence abruptly to the posterior extremity ' of 
the pygidium. Surface finely ' papillose with small rounded 
tubercles more or less regularly distributed thereon. 
Cephalon sublunate in outline, anterior border arcuate, except 
between the anterior limbs of the facial sutures, where it is 
somewhat produced. Giahella moderately convex, not prom-
ineJ?t anteriorly, slightly elevated abqve the cheeks, well defined 
by the dorsal furrows, broadest across the posterior lobes where 
the width nearly equals the length, gradually narrowing towards 
the front; which is truncated; frontal lobe quadrangrihir, occu-
pying less than one-fourth the length of the glabella; first lateral 
, lobes small, hardly ' separated from the frontal "lobes; second 
lateral lobes larger and nodelike; posterior lobes much large!', 
, forming a 'pair of conspicuous nodes at the base of the glabella. 
The latera] furrows 'do not cross the glabella, first pair jndis-
tinct, transverse; second pair well -defihed apd bent backward; 
. ·CAI.lYM'ENE FAYETTENSIS 
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posterior 'pair broader ap.d deep~r . than s.econd pair, . curved 
bl;tckward 'so as to. nearly, but Itot quite, isolate the posterior 
lobes; occipital.furrow arched forward in the middle, somewhat 
deeper and narrower back of the' posterior glabella lobes, where 
it merges into the posterior cheek furrows; occipital segment 
prominent, widest· in the middle, gradually narrowing to the ' 
dorsal furrows. Cheeks convex, with rounded lateral and sharp 
posterior marginal borders, greatest elevation at the palpebral 
lobes; marginal borders defined by . r;:;hallow, concave furrows; 
free cheeks sub triangular, about half the size of the fixed cheeks~ 
Facial sutures originate at the genal angles which they unequally 
bisect; from thence they pass obliquely forward until opposite 
the posterior glabella furrow; thence curve abruptly over the 
. eye lobe~ to the antElrior border, which they cut almost in front 
of the eyes. A small free plate to which the hypostoma is at-
tached o.ccupies the space between the anterior . extremities of 
the .sutures. Eyes small, : lenses not preserved~ situated wen 
forward, about opposite the second glabella furrows. . 
Thorax composed of thirteen segments, length about . three-
fifths the entire length of the test, strongly trilobed; segments 
arched forward on t.he axis" each oile bearing a pronounc.ed 
rounded node Oil either side just within the dorsal furrows, and 
a smaller, more pointed one on each 'pleura, pointing forward, 
situated on the anterior margin at the ' crest of the convexity, 
when the body is rolled up; on the posterior margin is a notch 
or indentation into which the node from the next posterior seg-
'meI1t fits; each · pleura is provided with a well-marked .groove 
which originates at the dorsal furrow and extends on to the 
flattened 'distal portion of the segment. The pleural segments 
curve regularly upward for about one~third their . length, then 
abruptly to the lateral margins. .. 
Pygidium transversely suboval in outline with posterior por-
tion produced into an obtuse angle, strongly trilobed. The con-' 
vex axis tapers posteriorly and terminates on a ' rounded ex-
tremity near the 'posterior margin,marked by seven annulations. 
The pleural lobes slope abruptly from the .dorsal furrows to the 
margins, each lobe consisting of five or more se~ents, the an-
terior ones being distinct and the others be'coming less so until 
• 
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th~y are enti~ely :obsolete .at the posteri?i' e~tre~t.y. of the, 
pygidiuni; each' segment is marked by a shallow longitudinal 
groove which originates at the lateral margins and becbmes ,ob-. 
solete before 'the dorsal furrow is reached .. 
The dimensions o{fhe ,type 'specimen ~re; Length of cephalon 
10.5 mm.; width 18.3 mm.; length of thorax 21:5 mm.; -length of 
pygidium 3.5 IDID.; width ' 9.3 mm.; entire length of the body 
39 IDID. measured around an enrolled specimen, 'but If the test 
was unrolled it would measure 3 or 4 mm. less. The ceplialons, 
of two specimens in the collection of Mr. A. G: Becker measure 
respectively 13.5 mm. long, 24 mm. wide, and 9.5 mm. long, 
15.6 mm. wide. All of the specimens on which the description 
is based are enrolled specimens so that it is difficuit to take 
accurate measurements of some of the parts. ' ' 
Remarks.-This species has been referred by most writers and 
collectors to C.-.senaria of the Ohio Valley region, but upon com-
,paring practically perfect specimen's from the two localities they 
are found to be distinct, The glabella' in C, senaria is shorter 
and more convex,' the pleural segments 'of the pygidium do not 
have a longitudinal furrow, the liplike process on the anterior 
margin of the glabella is shorter and the surface of the test does 
not possess the rounded tubercles. C, mammillata was described 
from the Maquoketa of Dubuque ' county, Iowa, and specimens 
from the type locality loaned to the Field Museum for study 
from the collection of ' the State University of Iowa by Prof. 
George F. Kay prove C. fayett ensis' to be quite dissimilar. The 
frontal lip is very large in C, 'mammillata and bears ' a low; 
rounded tubercle just in front of each dorsal furrow. The sur-
face ornamentation also is quite ' different". C. fa,yettensis re-
sembles C, chris.tyi'in the ' outlines of the glab'etla, but there the 
similarity ceases' as it does not possess the genal spines 'or the 
curvature of the thoracic segments,and ,the form and size of the 
pygidium are entirely ·unlike. ' ,The,' ·surface ornamentation of 
C. fay ettensis is similar ,to that of , C. niagarensis,. but in the 
form· of the glabella and· many other characters it is entirely 
distinct. , . 
"Locality 'and : horizon.-The type ' (Field Mus. No. 'P 16755) 
was collected by the 'writer in July, 1910, irithe Lower Maquo'keta 
• 
.' 
2i9 
shale" at Clermdrit. " Other: s.peci~eri.s were ~ollect'ed by the write~ 
from. th~ Lower Maq}Joketa beds at Clermont,. Elgin, ' and' Bloom-
field. " .. 
CALYMENE GRACILIS Slocom, ' Plate 'XIX, figure 9. " . 
. 19t3, C. gracilis Slocom, Field Mus. Nat. Rist., Geol. Ser., V~l. 
. " . 4, p. 69, PI. XVIII, fig. 9. ' ,: , 
Type. s:pecimen No. P 17065 Field Museum: 
, Body small, in form and general proportions siniilar to other 
'species of the genus. The surface of the test appears smooth 
to the naked eye but un.der a ma,gnifier it ' appears .very finely 
papillose. , , 
Qephalon suqlunate, w~dth of the genal angles sOD?-ewhat less 
than twice the length on the ~e9ian line, ratio about as 7 to 4. An-
terior border fiat; projeqting obl~quely forward and upward, not 
recurved; separated from the glabella by a deep, narrow, mar-
ginal furrow:. 'The dorsal furrows, in pa~sing forward from, the 
occipital ring, diverge slightly near the posterIor glabella lobes', 
'then conv~rge until they meet the .anterior marginal furrow. 
Rere the dorsal furrows become nearly obsolet~ on account' of 
a large rounded node on each fixed chee~'" opposIte the anterior 
lobe of the glabella. Glapella convex, elevated ahove the cheeks, 
shorter than is usual in this genus" widest at the posterior lobes 
where the width is equal to the length, including the occipital 
ring, much narrower anteriorly; anterior lobe transverse, width 
less than one-third the length; first 1aterar lobes well defined, 
ab'out the width of the a;nterior lobe and terminating about the 
same distance from the median line; ,second lateral lobes larger 
and .node-like; · posterior lateral lobes much larger; forming a 
pair of conspicuous nodes at the base of the glabella. Lateral 
furrows well defined but not crossing the glabella. The first pair 
transverse ; 'second pair somewhat larger, but'bent slightly back-
ward; posterior pair broader arid deeper, curved backward to-
~ards, 'b,ut 'not reaching; the occipital furrow;' at about" two'-
third's of their length from the dorsal furrows they bifurcate; 
the 'shQrter fork extends toward the ' ni'ediim line ' of the glabella, 
.formIng a well~defined nod.e between the second and ' posterior 
lobes. The f'acial sutures' ,originate jus( in 'froni -of the genal 
angles',' curve' forWard and inward:over--the' palpebral lobes and 
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thence forward to the anterior margin. Occipital ring promi-
nent" slightly wider in the middle"separated from .the rest oft~e 
glabella by a well-defined occipital furrow. Cheeks only moder-
ately convex aside from the palpebral lobes, which are long for 
this genus and rise very ab:r:uptly from the dorElal fur:r;ows; 
lateral marginal borders wide and wen rounded, posterior horder 
much narrower; all ,are defined by deep marginal furrows. 
Thorax known only by a few detached segments which'indicate 
that it was narrow and. elevated. ' 
Pygidium subttiangular, terminating in a - rounded obtuse 
angle, strongly elevafed and triI'obed. Axis convex, marked by 
six or seven annulations; it tapers gradually and is truncated 
I 
posteriorly so that the dorsal furrows instead of meeting at a 
point posteriorly are joined by a short transverse .furrow; the 
pleural 'lobes slope ahruptly from the dorsal furrows to the mar-
gins; ,each lobe consists' of five segments, faintly grooved on 
their distal .portion; the segments merge into a smooth undefined, 
marginal . border. 
The type specimen is a perfect cranidium 'with the following 
aimensions: Length on median line 7.8 mm.; length including 
genal angle's 9.0 mm.; width 14.0 mm.; length Qf glabella includ-
ingoccipital ring 5.4 mm.; length of ,glabella without occipital 
ring 4.5 mm.; width of glabella at anterior lobe 3.5 mm.; width 
of glabella at posterior lobes 5.4 mm. A detach~d pygidium 
gives the following measurements: Length 3.4 mm.; width 6.4 
mm.; thickness 4.8 mm: 
Rema1'ks.-This species was considered by Savage to be 
identical with Calym.erve fayettensis of the lower beds; but it is 
distinguished from that species by its surface ornamentation, 
its shorter glabella, its larger anterior margin, its longer and 
more prominent palpebral lobes, the transverse furrow con-
necting the dorsal furrows on the pygidium and its' smaller size. 
I~ surface ornamentation this species resembles C. -senaria but 
is distinguished from it by its longer palpebral lobes, its relative-
ly short and ,more elevated glabella. 'It is distinguished from 
all species known to the writer by the nodes, which are situated 
in the dorsal furrows on. each side of the anterior lobe of the 
·glabella. C. m.am.milla.ta bears two nodes, but they are situ,ated 
on the anterior ·margin . . 
CEllAlJRUS , MILLERANUS 221: 
Locality and hori'zon.-Limestone I-ayers of the Upper Maquo-
keta beds at Patterson's Spl'ings near Brainard. No complete 
specimens have been observed by the writer, but cranidia, free 
-cheeks, thoracic segments and pygidia are comparatively abun-
dant., 
Family CHEIRURIDi\E, Salter. 
Genus C1<JRAURUS Green, 1832 . 
"Entire body subovate in outline. Cephalon' sub semicircular 
or subsemielliptical lI;l outline, genal angles produced into spines; 
g~abella strongly convex, broadest in front, with three pairs of 
deep lateral furrows; posterior limbs of the facial sutures cutting 
the lateral margins well in front of the genal angles; eyes small . 
. Thorax usually with eleven segments, rarely nine to thirte.en; 
axis prominent, narrower than the pleu.ra, bounded by strong 
axial furrows. Pygidium small, pleural segments produced into 
points or 'spines." (~eller, Pal. Chicago 'A rea, p. 263,) . 
CERAURUS PLEUREXANTHEMUS Green. 
1832, C. pleurexanthemus Green, No. Amer. Jour. Geol., Vol. 
I, p. 560, PI. 14, fig. 10. 
1847, C. pleurexan.them'/,~$ Hall, Pal. N. y" Vot I, p: 242, PIs. 
65~66. 
1847, C. pleurexanthemus S. A. Miller" Cin. Quar. Jour. Sci., 
V 01. I, p. 132. . 
This species is said to occur in Fayette county, but so far has 
not been observed by the writer. A specimen in the collectiqn 
of the University of Iowa appears to belong to this species. , It 
is said to come fro,in the Maquoketa beds of an adjoining county! 
but the exact data are IPissing. . 
CERAURUS MILLERANus .Miller and Gurley, Plate XVIII, figures 
1-3. ' 
1894, C. milleranit,s Miller and Gurley, Bull III, TIL St. Mus. 
Nat. Rist., p. 80, fI. 8, fig. 10 . . 
1913, C. milleranus Slocom, Field Mus. Nat. Hist., :Geol. Sel':, 
Vol. 4, p. 71, PI. 17, figs. 1-3. 
Type specimen No. 6062 University of Chicago. 
General 'outline of the carapace, exClusive of the spines, Bubo; 
\Tate, abruptly n'arrowed posteriorly; moderatelY ,CQnvex, triloba~ 
tion distinct. 
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, 'CephaIOD; ' senii~llipticai; width 'D.-early thre~ tim;es. ~he" length; 
dorsal furrows well marked. Glabella convex, narrower than 
the cheeks at the occipital ring, ,gradually widening anteriorly 
'until its width about equals its length, abruptly bent downward 
at the frontal margin; anterior lobe cons,tituting about one-third 
the length of the' glabella; the three pairs of lateral furrows are 
short and about equidistant, forming three pairs of small con-
vex lateral lobes ; the two anterior pairs of furrows extend slight-
ly forward, but the posterior pair is transverse for a part of its 
course and then bends abruptly backward until it meets the 
occipital furrow isolating the posterior lateral lobes. Occipitlll 
segment arched upward, higher than the anterior portion of the 
glabella, greatest height at the posterior margin, sloping gradu-
ally into the occipital furrow. This furrow is narrow and deep 
behind the posterior lateral ,glabella lobes but wider and shallow 
in its median portion. , Cheeks convex with well-defined roullded 
marginal borders, posterior angle produced into spines, which 
point backward; eyes pT0minent, globular, placed near the center 
of the cheeks; the palpebral lobes bear a pit near the base on 
the side nearest to the dorsal furrows; the facial sutures origi-
nate on the lateral margins about in line with the occipital fur-
row, curve forward and inward to the palpebral lobes, which 
they traverse, thence pass forward with a sigmoid curve to the 
anterior margin of the cephalon. 
Thorax composed 'of ten segments; axis convex, . abo'ut the 
same width as the pleurre; pleural flattened for one-third to one-
'half ,their width from the dorsal fur~ows, then bent downward 
and" backward, tapering to a point; each pleural segment is 
ornamented with a prominent tubercle situated near the point 
where the pleural curve downward; an angular furrow originates 
on the anterior margin of each pleural segment at the dorsal 
furrow and crosses it -obliquely, reaching the posterior margin 
behind the tubercle; dorsal furrows distinct, nearly parallel 
from the first to the eighth thoracic; segment, then converging 
posteriorly. 
Pygidium short, ' much narrower than the, posterior segment 
of the th0rax, 'consisting of three ,segments; the anterior segment 
bears a pair o'f stout spines, which exten9, posteriorly with the 
points somewhat converging; axis undefined. 
CJjlEAUR,US . MILLERANUS 
'." 
Surface of the c~phalon; . within the rp.ar~nal borders, covered 
'with irregularly placed tubercles; on the cheeks the tubercles 
are somewhat farther apart and the interspacesare pitted; the 
I ' 
;marginal borders and genal spines are finely granulose; two or 
. :Jllore conical tubercles ar:e situated on the posterior borders of 
the cheeks; the entire thorax is finely granulose, as is also the 
pygidium, but the granulations are more conspicuous on the 
caudal spines. 
Measurements of the type are as follows: 
Length on median line .................. " .. .... .. 28.7 mm. 
Length, including caudal spines. " ... . ............ 35.4 mm. 
Width ~t genal angles .... . ...... .. ............... 21.6 mm. 
Width at points of genal spines ...... .......... . .. 23.6. mm. 
Length of cephalon including genal spines ... . . .. : .11.5 mm. 
Length of glabella ... . .............. .. ...... .. . .. . 8.0 mm. 
Width of posterior lobes of glabella. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6.0 mm. 
Width 6f anterior lobe of glabella ..... ............ . 7.5 mm. 
Width of pygidium ................ ... .......... : 7.4 mm. 
Length of pygidium . . ' . . .......... ......... " ... '" 2.7 mm. 
. . 
The above description is based on the type . specimen from 
Cincinnati, Ohio, No. 6062 of the paleontological collection of 
the University of Chicago. The species is known to the writer 
from Fayette county 'by twelve more or less .complete cephalons 
and two pygidia. These agree with the type except. that in the 
type the ,genal spines are somewhat shorter, the tubercles on 
the posterior border are less conspicuous and the longitudinal 
curve of the glabella is somewhat more ab~upt in front, making 
its anterior lobe appear shorter in dorsal view. This last f~a-
ture may be due to distortion. . 
C; millemnus is distingu~shed 'from C. ,ple1£rexanthem1lJS by it.s 
proportionally shorter cephalon, its less ' flaring genal spines, 
and by its eyes being globular and situated about equidistant 
from the dorsal furrows and from the posterior ma-rgin of the 
cephahm . . The ,eyes of C. pleurexanthemus are conical and near~ 
er the dorsal furrows. Further', the spines of the pygidium in C. 
millcra,nus converge at their -points instead of diverging a's in 
O. pleu1icxanth,ernits. . .. 
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,LO,Q(tl-ity and horizon.-Lower Maquoketa shales of Clermont 
and El~n. 
CERAURUS EL~INENSIS Slocom, Plate XVIII, figures 4-5. 
1913, C. elginensis Slocom, Field Mus. Nat. Rist., Geol. Ser., 
VoL 4; p. 73, PI. XVIJ, figs: 4-5. 
Type specimens Nos. P 1~630A, 16630B, 17030 Field Museum. 
Cephalon sublunate, width more than three times the length, 
anterior lateral margins arcuate, posterior margin transverse in 
the median portion, gently bent backward near the genal angles. 
Glabella convex, clavate, less than half the width of the cheeks 
at its posterior margin but gradually widening anteriorly until 
its w~dth nearly equals its length; antdrio!' lobe constituting 
about Qne-fourth the entire length of the glabella; three paIrs of 
lateral furrows rather · short, well defined, defining three pairs 
of 'convex lateral lobes, diminishing in size posteriorly; the two 
anterior pairs of furrows are transverse, the posterior pair are 
transverse for part of their length, . then bent backward until 
th,ey join the occipital furrow, isolating the posterior lobes; 
occipital segment elevated at the posterior margin, sloping into 
the occipital Iurrow; occipital furrow shallow, concave in the 
median'portion, narrowe'r, deeper and b.ent backward behind the 
glabella lobes; dorsal furrows deep, angular, forming deep angu-
lar pits where they merge into' the marginal furrows; cheeks 
large, convex, posterior angles produced i:ri.to 'long, stout spines, 
flattened anteriorly and pointing almost directly backward; 
palpebral lobes elongated, large for the genus, placed well for-
ward, a bout midway between the dorsal furrows and the lateral 
margins but near.er the posterior margins than 'the dorsal fur-
rows. Near the base of each lobe on the side toward the dorsal 
furrow is situated a decided pit; an indistinct furrow extends 
from this pit to the crest of ,the lobes; 'the ocular ridges extend 
from the anterior angle of the palpebral lobes to the pit in the 
- dorsal furrows; the facial sutures originate on the lateral mar-
gi.ns about in line with the posterior marginal furrow, curve for-
warq. and inward to the palpebral lobes which they traverse, then 
forward to the anterior margin, whIch they reach in front of the 
glabella; marginal borders prominent, defined by shallow fur-
rows; the posterior furrows · curve into the lateral furrows just 
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within the 'genal angles; free cheeks small, less than o~e-third 
the size of the :fixed cheeks. The surface of the glabella, with 
the exception of the occipital segment and the cheeks, is covered 
with more or less regularly distributed rounded tubercles; a' 
larger,more conical tubercle is situated on each :fixed cheek, just 
in front of the posterior furrow, at about one-third the distance 
from the dorsal furrow to the genal angle. A row of spine-like 
tubercles traverses the posterior marginal borders of the cheeks, ' 
and similar tubercles are distributed over the flattened portions 
of the genal spines, gradually diminishing in size posteriorly 
until they become obsolete. 
Thorax not kn9wn. 
Pygidium transversely sub-elliptical in outline, aside from the 
spines length less than half the width; composed of three seg-
ments, the extremities of the anterior segment produced intO' 
long, stout, flattened spines, which curve outward and backward; 
second and third segments' much smaller; axis not well de:fined. 
The surface of the caudal spines is covered with sharp conical 
tubercles similar to those on the genal spines. 'The pygidium 
above described (Plate XVIII, :figure 5) was not associated with 
the cephalons but came from the same horizon at Bloom:field. Its 
size and the form and ornamentation of the spines are such as 
might accompany these cephalons and no other cephalons have 
been observed to which this pygidium could well be referred. 
Measurements 
Length of cepbalon on median line _______________ _ 
Width of cephalon at genal angles ___________ ' ____ _ 
Width of cephalon including genal spines (esti-mated) _________________________________________ _ 
-Length of glabella ___________________________ , ____ _ 
Width of anterior lobe of glabella _______________ _ 
Width of posterior lobes of glabella _____________ _ 
Width of pygidium _______________________________ _ 
Length of pygidium _______________________________ _ 
Length of caudal spines (estimated) _____________ _ 
P 16630A I P 16630B 
13.7 rom. 
38.5 mm .. 
12.3 mm. 
36.3 mm. 
40.0 mm. 
13.0 mm. 
11.5 mm. 
8.8 mm. 
P 17030 
10.7 mm. 
5.5 rom. 
20,0 rom. 
38.0 rom. 
11.0 mm. 
9.6 rom. 
6.7 mm. 
C. elginensis dIffers from all other species known to the wnter 
in having extremely long genal spines with spinelike tubercles on 
11 ' , 
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their flattened portion. It is also distinguished from C. miller-
anus and C. pleu1-exanthe,mus by having the eyes farther apart. 
It is' most nearly related to C. dentatus Raymond and Barton, 
but the ocular ridges are not p'resent in that species and the 
eyes are not so far forward.,' 
Locality and hMizon.~The species is known to the writer from 
two cephalons from the top of the Lower Maquoketa beds at , 
Elgin, and a pygidium, which is r eferred with some doubt, from 
the same horizon at Bloomfield. ,Fragments of ge~al spines and 
other parts of the test have been observed on slabs from the' 
Upper Maquoketa beds at Patterson's Springs which, from their 
size and ornamentation, appear to belong to , this species. 
Genus CERAURlNUS Barton 1'913. 
"Ceraurinus is in general appearance and size much like 
Cheirurus (genotype C. insignis Beyrich). The glabella is sub-
rectangular or expands only slightly. The posterior of the thtee 
pairs of glabella furrows are straight, about one-third the width 
of the glabe.lla·in length and slope gently backward. Their inner 
ends are connected with the neck-furrows by curving constric-
tions which are about parallel to the axis of the glabella. The 
constrictions are strong in some species and very faint in' others. 
The middle part of the axial portion of the neck-furrow is par-
aliel to the posterior edge of the neck-segment. The outer thIrds 
each slope gently backward. The eyes ar'e large for a cheirurid 
and are somewhat Asaphus-like. 
The thQrax is presu;mably of eleven segments. The axial lobe 
is slightly less than one-third of the width of the thorax and 
tapers , gently backward. Each pleuron is divided by a. node-
. like constriction into a large inner third and a small outer two-
thirds. The inner third ' bears a deeply impressed diagonal 
pleural furrow. ' . ' 
The pygidium, well known only in Ceraurinus icarus (Bill-
ings), is composed of three' (four) segments en~ing in six free 
spines, which are of about equal length. " , . 
,Genotype C. marginatus Barton. Range, Ordovician, America, 
Europe ~nd India? , (Barton, Bul. Mus. Compo Zool., Vol LIV, 
p.548.) I ' 
t 
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CERAURINUS ICARUS (Billings), Plate XVIII, figures ·6-9. 
1860, Cheirurus icants Billings, Can. Nat. and Geol., Vol. -5, p. 
67, fig. 2. . 
1873, Ceraurus icarus Meek, Pal. Oliio, Vol. I, p. 162, PI. 14, 
figs. lla-c. '. 
1889, Cerauru..c; meekanus S. A. M., N. Am. Geol. and Pal., p. 
537. 
1913, Eccoptochile meekanus Slocom, Field Mus. Nat. Rist., 
Geol. Ser., Vol. 4, p. 75, PI. XVII, figs. 6-9. 
Body subovate in outline, moderately convex, distinctly tri'-
lobed. Surface smooth to the naked eye but under a magnifier . 
the cephalon appears finely granulose. 
Cephalon sub semicircular, ,somewhat flattened anteriorly, 
genal angles produced into short spines, posterior mar,gin nearly 
straight until it merges into the genal spines, where it is bent 
nearly at right /:!>ngles (Plate XVIII, figure 8). Glabella subqtiad-
rate, rounded in front, length in front of the occipital furrow 
about equal to the width, depressed convex.. Anterior lobe of the, 
glabella transversely oval, about · twice as wide as long, lateral 
lobe"s nearly transverse and about equal in. size. Glabella fur-
rows distinct, length about one-third the width of the glabella, 
anterior pair be~t backward.; middle pair nearly at right angles 
to the axis of the glabella; posterior pair similar to the middle 
pair for most of the length but having the inner ends abruptly 
bent backward until they meet the occipital furrow, isolating 
the posterior glabella lobes; occipital segment arched upward 
somewhat higher than the rest of the glabella, wider in the 
median portion, tapering towards the dorsal furrows; occipital 
furrow deep and narrow, arched forward. Dorsal furrows deep 
and narrow, diverging slightly' at the posteriQr :r;nargin of the 
cephalon, thence passing to the front of the glabella, which they 
surround, leaving a narrow anterior border. In each furrow 
just in front of the anterior glabella furrow is a distinct pit. 
Cheeks large, sloping anteriorly amd laterally from the eyes; 
posterior cheek furrows narrow; near the genal angles they 
meet the lateral furrows, which are wider arid extend forward 
parallel ' to the ' margins until they me~t the dorsar furrows; 
marginal borders somewhat concave on account of shallow mar-
" . 
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g~nal furrows, which originate on the · genal spines, Eyes of 
n;lOder'ate size, situated opposite the second · glabella furrows, 
visual surface sublunate, palpebral lobes moderately prominent, 
approaching in height that of the glabella. The facial sutures 
originate a short distance in front of the genal angles, curve 
obliquely forward, then abruptly inward to tl,le posterior angles 
of the eyes, follow the inner margin of the eyes and again for-
ward with a broad curve, cutting the anterior margin of the 
cephalon in front of the glabella (Plate XVIII, figure 8). 
Thorax somewhat longer than wiele, consisting of eleven seg-
ments, distinctly trilobed. Axis narrower than thepleurre, regu-
larly arched upward. "Pleurallobes flattened for about one-third 
their width, thence abruptly curved to their lateral margins; 
each segment marked by a deep groove across the axis; another 
smaller groove originates on the anterior margin of each pleura 
near the dorsal furrows and crosses the pleura obliquely; on the 
anterior margin of each pleura, near the point where the pleura 
is bent downward, a still smaller groove defines a low oblong 
node which points forward, not upward. The segments are 
nearly transverse across the axis and about half the length of 
the pleurre; their distal portions curve gently backward to the 
falcate extremities. 
Pygidium small, transversely subelliptical, width more than 
twice the length, posterior curve much flattened. Axis· small with 
three well defined anmilations. Two shallow pits occur just back 
of the termination of the axis. Pleural lobes large, composed of 
three segments which are produced posteriorly into flattened 
spines. The anterior pair is the largest; carinate oll 'top, 
strongly curved backward and obtusely rounded at the extremi-
ties; the other two pair decrease in size inwa·rd and are more 
pointed. 
Remarks.-Of the specimens here figured and described, fig-
ures 6 and 7 are two views of an enrolled individual, complete 
with the exception of the genal spines, in the collection of Mr. 
A. G. Becker, from the Lower Maquoketa shale, Clermont; while 
fig~res 8 and 9 (Field Mus. No. P 11130) show specimens co1-. 
le~ted by the writer in the top of t1?e Lower Maquoketa beds at 
. . 
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Clermont. In figure 8 the position of the facial suture and the 
angle formed by the posterior margin .of the cephalon and the 
genal angles are well illustrated. 
In my previous paper I referred these fo~s to Eccoptochile? 
meekanus S. A. Miller, with a footnote stating that Barton had a 
'paper in press in which he created a new genus to which this 
species should be referred. My judgment in using Miller's 
species was based upon a rather incomplete description and fi.g~ 
ure of the Canadian species, which led me to believe that the two 
forms were distinct. Dr. Raymond has since informed me that, 
after comparing the Canadian specimens with those from the 
Mississippi Valley, he considers them to be identical, so that 
they are here referred to C. ica,rus Billings. 
Locality and horizon.-The specimens here described are from ' 
the Lower Maquoketa beds, Clermont. 
Genus SPHAEROCORlTHE Angelin 1852. 
Cephalon convex, genal angles spined; glabella spheroidal 
anteriorly, lateral lobes obscure; eyes prominent; facial sutures 
cut the lateral and frontal margins. Thorax composed of 8 to 
10 segments; axis narrower than the pleurre; pleural segments 
terminate in short refl.exed spines. Pygidium: composed of three 
segments, the extremities of the anterior one produced into lorig 
spines. Type S. granulata. Range, Ordovician, Europe and 
North America. 
SPHAEROCORYPHE MAQUOKETENSIS Slocom, Plate XVI, figures 1-4. 
1913,S. maquoketensis Slocom, Field Mus. Nat. Hist., Geol. 
Ser., Vol. 4, p. 77, PI. XV, figs. 1-4. . 
Type specimens Nos. P 11152A, 11152B, 16954 and 17051 ,Field 
Museum. 
. . Cephalon sublunate in outline, convex, distinctly trilobed; an- . 
terior margin truncated; posterior margin nearly transverse. 
Glabella very prominent, anterior lobe globular, produced beyond· 
the anterior margin; comprising fully three-fourths the bulk 
of the glabella; a single pair of shallow, transverse, lateral fur-
r~ws meet just behind the lateral lobe of the glabella and sepa-
rate it from a pair of indistinct lateral lobes ; occipital segment 
If 
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arched slightly forward, its posterior margin abruptly elevated, 
su-rface sloping into the furro~; ,occipital furrow .shallow, not 
well-defined except at its extremities. Dorsal furrows well 'de-
, fined, much wider and deeper at the junctures With the occipital 
and, glabella ' furrows, diverging somewhat in passing forward 
from the posterior margin of the cephalon until near the an-
terior margin where they abruptly converge until they meet, 
forming the anterior marginal 'furrow ; cheeks depressed convex, 
greatest elevation at the palpebral lobes which are situated 
about midway between the posterior and anterior margins and 
one-third the distance from - the dorsal furrows to the genal 
angles; antero-lateral margins of the cheeks forming an elongate 
sigmoid curve; free cheeks triangular, small, less than one-half 
the size of the fixed cheeks; -eyes -large, prominent, globular; the 
f_acial sutures originate on the lateral margins well in front of 
the genal angles, pass inw:ard and sJightly backward over the 
palpebral lobes, thence forward to the anterior margin; the 
genal angles merge into stout, recurved 'spines; the posterior -
marginal furrows are continuations of the occipital furrow but 
narrower ' and deeper; they terminate abruptly before the genal 
angles are reached; a deep elongate pit on each fixed cheek and 
a longer, shallower one on each free cheek represent the lateral 
marginal furrows. 
Thorax not observed. 
Pygidium small, sub-triangular in outline, aside from the 
spines; not distinctly trilobed, composed of three segments; the 
first of these has its extremities produced into long, divergip.g, 
slightly recurved spines; margin entire, with its ventral surface 
forming a thick doublure. ' 
' Surface of the globular portion of the glabella pustulose; 
pustules rounded, larger near the transv~rse glabella furrow 
and gradually diminishing in size anteriorly; balance of cepha.,. 
Ion smooth or finely granulose; surface of' pygidium pustulose, 
p:qstules Ip:ore prominent on the spines .. 
SPHAEROCO!tYPHE MAQUOKETENSis 
Measurements Qf cepb;llon 
Length on median line from posterior to ahteriOJ:: margins _____________________________ .: __________ _ 
Length from posterior margin to front of glabella 
Length from front of glabella to points of spines 
Length of anterior lobe of glabella _______________ _ 
Width of anterior lobe of glabella _______________ _ 
Width of cephalon at genal angles _______________ _ 
Width of cepb;llon at points of spines ___________ _ 
Length of occipital segmenL~ ___________ ~ ________ _ 
Width of occipital segment _________ ~--------------
Measurements of pygidium 
Width of anterior margin.. _____ ~ ______________ · ____ _ 
Length on median line ________ _________ ___ ___ ~-----
Length including spines ___________________________ _ 
Holotype 
P 11152A 
4.6 mID. 
7.4 mID. 
13.0 mID. 
5.0 mID. 
4.7 mID. 
10.2 nun. 
15.8 IIlIh. 
2.3 mm .. 
1.0 mID. 
P 16954 
3.4 mID'l 1.5 mID. 
4.2 mID. 
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P 11152B 
10.4 mm. 
7.7 mID. 
7.5 mm. 
14.6 mID. 
. 
3.3 mID. 
1.2 II)ID.. 
P 17051 
6.7 mID. 
3.2 mID. 
10.3 mID. 
This species is the most abundant trilobite in the shales of the 
Lower Maquoketa beds, but a great majority of the individlltals 
are represented only by the globular portion of the glabelll!l. 
They range in size from 2.5 mm. to 7.5 mm. in diameter. fJ;'he 
writer was fortunate enough to obtain about twenty more or 
less completecephalons and three pygidia. No thorax has been 
observed that can be referred to this species so that it is not 
certain that these pygidia belong to the cephalons, yet from their 
form · and the conditions under which they were collected, there 
is little · doubtthat they belonK to this spec~es. 
S. maquoketensis differs from all previously described species 
in possessing large pits in place of the lateral marginal furrows . . 
It resembles S. granulata Angelin in the form of the marginal , 
outline, but in S. ma,q~wketensis the cephalon is longer in pro;. 
portion to the width and the pustules on the glabella are finer. 
S. salteri Billings is from a similar horizon, but in S. 'salteri 
the width of the glabella at its posterior margin is three-fourtns 
6f its greatest width, and it has tubercles at the juncture of the ' 
occipital and dorsal furrows~ in S. maquoketensis the glabella 
is twice as, wide anteriorly .as posteriorly and the tubercles are 
wanting. 
Localities and horizons.-:..-Abrindant in the top' layers and. 
som'ewhat less so in the iniddlelayers of the Lower M~quoketa 
shales of' Clermont;"Elgin, arid Bloomfield. .'. ' I; 
( 
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Family P"I\&OPIO,\(, Salter. 
Genus PTERYGOMETOPUS S'Clhmidt 1881. 
Cephalon obtusely angular' in front. Glabella enlarging an-
teriorly, lateral furrows well defined. Eyes large, schizochroal. 
Posterior limb of the facial suture cuts the margin well in front 
of the genal angles, and the anterior limb crosses the la teral 
expansions of the frontal lobe of the glabella. Pygidium 
rounded, margin entire, without caudal spine. Range, Ordo-
vician of Europe and North America. 
PTERYGOMETOPUS FREDRICKI Slocom, Plate XIX, figures 1-5. 
1913, P. fredricki Slocom, Field Mus. Nat. Hist., Geol. Ser., 
Vol. 4, p. 79, PI. XVIII, figs. 1-5. 
Type specimen No. P 17024 Field Museum. 
Test elongate-ovate in outline, tl'ilohation distinct. Cephalon 
sublunate in outline, convex, anterior border rather thick and 
rounded, posterior margin concave, genal angles rounded. 
Glabella larg~, convex, .greatest elevation and gr,eatest width 
near the anterior margin, well defined by the dorsal furrows; 
anterior lobe)arge, transversely elliptical, rising abruptly from 
the anterior border; it comprises more than half of the glabella; 
anterior pair of lateral furrows originating at the anterior 
angles of the eyes, passing obliquely backward but not crossing 
the glabella; second pair of laterai furrows smaner than the 
first and directed obliquely forward forming a pair of triangular 
laterai lobes; the third pair of lateral furrows bifurcate, the 
anterior forks extending forward parallel to the second lateral 
furrows defining the quadrangular second lateral lobes; the 
posterior forks extending backward until they join the occipital 
furrow isolating the small, posterior, glabella lobes; occipital 
segment elevated at its posterior margin sloping to the occipital 
furrow; occipita~ furrow narrow, distinct. Dorsal furrows nar-
row and deep, nearly parallel from the posterior margin of' 
the cephalon to the third, lateral glabella furrows, thence di-
verging to the antero-lateral margins. Cheeks slope regularly 
.to the lateral margins; marginal borders wide at the genal 
angles, narrowing in each direction, marginal , furrows shallow 
, 
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'on the lateral margins, deeper on the posterior margins; 
palpebral lobes laDge, prominent, but not equaling the glabella 
in height; marked by a distinct furrow just within and parallel 
to the /borders of the ,eyes) eyes large, lunate, extending from 
the posterior cheek furrows to the anterior glabella furrows, 
eye facets arranged in vertical. rows of five facets each; the 
facial sutures originate on tEte lateral margins in front of the 
genal angles, curve inward with a sigmoid curve to the posterior 
angles of the eyes, follow the inner margin of the eyes to their 
anterior angles and thence pass forward to the anterior margin 
of the cephalon. 
Thorax distinctly trilobed, composed of eleven segments. 
Axis convex, occupying somewhat more than one-third the width 
of the thorax; the pleural segments extend outward froni the 
dorsal furrows for a little more than one-third their length, 
from whi-ch point they bend backward and abruptly downward 
to the lateral margins; extremities rounded; a straight groove 
originates near the anterior edge of each of the pleural seg-
ments at the dorsal furrows, extends slightly backward and out-
ward and becomes obsolete on the flattened surface of each 
segment. The dorsal furrows converge slightly to the ninth 
thoracic segment, then more rapidly to the pygidium. 
Pygidium subsemicircular · in outline, slightly produced pos-
teriorly, strongly trilobed. Axis narrow, convex, margins 
slightly incurved, abruptly rounded posteriorly; there are ten 
sinuous annulations; dorsal furrows narrow and deep, entirely 
surrounding the axis; the pleural lobes, con'sisting of six ~o 
eight segments,each bearing a median groove, curve slightly 
upward in their anterior portion, then downward to the margins. 
The segments are defined by grooves which are distinct in the 
anterior. portion of the pygidium but gradually become Obsolete 
posteriorly. This feature is more noticeable in young speci-
mens. Both segmentation and median grooves become obsolete 
a short distance from the margins, thus leaving a smooth, un-
defined, marginal border. 
The surface of the thorax and pygidium appears smooth to 
the eye, but under a magnifier is finely punctate, without nodes 
. I 
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. or spines . . The surface of the cepha:lon, is pustulose, the pustules 
on the glabella b~ing somewhat more prominent than on other 
parts. . 
The dimensions of the type specimen (Field Mus. No. P 
17024) . are as follows: Length, 24.2 mm.; width at genal angles 
11.5 mm.; length of cephalon on median line 6.7 mm.; length 
including gepal angles 7.4 mm.; length of thorax 11.5 mm.; 
length of pygidium 6 mm.; greatest width of pygidium 8.7 mm . 
. A detached pygidium (Field Mus. No. P 16923A) mea,sures, 
length 11.0 mm. ; greatest width 14.6 mm. ; it has ten annulations 
in the axis and eight segments in each pleurall<;>be, the last tw:o 
being visible only with a magnifier. This is the largest pygidium 
observed and appears to belong to an old individual. . 
A small coiled specimen (Plate XIX, figures 4-5) in the 
collection of Mr. A. G. Becker, found associated with typical 
specimens, is doubtfully referred to this species. It differs from 
the type in having a smooth instead of a. pustulose glabella and 
the pygidium appears to be shorter in proportion to its width. 
Oonsidering these characters in connection with its small size, . 
it is probable that they only indicate the immaturity of the 
specimen. Its dimensions are: Length of cephal on 5 mm.; 
length of thorax 10.4 mm.; length of pygidium 3.3 mm.; · width 
at ,genal angles 6.8 mm.; width at anterior margin of pygidium 
4.9mm. 
P. fredricki is distinguished from P. larrabeei by having five 
rows of eye facets instead of ei,ght, by its more inflated anterior 
portion of the glabella, 'by its thicker and shorter anterior mar-
gin, by its shorter pygidium and fewer annulations on its 
axis, and by the anterior limbs of the facial suture being less 
divergent. So ' far as is known .to the . writer, the nurp.ber of 
rows of eye facets has not previously been used as a specific 
character, but it seems to be a constant character in the thirty 
specimens of the two species whicl;r he has observed. Specimens 
of P. callicephalius from the Trenton of Ottawa, Oanada, which 
appear to be typical, have eight rows of eye facets. P. fredricki 
appears to be related to P. callicephalus, but aside from the eye 
facets, the glabella is more inflated anteriorly and the anterior 
margin is smaller and leBs angular in P. fredricki . 
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The specific name is gj.ven in honor of Dr. Fredrick Becker, 
;Who was one of the first collectors of fossils in Fayette county 
and who gave the writer much valuable ' information as to 
localities. 
Localities Omd horizon:-The type is from the top of the Lower 
Maquoketa beds at Bloomfield. The species has been observed 
' in beds somewhat lower down at Clermont and at Postville 
Junction. 
PTERYGOMETOPUS LARRABEE! Slocom"Plate XIX, fi.gures 6-8. 
1913, P. larrabeei SloCOrri. Field Mus. Nat. Rist., Geo1. Ber., 
VoL 4, p. 81, PI. XVIII, figs. 6-8. 
Type specimen No. P 11256 Field Museum. 
Cephalon sublunate in outline, anterior margin produced into 
,a thin subangular lip, genal angles well back of the occipital 
ring, rounded. Glabella large, depressed, convex, about twice 
as wide in front as at the occipital ring, anterior lobe trans-
versely elliptical, sloping gently towards the front, comprising 
fully half the glabella; anterior pair of glabella furrows 
originating at the anterior angles of the eyes and passing 
obliquely backward but not meeting at the median line of the 
glabella; second pair of .glabella furrows shorter and shallower 
than the first, directed obliquely forward; third pair of glabella 
furrows directed towards the axis of. the glabella for a short 
distance, then bifurcating, the posterior forks bending abruptly . 
backward and joini~g the occipital furrow leaving the small 
posterior lob_es entirely detached; tlie anterior and larger forks 
bending obliquely forward defining the third glabella lobes; 
occipital segment wide, slightly rounded,of about uniform width 
until near the dorsal furrows where it is abruptly constricted; 
occipital furrow shallow but distinct. Dorsal furrows narrow 
and deep, nearly parallel from the posterior mariin of th~ 
cephalon to the posterior Jglabella furrows, thence divetging in 
a regular curve ' to the anterior angle of the eyes where they 
become obsolete. Palpebral lobes large, promineI).t, exceeding 
the glabella in height, marked with a distinct 'furrow just within 
and parallel to tJ;l~ border of the eye; eyes large, IUnat.e, ' ext~p.d-: 
ing 'from the posterior cheek furrows to the an~erior fllriowsl of , 
I 
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the glabella; eye facets arranged.in vertical rows of eight facets 
each; the cheeks curve regularly to the lateral margins, mar-
ginal borders rather wide on their lateral margins, narrow on 
their .posterior margins; marginal furrows shallow on their 
lateral margins, narrower and deeper on the posterior margins. 
The facial sutures originate on the lat.eral margins well ill 
front of the ,genal angles, ·curve inward and backward to the 
posterior angles of the eyes, follow the inner margin of the 
eyes to their anterior angles and thence curve outward to the 
margin of the cephalon, almost in line with the anterior furrows 
of the' glabella. Surface of the glabella distinctly pustulosEJ; 
that of the palpebral lobes, cheeks, occipital ring and anterior 
projection finely granulose. 
Thorax not known. 
Pygidium subtriangular, somewhat rounded posteriorly, dis-
tinctly trilobed. Axis narrow, convex, rp.argin ,sli,ghtly incurved, 
abruptly rounded posteriorly; there are thirteen sinuous annu-
lations; the dorsal furrows entirely surround the axis; the 
pleural lobes, marked by seven or eight segments each bearing 
a median groove for part of its length, curve regularly to the 
lateral margins; both segmentation and grooves become obso-
lete a short distance from the margin, leaving a plain, undefined · 
marginal border. The entire surface of the pygidium is finely . 
punctate. 
Measurements.-Type specimen (Field Mus. No. P '11256). 
Length of cephalon on median line 9.5 mm., length including 
,genal angles 10 mm., width of cephalon 14.5 mm.; length of 
pygidium 9~2 mm., width 10.6 mm., width of axis on anterior 
margin of pygidium 3 mm" length of axis 7 mm. Another com-
plete cephalon gave the following: Length on median line 11 
mm., length including genal angles 12.5 mm., width 17.5 mm. 
Remarks.-The above description is ba.sed on the type speci-
men (Field Mus. No. P 11256) consisting of a complete cephalon 
and a nearly-complete pygidium. In ge~eral form this species 
resembles P. caUioephalus but differs from it in the following 
characters: In P. larrabeei the cephalon is longer in proportion 
to the width; the cheeks do not curve so abruptly to the lateral 
, 
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margins; the glabella is less inflated anteriorly; the pygidium 
is longer and ha~ more annulations and segments; the pustulose 
surface occurs only on the glabella; the surfaces of the 
palpebral lobes, oceipital ring and cheeks are punctate. 
The pygidium of P. larrabeei appears to be midway between 
P. caUicephalus and P. intermedius in form. The specific name 
is given in memory of the' late Ex-Governor William Larrabee . 
on whose property some of the specimens were collected. 
Locality and horizon,-More or less complete cephalons and 
pygidia are comparatively abundant in the Lower Maquoketa 
beds at Clermont, Elgin, and Bloomfield. The type specimen 
came from Clermont. 
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IsoTELus IOWENSIS Owen, page 193. , 
F"ig. 1. View of the inner surface of the test, showing posi-
tion of the facial suture. 'Field Mus. No. P 11241. X 1. 
Fig. 2. Ventral view of a cephalon in the paleontological 
collection of the State University of Iowa, showing fornl. and 
position of the hypostoma and sutures: X 6/7. 
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Fig. 1. ;Later~l vjew of the ,h()lotype. X 7/8 .. . 
F~gs. 2, ,3.. p()rsal .3'I:ld lateral yi~wf? ,of th~ 'pa~atype in the 
p,:~leoIitologi~a~ golle<;tio;rll? pf the :Stat~ University' of ,Iowa. 
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Fig,. ~.: ' D()rsa~ yie'Y' .of the par.atype..Fielq. Mus.. No.. P 
" . . 16708 . . ~. 7/$. 
MilllgALASPI$ BECKER! .Slocom~ pa~~ 1,96 .. 
Fig. 5. Dorsal' vi~w ,of the type specimen.. :x: 14/ 15. 
THALEOPS 9Y~TA Conrad, page '204. 
Fig. 6. Cranidium. Field, Mus,. No .. P 112597 Cl~rmont. 
X 13/ 14. 
Fig. 7. Dorsal view of a nearly ' complete specimen from 
Mineral Point, Wisconsin. No. 6901 University of Chicago. 
X 13/ 14. 
Fig. 8. Cephalon showing cheek spines, from Dixon, Illinois, 
No. 12584 :ITniversity ,of ,Chicago.. X 13/ 14. 
,NILEUS VIGIIJA:!:'S .¥eek and WortheE, page 199. 
Figs. ' 9 ~15,. Series illustrating yar,iations ~n size. :X 1. 
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Explanation of Plate XVI. '. 
SPHAEROCORYFHE ¥AQUOKETENSIS Slocom, page 22H. 
Figs. 1, 2. Dorsal and lateral views Of the holotype. Field 
Mus. No. P 11152A.X 9/5. 
Fig. 3. Dorsal view of pygidium from Elgin. Field Mus. 
No. P 16954. X 1. 
Fig. 4. Ventral.view of a larger pygidium from Elgin. Field 
'Mus. No. P 17051. XL ' 
AMPHILICHAS RHINOCEROS Slqcom, page 206. 
Fig. 5. View of the inner surface bf the shell of a cranidium. 
The type specimen. Field Mus. No., P 11181. X 6/7. 
Fig. 6. Outline restoration from the type specimen. X 6/7. 
AMPHILICHAS CLERMONTENSIS Slocom, page 207. 
Fig. 7. Dorsal view of the type specimen. Field Mus. No. 
P 11257. X 6/ 7. 
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OYBEI,OIDES IOWENSIS Slocom, page 213. 
Fig. 1. The holotype. Field Mus. No. P 16631. X 5/ 4. 
Figs. 2, 3. Dorsal and anterior views of the paratlYpe. Field 
Mus. No. P 17039. X 1. 
Fig~ 4. A detached free cheek showing form and positiqn of 
the eye. Field Mus. No. P 16633. X 5/ 4. 
ENCRINURUS PERNODOSUS Slocom, page 209. 
-Figs. 5, 6. Dorsal and lateral views of the holotype. Field 
Mus. No _ P 117038. X 3/ 2. 
Fig. 7. A detached pygidium. Field Mus. No. P 16930. X 1. 
OALYMENE FAYETTENSIS Slocom, page 216. 
Figs. 8, 9. Dorsal · and lateral vie'Y's of the type specimen. 
Field Mus. No. P 16755. X 3/ 2. , 
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OERAURUS MILLERANUS Miller and Gurlf>Y, page 221. 
Fig. 1. A complete cranidium. Fi~ld Mus. No. P 16853. ,X 1. 
Fig. 2. A pygidium with one spine missing. Field Mus. No. 
P 16925. X 1. 
Fig'. ,3. , The type specimen. No. 6062 University of Ohicago. 
XL ' 
OERAURUS ELGINENSIS 'Slocom, page 224. 
Fig. 4: The holotype. Field Mus. No. P 16630~" X 1. 
Fig. 5. A pygidium referred to this species. Field Mus. No. 
P 17030. X 1., 
OERA URI~US ,ICARUS (Billings), page 227. 
Figs. 6, 7. Two views of a coiled speciinen in the collection 
of Mr. A. G. Becker. X 1. 
Fig. 8. An imperfect cranidium sh<?wing the form of the 
facial suture and the posterior margin. "Field Mus. No. P 11150. 
X 1. . . I' 
Fig. 9 . . Ventral view of a complete pygidium. Field Mlls. 
No. P 11150. Xl. . " 
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PTERYGOMETOPUS FREDRICK! Slocom, page 232. 
1fig~ 1. The type specimen. Field Mus. No. P 17024. X 3/.2. 
Fig· ,2. Dorsal -view of the cephalon of the a9Qve.. ,X 3/ 2. 
jF'~g. 3.. Outline drawing' of a lateral yiew .0f the same show-
in.~ 'tp.e form ,o(the glabella. X 3/ 2. . ' 
F~gs .. 4, ,5. Dorsal and lateral views of , .~ young specimen 
ref~rred to this species, in the collection of ~r. A .. ' G. Becker. 
X 3. 
PTERYGOMETOPUS LARRABEE! Slocom, page 235. 
Fig. 6. The holotype. Field Mus. No. P 11256. X 5/ 4. 
Fig. 7.. Outline drawing of a lateral view of the same show-
'ing form of the glabella. X 5/ 4. 
'Fig. 8. Pygidium associated with the holotype. X 5/ 4. 
OALYMENE GRAOILIS Slocom, page ·219. 
F ig. 9. The type specimen. Field Mus. No. P 17065. X 5/ 4. 
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THE ORIGIN OF DOLOMITE 
Introduction. 
Bischof ha,s well said: "No rock has attracted greater atten-
tion than dolomite." The problem of the origin of this rock 
has long occupied the minds of geologists and many theories 
have been advanced for its formation. 
ThTTyrol has always been classic ground for dqlomite st;ay . 
.As early as 1779, before dolomite as such was recognized as a 
distinct rock, the Italian geologist, .Arduino/ called attention to 
the magnesian limestlOnes which occur in this region in associa-
tion with rocks of volcanic origin. Two years later Dolimeu2 
remarked upon the peculiar magnesia-bearing limestones of. the 
same region and described some of their properties. But it 
remained for Saussures in 1792, to make a comprehensive study 
of the physical and chemical properties of the rock and to give 
it the specific name" dolomite" in honor of its first! describer. 
Since this time dolomite has been found to. have a widespread 
distribution in both time and space and to constitute one of the 
most important rocks of th~ ,earth's crust. But the mode of 
formation of the rock has remained from the first a disputed 
question and in spite of the fact that a voluminous literature 
has grown up on the subject, the last word has not· yet been 
spoken. It is the purpose of the writer to review the existing 
theories 'of the origin of dolomite and to weigh each of these 
carefully in the light of additional evidence gathered in the 
course of his invest.igations. 
Field studies were first undertaken in connection with the 
problem in northeastern Iowa and adjacent parts of Illinois 
and Wisconsin in 1912, under the auspices of the Iowa Geo-
logical Survey, and from this time were carried on privately 
at intervals in southeastern New York state and New Jersey 
'Cited by Morlot, Haidinger' s Naturw . Abh ., Vol. 1. 1847, p" 305. 
2Id.em., p. 306 . 
"Idem., p. 306. 
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until early in 1914, when a grant from the Esther Herrman Re-
search Fund of the Nevi York Academy of Sciences made pos-
sible much more ~xtensive observatiop-s , during the remainder 
of that year in Vermont, N ew York State, Pennsylvania, Ohio, 
Michigan, Missouri, illinois and in the province of Ontario. 
In addition the writer has more recently obtained a large 
amouiIt of data bearing on the subject in s.oJthern Iowa while 
engaged in a study of the stratigraphy of the Mississippian 
formations of this rE;lgion for the State Geological Survey. 
OCCURRENCE. 
Dolomite frequently occurs as a gangue mineral in ore de-
posits and commonly forms veinlets and druses in dolomitic 
limestones. Magnesian spring deposits likewise have been re-
corded~ Vein dolomites formed by the dolomitization of lime-
stone ,along fissures also are known and several examples of 
limestones mottled with patches of dolomite in such a way as 
to give the appearance of a breccia have been described 
within recent years. It is with the stratified deposits of 
dolomite, however, that we are chiefly concerned. These are 
predominantly marine formations, or at least the alteration 
products of formations originally marine. But fresh-water 
dolomites also are known. Thus, Leube4 has described dolomite 
beds bearing as much as 44.94 per cent of Mg003 which alter-
nate with less dolomitic and with clayey beds in a Cretaceous 
fresh-water formation near Ulm in Bavaria, and Knapp5 has 
found from 38 to 49.6 per cent of MgCOs in a fresh-water lime-
stone of the brown coal series at Rodgen near Geissen. 
The stratified dolomites may in themselves constitute entire 
formations ranging up to several hundred feet in thickness, or 
they may represent only portions of formations, in which case 
they are interbedded with limestone, sandstone, shale and 
gypsum. They are widely distributed on the continents and 
occur in many of the coral islands of the sea. 
They range from several shades of gray to buff or yellow in 
color, and are usually massive and nearly structureless but in 
'Neues Jahrh. 1840, p. :In. 
"Jahresber. Chemie. 1847-1848, p. 1298. 
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places they are thinly and regularly bedded. In fossil content 
they also exhibit considerable variation. Some dolomites show ' 
few or no traces of fossils, while others are highly fossiliferous . 
. In the fossiliferous varieties the fossils in some instances are 
preserved intact in a silicIfied condition, but in most cases they 
are in the form of moulds or casts. Again they vary mu(>h in 
porosity. Some dolomites are very compact, but most of them 
are vesicular and porous. The size of grain is likewise subject 
to great variation. The fine-grained, dense varieties are often 
distinguished from limestone only with difficulty, but the 
coarser-grained types are more . distinct by reason of their ten-
dency to break down into a dolomite sand upon weathering. 
With regard to the relation of dolomites to time, they occur 
in every geological ~ystem of the stratigraphic column and are 
being formed. in the seas today. They attain their maximum 
development, however, bi the early Paleozoic· systems and 
roughly decrease in importance With ' time. This has ' been 
demonstrated by Daly,s who, by a compilation of a large number 
of analyses of limestones and dolomites of known age, calcu-
lated the ratio of dolomite to limestone in the different geologic 
. periods. (See Table I.) 
TABLE 1. 
PERIOD I 
No. OF I RATIO OF I RATIO 
AN- CaCO a TO OF Ca TO 
ALYSES .MgCO. Mg 
Pre-Cam brian: 
(a) :From North America except those in (b) 28 
(b) From Ontario (Miller)................. 33 
(c) Average of (a) and .(b) . .. .. .. .. ..... . . 61 
(d) Best General Average.................. 49 
Cambrian (including 17 of the Shenandoah lime-
stone) ...............•................... 30 
Ordovician .................... ............... 93 
Silurian ..... , ............................... 208 
All pre-Devonian ......................... 392 
Dev.onian . . . ......... ........ .. ... ..... . ..... 106 
Carboniferous .............. .. . .. ............. ·238 
Cretaceous ................................... 77 
Tertiary ..... :....... .................. ..... . 26 
Quaternary and Recent ...................... 26 
Total ......... ....... , ......... ......... , 86.5. 
·Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 20, 1909, p. 153. 
1.64: 1 
4.92:1 
2.93:1 
2.58:1 
2.96:1 
2.72:1 
2.09:1 
2.39:1 
4.49:1 
8.89:1 
40.23:1 
37.92:1 
25.00:1 
2.30:1 
6.89:1 
4.10:1 
3.61:1 
4.14:1 
3.81:1 
2.93:1 
3.35:{· 
6.29:1 
12.45:1 
56.32: 1 
53.09:1 
35.00:1 
" 
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TABLE ,' 
CONSTITUENTS 
HORIZON LOCALrry. 
I I Al.Oa I I Caco M:gCO + In sol. SiO' . a • Fe.O. Matter 
I 
Missourian ... .. , Independence, Mo .. . ... 97.41 .... 0.92 . . .. 1.46 
Stones River ...• Murat P. 0., Va ....... 94.88 1.03 1.24 .... 2.54 
Chambersburg .. , Strasburg, Va . .. ....... 84.64 1.68 1.48 12.10 . '" 
Beekmantown . .. Harrisburg, Pa ......... 92.14 3.15 0.06 5.08 . ... 
Wapsipinicon ... Cedar County, la ... ... . 93.61 4.20 0.58 1.52 .... 
Platteville ... .. . Dixon, Ill . ........ .... . 83.93 5.02 4.44 .., . 4.78 
Elbrook ........ Waynesboro, Pa .. . . .. . . 83 .23 6.03 1.16 8.80 . ' . . 
Triassic ........ Southern TyroL ... . ... 91.50 7.40 . .. 1.13 . . .. 
Kinderhook ..... Marshall County, la .... 90.04 8.08 0.50 1.22 . . 0. 
PlaJttin ......... Cape Girardeau, Mo . . .. 87.23 9.26 0.45 ..0. 2.93 
Clinton . . ....... Wilmington, Ohio ...... 83.77 10.20 2.68 '" . 2.32 
Jurassic . . ... . .. French Jura ........... 82.00 11.22 . . . 6.88 •• 0 • 
Trenton ........ Nat. Gas Belt, Ind ..... 8,3.21. 12.48 1,23 2.14 . ... 
St. Louis .. .. ... , St. Louis, Mo ....... .. . 78.97 13.36 0.53 .... 2.40 
St. Louis . ....... St. Louis County,' Mo .. 78.98 14.12 0.99 . . . . 3.39 
Wapsipinicon . .. Bettendorf, la .... .. .. . ' 79 .60 15.40 0.70 4.46 .. .. 
Onondaga .. ... . ,Bloomville, Ohio .... .' .. 62.30 13.18 1.54 .... 22.76 
Triassic . . ...... Southern Tyrol . . . ... .. 80.50 18.20 ... .1 .26 . .. . 
Beekmantown . . , Harrisburg, Pa .... . ... 76.10 19.00 1.10 4.70 •• 0 . 
Beekmantown .. , Harrisburg, Pa .......• 76.33 19.88 0.64 2.41 .... 
Clinton ......... New Jru:;per" Ohio .. . . . . 75.27 20.60 2.40 , . ... 2.54 
Dnondaga ...... ' Owens St.a., Ohio ..... . 74.00 21.46 1.85 .. . . 1.92 
Onondaga .. . ... , Owens Sta., Ohio ...... 72 .85 22.38 2.65 .. . . 1.65 
Onondaga ..... . , Owens Sta., Ohio . ..... 64.00 20.47 2.30 .... 12.50 
Beekmantown .. ' Harrisburg, Pa ........ 64.28 22.32 1.30 11.61 '" . 
Beekmantown. " Harrisburg, Pa ........ 64.99 23.59 1.57 10.60 . • 0. 
Onondaga . ..... , Kelley's Island, Ohio . .. 71.17 26.82 0.40 .. .. 1.60 
Niagara ... ..... Lynchburg, Ohio .. .. ... 64.55 25.51 5.18 .... 4.88 
Clinton ..... .. .. Yellow Sorings. Ohio ... 68.20 28.44 2.40 .... 0.72 
Niagara . .. ..... New Paris, Ohio .. . .... 67.00 29.32 1.32 .... 2.50 
Be,ekmantown .. Harrisbur'g, Pa .. . ..... 58.53 27.44 2.09 11.90 '" . 
Onondaga . .. . . . , Spore, Ohio ... . " . ...... 56 ,04 27.82 3.99 . ... 8.92 
Kinderhook .... , Cooper County, Mo ..... 55.54 29.09 2.61 ... . 11.99 
Niagara . . . . .... Btone City. la ...... . .. 63.56 34.76 0.72 0.96 .... 
Onondaga .. ..... , Defiance. Ohio . ........ 55.30 32.21 1.58 . ... 11.86 
Burlington ... ... Ash Grove, Mo .. . . . .... 61.44 37.68 0.50 . . .. 0.40 
Kinderhook ... . . Sedalia. Mo .... . ... . .. : 49.21 31.57 1.08 .. . . 17.69 
,Wapsipinicon ... Cedar Valley, la .... . .. 58.20 39.50 0.90 1.20 •• 0 . 
Cedar Valley .... Bremer County, Ia ... . . . 55.23 39.03 2.12 3.28 . .. . 
Beekmantown .. , Rtrasburp' Jct., Va . . .. . 51.07 37.80 1:00 10.06 .. . . 
Kittatinny ..... , Easton, Pa ........ . ... 54.40 42.40 . 2.22 . . .. 1.84 
Niagara ....... . Lannon. Wis .......... 52.29 42.27 1.68 .... 3.96 
Niagara .... . ... Soring-field, Ohio .. . ; ... 53.44 44.49 0.54 "0 • 1.37 
Niagara . .. . .... New Madison, Ohio . . . . '51.70 45.26 2.70 .... 
Niagara ..... . .. Cedar Valley, la ..... " 51.27 48.09 0.35 I 0.23 .. . . 
Niagara ........ 81Jringfield, Ohio ....... 46.40 47.53 4.90 - .. . . 
Niagara .. ...... GreenVille, Ohio ....... 44.60 50.11 4.60 - ' 0 ' • 
Niagara ... . .. . . Hillsboro, Ohio . ... .... 35.57 49.00 2.00 I .... 13.:10 .,..,." 
II. 
Recalculated 
on basil of 100% 
CaC03 + 
. MgC0 3 
I 
CaC0 3 J MgC03 
10{).00 
98.93 
98.05 
96.70 
95.71 
94.36 
93.25 
92.52 
91.76 
90.40 
89.14 
87.9£ 
86.96 
85.53 
84.83 
83.79 
82.54 
81.56 
80.02 
79.34 
78.51 
77.52 
76.50 
75.77 
74.23 
73.37 
72.63 
71.67 
70.57 
69.56 
68.08 
66.83 
'65.63 
64.65 
63.19 
61.99 . 
60.92 
59.57 
58.59 
57.47 
56.20 
!?5.30 
54.57 
53.32 
51.60 
49.40 
47.09 
42.06 
1.07 
1.95 
3.30 
4.2"9 
5.64 
6.75 
7.48 
8.24 
9.60 
10.86 
12.04 
13.04 
14.47 
15.17 
16.21 
17.46 
18.44 
19.98 
20.66 
21.49 
22.48 
23.50 
24.23 
25.77 
26.63 
27.37 
28.33 
29.43 
30.44 
31.92 
33.17 
34.37 
35.35 
36.81 
38.01 
39.08 
40.43 
41.41 
42.53 
43.80 
44.70 
45.43 
46.68 
48.40 
50.60 
52.91 
57.94 
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COMPOSITION. 
Normal dolomite, CaMg( C08)2, is composed of the carbonates , 
of calCium and magnesium combined in equivalent prop~rtion~, 
and hence consists of 54.35 per cent of CaCOn and '45.65 of 
MgCOs• But perfectly pure dolomite is rarely found in nature. 
Siliceous or argillaceous impurities are commonly present; iron 
and rela ted metals may replace a portion of the calcium and 
magnesium ; and most important of all, the calcium in many 
dolomites 'is far in excess of the normal amount. This, in fact, 
is true to such a degree in dolomitic limestones that it is often 
impossible to say where dolomite leaves , off and limestone 
. begins, and some confusion has arisen regarding the place 
where the boundary should be drawn hetween these two rocks. 
At present the terms limestone and dolomite are very loosely 
used, and no attempt is made by many to distinguish between 
them. Thus, many rocks which are nearly true dolomites are 
described as limestones by some, while others refer to a rock 
as dolomite when really it is very low in magnesia; again, still 
others ,use the term magnesian limestone freely, regardless of 
the amount of magnesia present. The attempted classifications 
of limestone and dolomite show this same uncertainty and lack 
of regard of the importance of the magnesia content of the rock. 
For example, ,Forchhammer7 concluded that a limestone con-
taining more than 2 per cent of MgCOs could be called a 
dolomite. F~ W. Pfaff,s on the other hand, after a study of a se-
ries of analyses of dolomitic limestones, decided that no lime-
stones exist in nature which contain from 7 to 11 per cent ot 
MgCOa, and' made this the basis, of his classification, calling all 
magnesia-bearing limestones containing more than 11 per cent of 
MgCOa dolomite and all those containing less than 7 per cent of 
this constituent limestone. A careful examination of a large. 
number of analyses of dolomitic limestones by the writer, how-
ever, has proven Pfaff's classification to be untenable, for every 
gradation has been found to exist in the magnesia content be-
tween pure limestone on the one hand and dolomite on the other. 
(See Table II.) In rare cases the magnesia even exceeds tlie 
7Jour. Prakt. Chemie, Vol. 49, 1850, p. 52. 
"Neues Jahrb. , Beil. Bd. 23, 1907, p . 529. 
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proportion required in normal dolomite, and in these it must 
be assumed that this excess is due either to the existence of. 
MgCOa in solid solution or isomorphous mixture in the dolomite. 
or to the presence ' ~f free crystals of magnesite . 
. As to the exact natur~ of the mixtures ofealcite and dolomite 
in all stages of the transition from limestone to dolomite, little 
is as yet definitely known. Nor can this be determined except 
by careful mineralogical studies in conjunction with analytical 
work or by direct synthetic experiments. It can be safely as-
serted, however, that calcite and dolomite exist in solid solution 
or isomorphous mixture to a considerable degree, and that up 
to a certain point dolomite is miscible with calcite Without 
seriously affecting the latter's mineralogical properties and 
that again as the composition of dolowite is approached calcite 
is miscible with dolomite without destroying the latter's indi-
viduality. Where the exact transitions take place it is at present 
impossible to state, but there is some evidence bearing on this 
point. Thus, Skeats9 states that in some of the Tyrol limestones 
MgCOa is present to the extent of 6 or 7 per cent, without giving 
rise to any visible dolomite crystals, while a sample of the coral 
rock from . Christmas Island bore over 11 per cent of MgCOs · 
without showing visible dolomite. Similarly 'CullislO reports 
that the coral rock of the Funafuti boring contained as much 
as 16 per cent of MgCOa without exhibiting individual crystals 
of dolomite. It should be noted, however, that this rock had 
not yet . pndergone recrystallization. On the other hand, 
Wallacell found that a rock composed of homogeneous crystals 
but containing only 23.35 per cent of MgCOs reacted for dolo-
mite optically with Lemberg's solution. Somewhere, then, with-
in the limits of 11, or possibly 16, · and 23.35 per cent there 
appears to be ;:t transitlbn from calcite with dolomite in isomor-
phous mixture to dolomite with calcite in isomorphous mixture. 
Whether the transition is sharp or whether there is an interme-
diate stage in which the dolomite and calcite are present in the 
form . of a .mechanical mixture it is impossible to· state. It is 
hoped that future· stuqies will locate this point more accur,ately, 
9Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc, London, Vol. 61, 1905, p. lSI. 
l·The Atoll of Funafuti: Published by the Royal Society, London, 1904, p. 392. 
UCongr~s Geologique International Compt. Renli. 12th Session, Canada, 1913, p . 875. 
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for the present confusion attending the classification of the mag-
nesian and dolomitic limestones would then be, in part at least, 
eliminated. For instance, it might be found convenient to desig-
nate all limestones bearing MgOOa in excess of 3 or 4 per cent 
and below the limit at which individualized dolomite crystals ap:.. 
pear as magnesian limestones, while rocks above this limit which 
consist wholly or in part of crystals which. behave as dolomite 
but which still contain less MgOOg than normal dolomite might 
be designated dolomitic limestones. The more restricted term 
dolomite could then be applied to those rocks which possess the 
two carbonates in approximately equivalent proportions. In 
the present paper no attempt is made to apply any form of 
classification, and the term dolomite is loosely used for all 
dolomitic limestones which react microchemically !is dolomite, 
regardless of their exact composition. 
HISTORICAL REVIEW. 
The theories of the origin of dolomite may be classIfied con-
veniently in the following tabular form. 
I. Primary deposition theories: 
A. The chemical theory. 
B. The organic theory. 
C. The clastic theory. 
II. Alteration theories: 
A. The marine alteration theory. 
B. The groundwater alteration theory. 
C. ' The pneumatolytic alteration theory. 
III. Leaching theories: 
A. The marine leaching theory. 
B. The surface leaching theory. 
I. Primary Deposition Theories. 
A. The Chemical Theory.-This theory formerly had many 
followers, and some geologists still adhere to it today. Bone12 
advocated this method of ori.gin as early as 1831, and Bertrand-
Geslin18 was an early supporter of this view. Similarly Wag-
ner,14 in 1839, favored the view that the dolomites of.the French 
Jura , were original deposits rather . than alteration products. 
12Bull. Soc. g~ol. France, Vol. I, 1831, p. 115. 
1lIBull. Soc. g~ol. France, Vol. 6, 1834; p. 8. 
"Cited by F . Pfaff, ,Pogg. Annalen, 1851, p. 465 . 
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Coquand/v however, concluded that dolomite had a two-fold 
origin, being in part the product of the action of volcanic agents . 
on limestone, and in part a regular chemical precipitate on the 
sea bottom. Wissmann16 almost simultaneously expressed the 
view that the dolomites of the Tyrol were original deposits, and 
Petzholdtl1 stated it as his ·opinion that both the ,dolomite and 
the limestone of this region are chemical precipitates, since ' 
they grade into each other. This, he believed, would ac-
count for the predominance of limestone in the lower part of 
the section and of dolomite in the upper, since MgCOs is the 
more soluble of the two carbonates and would be ,the last to 
be thrown out of solution. Fournet18 likewise interpreted the 
dolomite of the same region as original. . 
Forchhammer19 soon after pointed out that certain do~omitic 
nodules in the Cretaceous limestones at Faxo wer.e probably 
chemical. These he believed to be the product of the reaction 
of the CaCOs of spring water with the magnesia of sea water. 
The presence of material resembling travertine in the rocks and 
other evidences of spring action seemed to lend support to this 
·Vlew. 
Delanoue/o on the other hand, was inclined to favor the chemi-
cal precipitation theory for dolomites in general, regarding 
secondary dolomites as only local and of little importance. 
Liebe21 in 1855 gave this theory an elaborate setting for the 
origin of the Zechstein dolomites. To account for these he 
assumed that the Zechstein sea had been visited by eruptions 
and violent disturbances through which magnesia was intro-
duced from subterranean sources and the inhabitants of the sea 
exterminated. Carbon dioxide, possibly contributed by the 
volcanic action, took the magnesia into solution as . MgCOa, 
which was distributed over wide areas. This then united with 
the CaC03 of the sea to form minute crystals of dolomite which 
after being driven here and there by waves and currents were 
finally deposited on the sea bottom. 
"Bull. Soc. g~ol. France, Vol. 12, 1841, p. 314 . , 
l·Cited by Bischof .. Elements of Chemical and PhySical Geology, English tl'ansla-
tion, Vol. 3, 1859, p. 200. 
"Idem., p. 201. 
lOBulI. Soc. g~ol. France, 2d. ser. Vol. 6, 1849, p. 502. 
" Jour. Prakt. Chemie, Vol. ' 49, 1850, p. 52 . 
"Compt. Rend., Vol. 39, 1854, p. 492. ' 
2lZeitschr. Deutsch. geol. Gesell. , Vol. 7, 1855, p. 406. 
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Hunt22 also expressed 'himself unequivocally in favor of the 
' chemical precipitat~on of dolomite, giving it as his opinion that 
"dolomites, magnesites, and magnesian marls have had their 
origin in sediments of magnesium carbonate formed ·by the evap-
oration of solutions of bicarbonate of . magnesia. These solu-
tions have been produced by the action of bicarbonate of cal-
cium on MgS04 ; or by' the 'action of bicarbonate of sodium on 
MgCl2 or MgS04 • The subsequent action of heat has cemented 
the sediments into magnesite or dolomite." 
Cordier/s approaching the problem from a philosophical stand-
point, was also led to believe dolomites were chemical deposits, 
and Leymerie24 enter~ained similar views. He points out that the 
dominant salt in the sea today is NaCl, while MgCl2 and CaC12 
are accessory, but supposes that in early Paleozoic time condi-
tions may have been reyersed. If then Na2COS were brought in 
by rivers or introduced from submarine sources, a double de-
composition would set in and dolomite might be deposited. This 
he believed would account for the constant association of lime-
stone and dolomite both in different beds or layers and in the 
same · bed, and would explain the present high N aCl content of 
the seas. 
Von Rosen25 about this time claimed chemical precipitation 
as the probable method of origin of the dolomite and dolomitic 
·limestone of the Diina and Welikaja regions in Finland and 
Kurland, and GiimbeP6 applied it to the dolomites of the French 
Jura and of the southern Tyrol. Scheerer/1 on the other hand, 
believed that all of the oldest dolomites. represent cherpical 
precipitates. 
Loretz28 also favored the view that the dolomites of the south-
ern Tyrol a~e original formations and leaned towards the cheml- ' 
cal theory. The preservation of fine and detailed structures in 
the rock suggested to ·him its primary nature. 
"'Am. Jour. Sci., 20, ser., Vo!. 28, 1859, p. 382. 
"Compt. Rend. Vo!. 54, 1862, p. 293. 
"M~moires de L'Academie Imp~riale des Sciences de Toulouse, 6th ser., Vo!. 2, 
1864, p. 307. 
"Cited by Zirkel, Lehrbuch der Petrographle, 2d ed. Vo!. 3, 1894, p. -503. 
"Clted by Zirkel , Idem, p : 503 : 
"Neues Jahrb. , 1866, p. 1. 
"Zeltschr. Deutsch. geo!. G~sel1., Vo!. 30, 1-878, p. 387. 
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S. F .. Emmons/9 in 1886, adopted the primary theory for the 
origin of the dolomites of the Le.adville district of Colorado. He ' 
concluded that the magnesia is an original- const~tuent of these 
rocks, having been deposi'ted at the same time ,as the lime. The 
pres:ence of minute amounts of chlorine in the dolomites as 
shown by analyses led him to believe ·that fluid NaCl was in-
cluded in the dolomite grains when they crystallized. 
In still later times Vogt30 has come out in favor of this view, 
stating it as his opinion th~t certain Norwegian dolomites are 
chemical. The following facts are arrayed in favor of this con-
,tention: (1) Although the dolomites ·are in places' of great 
thickness, they consist in many <lases of ~olomite of ideal com-
position; (2) Dolomite. layers are inter stratified with limestone 
without transition; (3) Carbonaceous material is wanting in 
these dolomites; while in limestones derived from organic re-
mains carbonaceous material is always met with. 
Ulrich and Schucherl31 have also implied that certain dolo-
mitic limestones are chemical, as shown by the following state-
ment: 
. "Except around certain areas composed of pre-Cambrian rocks 
and supposed to have been islands (Adirondacks and Isle of 
Wisconsin) where deposits' were arenaceous, the upper Cambric 
sea laid down great beds of limestone. These limestones were 
chiefly dolomite, and in this case, indicate (1) remoteness from 
steep shores of the areas receiving them, (2) considerable ' depth 
of water, ' which may explain the unusual paucity of animal re-
mains contained in them, and (3) chemical precipitation as the 
main source of the material composing them.' " 
The chemical theory has had one of its greatest champions in 
Suess,82 who points out that in the Plattenkalk formation beds 
of dolomite, often containtng more than 40 per cent of MgCOa 
and of constant thickness and regUlar contacts, are interbedded 
with limestone, and maintains that the dolomite was deposited 
as such from the sea. The following statement is added in a 
footnote: 
"Mono. U . S. Geol. Survey, Vol. 12, 1886, p. 276 . 
" Zeltschr. Prakt. Geologie, 1898, p. 4. 
SlNew York State Museum, Bull. 52, 1901, p. 633. 
" The Face of the Earth, English translation, Vol. 2, 19Q6, p., 262. : ". 
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"Giimbel has always maintained this view; the dolomitic in-
tercalations in the Potsdam sandstone l the Waterlime of the 
upper Silurian of North America, the dolomitic beds of the 
upPer Devonian of Russia, those which represent the Zechstein 
in England and those in the German Keuper, all of them more 
or less littoral deposits, are ' so many examples of the direct 
deposition of dolomite." ' 
The chemical theory, however, has been elaborated most fully 
by Daly in two very suggestive papers. In the earlier pape'r33 
this writer points out that in pre-Cambrian time when the scaven-
ger system of the ocean was not yet developed, the seas must 
have been depleted i:r;t lime and magnesia due to the precipitating 
effect of (NH4 )2COa generated from decaying organisms on the 
sea bottom. "The magnesium carbonate should have been most 
abundantly thrown down in pre-Cambrian time ;. its precipitation 
must have been lessened through Paleozoic and Mesozoic time 
and has reached its minimum since the abyssess of the ocean be-
came abundantly tenanted with scavengers." 
In Daly's second paper34 this theory is developed still further'. 
A study of nearly 900 representative analyses of limestones dis-
tributed among all the geological periods ranging from the pre-
Cambrian to the recent showed that the ratio of calcium to mag-
nesium is fairly constant for all the pre-Devonian periods, but 
that the ratio rises abruptly in the Devonian and continues to 
rise to the Cretaceous, ' where the maximum is reached. (See 
Table I, page 259.) 
The average· Ca:Mg ratio for the pre-Devonian limestones 
(3.35 :1) is very close to the ratio of Ca to Mg in the rivers 
now draining the pre-Cambrian terranes as shown by analysis 
of the water of the Ottawa river at Qttawa. "This comparison 
of itself suggests that during the pre-Devonian time the river:-
borne magnesium and calcium were wholly preoipitated after 
diffusing to the sea bottom. In fact the correspondence must be .. 
regarded as giving powerful support to the hypothesis." It is 
suggested that t~e marked rise in the Ca :Mg ratio in Devonian 
"Am. Jour. ScI. 4th ser ., Vol. 23, 1907, p. 93 . ' 
"Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 20, l \lO9, p . 153. 
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and later time may be due to the development of the scavenging 
fishes, which would prevent organic decay and the consequent 
generation of (NH4 )2COa• 
To Daly the fine and monotonous grain of .the pre-Ordovician 
limestones and dolomites means that they are neither of clastic 
nor of organic origin. For example, microscopic examination · 
of samples of 7000 feet of pre-Cambrian strata exposed in the 
Forty-ninth Parallel section of the Rocky Mountian geosyncline 
showed that "the constituent particles are either idomorphic 
and roughly rhombohedral, or anhedral and faintly interlocking. 
The former are everywhere of nearly uniform average diameter, 
ranging from .01 millimeter to .03 millimeter with an average 
of about .02 millimeter. The anhedral grains range from .005 
millimeter to .03 millimeter, averaging about .015 millimeter. " 
The same uniform grain was found to prevail in the Archean 
dolomites at the head of Priest river, Idaho, in the Belt series 
of the Clarke Range and in the Siyeh and Sheppard siliceous 
limestones of Middle Cambrian age of Northwestern Montana. 
The fact that the average diameters of these carbonate granules 
are of the same order as the average diameter of calcite and 
dolomite crystals known to have been formed by chemical pre-
cipitation seems to him to be significant. 
The alternation of clean-cut beds of limestone with beds of 
magnesian limestone or dolomite, as illustrated by the pre-Cam-
brian formations ' of British Columbia and Montana, also seemed 
. to him to speak for the original deposition of the two carbonates 
as against later metamorphism. 
Following closely upon Daly came Linck85 as an advoca~e of 
the chemical precipitation theory. Basing his conclusions upon 
the conditions of his experimental production of dolomite, he 
also assumed that (NH4 )2CO. derived from the decay or manne 
organisms was a competent precipitating agent. 
The latest investigator to express himself favorably to the 
chemical hypothesis is Weigelin,36 who applies it to the dolomites 
a·ssociated with salt and gypsum in the Lower Keuper of West 
r~Monatsh . Deutsch . geol. Gesell., 1900, p. 230 . 
"'Neues J ahrb., Be.!l. Bd. 35, 1913, p . 628. 
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Wiirttemberg. The upward succession of dolomite, gypsum and 
salt here suggests to him that all the.se are the products of 
evaporating seas. 
B. The Organic Theory.-The opinion formerly prevailed 
in some quarters that organi1'1ms have played an important role 
in the ' production of dolomite, and recent work has tended to 
revive this view somewhat.-
Forchhammer37 showed by a series of analyses as early as 
1850 that the calcareous skeletons 'of some organisms contained 
considerable magnesia. In the Brachiopods he found the MgCO~ 
to be uniformly low, not exceeding one per cent, but I sis hip-
puris yielded 6.36 per cent; Corallium nobile 2.13 per cent; 
Serpula sp. from the M·editerranean 7.64 per cent; and Serpula 
triq'uetra f~om the North Sea 4.45 per cent. Upon the strength 
of these results this .writer concluded that such magnesia-secret-
ing organisms might build a dolomitic limestone directly. 
The chemical studies of Damour38 also led him to support 
this theory. Analysis of calcareous algae ("corals") by him 
showed a high MgC0 3 content in four out. of six specimens. He 
records a maximum of 16.99 per cent of this constituent in 
Amphiroa tribulus Lam., while Melobesia sp. nov. yielded 12.32 
per cent. Damour concludes, therefore, from the development 
such forms take on along the shore and on the sea bottom that 
deposits of magnesian limestone are being formed by them today 
and must have been form~d by them in the past. 
Ludwig anq Theobold83 have also emphasized the importance 
of algae in the deposition of limestone and dolomite. In the 
travertine of the mineral spring at Nauheim, in the .Wetterau, 
whi~h is deposited through the agency of algae, these writers 
found a magnesia content ranging . up to 11.69 per cent. They 
are led to venture the suggestion, then, that similar plants may . 
have played an' important role in the deposition of older ~ompact . 
limestones poor in organic remains, and perhaps also of much 
9,olomite. 
The observations of Doelter and Hoernes,4o who held that 
many weakly dolomitic limestones were deposited directly in 
87Jour. Prakt. Chemie, Vol. 49, 1850, p. 52. 
"Annales Chim. Phys., 3d ser ., Vol. 32, 1851, p. 862 . 
"Pogg. Annalen, Vol. 87, 1852, p. 91. . 
'"Jahrb. K .-k. geol. Relchsanstalt, Vol. 25, 1875. p. 29'J. 
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the sea through the activity of organisms, are also in 'accord with 
the organic theory. Much more recently Nichols41 has sought 
to demonstrate the importance of organisms in dolomite forma-
' tion. Thus, upon' analyzing a calcareous nodule taken from the 
Argus Bank of the Atlantic Ocean at a depth of 28 to 30 fathoms 
he found a much higher MgOOa content in the outer portion of 
the nodule than in its inner' portion, the percentages being 10.70 
and 4.98 respectively. This anomaly is accounted for on the 
assumption that "the more highly magnesian corals, serpulae 
and algae of which the nodule IS composed are in the central 
part diluted by the less magnesian gastropod materiaL It is 
probable that. the magnesium of the outer part is also somewhat 
increased by the re-solution of the skeletal material which is al-
ways taking place." Nichols then raises the question whether 
the more ancient organisms may not have secreted even more 
highly magnesian skeletons, thus: 
"If under present conditions corals, etc., secrete skeletons 
which may contain over ten per cent of magnesia, may they not, 
under Paleozoic conditions, when, as is usually conceded, the 
sea water was very different in composition and possibly far 
more corrosive than at present, have protected themselves by 
secreting relatively insoluble dolomite skeletons 1" 
As regards the origin of the nodules, it should' be pointed out 
that Phillipi42 dissent~ from th~ ' interpretation above given, 
holding that the higher magnesia content in their outer portion 
is rather to be accounted for upon the basis of recent dolomitiza-
tion by magnesia which has been introduced from the sea. 
Late investigations by Walhice43 have tended to lend wei.ght to 
this theory, since he believes that the occurrence of dolomitic 
fucoid-like markings in the Ordovician limestones of Manitoba is 
best accounted for on the assumption that algae bearing con-
siderable magnesia were , imbedded in the rock at the time it 
was deposited and that :this magnesia was influential in pro-
ducing local dolomitization of the limestone. 
C. The Clastic Theory.-That some dolomites may represent 
ordinary-mechanical sediments derived from the erosion of older 
"Field Columbian Museum, Geol. series, Vol. S, 1906, p. 40. 
''Neues Jahrb .. Festband, i907, Vol. I, p. 397. 
"Jour. Geol., Vol. 21, 1913, Il , " 02 ,: , ' , 
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dolomitic limestones, seems to have been conceived first by Les-
ley, in 1879,44 who suggested this mode of origin for an inter-
bedded series of limestones and dolomites of the" Calciferous, " 
exposed in the old Walton quarry, in the west bank of the Sus-
quehanna river, opposite Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. Here" a 
consecutive series of the beds, all conformable, and all dipping 
regularly a bout 30° to the southward afforded a good op-
portunity for collecting two sets of specimens for analysis, one 
at the. bottom and one at the top of the cut." In all 115 dis-
tinct beds with an aggregate thickness of 371 feet were careful-
ly measured and separately sampled both at the bottom and at 
the top of th~ opening. The analyses were then carried out' in 
the ' Survey laboratory at Harrisburg. On the whole, each bed 
in itself showed remarkable uniformity in composition ibut when 
compared with the associated layers, striking differences were 
noted. This is well illustrated by the accompanying table com-
piled from Lesley's report. 
TABLE III. 
NUlIfllER 
THICKNESS CACO, MG~O, INSOLUBLE 
OF BED 
F eet Inches Bottom I Top Bottom I Top Bottom I Top 
Per Per Per Per Per ' P er 
cent ceont cent cent cent cen 
46 ........ ... 3 6 97.2 90.6 1.7 . 7.6 0.7 1.8 
47 ... .. ..... . 0 10 63.4 68.2 '29.5 27.1 6.4 3.6 
48 · . . . .. ...... 0 5 94.3 95.3 1.9 2.2 3.5 2.2 
49 ...... . .... 0 2 57.8 66.2 33.2 26.9 8.0 5.7 
50 . ..... .... . 0 6 60.4 62.0 32.1 31.7 5.3 5.1 
51 ........... 1 11 92.6 95.7 3.2 2.9 3.0 1.7 
52 ........... 4 0 61.4 68.9 31.9 23.7 5.3 7.2 
53 .. . ........ 0 5 81.1 88.7 10.0 7.0 4.7 3.4 
54 .... . .. . .. . 5 2 98.2 97.9 1.3 1.2 1.2 0.7 
55 .... . ...... 0 11 79.8 79.5 10.8 13.4 8.6 6.9 
56 ........... 1 0 66.9 66.0 24.2 23.2 7.4 9.7 
57 ••••••••• 0, 1 10 91.6 91.0 2.4 2.3 5.9 6.8 
58 ... ...... .. 2 0 64.8 60.1 27.4 29.9 7.2 8.6 
59 . •.•..... o. 1 10 97.1 99.3 1.8 1.3 1.1 0.2 
60 ... .. ... ... 0 10 75.1 76.3 20.9 19.9 3.1 2.4 
61 .... ..... .. 2 4 89.3 95.1 1:5 1.8 8.9 2.1 
In a few instances, however, notable variations in the MgCOs 
content were found in the same layer. These are indicated in 
the table below. 
"Pa. Second Geol. Survey, Rept . M . M ., 1879, p. S11. 
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TABLE IV. 
NUlIfBER 
THICKNESS CACO" MGCO, INSOLUBLE 
OF BED 
F eet Inches Bottom I Top Bottom I 1'op Bottom \ Top 
Per P er Per P er Per Per 
cent coot cent cent cent cent 
14 .. ......... 12 8 95.85 83.70 2.40 11.85 1.80 3.40 
17 .. . .... . . . . 2 8 96.60 60.20 1.10 33.40 1.10 5.90 
68 ... ....... . 14 .10 85.1 96.00 10.40 2.30 3.20 1.90 
Some of Lesley's conclusions are quoted in full: 
Sometimes a bed of limestone only 5 or 6 inches thick crosses 
the exposure between two equally thin beds of dolomite, yet there 
is no appearance of gradation in the deposits, nor in their chem-
ical composition. The same percentages of carbonat,e of mag-
nesia are found at both extremities of the exposure. 
In a few cases there is a decided difference in the amount of 
magnesia at one or other end of the exposute; but whether this 
be due to some error in the investigation or to a radical change 
of composition along the bed which exhibits it, is not certain. 
There are thick masses of limestone strata with compara- ' 
tively thin magnesian layers in their midst; and vice versa, 
there is sometimes a considerable thickness of magnesian rock 
parted by thin layers of nearly pure limestone. 
There are a few layers of an intermediate species; but these 
are not numerous enough to destroy the remarkable and sudden 
contrasts of alternate· layers of limestone with 2 or 3 per cent 
of magnesia and layers with 25, 30, 35 or more per cent. In 
fact the extreme limits are often directly and repeatedly in con-
tact with each other. 
The largest percentage of silicate of alumina is almost in-
variably found in the high magnesian layers. 
The only generalization I can make from the above data is 
a negative one, namely: that no theory of percolation can ac-
count for the facts; that no theory of more rapid dissolution 
of carbonate of lime leaving a growing charge of magnesia be-
hind, will apply to rocks which are neither honeycombed or ,vi-
sibly porous, nor unusually cleft, nor otherwise disturbed; and 
that any theory to account for the presence of magnesia must 
treat the layers of both species as equally mechanical sedi-
ments; especially, seeing that the larger part of the insoluble 
matter resides in those which 'Contain most magnesia; while 
magnesIa is present in all of both kinds. 
18 
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Such a theory of origin i:;; ' favored also by Phillipi'G to ac-
count for certain impure dolomites associated with clastic sedi:. 
ments in the Muschelkalk of Germany. He believes that the 
material constituting these dolomites pro ba bly was derived from 
. the ,residuum of a limestone originally low in magnesia. This 
·vie,* has been adopted lately by Grabau46 also, who holds that 
the upper Silurianwaterlimes and certain dolomitic intercala-
tions in the Salina are clastic deposits derived from the erosio~ 
of older limestones. The same writer47 is of the opinion that 
certain inter stratifications of limestone and dolomite, likewise 
are explainable upon the basis of the clastic theory, remarking 
that the relationship is most satisfactorily -explained as a pri-
mary difference in the materials deposited, that both the lime- . 
stone and the dolomite are clastic but are derived from differ-
ent sources, or that the limestone is prganic and the dolomite 
clastic. 
II. Alteration Theories, ' 
A. The Marine Alteration Theory.-The theory that dolomite 
has had its origin in the alteration of limestone befqre it 
emerged from the sea has had manY' followers and probably is 
most widely held today, ·. Among the supporters of this v~ew 
there has been almost unanimous agreement that the sea-water 
contributed the magnesia, and the only exception to this is the 
view of Favre4R who, basing his suppositions upon the conditions 
of the -experimental production of dolomite by Marignac, con-
cluded that the dolomites of the Tyrol were formed in part at. 
least by the alteration of limestone at a temperature of 200· C., 
and · at a pressure of fifteen atmospheres, corresponding to a 
depth of 150 to 200 meters, by magnesium compounds furnished 
by the action of sulphurous and hydrochloric acids of volcanic 
origin on the lava of submarine melaphyr eruptions. 
The conception that the alteratIon ~ight be effected by the 
magnesia of sea w.ater w.as first suggested, py Dana49 in 1843~ 
to account for the ' dolomitic 'reef rock of the coral islands of the 
, 
"Frech' s L ethaea Geognostica, VOl. 2, 1908, p, 81 . 
"Bull. · Geol. Soc, America, Vol. 24, 1913, p, 399, 
"Principles of Stratigraphy, 1913, p. 760. . 
"Compt. Rend" Vol. 28, 1879, p. 3ll4. 
'.Am. Jour . Sci., Vol. 45, 1843, p, i2O, 
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Pacific. He hinted at this time that the rock might have been 
formed by the, introduction of magnesia through the mediuPl 
of heated sea water which possibly contained a larg~r supply 
of this element than usuaL Three years later50 in discussing 
the origin ' of a dolomitic ,coral limestone from the Island of 
Metia which contained 38.07 per cent of MgCOs , he says: 
"We cannot account for this supply of magnesia except by 
referring to the magnesian salts of the ' ocean. It is an instance 
of dolomitization during the consolidation of, the rock beneath 
sea wa.ter, and throws light upon this much vexed question." 
In 1872, the same writerS1 expressed the view that the same 
dolomite had been formed in sea water at ordinary tempera-
tures but perhaps in a contracting lagoon where magnesian and 
other salts were in a concentrated state. In the latest editio:p. 
of Dana's Manual52 this same idea is elaborated without modi-
fication, the opinion being held that the concentrated brines in 
the lagoon would contain MgCl2 and MgS'04 in, a state favorable 
to the ' formation of dolomite. He then goes on to say that "if 
this is the true theory of dolomite-making, then great shallow 
areas or basins of salt-pan character must have existed in past 
time over various parts of the continental area and have been 
a result of the oscillation of the water leveL ,Such magnesian 
limestones contain few fossils, partly because , of fine tritura-
tion, and partly, no doubt, because 'of the unusually briny con-
dition ot the waters. The frequent alternation of calcite and 
dolomite strata would indicate alternations between the clear 
water and salt-pan conditions." 
F. Pfaff5s likewise regarded the marine alteration theory 
as the most practicable for the origin of the dolomites of the 
French Jura. He pointed out that the relation of the limestone 
to dolomite in this formation and the great variation in the 
composition of the rock was such as to make Wagner's applica-' 
tion ,of the chemical theory to this rock untenable. He further 
,contended that the rock cou1d not have been produced by the 
action 'Df MgS04 or MgCl2 on limestone, since no trace of gyp- , 
"'Ain . Jour . Sci., 2d ' ser., Vol. 14, 1852, p. 82. 
"Corals and Coral Islands, 1872, p. 356. 
"'Manual of Geology, 4th ed., 1895, p. 134. 
" Pogg. Annalen, 1851, p. 465. 
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sum or of CaCl2 now appear as reaction products in the dolo-
mite. He, therefore" concluded that the most plausible agent of 
alteration was MgCOa,and that the- transformation must have 
taken place beneath the sea subsequent to the deposition of the 
limestone as evidenced by the ' decrease in the magnesia con-
tent downwards in the limestone and by the wavy boundary be-
tween the dolomite above and the limestone below in the Wisent 
Valley near Muggendorf. 
Sorby54 ,expressed himself in favor of the marine alteration 
theory in 1856, when he suggested that the formation of certain 
'dolomites was effected by the alteration of limestone through 
the agency of soluble magnesian salts of the sea water "under 
some peculiar conditions not yet clearly explained during the 
period when it became so far concentrated that rock salt was 
frequently deposited; and that the calcareous salt removed dur-
ing the change had, hy decomposition with the sulphates of the 
sea water, given rise to the accumulation of gypsum. In sup-
port of this is an important fact, that some very solid dolomite 
does even now still contain about one-fifth per cent of salts 
soluble in water, consisting of the chlorides of sodium, mag-
nesium, potassium and calcium and sulphate of lime, doubtless 
retained in the minute fluid 'Cavities, seen with the microscope 
to exist in great numbers. These, like those in most crystals 
formed from solution, must'have been produced at the same time 
as the dolorriite, and caught in some of the solution then pres-
ent, which is thus indicated to have been of a briny character. 
A process the very reverse of, that just described is now tak-
ing place by the action of dissolved gypsum, by which sulphate 
of magn,esia, frequently efflorescing on the surface of the rock, 
and carbonate of lime are produced, and this may perhaps 
in some cases explain why the upper beds of the Permian lime-
stone are now more calcareous than the lower." 
Similarly Von Richthofen55 adopted this theory, in i860, to 
explain the formation of the great dolomitic reef rocks of south-
ern Tyrol. He claimed that these dolomite masses represent 
dolomitized coral reefs formed during a period of subsidence 
"Rept. Brit . Assoc. Adv. Sci. . 1856. p. 77. 
"Cited by Skeats. Quart. Jour. . Geo!. Soc. London, Yol. 61. 1905., p. 97. 
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and that the St. Oassian marly and tufaceous deposits which 
flank the reefs represent the deposits of lagoons, bays and chan-
- nels of the coral sea. 
Mojsisovics/G in his classic ,memoir on the dolomite reefs of 
the same region, accepted a theory not essentially different 
from that of Von Richthofen. He held that the dolomite masses 
represent altered coral reefs possibTy formed in the same man-
ner as the recent one described by Dana, but doubted if the se~ 
which effected the alteration was concentrated in lagoons as 
postulated by that writer. 
- Hoppe-Seyler57 was also a champion of the marine altera-
tion theory. He believed that the magnesia for altering great 
limestone masses to dolomite could be furnished only by the 
sea. In like manner, Doelter and Hoernes58 supported this 
theory in their memoir on dolomite building, attributing the 
greater part of the dolomites more or less rich in magnesia to 
the action of magnesia of-sea water, especially the MgOI2, on 
limestone made up of the calcareous skeletons of organisms. 
F. W. Pfaff/o in 1894, basing his evidence upon the conditions . 
under which he prepared dolomite" artificially, concluded that 
the following chemical compounds are involved in the produc-
tion of dolomite and magnesite in nature: (1) OaOOa, (2) basic 
MgO<Ja, (3) H 2S, (4) NHs, and (5) NaOl. He believed that 
coral reefs might be altered to dolomite in the following man-
ner: H 2S derived from decaying organisms would react with 
OaOOa taken into solution from the reef -to form the hydrosul-
phide of calcium. (NH4 )200a, also resulting from putrefaction, 
would change a portion of the magnesium salts of the sea to 
basic MgOOa which with the H 2S would form the hydro sulphide 
of magnesium. By the action of 002 on tJ?e calcium and mag-
nesium hydrosulphides so formed there would be a tendency to 
form the double carbonate, especially under the concentrated 
conditions which might result from the drying up of the sea 
water during ebb movements. Through numerous repetition!:! 
of this process a dolomitic reef rock might in time result. 
"'Die Dolomitriffe von Slid Tirol, 1879, p_ 505. 
"Zeitschr . Deutsch geol. Gesell., Vol. 27, 1875, p. 495. 
osJahrb. K .-k . geol. Relchsanstalt, Vol. 25, 1875, p. 293 . 
•• Neues Jahrb., Beil. Bd. 9, 1894, p. 485. 
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Later experiments by this author60 led him to. modify this 
view, but he did not abandon it completely, still maintaining 
that it would apply frequently and that it was especially appli-
cable to the dolomite of the N eckar in Comstalt. In this new 
series of experiments Pfaff found that pressure must be re- . 
garded as an important factor in dolomite formation, since he 
obtained the best results in his artificial production of the min-
er,al at pressures ranging from forty to sixty atmospheres. He 
concluded, therefore, that dolomitization must go on most ef-
fectively at a depth beneath the sea corresponding to this pres-
sure. Thus, ideal conditions for dolomitization should exist in 
,a sea like the Caspian, which attains a depth of from 180 to 1800 
meters and is more or less concentrated. Such conditions, ac-
cording to him, may have obtained when the dolomites of the 
. Keuper and Haupt were formed; and the dolomite which oc-
curs along with salt and gypsum in the Rauhwacke and Raibl~r 
strata might be explained in the same manner. 
The paucity Qf fossils in some dolomites is attributed by Pfaff 
to the' fact that the sea ,mwy have been in a concentrated state 
when they were deposited . • He, therefore, believes that dQlomiti-
zation takes place contemporaneously with deposition in some 
. cases and in support of this he cites analyses showing a high 
magnesia content in slimes dredged from a considerable depth 
in the modern seas. One of these, taken from Pourtales Plateau, 
off the coast of Florida at a depth of 150 to. 500 meters, bore 
12.39 per cent MgCOs and 47.11 per cent CaCOs, but also was 
high in x>hosphate of lime and in iron. The dolomite of the 
French Jura, however, he regards as having been formed by 
the alteration ' of Jjmestone subsequent to its deposition, agree- . 
ing in this particular with the elder Pfaff. A concentration of 
the.. sea water due to its being shut off from free intercourse with 
the , open ocean might bring about dolomitization . after lime-
stones were fo:oned. 
, The view that pressure induced by considerable depth is 
an important factor in dolomite formation, however, is not 
shared by Phillipi,61 who points out that dolomit~ is associated 
OONeues .Jahrh., Beil. Bd. 23, 1907, p. 529. 
"Neues .Jahrb., Festband, 1907, Vol. I, P. 3'n. 
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with sandy sediments in the Rot and Keuper and . that the pres-
ence of calcareous algae in the · dolomite of the Alpine Trias 
proves that this could not have been formed in a 'deep sea as 
urged by Pfaff, since algae seldom live below 80 fathoms and 
never so deep as 200 fathoms. Moreover, Phillipi cites evidence 
.of dolomitization at shallow depths and at ordinary concentra-
tion in the modern seas. For instance, he believes that the cal-
careous nodules described by Nichols from the Argus bank, of 
which one was found to contain 10.70 per cent of. MgC03 in its 
outer portion, furnish an example of recent dolomitization at a 
depth not greater than thirty fathoms. Moreover, certain lime-
stone lumps dredged from the Seine bank northeast of Madeira 
at a depth of about 150 meters were found to bear 11 to 18 per ' 
cent of MgC03. Microscopic study showed the presence of 
dolomite crystals in the lumps and every sta,ge of the alteration 
could be traced. In addition to the dolomite crystals scattered 
through the mass others appear lining cavities in the rock and 
these are believed to have been deposited chemically. The 
lumps evidently are not being formed today, because the or'-
ganisms imbedded in them are not the same as those now living 
on the Bank, and what is more, the~r outer surfaces show cor-
rosion effects. But Phillipi believes they were formed in shal-
low water at ordinary concentration and that they were brought 
to their present level by subsidence. 
The dolomites of the Aspen District of Colorado are best 
explained upon the basis of the .marine alteration theory, ac-
cording to Spurr,02 who expresses himself as' follows: 
"It is probable, therefore, that the Silurian dolomite of the 
Aspen district was originally deposited in quiet seas, and was 
built up from calcareous sediments; that these beds were sub-
sequently altered to dolomite by the magnesium salts of a great 
evapor'ating shallow inland sea, and that the alteration was 
accompanied by the production of the crystalline structure char-
acteristic of -the rock." The· same method of origin is ascribed 
. to the overlying dolomites of the Carboniferous which Emmon's 
had previously regarded as chemical deposits. ' , 
"Mono . u. S " Geol. Survey, Vol. 31, 1898, p . 1~: 
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Calvin and Baino3 adopt an analogous explanation for the 
ori.gin of the Galena dolomite of the upper Mississippi Valley. 
On page 410 they state that "it looks as if dolomitization had 
affected the limestone .... after the formation was complete; 
that the process began at the top and progressed downwards; 
and that the depth to which the change descended was, in some 
instances .and to some extent at least, determined by the pres-
ence or absence of impervious beds of shale." O:q. page 441 
their views are elaborated much more fully, thus : 
"It has been said that probably the Galena limestone owes 
its dolomitic character to the fact that, toward the close of the 
interval r epresented by the formation named, the area now oc-
cupied by the lead-bearing limestone was an isolated, or part-
ly isolated, basin in which the sea waters were concentrated by 
evaporation. The City of Dubuque is located in what was the 
central part of this land-locked basin. In order that the con-
centration necessary to produce dolomitization of the limestones 
might be possible, it is a fair assumption that the interval was 
'one of arid climate, one in which loss by evaporation exceeded 
the volume of drainage water received by the basin from ad-
jacent lands." 
Van Hise,04 on the other hand, tends to minimize the im-
portance of dolomitization before the limestones emerge from 
the sea and emphasizes the importance of ground water as a 
dolomitizing .agent. Observe the following statement : 
While it is clear that dolomitization below the sea may local-
ly go far, the usual fads of observation correspond with the con-
clusion above given, that dolomitization below the sea is usual-
ly very partial, and that the Metia example is exceptional ... . . 
It is entirely possible that locally the Cambro-Silurian limestone 
was dolomitized more extensively below the sea than is the 
case, on the average, for the later limestone formations. In-
q.eed, it has been supposed that this has been deposited in a . 
mediterranean sea, and that the ·entire sea may have had to 
some extent the concentrated conditions at Metia described. by 
Dana. But it appears certain to me. even if the dolomitization 
was ' further advanced in the case of some of these formations 
while below the sea than can be paralleled by recent ext en-
·'Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. x, 1899, pp. 410 and 441. 
"Mono . U . S . Geol. Survey, Vol. 47, 1904. p. &03. 
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sive formations, that they have subsequently been much further 
dolomitized and the magnesium extensively rearranged since 
the limestones emerged from the sea. . 
. Branner65 about this · time furnished evidence of recent dolo-. 
mitization through the a;gen~y of sea water in an old reef rock 
of the stone reefs of Brazil. This rock was found to bear 12.98 
per cent of MgOOs and the assumption was made that part of tI!e 
lime of the coral rock had been replaced by magnesium from 
sea water. The rock is still within reach of sea water, and 
dolomitization is believed by him to be still in progress. The 
structure of the rock disappears in proportion as the dolomitiza-
tion proceeds. 
Several examples of altered coral reefs have been described 
by Skeats66 from the southern Pacific. Dolomite occurs in 
several of the ·elevated coral islands there, but attains its 
greatest purity in Ohristmas Island, where it contains as much 
as' 43.3 per cent of MgOOa. This author holds that Dana's 
theory with ~ome modification probably applies here, and be~ 
lieves that the view that limestone is altered to dolomite at a 
considerable depth corresponding to a particular pressure is 
untenable. This is indicated by the fact that in several of the 
islands the highest rocks are dolomitized and the only move-
ment of which there is evidence since their formation m shal-
low water is one of elevation. He states that "it seems probable 
that the introduction of magnesia into the limestone does take 
place from the waters of the lagoon under cer"tain favorable 
conditions," but adds that "it is improbable that concentration 
to any marked extent can take place in lagoons unless they are 
entirely shut off from the sea." The 002 liberated by the 
decay of the animals and plant.s of the reef would help to dis-
solve OaOOs, which might then react with the MgS04 of sea 
water to give rise to dolomite, the more .soluble product OaS04 
remaining in solution. He concludes that since the extent to 
which the alteration proceeds must depend upon the duration 
of the ,exposure of the limestones to the conditions producing 
dolomitization, the occurrence of dolomite at several different 
""Bull. Mus. Compo Zoo!., Vol. 44, 1904, p. 264. 
"Bull. Mus. Comp o Zool., Vol. 42, 1903, p . 53. 
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hO'rizO'ns in an island might be accO'unted fO'r upO'n the basis 
O'f changes in the ratE:) O'f subsidence Dr elevatiO'n. 
In a very suggestive paper entitled "On the Ohemical and 
MineralO'gical Evidence as to' the Origin O'f the DO'IO'mites O'f 
SO'uthern TyrO'I' '67 the same writer elabO'rates his views still 
further. He emphasizes again that dO'IO'mitic cO'ral reefs cO'uld 
nO't have been fO'rmed at great depths, and pO'ints O'ut that dO'IO'-
mitizatiO'n O'f cO'ral reefs is nO't cO'nfined to'cO'ncentrated lagO'O'ns 
sin<le the O'uter parts of fringing reefs facing the O'pen O'cean 
are sO'metimes dO'IO'mitized. Thus, sO'me O'f the fringing reefs 
O'f the Fiji Islands are altered, and the raised fringing reefs 
alO'ng the cO'ast O'f the Red Sea are alsO' O'ccasiO'nally dO'lO'mitic. 
He believes, therefO're, that "the Bchlern ' dO'lO'mite O'riginated 
first as a limestO'ne, cO'mpDsed of Drganisms, in a SIDwly subsiding 
area. DDIO'mitizatiDn Df the limestDne in superpcial waters kept 
pace with the slow subsidence, SO' that the whDle thickness O'f 3,000 
feet Dr mDre Df rO'ck was cDntinuDusly and uninterruptedly CDn-
verted intO' dDIDmite quring the Triassic PeriDd." In cO'ndusiO'n 
Skeats lists the fO'IlDwing cDnditions as favDrable to' the fO'rma-
tiDn O'f dO'IDmite masses: 
(a) ShallDw water between 0 and 150 feet in depth and CDr-
respO'nding to' a pressure Df 1 to' 5 atmDspheres. 
(b) The presence O'f carbO'n-diO'xide in cDmparative abundance, 
causing the partial sO'lutiDn O'f the limestDnes and the pDssibility 
O'f chemical interchange with the magnesium salts in sea water. 
(c) PDrDsity O'f the limestO'nes, allDwing the percO'latiDn Df sea 
water thrO'ugh the mass O'f the rDcks. 
(d) Sufficiently SIDW subsidence Dr elevatiDn to' render the 
change frDm calcite to' dO'IO'mite cO'mplete . 
. , 
Other examples O'f dolO'mitizatiO'n believed to' have been ef-
fected by sea water have been described recently by DixO'n68 as 
O'ccurring in the OarbO'niferO'us limestO'nes O'f SO'uth Wales. In 
the Main limestO'ne member O'f the series he finds evidence O'f twO' 
distinct periO'ds O'f dO'IO'mitizatiO'n. The first O'f these affects cer-
tain hDrizO'ns O'f the Mumbles Head and LaminO'sa divisiO'ns O'ver 
wide areas anQ. is regarded as cO'ntempO'raneO'us, while the secDnd 
47Quart . .Jour. Geol. Soc. London, Vol. 61, 1905, p. 97 . , -
"The Geology of the South Wales Coal Fields, Part 8: Mem . ·Geol. Survey, England 
and Wales, 1907, p. 1S. 
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affected the limestone along fissures and' hence is subsequent. 
The con~emporaneous ' dolomitization produced extensive beds 
and pockets of dolomite and gave rise to a peculiar mottled rock , 
designated as pseudo-breccia. This alteration' is believed by 
I 
Dixon to have been inaugurated so shortlya,fter deposition that 
the magnesian salts were derived from the C,arboniferous sea 
itself. He indeed asserts that at one place the alteration must 
, have proceeded during the formation of the limestone. Thus, a 
conglomerate interbedded with the limestone at Pendine contains 
fragments of Carboniferous limestone which was dolomitized be-
fore it was incorporated in the conglomerate. This contempor-
aneous dolomitization is believed to have taken place in shallow 
seas since the limestones affected show evidence of shallow water 
deposition. The subsequent dolomitization is thought to have 
taken place much later through the agency of underground water. 
Peach and Horne69 are of the opinion that the Cambrian 
dolomites of the Northwest Highlands of Scotland were formed 
,by the dolomitization of calcareous sediments on the sea bed it-
, self; but they regard it as possible that there may have been also 
an enrichment of magnesia through the leaching out of the more 
soluble calcareous material of a slightly magnesian ooze, pos-
sibly made up of the secretions of unicellular plants of the plank-
ton. 
The marine alteration theory has been adopted , likewise by 
Salomon70 in recent years to explain certain nests and tongue-
like extensions of dolomite in the Ladinic limestones of the Alps. 
Similarly Walther71 recognizes that dolomites may be produced 
in this manner. Following Nadson, he suggests that the MgCOa 
which enters into the dolomite may be deposited through the in-
fluence of bacteria of the sea water standing in the pores of the 
rock. ' 
In favor of some method of 'alteration capable of operating 
over wide areas are the observations of Weller72 also, who, from 
a comparison of the faunas of the Galena and Niagaran dolo-
mites of the Upper Mississippi Valley with their non-dolomi~ 
"The Geological Structure of the Northwest Highlands of Scotland : Mem. Geol. 
Survey, Great Britain, 1907, p. 370, ft. ' , 
7OAbh. K.-k. geol. Relchsanstalt, Vol. 2.1, Part I, 1~, p. 4()8. 
71Geschichte der Erde und des Lebens, 1908, p . 90. 
72Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 22, 1911, p. m. 
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tized equivalents in other regions, concluded that they must have 
been deposited first as limestone and later metamorphosed. 
Blackwelder73 also advocates this method of origin for the 
Bighorn dolomite of Wyoming; but the low porosity of the dolo- . 
mite 1.31 per cent) and its sharp contact with the limestone in-
terbedded with it and underlying it leads him to favor the view 
that it was not formed by the substitution of magnesium for half 
the calcium in normal limestone, but that it has resulted from 
progressive alteration during deposition. Thus: 
The remaining fourth suggestion to be examined is that the 
material of the Bigh9rn dolomite was originally deposited in the 
form of lime carbonate growths, shells, or ooze, but was pro-
gressively altered to dolomite before actual lithification took 
place, in consequ<1nce of chemical reactions in the basal layer of 
the sea water in which deposition was proceeding. . . . If, 
as assumed, this process of converting lime carbonate into dolo-
mite during crystallization took place in the loose sediment lying 
undisturbed on the ocean floor, there seems to be no reason why 
it should have affected a layer more than a fe,w inches in depth 
at anyone time. If this view is correct, it helps to explain the 
alternation of dolomites and limestones in many formations and 
the fact that the beds underlying the Bighorn formation are pure 
limestone rather than dolomite. 
To this hypothesis of the dolomitizing of lime carbonate de-
posits in the course of t~eir deposition I find no positive objec-
tion, and as it apparently explains most of the observed facts, 
it seems to me the most promising of the suggestion~hich have 
made. 
In this particular, then, Blackwelder follows Daly,74 who be-
lieves that the magnesia content Of the pre-Devonian limestones 
is original and that "in many, if not all,cases the dolomite crys-
tals may have been formed af or near the surface· of the ancient 
calcareous muds by the interaction of the magnesium salts of sea-
water with the more easily precipitated calcium carbonate." 
As regards the conditions obtaining when the Bighorn dolo-
mite was formed, Blackwelder states that " experimental work 
has shown that ~rong solutions of magnesium salts are deleteri-
ous to the growth of animals and plants, but inasmuch as the · 
"Bull . Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 24, 1913, p . 607. 
"Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 20, 1909, p. 153 . 
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Bighorn sea evidently contained abundant living organisms-
many of them, like the corals, very delicately adjusted to their 
environment-it seems unlikely that the magnesium content could 
haye been more than two or three times as great as in the pres-
ent ocean." He believes that the deposits were laid down in a 
warm epicontinental sea less than 100 to 20() meters in depth. 
The late views of N ahnsen75 likewise are in line with the theory 
of the alteration of limestone beneath the sea. He describes a 
horizontal seam of dolomite with wavy boundaries in the Upper 
Jurassic limestone of North Germany, and concludes that the 
alteration probably took place beneath ' the sea before .the rock 
solidified, since solutions would not circulate freely after recrys-
tallization. 
B. The Ground Water .Alteration Theory.--That ground 
water is capable of accomplishing local dolomitization under 
favorable conditions there can be no doubt, and there has been a 
tendency on the part of some to believe that this method of 
alteration is of far-reaching significance. Most writers who 
have supported this view have emphasized the importance of the 
Mg003 of .ground water as the dolomitizing agent, but some have 
advocated that MgS04 was very effective. For instance 001-
legno, as early as 183476 pointed out the frequent association of 
gypsum and dolomite in the St. Gothard region and regarded 
these both as transformation products r esulting from the action 
of the MgS04 in surface water on limestone. For similar rea-
sons Haidinger77 advocated this method of origin, but since he 
found evidence that ' under ordinary conditions a solution of 
OaSO.! tends ,t.o convert dolomite into MgS04 and OaOOa he as-
sumed that the contrary change takes place at great depths and 
under considerable pressure . . In this view Haidinger was close~ 
ly followed 'by Morlot.78 
That dolomite might be formed by the partial replacement of 
calcite by magnesium carbonate was first pointed out by Haidin-
ger,79 who described a dolomite pseudomorph afte_r calcite and in-
"Neues J ahrb., Beil. Bd . 35, 1913, p . 271. 
"Bull. Soc. glool. France, Vol. 6, 1834, p. 106. . 
"Cited by Bischof, Elements of Chemical and Physical Geology, English transla-
tion, 1859, p. 158. . 
78Haidinger's Naturw., Abh. Vol. 1, 1847, p . 305. ' 
'"Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinburgh, 1827, p. 36. 
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timated that it had been formed in this manner. It remained for 
Beaumont,BO however, to put this theory into definite form. Rea-
soning on the basis that the replacement was molecular and that 
one out of every two .equivalents of CaCOs was replaced by 
MgCOs he calculated that the transformation of limestone to dolo-
mite should be accompanied by a decrease in volume' of the rock 
to the extent of 12.1 per cent. This, he believed, would explain' 
the cavernous character of the dolomites of the Tyrol. Actual 
porosity determinations of a sample of dolomite from the Alps 
by Morlot,Bl who obtained the value of 12.9 per cent, later seemed 
to confirm this prediction. 
SeowlerB2 also favored this view for the origin of the Carboni-
ferous dolomites of Ireland, believing that the alteration might 
readily be accounted for by the infiltration of water charged 
with MgCOs• He suggested that the magnesia was derived from 
an igneous or ancient Paleozoic rock, or from springs. 
In discussing the dolomite of the coral island of Metia J ack-
sonBS suggested that ascending spring water bearing MgCOa 
migh~ have effected the change. Likewise, HaussmannB4 believed 
that the dolomite of the Muschelkalk was produced by the action 
of MgCOs of ascending thermal , springs on limestone. 
N auck85 also cited au instance where he believed limestone had 
been transformed to dolomite by MgCOa, and BischofB6 pointed 
Olit that since dolomite pseudomorphs ma.y be formed by the ac- ' 
tion of MgCOa on calcite, the substitution might also be expected 
to take place in amorphous carbonate of lime or jncompact Hme-
stone. "Consequently dolomite would be produced whenever 
carbonate of lime in any state is brought into such conditions as 
are requisite for eonversion into double carbonate of lime and 
magneSIa. The essential conditions of this conversion are the 
permeation of carbonate of lime by water containing bicarbonate 
of ma.gnesia, which is one of the most common constituents of 
spring water." 
"Bull. Soc. g~ol. France, 1836, p. 174. 
81Compt. Rend., Vol. 26, 1848, p. Sl1. 
"Jour. Geol. Soc. Dublin, Vol. I, 1838, p. 382. 
"Am. Jour. Sci., Vol. 45, 1843, p. 140. 
-' "Neues Jahrb., 1854, p. 478. 
"Pogg. Annalen, Vol. 75, 1848, p. 129. 
"Elements of Chemical and Physical Geology, English translation, Vol. S, 1859, 
p. 166 . 
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It will be observed that most of the foregoing advocates of the 
ground 'water alteration theory attributed the source of the mag-
nesia to spring water. An entirely different idea, however, was 
entertained by Green87 who, in 1876, suggested that the MgCOa 
might be furnished by the decomposition of olivene sand incor-
porated in the limestone at the time it was formed. He refers 
to the fact that in the Hawaiian Islands olivene forms the main 
component of the sand of the seashore wherever the sea meets 
the lava and that fine olivene sand is frequently mixed with the 
coral sand and even impregnates the coral rock. He suggests 
that the silica of the olivene sand so imbedded in limestone might 
be removed in solution and the magnesia converted into Mg008 , 
which would then give ri!,?e to dolomitization. It is his belief 
that many magnesian limestones and dolomites as well as ser-
pentinous streaks in limestone may have been formed in' this 
manner. 
There always has been a tendency to regard dolomite veins in 
limestone as the product 'of the reactIon of the Mg003 of circu-
lating ground waters on limestone. For instance Schmidt88 ex-
pressed the view, in 1875, that the dqlomitized limestone asso-
ciated with the ,ores of the Joplin district was formed in this 
way. In like manner Michae189 attributes the dolomitization of 
the Muschelkalk along lines of disturbance at Tarnowitz, ·in 
southeastern Prussia, to the same cause. The dolomitization 
there appears to be closely bound up "with the mineralization 
phenomena, the sulphide ore deposits being limited to the dolo-
mitic areas. 
The local dolomitization effects in the Leadvme limestone of 
.the Aspen district of OoloradoDo also are attributed to the action 
of the magnesia of ground water by Spurr. The' limestone is 
dolomitized along f~mlts and fractures and" the local dolomitiza-
tion almost invariably accompanies the ore." No tangible evi-
dence as to the ,conditions under which these vein dolomites were 
formed could be obtained in the Aspen district, but at Glenwood 
Springs, ,Oolorado, only forty miles away, Spurr obtained some 
·'Jour. Roy. Geol. Soc. Ireland, 2d ser ., Vol. 4, Part S, 1876, p. 140' . 
• 'Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sc!., Vol. 3, No . 2, 1875, p. 246. 
"Zeitschr. Deutsch. geol. Gesell. Prot., Vol. 56, 19{)14, p. 127. 
"Mono. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. 31, 1898, p. 208 ft. 
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valuable data bearing on the problem. Thermal springs, attain-
ing a temperature of 120 0 F., rise through fissures in the same 
limestone formation here that exhibits local dolomitization ef-
fects at Aspen, and the analysis of samples of the limestone taken 
at intervals from the conduits of the springs outward showed a 
progressive, though in some cases almost an inappreciable, de-
crease in the ma,gnesia content. The conclusion was reached, 
therefore, that the local dolomitization a~ Aspen is probably due 
to the effects of hot springs which, rising along faults and frac-
tures, altered the li~estone to dolomite by means of the MgCOn 
and MgC12 they held in solution. 
By Van HiseOl the importance of dolomitization through the 
agency of ground water is strongly ,emphasized, and it would 
appear that he gives this method of dolomite formation preced-
ence over dolomitization beneath the sea. 
Local dolomitization phenomena. along fissures in the Carbon-
iferous limestone of South Wales is attributed to the action of 
ground water by DixonD2 , who states that water percolating down-
wards from the surface effected the change. WichmannD3 like-
wise · has described local dolomitizatiqn effects in the Koral-
lenoolith (Jura) which he ascribes to the action of ground water 
bearing MgCOa• 
The latest word expressed upon the efficiency of .ground water 
in producing dolomitization is that of SteidtmannD\ who regards 
this method of dolomite building as capable of operating only 
locally. 
·0. The Pne1,~1natolyfic Alteration Theory.-The pneumat-
olytic theory of the origin of dolomite was introduced in 1779, 
by Arduino,D5 to whom we are indebted for the first attempt to 
explain the formation of the rock. Dolomite had not been ful-
ly differentiated from limestone at that time, but Arduino men-
tions a magnesian limestone which from its association with . 
rocks of volcanic origin he believed t.o . have been formed by 
the alteration of ordinary limestone during volcanic activity. 
"'Mono. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. 47, 1904, p. 804 ff . 
• 'Geology of the South Wales Coal Fields, Part 8: Mem. Geol. Survey, England and 
Wales, 1907, p. 13. 
" Zeltschr. Deutsch. geol. Gesell., Vol. 61, 1909, p. 392 . 
"Jour. Geol., Vol. 19, 1911, p. 328. 
"Cited by Morlot, Haidinger's Naturw. Abh., Vol. 1, 1847, p. 305. 
• 
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Heim96 also entertained similar views as to the origin of the 
rock, but it remained for Von Buch97 to develop the theory 
and put it in definite form in the early twenties of the last 
century. In his . studies in the Tyrol he observed that the ' 
dolomite was vesicular; that the bedding planes and the fossils ' 
were obliterated and that a brecciated, fissured and crystal-
line structure had been taken on. He, therefore, concluded that 
this could represent no original deposit from the sea, but that 
it must have been deposited at first as limestone and -subse-
quently altered. This alteration, he believed, was accomplished 
by volcanic vapors bearing magnesia, which were given off by 
the intrusions of. augite porphyry which there penetrate the , 
rock. This' view, however, was not shared by Wissmannos nor 
by Fournet,99 who were unable to find any constant association 
of the dolomite with the intrusives. 
In 1843, Klipstei.n1oo adopted the pneumatolytic theory to 
explain the veinlike deposits and irregular masses of dolomite 
in the transition limestone of the Lahn district, holding that 
ascending magnesian vapors had effected the transformation, 
although he was not able to find fissures extending downwards 
from the dolomite in all cases. Likewise Coquand101 believed 
that dolomHes associated with igneous intrusions were of 
pneumatolytic origin, and in support of his contention he fur-
nishes quite convincing evidence. Thus, at Hougiers, in the 
province of Var, in France, samples of the limestone associated ' 
with basalt intrusions showed a progressive decrease in the 
. magnesia content from limestone imbedded in the basalt, ~hich 
contained 39.6 per cent of MgCOs, to limestone two meters away 
which bore only 9.5 per cent. The unaltered limestone not as-
sociated with igneous rocks showed no trace 'of magnesia. The 
force of this argument, however, has been weakened by the ob-
. servations of Bischof/o2 who held that this phenomenon might , 
"Cited by Zirkel, Lehrbuch der Petrographie, 2d ed., Vol. S, 1894, p. 505. 
"Cited by Morlot, Haidingers Naturw. Abh. , Vol. 1, 1847, p. 305. 
·'Cited by Bischof, Elements of Chemical and Physical Geology, English, transla-
tion, Vol. S, 1859, p. 200. ' 
"Bull. Soc. g~ol. France, 2d ser., Vol. 6, 1849, p. 502. . 
'''Cited by Bischof, Elements of Chemical and Physical Geology, English transla-
tion, Vol. S, 1859, p. 187. . . 
101Bull. Soc. g~ol. France, Vol. 12, 1841, p. 314. 
'·'Elements of Chemical and Physical Geology, English translation, Vol. 3, 1859. 
p. 179. 
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be due ' to the local alteration ' of the limestone oy MgCOs 
liberated by the decomposition of the basalt. 
Karsten103 also fa\Tored the voicanic theory as elaborated by 
Von Buch, and Frapolli104 similarly has gone on record in 
favor of thIs 'view, holding that the dolomites were formed 
through the agency of volcanic emanations either while depo-
sition was ' going on beneath the sea or after the ' rock was de-
posited. .Quite the same opinion was held by Durocher105 who, 
basing his supposition upon the conditions of his experimental 
production of dolomite, believed that vaporous MgCl2 emanat-
ing from the interior of the earth had metamorphosed lime-
stone to dolomite. . 
The latest writer to express himself on this theory is Linck/o6 
who states that dolomite might be formed under favorable 
conditions by pneumatolytic action. 
m. Leaching Theories. 
It has been long known that when a magnesian limestone 
is subjected to solvent action the lime is taken into solution 
much more rapidly than ,.the magnesia, thus giving riSB to 3; 
concentration of the latter constituent, and many geologists ' 
have held that by the continued leaching of a limestone ori-
ginally low in magnesia, either at the surface or beneath the 
sea, a dolomite might in time result. . 
A. Surface Leaching Theory.-The view that dolomite might 
result from surface leaching seems to have been first suggested 
by Apjohnl07 in 1838, who stated that the CaCOs might be re-
moved from limestones containing some magnesia by the solv-
ent action of carbonated waters, and that some dolomites might 
have been produced in this manner. Grandjean10S subsequently 
was led to adopt the same explanation, in 1844, to account for I 
the dolomites of the lower Lahn district, and pointed 'out tp.at 
the dolomit,e is developed to its greatest extent near fissures 
and cracks in ' the limestone where water has had easy access . 
. '''Archiv. Min ., Vol. 22, 1848, p. 545. 
'"'Bull. Soc. g4!ol. France, Vol. 4, 1847, p. 832. 
lOOCompt. Rend., Vol. 33, 1851, p. 64. 
106Doelter's Handbuch der Mineralchemle, Vol. I, 1912, p. 134. 
, l07Jour. Geol. Soc. Dublin, Vol. 1, 1838, p. 368. 
"'BClted by Bischof, Elements of Chemical and Physical Geology. English translation, 
Vol. S, 1859, p. 193 . . 
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The .same view was accepted by ' Sandberger109 the following 
year. for the dolomites of the same district. . 
In support · of this theory also are the observations of Bis-
6hof,l10 who showed by. experiment that carbonated waters do 
not dissolve out pf magnesian limestone more than a mere 
trace of magnesia and concluded that dolomite would ultimate-
ly be formed either by the action of surface water, or of sea 
water on limestone. He remarks that '.'it may be conjectured 
that the dolomite containing calc-spar druses is stm in course 
of formation, while in that containing bitter-spar druses the 
conversion is complete" and sums ~p with the following state-
ment: 
Considering all the circumst'ances, it appears probable that 
limestone containing little or no silicates, but rich in magnesia, 
may be converted . into dolomite on the spot, by extraction of 
the excess of calcium carbonate. 
Hardmanlll also regarded this as the plausible theory of 
dolomite .. formation, and he sought by its employment to ex-
plain the method of origin of the Carboniferous dolomites of 
Ireland. He . actually proved experimentally that the magnesia 
of these limestones became more concentrated when they were 
subjected to the action of carbonated waters and showed by 
analysis that the stalactite and stalagmite deposits of caves 
in the magnesian limestone were extremely low in magnesia. 
These features, together with the porous character of the dolo-
mite, seemed 10 him to speak forcibly for the leaching ~y­
pothesis. 
In still later times Hall and Sardesonl12 favored this theory 
in their discussion of the origin of "The Magnesian Series 
of the Northwestern States." Thus: 
The flow of waters from the dolomitic beds, with their load 
of calcium carbonate, can in time produce but one result, and 
that is to bring into more equal proportions the quantity of 
calcium and magnesium carbonates. The disappearance of 
over 80 per cent more of the 'former than of the latter, wEich 
'''Neues Jahrb ., 1845, p. 577. . 
l1°Elements of Chemical and Physical Geology, English translation, Vol. S, 1859, 
p. 195. . . 
111Proc,.. Roy. Irish Acad., 2d ser., Vol. 2, (Science), 1875-77, p. 705. 
. l1'Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 6, 1895, p. 167. 
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occurs if the original rock of these beds had the composition of 
average modern marine deposits, must result in the reJ;Iloval 
pf at least eight times , as much of that material as remains be-
hind. Under such 'an assumption every 100 feet of the present 
thickness of the Oneo.ta and Shakopee would represent an orig-
inal thickness of 1,000 feet, more or less, an extent much nearer 
in acco,rd with what seems necessary in sedimentary accumula-
tions to conform .to the profound faunal changes and crustal 
movements so conclusively proved by the paleontologic and struc-
tural conditions of the rocks. ' 
Phillipi,113 in like manner, brought ' the leaching theory to 
bear, in 1899, to account for the Conchodon dolomite of the 
southern Alps. He points' out that in the heights where the 
rock is subjected only to the action of water poor in 002 it 
is but little if at all dolomitized, but iIi situations where the 
:'water can take up CO2 and humus acids, leaching andrecrystal-
lization have take:r;t place. By him humus acids are ' regarded 
,as the most powerful agents in transforming a weakly dolo-
mitic limestone to dolomite. 
B. The Marine Leaching Theory.-That marine leaching of 
calcareous deposits low in magnesia might give rise to dolomite 
. \vas suggested by Bischof in 1859,114 but he made no attempt to 
~laborate the idea. Eleven years later Giimbel,l15 in making a 
study of certain deep sea oozes, found one taken from a depth 
of 2,350, fathoms in the Atlantic which yielded upon analysis 
1.44 per Gent of magnesia. This magnesia content ' is accounted , 
for upon the basis of the solution of a portion of the original 
calcareous material, and it is suggested that by the same meth-
od dolomitic rocks and marly intercalations might be formed. 
The marine leaching theory, however, has been most fully 
:developed by Hogbom. l16 This writer regards marine leaching 
as far more important than surface leaching, since the latter 
!can operate only on ' that portion of the ' limestone exposed. 
,The results of 'a leaching experiment on a marl demonstrated 
,the plausibility of this process, and the following table of analy-
:ses of deep sea deposits taken from the Challenger report 
'also seemed to lend support to this view. 
, 118Neues .Jahrb., il899, Vol. 1, p. 32. , . .. . 
u<Elements of Chemical and Physical Geology, EngIlsh translation, Vol. 3, 1859, ' 
11lSNeues Jahrb., 1870, p. ,753. 
p. 195. 
u8Neues. Jahrb., Vol. I, 1894, p. 262. 
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TABLE V. 
. .... 
CaCO, PARTS OF MgCO. NUMBER OF CaCO. RANGE MgCO. TO 100 PARTS OF AVERAGE CaCOa ANALYSES 
80-100 86:7 0.7 0.8 8 
60-80 68.3 1.4 2.0 8 
40-60 52.0 1.2 2.4 8 
20-40 32.0 0.9 3.0 3 
. 10-20 16.2 1.6 10.0 4 
5~10 6.1 0.7 11.5 1 
3-5 3.7 1.6 43.0 7 
1-3 2.0 2.1 . 105.0 9 
The most convincing argument of all, however, was found 
by Hogbom in the marine Quaternary marls of Sweden. These 
marls, which are believed 'to have been transported from a 
Silurian argillaceous rock, by .glacial waters, become progres-
sively weaker in CaCOs and richer in MgCOs the farther south-· 
ward one goes from the parent rock, as shown by analyses made 
by the Geological Survey. (See Table VI.) 
TABLE VI. 
PARTS OF NUMBER 
SECTION CaCO. MgCO. MgCO. TO OF 100 PARTS 
OF CaCO. ANALESES 
Leufsta • • • 0 •• 0 •••••••••• 0. 32.0 1.2 3.7 14 
Orbyhus •• 0 •••• ' " ••• • •••• 0 23.0 1.4 6.1 6 
Salsta .0 •• 0 . 0 ••• 0 • •••••••• 21.7 1.5 6.9 10 
Upsala .0 . ............... , 17.8 1.3 7.2 8 
Sigtuna • • 0 • •••••• ••• 0 ••• 0. 11.4 0.8 7.0 29 
Fano .............. .. .... .. . 11.9 1.9 16.0 9 
SOdeI'telje ... . ... ... , .... . 7.6 2.8 37.0 9 
Horningsholm ... ..... ... . 3.3 1.2 36.0 17 
. 
This relationship is explaIned by the fact that the longer the 
glacial mud was in suspension and the farther it was carried 
from the source, the more the Ca COs was leached out and the 
MgOOs enriched because of its greater insolubility. 
Hog-born also furnishes evidence of enrichment of magnesia 
. by marine leaching in the coral reefs of Bermuda. An~yses 
. of the reef-building' corals and other organisms showed a uni-
forlI!-ly low magnesia content, but the lagoon muds which must 
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have been derived frointhe organisms of the reef were found 
to' be much, richer in this constituent, one sample yielding 4.04 
per "cent Qf MgCOa~ Likewise the magp.esj.a content was found 
to increase with the degree o'f fineness and duration of suspen-
sion. Thereupon it is suggested that if the detritus should re-
main ' in suspensio,n long enough it would m;ldergo thorough 
leaching and 'a true dolomItic sediment might r~sult. The opin-
ion is then ventured that : many dolomites ' of older formations 
played an important part in the bllilding of the Alpine dolo-
mites'. , , ' ; , 
Judd1l1 is of the opinibn: that the dolomitic rock disclosed 
by the boring at Funafuti was formed, in part at IBast, by 
marine leaching. The conditions represented there are -sum-
marized briefly as follows: ' 
,As has be'en already pointed out, the proportion of MgCOs 
rises in the first 50 feet of descent in all the borings, from 
the normal 1 to 5 per cent, up to a maximum of nearly 16 per 
cent which is attained at a depth of about 25 feet, and then 
declines again to what may be considered the normal amount, 
1 to 5 per cent. At 637 feet the percentage of MgCO:; again 
rises from the normal and by 660 feet has reached nearly 40 
per cent. This proportion, with some small exceptions, is 
maintained to the bottom of the bore hole at 1,114 feet. 
Cullis,118' who ~ade a mineralogical study of the core, statBs 
that above the 637 f09t level the rock consists of aragonite and 
calcite without individualized dolomite. But from this depth 
,to the bottom of the hole the rock is made'JlP of calcite and 
individualized dolomite. i 
In reviewing the evide"nce ~n favor of marine leaching, Judd 
refers to the analyses of Lithothamnium by Hogbom, which 
,showed a maximum of 14 per cent of MgCOa and regards it as 
probable that this abnormal magnesia content is due to leach-
ing, since the material originally secreted by these organisms 
probably did not contain more than one per cent of MgCOs• 
He 'concludes that "it seems not improbable that the enrich-
,ment of the rock in MgCOs Up' to 16 per cent in the upper 
part ,of the cores may be entirely due to ' the, leaching out of 
1l7The Atoll of Funafuti, 1904, p , 362, 
l"'Idem , , p. 898, fr . 
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the CaC03." All of the MgC03 of the rock to a depth of 637 feet, 
then, according to him, probably is to be ascribed to leach- . 
ing,and the variatio:p. in the magnesia content at different 
levels is due to the varying: proportions of organisms which 
differ in their susceptibility to the leaching out process. Judd 
then suggests that a rock so enriched in magnesia by leaching 
might exercise an attractive action on the :r;nagnesium salts of 
the sea water. He evidently would 'imply that this might ac-
count for the more highly dolomitic rock in the lower part of 
the boring, but he does not express' himself clearly on this 
point. . 
This view, however, is not esteemed highly by Skeats,119 who, 
in . reference to Judd's conclusions, remarks as follows: 
The process of differential solution is one which no doubt 
coral-limestones undergo. to a greater or smaller extent, and 
it is probably the correct explanation of the origin \of the. 
all but structureless limestones containing magnesium-carbonate 
in sufficient amount for the production of dolomite-crystals. 
Very' extensive solution and removal of calcium-carbonate is 
needed, however, before' the percentage of magnesium-carbonate 
in the residual . rock is appreciably raised. Assuming the orig-
inal limestone to contain 1 per cent of magnesium-carbonate, 
an amount 'which is probably near the superior limit ' for the 
fresh organisms . composing the rock, and further, assuming 
that only the calcium-carbionate is dissolved, by Ciarbonated 
water 80 per cent of the original rock must be removed by solu-
tion before the magnesium-carbonate in the remainder reaches 
5 per cent, 90 per cent must be dissolved before the magnesium-
carbonate reaches 10 per cent, and over 93 per cent before the 
magnesium~carbonate reaches 16 per cent. So extensive a re-
moval o,f the. original substance of the rock would largely . de-
stroy the structure of the organisms that it contained. In the 
case of the limestones from ' Christmas Island, Niue, and else-
where, examined by me, in which .magnesium-carbonate was pres-: 
.. tint in the rock in amounts up to 11 per cent, the structure of the. 
contained organisms was in general wonderfully preserved;. 
and not only was tliere no eVidence of solution in the rock, but 
on. the contrary :secondary calcite and secondary aragonite were' 
deposited' 'upon: the organisms to a considerable .extent. I was 
i;r:l- consequ:~nce, £orced to the conclusion that in these limestoues 
n'Neues Jahrb " Vol. 1, 1894, p. 262. 
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the magnesium-carbonate was" introduced 'into the ro~k from 
the sea-water, resulting in the partial- replacement of calcium-
by magnesium-carbonate. 
Peach and Horne12o are favorable to the idea that marine 
leaching may account in part for the Cambrian dolomites of the 
Northwest Highlands of Scotland, suggesting that unicellular 
plants which secreted lime may have existed in the plankton 
as in the sea today and that the small magnesia content of these 
may have been concentrated by the abstraction of the more 
soluble CaCOs.They "believe, however, that some ~eplacement 
has taken place also. . " 
Murray and Hjort121 also concur that the ,explanation of en-
richment$ of magnesia in deep sea deposits is to be sought in 
preferential dissolution of the lime. To them enrichment of 
the magnesia by reaction with sea water does "not seemplausi-
ble, since this would require that the waters be concentrated " 
with MgCOs• 
EXPERIMENTAL E'VIDENCE. 
As regards the e~perimental evidence of the origin of dolo-
mite, it may be safely said ,that the present datl;L are very un-
satisfactory and of little value in interpreting the conditions 
" under which this rock is formed in nature. Dolomite has been 
prepared repeatedly at high temperature and at high pressure, 
and at both high temperature and high pressure, but in only 
r,are instances has it been prepared artificially at ordinary tem-
perature and pressure, and then only in minute amounts and ' 
for the most part under conditions which doubtfully obtain in 
nature, at least on a large scale. 
I. Evidence Bearing on the Primary Deposition Theories. 
The experimental ,evidence bearing on the pri!llary deposi- " 
t,ion of dolomite is, from the nature of the case, applicable only; 
to the theory of. chemical precipitation. The experiments bear-
ing on this theory are for convenience classified as follows: 
(1) those performed at ordinary temperature and ordinary pres-
sure; (2) those performed at elevated temperature but at ordi-
120The Geological Structure of the Northwest Highlands of Scotland; Mem. Geol. 
Survey, Great Britain, 1907, p. 870. 
l2lThe Depths of the Ocean, 1912, p . 180, fl . 
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nary pressur,e; and (3) those. performed at ordinary tempera-
ture but. at elevated pressure. These will be discussed in their 
, regular order. 
Experiments at Ordinary Temperatures and · Pressures.-
All attempts to produce dolomite directly under ordinary , con-
ditions have failed, but evidence of the possible production of 
, dolomite under these conditions in nature has been o~served in 
several instances. Thus, Moitesser122 found small rhombohedral 
crystals which had the composition of dolomite, in a badly 
closed flask of mineral water from a' French spring. Similar-
ly, Terreil123 reported that rhombohedral crystals of carbonate 
of calcium and carbonate of magnesium were deposited upon the 
walls of sealed tubes which contained samples of mineral water 
.from the region of the Dead Sea. He does not distinctly state 
that the double carbonate was present, but remarks that ·this 
discovery may have an important bearing on the origin of 1fu.e 
. dolomites of that region. 
Certain travertine 'deposits also are said to be rich in MgCOs.' 
F. W. Clarke124 states th.at "according to J. Giradin, the traver-
tine formed by the mineral spring of Allyne, near Clermont, 
in France, is rich in magnesium carbonate. In recent traver-
tine he found 28;80 per cent of MgCOs with 24.40 of CaC03 , 
and in old travertine the proportions were 26.86 and 40.22 re-
spectively. Whether this represents a dolomite or a mixture of 
the carbonates was not determined." 
J. F. Johnson125 has likewise described a dolomitic spring 
deposit on the north bank of the river Tees in England, and 
believes this occurrence has a direct bearing on the origin of 
dolomites in general. Gorup-Besanez, however,126 states that 
the springs which issue from the dolomites of the Jura deposit 
upon evaporation the mix'ed carbonates of calcium and magne-
sium although they are present in essentially the same propor-
tions as in normal dolomite. Bischof121 has this to say regard-
ing the magnesia content of spring deposits: 
122Jahresber. Chemie, 1866, p. 178. ' 
""Cited by Lartet, Bull. Soc. g~ol. France, 2d ser., Vol. 23, 1866, po' 750. 
WBul!. U. S. Geo!. Survey, No. 491, p. 536 . 
""Liebig and Kopp, Jahresber., 1853, p. 927. . 
''''Quoted ' by 'F. W. Clarke, Bull. U. S. Geo!. Survey No. 491, p. 536 . 
121Elements of Chemical and Physical Geology, English translation, Vol. 3, 1859, 
p. 167. . , 
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Water extracts frQm a mixture Qf carbQnates Qf lime and 
magnesia twenty-eight times as much carbQnate Qf magnesia as 
carbQnate Qf lime; cQnsequently, when water cQntaining abQut 
equal quantities Qf these carbQnates, evaporates so. far that the 
separatiQn Qf carbQn'ate Qf lime CQmmences, the depQsitiQn Qf 
carbQnate Qf magnesia cannQt take place until the water has 
evapQrated to. such an extent that there remains Qnly 1-28 Qf 
the water present when the depQsitiQn Qf lime cQmmenced. When 
the amQllnt Qf carbQnate Qf wagnesia is less than that Qf the 
carbQnate Qf lime, it is evident that the evapQratiQn must ex-
tend : still further 'befQre the' .depQsitiQn Qf carbQnate Qf mag-
nesia can CQmmence. Then' since it generally happens that 
spring water cQntains less' 'c'atbQnate Qf magnesia than car-
bQnate Qf lime, it is clear 'that 'by the evapQratiQn Qf this water 
the greater part Qf the carbQnate of lime will be depQsited with-
Qut any trace Qf carbQnate Qf magnesia being mixed with it. 
, When the water Qf a spring dQes nQt evapQrate cQmpletely, but 
if sQmewhat less than 27-28 is evapQrated, carbQnate Qf lime 
alQne' will be depQsited, and the whQle Qf the carbQnate Qf mag-
nesia may be retained in sQlutiQn. If at the same time the de-· 
PQsits .frQm such spring water cQntain traces Qf magnesia, its 
depQsitiQn must be attributed to. the tendency tQwards the prQ-
ductiQn Qf a dQuble salt with carbQnate Qf lime. This may, per-
haps, be the case with the dQIQmite marl, shelly limestQne, and 
mixtures Qf limestQne and dQIQmite examined by Karsten. The 
cQmpQsitiQn Qf the depQsits frQm the waterQf springs shQws, 
mQreQver, that true dQIQmite, Qr the cQmpQund Qf carbQnates 
Qf lime and magnesia in equal equivalents, is never depQsited 
frQm water. . 
As abQve stated, all attempts to. prQduce dQIQmite artificially 
as a direct precipitate under Qrdinary cQnditiQns have been 
unsuccessfuL Scheerer128 failed to. Qbtain it by mixing SQlu-
tiQns Qf CaCOs and MgCOs tQgether in different prQPQrtiQns 
and evapQrating at Qrdinary temperatures. The two. carbQnates 
were thrQwn dQwn separately as characteristic rhQmbQhedrQns 
Qf calcite and prisms Qf hydrQus magnesium carbQnate. Simi- ' 
lar results were Qbtained by GQrup-Besanez and later by HQPpe-
Seyler129 when they allQwed a carbQnic acid sQlutiQn Qf the two. 
carbQnates to. evapQrate slQwly. Leitmeier30 has repeated this 
experiment recently, evapQrating the sQlutiQns at' temperatures 
Qf frQm 100 to. :1.00 0 , but his results also. were neg~tive. 
, USNEmes J'ahrb., 1866, p. 1. 
" "Quoted by F. W. Pfaff, N eues Jahrb, Beil. Bd. 23, ]907. p. 555. 
,.oDoelter's Handbuch der Mineralchemie, Vol. I , 1912, p. 395. 
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The experiments of the writer along this line likewise have 
been unsuccessful. Separate solutions of the biCarbonates of 
calcium and magnesium after being standardized were mixed in 
molecular equivalent proportions so as to ,give ,the same ratio 
of CaOOs to MgC03 as exists in normal dolomite. The solution 
Iwas then allowed to ev~porate spontaneously during a period 
of one month. It was noted that the carbonates came down 
'separately with the CaCOs much in advance of the MgC03 which 
was deposited in the hydrous .form (MgCOs.3ItO). Negative 
results still were obtained wh'en a solution prepared as abo've 
was inoculated with a crystal of dolomite and allowed to evapo-
rate. The crystal did not grow and no dolomite could be found 
in the residue. Nor could the double carbonate be prepared by 
evaporating spontaneously a solution of the two carbonates ob-
tained by the action of carbonated waters on normal dolomite, 
even when a dolomite crystal w~s 'introduced and a cqncentrated 
solution of NaC! and magnesiu;m salts was intr.?~uced. 
The experiments of Murray and Irvine1 31 on the power of 
(NH4 LCOs furnished by decomposing organic matter to precipi-
tate Ca'C03 and MgC03 from sea water are interesting in this 
connection. In general these show that CaCOs may be deposited 
in large amount through this agenoy, but that little M,gCOs ~ is 
precipitated, thus: 
Nine small crabs weighing in all 11 ounces were placed, in a 
shallow glass vessel containing 2 litres of ordinary sea water 
and were fed ' on mussel' flesh. The water was never removed 
nor aerated, the effete matters passing into it. At the end of 
fourteen days all the crabs had died and were removed. The 
wafer being then in a putrid condition, it was set aside for about 
three weeks at a temperature ranging from 70· to 80· Fahr . 
. All the conditions of the last two experiments were observed 
and it was found that crystals , of carbonate of ,lime had been 
thrown down in amount practically equivalent to all the calcium 
present in the sea water employed. ' 
Similar results were obtained when the effect of urine on sea 
water was tried. .Alter the, mixture l;1ad stood for Seven days 
at temperatures ranging from' 60° to 80° , F .. the precipitate 
thrown out had the following composition: ' ... 
" ' , ' . . , "," ..... : . 
=Proc. Roy: Soc. Edinburgh, Vol. 17, 1889, p. 79. ' " , : ,,,,.: ," 
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Per cent 
Water and organic matter containing ammonia, 7.38 grains ...... . . ... .. 31.81 
Carbonate of lime . . ........................... .. ... .. ..... .. .. . .. . ... 4.85 
Phosphate of magnesia and ammonia . .. .......... . ..... . ...... . . .. . . .. .. 51.10 
Phosphate of lime ........ .. .............. . ... . ..... . ... . . . . .. .. . .. . .. 12.24 
100.00 
'Upon allowing the filtrate from the above experiment to stand 
ten days more under the same ' conditions, practically all the 
soluble calcium salts in the sea water were precipitated. The 
composition of the precipitate was: 
Per cent 
Water and organic matter ~ .............. . .... . .............. . ..... ... 20.25 
Carbonate of lime ... . . .. ............. . ........ . .... .. . . . . . . .. . ... . .. . 75.3'5 
carbonate of magnesia ... .. . . ........ . ... .. ... . . ... .. . . . ....... ... .. .. 1.02 
Phosphate of magnesia ..... . ... .. ... . ...... .. . . .... . .. . .... ... . ... .. . . 3.38 
1(}0.00 
The r esults of these experiments are wholly in accord with 
the following statement of these investigators: 
In the laboratory, when carbonate of ammonia is added to' 
sea water, nine tenths ' of the calcium in solution is thrown out 
as carbonate of lime, while the magnesia salts remain in solu-
tion; so that if the reaction above indicated be that which takes 
place in the ocean, ,then to this circumstance may be due the 
fact that carbonate of magnesia is almost wholly absent from 
recent coral reefs and deep-sea calcareous formations. 
The efficiency of decaying organic matter as a precipitant 
of calcium and magnesium has also been studied by Fischer,132 
who arrived at similar conclusions. Upon placing decaying or-
ganisms in ordinary sea water he obtained a precipitate over-
night consisting of 94.45 per cent of OaOOs and 5.55 of MgOO q • 
Neither concentration of the sea water and of the decaying 
. organic matter, nor increase in t emperature served to appre-
ciably increa~e the magnesia content of the precipitate. 
E xperiments a,t Elevated Temperatures 'and Ordinary Pres-
sur es.-Dolomite has been prepared artificially at elevated tem-
peratures by several investigators. Forchliammer,13S upon add-
ing water containing OaOOs to boiling sea water,. obtained a p~~-
132Monatsh. Deutsch . geol. Gesell. , 1910, p. 255. 
""Quoted by Bischof, Elements of Chemical and .Physlcal Geology, English tra ns-
1atlon, Vol. 3, 1859, p. 161. ., . , 
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cipitatecontaining 12.23 per cent of MgCOa ahd .87.77 of CaCOs, 
and when Na2COa was added as well as CaCOa; the MgCOs 
content of the precipitate was increased to 27.93 per cent. It 
is not made clear, however, whether the double . carbonate was 
form~d· or not in these experiments . 
.An analogous experiment was performed by Hunt.184 A sohi-
tion of the chlorides of calcium and magnesium, 'which had been 
accidentally mixed with a quantity of Na2COa insufficient for 
its complete decomposition, was set aside for · a period of five 
weeks. ' At the end of 'this time the solution still retained a 
portion of the MgCI2 , but possessed only a trace of MgCOn• The 
precipitate, after heating, analyzed CaCOa 50.52, MgCOa 30.09 . 
and water 19~39 per cent. · . 
The experiments of Lihck1 35 are interesting in this connec- . 
tion. When one molecular weight of MgCl2 and one molecular 
weight of MgS04 were dissolved in 500 ce. of water and mixed 
with a solution of one and one-half molecular weights of am-
monium sesguicarbonate in 150 cc. of water, the resulting solu-
tion remained clear, but when one molecular weight of CaCl2 in 
100 cc. of water was .added a voluminous precipitate came down. 
This ,became crystalline when warmed to about 30° C. and 
examination of the material-showed it to consist of minute round 
or oval spherulitic grains which had essentially the same com-
position as normal dolomite, but their double refraction was 
weakly positive, showing that they could not be this mineral. 
The_ same reaction took place when the magnesium salts were 
used separately but in double the amount of the above experi-
ment. But the effect of N aCl when added in about the same 
proportion as it exists in ~ea water was to reduce the MgCOa 
content of the precipitate to 12 per cent. The same effect,how-
ever,' did not result when one molecular weight of N a'2C0 3 was 
added to the N aCl solution beforehand, . for then the residue 
yielded 49 per cent. . Briefly these results may be explained as 
. follows: . The eff€!ct of adding N aCI·to the solution was to' r:e-
press · the ionization of the MgCl2; since these two compoun4s 
have one ion in ~ommon. For the same reason the. addition-of 
"'Am: .Tour. ScI. , 2d ser., Vol. 42, 1866, p. 56. 
13'Montash . Deutsch . geol. Gesell. , 1909, p. 230. 
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. Na~C03' tends to increase 'the yield of MgCOs• The' concentr'a~ 
tion of the earbonate ions in solution is increased ' with the re'-
.sult :that the MgCOs of the solution becomes less dissociated and 
as a consequence must be deposited, since the solution is 'already 
saturated with the undissociated salt. As above stated, the 
precipitate obtained in these experiments did not. behave as 
.dolomit.e. Nor was it transformed to thi~ mineral even when 
heated to 110°. But .when solutions prepared as above were 
warmed several hours in sealed tubes at40 to 50° C., spherulites 
_possessing negative double refraction and all other properties 
:of dolomite were obtained. Analysis of the,se gave 44.8 per 
,cent of MgCOa and 49.5 of CaCOa• Linck, therefore, was led . to 
suggest that dolomite might be formed in the sea in this man-
ner, since decaying organisms give off ammonium carbonate. 
Meigen,lS6 however, who has repeate~ Linck's experiment, calls 
. this in question, since he failed to procure dolomite under these ' 
conditions, but obtained only a product easily soluble in dilute 
acetic acid. . 
Bourgeois and Traube1 a7 also report the production of. dolo-
mite as a direct precipitate at elevated temperature. Thus, by 
heating a solution of MgC12, ' Ca012 and KCNO (potassium 
cyanate) to 130° in a sealed tube q.olomite was produced. But 
as F. W. Clarke has pointed out, this experiment has no geo-
logi.cal significance . . 
, The experiments of Bischof138 have a much more important 
bearing on the problem, although only the mixed carbonates 
were produced in these. First, solutions of carbonate of calcium 
and of carbonate of magnesium in carbonic acid water, . were 
. mixed in the proportion of two parts of magnesium to one of 
calcium and evaporated at a temperature of 122" F. " After one-
third of the solution had evaporated the precipitate contained 
1.64 grs. of CaCOa and 1.99 grs. of MgC03. When the filtrate ' 
from the above was next evaporated to one-fifth the original 
volume it was found to consist of orily a trace of CaCOa and of 
. .43 gTS~ of MgCOs• It will be noted that in this experiment the 
l:"'Quoted by L eitmeier, Doelter's Handbuch der Mineraich~mie, Vol. I, i912, p . 395. 
137Quoted by F. W . Clarke, Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 491, p. 537. 
18.Elements of Chemical and Physical Geology, EIiglish translation, Vol. 3, 1859, 
p. 168. ' I I I ; 
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MgCOa was considerably in excess of 'the CaCOs in the solution. 
In the next experiment this factor was eliminated by using well 
water: which contained only about half as much MgCOs .as 
CaC03 • Eighty ounces of this· water was evaporated at 1220 F. 
After 45 ounces was evaporated, 8.36 grs. of CaCOs had be~n 
deposited, but only .a trace of MgCOa• When the remaining 35 
ounces was .evaporated, however, the residue was found to con-
tain 1.95 grs. of MgCOs and only .22 grs. of CaCOs. When this 
experiment was repeated more carefully it was found that the 
MgCOa did not begin to deposit until seven-eighths of the water 
had evaporated, and almost all the CaOOs· had been thrown out. 
Bischof then draws the following conclusions: 
It follows also from these experiments that the production of 
a double carbonate of . lime and magnesia cannot take place to 
any considerable extent, if at all, by the evaporation of water 
similar to the above, and under analogous conditions. . In evapc'-
ration at the ordinary temperature, also, the quantity of water 
'evaporated before deposition takes place must be very consid-
erably greater than when the evaporation takes place at a 
higher temperature. 
The elaborate series of experiments of F. W. Pfaff1 30 bearing 
on the direct deposition of dolomite should also be mentioned 
here. First N3.:!COs was added to solutions of CaClz and MgClz, 
and of CaClz and MgS04, and evaporation allowed to take place 
on the' water bath. But no dolomite was obtained. Similarly 
the addition of ammonium carbonate to a solution correspond-
ing to sea water in composition failed to yield the double car-
bonate upon addition of ammonia and evaporation. Next :a 
saturated solution of NaCl with CaCOs anq. MgClz through 
which CO2 was passed was evaporated to dryness without re-
sults. The substitution of MgS04 for MgClz was still without 
effect.. Then carbonated solutions of CaC03 were treated 
separately with MgClz and MgS0 4 and to each was added 
(NH4) ~C03 ' Evaporation again yielded no dolomite. The ad-
dition ' of (NH4 )2C03 tq a carbonated solution of CaCOs and 
MgCOs was likewise without results. Negative data were still 
obtained when a strong solution of CaCOs and magnesia alba 
was treated ' with CO2 and evaporated. When, however, the 
13UNeues J a hrb., Bell . Bd. 9, 1894" p, 485. 
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.preceding experiment w.as repeated using (NH4)2C.OS instead. of 
CO2 and the solution evaporated on the sand bath, at a tem-
perature which attained 1400 C., towards the last, a crystalline 
residue difficultly soluble in dilute acid was .obtained. But 
evaporation to dryness of a solution prepared in the same man-
ner on the water bath yielded a readily soluble precipItate. 
Another series of experiments next undertaken to determine 
the influence of (NH4)2S and H 2S in the formation of dolomite 
met with much more success. First a saturated solution pre-
pared by the action of (NH4)2S on the carbonates of calcium 
and magnesi-qm was evaporated to dryness with the addition 
of (NH.t)zCOa• The process took several days, but in the end 
the residue contained double refracting crystals which dissolved 
.in strong add only when it was heated. Since it was not cer-
tain that the temperature did not rise above 100 0 in this opera-
tion the experiment was repeated, and the evaporation was con- . 
ducted this time on the water bath. A residue with similar 
·properties was obtained, analysis of which showed considerable 
magnesia and some lime. Similar results were obtained when 
an H 2S solution was substituted for the (NH4) 2S solution and 
NaCl was added. This time the (NH4)2COa was omitted, but 
CO2 was 'passed through while evaporation proce.eded at 500 to 
60 0 C. The precipitate behaved as in the preceding experiment, 
and analysis showed only a small amount of lime. Pfaff sug-
gests that this product may have consisted of magnesite with 
some lime. When (NH4)2S was used in place of H 2S under 
somewhat similar conditions, rhombohedrons which showed 
diagonal extinction were obtaineq. These effervesced at first in 
strong acid, but a residue remained which dissolved only when 
heat was applied. An analysjs of this product by Professor 
HoppB-Seyler gave: 
Per cent 
, CaCO. " .. " .. , ..... .. . . ... . ,.,', . ,', ...... , ... . ". . .. 12.77 
MgCO. ,., .. , ; ... , . , , . , . , , .. , ... . ' , , , .. . , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79 .84 
Fe,O, . . . ,." .. , ' . .. . " . . .... .. , . . " ... ,." ... . "' .. ,... 1. 7 4 
Insoluble , .......... , .... . . . , ...... • ,., .. " .. ... ,..... 4,64 
H ,O . . . .... , . .. . ,., ..... , ..... . .. " . , .. ,. '.' . , ... . , .. , " 1.00 
Since the magnesia was much ' in excess of the lime in the 
above experiment the operation was repeated using these con-
, ,. 
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stituents in the proportion of one to one, but· t.his was no more 
successful, for only 6.93 per cent of CaCOs was obtained. ' The 
precipitate evidently repres,ented magnesite with CaCOa me-
chanically mixed. Further trials under slightly different con-
'ditions still failed to increase the yield of the CaCOs to the 
normal dolomite ratio. ,When, however" the solutions prepared 
by the action of the sulphides of H~S and (NH4 )2S on the car-
,bonates of calcium and magnesium were' mixed in the proportion 
, of two of calcium to one of magnesium, the results were much 
more satisfactory. After NaCl was added to the mixture pre-
pared in this, manner and CO2 passed through for slightly more 
than two months the p'recipitate was washed and dried at 1200 C. 
Analysis showed it to have the following composition: 
, Per cent 
MgCO. ", . . .. . . .. . . .... . . . .... ... . .. . . . . . . .......... . . 43.7 
CaCOa • •• ••. . •• •• , • •• •.•••• ' . . .. .. . . . .. . . ... .. . .. . . .. ... . . 52.0 
Insoluble ............... . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . ... . . .... .. 3.8 
Recalculation to eliminate the insoluble matter gave 45 per 
cent of MgOOs and 54 of GaCOa, almost exactly the same pro-
portions as in normal dolomite. When the experiment was re-
peated without NaOl no trace of dolomite was obtained after a 
period of fourteen days. 
Experiments at Ordinary Temperatures and Elevated Pres-
sures.-For experiments bearing on the production of dolomite 
at ordinary temperatures but at ,elevated pressures we are in-
debted entirely to F. W. Pfaff.140 His attempts to produce dolo-
mite as a direct precipitate were unsuccessful, but he obtained 
it as an alteration product under a variety of conditions. It was 
sought to prepare the double carbonate as a direct precipitate 
in the following manner: CaCOa and magnesium alba were 
added toa saturated solution of NaOl. CO2 was then passed 
through under a pressure of 2 to 2% atmospheres. When the 
solution became saturated with , calcium and magnesium . the 
pressure was decreased, but seldom was a precipitate formed, 
and evaporation ,gave rise only ,to the deposition of 'CaCOa and 
hydrous MgCOs, separately. 
" "Neues Jahrb ,,. Bell. Bd . 9, 1894', p. 485. 
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Since the basic-carbonate of magnesium obtained in such ex-
periments is in no condition to unite with CaCOs to produce 
dolomite, it was attempted by Pfaff in a later series of experi-
. ments141 to produce anhydrous MgCOs• The effect of solutions 
of potassium and sodium carbonate on MgC12 at high pressures 
was tried without avail. The addition of a concentrated solu-
tion of CaClz or of NaCl also failed to produce the anhydrous 
salt. The results were equally unsatisfactory when a solution of 
ma,gnesium salts was subjected to ' the action of (NH4 )2COa for 
48 hours at 500 atmospheres. Pfaff, therefore, concludes that 
dolomite and anhydrous MgCOa are not precipitated directly 
under high pressure. 
Discussion.-To recapitulate, experiments have failed to in-
dicate the conditions under which dolomite can be precipitated. 
directly at ordinary temperatures and pressures. But there is 
convincing evidence that dolotuites have been so formed, on a 
small scale at least, in ·nature. The fact that the two carbonates 
are found by experiment to come down separately with the 
GaCOa much in advance of the hydrous MgCOa cannot, there-
fore, be regarded as wholly opposed to the theory of chemical 
deposition of large masses . of dolomite, for under favorable con-
ditions the double carbonate may be precipitated directly, the 
dolomite molecule being continuously formed in solution while 
deposition proceeds. The chief objection to the chemical theory 
thus falls down. But the fact that experiments have failed to 
give rise to a magnesia-rich precipitate from sea water at or-
dinary temperature, even when the pressure was elevated, must 
be . regarded as important. 
The experiments carried on at elevated temperature and or-
dinary pressure show that the double carbonate .is readily 
formed under these conditions, but while these may have a 
direct bearing on the origin of some local dolomites they cannot 
be ·considered as having an important bearing on the origin of 
stratified dolomites of great thickness. 
II. Evidence Bearing on the Alteration Theories. 
Experiments at Ordinary Temperatures and Pressures.-
As regards the evidence bearing on the production of dolo-
H1Neues Jahrb., Beil. Bd. 23, 1907, p . 529 . . 
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mite as an alteration ' product under ordinary conditions, a 
number of experiments may be mentioned.' Thus, Bischof,142 
trying the effect of a solution of MgCOs upon carbonate of lime, 
found that "after twelve hours there was neither. any lime in 
solution, nor any magnesia retained by the carbonate of lime." 
A similar experiment was tried usmg small fragments of chalk 
instead of powdered carbonate of lime. "The closed "essel 
stood for several years unopened, but examination from .time to 
time failed to reveal any action upon the edges of the chalk 
fragments." Scheerer/'s however, ' later recorded somewhat 
different results from a similar experiment. When powdered 
chalk was treated with a carbonated solution of MgCOs for 
forty-eight hours with the passage of C02 it was foUnd that 
nearly all of the MgCOs had gone into the sediment and that · 
only a slight amount of the same remained in the solution, which 
.was now rich in CaC03 • But it is not stated that dolomite was 
formed: 
Hoppe-SeylerW was una.ble to produce dolomite by the action 
of solutions of MgC12 on CaCO. for several months. The same 
negative result was obtained when a' dilute MgSO, solution was 
. saturated with CaCOs and a current of dry air, drawn through 
for a long time. Even when NaCl was added to the saturated 
solution of MgSO, the residue yielded no dolomite and the 
freezing of an MgSO, solution saturat.ed With CaCOa was 
equally unsuccessful. The effect of sea water on CaCOs was 
also tried but with no more success . . Likewise iWhen Liebe145 
immersed chalk a year and a half in MgCl~ solutions of various 
conctentrations no trace of decomposition could be detected. 
More successful results, however, are reported by Leit-
meier,146 who in his experiments on the formation of aragonite 
claims to have prepared dolomite also. In these experiments 
.1 gram of powdered CaCO. in 100 grams of water was 
subjected to the action of .001, .005, .01 and .05 gram of 
MgS04 • 7H~0 and MgG12. 6H20 ' respectively. At low tempera-
tures dolomite was obtained at none of thes~ concentrati~ns; 
"'Elements of Chemical and Physical Geology, Engllsh translation, ·Vol. 3, 1859, 
p. 167. 
"'Neues Jahrb., 1866, p . 1. ' '. 
1"Quoted by F. W. Pfaff, Neues Jahrb. , Beil. Bd. 23, 1007, p. 555. 
"'Zeitschr . . Deutsch. geol. Gesell., Vol. 7. 1855, P. 431. 
"<Neues Ja~rb .• Vol. 1, 1910, p. 49. . 
. ' 
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but at medium temperature (10 0 C.) a few fine grains which 
reacted as dolomite microchemically .were obtained at the con-
centration of .01 gram. At a concentration of .05 ,gram, how-
ever, copious crystals which did not react with iron chloride 
were found in the residue. These showed partly developed 
crystallographic boundaries and appeared to possess the dis-
torted structure characteristic of dolomite rhombohedrons. In 
the .1 gram solutions a much richer mixture of "dolomite" was 
obtained. The effect of higher temperatures was to produce' 
essentially the same results, for "dolomite" was obtained at 
the same concentrations. 
The experiments performed by F. W. Pfaff147 at ordinary 
· conditions are also interesting in this connection. By the ac-
tion of a solution of Mg804 , MgCl2 and N aCl on anhY9.rite with 
the passage of 'C02 a reaction product coating the anhydrite 
was obtained. This was s0luble only in strong hydro~hloric 
acid and had at one time the composition: CaCOs 61.7 per cent; 
MgCOs 38.7. 
The experiments of the writer bearing on the artificial 
' production of dolomite as an alteration product at ordinary 
temperatures and pressures have yielded no successful results. 
In these powdered aragonite was treated with solutions of 
known concentration of MgClz and MgS04 and of definite mix-
tures of these salts. The influence of N a cl and CO2 on the re-
action was also studied and the effect of inoculating the solu-
tions with crystals of dolomite was tried. The concentration ' 
· of the magnesium solutions used ranged from two to ten tim~s 
the concentration of magnesium in ordinary sea water. After Ii 
period of six months and again after nearly Jhree years the 
residues of the experiments were thoroughly tested micro-
chemically for dolomite, but without succesSful results. Analyses 
of portions of the solutions, however, showed the presence of 
calcimn in greater quantity than the solubility of CaCOs alone 
wOl+ld account for, and there can be no doubt that a r eaction 
had taken place, although no MgCO. had been deposited. Evi-
· dently the easily soluble trihydrate of magnesium carbonate 
had been formed. 
"'Neues Jahrb., Bell. Bd. 23, 1907, p. 529. 
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" Experinie~ts at Elevated Tempemtures and Ordinary Pres-
sures.-Dolomite has been prepared frequently ' as an altera-
: tion product at elevated temperatur·es and ordinary pressures. 
Morlot/48 for instance, upon heating a mixture of one equiV'a-
lent of sulphate of magnesium and two equivalents of powdered 
CaCOa to 392,· F. in a sealed glass tube, obtained a mixture of 
dolomite and gypsum, and found that the MgS01 had beencorri.-
plete~y decomposed. Hunt,149 however, found by repeating 
this experiment that the two carbonates did not crystallize C!>ut 
as dolomite. .' 
, 
The experiment of' Sainte-Claire Deville150 also should be 
mentioned here. A fragment of chalk ' after having been im-
pregnated with, a solution of MgCl2 was placed in a platin~ 
crucible and subjected to prolonged heating on the sand bath. 
At a temperature a little above 100· a reaction took place 
whereby CaCl2 and dolomite were produced. By a single opera-
tion' of this kind it was possible to replace , only six to ,seve,n 
parts of lime by an equivalent amount of magnesia, but when 
the fragment was washed 'and subjected to the same procedure 
, repeatedly the replacement went much further. Fragments -of 
madrepores when subjected to the same treatment were 1\e-
placed in a similar manner. 
A somewhat similar experiment was performed by Sorby,15l 
who attempted to produce a dolomite pseudomorph by the aC-
tion of a soliItion of MgClz on Iceland Spar at an elevated tem-
perature. He found that only an external crust of MgCOs was 
formed by replacement. 
The elaborate series of experiments, by Klement152 also has 
an important bearing on the problem of the origin ,of dolomite, 
although only the mixed' carbonates were obt.ained. 
The effect of MgS04 on aragonite was first observed. One-
half grlitrri. of aragonite and 1.25 grams of crystalline M,gS04 
were placed in tubes, after which 10 cc. of a saturated solution 
"'Quot~d by Bischof. Elements' of Che~ical and ·PhYsical Geoldgy, English trans-
lation, Vol . 3, 1859, ,p . 158. 
"JAm. J"our. Sci., 2d ser . , Vol. 28, 1859, ,p. 170. 
lO·Compt. Rend., Vol. 47, 1858, p. 91-
lI51Qu'art. Jour. GeoL Soc . ' London, Vol. 35, 1879, p. 56 . 
152Bull. Soc. Beige gl!oL , Vol. 9, 1895, p. 12. 
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. of NaCl w-as 'added and ·the tubes were sealed. A preliminary 
.experiment having shown tha.t at elevated temperature a re-
,action took place whereby MgCOs was deposited, the influence 
of time and temperature was studied. , At a temperature of 
, 50° to 50° C. only a trace, of MgCOs was produced' after an in-
· ter:val of ten days. The same was true when the temp.erature 
was held at 62°. for four days, but after the same experiment 
· r:an for six days 1.3 per cent of MgCOa was formed. Above 
this temperature MgCOs was always obtained, and the amou.nt 
iIicreased directly with the time. Thus, at 72° for twenty~four 
,hours he obtained 1.7 per cent, for sixty-seven hours 9.8 per 
~ent, and for ninety-five hours 12.4 per cent. The maximum 
,alnount of MgCOs, 38 per cent, was obtained at 90· for sixty-
~ight hours, When the heating was prolonged to one hundred 
,aIld forty hours no increase was noted. ,By using another 
sample .· of aragonite, however, Klement was able to obtain 41.1 
,pe,r cent of MgCOs after heating to 91° for orie hundred and 
: fqfty~four hours. 
, , 
,The influence of the changing of the concentration of the NaCl 
'was then tried, the same amount of aragonite and MgS04 being 
used as in the preceding experiments. In general it was found 
that increase in the concentration of this cons-tituent had the 
,siqne effect as increase in time. For instance, it was found in 
a , previous experiment in which a 10 ce. saturated solution of 
. N a Cl was used, that 24.5 per cent of MgCOs was formed at a 
,certain temperat.ure after a given time, but when now the 10 cc. 
saturated solution was diluted with 1 ce. of water the yield of 
MgCOs was reduced to 8 per cent under essentially the sa.me 
'c(mditions of temperature and time, and when the NaCl solu-
"tion used consisted of a 5 cc. saturated solution of NaCl plus 
5 cc. of water only .6 per cent of MgCOs was obtained. When 
the N aCl was completely removed from the solution there was 
, a : still further reduction of the MgCOs content even when the 
' M.gSO i solut~on was very concentrated. 
· ", '·As' regards 'the influence of the quantity of the ~eacting sub-
stances it was found that when, each was ,doubleQ. there was a 
marked decrease in the amount ,o~MgC03', 1?I:od.1;lced. Klement 
... 
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attempts to explain this on the , assumption that e,quilibrium is 
soon reached under these conditions, since the volume of the 
solution is greater and the CaS04 produced by the reaction 
would not be so readily deposited. But this is difficult to 
understand. 
The action of MgS04 on recent corals, also was studied und~;r 
the same conditions as in the :fir~t series of experiments. It 
,was found that the powdered material.gave even a greater yield 
of MgCOa than aragonite under similar c9nditions. The action 
of MgS04 on powdered calcite, however, was much less ener-
getic. Thus, at 1000 for ten hours in the presence of an excess 
of N aCl only a trace of MgCOs was formed" while at 90 0 ,for 
forty-eight hours 1.6 per cent of this compound was obtained. 
The comparative efficiency of MgC12 in alterin~ aragonite 
was likewise determined.. When the MgS04 was replaced by 
an equivalent amount of this compound and 10 cc. of a saturated 
solution of NaCl was added the reaction proceeded very feebly, 
only .4 per cent of MgCOa being formed at 72 0 for 90 hours. 
When, however, only 3 cc. of a saturated NaCl solution was 
used instead of 10 cc. the yield was slightly increased, but it 
was still very low. These singular results are accounted for 
by Klement on the assumption that an easily soluble reaction 
product is formed here and that equilibrium is soon reached. 
This no doubt is important, but the effect of the NaCl in re-
pressing the ionization of the MgCl2 should also be taken into 
consideration. 
Experiments at Ordin!ary Tempera·tures and Elevated Pres-
sures.-The attempts of F. W. Pfaffl~3 to produce dolomite ~t 
ordinary temperatures and elevated pressures are noteworthy 
in this connection. When a mixture of CaCOs and anhydrite 
was subjected to the action of an M.gS04 solution under pressure 
dolomite rhombohedrons were obtained, but when gypsum w~.s 
used instead of anhydrite no such reaction took place., Sil;ni-
larly the effect of a solution 'of MgCl2 and N aCl on, powdered 
anhydrite in the presence of Na2COS or (NH4 )2COS under 
pressure was to produce the double carbonate. When the latter 
"'''Neues Jahrb ., Beil. Bd . 23, 1907, p. 529. 
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experiments ,were repeated, however, they were not always suc-
-cessful and when gypsum was substituted for anhydrite the 
double carbonate was never obtained . . 
. . 
: . The influence of MgS04 on GaOOa in the presence of NaOI 
also was tried, and the pressure was held at 100 atmospheres 
for eight days. The temperature varied from 4° . t~ 14° O. 
The residue obtained after being treated with . a two per cent 
solution of acetic acid for twenty-four hours analyzed 73.7 per 
cent of OaOOa and 26.2 of MgOOa. When the eXPElriment was 
repeated under the same conditions the residue yielded 80~1 
per cent OaOOs and 20.7 MgOOs. 
When he used an apparatlils to insure uniform concentration 
'of the MgS04 ' and OaOOs Pfaff obtained, in a similar experi-
ment run for ten days; under a pressure ranging from sixty to 
• eighty atmospheres, at room temperature, a residue which 
'after standing twenty-four hours in a two per cent acetic acid 
solution, tested as follows: OaOOs 53.7 per cent, MgOOil 46 per ' 
cent. When the experiment ran one day under the same con-
ditions only 7 per cent of MgOOs was formed in the residue. 
Pfaff, then endeavored to determine at what pressure the re-
action proceeds most favorably, and arrived at the conclusion 
that at 40 atmospheres the reaction begins, but takes place most 
quickly at 60 atmospheres and still proceeds even at 200 and 
500 atmospheres. . 
Experiments at Elevated Temperatures and Elevated Pres-
sures.-Of the experiments carried on both at high temperatures 
and high pressures those of Marignac154 are among the first. 
When he heated OaOOs with a solution of Mg0l2 in sealed tubes 
to 200° O. for six hours there was obtained a product which 
'yielded OaOOs 48 per cent, and MgOOs 52 per cent. After 'only 
two hours heating, however,' the amount of MgOOs obtained 
was less. 
The experiment of Duroche155 was also formerly regarded as 
important in that it seemed to lend support toth~ volcanic 
'theory of the origin of dolomite. Anhydrous Mg0l2 and frag-
'"'Quoteq by Hunt, Am. Jour. ScI., 2d ser., Vol. 28, 1859, \p. 170. 
'''Compt. Rend., Vol. 83, 1851, p. 64 . 
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ments of porous limestone were heated to dull redness for three ' 
hours in a sealed gun barrel. "When the fragments were re-
moved. they were found to' be coated with a ' scoriaceous mass 
consisting of MgOI2 , CaC12 and a small quantity of the oxides 
of Ca, Mg, and Fe. When this was washed off the limestone 
fragments' were found to be partly converted into dolomite. 
Later researches by Hoppe-Seyler156 likewise showed how 
dolomite might be formed at high temperatures. Thus, he ob-
tained both the double carbonate and magnesite by heating 
magnesium salts or sea water with CaCOa in sealed tubes. · 
When OaC03 was treated with a solution of magnesium bicar-
bonate and heated to over 100 0 the 'same result was obtained. 
It will be noted that in the above experiments the pressure 
was induced only by t;he effect of high temperature on the re-
acting substances. In some of . Pfaff's experiments,UT on the 
other hand, mechanical pressure was applied and the tempera-
ture kept lower. The eff,ect of an MgS04 solution ten times as 
concentrated as this salt in sea water was tri~d on CaCOa at a . 
pressur.e of sixty atmospheres and a temperature of 40 0 to 50°: 
After an interval of six days a residue was obtained which was 
insoluble in two per cent acetic acid. WhEm the experiment' 
was repeated using MgCl~ instead of MgSO, the same result 
was obtained, and an insoluble residue bearing considerable 
. MgCOs was produced. 
Discussion.-In summarizing the experimental data bearing 
on the alteration theory we find the evidence furnished by ex-
periments carried on at ordinary conditions very conflicting, 
for while Pfaff and Leitmeier report the production of dolomite' 
artificially under these, conditions, all other experimenters have 
obtained only negative results. As regards Pfaff's experiment 
. in which dolomite was obtained by the action of a solution of 
MgSO" MgCl2 and NaCl on anhydrite with the passage of CO2 , 
it must be admitted that this can have no direct bearing on the 
formation of extensive dolomite deposits ' in nature, except 
in-so-far as it shows ~he possible pr?duction of dolomite at 
166Clted by F. W. Clarke, Bull. U, S. Geol. Survey No. 491, p. 537.· 
lnNeues .Jahrb" Bell. Bd. 23, 1907, p. 529. . 
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ordinary temperature and pressure. The evidence furnished" 
by Leitmeier'sexperinient, on the other hand, is much more : 
important in this connection. But his results are difficult to 
understand, since' other ,experimenters have consistently ob-
tained negative results when the same constituents. were em-
ployed, under almost identical conditions. Even when the mag-
nesium solutions were many times more concentrated than those 
used by Leitmeier no dolomite was obtained. 
: In the writer's experiments in which the effect of MgCL and 
,MgS0 4 was tried on CaCOs at many concentrations, absolutely 
no trace of dolomite could be found in the residue when it was 
tested in the most careful m'anner with Lemberg's solution. To 
be sure, small transparent crystals were present which failed 
to take the stain and which suggested dolomite in several par-
ticull3.rs, but these were insoluble ~ven in hot, concentrated acids 
and the conclusion was forced tha t they -represented quartz 
grains derived from ,the corrosion of the glass of the contain-
ipg flasks. ' For the present,therefore, it seems best to hold 
Leitmeier's observations in question. If further work should 
demopstrate the 'correctness of his observations, then here we' 
would have valuable data bearing on the possible dolomitiza-
tion of limestone at ordinary temperature and pressure by 
a dilute solution ~f magnesium, and many puzzling features of 
this process would be explainabl€. 
The high temperature experiments, although they have fre-
qU,ently yielded dolomite, cannot be regarded as having a direct 
bearing on the problem at hand, as all the evidence goes to 
,show that high temperatures have not prevailed when the great" 
masses of dolomite were formed in nature. The same may be 
said, of the €xperiments carried on both at elevated tempera-
,tur~s and at elevated pressures. But the data bearing on the 
production of dolomite at elevated pressures are much more 
valuable, for in the alteration , of limestone tQ ' dolornlte the 
pressure of the water column ,above the scene of thE;) replace~ 
ment ~ust be taken into consideration. It is conceivable th~t 
this has in many cases amounted to se~€ral atmospheres. ' All 
the evidenee, however, is unfavqrable, to' the view t,hat the pres-
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sure has amounted in many 'cases' to forty to sixty atmospheres,; 
the pressure at which Pfaff obtained his best results, for there-
i.s almost universal agreement that the dolomites are not 'deep 
sea deposits~ ' 
, IIt. Evidence Bea~ on the Leaching Theory. 
The power of carbonated waters to remove the lime mOTB 
rapidly than magnesia, front magnesian limestone was ;first 
actually _ demonstrated by Bischof/58 who after placing . I t;h~ 
powder of magnesian limestones of known compositiqn ;:in; 
water, passed a stream or CO2 through the mixture for twenty-
four hours. It was found that in case of one of the samplel3 
which contained originally 84.57 per cent of CaCOs and 11.54 
of MgCOs no trace of M.gCOs had been taken into solution. 
Almost identical results were obtained · by Doelter and 
Hoernes159 . in a similar experiment on a dolomitic limestone 
from the Wengener formation, which bore 84.82 per cent, of 
CaOOa and 13.94 of MgCOs• When a powdered sample weigh-:-
ing 2.125 grams was placed in water and a stream of CO2 passed 
through for forty-eight . hours, the solution contained 0.272 
grams of CaCOn and only a strong trace of MgCOs• In lik~ 
manner Scheerer/6o upoJt exposing the powder of dolomitic 
limestone containing about 9 per cent of MgCOa to carbonated 
water obtained on1y a trace of MgCOs in solution, although. it 
was rich in CaCOs• 
The ,experiments of Hardman161 along this line are imp9rtaut. 
First a dolomitic limestone from Kilkenny was used. This had 
the following composition .: 
Per cent 
CaCO. _................ ....... . . .. ...... ......... .. ... 68.21 
MgCO •... ... ... ...... ...... .... .. . .................... 24.00 
Fe.9.+A120. .. '. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . ... 4.32 
Silica. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.92 
FeCO. . .... ... .... . ... .. .... . . . . .. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.90 
, : 
110 grains of the crushed limestone were placed in a jar of 
distilled water and only Bnough CO2 passed through to keep 
. . 
""Elements of Chemical and Physical Geology, English translation, Vol. 3, 1~59. 
p. 195. 
llIo.rahrb. K .-k geol. Reichsanstait, Vol. 25, 1875, p. 328 . 
1GONeues Jahrb., 1866, p. 1. ' ,It 
'·'Proc. Roy. Irish Acad., 2d ser .. " Vol. 2, 1875-77, p. 705. 
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, 
the water feebly acid. After an inte:rval of seventy-two hours 
it was found that the carbonates were dissolved in the propor-, 
tion of 68.21 parts of CaCOs to 9.32 parts of MgCOa• When, 
however, the water was saturated with CO2 for forty-four days 
the ratio was 68.21 to 20:06. A similar €xperiment ,on a lime-. 
stone from Dungarnon County which bore 12.71 per cent of 
MgC03 yielded very similar results. 
, , 
The experiment of Hogbom162 on a marl from Upsala like-
wise' has an important bearing on the leaching theory. When 
this marl, which contains approximately 18 per cent of CaCOs 
and 1.3 of MgCOs was treated with carbonated water it was 
found that almost half of the former was dissolved, while only 
a trace of the latter was taken into solution. 
The effect of carbonated waters on normal. dolomite at or-
dinary pressure, on the other hand, is in general to dissolve the 
tWo carbonates with their ratios undisturbed. Thus, when ' 
Gorup-Besan~z16S treated dolomite powder with , carbonated 
water for five days the solution contained 55.2 per cent of CaCOs 
and 47.7 MgCOs, while the undissolved residue yielded 56.74 
per cent CaCOs and 43.26 MgOOs• When the operation was 
prolonged over a period of twenty-one days the results were 
not essentially different. The effect of elevation of pressure, 
however, appears to be to produce a considerable change in the 
relative solubility of the two carbonates in dolomite. Skeats164 
is the authority for the statement that "when dolomite is sub-
jected to fresh water containing carbon-dioxide at a pressure of 
about 5 atmospheres, the magnesium carbonate is dissolved and 
the calcium carbonate remains almost unaffected." 
The effect of dilute acetic acid upon magnesian limestones 
and dolomite is much the same as :that of carbonated water. 
For instance, Karsten,165 upon treating with cold dilute acetic 
acid a .sample of the Muschelkalk limestone from the district of 
Liineberg which contained 2 to 5 per cent of MgCOa, found that 
tiie~e was left hehind a ' residue which had the composition of 
hd!mal dolomite . . He coricluded, therefore, that this rock must 
" "Nelles Jahrb., Vol. I, 1894, p. 266. 
'''Liebig's Annalen, 8th Supp., 1872, p. 230. 
uoQtiart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, Vol. 61, 1905, p. 97. 
""Quoted by F. W. Pfaff, Neues Jahrb., Beil . . Bd. 23, 1907, p. 545. 
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consist of a mixture of calcite and dolomite. In like manner 
Forchhammer/66 upon treating with dilute acetic acid the 
powder of a ' dolomitic limestone from Faxo, which contained 
16.5 to 17 per cent of MgOOa, found 41.42 per cent of MgOOs 
in the residue, while the solution contained 97 per cent of 
OaOOs and 3 of MgOOa. The results obtained by Doelter and 
Hoernes,l61 by the action of acetic acid on ~ dolomitic lime.stone 
containing 84.82 parts of OaOOa and 13.94 parts of MgOOs .for 
forty-eight hours were very similar . . The solution contained 
91.5 per cent of OaOOs and 8.5 of MgOOa. But when F. Pfaff168, 
employed a more richly dolomitic limestone the enrichment of 
the residue in MgOOs was not relatively so great. A dolomite 
from the French Jura of the Muggendorf region was subjected ' 
to the action of a dilute .acetic acid solution for twenty-four 
hours. The ' original sample consisted of OaOOa 60.33 per cent, 
MgOOs 38.27, insoluble matter 1.40, while the acetic acid solu-
tion contained 69.15 per cent of CaOOa and 30.80 of MgOOs. 
The r esidue left behind, however, showed a great enrichment 
in magnesia, as it bore 40.1 per cent of OaOOa and 59.8 of 
MgOOa. Pfaff concluded .that this residue must have con-
sisted of a mixture of magnesite and calcite, since the MgOOs 
is far in excess of that in nor;mal dolomite. 
An ,elaborate series of experiments by Haushoffer,lOD on the 
other hand, showed that in the more nearly pure dolomites the 
OaOOa does not tend to go into solution more readily than the 
MgOOa. Indeed, by experimenting with various concentrations 
of acetic acid and ~th ' dolomites of variable composition, he 
actually found in some cases a slightly higher proportion of 
MgOOa in the solution than in ' the original rock. He gave it 
is his opInion, therefore, that in normal dolomite the MgOOs is 
more soluble than OaOOa and that the normal order of solubility 
of the two carbonates is reversed. 
16"Jour. prakt. Chemie, ·Vol. 49, 1850, . 
161Jahrb. K.-k. geoL Reichsansta lt, Veil. 25, 1875, p . 329. 
16'Quoted by F , W, Pfa ff, N eu es J a hrb ., B e il , -Ed. 23, 1907, p . 545. 
looQuot ed by F. W, Pfa ff, Idem ., p. 547 . 
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FIELD AND CHEMICAL EVIDENCE. 
I. Evidence Bearing on Primary Deposition Theories. 
CHEMICAL THEORY . • 
There are several facts which lend strong support to the 
view that some stratified do~omites represent · chemical precipi- ' 
tates~ , The more important of these are as follows: 
(1) Th~ occurrence of chemically deposited dolomite III 
'veins and druses, etc. 
(2) The purity of some stratified dolomites. 
(3) The association of dolomite with salt and ,gypsum 
deposits. 
(4) The interbedding of limestone and dolomite. 
(5) The. compactness of some dolomites. 
(6) The preservation of fine and detailed structu~es III 
some dolomites. 
(7) The paucity of or'ganic, remains in some dolomites. 
(8) The great thickness of some dolomites. \ 
(9) The relation of dolomite to limestone in certain for- . 
mations. 
l'he occurrence of Chemically Deposited Dolomite.-That 
dolomite can be deposited directly in nature is indicated by its 
occurrence as a gangue mineral and in veins and druses. The 
high magnesia-bearing travertines reported by Giradin170 and 
by J ohnsonl7l must likewise represent direct deposits, and oc-
currences of chemically deposited dolomite on a small scale in 
dolomitized coral reefs have been reported. Skeats,172 referring 
to the hitter feature, says: 
The' lining of calcite-crystals by an outer zone of clear dolo-
mite, described by me as occurring in sections from Mango 
(one of the Fiji Islands) and also noticed in some of the sec-
tions of the Tyrol dolomite described above, is difficult of ex-, 
planation, except on the hypothesis that the dolomite was 
deposited from solution . in optical continuity with the calcite. 
It sometimes hajJpens that one crystal is built up of successive 
zones, alternately calcite and dolomite. As these 'crystals are 
170See ante, p. 297. 
l7lSee ante, p . 297 . 
172Quart. Jour . Geol. Soc. London, Vol. 61, 1904, p. 136 . 
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but rarely recognized in thin sections; it is clear that 'they were 
not formed' under the conditions governing the general dolomiti-
zation of the mass of the rock. ' It may be that they were 
formed in cavernous parts of the rock, more or less shut off 
from the free passage of the sea water; and indeed, these crys-
tals are sometimes found lining the walls of ~avities. Dr. C. D. 
Cullis, in the mineralogical report on the Funafuti boring, de-
scribes and :6.gures a somewhat analogous case, of the deposi-
tion of the two minerals in alternating coats lining the walls of 
cavities, in a way that simulates on a microscopic scale the 
appearance of an agate. 
Phillipi173 also states that similar chemically deposited dolo-
mite crystals appear in the dolomitized limestone lumps from 
the Sei,ne Bank of the Atlantic Ocean northeast of Madeira. 
, The possibility that dolomite can be formed by direct deposi-
tion in nature then must be regarded as proven. But as re-
'gards the possible extensive chemical deposition of dolomite 
beneath the sea either in the past or at the present time we 
have no positive evidence. To be sure, recent work by Drew174 
has shown that calcium carbonate is being actively deposited 
through the a,gency of marine bacteria in the American tropics, 
but dredging has yet failed to show the presence of dolomitic 
ooze' on the sea bottom. 
T~e Purity of Some Stratified Dolomites.-It has been held 
by some that certain pure dolomite masses which possess the 
carbonates of calcium and magnesium in approximatelyequiva-
lent proportions probably represent chemical deposits rather 
than alteration products because of their definite composition, 
and all must agree that this is the simplest explanation of the 
phenomenon which may be offered. The force of this argu-
ment, however, is ' ,greatly weakened 'by the fact that the Ni-
agaran dolomite of the ,Upper Mississippi Valley which the in-
vestigations of the writer have shown t;o be an undoubted 
alteration product is, in general, a very pure dolomite, espe-
cially in its upper portion, and many analyses show the two 
carbonates' to exist in essentially the same proportion as ill 
normal dolomite. 
lTSN eu es Jahrb" Festband, 1907, p, 424-
mCarnegie Institution of Washington, Publication 182, 1914, p , 9: 
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Furthermore, ideally pure stratified dolomites are the -excep-
tion rather than the rule in nature. By far the greater number 
<?f dolomites have an indefinite and variable composition. 
The Association of Dolomite with Salt and GypSUlYn Delposits . 
. -Beds of dolomite, as of limestone, frequently occur in asso-
ciation with salt and gypsu~ d,eposits, and the impression no 
doubt lingers in the minds of many geologists that both the 
dolomite and the limestone so associated have been precipitated 
chemically, like the salt and the gypsum, during the evapora~ 
tion of a land-locked sea. Weigelin,175 in fact, has frankly 
advocated this method of origin for a dolomite of these rela-
tions in WestWiirttemberg. This view is supported by the 
fact that the dolomite and limesto:p.e normally come just below 
the gypsum, a relationship which we should €xpect upon the basis 
of the chemical deposition theory, since these are much less 
soluble thim gypsum and would naturally be the first to be de-
posited. There can be little doubt that the limestone associated 
with salt and gypsum deposits is in ma.ny cases of chemical 
origin, and the natural inference from this would be that the 
dolomite is also. But it must be regarded as possible that a 
rock deposited originally as ,limestone under these conditions 
might later be metamorphosed t.o dolomite. Ideal conditions for 
the alteration of limestone would be furnished in evaporating 
seas where the magnesium salts exist in a concentrated state. 
The Interbedding of Limestone and Dolomite.-The simplest 
and most u:q.derstandable explanation of the phenomenon of 
interbedding of limestone and dolomite which suggests itself 
is found in the primary deposition theory, the limestone and 
dolomite both being regarded as chemical deposits, 1ind this 
theory in fact has been adopted by many to account for this re-
lationship. Wagner176 accepted it for the interbedding in the 
French Jura, holding that the dolomite constitutes a definite 
member of the series and is of constant thickness. For the' 
, same reason V Ogt171 adopted the chemical theory for certain 
Norwegian dolomites, and Suess17S forthe interbedded dolomites 
, "'See ante, p_ 269. ' 
17OQuoted by F. Pfaff, Pogg. Annalen, 1851, p. 465. 
, 177See ante, p. 267. 
118See ante, p. 267. 
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of the Plattenkalk. Daly179 has cited instances of sharp and 
regular interstratification of l.imestone and dolomite in the pre-
Cambrian of British Columbia and Montana which he regards 
as strong evidence of the chemical origin not only of these dolo-
mites, but of dolomites in general. 
There can b~ no doubt that the stand of these writers is well 
taken, but, as will be shown later in this paper, inter:bedding 
produced by chemical preCipitation of limestone and dolomite, 
if indeed this be considered a possible method of origin, is not 
the whole story. In fact, all examples of interbedding ex-
amined by the writer are most plausibly explained upon the 
basis of the clastic deposition and alteration theories. Indeed, 
in most cases, the evidence in favor of -these is positive. It is 
believed that careful field study of many of'these cases of so-
called interbedding of limestone and dolomite, especially where 
the dolomite is relatively free from insoluble matter, would 
bring out the fact that the dolomite layers do not possess reg-
ular, even contacts and constant thicknesses. F. Pfaff180 long 
ago showed that Wagner's conclusions regarding the dolOl;nite 
of the French Jura were erroneous, since this rock fails to con-
stitute a definite member of the series. 
The Compactness of Some Dolomites.-Ever since Beau-
mont181 pointed out that the alterati.on of limestone to dolomite 
should be accompanied by a decrease in volume of 12.1 per cent, 
there has been a tendency to think of secondary dolomites as 
vesicular, arid the opinion naturally has arisen in the minds of 
some that compact dolomit~s are .original. Thus, BischOf'"" ex-
presses himself as follows: 
The cellular character of dolomite, which, according to Elie 
de Beaumont and Morlot, results from the replacement of lime 
by magnesia, is considered to prove that the rock has been 
altered since its deposition, since otherwise it would be com-
pact. There is at many places compact dolomite, which has, 
probably, been produced directly. 
179See ant.e, p. 269. 
lSOPogg. Annalen, 1851, p. 465. 
lSlSee ante, p. 286. 
1"Elements of Chemical and Physical Geology, English translation" Vol. 0, 1859, 
p. 159. 
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Doubtless many advocates of the chemical theory have en-
tertained views similar to those of Bischof. Blackwelder/s8 
however, upon finding that the Bighorn dolomite, which he be-
lieves in an alteration product, possessed a porosity of only 
1.31 per cent, attempted to overcome this obstacle by assuming 
that the replacement took place in the ooze contemporaneously 
with deposition. 
As far as the writer's experience goes, compactness in dolo-
mites cannot safely be used as a criterion of either chemical 
deposition or contemporaneous dolomitization, since many dolo-
inites known from their field relations to have been formed' by 
the alteration of limestone subsequent to its deposition show 
only very slight shrinkage effects. For instance, the 'dolomitic 
facies of the Centralbbwlder bed layer of the Elvins formation, 
near Elvins, Missouri, has a porosity of only .97 per cent al-
though it contains 16.18 per cent of MgCOa• The pore space 
of the limestone facies of the same layer amounts to .20 per 
cent. Again a compact fine-grained limestone from the Saint 
Louis at Alton, Illinois, has a porosity of 1.3 per cent, while 
its dolomitized equivalent in the same layer, containing 32.39 
per cent of MgCOa, has a pore space of only 4.24 per cent, and 
many other known secondary dolomites are equally compact. 
Furthermore, certain dolomites believed to be , of clastic origin 
are very compact. The upper Silurian waterlimes of New 
York state, which are most satisfactorily explained as clastic 
deposits, are frequently extremely dense. Compactness, there-
fore, is not a reliable criterion of origin, and this feature can-
not be regarded as favorable to the theory of chemical precipi-
tation of dolomite. 
The Preservation of Detailed Structure3.-Most dolomites 
which have been interpreted as secondary after limestone ex-
hibit many signs of obliteration of the original structures of the 
rock, and the inference naturally follows that the dolomites 
in which these structures are preserved are primary. Loretz1S4 
for this reason was led to favor the chemical theory of origin 
for the dolomites of southern Tyrol, which exhibit' fine and 
" 1B3Bull. ·Geol. 'SOC . America, Vol. 24,' 1913, p . 62l. 
'''See ante, p . 266. 
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detailed structures. Here again, however, the evidence must 
be regarded as uncertain, since some secondary dolomites still 
retain these. The Anamosa dolomite of northeastern Iowa, 
which unquestionably is an alteration product, as shown by its ' 
associa tion with dolomitized coral reefs, still frequently pre-
serves fine ribbon stratification along which the rock readily 
cleaves. Examples of dolomitized corals 'and other organisms 
in which the structures are more or less faithfully preserved 
are also known. 
Moreover, dolomites of clastic origin may exhibit no oblitera-
tioneffects, and these may possess fine stratification. This 
feature, therefore, cannot be regarded as important in inter-
preting the history of dolomites. 
The Paucity of Organic Remains.-The paucity of organic re-
mains in some of the more ancient dolomites is sometimes pos-
tulated as evidence of their chemical deposition under condi-
tions unfavorable · to the existence of life, due i.o the excessive 
concentration of the sea-water or to some other cause. But it 
should be pointed out that to advocate this view would be to 
oppose in a measure the arguments of the strongest supporters 
of the chemical theory themselves, for (NH4)~003 generated 
by the decay of organisms is regarded by them as the precipitat-
ing agent of the carbonates of calcium and magnesium entering 
into the dolomite. 
On the whole, this feature cannot be regarded as throwing 
much light on the problem, since in the first place many of the 
ancient limestones, low in magnesium, are also nearly barren of 
fossils, and in the second because in many instances in which 
fossils were present they were very much obscured, if not wholly 
obliterated, by the dolomitization of the limestone. 
Great Thickness.-Since it seems improbable that the dol-
omitization of a thick limestone subsequent to its deposition 
could affect more than the upper portion of the formation, it 
might be contended that deposits of dolomite aggregating sev-
eral hundred or even several thousand feet in thickness were 
laid doWn directly. Oertain of the Oambro-Ordovician dolo-
mites of the Appalachian regiop. are reported to attain a great 
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thickness and this argument might well apply to them. But ie 
it could be shown that dolomite might be formed by the pro- . 
gressive alteration of limestone during its deposition, this argu-
. ment would lose much of its weight. Both Skeats185 and Black-
welder186 have regarded this method of dolomitization as pos-
sible. Thus, Skeats holds that the Schlern dolomite of southern 
Tyrol, which is 3000 feet thick, and which nearly all agree is a 
great dolomitized coral reef, was formed by a progressive altera-
tiim which kept pace with slow subsidence. The Bi2"horn dolo-
mite, for which Blackwelder ' advocates the progressive altera-
tion theory, attains a maximum thickness of 300 feet. 
The Relation of Dolomite to Limestone.-Sever.al instances 
are known where the upper portion of a formation is repre-
sented by dolomite and the lower portion by limestone. and 
this might be interpreted as having resulted from the chemical 
precipitation of both species, during which the calcium car~ 
bonate came down first because of its greater insolubility,' and 
later calcium carbonate and magnesium carbonate mingled were 
deposited, as the solutions became more concentrated. To 
Petzholdt1S1 this seemed the most plausible explanation of such 
relations in the Tyrol, but later workers have shown that the 
dolomites of this region must be regarded as secondary. . 
Moreover, the evidence is all in favor of the view that the 
same relations in other formations have been produced by 
downward dolomitization. In all such exampies known to :the 
writer the boundary between the dolomite and the underlying 
limestone is so wavy and irregular as to preclude the view that 
the relationship is original. 
THE ORGANIC THEORY. 
In support of the organic theory of the orIgIn of dolomite 
several facts may be brought to bear. These are: 
1. The existence of dolomitic worm castings and fucoidlike 
markings in limestones. 
2. The occurrence of differEmt faunules in the. limestone and 
dolomlte in some cases of interbedding. 
18'See ante, p . 282. 
180See ante, p. 284. 
'''See ante, p. 265. 
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3. The power of some organisms to secrete MgOOa. 
4. The depositio~ of MgOOa through the agency of algae. 
Dolomitic Worm Ca'stings and Fucoids in Limestones.-ln 
1907 Peach and Horne188 reported the presence of dolomitic ' 
worm castings in the S.ailmohr and . Oroisaphuill groups of the 
Northwest Highlands of Scotland, and suggested that their dolo-
mitic character was due either to the fact that "the worms 
were selective as to their food or that their gastric juices had ' 
the effect of predisposing the casts to be dolomitized under the 
influence of magnesian solutions more readily than the sur~ 
rounding mud." Still more recently; R. O. Wallace189 has de~ 
scribed dolomitic fucoid-like markings in certain Ordovician 
limestones in Manitoba. He was led to conclude after careful I 
study that this relationship had resulted from a process of 
local replacement produced by the _magnesia contained in algae' 
which were imbedded in the limestone at the time it was de-
posited. 
The writer has observed several occurrences of limestones 
mottled and streaked with dolomitic areas similar to those de-
scribed by Peach and Horne and by Wallace. But in all of these 
the phenomenon could be satisfactorily explained only upon the 
basis of selective dolomitization, since the evidence favored the 
view that the magnesium was introduced after . the limestone 
was formed. This feature, therefore, cannot be regarded as 
having a direct bearing on the organic theory of dolomite 
formation. 
Influence of Organisms in the Production of Interbedding.-
At least one instance is known where the dolomite and limestone 
layers of an interbedded series bear different faunules, and this · 
suggests that organisms may have had some influence in the 
production of this phenomenon. Thus', Von Bibra190 states that 
in Franconia marly layers containing as much as 44.8 per cent 
of Mg003 and bearing fossil molluscs alternate with unaltered 
shelly limes~one containing on the average only 1.5 per cent 
of Mg003 and whose fossil remains consist chiefly of .:fish. 
18' The Geological Structure of the Northwest Highlands of Scotland: Mem . Geol. 
Survey Great Britain, 1907, pp. S66 and 879. . 
181ISee ante, P. 271. 
1"Clted by Bischof, Elements of Chemical and Physical Geology, English trans-
. latlon, Vol. 3, 1859, p. 181. 
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Bischof,l9l in commenting on this occurrenc'e, remarks that 
"altered conditions of animal life in the ocean appear, there-
f9re, to, have taken, place during the . deposition of these different 
l!lyer:s, . and this is not 9Pposed to. the opinion, that they have . 
been produced by organic action.' ~ But after further discussion, 
the conclusion is reache<;l by him that the' high magnesia content 
of the marly layers has, resulted either from leaching out of 
the lime or from later introduction' of magnesia, and this. ex-
planation seems most logical. The selective dolomitiz~tion of 
the marly.layers might be accounted for readily on t.he s.up-
position that they were' ~ore readily affected than the lime-
stone because of their fin.e-grained character. It must be re-
garded ~s possible also that the organic remains of the marly 
layers exercised a sel~ctive influence during dolomitization. 
l'he Deposition of 1I1g003 through the Agency of Algae.-
The power of algae to deposit CaCOs and to build up deposits 
of travertine about springs is well' known, and that MgCOs call 
be deposited with the lime to a limited extent under these cir-
cumstances has been shown by .the studies of Ludwig and Theo-
bald,192 but whether such low plant forms have ever actively 
cieposited MgCOs in the sea to an important exte:p.t, as suggested 
by these investigators, remains an open question. The fact that 
. Ip.odeI'I!- marine calcareous oozes are almost invari~bly very low 
ip. this constituent WQuid suggest that they have not played an . 
iJllportant part in dolomite-building. But more evidence is 
needed on this point. 
The Power of Some .Drganismsto .secrete 1I1g003.-That 
certain marine .organisms have the power of secreting consider-
able magnesium along with the lime was early shown by Forch-
hammer93 and Damour94. Hogbom195 in 1894 also emphasized 
the fact that certain . calcareous algae secrete much magnesia. 
A table of fourteen analyses presented by him shows the com-
position of , a. number of species of Lithothamniuni collected 
. . 
from many different se.as. The MgCOs content in these ranges 
from a minimum of 1,95 ,per cent to a maximum of 13.19, with .a 
g~neral 'average of 8.17 .p~r cent. 
"'Idem., p. 181. 
'·'See ante, p. 270 • 
. '··See ·ante, p. 270. ' 
lO·See ante, p. 270. 
-Neues Jahrb., Vol. 1, 1894, p. 272. 
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More recently Biitschlp9G has summarized very exhaustively 
the results of all known analyses of the caicareous skeletons 
of marine organisms. He found in general that ,the for~s ;hich 
secrete considerable MgCOa are those which build calcite skele-
tons, while the aragonite-secreting 'forms are rarely found to 
contain more than 1 per cent of this constituent. ' , 
The maximum percentage of MgO.oa for each of the various 
groups .as shown by Biitschli's tables is as follows: . Algae 
16.99; Protozoa 12.52; Spongire 6.84; .octacoralla 9.38; Hexacor-, 
alIa 0.62; Hydrozoa 0~97; Vermes 7.64; Asteroidea 9.36; Echino-
idea 8.53; Holothuroidea 12.10; Bryozoa 4.66; Brachiopoda 3A; 
Pelecypoda 1.0; Gastropoda 1.31; Cephalopoda 5.08; Arthopoda 
1.38. 
Bii.tschli, as will be observed, does not list any analyses of 
recent crinoid skeletons, but several such analyses are now on 
record. Thus, Nichols197 in 1906, reported 11.72 per cent of ' 
MgC.oa in the skeleton of Metacrinus rodundtts from Japan, and 
A. H. Clarke198 shortly after found abundant magnesium in this 
same species and in one other. A much more elaborate series of 
analyses of crinoid skeletons, however, are furnished by F. W. 
Clarke and W. C. Wheeler.1D9 All the recent forms analyzed 
were found to possess a high percentage of magnesia. Thus, 
the analysis of nineteen species, representing as many genera, 
collected from widely different localities, which include great 
variation in depth, temperature, and salinity, showed, when the 
results were recalculated to eliminate the organic matteT, an 
MgCOa content ranging from 7.86 to 12.69 per cent. ' The pro-
portion of magnesium was found to decrease with depth and 
with decrease in temperature, but the cause of this relation is 
not known . . 
. The analysis of ten fossil species of crinoids ranging in age 
from the Lower .ordovician to the Eocene, however, failed to 
show an important proportion of MgC.os for all but one. En-
crim~s liliiformis (Lam.) from the Triassic of Braunschweig, 
Germany, the stem of which bore 20.23 per cent of MgCO~, 
1DOAbh , .Gottinger Akad, Vol. VI, No.3, 1908, p. 90. 
1O'FIeld Columbian Museum, Geol. series, Vol. 3, 1906, p. 49. 
"BU. S. Nat. Mus, Proc., Vol. .39, 1911, p. 487. 
"·Prof. Paper U. S. Geol. Survey No. OOD, 1914, p. 33. 
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yielq.eq. ' less than 3 per cent of this constituent. This contrast 
,in the compos~t~on of recent .and fossil crinoids is difficult to 
explain. Clarke and. Wheeler state that ' it is possible that the 
ancient crinoids were deficient in magnesium, 'but they believe 
is more probable that the low magnesium content of these has 
resulted from lo'ss due to subsequent alteration, "perhaps to 
the infiltration of calcium carbonate." 
A study of the foregoing sUmmary of analyses of marine 
invertebrates will readily show the inadequacy of these or-
ganisms in themselves to build a dolomite, It should be r e-
called that the magnesium content listed is the maximum one m 
each case except in the crinoids, and that the great majority of 
the species of €ach group show a much smaller amount of this 
constituent. The rather high magnesium content of some forms 
then would be greatly diluted in a limestone deposit. by the 
presence of forms low in magnesium. Probably in most cases 
forms low in magnesium would greatly predominate in a given 
deposit, but it is well known that certain calcareous algae, such 
as Lithothamnium, are the principal lime secretors in some 
modern coral reefs, and it is conceivable that reefs built large- , 
ly by these forms might bear from the first several per cen1; 
of MgOOs. 
The possibility that recent crinoids might build a magnesian 
limestone directly is suggested by the high magnesium content 
of these. But no eVIdence has yet been found in support of the 
view that the Paleozoic crinoids have built such a limestone. 
Oertain horizons in the Burlington and Keokuk limestones of 
southeastern Iowa are literally filled with crinoid remains, yet 
these have been shown by analyses made for the writer to be 
nearly free from magnesiumexc€rpt in the lower portion of the 
Burlington, which has been dolornitized locally. The accom-
panying analysis200 is of a sample of crinoidal Burlington lime-
stone from Morning Sun, Iowa. 
Per cent 
SiO. .... . . ... . .... . . ... .... .. . . . .. . . . . ... . .. . .. .... . . .. 2.0S 
Fe,O" . . . . ... . . .. ..... . . . .. . .. ... .. . . .. . .... . . . .. . ....• 0.S4 
AI,O, .... . . . ... .. . .... ... ... .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . ... . .. . i .S2 
CaCO, . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ... . .. .. . . . .. . .. . ... . : . . . ..... 94.59 
MgCO, ' . . . . .. . , ... . .... . . .. . ...... ... .. ... . . .... .. . . . . . ' '1.19 . 
- - - -
"""Prof. ' A . W. Hixson, analyst. 
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Considering all the evidence, it seems improbable that marine 
organisms play an important role in dolomite-building in the 
modern seas, and unless we assume as Nichols201 has ' suggested 
that the Paleozoic forms secreted dolomitic skeletons, we ' must 
conclude that they have not played ' an important role in the 
past. But Nichols' suggestion has no foundation in fact, since 
the experience of paleontologists is that unaltered carbonate 
skeletons of Paleozoic'invertebrlttes consist of calcite and never 
of dolomite. 
THE CLASTIC THEORY. 
Several attempts have been made to apply the elastic theory 
of dolomite formation, and there is some reason for believing 
that this will hold in certain instances. Some of the facts which 
lend support to this view are: 
1. The intimate association of some dolomites with clastic 
sediments . . 
2. The high siliceous and argillaceous content of some dolo-
mites. 
3. The calcareous fossils' and thin seams of limestone in-
cluded in soine impure dolomites show no signs of alteration. 
4. The lack of obliteration and shrinkage effects III som~ 
dolomites. 
5. The interbedding of limestone and dolomite. 
The Association of Dolomite with Clastic Sediments.-When 
dolomite is intimately as.sociated with sandstone and shale, 
which are both clastic, the assumption might be made that the 
dolomite also is clastic. Phillipi202 has advocated this method 
of origin for certain dolomite beds associated with clastic sedi-
ments in the Muschelkalk of Germany. But this is, from the 
nature. of the case, difficult to prove, since it might be contended 
also that such dolomites represent chemical deposits, or have 
resulted from the alteration of limestone. As regards the first 
of these possibilities, it is difficult to conceive of dolomite be-
ing deposited chemically under these .conditions. But there 
201See ante, p . 271. 
mSee ante, p. 274. 
,. 
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could ,be no' valid objection to the last contention. Indeed, the 
writer has found thin layers of dolomite in the Warsaw- shales 
at Warsaw, Illinois, which must be sec.o~dary', as shown by t,he 
fact that they locally grade laterally into limestone only partly 
i{ at an dolomitized. Moreover, some of the best. known ex-' 
amples of dolomites, examples which exhibit many of the ch,ar-
acteristics of clastic deposits, are not associated with sandstone 
or shale but rather with limestone. 
When, however, the dolomite associated with shale and sand-
stone is impure and is seen to merge laterally into shale or 
into pure limestone showing no alteration .€ffects, the evidence 
of. its clastic origin is much stronger. Certain impure dolo-
mitic limestones in' the Keokuk formation of southeastern Iowa 
exhibit these relations and are ' believed for this as well as 
other reasons to represent clastic deposits. 
High Siliceous and Argillaceous Content. Since it is believed 
by those who uphold the clastic theory that the dolomitic. sedi-
ments are derived from the residuum of older limestones, we 
should expect clastic dolomites to be high not only in magnesia, 
but also in insoluble impurities. But high siliceous and argil-
laceous content in dolomites is in itself not a reliable indication 
of their clastic origin, since many limestones also are high in 
these constituents, and dolomiti.zation of these would .give rise 
to an impure dolomite. Moreover,:in many instances silica 
has been introduced int'o dolomites subsequently ·to their forma-
tion, and this must always be taken into account. This criterion, 
therefore, can be used safely only in conjunction with several 
others. 
Unaltered Fossils and Thin Limestone Seams.-In all ex,· 
amples known to the writer in which fragments of calcareouEi 
fossils and thin limestone seams appear in dolomites of known 
secondary origin, these ' invariably show signs of corrosion or 
of imperfect dolomitization. -When, therefore, these are well 
preserved in dolomite and show no signs of alteration even 
under the microscope, the conclusion is at once suggested that 
the latter are original. This would apply especially well in the 
case of those dolomit.es which are impute and grade locally into 
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clastic sediments. Certain dolomitic limestones of. the Keokuk 
formation pf southeastern Iowa exhibit all th.ese relationships. , 
Lack of Obliteration and Shrinkage Effects.--.:...That these fea-
tures cannot be applied indiscriminately in interpreting the 
history of dolomites has been pointed out. Some dolomites 
known to be secondary after limestone locally show little or no 
trace of obliteration and shrinkage (lffects, but it is s.eldom 
that a secondary dolomite exhibits these features ,either through-
out its thickness or over wide areas. When they are consi~tent­
ly wanting, therefore, some support is lent to the view that the 
dolomite is primary, but even then this criterion should be 
employed guardedly, since it has not bee:q disproven that some 
stratified dolomites are primary chemical precipitates. . But 
where dolomites exhibit several other features suggestive of 
their clastic origin, the absence of obliteration and Shrinkage 
phenomena must be regarded as lending still stronger evidence 
of their having been formed in this manner. 
The Interbedding of Lirnestone and Dolornite.---;As previous-
ly shown, the interbedding of limestone and dolomite .. is most 
easily explained upon the basis of primary difference in the 
materials deposited, and many geologists who have expressed 
themselves on this subject have adopted the chemical theory as 
furnishing the most satisfactory explanation of .the phenomenon. 
But Lesley203 has advocated the clastic theory of origin for the 
interbedded series of limestone and dolomite in the "Calcif-
erous" near Harrisburg, pennsylvania, and Grabau2,o4holds, that 
it will apply in many cases of in~rbedding. 
Regarding the value of this criterion, the experience of 
the writer is that it should be applied with care, since' selective 
dolomitization and related phenomena may give rise to a pseudo-
interbedding of limestone and dolomite which can be distin-
guished from true interbedding only by careful study. . For 
instance the interbedding of limestone and dolomite 'described 
by Lesley as existing in the" Calciferous" appears t'o have re-
sulted entirely from dolomitization. 'rhis. i~ clearly indicated 
""See ante, p . 272. 
"'Prlnciples of Stratigraphy, 1913, p. 700. 
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by the fact that some of the dolomite layers pass abruptly 
. into limestone wh~n followed along the dip, and by the fact 
that many of the . interbedded layers of limestone are m·ottled 
and streaked with patches of dolomite. Furthermore the boun-
. , , 
daries of the dolomite layers frequently do not coincide with 
the bedding planes, but are wavy and unduiating. 
It must also be regarded as possible that some cases of in-
terbedding' have resulted from progressive dolomitizlltion of 
certain beds during deposition. The dolomite of th·e "Lower 
Buff Be~s" of the Upper Mississippi Valley was doubtless 
formed in this manner. This member of the Platteville main-
tains a thickness of approximately fifteen feet over hundreds of 
square miles and is directly overlain by compact limestones. 
That it represents an alteration product is clearly indicated by 
the occasional presence of small remnants of limestone within 
its mass. 
It must also be regarded as possible that some interbedded 
limestones and dolomites represent chemical deposits, and for 
this reason also interbedding is not a reliable .indication of 
clastic deposition . . When, however, the 'dolomite layers bear 
considerable slliceous impurity and grade laterally into shale 
on the one hand and into limestone on the other by transitional 
stages in which interfingering is developed, the evidence is 
strongly in favor of their being clastic. Especially is thiE\ true 
if fossil fragments and thin limestone seams in the dolomite 
show no signs of 'alteration under the microscope. There are 
several examples known to · the writer which exhibit these rela-
tions. The most notable of these is faund in the Keokuk forma-
tion at Ke'okuk, Iqwa. At two horizons in the section, separated 
by an int~rval of about twenty-five feet, beds of ash-colored, fine-
grained, siliceous, dolomitic limestone appear. The lowermost 
of these averages about six feet in thickness, while the upper 
one is about fifteen feet thick. The remarkable geodes for which 
this locality is famous come mainly from these ,two beds. 
The results of an in·complete analysis of the upper bed made 
by the writer are given below. 
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Per cent 
Insoluble matter .................................... .. 33.8 
. Fe.03 and AI.O. ..................... .. . ... ............ 2.8 
CaCO, .. .... ....... ....... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 39.99 
MgCO, .... .. ... ........ .......... .......... ..... . .... 12.50 
Moisture and carbonaceous matter ... . ................ 7.70 
Undetermined . .. ... ...... ................. .. ......... 3.21 
100.0Q 
In general these dolomitic members of the Keokuk maintain 
their individuality over wide areas, and the upper member is 
traceable over an area several hundred square miles in extent. 
But locally they merge wholly or in part into argillaceous shale 
or fossiliferous limestone, and the transitions are characterized 
by an intimate interfingering of the shale and dolomitic lime-
stone on the one hand and fossiliferous limestone anq. unfossilif-
erous dolomitic limestone on the other. The transition into pure 
limestone is entirely a physical one resulting from original dif-
ferences ih sedimentation, since not the slightest evidence of 
dolomitization is to be found in the limestone. 
Very nearly the same relations as described above are shown 
by the Warsaw formation in Ste. Genevieve county, Missouri. 
This formation attains a thickness of approximately 120 feet 
in this region, and the upper one-half consists of fine-grained, 
impure, siliceous, dolomitic limestone, with a few rare, thin 
layers of bluish, coarse-grained, fossiliferous liIp.estone in the 
upper portion. An exposure in the west bluff of the Mississippi 
river one mile below Clement, Missouri, exhibits the character, 
of this portion clearly. The succession here is as follows: 
Feet Inches 
Limestone, gray, medium-grained, slightly. OOlitic ; the lowermost 
portion ' of the SaJem (exposed) . .... . .... ........... ... .. . 5± 
Limestone, soft, buff, impure, dolomitic, contact with bed above 
regular and even, no fossils noted ......... .. .......... . ... . 5 10 
Limestone, gray, medium-grained, fossiliferous, weathering into 
thin lay~rs .. ................................. . ....... .. . . 2 3 
Limestone, soft, buff, impure, dolomitic, no fossils noted .. .... . 5 8 
Limestone, gray; medium-grained, rather thinly bedded, fos· 
siliferous ............ ... . ........ .... .... ..... . .. ..... , .. 2 9 
Limestone, ash-colored, fine-grained, impure, dolomitic, sparsely 
fossiliferous ........ . ....................... ... .. .. .....•. 31 6 
Clay, soft, plastic, weathering yellowish, fossiliferous ..... . ... . 6 
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The pure limestone layers are sharply and regularly inter-
bedded with the dolomitic ones over wide areas, and show no 
trace of alteration. Furthermore, the calcareous fossils of 
the dolomite are perfectly preserved. 
The Upper Silurian waterlimes of New York state also ex-
hibit many of the earmarks of clastic deposits and Grabau205 
in fact has advocated their clastic . origin. These waterlimes 
consist of dark, fine-grained, compact, siliceous, dolomitic lime-
stones bearing on the average 20 to 26 per cent of MgCOs• In 
the eastern part of the state these waterlimes are interbedded 
with gray, compact, fossiliferous limestones, and yet the con-
tacts are sharp and regular and continuous over wide areas. 
These interbedding relations are excellently shown in the region 
about Rosendale, where the waterlimes were formerly exten-
sively quarried for the manufacture of natural cement. 
II. Evidence Bearing on the Alteration Theories. 
The field evidence. furnishes a mass of data favorable to 
the alteration theories of the origin of dolomite, but it will 
not in itself always indicate the conditions under which the 
alteration was effected. Thus, it is not possible to say in 'all 
cases whether the dolomitization took place while the limestone 
was still beneath the sea, through the agency of sea water, or 
after its emergence, through the agency of ground water. The 
evidence which may be introduced in favor of the alteration 
theories may be classified first, as that inherent in the dolo-
mites themselves, and second, that based on the association of 
limestone and dolomite. 
Inherent Evidence. 
(1) Dolomite pseudomorphs after calcite. 
(2) The great range in composition of the stratified 
dolomites. 
(3) Dolomitized coral reefs. 
(4) Dolomitized fossils in dolomites. 
(5) Dolomitized oolites. 
(6) Obliteration and shrinkage effects. 
"'Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 24, 1913. p. 399. 
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(7) The association of' gypsum with some dolomites. 
Evidence Based on the Association of Limestone and 
Dolomite. 
(8) V ein dolomites. 
(9 Y Mottled limestones. 
(10) R~mnants,of limestone in dolomite. 
(11) Nests of dolomite in limestone. 
(12) Irregular contacts of limestone and dolomite. 
(13) The lateral gradation of dolomite into limestone. 
(14) Pseudo-interstratification effects., 
I NHERENT EVIDENCE. 
Dolomite Pseudomorphs.-Dolomite pseudomorphs after cal-
cite are not uncommon. Several occurrences of such pseu~o­
morphs were reported long ago by Blum206 and many more have 
since been described by Haidinger207 and others. These can 
only have been formed by the substitution of MgCOs for a por-
tion of the CaCOs of calcite crystals. Here, then, the validity 
of the alteration theory is established, and the replacement of 
limestone by magnesia on a much larger scale must be regarded 
as not only possible but highly probable . 
. Rang'e in Composition.-As has been shown, there is· every 
gradation in the MgOOs . content of limestone, from pure lime-
stone free from this constituent, on the one hand, to 'dolomite 
with an excesS of M.gCOs on the other (see Table II, p. 260). 
This .great range in composition surely would not characterize 
a chemical deposit, nor can it be satisfactorily explained upon 
the basis of the clastic or leaching theories, because of the free-
dom of most dolomitic limestones from considerable insoluble 
impurities. When we consider that the alteration theory will 
allow all degrees of replacement of limestone by magnesia the 
phenomenon is readily explainable. The variable composition 
of the dolomitic limestones as a whole, therefore speaks strongly 
for their secondary origin . 
. Dolomitized Coral R eefs.-The .existence· of both recent and 
fossil dolomitized coral reefs indicates the possible operation 
"'Cited by Bischof, Elements of Chemical and Physical Geology, English transla-
tion, Vol. 3, 1859, p. 165. 
"'Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinburgh, 1827, p. 36. 
", 
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of dolomitization on a large scale. Many examples of recent 
or near recent dolomitized coral reefs exist in the coral islands 
of the southern Pacific as shown by the work of Dana,20S 
Skeats/o9 and others, and Branner210 has reported the presence 
of a dolomitic reef rock in the old stone reefs of Brazil. These 
can have resulted only from the alteration of the calcareous 
skeletons of corals and other organisms of the reef. When, 
therefore, dolomitized coral reefs are found in the ancient dolo-
mites, these dolomites can have had no other than a secondary 
orlgm. The most notable examples of fossil coral reefs now 
represented by dolomite are found in the Niagaran of Iowa 
and "Wisconsin arid in the great Schlern dolomite of Southern 
Tyrol. 
Dolornitized Fossils.-When fQssils which are known to have 
been originally calcareous are found to be represented by dolo-
mite in dolomitic formations it is difficult to avoid the conclu-
sion that these formations hav~ resulted from the replacement 
of limestone. Instances where the skeletons of organisms are 
replaced by dolomite are not common, since the fossils are 
usually represented by molds in dolomites .. " The problematic 
fossil Oryptozoan, however, has been found to be represented 
by dolomite in several instances. In the Shakopee dolomite of 
the Upper ' Mississippi Valley dolomitized remains of this or-
ganism are sometimes met with. They have likewise been 
observed in the Allentown dolomite near Allentown, Pennsyl-
vania; in the Little "Falls dolomite at Little Falls, New York; 
and in the Joachim dolomite near Bloomsdale, Missouri. Dolo-
mitized corals are also occasionally found in dolomites. These 
are not uncommon In certain dolomit~ beds of the Oedar Valley 
limestone at Fairport, Iowa, and they appear also in the Lock-
port dolomite at Niagara Falls, New York. 
Altered Oolites.-It has been our experience that calcareou~ 
oolites, when formed, con1jist of pure, or nearly pure calcium 
carbonate. Where, therefore, oolite beds in the midst of dolo-
mite formations are composed of dolomite, the inference is 
that both the dolomitic oolite ~nd the rock inclosing it have 
2O'Am . .Jour. SeL, Vol. 45, 1843, p. 120. 
"'.Bull. Mus. Comp o Zool.. Vol. 42, 1903, p . 53. 
%lOIdem . , Vol. 44, 1904, p. 265 . 
.. 
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resulted from dolomitization, and where the oolite is only partly 
changed to dolomite, and so shows unquestionably that it was· 
originally calcareous, · the evidence in favor of dolo,mitization 
must be regarded as positive. In the course of the writer's 
studies several oolites have been found in the midst of dolo-
mites, and strangely enough, these have been for the most part 
only partly altered, although the inclosing rock is uniformly 
dolomitized. The details of the alteration of these oolites will 
be considered in the ~ection on the petrographic evidence. 
Imperfectly altered oolite beds occurring in' association with 
dolomite are found in the Elbrook limestone at West Waynes-
boro, Pennsylvania; . in the Elvins formation at Elvins, Mis-
souri; in the Allentown limestone near South Bethlehem, Penn-
sylvania; in the Hoyt limestone near Saratoga Springs, New 
York; in the basal portion of the Oneota dolomite at McGregor, 
Iowa; in the Tribes Hill limestone at Canajoharie, New York; 
and in the Monroe dolomites near Sylvania, Ohio. 
Obliteration and Shrinkage Effects.-The massive and all but 
structureless character of some dolomites has frequently been 
remarked upon,and there can be little doubt that in many in-
stances this massive character was taken on at the time of 
dolomitization, as the bedding planes of the original thinly-
bedded limestone were largely obliterated by the welding which 
accompanied the recrystallization induced by dolomitization. 
Thus, in the Gale:o.a limestone of Clayton county, Io,wa, which 
has suffered dolomitization locally, the limestone facies is thinly 
and distinctly stratified, but tp.e dolomitic facies is heavily 
bedded and the thick massive layers are separated by faint 
planes which are often indistinctly . shown even on weathered 
surfaces. The limestone and dolomite facies of the Niagaran in 
Delaware county, Iowa, exhibit similar differences. 
The obliteration of structures seems to have taken place 
typically where the dolomitization was accompanied by shrink-
age, i. e., where the alteration proceeded by molecular rather 
than by volume replacement. · Where the replacement is truly 
molecular the transformation of limestone to dolomite should 
be accompanied by a decrease In volume of about 12.1 per cent 
22 
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·as pointed out by Beaumont.211 Few of the massive dolomit.es 
which are known . to be secondary probably show as much 
shrinkage as this, but some of them are very vesicular and it 
is in these that the structures are most obliterated. 
While indications 6f obliteration of structures and of shrink-
age furnish. good evidence of the secondary origin of the dolo-
mites which exhibit them, it cannot be argued conversely that 
compact dolomites which exhibit no obliteration effects are 
original, for the replacement may sometimes take place after 
the law of equal volumes as enunciated by Lindgren,212 as shown 
by the fact that certain dolomites known from their field rela-
tions to be secondary after limestone fail to exhibit these 
feat.ures. One of the most notable examples of this method of 
replacement is found in the Saint· Louis limestone of south-
eastern Iowa. Freshly exposed surfaces of the dolomitic facies 
of this formation are frequently nearly or quite as thinly bedded 
as the limestone facies and no evide:p.ce of shrinkage is to be 
seen. The Allentown dolomite in the region about Allentown, 
Pennsylvania, also shows little or no sign of obliteration of 
structures or of shrinkage, yet its secondary origin is suggested 
by the fact that it contains both dolomitized oolites and skele-
tons of Cryptozoan. 
Some of the well known dolomites in which the writer has 
observed obliteration and shrinkage phenomena are: the Leiths-
ville dolomite at Allent.own, Pennsylvania; the Oneota and 
Shakopee dolomites of the Upper Mississippi Valley; the Little 
Falls dolomite of the Mohawk Valley, New York; the Galena, 
Fort Atkinson, and Niagaran dolomites of northeastern Iowa; 
the ~onneterre, Doerun, Derby and Potosi dolomites of the 
Ozark region; the Monroe dolomites of Michigan and Ohio; the 
Cedar Valley dolomites of eastern Iowa; and the Spergen dolo-
mites of southeastern Iowa and eastern Illinois. 
The Association of Gypsum and Dolomite.-When gypsum is 
found . occupying small pockets and filling shrinkage vugs ill 
dolomite the suggestion at once comes to mind that this gypsum 
represents a reaction product of dolomitization and was pro 
2USee an te, p. 286. 
212Econ . Geol., Vol. 7, 1912, p. 521. 
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duced by the action of MgS04 on limestone. Absolute proof of 
this is wanting, of course, since the exact 'time of the introduc-
tion of the gypsum cannot be determined. As a criterion of 
origin; then, the v:alue of this feature cannot be ,emphasized 
strongly. But taken in conjunction with other features it may 
serve to strengthen the evidence. 
Examples of gypsum occurring in association with dolomite 
are not common, and the . only case met with by the writer was 
found in the Lockport dolomite of the Niagara Falls region. 
Morlot,213 however, has described several other instances where 
dolomite and gypsum appear in intimate association . 
. EVIDENCE BASED ON THE ASSOCIATION OF LIMESTONE 
AND DOLOMITE. 
Yein Dolomites.-The development of dolomite along fissures 
in limestone furnishes positive evidence in favo·r of the altera-
tion theory, provided no signs of extensive leaching are shown. 
Probably most vein dolomites have' been produced through the 
agency of ground water circulating along the fissures, but there 
. is not general agreement on this point. 
Vein dolomites are of common occurrence. in the Lahn dis-
trict as pointed out by Klipstein,214 who early reported that in 
this region the dolomite not only traverses the limestone as 
distinct veins or dikes, but also is imbedded in it as nests and 
large irregular masses. Similar phenomena were later de-
scribed by Grandjean215 from the lower Lahn district. Accord-
ing to hiin the dolomite is developed here to the greatest extent 
where the limestone is most subject to the pe:p.etration of water. 
Other vein dolomites have been described in the same gen-
eral region by Von Strombeck and by Abich. Bischof216 sum-
marizes their observations as follows: 
Dyke-shaped masses of dolomite, generally in a vertical posi-. 
tion, were also observed in limestone by v. Strombeck and Abich 
at the I~ahlen-Berg, near Echte, between Gottingen and Bruns-
wick, and in the valley 'of Tramonte. At several places near 
21' Haidinger' s Naturw. Abh ., Vol. ·1, 1847, p; 3~. 
"'Cited by Bischof, Elements of Chemical and Physical Geology, English transla-
tion, Vol. 3, 1859, p. 185. . 
"'cited by Bischof. IdeJ'!l., p. 193 . 
. n8Idem .. · p. 185. • 
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the Lahn the do16inite intersects the limestone strata and 
spreads out over them like a roof six or eight feet thick. In 
some of these dikes the dolomite is very much decomposed 
and presents a striking contrast with the unaltered limestone 
adjoining. 
Similarly Harkness217 has described cases where dolomite ap-
pears to follow joints in the Carboniferous limestones in the 
district about Cork, Ireland. Local masses of dolomite in the 
limestone here assume courses in intimate agreement with the 
direction of the joints. "In some instances the line of the joint, 
when the joint is closed; forms the boundary between, the dolo-
mite and the ordinary limestone; the two distinct portions ter-
minating abruptly against the sides of the joint." Harkness 
concluded that the jointing was antecedent to dolomitization, 
but believed the alteration to have been effected by sea water. 
Vein dolomites have also been reported in the Carboniferous 
limestones of South Wales.218 In the country around Aber-
gavenny dolomitization is closely associated with ,faults, and 
the alteration effects die out on each side of these. It is sug-
gested that waters from the Coal Measures which are known to 
be high in magnesium and barium salts are responsible both for 
these dolomites and for the associated joints and crack infillings 
of barytes. 
Dixon219 likewise states that vein dolomites following fissures 
are of frequent occurrence in the Carboniferous limestone along 
the coast of So'uth Wales between Mumbles Head and Pwlldu. 
These were forme~ subsequent to pre-Triassic deformation, and 
are regarded as of Triassic age, and to have been caused by 
the downward percolation of water from the surface. The more 
continuous beds of dolomite in the formation must have been 
produced prior to the . disturbance. These ' he interprets as 
contemporaneous. The vein dolomites may be ' distinguished 
from the contemporaneous ones by the fact that they show 
"(1) larger average size and greater .clearness of the rhombo-
"'Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc . London, Vol. 15, 1858, ' p. 86. 
%18Strahon and Gibson and others. The Geology of the South Wales Coal Fields, 
Part 2 ; Mem. Geol. Survey, England and Wales, p. 33. 
"-'The Geology of the South Wales Coal Field, Part 8; Mem. Geol. Survey, Englan rl 
and Wales, 1907, p. 16. 
I 
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hedra; (2) the inclusIon of helllatite; (3) the. association w~th 
calcification; (4) the preference of dolomitization for ooliths 
and corals." 
Whatever ' uncertainty may be entertained regarding the 
origin of tp.e foregoing vein dolomites, no doubt need exist re-
garding the manner of formation of those closely associat'ed 
with ore deposits. These can have been formed only through 
~the agen'cy of ground water . . Several such occurrences have 
been described. For instance, Bischof,220 quoting Coquand, 
states "that where the auriferous quartz veins of the gold mine 
La Gardette, extend from the gneiss into the Lias limestone, 
the latter is converted into black dolomite and bears auriferous 
galena; but, at a distance of a few centimeters, it is quite free 
from Jp.agnesia." 
Local dolomitization is also associated with the lead and zInc 
deposi ts of the Joplin districU21 "The ores are· invariably 
connected with dolomite either fresh or rotten, and reach side-
wise into the limestone only as far as the latter is dolomitic 
and crystalline." Somewhat related features are described by 
Spurr,222 who states that dolomite follows fractures and faults 
in the upper part of the Leadville formation in the Aspen dis-
trict, Colorado. The dolomitization effects gradually die. out 
on each side of the fissures, as shown by analyses. Dolomitiza-
tion is associated with the ore here as at Joplin. Spurr states 
that "the local dolomitization invariably accompanies the ore. 
Even when the latter is in blue limestone . there is usually a 
sort. of envelope of dolomite around it, which in turn is sur-
rounded by limestone." These vein dolomites cannot be dis-
tinguished from the associated contemporaneous dolomites 
microscopically, according to him. It would appear, therefore, 
that. Dixon's observations will not apply generally. The origin 
of the Aspen vein dolomites is ascribed to the action of hot 
springs such as those which still exist at Glenwood Springs 
nearby and which, according to his observations, are producing 
similar dolomitization ·effects today. More recently MichaeP23 
'''Elements of Chemical and PhYSical Geology, English translation. Vol. '3, 1859, 
p. ISO. 
'"'Schmidt, A., Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci., Vol. 3; NO' , 2, 1875, p. 246 . 
"'Mono. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. 31" 1898, p. 208, ff. .. 
"'Zeitschr. Deutsch. geol. Gesell. Prot., Vol. 56, 19~4, p . 127. 
· -
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has shown that dolomitization has followed closely certain lines 
of disturbance in the Mus~heIkalk beds near Tarnowitz and 
, eIS"ewhere. The phenom:enon is closely associated with min-
eralization here also, and the conclusion is reached that the 
alteration has been accomplished by ground water through the 
introduction of MgCOs 'and the ~emoval o~, CaCOs'. ' 
M,ottled Limestones.-Withi:n recent years sever;;tl 0 occul;'-
~ences of limestone mottled with patches of dolomite have been 
described and commented upon. These mottled limestones are 
' of two general types, Viz.: (1) those in which the dolomite 
pa~,ches follow worm castings or fucoid-like markings, and 
(2) those in which the dolomite patches exhibit irregular shapes 
and relations and show no guiding influence. These types of 
mottling will be referred to as organic and inorganic respec-
tively. Some attempt has been made to explain the first type, 
but the last has been only briefly mentioned. 
Dolomitic worm castings have been described by Peach and 
Horne224 from , the Croisaphuill group of the Northwest High-
l~:rids of Scotland. Their description is as follows: 
, Towards the base the beds consist chiefly of massive beds ,of 
dark grey limestone full of worm castings, which are now 
chiefly represented by dolomite, so that they stand out in 
mottled masses on the weathered surface of the rock, the lime-
stone matrix having yielded to solution more readily than the 
dolomite. Such rocks are highly fossiliferous, but where bands 
of granular dolomite make their appearance fossils are rarely 
met with. The IIfiddle portion is made up chiefly of unfos-
siliferous granular leaden-colored dolomite with a few light 
colored bands of limestone full of worm casts. The upper part, 
consisting of massive sheets of fossiliferous limestone full of 
worm casts preserved in dolomite, resembles the lower sub-
o division. ' 
Worm castings are also reported by these writers22 5 to occur 
in the underlying Sailmohr group. But this rock is uniformly 
dolomitic, and is described ' as a massive, crystalline, granular 
dolomite charged with dark worm castings in a grey matrix, 
'and known locally as the "leopard stone." The viewent.er-
, "'The Geological Structure of the Northwest Highlands of Scotland : Mem. 0 Ge~1. 
Survey, Great Britain, 1907, p. 379. 
"'Idem ., p . '3.66 . ' 
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tained by these writers as to the origin of the dolomitic worm 
I ,'.
castings is made clear by the following quotation: " 
Thus up to the very top of the ,Cambrian series of Suther-
land and Ros,s impressive evidence is supplied by th~ abundance 
of worm casts that the rocks must have accumulated in the 
st~te of fine mud or ooze, probably derived mainly frOm the' 
minute organisms of the plankton. The fact that the worm casts 
iri the two upper groups of the series are for the most part 
preserved in dolomite while the matrix remains a limestone, 
suggests that either the worms were selective as to their food 
or that their gastric juices had the effect of predisposing the 
casts to be dolomitized unqer the influence of magnesian solu-
tions more readily than the surrounding material. 
R. C. Wallace,226 in a recent 'paper entitled "Pseudobreccia-
tion in Ordovician Limestones in Manitoba," also has described 
dolomitic markings suggestive of organisms in limestones. 
The succession of formations involved there is as follows: 
Feet 
Stony Mountain formation .......... . . , ... ,. ... . ..... .. . 190 
Upper mottled limestone . . . '. " ... , .. ... . . " .. , ... . "... 130 
Cat Head limestone (dolomiti c) . . . , , ....... . ..... , , , . . . . . 70 
Lower mottled limestone .... , ', ., .. , . . , . .. . . .. . . ,.. . .... 70 
Winnipeg sandstone , ... ', .. , . , , ... , . , . ' .. . , ... , , .... , . , . .. 1.00 
The. dolomitic markings manifest themselves as irregularly 
distributed darker areas which have their greatest linear extent 
along the bedding planes, where they exhibit a branching 
structure. They are characterized by a content of iron as well 
as of magnesia which is higher than that of the limestone, and 
with the exception of a few large shells are free from the fos~il 
fragments so numerous in the latter rock. Separate analyses 
o~ the dolomite and limestone areas yielded Wallace the follow-
ing results: 
SiO, . ............ . . , .. . . .. . ... ...... . 
Total iron as F e,O, ., . ... ... ....... .. . 
(FeO . . , . .. ....... .. . .. , ' .. , ... .. . .. . . 
AI,O, ..... ..... . ... .. , .. .. .. , . . ...... . 
CaC03 •• " • • • : , ••• ••• • •• , • • • ,' • • , , •• • , •• 
MgCO. . . ' .. . : . , . ; . , ... .. . . . ; .... . .. . , . 
Total ... ' . . . . .......... .. .... . ... . 
"6J our. Geol., Vol. 21, 1913, p. 402. 
LIGHT COLORED 
PER GENT 
1.56 
0.16 
0.12 
(}.06 
94,02 ' 
4.33 
100.13 
DARK COLORED 
PER CENT 
1.56 
1.94 
0.4&) 
2.27 
, 71,03 
23.35 
100:15 
' .: 
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As is shown by the · following statement, the view is en-
tertained . by Wallace that ~he mottling has resulted from 
alteration: 
A study of the margin of the darker areas leaves no doubt 
that we are dealing with secondary dolomitization. Although 
there is a. definite marginal line, it shows so sharp interpenetra-
tion of dolomitized and undolomitized material that it could 
have been caused only by the irregular advance of waters bear-
ing magnesian salts in solution. 
After carefully reviewing the whole subject of mottling, how-
ever, the conclusion is reached that a1gre imbedded in the rocks 
are responsible for the phenomenon, thus: 
There remains the hypothesis that the mottling is ~onnected 
with algic decomposition. Analyses· due to Goedechens show 
that the percentage of MgO in the ash of algre collected from 
the west coast o:f Scotland may reach 11.66. If, then, the algre 
of the sea bottom became buried under a thin coating of cal-
careous ooze before actual decomposition ensued, the liberated 
Mg salts might, in conjunction with· the sea water of fairly 
high Mg content, cause such increase of Mg ions locally as to 
give rise to actual dolomitization. Only from such organisms 
and allied types could the percentage of Mg salts be increased 
locally to any appreciable extent. There are certain structural 
features of the markings that lend some support to this view 
of the origin of the dolomitization. They are horizontally 
placed, are markedly dendritic, and the s-ections often show a 
darker core which might represent the actual position of the 
plant; while the magnesian waters, extending outward. from 
this central nucleus, have aff.ected the surrounding stone. 
Again, thin seqtions of the dolomitized areas occasionally show 
a narrow central tube of clear, well crystallized calcite, indi-
cating that a cavity had existed when the dolomitization took 
place and that this was subsequently infilled with calcite. Such 
cavities might be formed when, owing to decomposition, the 
organism disappeared. The hematite and limonite of the re-
crystallized dolomitic material would be attributed to the iron 
salts of the algre. 
It win be noted that Wallace emphasizes the importance of 
algre as contributqrs of magnesia to the dolomitizing solutions-
and there can be no doubt that certain algre do contain con-
siderable magnesia in their tissues. It. does not s.eem probable 
------------------,,------,--,,---~----,--:---=-,---..,.....-.,----=----.,--~ 
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to the writer, however, that th~s constituent would ever attain 
the proportion sufficient to dolo'mitize the surrounding lime-. 
stone to such a marked degree. 
I 
The data obtained in the course of'the writer's studies lead 
him to adopt an alternative hypothesis of origin for both the 
organic and inorganic types of mottling. Ail cases of mottling 
examined seem to be best explain.ed on the assumption that the 
ma,gnesia was introduced from without and that the mottling 
has resulted from the selective replacement of fucoids in the 
one case and from the spreading out of the alteration from cer-
tain favorable centers in the rock in the other. Consistent with 
this view are the following facts: 
(1) The existence of unaltered fucoid-marhlngs containing 
less than. two per cent of MgOOa in association with 
dolomitic ones. 
(2) The association of both types of mottling with dolo-
mite seams and other 'evidences of imperfect 
dolomitization. 
(3) The gradation of mottled beds into beds which are 
uniformly dolomitic, both laterally and vertically. 
(4) The existence of every grR.dation between limestone 
showing incipient mottling and true dolomite. . 
Thus. it appears that mottling represents merely an incipient 
stage in the process of dolomitization, and it is believed that 
many dolomites have passed through such a 'stage in the 
progress of their formation: Here, then, we have a clue to the 
origin of all those masses of dolomite with which such mottling 
is associated. 
EXAMPLES OF MOTTLED LIMESTONES. 
Many examples of mottled limestones associated with dolo-
mite . have been met with in the course of this investigation. 
These will be described as far as possible in the order of their 
geologic age. . . 
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The Elbrook Formation.-The limestones of the Elhrook for-
mation are commonly uniformly dolomitic, but mottled lime-
stones 'occur at several horizons in the vicinity of Waynesboro, 
Pennsylvania. A hand specimen, in the writer's collection, 
from the quarry located in the southwestern portion of the 
town, consists of fine-grained dark gray limestone with irregu~ 
lar wavy seams of fine-grained, lighter gray dolomite ranging 
from about 1 mm. to 12 mm., in thickness. These are approxi-
mately parallel to the stratification of the rock, but some of 
them extend across the stratification planes and invade the 
adjacent limestone layers. Under the microscope the dolomite 
seams are shown to possess no definite contact lines, but to 
grade .gradually into the limestone through transitional stages. 
Elvins Fonna,tion.-The Davis member of the Elvins group, 
of southeastern Missouri,exhibits mottling on a large scale. 
This member -attains a ' thickness of approximately 170 feet ac-
cording to the measurements of Buckley,221 and is both overlain 
, and underlain by extensive dolomite formations. Excellent 
facilities for studying these beds are afforded in the cuts of 
the Illinois Southern Railroad between the stations of Flat 
Riyer and Elvins. The upp.er sixty-three feet of the formation 
as developed here consists of dolomitic shales and limestones, 
w:b.il~ the remaining portion, with the exception of twenty-five 
feet' of dolomite at the base, is only imperfectly altered. In this 
part the thinly oedded limestones are streaked and blotched 
'with buff dolomite. The dolomite patches follow no , definite 
pat;tern, but typically form discontinuous streaks along the: 
stratification planes and irregular areas , within the limestone, 
layers. - At many points the alteration has proceeded so far 
tpat ,only small irregular remnants of limestone entirely sur-
rounded by dolomite remain. It seems probable that this 
mottled character ' was taken on by the Davis member at the 
time the overlying dolomites were formed, and that the dolo-
mitizing solutions not only were weakened by reaction with the 
lime.stone ab.qve, but, also were hindered in th~ir ;circulation by 
tb,e more impervious shaly , bedl=! in the upper portio;n of this 
me:qlber. ' . " , _ '", ' 
""Mo. Bur. Geol. and Mines, Vol. 9, part 1, 1908, p. 38. 
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The Beekmantown Limestone.-:-An .excellent- exhibition of 
mottling is shown by the' limestones associated with dolomite 
in the Tribes Hill member of the Beekmantown as it is de:Vel-
oped in the Mohawk Valley of New York state. Unu~ually good 
opportunity for studying the mottled stone of this formation 
is furnished in the abandoned quarries at Canajoharie ' and at 
Palatine Bridge. . . .' I 
By previous observers the significance of the mottled char-
acter of some of these beds seems not to have, been appreciated 
and the coarser-grained dolomitic patches have almost invari-
. ably been described as consisting of arenaceous material. 
As regards the details of the mottling, two main types may 
be recognized. These are: first, a ' mottling produced by the 
dolomitization of the limestone in an irregular and imperfect 
manner by alteration along stratification lines and in irregula:r 
patches; and, second, a mottling produced by a more regular 
and selective dolomitization along well directed lines and ap-
parently following fucoid markings in the limestone. In the latter 
type, the dolomite forms more or less cylindrical, branching 
pipes running in~iscriminately through the limestone but havipg 
their greatest linear extent along the bedding planes. The 
original outline of these, however, has been obscured ina nU)1l-
ber of instances by the spreading out of the dolomitization from 
them into the adjacent limestone. At some points both types 
of mottling are developed in the same layer and there a net 
work of dolomite streaks appears. In both types the local altera-
tion has been accompanied by incr,ease in size of grain and ,in 
both the dolomitic areas tend to stand out in relief as yellowish 
patches on weathered surfaces of the gray limestone. ! 
The relations of the mottled limestone are well shown iIi a 
large abandoned qua:rry situated about one-half mile west- of 
the station of Palatine Bridge along the New York Central and 
Hudson River railroad. The following section was measured at 
the east end of the opening: ' I , 
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FEET INCHES 
7. Limestone, conglomeratic, showing no visible signs of 
alteration ............. .. ..... .. . . .. . : ....... . ....... . 2-3 
6. Dolomite, brownish .......... . .. ... ............ . ....... .. . . 3 
5. Limestone, gray, compact, with dolomitic fucoid markings .. . . 8 
4. Limestone, dove-colored, compact; upper two-thirds with 
occasional discontinuous seams of dolomite; .lower one· 
third with dolomitic .fucoid markings ................. . 9 
3. Dolomite, brownish, bearing fucoid markings of a darker 
tint, and resembling the "leopard stone" ...... . .... . ... . 3-4 
2. Limestone, gray, compact, with dolomitic fucoid markings, . 
grading up into the dolomite above, through a transition 
zone 2 to 3 inches thick.. .. ...... ... . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . 8 
1. Limestone, gray, compact, grading up into the mottled rock 
above (exposed) .... .. .. . . .. ...... .. . .. . .. . .. .... . .. .. 2 
The contact of No.3 with the bed below is fair~y sharp and 
regular, but the contact with the bed above is much less regular, 
for near the middle of the quarry face the dolomite bed thickens 
greatly, mainly at the expense of the mottled zone in the lower 
part of No.4. Thus, No.3 and No.4 are each six and one-half 
feet thick here and the mottled zone at the ba,se of No. 4 is re-
duced fr'om three feet to one foot 
Samples of the mottl~d limestone, and of the uniformly dolo-
witized rock from bed No.3 have been analyzed by Prof. A. W. 
Hixson. The dolomitic and non-dolomitic areas of the mottled 
limestone were tested separately. 
LIMESTONE 
AREA 
PERCENT 
8102 •••• " •• ,." •• • ••• , ',. ,." ., .. . 2.90 
Fe.O. .., .,', .. . " . ,', .. ". ,",.,., . 1.43 
AI.O •........ , . . . , . , , , : . , . , . , , . , , . , . 3.87 
CaCO • ... ... , .... " . ,., .. , .... ,...... 84.49 
MgCO • . . , ... ". , .. , . . , ' , . . , . , .,' , .. . 5.81 
-----
Total. . .. . .. , . , , ... , , , . , .. , . , . . , , 98.50 
DOLOMITE 
AREA 
PERCENT 
9.28 
5,00 
7.28 
62.73 
15.01 
99.30 
DOLOMITE 
PERCENT 
2.82 
3.14 
6.40 
55.62 
32.60 
100.58 
Similar relations of mottled limestone to dolomite are shown 
.in the quarries at Canajoharie. In a small quarry a short dis-
tance west of the village a layer of · dolomite eighteen inches 
thick, overlain and underlain by mottled limestone, grades 
laterally into mottled limestone itself. Thi,s relationship is 
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again shown in an abandoned quarry in the eastern part of 
Canajoharie. At the top of tIlls quarry there appears a bed of 
mottled limestone six fe~t in thickness bounded above and be-
low by thin layers of 'conglomeratic and slightly oolitic lime-
stone which shows only incipient alteration of the matrix. Now 
the lower two feet of this mottled limestone member grades 
locally into a uniformly dolomitic rock through a transition 
zone only a few inches in extent. The gradation is accompanied 
by a gradual spreading out and enlargement of the dolomitic 
patches until they finally coalesce. Every stage, therefore, may 
be traced between a limestone with dolomitic fucoid markings 
to a uniform dolomite. There can be no escape from the con-
clusion that this mottled limestone represents an incipient stage 
in the process of dolomitization. 
Precisely the same sort of mottling is developed in division 
D of the Beekmantown in the Lake .Champlain region. A fine 
exposure of these mottled beds appears in tJ?e escarpment be-
low the walls of old Fort Ticonderoga. The succession here 
ftom above downwards is approximately as follow~: . 
6. Dolomite; dark gray, faint traces of fucoid markings show-
ing ' on weathered surfaces; upper portion bearing seams 
and reticulations of chert ... . ..... : .. . . .. ............ . 
5. Concealed .................... , ........................... . 
4. Limestone with pipes and reticulations of dolomite which 
stand out in relief on weathered surfaces .............. . 
3. Dolomite, dark gray, with thin siliceous seams ..... ' ....... : . 
2. Limestone, gray, fine-grained, with dolomitic fucoid markings 
1. Dolomite, dark gray, showing fucoid markings on weathered 
surfaces; some layers cherty, the chert following fracture 
lines, stratification lines, and to some extent the fucoid 
FEET 
12 
7 
4 
2 
2 
markings. Exposed ......... ... ..... ... ........ ... ..... 20 
INCHES 
4 
8 
6 
The iimestone beds here, in addition to bearing dolomitized 
fucoids, also bear numerous dolornitized tests of Ophileta and 
Orthoceras, although the li~estone matrix immediately adja-
cent is little if at all affected. Dolomite bed No.1, which ex-
hibits traces of fucoid.markings, doubtless itself passed through 
a mottled stage du,ring its formatioI). comparable to that now 
exhibited by beds No.2 and No.4, but for some unknown reaSOll 
it was altered more completely and more uniformly. 
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Other occurrences of mottled limestone, mainly of the fu-
coidal type, in ' association with dolomite, appear in divisions 
A and B of the Beekmantown at Shoreham, Vermont; in the 
Coplay limestone of Beekmantown age near Catasauqua, Penn-
sylvania; and in the Beekmantown at Staufferstown and at 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. 
The Chazy Limestone.-Mottling of both the organic and 
the inorganic types appears in the Chazy limestone in the Lake 
Champlain region. The fucoidal mottling is well developed in 
the limestone exposed near Shoreham, Vermont. An outcrop in 
a small hillock on the east side of the road about one-half mile 
north of Shoreham shows dolomitic fucoid-markings at several 
horizons, and in the higher beds the tests of Maclurea also are 
dolomitized. The matrix of the dolomite areas seems ~o be but 
little aff~cted, and the original outlines of the fucoid markings 
are well preserved. At one horizon in the lower beds dolomiti-
zation of the fucoids has been very imperfect and many of the 
markings are still preserved in ail unaltered condition. These 
are of a darker t.int than the limestone and can be distinguished 
from it with , little difficulty. In order to determine if possible 
the cause of the selective dolomitization of such fucoid mark-
ings, samples of the darker areas and of the limestone matrix 
were submitted to Mr. H. F . Gardner of Columbia University 
for analysis; After the moisture and carbonaceous material 
were eliminated by heating, the following results were obtained: 
SiO •... ' ... ... . , ...... , .. , .. ... .. .. ,., .. . 
Al.0.+Fe,O" ....... , ... .. . ....... .. . ...... . 
~~~~,: . : : : : : : '. : : : : ~ " " '. " : '. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Total .. . . . . .. . , ...... " .. ,., .... . . . 
LIGHT COLORED /1 ' DARK COLORED 
PER CEN'£ PEB OENT 
0.52 
1.04 
97.50 
0.98 
100.04 
0.56 
0.52 
97.36 
1.18 
99.62 
It will be noted that the MgCOa content of the fucoids is 
not appreciably greater than that of the iimestone, and this 
I ' 
constituent could not have exerted much selective influence. , 
N or do the analyses afford any other clue to the problem. 
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Microscopic examination of the .darker material in thin sec-
tion failed to reveal the presence of organic structures, but it 
is filled with dark inclusions which doubtless consist of organic 
matter. It seems probable that the selective dolomitization 
may be attributed largely to this, for reasons which will be 
considered later. 
On Valcour Island also, in Lake · Chainplain, mottling is ex-
tensively developed in the Chazy, but here it is predominantly 
of the in'organic type. In all of the divisions of the formation 
exposed here the limestone is almost universally mottled on a 
small scale with areas of buff d·olomite. Commonly the dolo-
mite· appears in the form of irregular streaks and patches along ' 
the stratification lines, but in many cases it forms small irregu-
lar areas scattered through the limestone layers. In most ,in-
stances these dolomite areas are notably finer-grained than the 
limestone. Especially is this true of the areas in the coarse-
grained. fossiliferous limestones. This has resuUed from the 
breaking down of the large calcite .grains and fossil fragments 
into aggregates of fine dolomite grains during the. alteration, a 
phenomenon which accompanies the alteration of all coarse-
grained limestones. Moreover, the dolomite areas in the Chazy 
are in general softer and less resistant t.h~m the coarse-grained 
limestone and seldom stand out in relief as do the dolomite 
areas in the fine-grained limestones of the Beekmantown. 
No beds of limestone within the Chazy, as developed here, 
were found 'to be uniformly dolomitized, but Brainard and 
Seeley228 report that a dolomitic limestone member caps the 
formation at the north end of the island. 
The Plattin Limestone.--;-Mottling is developed on a small 
scale, locally at least, in the basal portion of the Plattin lime-
stone of the Ozark region. . The mottled limestone constitutes 
a transition bed from the uniformly dolomitic Joachim lime-
stone below to the unaltered compact limestones ' of the .Plattill 
above. An unusually good opportunity for studying, these rela-
tions is found in a small quarry opening about one and one-half 
""BulI. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. Vol. 8, 1896, p. 306. 
,'1 : ".: 
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miles north of Perryville, Missouri, in a large sink-hole just 
west of the McBride road. The following section appears at 
this point: 
PLATTIN: 
Shale, buff, calcareous, with thin layers of compact gray 
limestone ................... .. .................... . . . . 
Limestone, dark gray, compact, with irregular seams and 
patches of lighter grey dolomite which weather yellowish 
Limestone, gray, imperfectly dolomit~zed, forming abrupt 
transition from dolomite below . to mottled limestone 
above 
JOACHIM: 
Dolomite, bluish when fresh but weathering yellowish, 
FEET I N CHES 
6 
4 
1 
heavily bedded .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 6 
The dolomite patches of the mottled limestone member are 
irregular in shape, and although for the most part they attain 
their greatest linear extent along the bedding planes of the 
rock, they are not confined to these, for a number of tongue-like 
extensions of the dolomite areas shoot out short distances into 
the limestone . 
. The Galena Limestone.-Mottling of the inorganic type is 
excellently developed in the Galena limestone at several lo-
calities in Clayton county, Iowa, as was first pointed out by 
Leonard,22D who speaks of the mottled limestone as "partially 
dolomitized beds" and states that they constitute transition 
beds between the dolomitic and non-doiomitic pqrtions of the 
formation. Incomplete analyses of the limestone and dolomite 
areas of the rock which were made for him showed them to con-
tain 4.31 and 18.28 per cent of MgOOs respectively: 
. . . 
In rare instances the mottled limestone does not occur at the 
contact of the dolomite and limestone facies, but is developed 
farther down with several , feet of limestone intervening. But 
. typically the mottled rock forms a transition from the dolo- · 
mite above to the limest.one below. Therefore since the contact 
of the limestone and dolomite facies is not a definite plane but 
wanders up and down in the formation, the mottled limestone 
appears at no definite horizon. 
"'Ia. Geol. Survey, Vol XVI, 1905, p. 250. 
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T~e mottled limestones of the Galena attain their greatest 
known development in the west bluff of the Mississippi river 
back of the town of Guttenberg, Iowa. The succession of beds 
in the Galena as measured and des'cribed by the writer is as 
follows: 
FEET 
4. Dolomite; buff, vesicular, becoming pitted on weathered surfaces, grading 
abruptly into the bed below ,., . ... ,", .. , " , ..... , .. , . .. : .... , .. , 65 
3, Limestone, ' gray fine·grained, mottled with patches of 'buff dolomite 
which become smaller and more distant in the lower beds; in layers 
from 2 inches to 1 foot in thickness; with locally developed 'dolomite 
beds in middle portion " .. '. , ... , . , . , .. , ........ , ..... . , ........ , 90 
2, Shale, bluish, argillaceous ........ , . ... ' .' . , . . ....... . ..... ~ ... ... ... , 1 , 
1. Limestone, gray, slightly argillaceous, no mottling noted. Exposed.... 35 
Thirty-five feet above the base of No.3 there appears a ledge 
of buff dolomite four to 'five fee't thick. Above this comes five 
to six feet of mottled limestone, and then six to seven feet of 
dolomite again. When these layers of dolomite were traced 
laterally along the bluff for a distance of abput ten' rods, they 
were found to pass, in part, into mottled limestone" but never 
, were the dolomite beds found to disappear entirely. Thus, at 
the north end 'of the section the upper bed is split into two 
almost equal parts by two feet of mottled limestone. The dolo-
mite patches in No.3 do not appear 'to ,increase notably in size 
either at the contact with No.4 or in the vicinity of the dolomite 
layers within the member itself, but where the dolomite layers 
grade laterally into mottled limestone there is a gradual transi-
tion in the size of ' dolomite areas, from a dolomite with sub-
ordinate iimestone areas to limestone with subordinate dolo~ 
mite areas. 
Attention should be called to the fact that no mottling ap-
pears below the shale layer No.2' and . that the number and 
size of the dolomite patches in the lower part of No.3 decreases 
downwards. This would seem to iridicate that , the dolomitiza-
tion here was a descending proeess and that the mottling was 
developed by imperfect ,alteration at the time the , overlying 
limestones were uniformly altered. 
As regards the details of the mottling of the Galena, it rp.ay , 
be said that the dolomite areas possess no constant shape , or 
'23 
.' 
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size; that they are very irregular in outline; and that they 
possess ITO structure which would suggest the original presence 
of fucoids in the limestone. They are buff in color, coarser-
grained than the gray limestone areas, and are essentially free 
from fossil remains, owing t.o the obliteration of structures 
which accompanied the dolomitization. Their boundaries ap-
pear to be fairly definite megascopically, but when examined 
under t.he microscope tliey 'are found to be gradational, dolo-
mite rhombohedrons being disseminated in the limestone sev-
eral millimeters beyond the main dolomite areas. 
The Maquoketa Formation.-:-The Elgin limestone member of 
the Maquoketa formation shows a mottled structure locally in 
the neighborhood of Ft. Atkinson, .Iowa. In a small ,exposure 
below the bridge over Turkey river one mile east of the town, 
the phenomenon is unusually well shown. About fifteen feet of 
the limestone is exposed here in the east bluff of the stream. 
The upper three or four feet is quite shaly, consisting of shale 
with nodular layers of limestone. The lower portion, however, 
consists of fairly pure calcareous rayers. Originally this lime-
stone was dense, gray and unaltered, but now it is mottled 'with 
patches and irregular seams of buff dolomitic limestone. Be-
tween layers of dolomitic limestone containing remnants of un-
altered limestone on the one hand and layers of gray limestone 
containing seams and patches of dolomitic limestone ' on ' the 
other, every gradation is shown here. 
The Hamilton Limestone.-Mottled limestone associated with 
dolomite appears in the Hamilton limestones in a bluff along 
the Toledo, Peoria and St. Louis railroad, about two miles 
above Chautauqua, Illinois. A bed of dolomite eight feet in 
thickness appears in the limest.one at this place, and within this 
bed, one to two feet above its base, a zone of mottled limestone 
eight inches thick is locally developed. In the dolomite itself 
crinoid stems and brachiopods are still preserved as calcite. 
Many of the limestones interbedded with dolomite in the Middle 
Devonian of Iowa are also frequently blotched with dolomite. 
This relationship is well exhibited in the exposures at and near ' 
the town of Fairport, in Muscatine county. 
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The Louisiana Limestone.-Mottled beds have been observHd 
in this limestone both at the type section at Louisiana, Mis-
souri, and' in equivalent beds of the Kinderhook group at 
Burlington, Iowa. At Louisiana the mottling appears in an 
irregular transition zone ten feet or more in thickness between 
a uniformly dolomitic limestone above and unaltered limestone 
below. The dolomitic areas of the mottled rock are medium-
grained in texture and brownish in color, while ' the limestone 
areas consist of compact, '.gray, lithographic stone. 
The relations at Louisiana are well shown in the bluff ex-
posures at ,the foot of Tennessee ' Street and along Edison 
Avenue. The sliccession here from above downwards is as 
follows: 
FEET I NCHES 
HANNIDAL: 
Shales, bluish, argillaceous 
LOUISIANA :" 
Limestone, buff to brownish, medium-grained, ' dolomitic, 
25± 
lower boundary indefinite . . .. .............. . '. . . . . . . . . . 25± 
Limestone, mottled gray and brownish, gradually passing 
into the dolomite above by increase in size of brownish 
areas, and into the limestone below by increase in size 
of gray areas .......... . ..... . .... ' ... . . . . .. '. . .. . .. . .. . lO± 
'Limestone, light gray, lithographic; breaking with conchoidal 
fr,acture 
CHATTANOOGA: 
Shale, bluish, calcareous ... ... . ... . . .. .. .. . 
Shale, black, fissile, . .... ... .. . ........ ... .... ... ..... . 
Shale, bluish, argillaceous . . . . ... . . . .. . .... . ... .. . .. .. . 
Sandstone, yell!lwish, fine-grained, soft ... . . . .. : . ..... . . 
Disconformity. 
-/ 
ALExANDRIAN: 
lO± 
1 
3-4 
Limestone, brownish, dolomitic .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. . ... . . . . 3 
Limestone, gray, oolitic ... ..... . .. . ......... . .. . ...... 7 
Disconformity. 
MAQUOKETA : 
Shale, bluish, calcareous, exposed . .... . .... : ..... . ... . . '. . . . 3 
3 
3 
It seems clear from the relations shown here that the' 
dolomitization of the upper portion of the Louisiana and the 
formation of the mottled beds took place in the closing stages 
" 
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, of Louisiana time prior to the deposition of the Hannibal shale 
and' that the proces~ of alteration proceeded f~om above down-' 
wards. This view is supported by the fl;tct that the impervious 
nature of the Hannibal shale above would ,prevent sufficient 
ground-water circulation to accomplish dolomitization subse-
quent to its deposition ' and by the fact that the intensity of 
the trl;tnsformation dies out downwards. Moreover, the dolo-
mitization is in no way related to secondary structures, such 
as joints in the limestone. 
In the Burlington section of the Kinderhook group a thin lim~­
stone member which retains all the characteristics of the typical 
Louisiana also exhibits mottling. This member ranges from 
eleven to eighteen feet in thickness and is both overlain and 
underlain by :fin.e-grained, yellowish calcareous sandstone. It 
consists typically of light gray, thin~bedded, dens~, lithographic 
limestone, but in places it is partly dolomitized and exhibits thin 
seams of yellowish coarser-grained dolomite along the bedding 
planes and irregular patches within the layers. At certain 
points the horizontal seams unite with the interior pat.ches and 
the dolomite areas assume a reticulated appearance. Small rem-
nants of limestone are in such cases entirely enveloped by dolo-
' mite. . 
In the Nagel quarries located in the bluff of the Mississippi 
river about two miles below BUrlington the bed attains a thick-
ness of eleven feet and consists of three feet _ of uniformly 
dolomitic limestone in its upper portiol), with eight feet of 
mottled limestone below. Dolomite seams a.re greatly extended 
along the bedding planes of the ,mottled portion, and . some of 
them are tractlable for a distance of several feet. 
The Saint L01tis Limestone.-One of the best illustrations of ' 
mottling in th~ Saint Louis is found along Potter's Branch, a 
small creek which enters the Des Moines river from the north-
east about one mile below Bonaparte, Iowa. 'About three-
fourths of a mile back from the river badly fractured and very 
imperfectly dolomitized limestone appears, along the bed of the 
branch. The fracture lines have been healed with calcite, and 
curiously enough the limestone in the immediate vicinity of the 
, . 
• 
, . 
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ealcite veinlets is unaltered and where the fracture lines are 
dosely spaced the limestone is either free from dolomite or only 
mottled with it, while the limet>tone surrounding .the areas of 
local disturbance is everywhere dolomitic. The mottling de-
veloped here, then, r epresents imperfect dolomitization under . 
unfavorable conditions. 
The Main Limestone.-According to Dixon/so mottled lime-
stories occur in the Main limestone member of the Carboniferous 
of South Wales, but their relation to the dolomite beds of the 
formation is not made clear. The mottling characterizes one 
horizon and has been observed at several localities. It is re-
ferred to as "pseudo-brecciated" structure by Dixon, who 
points out that the relations are original and not due to crush-
ing. His analyses of the limestone and dolomite areas gf the 
"pseudo-breccia" showed them to vary widely in their magnesia 
conte~t. These are given below: , 
SiQ, .. . ... . . .. . ................. . , .... .. . . 
H,O at 1050 C .......... , . . ............ . . . . 
Fe,O., etc .. .. . ' .. ... . ......... .. . .. . . .... . 
CaO ' ......... . . . ..... . . .......... . . . ... . . . 
MgO .. . ................ . . .. . . ... . . .... . . 
CO, ..... . .. .. ... .. . . ........... . ..... . . . 
Total. .. ...... . . . ... . . .. . . . . ..... . . . . \ 
LIGHT COLORED DARK COLORED 
PER CENT PEB CENT 
5.85 
.21 
.63 
34.17 
15.29 
43 .60 
99.75 
2.22 
.06 
.25 
50.98 
3.21 
43.62 
100.54 
Remnants of Limestone in Dolomite.-The presence of local 
areas of unaltered limestone surrounded on all sides by dolo-
mite in a given formation speaks unequivocally in favor of the 
view· that the dolomite has resulted from the alte'ration of lime-
sto;ne. But remnants of limestone in dolomite seem to be the 
exception rather than the rule, and this criterion ~eldom can be 
, applied in interpreting· the history of dolomites. 
Limestone remnants in dolomite have been .observed by the 
writer in division B of the Beekmantown near Shoreham, Ver-
mont. In the upper portion of this division there is a .bed of 
""The deology of the South Wales Coal-field, part 8 ; Mem. Geol. Surv"y, England 
and Wales, 1907" P. 10. 
• 
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compact gray dolomite with an exposed thickness of ten feet 
which contains ' irregular areas of finer-grained, dark gray lime-
stone several inches across. These have no definite shape 
or, relations and' many of them are penetrated by seams of 
dolomite. ' 
In the Niagaran dolomite of Delaware and Buchanan coun-
ties, Iowa, limestone remnants are developed on a much larger 
scale, as pointed out by Calvin231 and verified by the writer. 
With reference to the limestone remnants in Delaware county 
. Calvin says: 
A very unusual phase of the Niagara limestone is seen at a 
few points in Union township. A fine-grained, bluish, compact 
limestone, not dolomitic, and resembling some portions of the 
Devonian, occurs in small patches a few yards in extent. These 
patches were supposed at first to be Devonian outliers, but their 
reJations to the .ordinary granular Niagara dolomite, into which 
they grade laterally and which sometimes overlies them, pre-
clude their reference to the Devonian. One of the best examples 
of the phase described occurs a short distance west of the south-
east corner of gection 8 in the township named. Another patch ' 
, of the same kind occurs near the northeast corner' of the same 
section. More of the same stone is found one-fourth mile north 
of the center of section 19, and it is shown in an instructive 
exposure along the north line of section 29. Masses of the blue, 
fine-grained limestone lie in the midst of granular dolomite and 
are portions of continuous layers that, except in non-dolomitized 
spots, possess the characteristics of the ordinary Niagara. 
All the exposures named are purely local phenomena, small 
patches of Niagara that in some way escaped the process of 
dolomitization. ' 
More extensive non-dolomitized portions of Niagara limegtone 
occur in Coffins Grove township. All the beds through a thick-
ness of 20 or '30 feet and over an area some miles in extent, are 
non-dolomitic. 'Some of the beds ,are quite fossiliferous, the 
fossils being chiefly corals; and while the corals elsewhere at 
this horizon are usually silicified, they are here unchanged ex-
cept by the interstitial deposition of calcite. Typical exposures 
of the beds under consideration are seen near the center of 
section 26 in the township named, and the same beds crop out 
" ' l a . Geol. Survey. Vol. 8, 1897, pp. 154 arid 218. 
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in the bluff along Prairie creek in section 28. The beds' may'be 
satisfactorily studied in the low bank of the creek Ettthe poi,il.t 
where the stream is crossed by the Masonville road, in the nort~: 
west quarter of sectio~ 28. ' .. ' 
The limestone remnant in the Niagaran in Buchanan coun~y. . 
appears in section 2 of Hazelton township where coarse granular 
dolomite pa~ses beneath fine-grained non-dolomitized lim~: 
stone which may possibly represent the horizon of the even~y 
bedded quarry s'tone (dolomite) in the upper parts of the Dela-
ware stage in Delaware and Jones counties. ' 
Nests of Dolomite in Limestone.-As Bischof232 has pointed 
out, the occurrence of nests of dolomite in limestone can be ac~ 
counted for only on the basis of dolomitization. Several sUyh 
occurrences are known. Klipstein233 reported the presence of 
dolomite nests in the" transition" limestones of the Lahn dis-
trict in 1843, and within recent years Salomon2:14 has described 
nests and tongues of dolomite in the Ladinic limestones of the 
Alps. Again R. A. Smithm reports the presence of nests and 
large chimney-like masses of nearly pure dolomite in the coral 
limestone of the Traverse group at Alpena, Michigan. 
The writer also has observed several instances when~ nests 
of dolomite appear in limestone. Thus, in the upper portion of 
the Saint Louis limestone at Alton, Illinois, bowlder-like masses 
and irregular lenses of dolomite are extensively developed. In · 
the quarries which have been opened in the east bluff of the 
Mississippi river a short distance above the town there appears 
a thin-bedded, fine-grained, compact gray limestone ' three feet 
in thickness, which bears rounded masses of . darker gray, 
coarser-grained dolomite ranging from a few inches up to six' 
feet in greatest diameter (see figure 33). They normally lie with 
their longest diameter approximately parallel to the stratifica-
tion and are in some places thickly set in the limestone, but 
. elsewhere none appear within a horizontal interval of fifty feet 
or more. These dolomite masses at first glance might be taken 
' '''Elements or Chemical and Physical Geology , English translation, Vol. '3, 
1859, p. 1.87. _ 
""Quoted by Bischof, idem, p. 185. 
2MAbh. K.-k. geol. Re!chsanstalt, Vol. 21, Part I , 1908, p . 408 . 
. "·Pr!vate communicatiOn. 
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FIG. 33. Bowlder-like masses of dolomite in Saint Louis limestone at Alton, illinois. 
for true bowlders, but careful study shows them to have been 
.formed in place by the local dolomitization of the limestone. 
This is clearly indicated by the fact that the contact of the 
bowlders with the limestone matrix is in some instances grada-
tional, and that the stratification lines of the limestone else-
where ' m~ be traced directly through the bowlders. Analyses 
of a sample of the limestone and of one of the bowlders by 
Prof. A. W. Hixson yielded the following results: 
LIMESTONE 
I 
DOLOMI·TE 
PER CENT PER CENT 
2.90 
. 
4.78 
1.14 1.93 
.66 3.97 
SiO, ... .. ................ .... .......... . 
Fe,O • . ................. . .... ... ......... 
AI;O" . . , . . ........... . ............ : .... . 
CaCO, .. . . .. ... .... ..... . ... .... ..... ... . 91.88 57.41 
MgCOu •••••••••••••••• •••• • • •••••••• •• •• 3.39 32.39 
I-------------I-~---------
Total ............ .. ... .... . .. . .. ... . 9-9.97 100.48 
In a bed of limestone a few feet above the bowlder bed irregu-
lar lenses and thin discontinuous layers of dolomite of the same 
physical character are developed (see figure 34). 
·<-c"-----~---------------------
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FIG. 34. Irregular lens of dolomite In Saint Louis limestone at Alton, IllIn.ols. Scale, . 
one inch=elght feet. 
. . 
Similar lenses and bowlder-like masses of. dolomite occur on 
a less extensive' scale in the Saint Louis limestone along Indian 
creek near Farmington, Iowa, and in the Spergen limestone 
near Belfast, Iowa. 
Lateral Gradation of Dolomite into Limestone.-Since it is . 
not conceivable that dolomite could be deposited at one point , 
and limestone at another only a short distance away, the lateral 
gradation of dolomite into limestone must be regarded as fur-
nishing unimpeachable proof of the secondary origin of all 
dolomites showing these relations. Such a gradation was de-
scribed long ago by Daubeny,286 who stated that at Lak~ Lugano, 
in northern Italy, a limeston€ at one point is destitute of mag- ' 
nesium, farther along the lake it is traversed by small veins of 
dolomite, and still farther on it contains crystals of the same in 
small cavities, and fin'ally it passes into dolomite with the dis-
appearance of all traces of stratification. 
Hardman237 also' has described instances of the l:~tteral grada-
tion of dolomite into limestone in the Carboniferous limestones 
of Ireland. , Thus: 
It is frequent also in the county Kilkenny in many places 
within a circle extending from Gowran to near BaUyrogget, and 
I have hand specimens showing the gradual alteration, the fos-
sils being completely obliterated, and the blue limestone at one 
side becoming perfectly crystalline dolomite on the other. Large 
'masses of dolomite are seen which when traced out abut against 
and merge into limestone, and in some places, as at Ballyfayle, 
there will be as many as twenty or more alternations of lime-
stone and dolomite in .a distance of less than half a mile, the 
limestone always full of marine fossils, ' by no means dwarfed 
in appearance.' 
, 
,.°A Description of Active and Extinct Volcanoes, 2d ed., 1848, p. 150. 
237Proc. Roy. Irish Acad., 2d ser., Vol 2 (Science), 1815"77, p. , 728. , 
, , 
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Many examples of lateral gradation have been observed by 
: the writer; in limestone ranging in age from the Cambrian to 
. the Mississippian. These will be described in the order of their 
stratigraphic position. 
The Elvins Formation.-The Central bowlder bed member of 
the Elvins formation exhibits such relations repeatedly in a cut 
of the Illinois Southern Railroad between Flat River and Elvins, 
Missouri. This "Qed, although it is overlain by shaly beds and 
underlain by impure mottled limestone, consists typically of 
very pure light gray, fine-grained, compact limestone in the 
form of large bowlders imbedded in a shaly matrix, but locally 
it forms a continuous bed for several yards, and there it is apt 
to be irp.perfectly dolomitized. Large irregular patches of dark 
.gray dolomite several feet across commonly appear in it, and at 
one point the bed is altered completely from top to bottom for 
a distance of several yards. A comparison of the analyses of 
the pure limestone facies of this bed as given by Buckley238 with 
the analysis of the dolomitic facies made by Prof. A. W: Hixson 
for the writer will show the marked difference in the magnesia 
content of the two varieties.' 
SiO, .......................... . 
Fe,O • ....... ... ...... ... ....... 
AI,03 .. . .... . ... ... ... .. ...... . 
CaCO . .. ........ ....... ... .. .. . .. 
MgCO •.. ................ .. ..... 
Moisture ................. . .. .. . 
Total ' ..... . . ~ ......... . .. ' .. 
LI1I1ESTONE FACIES 
1 
2.43 
0.80 
94.00 
2.94 
0.10 
100.27 
2 
5.31 
0.69 
93.00 
0.23 
0.05 
99.28 
DOLOMITIC 
FACIES 
6.42 
3.35 
7.81 
64.87 
16.18 
98.63 
The porosity of the limestone facies is .20 per cent while that 
of the dolomitic facies amounts to .97 per cent.239 
The Platteville Limestone.-Lateral .gradation of dolomite 
into limestone is also illustrated by the" Lower Blue Beds," a 
limestone member of ,the Platteville formation as developed in 
23SMo. Bur. Geol. and Mines. Vol. 9, Part I, 1908, p. 43 .. 
""Determinations by 'prof. , A. W. Hixson. 
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the Upper Mississippi Valley lead region. At Dubuque, and at 
all other localities in Iowa, where this member is exposed, it 
consists of bluish, fine-grained, thin-bedded limestone about 
twenty feet in thickness, and is followed above by the Decorah 
shale member and below by the dolomitic limestones of the 
Lower Buff Beds. But at Darlington, Wisconsin, very different 
conditions are met. Here the member is uniformly dolomitized, 
as mentioned by Bain240 and verified by the writer, and is fol-
lowed directly by the dolomitic limestones of the Galena. On 
fresh surfaces the dolomite assumes a massive appearance very 
unlike the thin-bedded, non-dolomitic facies in Iowa. 
The Fayette Breccia.-This phenomenon is exhibited to a 
lesser degree by the Fayette breccia in Linn county, Iowa, and 
this, together with other features, has given rise to some mis-
apprehension as to the true nature of the Siluro-Devonian con-
tact in Iowa. 
In his report on the geology of Linn county, N orton241 recog-
nizes the following succession of formations: 
Upper Davenport 
} =Fayette breccia 
Devonian Lower Davenport 
(Wapsipinicon) Kenwood 
-
Otis 
Coggan 
Bertram 
Silurian Anamosa 
LeClaire 
Delaware 
In a later report on the geology of Cedar county, the same 
writer242 concluded that the Cog-gan should be referred to the 
Wapsipinicon, but no further reference to the Bertram was 
made. 
".Bull. U. S . Geol. Survey No. 294, 1906, p. 24 . 
2uIa. Geol. Survey, Vol. IV, 1894, p . 127. 
"'Ia. Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, 1900, p . 320. 
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The Bertram formatioll has its typical development "along 
Big creek and its tributaries from Springville and Paralta to 
Bertram." It,is described as medium to lig~t drab in color, as 
compact in texture, as sub-conchoidal in fracture; as magnesian ' 
in composition, and as locally exhibiting brecciation. , At one 
point an exposure shows it resting directly on the Anamosa and 
this fa,ct, together with' its lithologic character, seems to be the 
sole basis for referring it to a horizon below the Coggan. 
The preliminary studies of the writer lead him to suggest 
that the Bertram beds really represent a local dolomitic facies 
of the Fayette breccia let down ,on the Anamosa by discon-
forniity, due to the Kenwood and Otis beds being cut out here. 
This interpretation is borne out by the facts that the so-called 
Bertram is locally non-dolomitic along Big creek, and that it 
then res,embles the Fayette breccia in every particular. More-
over, evidence of a disconformity below the Fayette breccia has 
been observed in the cut of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. ,Paul 
Railroad a short distance west of the station at Fayette, Iowa, 
where the breccia res'ts very irregularly on the surface of the 
Otis. 
The Spergen 0mestone.-Similar occurrences of dolomite 
grading laterally into limestone are found in the Spergen lime-
stone in southeastern Iowa; This formation has been very im-
perfectly dolomitized, and some b~ds which are dolomitic at one 
point are represented by limestone only a few rods" or at the 
most, only a few miles, away. This feature is remarkably well 
shown in certain outcrops of the formation near Belfast, Iowa. 
T'he limestone has a most confusing way of grading la terally 
into dolomite, utterly different lithologically" within short dis-
tances and to one not familiar with true conditions the relations 
are very baffling to say the least. The unaltered facies consists 
of light gray, thin-bedded, coarse-grained crinoidal limestone, 
while the 'dolomitic facies is buff, fine-grained, massive and 
' vesicular. The relations are still further complicated by the 
tendency of the limestone ,not oniy to' pass into dolomite litho-
logically different, but also to .grade abruptly into fine-grained, 
bluish, calcareous sandstone. 
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One of the best illustrations known to · the writer of the 
l~teral gradation of dolomite· into limestone in the Spergen at 
this locality is found · in an old quarry face along the Chicago, 
Rock Island· and · Pacific railway three-fourths inile ' south of 
Belfast. The relations here are exhibited by ,the accompa~ying 
sketch (-figure 35). 
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FIG. 35: Showing relations of dolomite to limestone at one point In quarry face, three-
fourths mile south of Belfast, Iowa. Scale, one Inch=twelve feet. 
The Saint Louis LimestonB.-Lateral gradation is exhibited 
a:loI1g with other phenomena of imperfect dolomitization in the 
Saint Louis limestone of southeastern Iowa. This formation 
is dolomitic throughout in some sections, while in others nearby 
only certain layers are dolomitic.. This has been clearly demon-
strated by detailed study of the formation as developed along 
the Des Moines river in Lee and Van Buren counties. . The 
faunal zones were worked out carefully here, -and were traced 
from section to section. A great variation in the nature arid 
degree of dolomitization was demonstrated. For instance, at 
one locality the formation was dolomitic from top to bottom, at 
another it was predominantly dolomitic, although a few layers' 
of limestone still persisted, while at still another point the dolo-
mite was subordinate and limited to thin zones. Thus, the 
dolomite is confined to no definite horizon, and the relations are 
very irregular and inconstant. 
Frequently · the dolomitization of the Saint Louis has been 
influenced somewhat by its structure. Thus many of the reef-
like masses of disturbed and broken limestone which are com-
mon in this formation are but little if at all altered, while in 
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many ca~es the undisturbed limestones on their flanks are uni-
formly dolomitic. This must be interpreted as meaning that 
dolomitization took place after the reef-like masses were 
formed; An instructive illustration of the influence of such 
structures on the dolomitization of the Saint Louis is ' found in 
the face of an abandoned quarry in the northeast bluff of the 
Des Moines river a short distance above the mouth of Reed 
creek, two miles southeast of Bonaparte, Iowa (see figure 36). 
FIG. 36. Reef of unaltered, brecciated limestone bounded below and on the flank with 
undisturbed dolomitized limestone. Abandoned quarry above mouth of R eed creek. 
two miles southeast of Bonaparte, Iowa. 
Irregu,l.ar Bo~tndaries.-:-Examples are known where lime-
stone formations are dolomitic either in their upper or lower 
portions only and in these the boundary between the two divi-
sions is sometimes very irregular and wavy. Such relations 
can have resulted only from the partial dolomitizatipn of a 
formation originally represented entirely by limestone. 
EXAlIIPLES OF IRREGULAR BoUNDARIES. 
The Galena Limestone.-Probably the most striking boundary 
relations known in any dolomite are shown by the dolomitic 
facies of the Galena formation in northeastern Iowa. In the 
region about Dubuque tile Galena is dolomitic from ' top to 
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bottom, and is represe'nted by massive beds of buff, sparsely 
fossiliferous dolomitic limestone. To the northward, however, 
the' lower portion of the dolomite tends to pass into limestone 
to a variable degre.e, thus giving rise to a very irregular lower 
boundary for the dolomite. At Specht's Ferry, nine miles 
north of Dubuque, twenty-five feet , of limestone, with inter-
calated shaly layers in the upper portion, intervenes between 
the Decorah shales and the dolomite, while at Guttenberg, in 
Clayton county, twenty-five miles northwest of Dubuque, 125 
feet of limestone, the upper 90 feet or which is mottled with 
dolomite, occupies the saine position. 
At Clayton, on the other hand, which lies only eight miles 
north of Guttenberg, only fifteen feet of limestone capped by a 
shale bed two feet in thickness, separates the dolomite from the 
Decorah shales. Still ,more striking relations are exhibited at 
other localities in Clayton county, as was pointed out by 
Leonard.24 3 
In section 14 of Wagner township, non-magnesian strata have 
an exposed thickness of seventy-five feet and ,are seen to be 
overlain by the Maquoketa shales. Between six and seven miles 
to the south and at the sa:me horizon the dolomitic beds are 
found at Elkader, with a thickness of at least 120 feet. At Volga 
the 'strata lying immediately beneath the Maquoketa are ' non-
dolomitic, and along the Turkey river in Marion township 
similar beds are exposed at many points in the same position. 
At Osborne, only a little over four miles east of Volga, eighty 
feet of heavily bedded dolomite are exposed just below the 
shales of the Maquoketa. 
Thus it is seen that the boundary relations between the lime-
stone and dolomite facies of the ' Galena are very irregular and 
what is thin-bedded fossiliferous limestone at one locality is 
represented by massive dolomite at another only a few miles 
away. This confusing relationship was formerly the cause of 
much misapprehension regarding the true nature of the Galena. 
In the early geological reports. on the region the dolomite and 
limestone facies were referred to two distinct formations, and 
the 'dolomite was called Galena while the unaltered limestones, 
locally present in the lower part of' the formation~ were included 
mla. Geol. Survey, Vol. XVI, ,1905, pp. 248 and 249. 
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in the formation now desigllated the Platteville, and were called 
Trenton. N. H. Winchell,244 however, basing his argument on pa-
leontological evidence, concluded that the two facies were torma-
tionally identical and Calvin245 soon after verified this con-
clusion by field ,'study. Calvin's views on the subject are pre-
sented below. 
As above stated, the unchanged beds have been called Trenton,' 
the dolomitic beds Galena; and the apparently irreconcilable 
statements concerning the thickness of the respective assumed 
formations have been due to the preconception that the whole 
of the Galena overlies the wb,ole of the Trenton, with a definite 
formational or stratigraphic plane of separation between them. 
Instead, a lar.ge part of the Galena near Dubuque, is the exact 
equivalent, bed for bed, of a correspondingly large part of the 
Trenton in northern Iowa. Bands characterized by distinct 
types of life run parallel and continuously through dolomite in 
one place and unaltered limel:ltone in another. .' . . The line 
of separation is not formational; it pays no regard to strati-
graphic planes, except that in places it seems to be determined 
for some distance by beds of shale; it cuts across individual 
layers and life zones in ' the most erratic manner; and while, on 
the whole, it rises towards the north, it wanders up and down 
through many feet in very short space, as evidenced by the sec-
tions recorded by Hall near Elkader, Clayton City; and Gutten-
berg.in Clayton county. 
It looks as if dolomitization had affected the limestone and 
produced the Galena type' after the formation was complete; that 
the process began at Ithe top and progressed downwards; and 
that the depth to which the change descended was in some in-
stances and to some extent at least, determined by the presence 
or absence of impervious bed!? of shale. 
With Professor Calvin's interpretation of the conditions 
existing here the writer is in complete accord. There seems to 
be no escape from the conclusion that the present relationship 
has resulted from a process of dolomitization which began at 
the top of the formation and proceeded downwards at the close 
of deposition, or at least in the closing stages. To the north-
ward the alteration 'was less complete and more sporadic than 
to the southward where the transformation was more vigorous 
""American Geologist, Vol. 15, 1895, p . 33. 
""la. , Geol. Survey, Vol. X, 1899, p . 406 ft. 
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and doubtless more prolonged. The downward limit of change 
was controlled in part by exhaustion of the magnesium content 
of the waters and in part by the presence of locally developed 
impervious ~hale beds which protected the underlying limestone. 
The influence of thin shale seams in checking the descent of 
dolomitization at Specht;s Ferry and at Clayton has been re-
ferred ,to. At these localities the alteration was halted before 
it reached the base of the Galena. At Dubuque, on the other 
hand, it extended down as far as the Decorah shale, and the 
whole of the Galena is dolomitic. Indeed, there is reason for 
believing that the alteration would have extended down still 
farther here and affected the Platteville if it were not for the 
presence of the shale bed. Such, in fact, is the state of affairs 
at Darlington, Wisconsin,thirty-five miles slightly north of east 
of Dubuque. At th~s place the Decorah :shale member of the 
, Dubuque 'region is abs'ent, and we have a continuous section of 
dolomite from the base of the Platteville to the top of the 
Galena. There can be no doubt that the dolomitization of the 
Platteville was accomplished in this region at the same time as 
the dolomitization of the Galena and that the absence of the 
shale member at the top of the formation allowed the magnesian 
waters to descend farther here than in the Dubuque region. 
The Saint Louis Limestone.-Irregular boundary relations 
are exhibited on a much smalle.r scale by the dolomitic and non-
dolomitic portions of the Saint Louis limestone along the north 
bank of Indian creek two and one-half miles west of Farming-
ton, Iowa (see figure 37). Here a bed of slightly disturbed, un-
altered, gray, medium-grained limestone averaging about eight 
feet in thickness rests upon a bed of brecciated, yellowish, :fi.ne-
grained, dolomitic limestone three to eight feet thick. The con-
tact line is extremely irregular and fairly sharp. The marked 
difference in lithologic character of these beds and the irregular 
boundary between them suggests at once that they represent 
two distinct formations with dis conformable relations, and in 
truth 'this was the interpretation first adopted by the writer. 
,Further study, however, soon revealed the fact that these beds 
represent one continuous formation, and that the present rela-
24 
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tions resulted entirely from imperfect dolomitization of the 
limestone .subsequent to its deposition. This interpretation is 
supported by the following facts: (1) If the beds are traced 
laterally a short distance it will be seen that the lower one has 
.lost its dolomitic character an~ a perfectly continuous series of 
FIG. 37. Irregular boundary between limestone and dolomite beds of the ' Saint Louis 
. formation. Section In north bank of Indian creek, two and one-half mUes west 
of Farmington, Iowa. . 
-gray limestone is found; (2) the boundary, although fairly 
sharp, is not a stratigraphic plane of separation; (3) evidences 
of imperfect dolomitization, in the form of bowlder-like masses 
and lentils of dolomite, are found in the limestones of the upper 
member. 
That the alteration of the lower member took place subse-
quent to its brecciation is indicated by the fact that the brecci-
ated structure now has been largely obliterated by welding, a 
process which normally accompanies dolomitizatiori. 
The Korallen'oolith.-The dolomites of the Korallenoolith 
(Jura) also. fail to be regularly marked off from the limestone, 
as was shown by Wichmann.2!6 In the region about Selter and 
Ith the dolomite in this formation is not confined to a definite 
" horizon, but encroaches upon the limestone both above and be-
low within short distances. ' 
"'Zeltschr. Deutsch. geol. Gesell., Vol. 61, 1909, p. 392. 
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l'he French Jura.-Relations such as these have been shown 
by F. Pfaff247 to exist in the French Jura. In the Wisent Val-
ley between Streit berg and Muggendorf, the boundary of the 
dolomite in the upper portion of the formation with the lime-
stone below descends and rises rapidly, but a short distance 
above Muggendorf the formation is dolomitic from top to 
bottom. This can be interpreted only as meaning that an 
original limestone formation was transformed to dolomite by a' 
descending process of alteration. 
Pse.udo-Interstratification Effects.-The interbedding of lime-
stone and dolomite has been postulated by some as evidence in 
favor of the primary origin of dolomite, but it is believed that 
most . examples of so-called interbedding have resulted from 
differential dolomitization and that this feature furnishes much 
stronger evidence in favor of the alteration theories. The fol-
lowing facts lend support to this view: 
1. .The contact lines, though frequently sharp, are often 
wavy and do not coincide with the' bedding planes. 
2. The dolomite layers sometimes grade laterally into 
limestone and the limestone layers into dolomite. 
3. The limestone layers are frequently mottled and 
streaked with dolomite. 
4. The dolomite layers sometirq.es bear small irre.gular 
remnants of limestone. 
EXAMPLES OF PSEUDO-INTERSTRATJE'ICATION. 
In the course of this investigation many examples of pseudo-
inter stratification of limestone and dolomite have been encoun-
tered . 
. The "Calcijero1,ts" Limestone.-The "interbedded" series of 
limestones and dolomites exposed in the old Walton quarry 
opposite Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, appears to be best ac-
counted for upon the basis of differential dolomitization, al-
though Lesley248 has concluded that the dolomite beds represent 
primary mechanical deposits. This is borne out by the relations 
of the dolomite to the limestone at a number of points here. 
"'Pogg. Annalen, 1851, p. 471. 
"'See ante p. 273. 
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N ear the middle of the quarry face a bed of dolomite six feet 
in thickness and dipping about 300 to the south appears in the 
upper part of the opening. It is both overlain and underlain · 
fairly regularly by limestone, but in the lower part of the open-
ing its lower one-half passes abruptly into limestone and the bed 
continues to the quarry floor as two distinct layers each three 
feet in thickness (see figure 38). Samples of the dolomite and of 
FIG. 38. Showing lateral gradation of a dolomite layer into limestone. Walton Quarry, 
oppOSite Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. 
the limestone were taken at the same"level and only a few inches 
apart at the point where they grade into each other. These have 
been analyzed by Dr. w,. S. Smith with the following results': 
, \ 
SiO • .... . ... . ....... . .. . .. . . ... " .. .. ... . 
Al,0 3+ Fe,O, ......... " ......... . ........ . 
CaCO, .. . ......... . . . . .... .. . ........... . 
MgC03 •••••••••••••••••••• •• •••••••••••• 
DOLOMITE 
4.7 
1.1 
76.1 
is.1 
100.00 
Ln.mSTONE 
0.9 
0.3 
97.97 
0.S3 
100.00 
Further data upon the relationship of limestone and dolomite 
are furnished by the following detailed section measured near 
the north end of the quarry. The succession is from above down- . 
wards. 
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FEET INCHES 
14. Limestone, gray, fine-grained, with solution 
hollows.. . . .. .... . ... . ... . ... . ...... . .... . . 4 3 
13. Dolomite, grayish buff ... .. .. . , .... . ..... .. .. . 2 6 
12. Limestone, dark gray, compact .......... . ..... 1 
11. Dolomite, light buff, seamed with crystalline 
calci te .... . .... . ......... . .. . ...... , . . . . . . . 1 8 . 
10. Limestone, dark gray when fresh but weathering 
lighter, compact ... .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. ... . .. . . . 2 
' 9. Limestone, gray, fine-grained, mottled with light 
buff patches of dolomite .. .... ............. 3 
8. Limestone, gray, fine-gTained . . " .. . . . .. . . . . . . . 1 6 
7. Limestone, gray, Irregularly seamed with darker 
patches of dolomite ........ . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. 8 
6. Dolomite, dark gray, fine-grained.. . ..... .... . 5 
5. Limestone, gray, fine-grained, with seams of 
dolomite .. .. ........ . . . ...... . . . .. . .. . . .. .. 2 
4. Dolomite, dark gray, fine-grained .... .... .. . .. 1 7 
3. Limestone, gray, fine-grained ... . ... ... . . . . . . 1 
2. Limestone, gray, fine'grained, mottled with 
patches of dolomite .... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
1. Limestone, gray, fine·graiI~ed; upper six in'ches 
with irregular seams of dolomite . . .. . .. .. . . 6 
Another instructive section is shown in a small pit near th~ 
middle of the quarry. 
FEET 
5. ' Limestone, gray, fine-grained . ........... . .. . ... . ... . 
4. Limestone, gray, fine-grained, mottled with patches of 
dolomite ...... , . . ............. . ............... . ... 3 
3. Limestone, gray, fine-grained . . . ..... . . . . ...... . ... . . 2 ' 
2. Limestone, gray, · fine-grained, mottled with patches of 
dolomite. . . .... ......... .. ........ . ..... ... . . .... . 2 
1. Dolomite, the upper one-half grading laterally into fine-
grained limestone mottled with dolomite. Exposed . . . . 3 
Near the .sputh end of the quarry interesting relations again 
appear. At one point here a dolomite layer one and one-half 
feet thick bears irregular streaks and patches of unaltered lime-
stone. Six feet higher up another layer shows similar relation-
ships, whi~e the limestone between is irregularly mottled with 
dolomite. 
The T ribes Hill Limestone.-Relationships equally significant 
appear iIi the Tribes Hill limestone at Canajoharie, N. Y. The 
following section is exposed in the Allan quarry a short distance 
west of . the village. ' 
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FEET I"'CRES. 
UTICA: 
10. Shale, dark, laminated ..... . .... . ... . ...... .. . 20 
TRENTON: 
9. Limestone, gray, subcrystalline, thinly be,dded, 
with occasional shaly layers . ..... . . . ....... 19 
Disconformity. 
THroES HILL: 
8. Dolomite, bluish-gray, compact, heavily bedded 
below .. . .... .. .......... . ... .. ......... . . ~ 11 
7. Limestone, dark, compact, no dolomitic patches 
noted ' . . ......... . ............. ; ........... 2 
6. Dolomite, bluish, compact, upper portion blotched 
with patches of lighter colored limestone. . .. 5 6 
5. Limestone, gray, subcrystalline, conglomeratic, 
with dolomitic matrix ..... .• . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
4. Dolomite, dark gray, compact, with: seams and 
irregular patches of gray limestone jn the 
lower part . .......... ...... ;. . ....... . . .. . . 3 8 
3. Limestone, gray, subcrystalline, with some oolitic 
grains; 'bearing occasional thin seams and ir-
regular patches of brownish dolomite. .. . .. . 4 6 
2. Dolomite, dark gray to bluish gray, compact, 
upper 8 to 10 inches mottled with irregular 
patches of limestone .. .. .. . ........ . . . .... . 2 8 
1. Limestone, dark g ray, dense, upper and lower 
portions slightly mottled with dolomitic 
patches. Exposed .' .. ' .... '," .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 4 
The Chazy Limestone.-According to Hunt/ 49 thin, irregular 
layers , of ferruginous dolomite filled with crinoid stems consist~ 
ing of pure CaCOs occur in the bluish, crystalline, fossiliferous 
Chazy limestones at Montreal. The ' matrix of the crinoid 
columns has the following composition: 
P ER 'CENT 
Sand .. .. . . .. .. ... . . . . .. .... . . ... ..... . .... . .... ..... . 9.01 
FeCO . ... . .. . .... . .... . .... ' .... . .......... ... ... .. .... " 27.03 
CaCO, .. . ........ .. . . .. .......... .. . . . ... ... .. . .. . . .. . 40.95 
MgCO. . .. . ... ... ... . .. . .. . ... . ... .. .... . . .. . ,. ... .... . 24.19 
A sample of the limestone taken one inch from the contact. . 
with the dolomitic layer yielded 18.4 per cent of insoluble matter 
and only .09 per cent of MgCOs• 
The Galena, Limestone.-Leonard250 has described a case of 
"interbedding" in the Galena limestone of ClaytQn county, 
"'Am. Jour. ScI. , 2d ser" Vol. 28. 1859, p . 3 71. 
" 'la . Geol. Survey, Vol. XVI, 1905, p . 249. 
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Iowa, and this has been examined by the writer. The exposure 
in which this relationship is shown appears in the southwest 
quarter of section 9, Volga township. The suceession here from 
above dow~wards is as given below. 
FEET 
3. Dolomite, buff, massive ..• . ... .... . .. ......... . . .. . . . 4 
2. Limestone, gray, thin-bedded, with occasional small ir-
regular patches of buff dolomite ....... .. ... . ... . ... 8 
1. Dolomite, ~ray to buff, heavily bedded.... ............ 6-7 
';rhe, contact of the limestone with the dolomite above and be, 
low is fairly regular and sharp, but the line of contact is not a 
stratigraphic plane of separation. 
The Niagaran Limestone.-Pseudo-interbedding of limestone 
and dolomite is exhibited by the Niagaran limestone about two 
miles southeast of West Union, Iowa, at the "Devil's Back-
bone. ' , The succession here from above downw'ards is as 
follows: 
FEET 
3. Dolomite, gray to buff, massive, vesicular . . ....... . .. 25.-30 
2. Limestone, gray, fine-grained, grading up into the bed 
above through 3 to 4 feet of mottled transition beds 20 
1. Dolomite, buff, massive. Exposed...... .. ... . ......... 12 
The contact between beds 1 and 2 is not sharp, but the degree 
of d~lomitizatio'n gradually decreases upwards through an in-
terval of several inches. Similarly, the change from the' lime-
stone of bed 2 into the dolomite of bed 3 is not abrupt, but three 
to four feet of limestone in the upper part of bed 2 is blotched 
with small irregular patches and disseminated crystals of 
dolomite. 
In the Williams and Davis quarry, located a few rods east of 
the "Devil 's Backbone," beds 2 and 3 of the above se.ction are 
again exposed. The contact of the beds at this point is abrupt 
and 'regular, and no ' well developed transition zone was noted. 
According to barometric measurements, the contact comes at 
the same level here as in the preceding section. 
The Cedar Valley ·Limestone.-Instructive data on the rela-
tions of dolomite to limestone are furnished in ' an outcrop of 
Cedar Valley limestone at Portland, Iowa. The following sec-
tion appears near the bridge over Lime creek, at . this place : 251 
"'''After Calvin, la. Geol. Survey, Vol. VII, 1896, p. 151. 
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FE;ET 
6. Dolomitized bed with casts of thin laminar expansions 
of stromatoporoids, exposed between bridge and mill 5 
5. Coarse granular dolomite in thin layers . . ....... . .... . 3 
4. White limestone with 'some stromatopores, the definitely 
bedded portion of the stromatopora reef ....... .... . 2 
3. Stromatopora reef, with spheroidal corolla, but, more 
perfectly stratified than at most exposures . .. . ...... 4 
2. White limestone, evenly bedded .. ......... . .. ... .. ... 3 
1. Dolomitized limestone in heavy layers . . . . . .. ... . . .... 13 
The contacts of beds 1 and 2, and of 4 and 5, are very abrupt" 
no transition of any sort being noted, but small irregular patches 
and seams of brownish; granular ,dolomite appear locally in 
, I 
beds 2, 3, and 4. In bed 4 an irregular network of thin dolomite 
streaks which tend to weather out in relief is developed. At 
the mill, a fe~ rods above the bridge, bed 6 passes laterally from 
a uniformly dolomitize,d limestone through transition beds con-
sisting of grayish, fine-grained limestone with streaks and 
patches of dolomite, to a nearly pure limestone, and all this 
within an: interval of about four feet. ' 
It is clear, then, that we are dealing here with pseudo-intel"'-
bedding produced by the selective dolomitization of certain 
layers after the whole series was deposited. 
A bluff section of Cedar Valley limestone and dolomite at 
Parker's Mill on Willow creek at Mason City, Iowa, als'o is of 
considerable interest in this conneetion. Calvin's description 
of this section is as follows.252 
FEET 
6. Stromatopora r~ef, equivalent of No.5 of the Kuppinger 
quarry .. .. .. . .......................... . ," . ....... . 4 
5. White limestone somewhat split up by weathering. . .. 14 
4 . . Evenly bedded dolomite, in ledges varying from 3 to 30 
inches in thickness . .... . ......... . ........... . . . . 12 
3. Impure dolomite, breaking irregularly by exposure to 
,w'eather, and containing many cavities lined by crys-
tals of 'calcite .. .. ..... . ....... ' ............... .' . . .. . 2 Y2 
2. Crumbling, calcareous, granular bed, light gray in col-
or, with many modular and branching stromatopores, 
some Favosites and beautiful corolla of Pachyphyl-
,lum woodmani .. .. ........ .. . ................. ... . 1 
1. Argillaceous . limestone, dark drab in color, homoge-
neous, but breaks up on exposure to frost. . . . . . . . . . . 2 
262Ia. G"eol. Survey, Vol. VII, 1896, p. 149, 
t 
I' 
I 
t 
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The contact 9f beds 2 and 3 is 'fairly regular and no boundary 
phenomena 'of importance were noted along it. But the boun- . 
,dary between beds 4 and 0 exhibits some interesting features. 
Thus numerous thin, discontinuous seams of :fine~grained com-
pact gray limestone are preserved in the upper portion of bed 
4, and at some points the upper layer of this member is seen to 
pass laterally into unaltered limestone. Also, a transition from 
the dolomite of this member to the limestone above takes place 
locally through a thin zone of compact gray limestone with 
rather large ' crystals of dolomite disseminated through it. 
The upper boundary of this dolomite ' bed, therefore, is very 
indefinite, and is not an ordinary stratigraphic plane of 
separation. ' 
"Interbedded" relations of limestone and dolomite are wen 
developed in this formation at several , localities in Mitchell 
county, Iowa. The discontinuous character of some of the 
dolomites in this region is well illustrated by a small exposure 
along the roadside two and' one-half miles south of ,St. Ansgar. 
At the north end of the exposure a bed of unaltered gray lime-
stone two feet eIght inches thick, filled with colonies of stromato-
pores, is underlfJ,in by one foot of dense, white lithographic lime-
stone. But as these layers ex~end southward a few yards they 
both pass abruptly into brownish dolomite at a point where they 
are j.ptersected by a joint. In this dolomite the stromatopores 
are 'largely obliterated and the dolomitized lithographic stone 
is much coarser~grained than is the unaltered facies. The lower 
layer continues as dolomite as far as it may be traced in the 
'exposure, but th,eupper layer which bears the stromat.opores 
changes back within a few feet into imperfectly altered lime- -
stone which bears only thin seams and patches of dolomite. 
The Chandler cliff section of the Cedar Valley limestone in 
the east bluff of the Cedar river one and one-half miles due 
west of Osage, Iowa, again furnishes some valuable data on the 
nature of the "interbedded" dolomites of this formation. The 
section here, modified after Calvin253 in order to show the rela-
tions of dolomite to limestone in a more detailed manner, is 
given below. 
" ' Ia. Geol. Survey, Vol. XIII, 1902, p. 313. 
, I 
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FEET INCHES 
26. Residual clay with. thin weathered flakes of 
limestone ................. . .... ............. : 4 
25. Dolomite, coarse-grained, weathered ..... ..... 6 
24. Limestone, lithographic, 1;Jearing imperfectly 
preserved stromatopores ........... .. .. ... 1 
23. Limestone, shaly .............. . ............. 1 
22. Limestone, light gray, lithographic..... ... .... 2 
21. Shaly parting' .......................... . ... . 1 
20. Limestone, lithographic, light gray, lower por-
tion sometimes imperfectly dolomitized.... . 2 6 
. 19. Shaly parting .......... ........ .. ............ 2 
18. Limestone, light gray, lithographic, locally grad-
ing .into dolomite in part.... . ............. 1 
17. Dolomite, coarse-grained ..................... 1 
16. Limestone, fine-grained, laminated ........... 1 
15. Dolomite, coarse-grained, brownish, in layers 
six inches to a foot in thickness, with casts 
of brachiopods in upper portion. . . . .. . . . . . . . . 4 
14. Shaly parting ........................ ....... 6 
13. Limestone, consisting of lithographic nodules 
in a granular matrix. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . ... . . . . . 1 2 
12. Limestone, light gray, lithographic, in one heavy 
layer, locally passing wholly or in part into 
coarser-grained, darker dolomite. In some 
parts only the upper and lower portions of 
the layer are altered. Again, in others the' 
middle portion only is dolomitic. Where the 
layer is only slightly altered it bears small 
disseminated rhombs of dolomite which stand 
out in relief on weathered surfaces. .. . . . . . . . 1 2 
11. Shaly parting . . .. ... ......... .. ..... .. ...... 6 
to. Dolomite, rather coarse-grained, dark gray, lo-
cally grading into compact gray limestone. . . 1 6 
9. Shaly parting .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
8. Limestone, lithographic above but granular be-
·low, in one heavy layer .......... . , . ..... : . 1 6 
7. Limestone, light gray, lithographic ........... 0. 1 1 
6. Shaly decayed limestone .. ......... ........ .. . 1 
5. Limestone, light' gray, crystalline ............. 1 2 
4. Dolomite, yellowish, with occasional small rem-
nants of limestone in basal portion; no fossils 
noted .. .... . .. . ....... :. ... ............... 9 
3. Dolomite, yellowish, structureless, bearing casts 
of Athyris vittata, with a few remnants of 
dense gray unaltered limestone in which the 
shells of this fossil are preserved..... . . . . . . . 12 
2. Dolomite, in the form of two heavy, irregular 
beds which ·contain many shapeless cavities 
lined with calcite . . ............ .' ........... 5 
1. Dolomite, in regular layers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15 
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Pseudo-inter bedding effects are typically shown also by the 
Cedar Valley limestones in the exposures at and near Fairport, 
Iowa. A section exposed in the north bank of the Mississippi 
river near the pottery works at this place is as follows:254 
8. Dolomite, rather hard, massive ..... . 
7. Limestone, fine-grained, hard, emitting a bi-
tuminous odor when struck with the hammer, 
FEET INCHES 
3 
imperfectly dolomitized locally ............. 2 3 
6 . . Limestone, compact, charged with ramifying 
growths of Idiostroma, in some parts partly 
changed to dolomite........................ 1 6 
5. Carbonaceous material in the form of a thin 
seam. ...................................... 1 
4. Limestone, bearing large stromatopores, Am-
plexus and other fossils, imperfectly dol om i-
tized locally .. .. ........................... 1 
3. Dolomite, dark, with unaltered corolla of Cyatho-
phyllum and with occasional stromatopores, 
locally passing wholly or in part into un-
altered gray' limestone ............. . ..... .. 1 6 
2. Dolomite, dark, filled with the nearly obliterated 
corolla of stroma top ores and corals......... 8 
1. Dolomite, soft, bluish, in rather heavy ledges, 
containing casts of brachiopods..... ........ 2 
Exactly the same relations are shown where this formation 
is exposed on Robinson creek; one-half mile west of Montpelier, 
Iowa. Here one bed of dolomite seven feet thick appears in the 
upper portion ·of · the outcrop and another with an exposed 
thickness of five feet in the basal portion; and between these 
intervenes about ·four feet of limestone blotched with irregular 
patches of dolomite. 
The Spergen Limestone.-The Spergen limestone -frequently 
exhibits imperfect dolomitizat.ion phenomena and among these 
pseudo-interbedding is sometimes characteristically developed. 
Such relations are well shown in the old Fox quarry openings 
along the Chicago, Rock Island· and Pacific railway track about 
one mile south oJ Belfast, Iowa. N ear .the mouth of a small 
ravine 4ere the following section appears: ' 
"'Revised after J . A. Udden, la. <:leol. Survey, Vol. IX, 1898, .p. 283 ~ 
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FEET INCITES 
SAIN T LOUIS: 
7. Limestone, conglomeratic, imperfectly dolomi-
tized, consisting of dolomitic and non-
dolomitic blocks indiscriminately miJgled, 
marly towards the base .. ,' . . .. " . . . . . . . . ... 11 
Disconformity. 
SPERGEN: 
6. Limestone, gray, crinoidal, thin-bedded . . ".. ... . 4 
5. Dolomite, brownish, slightly arenaceous. . . . . . . . 4 4 
4. Shale, calcareous and arenaceous. . .... .. .... . .. 2 
3. DolOl;l1ite, bluish, arenaceous ...... . ........ .. " 1-2 
2. Limestone, gray, crinoidal, with a thin irregular 
seam of buff dolomite in middle portion. . . . . 4 
1. Dolomite, brownish, arenaceous, in one. massive 
ledge. Exposed...................... .. .. .. . 10 
Bed 2 has very wavy upper and lower boundaries due to the 
encroachment of the dolomite of the beds above and below upon 
it and at one point it passes entirely into dolomite for a short 
distance. In another exposure along the railway sixty rods 
farther south, the selfsame beds of the Spergen are dolomit5.c 
from top to bottom. The coarse-gr.ained crinoidal limestone 
members of the preceding section are represented 'here entirely 
by fine-grained, brownish dolomite. 
The Saint Louis Limestone.-Several occurrences of pseudo-
interbedding have been noted in the Saint Louis limestone. In 
southeastern Iowa this feature is exhibited along with other 
phenomena of imperfect dolomitization. The formation is 
dolomitic from top to bottom at one locality while at another 
only a few miles away only a few layers are dolomitic . . For 
example, in a' bluff on Mud creek one mile east of Lowell, th,e " 
Lower Saint Louis is represented by a massive buff dolomite 
thirty to forty feet in thickness, while in another section three 
miles northwest of Denmark and only about five miles away 
the selfsame formation is represented entirely, with the excep-
tion of a single dolomitic layer about three feet thick, by fine-
grained, c~mpact, gray limestone. 
In the government quarries at Little Rock, Missouri, the 
Saint Louis shows similar relations on a smaller scale. At the 
south end of the northernmost opening there appears a bed of 
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buff dolomitic limestone five feet in thickness, lying between 
beds of unaltered, compact, fine-grained limestone. Northward 
in the quarry face, however, the upper and lower portions of the 
dolomite grade gradually into limestone. ' At 100 yards its thick-
ness has decreased to 3V2 feet · and .at 150 yards the · dolomite 
. has so nearly disappeared that only thin seams and stringers 
remain. A, few yards farther north no trace of dolomite is to 
be seen, but the bed has changed completely into a medium7 
grained, slightly oolitic limestone. 
Another remarkably good exhibition of "interbedding" of 
limestone and dolomite doubtless due to differential dolomitiza-
tion is found in the Saint Louis limestone in the vicinity of 
St. Louis. The following table, comprising a description of each 
individual bed and its composition, compiled from the report of 
G. E. Ladd,255 will show the relations existing'in the · Martip 
.Lorenz quarry, which is situated along the Iron Mountain and 
Southern railway track near Cahokia Street. The high siliceous 
content of some of the dolomitic layers of this section is worthy 
of notice. 
"""Mo, Geol. Survey, Bull. 3, 1890, pp, 54, 55, and 76, 
, 
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, TABLE VII. 
DESCRIPTION 
Limestone, light gray, darker t~wards top, fine-grained ...................... . 
Limestone, as above .................... . ................... . ... . .. ...... .. . 
Limestone, light yellow and gray, soft .... . .... . .... . ................. . .... . . 
Limestone, light and dark gray, varying texture, compact, J5rittle, hard . . ... .. . 
Limestone, gray, fine-grained, jointed ........ . ... ...... ... . .... ............. . 
Limestone, light gray, fine-grained, color and texture variable. " ., . ..... . ... . . 
Limestone, dull gray to yellowish, harder towards base ........... .. ......... . 
Limestone. brownish and gray, coarse-grained, shaly near top. '.' . ....... . .... . 
Limestone, as in bed above .......... . ................ . ...... . ........... . . . 
Limestone, dull gray, very fine-grained ..... . . . ................. . ........... . 
Limestone, drab, hard, brittle, lithographic, shale seam 1 in. thick at base ... . 
Limestone, gray, hard ............ . ..... .. . . .. .... .. .. .. ... ........ ..... .. . . 
Limestone, light drab, with dark bands ..... . . .... .... .. . ... . ......... . ..... . 
Limestone, dark gray, carries layer of chert ...... ... ..... ......... ..... .... . . 
Limestone, light drab, fine-grained, layer of . chert 3 feet from base .. ......... . 
Limestone, dark gray, bearing geodes lined with calcite crysta1s ... .. ....... . . 
Limestone, light gray, soft, chert concretions near top . ........... ..... .... : . . 
Limestone, gray, coarse-grained ............... . ........ .. . . . . .. ..... . .... .. . 
Limestone, as above .... .. .. .... . .... ...... ........... .. .. .... . .. . ......... . 
Limestone, dark gray to brownish, lower sixteen inches cherty .............. . 
Limestone, brown, otherwise like bed above ............ . .... . . ..... ......... . 
Limestone, drab, hard, brittle, fine-grained, lithographic ..... ... . ............ . 
Limestone, dark gray, coarse-grained, hard, in three ledges .......... ... . . ... . 
Total Thickness . . ... .. ... ..•.. ... ..... . . .... . .. ... . ......... .. .. . ... ... 
The Upper Jurassic Limestone.-Nahnsen256 has mentioned' a 
case of pseudo-interbedding in the Upper Jurassic of North 
Germany. Here a horizontal seam of dolomite with wavy 
boundaries appears in a limestone member which rests on a bed 
of dolomite. N ear its borders the seam shows a pseudo-
brecci~ted effect due to the presence of irregular remnants of 
limestone in the dolomite. 
ill. Evidence Bearing oil the Leaching Theories. 
THE SURFACE LEACHING THEORY. 
Of the points wh.ich may be advanced in support of the sur-
face leaching theory, the following are perhaps the most im-
portant: 
1. The development of dolomite along lines of weakness, 
such as fractures, in limestone. ' 
""'Neues .Jahrb ., Beil. Bd. 35, 1913, p . 277. 
. 
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THICKNESS . COMPOSITION 
FT. I N. Insoluble I Al,O.+1 .... e20. \ . CaCO. MgCO, 
1 6 6.53 0.83 83.85 8.16 
1 10 8.02 1.01 79.40 10.81 
0 8 9.97 1.07 70.80 10.86 
2 10 3.44 .37 92.05 3.67 
. 
2 6 4.61 .34 93.85 .99 
2 · 6 6.08 .61 78.15 15.81 
4 2 11.63 3.10 52.85 29.25 
3 0 2.83 .19 94.75 .97 
2 4 6.79 .55 90.55 1.06 
0 5 8.77 1.35 56.45 31.95 
1 0 7.64 .80 84.75 5.27 
0 9 11.02 2.50 57.80 26.33 
1 10 6.29 .95 84.95 5.98 
3 11 1.97 .35 87.60 8.66 
8 .2 10.40 11.75 68.30 17.22 
0 8 3.20 .40 93.20 1.44 
2 0 19.96 4.80 51.60 19.22 
1 10 2.32 . .26 9 .35 1.70 
0 10 1.64 .25 95.70 1.10 
4 0 5.77 .43 89.95 2.23 
3 9 2.84 .25 93.60 2.23 
1 6 ~.n .35 93.75 2.38 
3 4 2.77 .40 92.40 .3.22 
56 4 
2. The apparent tendency of dolomite to be developed in 
limestone at those points where CO2 and humus acids 
are most abundant. 
3. The vesicular character of some dolomites. 
4. The existence of stalactite and stalagmite deposits of 
nearly pure CaCOv in caverns in dolomitic limest.one. 
5. The increase in the magnesium content of weakly dolo-
mitic limestone as an accompaniment of weathering. 
The Development of DoJomite along Fractures.-The occur-
rence of dolomite along fractures in limestone has been taken 
by some to mean that dolomite so related has been formed by 
the leaching out of the excess of lime from a we~kly dolomitic 
limestone by solutions which circulated along these lines of 
weakness. This would seem to apply especially well to certain 
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dolomites of the Lahn aistrict, as pointed out by Grandjean. 
Bischof/57 in summarizing the . data furnished by this. district, 
s~ys: 
Wherever the fissures and cracks of the slightly inclined lime-
stone strata have facilitated the penetration of water, there the 
production of dolomite appears to have taken place to the great-
est extent. The strata which, by their exposed situation, were 
most subject to this 'penetration, present the most advanced 
state of alteration. But in the lower beds of limestone there has 
been but little, if any, production of dolomite. The dolomite, 
and the partially altered beds of limestone adjoining it, are 
traversed by numerous cracks, fissures, and cavities; and where 
the alteration is more advaneed, the iron and manganese com-
pounds, to which the colour is due, have been separated 
Since tbe alteration of limestone, in consequence of the pro-
duction of dolomite, may often be traced, even in a band speci-
men, from the first stage, to the total conversion into a~ argilla-
ceous mass, Grandjean infers that where the level character 
of the surface facilitates the continuous action of water, the 
limestone may be ultimately converted into clay. 
An analysis by Bischof of a sample of limestone from Tief-
enbach in this district showed it to have the following compo-
sition : 
PER CENT 
CaCO. . ....... . . ....... .. .. . ........................... 6-9.90 
MgCO, .. .. ... .. . ..... ...... ......................... .. .. 2.34 
FeCO,+MnCO, .... . ............. . . .... ... ......... . .. .. 8.18 
Clay ............................. . ................. .... 20.43 
As to the relative importance of leaching as compared to -
ground water dolomitization in the production of the Lahn dolo-
mites, there may be some difference of opinion. If the analysis 
.given above is representative of the limestones of the district, 
it is difficult to understand how leaching alone could give rise 
to the dolomite, since the proportion of clay and of iron and 
manganese in ' the rock would tend to increase so much more _ 
rapidly than the magnesia that the' latter would be largely ob-
scured. But that the magneSia liberated by the complete break-
ing down of the limestone into clay on the surface may have 
aided in the formation of dolomite along fractures in the lime-
. :." Elements of Chemical and Physical Geology, English translation, Vol . 3, 1859, 
p. 193. 
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stone below must be regarded as possible, since deposits of 
, residual clay bearing iron and manganese ores, are common in 
the district. . 
L·ocal Development of Dolomite where CO'.! and Hwmus Acids 
are Generated.-If it could be shown positively that local occur-
rences ' of dolomite in limestone are in some way related to the 
amount of CO2 and humus acids permeating the rocks, more 
tangible evidence of the production of these -dolomites by leach-
ing would be available. Phillipi258 has obtained some data bear-
ing on this point, but the evidence cannot yet be regarded as 
conclusive. Thus, the Conchodon limestone, which is only locally 
and imperfectly dolomitized, seems to be most strongly altered 
where it is permeated by water rich in CO~ and humus acids. 
In the heights, on the other hand, where waters poor in C'02 
penetrate the rock, it is either not at all, or but little altered. 
The area examined by Phillipi, however, was not sufficient to 
prove that these relations were ' constant and pending further 
study too much ·emphasis should not be placed upon this appar-
ent relationship. 
The Vesicular Character of Some Dolomites.-Dolomites 
formed by surface leaching should' be expected to be very porous 
and vesicular as a result of the removal of large quantities of 
CaCOa, but not all vesicular dolomites have resulted from leach-
ing, since it i's well known that shrinkage ' effects characterize 
many dolo,mites which have resulted from the replacement of 
limestone. This criterion, therefore, must be applied judiciously. 
When, however, a dolomite possesses a porosity exceeding 12 
per cent the balance of evidence is in favor of the theory that 
leaching operated to some extent at least. 
Certain dolomites of the Carboniferous of Ireland exhibit con-
siderable solution effects according to Hardman.259 For in-
stance, at Drumreagh near Coal Island beds of dolomite inter-
'stratified with ordinary blue fossiliferous limestone ,are very 
cavernous, as fully half of the rock has been removed and has 
left numerous spar-coated cavities. But dolomites e4hibiting so-
'""Neues Jahrh., 1899, Vol. I, p. 44. 
"·Proc. Roy. Irish. Acad., 2d ser., Vol. 2 (Science), 1875-77, p. 723. 
25 ' 
:. 
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lutio:u' effects are rar'e 'and unless we assume 'that the ' gradua] 
settling and re-accqmmodation of the limestone hasacc'6mp~lIi­
ied leaching it is difficult to conceive of dolomite having-been 
formed· extensively in this manner . . Hall and SardesoIi./6o to be 
sure, have advocated that a great reduction -in volume by means 
of leaching has accompanied the formation 'of the 'Luwer· Mag-
nesian series of the Upper Mississippi Valley, but the field evi-
dence of such a volume reduction is wanting. Some of the ob~ 
stacles encountered by the leaching theory in this respect have 
been demonstrated by Skeats,261 who showed that an original 
rock containing 1 per cent of MgOO& would have to _be removed 
by solution to the extent of 80 per cent before the MgOOs of the 
remainder reached 5 per-cent, and to the-extent 'of 90 per cent 
before the MgOOs content attained the proportion of 10 per cent. 
On the whole, therefore, the shrinkage phenomena of dolo-
mites are not favorable to the idea of their having been formed 
extensively by surface leaching alone. , But there can be no 
doubt that leaching has given rise to considerable enrichment 
of the magnesium content of limestones already dolomitic. For 
example, the unaltered calcareous skeletons of fossiis have been 
leached out of most fossiliferous dolomites and when large num-
bers of these ' were present originally, their removal must have 
given rise to a notable increase in the proportion of the mag-
nesiuin in the rock. The coral r eef facies of the Niagaran dolQ-
mite of the Upper Mississippi Valley must have been consid-
erably enriched in magn'esia in this way. ' . 
Stalactite and Stalag'mite Deposits-in Dolo'mitic Limestones.-
The occurrence of stalactite and stalagmite deposits ~f nearly 
pure , OaOOs, in the caverns .of d.olomitic limesto:r;les 4a~ been 
cited as positive proof of the possible operation of leaching on a 
large scale. Several such occurrences are kno-wn. Hardman,262 
upon analyzing both a stalagmite and a sample of the dolomitIC 
iime~tone from the Dunmore Oave of Kilke~my coup.ty, ' Ireland, 
found , a ,marked. contrast in the .. magnesia content of t~e two 
specimens. The analyses are reproduced below. 
"·Bull, GeoL Soc, America, Voi, 6, 1895, p , ' 167, 
2elQuart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, Vol. 61 , 1905, p . 132, 
' 02Proc. Roy. Irish A cad ., 2d ser ., Vol. 2 ( Science ) , 1875-77, p , '718 , 
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SiO, ......... . ............. .. .. ...... ... . 
Fe,O.+Al,O •.. .. ..... . . . ..... .. .......... 
CaCO •...... . ... ... .... . . . ........ .. .. . .. .. 
MgCO • ........... ... ... .. ..... . . .. .. .... 
FeCO • •. .... . .... ... .. ... . .. . . . .... . . . .... 
Total ... . . .... . . ... . . .. . . . ......... '1 
LIMESTONE 
PER CENT 
1.92 
4.32 
68.21 
24.00 
.90 
99.35 
STALAGMITE 
PER CENT 
.23 
97.12 
.79 
1.86 
100.00 
Similarly, Hogbom,20S upon analyzing the stalactite from cav,es 
in the Bermuda reef stone, found only .18 and .68 per cent of 
MgCOs respectively, while the reef stone itself contains about 
five times this amount. 
The presence of veins and d-ruses of calcite in dolomitic lime-
stone also must be taken as indicating that some removal of 
CaC03 from these limestones has taken place. Veinlets of calcite 
eommonly traverse the deformed Cambro-Ordovician dolomitic 
limestones of the Appalachian region. 
The operation of surface leaching, on a small scale at least, 
then, must be regarded as certain. But there is little evidence 
that enrichment of limestones in magnesium in this manner has 
gone far. 
Increase in Magnesium Content with Weathering'.-The pro-
gressive increase in the magnesia content of limestones low in 
MgCOs with weathering must be regarded as lending strong 
support to the surface leaching theory. Hiltermann264 found 
such a rise in the proportion of MgCOs in the weathered lime-
stones 'of the German Trias. Thus, a fresh sample of the Grenz 
limestone' contained 54.69 per cent of CaCOs and 3.69 of MgCOs, 
while'the weathered rock yielded 11.96 of the former and '5.83 of 
the latter: Although considerable importance has been attached 
to these results by some, it is difficult to understand 'how this 
process could operate t,o produce other than very impure, argil-
laceous dolomites, because of the marked increase in the propor-
tion of the insoluble matter of the rock as a:p. accompaniment of 
the leaching. Unless it be assumed, therefore, that the original 
limestone is almost ideally pure, a type of limestone which is 
rare in 'nature, the -leaching ~heory meets with grave difficulties . 
263Neues Jahrb . , 1894, Vol. I, 271. 
'''Quoted by Phillipi, Neues J a hrb., 1899, Vol. I, p . 34. 
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THE MARINE LEACHING THEORY. 
That sea water has' the power to remove the CaCOs more 
rapidly than the MgCOa from limestone and calcareous ooze 
low in the latter 00nstituent must be admitted by all. Some of 
the facts which indicate this are: 
1. The testimony of recent and near-recent marine calcar~ 
eous deposits. 
2. Actual demonstration of marine leaching on a small 
scale. 
3. Obliteration' effects and porous structures in recent dolo-
mitic coral reefs. 
Te$timony of Recent and Near-Recent Marine Calcareous De-
,posits. - Hogbom265 has sought to show that certain marine 
Quaternary marls of Sweden exhibit a progressive increase in 
the M,gCOa : CaCOa ratio the further they lie from their orig-
inal source, a Silurian argillaceous rock. (See Table VI, p. 293.) 
Thus, a sample nearest the source yielded 32 parts of CaCOs 
and 1.2 of MgCOs, while the sample farthest away gave only 
3.3 parts of CaCOs and 1.2 of MgCOs• This is interpreted by 
him as meaning that the longer the sediment was in suspension 
and the farther it was carried from the source the more the 
Ca COs was removed and the proportion of MgCOs increased. 
The analyses of deep sea deposits furnished by the Qhallenger 
Report also are regarded by Hogbom as significant in this con-
nection (see Table V, p. 293), but the MgCOs content of these is 
low, as in the case of the above mentioned marls, since it does ' 
not exceed 2.1 per cent, while the CaCOa content also is low 
for the most part, and the insoluble matter is very high. It is 
difficult to understand, therefore, how these dat.a can be ap-
plied in predicting the 'conditions of the formation of extensive 
dolomites nearly free from insoluble matter yet rich in MgCOa • 
.Act~~al Demonstration of Marine Leaching.-That marine 
leaching is capable of enriching the magnesia content of cal-
careous deposits, on a small scale at least, has been proven both 
by Murray and Irvine and by Hogbom. ' For instance, ' Murray 
' ''See ante, p. 293: 
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and Irvine266 found a much higher per cent of MgCOs in the outer 
portions of the umboes of the giant clam, Tridacna gigas) than in 
the internal and m6re newly formed shelllay,ers, and Hogbom26T 
has demonstrated the operation of leaching in the Bermuda 
coral r eefs. Thus analyses by A. R. Manzelius of the reefstone 
and of the fine lagoon mud derived from it showed a greater 
proportion of MgCOs in the latter than.in the former. 
Ca:CO. I MgCO. 
Coarse reefstone .. .. . . .... . ...... . ... . . . 95.43 1.64 
Reefstone with gastropod fragments . .. . . . 96.11 2.13 
Coarse white lagoon mud ....... ... . .. '" .. 97.47 1.79 
Fine terra-cotta colored lagoon mUd . .. . ; .. 92.93 4.04 
. Upon the strength of these data the conclusion is reached by 
Hogbom that if the fine mud were suspended long enough its 
enrichment in magnesia might proceed to such an extent that a 
dolomitic sediment might in the end result, but definite proof 
of this is wanting. 
Obliteration Effects and Porous Struotures in Recent Dolo-
mitic Coral Reefs.-Shrinkage and obliteration ·effects are not 
necessary accompanirqents of marine leaching, since the removal 
of Ca COs may sometimes go on in the fine calcareous sediment 
as it is being deposited, as in the lagoons of the Bermuda reefs. 
Where, however, th~ leaching is supposed to have taken place 
in coral reefs, a porous structure should be shown by these. 
The·more dolomitic portions of the Funafuti reef are said to be 
cavernous and Judd268 states that much of the mineral substance 
of the skeletons of calcareous algre appears to have been removed, 
But Skeats269 points out that the dolomites of the upraised coral 
islands of the southern Pacific, which exhibit all stages of 
replacement by dolomite, also are cavernous. Shrinkage and 
:related phenomena of dolomites cannot, therefore, be regarded 
as indicativ,e of their having been formed by marine leaching. 
"'Cited ' by Judd, The Atoll ' of Funafuti, p. 378. 
201Neues Jahrb ., 1894, Vol. 1, p . 279. 
208The Atoll of Funafuti, p . 384. 
"'Bul1. Mus. Compo Zoo!., Vo!. 42, 1903 , p. 115. 
I' 
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PETROGRAPHIC EVIDENCE. 
In many instances dolomite can be distinguished from calcite' 
in thin section by its tendency to take on a charac~eristic yel-
lowish tint and by its more perfect rhombohedrons, which are 
almost invariably larger than the associated calcite .grains and 
are much clearer . . For careful differentiation of the two car-
bonates, however, mIcrochemical tests must be resorted to. In 
the present investigation Lemberg's solution270 yielded very 
satisfactory results. Upon applying this solution to the section 
the calcite is color,ed' pink, while the dolomite remains un-
affected, and in this way the most intimate relations of the two 
minerals are made clear. It should be, stated, however, that this 
test furnishes no reliable guide to the exact amount of mag-
nesia in the rock, for homogeneous crystals containing not more. 
than 23 per cent of MgOO~ react in the same way as normal 
dolomite. But this in truth must be regarded as a dis'tinct ad-
vantage, for alterations of only a slight degree are indicated as 
well as the more marked ones. 
I. Evidence Bearing on the Primary Deposition Theories. 
A. The Chemical Theory.-Some compact dolomites possess 
an extremely fine and uniform grain, and this feature has led 
some to believe that such dolomites represent chemical deposits. 
]for instance, Daly271 has described a pre-Oambrian dolomite of 
the Rocky Mountains region which consists of roughly ,rhombo-
hedral and anhedral grains, the former of which range from 
.01 to .03 millimeter and the latter .005 to .03 millimeter in 
diameter. By him the fine and monotonous 'grain of this rock 
is regarded as strong evidence of its primary character. In 
order to test the validity of this argument the finest grained 
dolomites of unknown origin encountered by the writer in these' 
studies were compared with the finest grained dolomite of known 
secondary origin. Thus the Jefferson City -dolomite of the 
Ozark region, whose origin is not known from the field evidence; 
contains unusually dense and compact layers which are seen 
"".For the composition of this solution and method of preparing it see W. F. H!lle-
brand. BulL U. S. GeeL Survey No, 422 , 1910, p, 211.' . . 
211Bull. Geol. Soc. America. VoL 20, 1909, P. 153 .. 
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under the niicr.osc.ope' t.o be made' up .of ~inute 'g~anule~ ra~ging 
fr.om .ooi to .045 millimeter in diameter, aith.ough the maj.ority 
.of the' grains are 'bel.ow .003. The size .of grain .of this rock then, 
acc.ording t.o Daly's argument, suggests that it· is a chemical 
'precipitate. ' But' the strength .of this interpreta.ti.on is greatly 
weakene.d by the fact that an equally fine-grained d.ol.omite, which 
is kn.own fr.om the ' field ,evidence t.o , be an alteration pr.oduct, 
has been found iIi the Fayette limest.one near Bertram, ' I.owa. 
The latter d.ol.omite has resulted £r.om the d.ol.omitizati.on .of a 
dense, lithographic-likelimest.one with the appr.oximate reten-
tion .of the .original texture. ", 
B. 'the Clastic Theory.-As regards the p.ossibility that 
s.ome d.olqmites are .of clastic .origin, n.one has been f.ound which 
' exhibits any ' signs .of clastic structure. But that the .original 
structure in r.ocks .of this type might have been .obliterated 
during recrystallizati.on is easily c.onceivable. S.ome.of the d.ol.o-
mites .of , sllPp.osed clastic .origin d.o~ h.owever, sh.ow .other fea-
tures which suggest a primary .origin. F.or example, fragments 
.of calcare.ous f.ossils sh.owing n.o trace .of c.orr.osi.on are c.omm.on 
in the impure silice.ous d.ol.omites .of the Ke.okuk f.ormati.on at 
Ke.okuk,I.owa. The experience .of the writer has been that such 
f.ossils as .occur in sec.ondary dolomites arc at least partly .ob-
literated by the invasi.on .of dol.omite. The fact that certain 
impure, siliGe.ous d.ol.omitic limest.ones are seen in thinsecti.on 
t.o be cl.ouded with dark inclusi.ons als.o might be regarded as 
p.ossible evidence .of their clastic .origin, since , n.o known sec-
ondary d.ol.omites have been .observed t.o exhibit this t.o the same 
degree. 
II. Evidence Bearing on the Alteration Theories. 
T'urrilng: n.ow t.o the petr.og'raphic 'evidence bearing on the 
alterati.on the.ories, we have much m.ore definite data. Indeed, 
by virtue .of the fact that the transf.ormati.on in many instances 
has been halted bef.ore it pr.oceeded. t.o c.ompleti.on, we are .often 
able tb trace all stages of dol.omitizati.on fr.om a limest.one sh.ow-
ing t>rily: iIicipient alterati.on t.o a go.od d.ol.omite. Thus, it is 
p.ossible' 'to describe the steps normally ' passea. thr.ough during , 
the transformation .of 'a: limest.one to d.ol.omite. 
---------------------------------------~================~~~====~ 
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The Alteration of Fine-Grained Limestones.--":'So far as the 
testimony of the microsc()pe goes, the fine.:.grained limestones 
are more susceptible to alteration than the coarse-grained ones, 
a fact which is in keeping with the laws of chemistry . . The evi-
dence also points to the fact that the alteration does not pro-
ceed in ,exactly the same manner in the two types of limestone. 
The alteration of fine-grained, compact limestone appears to 
be aC~9mpanied normally., by a notable increase in size of grain. 
Frequently the ' average diameter of the dolomite crystals 
formed· is many times greater than that of the original calcite 
grains. But iIi rare cases, such .as that of the dense' dolO1:;nite 
of the Fayette formation referred to a,bove, ·the original struc-
ture and texture are approximately retained. In the dolomitiza-
tion of such fine-grained limestones the replacement in ' some 
cases proceeds uniformly over a large front, but in most i'n-
stances it begins at many centers throughout the rock and 
spreads outwards from these; or if the rock possesses fine strati-
fication the replacement may follow closely these original lines 
of weak:qess in the early stages. In those cases where the altera-
tion began at certain favorable centers and spread out from 
these, fucoid markings in a few instances have served as the 
nuclei, as in, .case of the Tribes Hill limestone. The exact nature 
of these fucoids is not revealed in thin section. When they have 
been changed to dolomite their original structure is of course 
mainly lost, but where they are still partly or wholly preserved 
in the unaltered condition they are differentiated from the 
adjacent limestone only by the fact that the calcite grains are 
clouded with dark inclusions suggesting carbonaceous material. 
None of them has been found to possess any signs of organic 
structure. ' ,. 
Again, there are cases in which the dolomitization in its early 
stages is known to have .attacked calcareous algre. This is par-
ticularly true in the . Chazy limestone of the Lake Champlain 
region, where it exhibits evidences of incipient alteration. There 
are several specimens from this region in the writer's collection 
which show algre of the Girvanella type in an advanced stage of 
alteration while the adjacent limestone areas are but little if at 
all affected. Still other fossils are known to have been selectively 
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replaced in the early stages of dolomitization. Thus,dolomitlzed 
tests of the gastropod Ophileta have been observed in unaltered 
,Beekmantown limestones at Ft. Ticonderoga, ,New York, and 
the tests of Maclurea are similarly affected in the Chazy near 
Shoreham, Vermont. Similarly ' the tissues of Stromatopores 
have been selectively replaced during the imperfect dolomitiza-
tion of the Cedar Valley limestone at Fairport, Iowa. Ther·e 
can be no doubt that fossils frequently have served as the ::;;tart-
ing point in the early stages of dolomitization. But there is 
convincing ,evidence that this has not always been the ' case, for 
many instances are known where the alteration has proceeded 
independently of the organisms imbedded in the rock. In the 
Galena limestone of northeastern Iowa and in the ElVins forma-
tion of southeastern Missouri the transformation is inaugurated 
by the appearance of minute patches or isalated crystals in the 
fine-grained limestone and the gradual enlarg·ement of these 
areas at the expense of the limestone.' But whatever the nature 
of the early stages of dolomitization, whether they were influ-
enced by organisms or not, the later stages are always the sain-e, 
and uniformly dolomitized limestone is the ultimate product in 
each case. 
As the dolomitization spreads frorri the original centers the 
limestone typically is not completely replaced, and although the 
dolomitic patches may appear to be made up entirely of dolo-
mite crystals, they may not bear more than 23 per cent of 
MgCOa" nor is the limestone in all cases uniformly replaced. 
Small irregular remnants ' and , streaks of limestone are passed 
over and become incorporated in the dolomite area. The boun-
dary between the limestone and the spreading Q.{)lomite may Qr 
may hot be abrupt. In a few examples in which it is abrupt; 
veinlets of dolomite shoot out into the limestone in advance of 
the main dolomite areas, and on the whole the tendency is to 
produce a "pseudo-brecciated" effect. So far as the .experience 
of the writer goes, these abrupt contacts are most characteris-
tically developed in the early stages of ,the alteration of lime-
stones which have .undergone recrystallization prior to dolomiti-
zation. To illustrate, the Saint Louis limestone, which exhibits 
this phenomenon at several localities in southeastern, Iowa, is 
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known to have experienced mashing and brecciation. previous to 
the time it was altered, a fact which indicates unquestionably 
that it. ha~ already recrystallized~ 
.. Where the boundary is gradational, on the other hand, as is 
usually the case, rhombohedrons of dolomite, variable in size 
but usually nearly perfect in their development, are dissem~ 
ina ted through the limestone a short distance in advance of the 
dolomite · area. The r(:)gular rhombohedral outline of these dis-
seminated crystals is in strong contrast to that of the crystals 
of ·the dolomite area, which have interfered with one another in 
their ·uevelopment, thus giving rise to an interlocking structure. 
The usual lar,ge size of the isolated dolomite crystals .as com- . 
pared to that of the associated calcite grains also is a striking 
feature. This is especially true in the case of a Devonian litho-
graphic limestone :liear Osage, Iowa, which shows incipient 
dolomitization. The calcite grains of the rock do not exceed 
.003 millimeter in average diameter, yet the dolomite metacrysts 
attain a maximum diameter of .75 millimeter. A similar r ela-
tionship is exhibited, but to a lesser degree, by the Joachim 
limestone of southeastern Missouri. A sample of the limestone 
streaked with dolomite shows a range in diameter of the calcite 
grains from .001 to .015 millimeter, while the associated dolo-
mit~ crystals range from .005 to .145 millimeter in diameter. 
Many other examples exhibiting a similar relationship could be 
cited . . The great increase in size of grain which normally re-
sults from the dolomitization of fine-grained limestone is in this 
way accQunted for. It should be stated, however, that many of 
the above mentioned metacrysts of the Devonian lithographic 
stone are not perfectly developed. Many of them are filled with 
minute unoriented inclusions, which evidently represent small 
calcite grains enveloped'in tl;le crystals as they grew. Further-
more, some · of the dolomite ·metacrysts show evidences of. zonal 
,growth where they are in contact with the unaltered limestone, 
and a single thin band of calcite appears within their borders. 
It is a singular fact that these inclusions and zonal growths are 
never seen in the more completely dolomitized areas, a fact 
which suggests that in these the calcite grains and bands, if 
they onc.e existed, have been changed over to dolomite. 
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The Alteration of Coarse'-grained L~mestones.-fu consider-
ing next ' the alteration of ' the coarse-grained limestones, we 
meet with somewhat different phenomena, although the ultimate 
effect is the saine. In these ,mottling' does not s'eem to be the 
rule, and the effect on the size of grain is quite the reverse of 
that exhibit'ed by the ' fine-grained limeston,es. In these the 
dolomitization ' is accompanied by a decrease in size of grain 
which becomes the more marked as the origlnal calcite grains 
are larger. Here, fhen, we have a great equalizing process tend-
ing to produce coarser-grained rocks from fine-grained ones and 
finer-grained rocks from coarse-grained ones. 
Typically the alteration of coarse-grained limestone proceeds 
by an attack on the matrix in the early stages, with the for-
mation of small scattered dolomite rhombs, and then by in-
vasion of the large calcite grains, whether they be fossil frag-
ments or ordinary crystals, bot4 by corrosion of their borders 
and by the breaking down of their interiors. In this process the 
large calcite grains are broken down in:to aggregates of smaller 
dolomite grains1 and in the end the original structures and tex..: 
tures are obliterated. 
This is the method of dolomitization of the' coarse-grained 
. crinoidal limestones of the Burlington and Keokuk formations 
of the Central Mississippi Valley. In the ,alteration of certain 
coarse-grained limestone layers of t.he Beekma,ntown at Platts-
burg, New York, however, the above described order of replace- . 
ment seems to have been reversed. Xhis limestone is uniformly 
medium-grained to coarse~grained ' and is dotted . with ' the' tests 
of foramInifera 'and with other areas of a variety of shapes and 
of a dark tint 'which are doubtless also organic, 'although they 
are structureless ' and indeterminate. Strangely 'enough many 
of 'the inferiors of the foraminifera and, of the associated dark 
areas are either partly or wholly changed to dolomite, while the' 
surrounding matriX is practically un·affected. Where the altera'~ 
tion is incomplete, numerous perfect isoiated rhombs of doio-
mite are" developed; but where it is more advanced the crystais 
interfere aiid are irregular In outline. ' By tlils method of 
dolomitization 'mottling on a rriicrosc'opic scaie is pr'oduced. ' 
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The coarse-grained Chazy limestones of Valcour Island ' ex-
hibit mottling on a much larger scale, but o~ganic factors seem 
to have played no part in the production of this phenomenon. 
The dolomite areas of this rock are fine-grained, although they 
have resulted from the alteration of coarse-grained limestone, 
as shown by the presence of corroded remnants of large calcite 
erystals and fossil 'fragments surrounded on all sides by minute 
crystals of dolomite. Some of the crystals preserved are more 
than 200 times as large as the dolomite grains about them. 
The Alteration of Oolitic Limestones.-In the dolomitization 
of oolitic limestones the alteration of the oolite grains appears' 
to proceed, in most cases at least, independently of the matrix 
and probably more often in advance of the alteration of , the 
matrix than contemporaneously with it. ' Several examples of 
dolomitized oolites are known. 
A sample of oolite from the Elbrook limestone in a quarry at 
West Waynesboro, Pennsylvania, has the appearance of a good 
oolite megasc~pically, but ;under the microscope the oolite grains 
are represented only by structureless, rounded, darker areas 
scattered here and there throughout the field. These are for the 
most part replaced by dolomite, while the matrix, except for a 
few small, irregular patches of this mineral, is unaltered. Pre-
cisely the same relations a~e exhibited by an oolite from the im-
perf!')ctly dolomitized limestones of the Elvins formation near 
Elvins, Missouri; by the Lucas oolite as developed near Sylvania, ' 
, . Ohio; and by the Tribes Hill oolite at C~najoharie, New Y,ork. 
In a dolomitic oolite from the Allentown limestone near South 
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, somewhat different relations are 
shown. In thin section the characteristic radial ' and concentric 
structure of oolite is not exhibited, but the original outline of the 
grains is retained in every case. In a few examples the grains 
are completely altered to dolomite, but even there a faint, dark 
line marks their borders. But most of the grains are only partly 
altered, and 'still consist of an inner nucleus of cloudy dolomite 
with an outer rim of transparent calcite. The matrix is every-
where dolomitic except for occasional minute irregular areas of 
calcite. The unaltered calcite rims of the oolite grains have a 
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perfectly regular, rounded outer border which shows no corro-
sion ,effects even though they are completely surrounded by 
dolomite. Their inner borders, however, are much less regular, 
indicating that the nuclei of dolomite were formed by a process ' 
of dolomitization which began at the center of the grains and , 
spread outwards. The alteration of the oolite grains then pro-
ceeded independently of the alteration of the matrix. The oolite 
which occurs at the basal portion of the Oneota dolomite at Mc-. 
Gregor, Iowa, exhibits almost identically the same features as 
the Allentown oolite, but in this rock the original calcite rem-
nants have been replaced by silica since dolomitization took 
place. Every step may be traced in the transformation of the 
oolites from wholly unchanged grains to completely altered ones. 
Only one uniformly dolomitized oolite has been found in these 
studies. This is from the Hoyt limestone near Saratoga Springs, 
New York. It consists of rather large and distantly placed 
rounded to sub-ovate dolomitized oolite grains in a dolomite 
matrix. Quartz grains, of which the larger have rounded but the 
smaller very irregUlar outlines, are disseminated throughout tlie 
rock, appearing both in the oolite grains and in the matrix. 
The dolomite crystals within the areas of the original oolite 
grains do not extend beyond the borders of these and behave 
independently of those of the matrix under crossed nicols, a 
fact which indicates that even in this rock the dolomitization 
of the two areas proceeded separately. 
CONCLUSIONS. 
Considering all the evidence, there seems to be no escape from 
the conclusion that the great majority of the stratified dolomites 
have had their inception in the alteration of limestones. It will 
not be denied, however, that some dolomitic formations of minor 
importance have had a different origin. The possibility of di-
rect chemical precipitation of dolomite from the sea, on a small 
scale at least, has not been wholly disproven; and there is evi-
dence that some impure dolomitic limestones of minor import-
. ance may represent original clastic deposits. That such a meth-
od of dolomite building is possible is suggested by the resistant 
character of dolomite rocks and the tendency of the coarser-
, . 
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grained varieties to '~eather to a dolomite sand. If such a dolo-
mite sand should be carried to the sea and incorporated in a 
sedimentary series, an impure dolomItic rock might' result. 
As regards , the possibility that organizms have ever given 
rise to more than very weakly magnesian limestones, this seems 
doubtful, as has been shown. 'But that limestones which are 
originally weakly magnesian may become enriched in mag-
nesium more easily and more rapidly than those nearly free 
from this constituent is not only conceivable but very probable. 
. ' 
The importance of marine and surface leaching in the produc-
tion of a dolomite is believed to have been overemphasized. 
Thete can be no doubt that this process has enriched in mag-
nesium the more vesicular dolomitic limestones. But these must 
have been rich in this constitueil.'t before leaching began. The 
leaching theory, therefore, does not explain the ultimat.e source 
of the magnesium. It merely shows how the magnesia content 
of a rock originally magnesian can be enriched. 
Time and Place of Dolomitization.-To return now to the 
dolomites which have resulted from the alteration of limestone: 
there a,re many reasons for believing that the more extensive of 
these have all been formed beneath the sea, and that dolomitiza-
tion effected by ground water is only local and very imperfect. 
Some' of the features which lend weight to this view are as fol-
lows: (1) The dolomite areas of mottled limestones are be-
lieved to have undergone recrystallization at the same time 
as the associated limestone areas, as suggested by the occasional 
developtnent of zonal growths of calcIte and dolomite. ' (2) In 
imperfectly altered limestones the dolomite is semi to follow' 
original lines 'of weakness rather than secondary 'structures such 
as joints or fractures. (3) In most cases. of mottling the dolo-
mitization appears to have spread out in ' every direction and 
to have pro.gressed uniformly, as we should expect it to 'in an 
unrecrystallized rock, rather than to have proceeded by forming 
veinlets and stringers in the early stages. ( 4) The existence 
()f perfect rhoInbs of dolomite in many Imperfectly altered lime-
stone~ 'suggests that the latter had not yet solldified whe~ dolo-
mitization took place. (5) The widespread extent and nearly 
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uniform composition of many dolo'mites indicates th\lt they must 
have been formed by an agent capable ef operating uniformly 
over wideareas.- (6) An adequate source of magnesium for 
transforming extensive limestone formations into dolomite is 
found only in the sea, which contains many times as much of 
this constituent as ordinary gro;und water. (7) Many d<;>lomites 
are directly and regularly overlain by pure limestone for-mations 
or by thick shale beds, proving that they must have been formed 
before these overlying beds were deposited. 
Some dolomites of minor importance, such as those associated 
with ore deposits, and probably most jf not 'all of those related 
to fractures, must have been formed through the agency qf 
.ground water. But in general ground water is incapable of car-
rying 'dqlomitization far. Study of analyses of ground water 
and of river water shows these to be uniformly low ininagne-
sium, while this constituent normally is greatly exceeded in 
amount by lime. How, then, could such waters dolomitize lime-
stone when they already contain CaCOa far in excess ' of the 
MgCOa ~ The law of mass action speaks strongly against ordi-
nary waters being able to accomplish exten ive dolomitization. 
In the case of mineral springs and the mineralizing solutions 
which are related to ore deposition, however, it is conceivable 
that magnesia might be present in sufficient proportions to ac-
complish local dolomitization, and doubtless most vein dolomites 
have been so formed. 
With r eference to the' possIbility of dolomite ever having been 
formed extensively tllrough the action of pneumatolytir. agencies 
on limestone: this also is improbable. Both Fournet278 and Wiss- j 
man274 have pointed out that the dolomites of the Tyrol, which 
formerly were regarded by Von Buch and others as having been 
formed in this manner, are in no way related to the melaphyr 
which there penetrates the limestone. It must be regarded as' 
possible, however, that small amounts of dolomite might be 
formed locally when limestone is permeated by volcanic gases 
bearing magnesia. But this has little bearing 011 the problem at 
hand. 
27'Bull . Soc. Geol. France, 2d ser" Vol. 6, 1849, p, 502, , 
'"'Cited by B ischof , Elements of Chemical and Physical Geology, English transla -
tion, Vol. 3, 1859, p. 200. ' 
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Details of the Rep·la·ee1nent Beneath the Sea.~Sea water con-
tains in solution on the average 3.5 per cent of solids. The 
salts present and their proportions, as averaged by Dittmar, 
are indicated in the following table : 21G 
PER CENT 
NaCl . . .. ... ' ........ . .... .... . .. ... .......... . ... ... . . 77.758 
MgCl, ... . .................... .. ........................ 10.878 
MgSO •........................................ . .. .. ... 4.737 
CaSO •.. .. ................ .. . .............. . ... . ..... . 3.600 
K,SO. ., .. .... . ......... ..... .. .. .. .. .. ....... , ....... : 2.465 
CaCOo''' .... .... .... ' . ....... ...... " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .345 
MgBr~ .. . .. . .. .. .. ..... ... ............. . .. ......... .. . . .217 
One is at once impressed by the high proportion of salts o,f 
magnesium in sea ,water, and it is to the action of these that 
dolomitization' beneath the sea must. be attributed. As to which 
of the two more abundant magnesium salts, MgCl2 and MgS04 , 
has been the most influential ,in the production of dolomite, 
nothing is definitely known, but therE;l ' is some reason for be-
lieving that MgS04 is the most act.ive agent of dolomitization. 
The -effect of the relatively large amount of- N aCI present in sea 
water would appear to be to repress the ionization .of MgCl2 
and thereby to lower its efficiency greatly. In fact, experiment 
shows that the chloride of magnesium reacts much 'more feebly 
with CaCOs in the, presence of N aCI than does the sulphate. 
The effect of the common sulphate ion in reducing the efficiency 
of MgS04 would not be nearly so great since the additional salts 
which possess this, CaS04 and K 2S04, are present in much 
smaller proportions. , ' 
As to the details of the reaction by which dolomite is ulti-
mately produced by the action of the magnesium salts of the 
sea, it cannot be stated positively whether the double carbonate 
is formed directly or whether hydrous MgCOs is first formed 
and this subsequently combines with the CaCOs with loss of 
water of crystallization to form dolomite. In ordinary tempera-
ture and pressure experiments the hydrous carbonate of mag-
nesium appears to be the normal product. It has been suggested 
that in time this might become dehydrated and unite with CaCO:l 
to form dolomite. But this seems doubtful. If this were the 
method of replacement it does not seem probable that the re-
'''Quoted by Grabau; Principles of Stratigraphy. 1913. p. 147. 
"'Including all traces of other salts. 
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action could ptoceed far, since the solution would become so 
rapidly enriched in this easily soluble cC?nstituent that equilib-
rium would soon be reached. If, on the other hand, we assume 
that the double carbonate is produced contemporaneously with 
replacement, the richly dolomitic limestones are easily accounted 
for, since under these conditions the equilibrium would not be 
so easily reached and the reaction might proceed 'until all the 
free CaC03 was exhausted. In short, the MgCOs produced, by 
combining with CaCOs as rapidly as it was formed, would be, 
taken directly out of solution before it accumulated sufficiently 
to halt the forward reaction. The equilibrium would be shifted 
constantly towards the dolomite end of the equation. ' At the in-
stant r eplacement takes place the CaCOs must exist iri solution. 
It seems probable that at the time of the reactioJ;l each molecule · 
of MgCOs formed unites with one molecule of CaCOa in solu-
tion to form the double molecule of dolomite, and that deposi-
tion then takes place. Assuming that the reaction proceeds in 
this manner, the equation may be written as follows: 
1. , ~ MgSO. +CaC0 3=MgCO,+CaSO •. MgCl. +CaCO.=MgCOa+CaCl2• 
2. MgCO. +CaCO.=CaMg(COa) •• 
Co.nditions Influencing Rep.zacemen.t Beneath the S ea.-The 
more important of the factors influencing the r eaction r esult-
ing in the dolomitization of limestones beneath the sea are: 
(1) mineral composition, (2) original content of MgCOa, (3) 
fineness of grain, (4) porosity, (5) amount of C'02 pre.sent, (6) 
temperature, (7) pressure, (8) concentration, and (9) time. 
The mineral composition of the limestone is very important 
from the standpoint of dolomitization. It. is well known , that 
aragonite and. other metastable forms of CaCOa 'react much 
more readily with chemicals than does calcite. If then a newly 
formed limestone consisted mainly of metastable CaCOa it woulC~ 
be in a very favorable condition to be dolomitized. 
The presence of a small amount of MgCOa in a limestone like-
wise will render it more liable to dolomitization under favor-
able conditions. 
26 
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" Fineness of grain and porosity -also are important. Other 
things being equal the more porous a limestone and the finer 
its grain, the more s'Usceptible it is to dolomitization . 
. To <;onsider the influence of CO2 ' on the reaction: anything 
which tends to render the limel;ltone , more soluble will hasten 
the replacement . . It seems probable that the CO2 generated by 
the decay of organic matter in the' limestone ' must frequently 
aid considerably in taking CaCOs into solution. Limestones rich 
in organic remains should, therefore, be ' more liable to altera-
tion t~an limestones poor in these, and if in a given limestone 
the organic matter should be more concentrated in certain lo~ 
cal areas, we should expect th~se to be more easily dolomitized 
than the surrounding rock. This must be regarded as a possible 
explanation of the selective dolomitization of fucoid markings 
in some limestones. 
Experim~nt shows th,at dolomitization proceeds most favor-
ably at elevated temperatures, but high temperatures have never 
obtained o~er wide areas bene~th the ' sea. The temperature of 
the sea, however, is not absolutely uniform, and it must be as-
sumed that dolomitization goes on most favorably in those re-
gions where the waters are warmest, if other conditions are 
the same. 
Regarding the influence of pressure induced by depth on 
dolomitization beneath the sea, there has been so;rne disagree-
ment. Thus F. W. Pfaff,277 upon finding as the result of experi-
ment that 'the reaction takes place most rapidly at pressures 
ranging from forty to sixty atmospheres, concluded that dolo-
mitic formations were formed at great depths corresponding to 
these pressures. But both Skeats andPhillipi218 have shown 
this view to be untenable. There is ,every evidence that the 
dolomitization of the Paleozoic limestones has taken p~ace at 
relatively shallow depths. Schuchert has estimated that these 
limestones were deposited at depths not ex~eeding 300 feet. Th~ 
presence of ripple marks in dolomites such as those in the 
Allentown in the quarries near Allentown, Pennsylvania, and 
the presence of intercalated sandy layers such as those which 
27'See ante p. 311. 
2iSSee ante p. ~S l and p . 278. 
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appear in the Kittatinny, Little Falls and Oneota dolomites and 
in niany o'tners, speaks for their shallow water origin. On the 
whole it does' not seem probable that the replacement has taken 
place under pressures exceeding ten to :fifteen atmospheres. 
As to :whether dolomitization takes place in concentrat€d seas 
or not, there has been considerable disagreement. Until recently 
the tendency has been to foliow Dana, who intimated that the 
ancient dolomites were formed under conditions analogous to 
those which obtain when recent limestone is dolomitized. ill the 
concentrated lagoons of coral reefs. But Skeats pointed out in 
1905279 that there are cases in which the outer parts of fringing 
reefs' facing the open ocean are dolomitized ahd that the dolo-
mitization of coral reefs is not confined to the ' lagoons; and 
Phillipi 'soon after2~o presented evidence of recent dolomitization 
in the' open sea. Still more recently Blackwelder281 has giv,en it 
as his opinion that the Bighorn dolomite has resulted from the 
progressive alteration of limestone during deposition, and that 
the concentration of the magnesia, was not more than· two or 
three times as great as in the present ocean, since more . than 
this amount would have been unfavorable to the life processes 
of the time. There are many commendable points to this theory 
of progressive dolomitization at low concentrations. But if dolo-
mitization can go on under these conditions, why are not all 
of oui' ,limestones dolomitic~ In answer to this it might be said 
that the alteration takes place under unusual circumstances, 
possibly . through the agency of certain bacteria which are not 
always present when limestone is deposited. But even then it 
is . difficult to understand how magnesia could .be precipitated 
under these conditions, since all low concentration €xperiments 
have failed to produce a precipitate of MgCOs €xcept L.eit-
meier 's,whose results must be regarded as questionabie. Mucp.' 
of the :field evidence also speaks against progressive dolomitiza~ ' 
tion.. Irregular boundaries, lateral gradations, dolorp.itized 
oolites, . mottling, pseudo-interstratification effec~s and .III:any' 
other features can be accounted for only by assuming that dolo-
mitization took ·place after all the beds involved were depos-
"·See a nte p. 282. 
""See a n te p . 278. 
"'See a nte p. 284, 
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ited. When, however, a pure limestone member comformably 
succeeds a dolomite member known to be an alteration product 
and the contact line is regular and continuous over wide areas, 
it cannot be assumed that this relationship has resulted from 
the alteration of the lo·wer bed after both beds were deposited. 
The "Lower Buff Beds" of northeastern Iowa, which consist 
of dolomite with occasional minute limestone remnants, are 
abruptly followed by the pure limestone of the "Lower Blue 
Beds" civer hundreds of square miles, and the transition from 
one into the . other takes place 'through only a few inches of 
imperfectly dQlomitized limestone. 
Moreover, the tendency of some limestones to be most highly 
dolomitic in their lower portions and to become progressively 
less dolomitic upwards, also must be r egard..ed a,s lending sup-
port to the theory of progressive dolomitization. Orton and 
PeppePS2 state that the Delaware and Columbus limestones of . 
Ohio are more dolomitic in their lower than in their upper 
portions. 
But even if it should be positively sho~n that dolomitization 
can go on at low concentrations, all must agree that it would 
proceed not only much more rapidly but also more completely 
at higher concentrations. As to whether the ancient seas which 
accomplished such extensive dolomitization were more concen-
trated than the modern ones or not, little can ' yet be said. On 
this point we must rely solely upon inference. Steidtmann2S3 has 
• presented strong' evidence to show that the ancient seas were 
more highly magnesian tharithose of today. From independent 
lines of reasoning based upon paleogeographic evidence the 
writer is also led to believe that the magnesia content of the 
ancient seas may have been at least temporarily greater than 
at present. Let us consider the conditions obtaining in a re- ' 
stricted interior sea from which limestone is being deposited on 
a great scale. Fresh quantities of lime and magnesia and other 
salts are being introduced into this' interior sea both by influx 
from the open ocean and from the streams draining the land. . 
N ow lime is constantly being depleted from this inland sea by 
'''Ohlo Geo!. Survey, 4th ser., Bull. 4, p. 165 . 
2&'Jour. Geology, Vol. 19. 1911. pp. 323 and 392. 
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lime-secreting organisms, while the magnesia and other salts 
tend to accumulate. It seems possible, then, that during a long 
period of limestone' formation under these conqitions magnesia , 
might accumulate in considerable excess and that ere long ex-
tensive dolomitization :might set in and continue until equilib-
rium was . once more established. 
Applying this theory now to the stratigraphic column, we 
actually find that many periods of 'extensive limestone forma-
tion in interior seas may be correlated with periods of eX'ten-' 
sive dolomitization. Witness the great dolomite masses of the 
Cambrian of the Appalachian province' and of the early Ordo-
vician and the Niagaran. 
As further evidence that the early seas which accomplished 
extensive dolomitization may have been temporarily concen-
trated, attention may be called to the fact that these seas in 
many instances were retreating and contracting towards the 
last, and that unless they were freely connected with the open 
ocean, evaporation under arid or semi-arid conditions might 
give rise to a considerable increase in salinity. Such a condition 
would seem to apply especially well to the Niagaran Sea. Paleo-
geographic studies have shown that this sea became very much 
contracted towards the close of this epoch, and Clarke and Rude-
mann284 have concluded that the Guelph fauna must have inhab-
ited a sea of abnormally high salinity.' The latter fact considered 
in connection with the evidence of widespread dolomitization ' 
in th~ later stages of the Niagaran seems significant. 
, 'lihe influence of the time , element in dolomitization beneath 
the' sea must be great, for we cannot -escape the conviction that 
long periods of time must be involved in the transformation of 
thick beds of limestone into dolomite. Replacement beneath the 
sea must proceed under veri stagnant conditions and the trans-
, fer of fresh magn-esium salts to the scene of the reaction as 
well as the removal of the soluble reaction products from it 
must be accomplished by a process of diffusion which operates 
very slowly. That this diffusio:p. must have been , fairly com-
plete, although extremely slow, is suggested, by the complete-
""Mem. N . Y. State Museum, No, 5, P. 117. 
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ness to which the reaction has in many cases pr~ceedeq .. , and. 
by the general absenc~ of i'eaction products' such as gypsum 
or a:nhydrite in , the secondary dolomites. '.,' , 
,As to , the caus,e of "pseudQ-inter:bedding, . ~no.rganic . mottling 
and other imperfect dolomitiz~tion , eff~cts, iittle definite data 
are available. It must be conceived that the solutions which 
proQ.uced these selective dolomitization phenomena permeated 
the rocks uniformly, but that certain layers or' areas were more 
readily altered than 'others. ' In the case of pseudo-interhedding, 
several factors inay have operated, viz.: variable.' amount of 
original MgCOs content: variable amount of organic matter and 
variable texture. The last two of these might 'possibly apply to 
inorganic mottling also. But such mottling should be, regarded 
as a normal incipient dolomitization effect rather than a , select-
ive, one. As regards the influence of textural differences in , the 
production of pseudo-interbedding, it 'is believed that this has 
played an important part in some instance~ . For example, none 
of the coarse-grained layers of the Tribes Hill limestones at 
Canajoharie, New York, are more than ,very -imperfectly altered, 
while many of the limestones above· and ' below are completely 
changed. Textural differences, however, are far from, being the 
whole story. 
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PLATE XX. 
Surface of slab of mottled Tribes Hill limestone from Palatine · 
Bridge, New York, two-thirds natural size. Note the rounded, 
sinuous pipes of dolomite weathering in relief. Some organism ' 
of unknown affinities appears · to have exerted a selective influ-
ence upon the dolomitization. 
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PLATE' xXL 
Figure i . .:...-Face of layer of mottled Tribes Hill limestone, 
lPalatine Bridge, New York. About V~ natural size. The dark 
:areas represent doiomite; the light ones limestone. This ' is 
interpreted as representing an incipient stage in the dolomiti-
~ation. ' . 
i' Figure 2.-Mottied limestone from the .same locality sho~­
Ki::tg more advancecl- stage of dolomitization, Note that the dolo-
I -~ite areas are larger and of more irregular outline than in the 
!preceding figur,e;. 
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PLATE XXII . 
.Figu~~ L---:Later stage of alteration of 'rribes Hilllim'?s.tone . 
. The dolomite areas are larger and have begun to coalesce. 
Figure 2.-The alteration nearly completed. Only very small 
isolated areas of limestone remain. 
, . 
. 
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PLATE XXIII. 
'Polished slab of mottled Galena· limestone from Elka9-er, 
Iowa, % -natura'lsize. The irregular 'areas of darker tint are of 
dolomite. The dolomitization of this limestone does not appear 
to have been influenced by organic factors. 
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PLATE XXIV. 
Figure I.-Microphotograph of imperfectly altered · fine-
grained Devonian limestone from Portland, Iowa. X 22. The 
relation of calcite to dolomite was clearly brought out by stain-
ing the former, which shows dark, with Lemberg'S solution. 
Note . the tendency toward the· development of zonal bands of 
calcite in the large dolomite crystals. 
Figure 2.-Section of Cedar Valley limestone from Osage, 
Iowa. X 22. This shows large metacrysts of dolomite with 
a fine~grained groundmass of calcite. The imperfect character 
of the dolomite crystals is due to the presence of many minute 
inclusions of calcite. 
Figure 3.-Section of Stonehe'nge limestone from Bellefonte, 
Pennsylvania, X 55, showing zonal growths of siderite and 
dolomite in a matrix of fine-grained calcite. 
Figu~e 4. - Extremely fine-grained dolomite of unknown 
origin from , the Jefferson City formation near Perryville, 
Missouri. X 41. 
Figure 5.-Fine-grained dolomite known to be of seconda~y 
origin from the l!-'ayette breccia near Bertram, Iowa. X 41. 
Compare with Fig. 4. 
Figure 6.-Imperfectly dolomitized brecciated Saint Loui1;l 
limestone from Belfast, Iowa. X 22. Some of the angular 
fragments of limestone have resisted alteration although . the 
matrix is uniformly altered. 
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PLATE XXV; 
Figure I.-Section of mottled Tribes Hill limest<;>ne from 
Canajoharie, New York. X 41. Showing small limestone area 
partly surrounded with dolomite. A small veinlet .of dolomite 
appears in the limestone in the upper part of the figure. 
Figure 2.-Mottled Tribes Hill limestone from Palatine 
Bridge, New Yiork. X 41. A minute irregular remnan·t of 
fine-grained calcite in coarser-grained dolomite. 
Figure 3~-From the .same section as figure 2. Observe the 
tongue-like extension of dolomite invading the limestone. 
Figure 4.-Another area from the same sample as figure 1 
showing gradational contact between limestone and dolomite 
areas. The dolomite crystals in the limestone area are, for the 
most part, very perfect but those of the dolomite area are more 
irregular, due to growth interference. . 
Figure 5.-Mottled Tribes Hill limestone from Palatine 
Bridge, New York. X 41. Small areas of dolomite developed 
in the limestone early in the progress of dolomitization. 
Figure 6.-Dolomite from · the Tribes Hill fo:r:mation at 
Palatine Bridge, New York. X 41. This shows the nature of 
the product of more complete transformation of the limestone. 
No calcite r emnants remain in this rock. 
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Figure 1.-¥ottled Plattin limestone from near Perryville, 
Missouri. X 22. - In this section the dolomite areas ,grade into 
the limestone very gradually. 
Figure 2.-Section showing imperfectly dolomitized Joachim 
limestone from near Bloomsdale, ' Missouri. X 22. The lime-
stone areas near the dolomitic ones are filled with small dis-
seminated crystals of dolomite. 
Figure 3.-Imperfectly- alt~red coarse-grained Chazy lime-
stone from Chazy, New York. X 22. The small transparent 
r~lOmbohedr0ns scattered through the section are of dolomite. 
Figure 4,-Organism with calcareous tissues altered to dolo-
mite. Cedar ValleyJimestone, Fairport, Iowa. X 22. The large 
white areas consist of calcite filling orIginal cavities. This coarse-
grained calcite resisted alteration at the. time the finer-grained 
calcareous tissues were changed to dolomite. 
Figure 5,-Section of Burlington crinoldal limestone from 
Chautauqua, illinois. X 22. The rock has undergone incipient 
dolomitization, as is shown by the presence of the minute, trans-' 
parent rhombs of dolomite scattered about through the matrix. 
Figure 6.-Imperfectly altered Cedar Valley limestone from 
the same sample as figure 4. 
. . 
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PHYSICAL FEATURES AND GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF DES 
MOINES V ALLEY 
CHAPTER I. 
Introductory. 
P~'rpose of'this. Report.-The aim o{this report is to describe' 
the important features of the v~lley of Des Moines river and 
to discuss as well the geologic history and structure of the 
region in which the valley is situated. 
The motive in undertaking this work has ,been to make avail-
able for study and general use a simple and yet comprehensive 
outline of the characteristics of a typical Iowa river and its 
valley, A study' of this kind should be of value and interest 
in widening and intensifying the knowledge of Iowa geography 
and geology, especially among Iowa people. 
Area Included.-This study is not intended to be carried far 
beyond the immediate valley of the river, nor is it the intent to 
include the entire drainage basin, but rather the valley in its 
more restricted sense. Only the ' lower courses of tributary 
streams are considered. The b.roader view is left for a later, 
more inclusive' survey. Plate XXVII will show the general 
relations of Des Moines valley and the region which it crosses. 
Des Moines river aids in the drainage of three states.' Its 
two forks, the East and the West, rise in the lakes and prairies 
of southwestern Minnesota and , unite their waters , below the· 
town of Humboldt, Iowa. In the last few miles of its course it 
divides Iowa from Missouri and the irregular triangle included 
between the Des MQine~ Ftnq the Missis~ippi is the southerIj.most 
land of Iow~t , 
The Des Moines river system drains an area of 12,500 square 
miles in 'Iowa together with ,ilbout 1,525 square miles in Minne~ 
sota and about 75 in Missouri: This gives to the entire basin 
.' 
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an area of about 14,100 square miles. The basin is nowhere 
very wide and below the mouth of the Boone the divide be-
tween Des Moine~ and Skunk rivers is scarcely over ten to 
fifteen . miles from the former stream. 
. , ~ ~ I ':. . . ~ 1'--' I" , • I't • 
. History of Des Moines l7 a!teY;~rhe. early settle~s' of Iowa 
sought the river valleys, both as lines':of travel and in locating 
their homes. :Railroads were unknown . or so few as to be but 
slightly available and the river courses offered easy and certain 
lines of communication. The valleys furnished shelter for the 
homesteads and theIr supplies of timber yielded material for 
building ·as well as for fuel. The difficulty of winning the farm 
lands from the forest was supposed to be more than counter-
balanced by the superiority of the valley soils over th-ose of the 
prairie. These hardy pioneers had not .. come to realize that 
instead of marking the richest · soils the· forest indicated the 
poorer ones; that the barren open uplands carried a soil which 
would far surpass in its yield of crops the tree-covered soils of 
the valley sides. Many of the flat bottom-lands, it is true, bear 
a rich alluvial soil of great fertility. But the wider areas of 
forest-covered slopes can not hold rank with the prairies, as is 
shown abundantly by comparison of present day farms in the 
two regions. Nevertheless · the forest-filled valleys served their 
purpose in offering indispensible timber and water for the 
standard bearers of civilization, and, leading as they did into 
the heart of the unknown, they were a perpetual incitement to 
further effort toward the solution of the mystery' of the rands 
beyond. 
For_ an early view of the prairies the following clipping 
.from the Saint Louis Enquirer, written in 1819, is interesting. 
"After you get forty or fifty miles west of the Mississippi the 
arid plains set in. The country is uninhabitable except , upon 
the borders of the rivers and cre.eks. ~' . _ , . 
Apparently, the first white men to visit the Des Moines valley; 
were rere Jacques Marquette and Sieur LouisJ oliet, who came 
. we.s~ard from the ,Great LakescPllntry_down the Wisconsin to 
jts confluence :with t\le MissisE1ippi, which. they reached on Jun,e 
) .7" .,.167;3 .. ; .They descended .the Father .of Waters as far as the 
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mouth of the .Arkansas river and on their journey spent a few 
days on Des Moines river with a band of Illinois Indians. They 
reached the river on the 25th of June and were welcomed most 
hospitably by the Indians living on its banks. These natives 
called their village Mon-in-go-na, (meaning "at the road"), 
which name was shortened to Moingona by the map makers. 
Nicolet states that the French abbreviated the name still more, 
and, applying it to the river, called it "la riviere des Moins," 
whence the modern name. It was not until a later day that this 
name . was associated with that of the Trappist monks (Moines · 
de la Trappe), who lived with the Indians. 
Other Indian tribes lived in the Des Moines valley, among 
them the Iowas, of whom Ma-has-kah was one of the noted 
chiefs. His home was near the present site of Eldon. The 
famous Black Hawk, chief of the Sacs and Foxes, spent his last 
years on the banks of the Des Moines near Iowaville, a village 
in Van Buren county near Selma, and he was buried near the 
northeast corner of Davis county, not far from his home. 
Keokuk, Appanoose and Wapello, chiefs of the Sacs and Foxes, 
lived near Agency and Ottumwa: . 
By treaties made in 1832 and 1842 the Sacs and Foxes ceded 
their lands, including the Des Moines 'valley below the junction 
of the two forks, to the United States. This was . the Black 
Hawk Purchase. The upper stretches of the valley were owned 
by the Sioux and other tribes of the Dakota group, who ceded 
their lands to the Federal Government by various treaties be-
. tween 1825 and 1846. 
White men were pressing westward, government troops were 
stationed at army posts to preserve peace and order and it was 
not long until settlements were springing up all along the river, 
as well as elsewhere over the state. In 1820, Dr. Samuel Muir, 
an army surgeon stationed at Warsaw, Illinois, crossed the river 
and built a cabin and located a farm where Keokuk now stands. 
He and his Indian .wife lived here until his death in 1832. A 
station of the Am~rican Fur Company was afterwards estab-
lished here. The organization of a city was undertaken in Sep-
tember, 1834, and it was agreed · to name the town for the Sac 
chief, Keokuk. . . . 
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The Appanoose Rapids Company laid out a town site in 
May, 1843, and named it Ottumwa, an Indian word signifying 
"rapids" or "tumbling water," and in the same year J. P. 
Eddy, a trader, plotted a town at the location of his store and 
named it Eddyville. In 1859 the Burlington and Missouri River 
Railroad, now the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad, 
extended its line to Ottumwa and the next year the Des Moines 
Valley Railroad, since acquired by the Chicago, Rock Island and 
Pacific Railway, was built through Eddyville and Ottumwa and 
soon was extended through Oskaloosa to Des Moines. 
In order to prevent disturbances among hostile Indian tribes 
and also to check the activities of a band of outlaws in the 
vicinity the ' Federal Government issued orders in 1842 for the 
establishment of a fort at the ju:nction of the Des Moines. and 
Raccoon. Captain James Allen ascended the river in November 
of this year to select a site and in March of the next year he 
returned and built the post, which General Scott named "Fort 
Des Moines." It was built on the west bank of the river near 
the present line of 'Second Street. The Government maintained 
the post until 1846, a year after the Indian reservation had 
been opened to settlers. The town was platted in 1846, and the 
Capitol of the State was located here in 1857. The first railroad 
to reach the town was the Des Moines Valley, in 1866. The Rock 
Island was built in a year later. . 
In 1835 Captain Nathan Boone was sent out in cha~ge of a 
party of United States cavalry from a temporary post at the 
Raccoon forks. He explored the Des Moines and Boone river 
valleys and a few years later some of his party made settle-
ments along the river. When these settlements were organized 
into a county, in 1849, it was named in honor of its first explorer, 
Boone . . 
Another . of the outposts of the early days was located on the 
"\lpper Des Moines by the Federal -Gove.rnment in 1850 and 
named Fort Dodge. ·This post was occupied by the armyfo.r 
three ~ears and upon its aban~onment the l~nd was sold ,and tl 
town :;3ite was platted and given t~e name of the army post, 
The town thrived and was soon made the county .seat. 'It . was 
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not until 1869 that the Iowa Falls and Sioux Oity Railroad. 
reached Fort Dodge and in this same year the town attained 
notoriety in another way-through the Oardiff Giant. This was 
a gigantic statue unearthE2d near the village of i Oardiff, near 
Syracuse, N ew York. After being heralded far and wide as a 
, 'petrified giant" and a "Phcenecian idol" this statue was 
proven to have been carried from the gypsum beds of Fort 
Dodge, caTved into its existent form in Ohicago arid taken to 
Oardiff and buried, soon to ·be dug up and exhibited as a marvel 
of antiquity. Even at the Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo 
in 1901 this statue was the center of such interest that many 
visitors ,paid admission to witness the great Oardiff Giant. 
For many years gypsum had been used as a building material -
and in 1871 plans were perfected for making stucco and plaster 
from it. One of the first public buildings in which Iowa stucco 
was used was the new State House at Des Moines. Since then 
the industry has grown until Iowa ranks first among the states 
in the manufacture of gypsum products. 
Coal mining began in Iowa in the year 1840 near Farmington. 
Some of the product of these early mines was hauled to Keokuk 
by team and some was used by the steamboats which came up 
the Des Moines. Ooal retailed at $4.50 to $5.00 per ton. By 
1843 the blacksmiths were using Mahaska county 'coal and 
within ten years several mines were opened in the county. 
During the fifties the village of Ooalport in Marion county was 
the most important coaling station for river steamers betweeu 
Eddyville and Des Moines. Today Ooalport is wiped off the 
maps. In 1843 , Oaptain Allen dug coal from the vein still ex-
posed near the dam at Des Moines, but wood was so plentiful 
that coal could not compete very successfully. Its chief use was 
in the army blacksmiths' forges . Mter 1865 the industry grew 
rapidly and Polk county always has held a leading position as 
a coal producer. It was about the same time that mining in 
Boone county received great impetus by the advent 'of the 
Ohica'go and North Western Railroad. In 1$70 the first ship'- -
ping mine of Webster 'county was opened and, since then coal 
has been-mined continuously ~n a large seale: The 'fact"that 
28 l 
/ 
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the Des Moines traver'ses the entire length of the Ooal Measures 
in Iowa has made exploitation of the coal deposits relatively 
easy arid has directed the growth of the industry along the 
valley. Here also is seen the influence of the river valley in the 
developme~t of the state. Previous to the advent of railroads 
the. river furnished a waterway leading to the heart of the state . 
. One of the first railroads to be built in Iowa was pushed up the 
valley as far' as Eddyville. At the present time two other rail-
roads follow the valley more or less' closely from Des Moines to 
Harvey. , ' 
The importance of the rivers for navigation was early realized , 
. by the people of Iowa and in 1846 Oongress was, persuaded to 
cede to the state upon its admission into the Union a grant of 
land for the improvement of the Des Moines. This grant in-
cluded every alternate section on ,each side the river and within 
five miles of its banks. It was estimated in 1848 to amount to 
nearly 1,000,000 acres. Work was at once undertaken by the 
state for improving the channel of the river by the building of 
c'anals, dams and locks and the Legislature lent every aid in its 
power. The land was sold to settlers for $1.25 per acre. But 
the work proceeded slowly and by 1854 it was seen that' river 
navigation could not be so successful as had been hoped and 
that railroads must be depended on very largely for transpor-
tation. By 1857 nearly $800,000 had been spent and but three 
dams completed. In this year the legislature authorized th(! 
payment of claims against the work and the sale of lands, tolls 
and water rents to any company who would give good security 
for the completion of the work. In 1858 a portion of the original ' 
land grant was given to the Keokuk, Des Moines and Minnesota 
Railroad Oompany for the purpose of helping the construction 
.of a road up the valley of Des Moines river, and final settlement 
with, the Des Moines Nav.igation Oompa,ny, which had assumed 
the work, was provided for by granting to it another part of 
the land. This company' claimed all the land included in the 
grant north of the Raccoon forks and from this claim arose one 
of the m-ost expensive and disgraceful series of litigation in the 
history Of the United States. There is not space here for re-
counting this episode. but a full reyiew will' be found in Hon. 
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B. ,F~ Gue's History of Iowa, from which the facts her,e given 
~Xe gathered. Much ,q'f ip.e ~a1J.d included in the grant still lies 
idle and useless as a 'result of the avarice of the e'astern. specu-
lators who obtained title, however falsely, to the. property . 
. 'General Character of ike Valley. A.. Geologic.-Throughout 
its entire course Des 'Moines river, including both its east ,and 
west forks, flows across a region which in past ages was covered 
by continental glaciers. Th~ mantle-rock in this region there-
fore, is composed of loose material-clay, sand, gravel, bowi-
ders-carried bY ,theseglaciers and left as sheets of glacial drift 
, when the giaciers melted away. 'Overlying the drift sheet found 
south of Des Moines is a very fine-textured, yellow 'or gray, 
siltlike material known as loess. Beneath these superficial 
glacial deposits there is universally present the bedrock, which ' 
consists of layers of various classes of stone-limestone, sand-
stone or shale-and is for the ,most part in nearly horizontal 
position. In the upper stretches of the valley these rocks are 
concealed entirely by the mantle-rock and it is only near Hum-
boldt that any outcrops of bedrock are to be seen on either 
branch. Below here to the Mississippi they are common fea-
tures. The bottom of the valley is covered throughout most of 
its extent in Iowa with a layer of alluvium, which consists of 
black soil mingled with more or less coarser matter. In places 
great bodies of sand and gravel cover the valley floor or form 
terraces on its sides. 
B. l Topographic.-The topography of the' region bordering 
the valley is determined chiefly by the glacial deposits, but in. 
part by the bedrock. It is to be understood, of course, that the 
effects of these factors have been more or less modified by 
erosion. Below Des Moines the changes due to this agent are 
of large importance but they become less important in the upper 
portions ' of the valley. For this reason the valley itself below 
Des Moines is wide and mature, while most of the portion above 
the capital city is narrower and has the appearance of youth. 
It is true ' that in Kossuth, Palo Alto and Emmet counties, as 
,well as in Minnesota, some parts of the valley are very wide, 
but at the same time they are very shallow and do not show 
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evidences of much erosion . . Their topographic features are of 
glacial origin, practically unmodified by the work of the modern 
stream. 
It may be remarked that the statements regarding the 
topography 6f the valley hold true for the entire region drained 
by the Des Moines. Below the junction with the . Raccoon, 
streams are abundant and have done much to modify the ancient 
land forms. North of the Raccoon the surface is much more 
level and .streams and valleys are relatively rare while the 
. prairies are dotted with sloughs and lakes, direct evidences of 
topographic immaturity. 
CHAPTER II. 
TRE GEOLOGY OF THE REGION, 
THE BEDROCK. 
Rock Deposition and Erosion.-The geologic h.istory of the 
Des Moines valley begins long before the formation of the oldest 
rocks exposed therein, but it will be understood that a knowl-
edge of the .underlying rocks and the history of their formation 
is necessary to a thorough comprehension of the later stages 
of the development of this region as re:realed in the strata in 
which the valley it.self is cut. The rocks which lie below the 
floor of the valley are similar in many respects to most of those 
which are exposed along its walls and from the very fact that 
they do underlie the valley we need to know something of their 
original character. Because of these facts and because there 
are several breaks in the record as found in the valley we must 
go outside our immediate region if we would learn the complete 
sequence of eventst • 
Geologic time has been separated, for convenience, into divi-
sions known in descending rank as eras, periods, epochs and 
ages. The rocks deposited during these time diviSions are 
classed as groups, systems, series and stages (formations). 
In general the same names are applied to time divisions and. 
to the corresponding rock strata. II): order that the ' succession 
of these divisions may be clear the followi~g table is inserted. 
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I · 
i l 
t: ERA PERIOD EpOCH 
II 
I 
. .. Recent Quaternary Pleistocene 
qenozoic Pliocene 
:Miocene 
.Tertiary Oligocene 
Eocene 
Cretaceous Upper Lower 
Mesozoic 
Jurassic . 
Triassic 
Permian 
Carboniferous Pennsylvanian Mississippian 
Upper 
Devonian Middle 
Lower 
Paleozoic Silurian Cayugan Niagaran 
Cincinnatian 
Ordovician Mohawkian 
Canadian 
Potsdamian 
Cambrian Acadian 
Georgian 
Keweenawan 
Proterozoic Upper (Animikee) (Algonkian) Huronian Middle 
Lower 
. 
Great Schist Series 
Arcneozoic 
(Archean) 
. Great Granite Series (granite intruded into Great Schist Series) 
. . ... .. . 
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If this table be co.mpared with the general sectio.n o.f the 
. ro.cks o.f Io.wa, as sho.wn in Plate XXVIII, o.r with figure 39, 
. their relatio.nships will beco.me evident. It will be seen that 
the o.ldest ro.ck eXPo.sed anywhere in the state, the Sio.UX quart-
zite, (co.mpare also. Plate XXIX) is evidence o.f the effectiveness 
in tho.se early days o.f the pro.cesses o.f ro.ck weathering, tran~-: 
Po.rta.tio.n and depo.sitio.n-the pro.cesses by which sedimentatio.n 
always has been carried o.n. Fo.r unkno.wn ages the agencies o.f 
weathering had been attacking the ro.cks, and immense quan-
tities o.f sand grains were accumulating as the residue o.f ro.ck 
wastage and were being carried into. the sea o.r piled UPo.n the 
land. 1J;l time these grains were cemented and recemented until 
they became an extremely hard ro.ck-the Sio.UX quartzite. 
While no.t o.ver twenty-five feet o.f this quartzite are eXPo.sed in 
Io.wa the to.tal thickness is knowp. to. be many hundreds o.f feet. 
The ro.ck o.utcro.Ps in Io.wa o.nly in the no.rthwest corner o.f the 
state but it underlies the entire state, pro.bably, and reappears 
at the surface in so.uth-central Wisco.nsin. 
on MOtNfI MARSHALL TOWN CEDAR RAPIO, MISSISSIPPI A. WISCONSIN R. 
-
-- -. - nJo IfN 
FIG. 39-Geological section from Baraboo, Wisconsin, to Des MOines, Iowa, show-
ing the general ·stratigm.phy of the region . The drift is not shown. The I1ne· of junc-
ture of the Dresbach sandstone and the Huronian is hypothetical. a Des Moines; 
b Mississippian; c Devonian; d Niagaran; e Maquoketa; f Galena-Platteville; g Saint 
Peter; 11. Prairie du Chien; i Jordan s a ndstone; j Saint Lawrence; k Dresbach. 
Immediately beyo.nd the margins o.f the Des Mo.ines basin in 
so.uthwestern Minneso.ta the Sio.UX quartzite o.utcro.Ps in widely 
separated areas aro.und Pipesto.ne and a few miles no.rth o.f 
Windo.m. This fo.rmatio.n also. immediately underlies the drift 
in a so.me~hat limited area between tho.se just mentioned,and 
within the co.nfines o.f the valley; but the ro.ck no.where rises 
nearer the surface than 100 feet, and it has no.t been reached 
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by post-Pleistocene erosion. It is not at all probable that it 
exerts any influence on the position or character of the present 
valley. ' 
We have been accustomed to thj.nk, perhaps, that during the 
formation of the continents they have changed places many 
times with the oceans as we now know them, that there have . 
been going on during geologie times great oscillations between 
these two grand divisions of the crust. But it seems' probable, 
indeed, ' it is almost certain, that the oceans have occupied sub-
stantially their present basins from the beginning of their 
existence; likewise, that the continental masses always have re~ 
tained about the shapes and positions they now occupy. They 
have been often more or less covered with water, it is true, but 
the same condition exists today along the continental borders, 
and the presence of waters over the continents in times past 
was due merely to the action of the same forces which today 
. are elevating or depressing parts of the land masses. These 
continental oceans or ,epicontinental seas always were relatively 
shallow, and the deposits formed in them wherever they are 
known, are all characteristic of shallow seas; none of them are 
at all like those found in the deep ocean basins. Thus near the 
shores, where rivers brought down their l.oads and dropped 
them, or where waves and currents carried them ,about, were 
formed the beds of sand which we know as the s~ndstones of 
the geologic seGtion. The ocean waters carried a little farther 
out, the finer sands and the muds and silts but these sobn were . 
dropped and accumulated on the bottom, to be consolidated into 
beds of shale. Still fa,rther from the shores and below the dis-
turbing eff·ects of the waves were formed banks of limy ooze, 
mingled with shells of marine animals, and out here would 
grow up coral reefs and banks . . All of these united in forming 
the beds of limestone which are so common over the state. 
Some of the llmestones were altered by the partial replacement 
of the lime by magnesia an,d became dolomites. In many cases 
. the different classes of de.posits grade into each other and w,e 
haye sandy or limy shales, .sandy or . shalt limestones; limy ._or 
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clayey sandstones. These beds have hardened into rock by 
cementation, by pressure of overlying rocks and by removal of 
the water contained therein. 
It was. under such conditions as these, then, · that the sands 
which now form the Sioux quartzite were accumulated and that 
ages afterward the. sands of the next member of the geologic 
column of Iowa-the Saint Oroix-pill;ld, up on the sea bottom. 
This sea bottom must have been subsiding slowly through a long 
period to allow the building up of such an iminense thickness-
1500 feet- of :fine material as the Saint Oro~ sandstones. 
·Only about one-~fth of this total is exposed .in Iowa. 
Abov·e the sandstones of the Saint Oroix were laid the varied 
. types of rock of the Ordovician, Silurian and Devonian series, 
whose characters as indicated in the section (Plate XXVIII) be-
speak the changing conditions attending their deposition. As 
these rocks are exposed nowhere .within the area of our study 
we may pass them with this word, Since northeastern Iowa. was 
being elevated slowly, though with many oscillations, during , 
these epochs, the rocks now outcrop in parallel bands to the 
southwest of the ancient land mass, as may be seen by inspec-
tion of the geologic map, Plate XXIX .. 
-The .oldest rocks which are found at the surface in the Des 
Moines valley are those of Mississippian age and so it is with 
the beginning of the Mississippian epoch that the immediate 
history of the valley may be said to begin. Lest there be any 
. misunderstanding it should be explained that the valley did not 
originate until long after this time, not until the epicontinental 
seas had left Iowa for the last time as will be described farther 
on. But the history of the Mississippian and later rocks be-
comes a part of the history of the Des Moines valley because 
it is through these rocks that the valley has been sunk. There-
. fore the course of events from this time forward acquires a . 
special significance in our study. 
A . study of the geological map, Plate XXIX, will show that 
Mississippian strata form the country rock under a considerable 
area in north-central Iowa, as well as under a wide band south-
r 
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east to the ·Mississippi. North of the latitude of Des Moines , 
these country rocks belong chiefly to the Kinderhook stage 
(Plate XX~I). In the valley of the Des ·Moines these strata 
outcrop only, as very small patches along the river in central 
Humboldt county along the West Fork. The strata of the Osage 
stage (Plate XXVIII) are found in the valley of the Mississippi 
below Fort Madison and ' appear along the Des Moines as a 
narrow belt extending up to the Keosauqua oxbow. Above this 
point the Saint Louis limestones outcrop (Plate XXVIII) as 
long narrow patches extending up the valley into .central Marion 
county, and again appearing as isolated areas in the bottom of 
the valley, or more rarely out on the prairies in Webster and' 
Humboldt counties. The most northerly outcrops of this rock 
to be found along the West Fork are small e~posures east of 
Bradgate. Similar outcrops are found at Dakota on the East 
Fork, but north of these points the indurated rocks are covered 
deeply with glacial drift: 
Following the deposition of the Saint Louis strata the sea 
receded from Iowa and there followed a period of prolonged 
erosion, including the Kaskaskia (uppermost Mississippian) 
and the early part of the succeeding stage, during which valleys 
scores and hundreds of feet in depth were carved, in the once 
level surface of the limestones. How irregular this surface be-
came is shown by the fact that in the Greenwood Park well at 
Des Moines the top of the St. Louis limestone is 373 feet above 
sea level, at Commerce, a few miles to the west, it is 300 feet, 
at Valley Junction, intermediate in position, it is about 600 feet, 
at Carbondale, a village at the southeast mar,gin of Des Moines, 
the surface of the rock is about 600 feet above sea level, and at 
Mitchellville, about twelve miles to the northeast, it rises to 760 
feet a bove sea. 
This period of erosion had brou'ght much of the country to 
the condition of a low plain and as another periodic incursion 
of the sea began at the opening of Des Moines times (Plate 
XXVIII) great areas were reduced n~arly to sea level. Climatic 
conditions now favored the development of a vegetation exceed-
ing in luxuriance .anything the earth h~d yet SElen. These con; 
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ditions seem to have been moderate temperatures, a humid at-
mosphere and a uniforrri climate, as shown by the similarity of 
plant life from Greenland to' Brazil. In addition a rich soil' had 
accumulated through ages of' rock weathering. Under these 
conditions great coastal swamps developed similar to the 
Great Dismal Swamp of Virginia . . In these swamps grew the 
moisture-loving plants of the times, such as great tree ferns 
and clubmosses.· These flourished, died and fell, were buried 
in the water and succeeding generations followed them. In time 
a thick bed of vegetal matter , accumulated, preserved from 
decay by the water. A slight change of level brought in the 
sea, or enabled the streams to carry in detritus from the lands, 
and ·this bed was covered by sediments, usually niud, in some 
cases sand. When this layer approached the surface or another 
slight earth mO¥ement occurred, vegetation would take hold 
again and the process would be repeated. Meanwhile the under-
lying bed of vegetal matter was being compressed, some of the 
gases were driven off, and a bed of coal was being evolved. If 
the swamps had continued for a long time the coal bed was 
correspondingly thick, or on the other hand, it might be a mere 
film between layers of mud. In this way bed above bed of coal 
. formed in the coal swamps until in places in the Des Maines 
valley there were ten or twelve. Meanwhile the sea was creep-
ing northward until it had covered the Saint Louis limestone 
in Webster county, and had overspread the older beds as far 
as Linn and Jackson counties. Later it retreated to the south-
west and, following the deposition of the Missouri strata (Plate 
XXVIII), passed beyond the limits of the state. -
The Des Moines beds extend today in a broad band on either 
side of the Des Moines :valley from the eastern border of Van 
Buren county to Humboldt. See Plate XXIX. To the south-
west they pass under younger rocks. They consist largely of 
sandstones and shales, with. seams of coal varying from mere 
streaks to beds four or five and rarely eight or ten feet in thick-
ness. These coal beds form the basis of Iowa's greatest min-
eral industry, and because of the fact that Des Moines river 
has cut into the beds of this stage and exposed the coals, the 
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mining industry of the state has always centered along the 
valley. The value at the mines of the coal proquced in Iowa 
in 1915 amounted to $f3,577,600. The shales of the Des Moines 
beds, . or Lower Coal Measures, make high grade brick, drain 
tile, sewer pipe and other ware. 
It is very difficulf to determine the relations of different 
beds in the Coal Measures because of the lack of continuity be-
tween them. The coal swamps seem to have been limited in 
extent and the same is true of most of the ot!ter beds. However, 
those in southeastern Iowa doubtless are the oldest of those 
exposed at the surface, while those seen between Des Moines 
and Fort Dodge probably belong about in the middle of the 
stage. These may correspond to the Cherokee shales of Kansas. 
The younger layers occur in the counties west of the river from 
Ap:Qanoose ·to Guthrie. Some of these latter are quite constant 
over wide areas. Probably they are to be classed with the 
Henrietta and Pleasanton formations. 
In Webster county there is a series of rocks of Permian age, 
laid down in a basin cut in the beds of the Des Moines and Saint 
Louis stages (Plates XXVIII and XXIX). The basin extends 
across the county from northeast to south,west, and in it are 
found the bed of pure gray gypsum for which Webster county 
is noted, and about twenty feet of overlying red shales and sand-
stones. The gypsum is extensively mined and quarried for 
manufacture into wall plaster, plaster of Paris · and other 
products. In 1915 the output of .these articles was valued at 
$1,278,128 . . The river has cut its valley· right across the old 
basin and through the gypsum, through the Coal Measures in 
many places, down into the Saint Louis limestone. Whether 
there are elsewhere in the state other beds of Permian age now 
covered by later deposits is not certainly known. Probably 
there were such at one time but doubtless they were ,removed by 
erosion during the long interval preceding Upper Cretaceous 
times, and doubtless the wastage was continued in some locali-
ties until the indurated rocks W(lre covered by the deposits of 
the ~leistocene. 
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The Permian ocean came from the ' southwest and on 'its floor 
were formed the salt beds of Kansas and the gypsum of Iowa, 
Kansas, Texas and Oklahoma. These gypsum and salt beds are 
indicative ' of a'n arid climate and they tell us that during the 
Permian the interior sea was more or less cut off from com-
munication with the oceanic waters. In this restricted sea 
" . ." 
evapor,ation proceeded until gypsum was precipitated, and in 
some cases the process went on until salt was deposited. In 
Webster county the bed of ,gypsum thus formed has Ii maximum 
thickness of thirty feet. A: few thin inter stratified clay bands 
speak of the admission of new supplies of ocean waters from 
which again ,precipitation took place. Then there came a more 
extensive inundation attended, probably, by uplift of the lands, 
and the red shales and sandstones overlying the gypsum were 
brought in. They were the terrestrial remnants , of erosion 
under arid conditions as the gypsum was the marine representa~ 
tive of these conditions. In places the shales are interbedded 
with thin layers of gypsum. No fossils have been found in 
these beds. 
There had been similar periods of aridity in past ' times, for 
the record of the deep well at Des Moines shows layers of 
gyp'sum in the Silurian, and during 1911 a bed of pure gypsum 
eighteen feet thick was found in the upper part of the Saint 
Louis limestone at Centerville in Appanoose county. These 
facts emphasize-there currence of -similar-conditions -'. during 
geologic history and they 'also show conclusively that the earth 
could not have been swathed in a dense blanket of hot vapors 
and heavy gases during Paleozoic times, as was long supposed. 
The presence of glacial deposits in the Permian of India, South 
. Africa and South America also points to the same conclusions. 
. , 
All . through the Triassic and Jurassic and Comanchean 
(Lower Cretaceous) periods the Des Moines valley, in common ' 
with all the upper Mississippi valley, was land,' and was , sub-
jected to all the degradational processes of Nature. J list how 
much was accomplished by these processes is difficult of reckon-
ing. If we could gain an estimate of the differential erosion in 
areas not covered by Upper Cretaceous sediments over those 
• 
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which have been so protected, we might have a fair basis for 
jUdging of this pre-Dakota erosion: But the entire country 
affected is overlain by drift and the region covered by Cre-
taceous deposits (Plate XXIX) is especially deeply buried, so 
that it is almost impossible to judge of what was done during 
this long period. 
With the opening of the Upper Cretaceous (Plate XXVIII) 
there was ushered in the formation, as a lake and river deposit, 
of tIe Dakota sandstone, a 'very widespread stratum whose 
eastern fringe is found in western Iowa. Following this there 
occurred one of the greatest incursions of the sea known in 
geologic history and in this sea were deposited the chalks and 
other be.ds of the Colorado stage (Plate XXIX). While Cre-
taceous strata probably underlie the valley of the upper Des 
Moines they are exposed nowhere in. this region and are of no 
practical consequence as a topographic factor. 
A series of great crustal and mountain-making movements 
marked the dose of the Mesozoic and the beginning of the 
Cenozoic eras. See the table on page 437. Throughout most of 
the Cenozoic the Des Moines valley was affected almost entirely 
by the degradational forces of Nature . . The rocks have been 
weathered and carried away by the waters, the topography has 
advanced through the different stages of development and in 
addition there have been progressing certain diastrophic move-
ments which eventUally have raised northwestern Iowa from a 
position below (Cretaceous) sea level to one which gives it the 
highest altitudes within, the state. The culmination of these 
movements probably came after' . the close of the Pleistocene. 
By the close of the Mesozoic, too, northeastern Iowa had been 
cut down to a low, level plain and subsequently shared in the 
elevating movements mentioned above. These various uplifts 
while very . slow, gave the drainage systems new energy and 
enabled them to cut deep valleys into the surface. Some of the 
rivers of eastern Iowa probably owe their origin to this quick-
ening and the same doubtless is true of the two great rivers 
bordering the state. The Des Moines basin probably owes it~ 
location to these different.warpings of the surface, although the 
present valley differs widely from the original. 
, 
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It will be seen that the 'geologic range of the bedrock exposed 
in the Des Moines valley is, quite limited. From ,the Kinderhook 
of , Humboldt county, and, the Osage, ·as seen near Keokuk, 
through the Saint Louis, the Des Moines and ·the Fort Dodge 
stages (Plate XXVIII) is only a small portion of the geologic 
section of the entire state: Not over twenty feet of Kinderhook 
limestone aTe exposed near Humboldt and Rutland, but· nearly 
the entire thickness of the Osage and all of the Saint Louis and 
Coal Measure beds are cut through by the river in its low~er 
, course. Within this limited span are compassed some of the 
most chara~.teristic and vital elements of the geologic record. 
Structu,re.-A number of years ago a well was drilled in Des 
Moines to a depth of 3000 feet. The section of this well, 'wheIl; 
compared with the geologic map, shows the important fact that 
all of the strata which appear' at the surface in eastern Iowa as 
roughly parallel belts are present benea'th the site of Des Moines. 
Now the Saint Croix sandstone at Lansing, Allamakee ' county, 
rises 300 feet above Mississippi river or 930 feet above sea leveL 
But this sandstone is reached in the well at Des Moines 1547 
feet below sea leveL In other words it has descended about 
2475 feet in the 175 miles between the two towns. The same 
condition holds true for the strata above the Saint Croix, and 
this is the dominant faCtor in the structure of the strata under-
lying the Des Moines valley. These rocks are not warped or 
twisted or folded to any great extent but all have an inclination 
to the 'southwest of a few feet to the mile. This does not apply, 
of course, to the deposits of Pleistocene age, as these were laid 
down indiscriminately upon. the beveled edges of the older for-
mations. It is true also that there are a few warpings of the 
strata, such as one, an upbending or anticline, in the Saint Loyis 
strata of Story county, just beyond the limits of our present 
study. But these are only minor exceptions to the general rule. 
In northwestern Iowa, conditions are reversed. Here the 
Sioux quartzite formed an island in the ancient seas, just as did 
the Oambrian sandstones in northeastern Iowa, and so the strata 
rise to the north and northwest, so that 'at Sioux City the top of 
the Saint Croix sandstone lies about 300 feet above sea leveL 
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Thus it happens that, in northe~n Iowa at least, and probably 
. as far south· as Des Moines, the river valley lies near the axis 
of a great trough, or syncline, which embraces the whole state 
and extends beyond its borders. It is scarcely likely, however, 
that this trough determines the position of the river, as the de-
pression had been filled up before the river began to cut the 
valley. 
A feature which cannot fail to interest the student is the 
apparent discontinuity of the beds as they are exposed along 
the walls of the river valley. Thus at several points north of 
Fort Dodge the river has cut into beds of sandstone, shale and 
coal belonging to the Des Moines stage, while between these' ex-
posures there are · outcrops of limestone of Saint Louis age. 
The same is true below Fort Dodge, where gypsum of Permian 
age, shales or sandstone of the Coal Measures and limestone of 
the Saint Louis stage alternate in the valley walls. This phe-
nomenon is not due to breaking up or displacement of the strata, 
. as might be suspected, but to the fact that the younger strata 
are in each case laid down in channels' or basins cut into the 
older rocks. Small bendings of the strata also may cause simi-
lar ' appearances, though these probably are ~ot so common as 
are the features due to erosion. 
THE PLEISTOCENE SERIES. 
. '. ~ 
General.-Some scattered beds of sand assigned with 'some 
uncertainty to the Pliocene are the only know~ representatives . 
of the Tertiary system in Iowa. The climate of the Tertiary 
period was mild and pleasant, with gradual development of 
temperature zones. But 'by the end of the Pliocene the climate 
of North America had become much cooler and with t~e open-
. ing of the ~leistocene (Plate XXVIII) there was initiated the 
most remarkable series of glacial invasions of which present 
day science has knowledge. What the ultimate causes are which 
lead to the formation of a continental ice-sheet is not positively 
known, but whatever the causes were they resulted in the for-
mation in Canada of several great snow-fields from the excess 
of snowfall over summer melting. It will be seen that this con~ 
29 . 
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dition would tend to be self-perpetuating and so the snow-fields 
increased and the snow became ice. Then under the pressure 
of its own weight the ice began to move away from the center 
of accumulation and became a glacier. The glaciers from the 
different centers spread until· at their maximum they covered 
Canada and extended into the United States as far as Long 
Island and Ohio and Missouri rivers. About 4,000,000 square 
miles of North America were buried under this frigid mantle. 
Following a period of glaciation ca,;me one of more genial climate 
when the ice was melted partly or wholly away. This succes-
sion took place several times and so the Pleistocene consists of 
a series of glacial ages alternating with a similar series of inter-
glacial ages. 
The Work and Movement of an I Qe Sheet.-The progress of 
a glacier is accomplished by the forward movement of the ice, 
caused by the pressure at the center of the ice-field, aided more 
or less by the slope of the ground. But when the front of the 
glacier retreats there is no backward motion. The ice either 
continues to advance or remains stationary. The recession is 
caused by the excess of wastage through melting or evaporation: 
over advance by forward push of the ice. There also wili be 
times when the ice front will remain stationary, when the two 
factors of forward push and wastage balance more or less 
exactly. 
In its advance the glacier tended to plow up the superficial 
covering of the rocks and because of its own weight and force 
and with the aid of the loose material it had thus accumulated 
it scored and scraped the rock surface and plucked off such 
masses as it could move. In this way the glacier gathered a 
great load of rock-flour, clay, sand, gravel and bowlders, which 
was carried or pushed toward the margin. At the ice-front 
where melting was in progress, the material brought down was 
dumped in great heaps and ridges or was carried away by the 
streams flowing from the ice. When the front' retreated the 
glacier's load was spread blanket-like over the ground. If the 
margin remained stationary for an interval during its retreat 
another series of heaps and mounds would be piled up. The 
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ridges thus formed at the limit of the ice-sheet are kno~n as a 
terminal moraine, those marking stages of rest in the retreat 
form recessional moraines and the great sheet of detritus spread 
over the ground is the ground moraine, th~ glacial drift, the till. 
The content of the moraines naturally will depend upon the 
character of the rocks ' over which the glacier passed. Thu's the 
Kansan drift of western .Iowa contains large numbers of Sioux 
quartzite bowlders, gathered from the ledges of quartzite out: 
cropping in the area centering about Sioux Falls. The Iowan 
drift of eastern Iowa carries many immense granite bowld-ers 
picked up or plucked from the parent beds in Minnesota or , 
Canada. While most of the material of the till is local in origin, 
some has been transported for scores and hundreds of miles. 
Types of Deposits.-The .deposits of the Pleistocene series 
belong to two classes-first, bowldery clays, with associated 
sands and gravels and in some areas numerous surface bowl-
ders; and second, soil bands, peat beds, forest remains, and 
silts, sands a.nd gravels. The deposits of the first class owe 
their origi)l and position to the work of glaciers and glacial 
waters while the beds of the' second class in part are the rem-
nants of the vegetable life of the interglacial ages and in part 
represent the work of the interglacial streams. 
In addition to these two classes mention must be made of a 
peculiar type known as the loess, which is intermediate in its 
relations to the other two groups. It may be stated that the 
bed. rock series are largely of submarine origin. They were laid ' 
down under the sea. On the other hand, the Pleistocene deposits 
were all made after the lands had been raised above the sea. 
They are subaerial or subglacial according as they were formed 
in the air or under t,he .glaciers. . .: 
History of Glacial Invasions in Des Moines Valley.-When 
the first continental glacier of the Pleistocene, the Nebraskan' 
(Plate XXVIII), entered Iowa it found a deep layer of residual 
material, which it plowed up and again spread out, together 
with some foreign material, as the Nebraskan drift sheet. This 
sheet is covered commonly by later beds and so is known c~iefly 
by exposures along river banks and in artificial excavations. 
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It has been found at different localities in the valley and over 
the state, for example, in Fayette, Polk, Union and Harrison 
counties, but its exact extent is not known. Where it is unweath-
ered it is a very dark gray, almost black clay, containing some 
pebbles. When dry it breaks into small blocks like !Starch but 
when wet it is very gummy and sticky. How long this glacier 
. covered the state is not known but its occupancy probably is 
to be reckoned in thousands of years. 
During the Aftonian interglacial age the climate became so 
mild that such animals as the horse, camel, elephant, deer, bear, 
E!loth and many others flourished on the plains and in the forests. 
During this time, too, great floods carried down immense quan- ' 
tities of sand and gravel, which filled many of the stream valleys. 
The Aftonian is thought to have been the longest of the inter-
glacial ages, and there see~s to have been a progressive shorten-
jng of these from the earliest and longest to the latestand short-
est. 
After many years, however, the conditions favoring the for-
mation of the continental ice-sheet . recurred and again the 
glacier crept down from the ~orth and spread over Iowa and 
as far south as Missouri river. This is known as the Kansan 
glacier and its work was similar to that of the Nebraskan ex-
eept that some of the material which it found and worked over 
was drift from the older sheet which had escaped erosion during 
the long Aftonian interval The Kansan is the surface drift ' 
of the Des Moines valley south of the city of Des Moines and 
over probably half the state (Plate XXX). It is typically a 
bluish pebbly clay becoming yellow and even reddish on 
exposure. Many outcrops may be seen on the valley sides bor-
dering the Des Moines and at some localities Aftonian and 
Nebraskan materials are found between the bedrock and the 
Kansan drift. However, for the most part the latter rests ~i­
rectly on the bedrock, and the same condition holds true in the 
case of the later drift sheets. 
Associated with the Kansan drift sheet in different parts 
of Iowa are large bodies of gravel, some of them rusty and 
weathered, known as the Buchanan gravels and belonging to the 
Yarmouth interglacial stage (Plate XXVIII). These are ex-
Iowa Geological Survey . PLATE XXX 
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' posed at several localities along the Des Moines valley and are 
very common in other parts of Iowa. Overlying the Kansan 
drift at many points in the valley below Des Moines there is 
also a fine blue-gray or yellow silt known as loess. It is formed 
of the rock-flour from the glacial mill and seems to be related 
in origin of material to the Kansan drift, although it owes its 
present position to deposition by winds which brought it chiefly 
from the valley flats near by. The loess is typically without 
pebbles, though locally it is sandy', especially in its basal por-
tions. It is usually more or less calcareous, except when weath-
ered, and is noted for its ability to maintain vertical walls. 
The third or IJlinoian glacier failed to affect Des Moines val~ 
ley except indirectly, since at its closest approach-in Lee coun-
ty-it was still several miles from the river, and the upper val-
ley is much farther distant, as will be seen from examination 
of the map opposite. It seems probable that these conditions 
were true of the Iowan ice-sheet also, although the general di-
rection of the southwestern margin of the Iowan drift-sheet is 
such that if it were continued to the northwest it would bring 
that margain near, if not into, Des Moines valley. Further dis-
cussion of the effect of a possible invasion of the valley by the 
Iowan ice can be given best in connection with the detailed out-
' line of the history of the valley. See page 548. 
, 
Stretching as ' a broad lobe southward from ' Minnesota into 
Iowa as far as Des Moines, is the drift sheet of the Wisconsin 
glacier. This, the most recent of the glacial drift sheets of the 
state, differs from the others in presenting along parts of its 
eastern and western margins ranges of knobs and mounds scat-
tered promiscuously about or grouped compactly together in 
long series. This is the Altamont moraine~ and a similar, though 
smaller, recessional series within the area of the drift sheet is 
known as the Gary moraine. See Plate XXX. Associated' with 
the Wisconsin tUl, as in the Des Moines valley near Estherville 
and in many of the mounds on the ground moraine, are great 
bodies of sand and gravel. Those of the valley are remnants of 
the valley train, which once covered the valley floor. The mound 
gravels are kame deposits. 
r 
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The valley of the Des Moines crosses two of these drift 
sheets-':'leaving the buried tills out of consideration-namely 
the Wisconsin and the Kansan. The upper valley, down to Des 
Moines, is parallel with the axis of the Wisconsin lobe and in 
northern Boone county cuts directly through the Gary' moraine. 
Below Des Moines the river turns a little more to the east and 
flows across the Kansan plain to the Mississippi. 
. The glacial forces seem to have exerted their greatest -efforts 
in the early invasions, for the last -two failed by many miles to 
reach the limits of the earlier ones. In Iowa the Iowan and 
Wisconsin glaciers are represented merely by lobes covering a 
few counties each. -
Physiographic History.-There are now no well-defined ter-
minal or recessional moraines belonging to the Kansan drift. 
Such as may have been left by the ice long since ceased to exert 
any visible effect on the topography. On the contrary, streams 
have been long at work upon and have cut deep trenches into 
the Kansan till, While the skyline is almQst everywhere level, 
the surface is deeply scarred and gashed by rivers, creeks and 
ravines. The Kansan ice-sheet, without doubt, left the surface 
with a topography not far from even and very similar to that 
of the Wisconsin drift sheet today. The amount of erosion 
which has taken place and the amount of time required for the 
work will be realized by anyone who travels over these two 
areas or compares topographic maps of the different sheets. 
The character of the topography of the younger and older drift 
sheets is an accurate index of their relative ages. The Wis-
consin still has a typical glacial topography. _ It has been but 
little modified by erosion, comparatively few streams cross its 
surface and the terminal and recessional moraines doubtless are 
nearly as distinct as when first formed, while the ground 
moraine still retains its original features. Wide expanses of 
prairie stretch to the horizon, broken only by a shallow slough 
or deeper lake, or perhaps by a rare sag through which flows 
more or less intermittently a small stream carrying off the 
surplus rainfall. 
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Lrpt'gth of Time Involved.-Ge~loiists ~ave estim~ted, the 
length of time since the climax of,Late Wisconsin gla,ciatipn at 
20,000 to 60,000 years. The inteJ,'val since the final retr~at of 
the ice would, of course, be many years less. Doctor Calvin, ,~ 
number of years since, suggested 6,000 to 10,000 years for thi~ 
period. The smaller figure, especially, seell).S low in vi€)w of the 
advanced civilizations flourishing on the earth at that time. If" ' 
we adopt as unit3( the period which has , elapsed since the Lat,e 
Wisconsin drift-sheet began to suffer erosion, the ages of simi-
lar stages in the history of the ,Early Wisconsin, Iowan" Il-
linoian and Kansan are thought to be roughly repre'sented by 
the series 2, 4, 8, 16. (The Late Wisconsin is the sheet found 
in Iowa; the Early Wisconsin occurs east of the Mississippi.)-
To these estimates we must add the time while the Kansan ice 
covered Iowa, the length of the Aftonian interval and that of 
the Nebraskan .age in order to get the full sweep of the Pleisto-
cene epoch. For the duration or antiquity of this first invasion, ' 
especially, we have no adequate data upon which to base any 
estimate. Although not too much confide~ce must be placed on 
the figures given they will serve to indicate the order of mag-
nitude in which Pleistocene time must. be computed. 
It has seemed, probable that the Pleistocene is one of the 
shorter geologic time divisions. If this is the case we may 
begin to gain som,e conception of the immensity of the periods 
of earth life. There are no means for a close measure of the 
duration of the geologic periods, but since an intelligible record 
was first made, with the beginning of Cambrian deposition, 
100,000 feet of strata, at ieast, have , been laid down by the ex-
tremely slow methods of erosion and reaccumulation. The 
length of time required for this has been computed variously at 
50,000,00t) to 100,OqO,000 years, with both higher and lower 
figures. ,Before the Cambrian ' lie the uncounted ages of the 
Proterozoic, which probably exceeded in length the duration of 
all Paleozoic and post-Paleozoic time. ,Again the Proterozoic 
was preceded by the illimitable eons of the Arche'ozoic, which is 
considered to have been longer than all succeeding' time 'and 
preceding which were incalculable years of, development and 
growth. Since, life had attained probably three-fourths of it's 
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present development at the beginning df Cambrian time we may 
see how long must have been the antecedent ages of the earth. 
, , 
POST-PLEISTOCENE EVENTS. 
, , , 
, Down' the full length of the Wisconsin , drift lobe in Iowa 
extends the valley of Des ' Moines river (Plate 'XXX). In their ' 
tipper reaches the two forks occupy shallow trenches in wide 
sags.in the plain. As the junction po'int is approached, the sags 
grade into definite valleys and , in Webster and Boone counties. 
the riv~r flows through a deep though, not wide ,gorge. The sags 
show no evidence of being erosional ' 'but rather are construc-
tional, in their present form at least; but where the river occu-
pies a well defined gorge, as mentioned above, it has been very 
active and ~he gorge shows the large amount of ,post-Wisconsin 
cutting which has been accomplished within its limits. For it 
will be understood that whatever the development of a valley 
preceding any glacial age, the advancing glacier ' would fill the 
valley with drift as much as it was able and so would put an end 
to the life of the river~ Many large streams have thus been 
blotted out. But others have been able to resurrect their val-
leys, as it were, and this ,is the mise, in part, with the Des Moines, 
which has resurrected the lower part of that portion of its val-
ley which was buried by the Wisconsin ice-sheet. But all the 
energies of the river have been devoted to the excavation or 
reexcavation of its valley, and very little has been done toward 
carving any relief forms in the level prairies. 
Below its exit from the Wisconsin plain at Des Moines the 
river has been lorig, at work and in contrast to the very slight , , 
influence which it has ' exerted on the younger topography, its ' 
effect on the vastly more mature landscape of the Kansan is 
very noticeable. It has not only widened its valley but side 
wash has assisted it in smoothing down the valley slopes and 
its many tributaries have penetrated nearly all the surrounding 
prairies, which have been transformed into more or less flat-
topped ridges and divides separating wide ~alleys. 
During the glacial occupations those parts of the state not 
covered by ice were still subject to arctic conditions and plant 
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and animal life must have been modified accordingly. With the 
passing of the glaciers, vegetation again spread its mantle of 
green over the desolate landscape and forests resumed their 
footing along the valleys. When the white man settled in these 
valleys they were covered with timber, which served as a pro-
tection against tJte wash of the slopes and bottom lands. The 
settlers' needs ,~and ' their successors' greed and thoughtlessness 
have transformed many of these beautiful and useful timber 
tracts into barren wastes 'gashed by rains and trenched by 
ravines. In contrast with"these tracts are those spots where 
judicious cutting and prdpel\ .care have resulted not only in im-
mediate financial returns;~ bilt also in assurances for the future 
by way of increase in economic and esthetic value. 
With the clearing and cultivation of the hills and slopes there 
has come inevitably an increased wastage of the soil. Many of 
the hillslopes bordering the Des Moines in southern Iowa now 
show, instead of that covering of rich black loam which had 
accumulated during ages of plant growth, yellow patches which 
show where the top soil has been washed away, leaving exposed 
the unmodified and therefore less fertile loess or drift, which 
in turn is following the overlylng loam into the valley. 
Parallel with the erosive, down-cutting ' work of the rivers 
there is .going on a process of up-building. The smaller streams 
may deliver to their mains the loads they have received, but in 
the case of the Des Moines, as with other large strea:i:n.s, deposi-
tion is taking place in the valley. Since the finer materials on 
the valley floor represent surface wash from fields and hillsides 
they are often rich in plant food. Hence when the bottom lands, 
covered with their veneer of fine black alluvial silts, are brought 
under cultivation, they yield bountiful. returns for the labor ex-
pended on them. 
The terraces of sand or gravel found !lIong the river are not 
to be classed as postglacial, but are remnants of glacial valley 
trains and old flood plains which covered the valley floor, and 
the deposition of this material was associated with the closing 
stages of the ice-sheet. This is ' true also of the great bed of 
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gravel filling the valley between Estherville and Emmetsburg. 
The sands of Van · Buren arid Lee counties also are to be as-
signed to a glacial age. 
Upon the generally level su:dace of the Wisconsin drift are 
numerous depressions, some of which are filled with water and 
form lakes and ponds. Others have. been partly filled, during 
the years, with the remains of water-loving plants and now con-
tain beds of peat of varying thickness. Some of these lakelets 
or peat swamps may be found almQ.st at the margin of the Des 
Moines ¥alley and testify to the slight extent to whi~h the river, -, 
as yet, has affected the topography left by the last ice-sheet. 
It is probable that the elevation of western Iowa mentioned on 
page 447 has been in progress since the close of the Pleistocene. 
The east and west margins of the Wisconsin drift differ in 
height by several hundred feet and this seems best accounted 
·for by the theory that in Wisconsin time western Iowa was 
lower ' than now by the larger part of this difference and has 
been elevated as a part of the general uplift of the continent 
closing the Pleistocene epoch. This tilting of the surface must 
have influenced the location of the Des Moines valley, whose 
position was being determined also by several other factors, 
. among them the broad sags in the Wisconsin plain, the pre-
Wisconsin valley-more or less drift filled, and the activities of 
that part of the antecedent river which had not been destroyed 
by ,Visconsin glaciation. 
CHAPTER III. 
THE WORK OF RUNNING WATER. 
THE GROWTH OF VALLEYS. 
The Beginning's of a V alley.-\Vhenever a land area emerges 
from the sea o.r is uncovered by the retreat of a continental 
glacier its surface is somewhat irregular. Elevations alternate 
with depressions . . If the depressions are without outlets-are 
basin-shaped-water from rainfall will fill the basins and they 
become lakes. If, however, the dep,ressions have outlets the 
waters which fall upon their slopes are gathered into the lowest 
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part-the axes-of the troughs and run off as streams. Even 
clear water running over loose material has some ~utting power ' 
, and so the water running down the slopes will cut for itself a 
channel in the axis of the hollow. The mat<;:lrial whinh thus is 
, cut away will assist in further cutting and so gullies~infam;t 
valleys-are made. Each succeeding rainfall aids in deepening 
and widening and lengthening the gullies until they develop into 
ravines and with further growth into valleys. 
Why do some gullies remain small and insi,gnmcant while 
others grow into valleys hundreds of miles long and carry the 
waters of great rivers' ' Several factors influence the problem. 
Assuming an equal rainfall the size of the basin supplying the 
gully with water (the catchment basin) will affect the rate of 
growth of the gully. ,A gully carrying the run-off from a large 
basin will increase faster than one serving a smaller basin, ,since 
the greater the supply of water the greater the erosive power. 
Thus a gully may grow into a ravine and ,gradually . rob its 
neighbors of their gathering grounds. The slope of the depres-
sions acts in a similar manner. That stream which has a greater 
slope, or gradient, than its neighbor flows more swiftly, cuts 
more energetically and enlarges its channel in every direction 
more rapidly than do its weaker competitors . . The law of the 
struggle for existence and the survival of the fittest is inexorable. 
Stages in the Developinent of a V alley.-D~ring the early 
part of its growth a valley is enlarged 'chiefly by cutting at the 
bottom because erosion is most active along this .line. The 
valley is steep-sided and V-shaped. if it is being cut in uncon-
solidated material the walls will be no steeper than the angle 
at which such material can lie (the angle of rest) .' This' usually 
is not much more than 30°. If the walls are of solid rock they 
may be precipitous or vertical. The valley is now in its youth-
ful stage of developm~nt. It is well to can to mind here that , 
, the ,development of topographies follows that ,of valleys and 
hence the area which is affected by a series of young gulljes or 
valleys is itself youthful. 
With progress of time the valley lengthens by head erosion 
and at the same time, while deepening is still in progress above, 
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the valley begins to widen in its lower part. The rains wash 
down the loose soil and stones from the sides and the stream 
may undercut its banks. The material thus thrown into the 
water is carried off and so the valley grows broader and at the 
same time the areas separating it from its neighbors on either 
hand (the divides) grow narrower. During the growth of the 
valley tribu,taries develop on eithe~ side just as the main valley 
grew on the original surface. These aid and indeed are the 
principal agents in cutting up the divides and also in wearing 
down their surfaces, which is one part of the development of 
topography. When the valley has acquired gentle ' slopes and a 
broad bottom it has reached the stage of maturity. The divides, 
by this time, have been reduced to rounded ridges with few or 
no flat tops. 
By the time a valley has reached the point when flats have 
been developed to a notable extent the most active down-cutting 
has ceased. In other words it has, for the area where flats exist, 
practically reached its base-level. 
This base-level always is reaclied first at the mouth and is 
here the level of the main valley, or of the sea if the valley opens 
into the sea. Back from the mouth of the valley the base-level 
rises somewhat, since a stream can not cut its channel down to 
a horizontal line, but always the channel assumes the form of a 
concave curve. 
From this time on, then, the activities of the stream are de-
voted to side-cutting, and the valley grows wider and flatter 
while the divides become narrower and lower. , The stream 
meanders across its valley from siae to side, undercutting its 
banks and building up flats from the material thus gained as 
well as from that brought in by tributaries. In this. way the 
valley passes through the later stages of maturity and arrives 
at old age. It will be seen that the different parts of a valley 
may show several or even all of these stages at the same time. 
Thus at the headwaters of the Des Moines the valley is still in 
its infancy and farther down the stages of youth and maturity 
are reached. In the last few miles of its course the valley has 
arrived at late. maturity and long ago reached base-level-the 
level of the Mississippi bottom-lands. 
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It will be understood also that a given stage will travel up 
the valley from its mouth as development proceeds and that a 
given locality will pass through the stages from infancy to old 
age and possibly death, provided there is no interference. When 
erosion has reduced a surface to old age, when the divides are 
low and narrow, the land is said to be a peneplain (an" almost-
plain"). If erosion proceeds further and the whole land be-' 
.comes practically level it is called a base-leveled plain. N one of , 
our Iowa topography is at present in so advanced a state as a 
peneplain. The oldest part of the state, topographically as well 
as geologically, the Driftless Area (Plate XXX), is in its ma-
turity~ 
The progression which has been outlined is kno'wn as a cycle 
of erosion, and every normal valley and normal topography 
passes through this cycle in greater or less degree. If the 
region remains stat.ionary long enough the entire cycle will be 
enacted. ' But we have seen that in Iowa there have been many 
depressions and elevations and tiltings of great areas, and these 
have interfered with the histories of the streams. The lowering 
of the surface through crustal movements has drowned the 
lower reaches of the valleys and lessened or terminated the 
work of the upper parts and it is easy to see how the mature 
portion of a valley in this way may have had premature old age 
or death forced upon it. On the other hand, when the land has 
been ,elevated, the drainage systems have been quickened, their 
fall has been increased and the mature part of a valley, for in-
stance, may have been rejuvenated by the increased erosive 
power of the stream, which has cut deeper into its bed and 
caused greater activity among its tributaries. If an area is 
tilted unequally the streams of the elevated portion will increase 
their activIty and will deepen and enlarge their valleys, hasten-
ing the cycle along, while the streams and parts of streams in 
the unaffected land may not receive any quickening, or on the 
contrary may be unable to care for the increased ' loads of 
detritus brought down by the upper waters. In such a case their 
lower valleys will be filled up, will be aggraded, by this excess 
of sediments. There is no doubt that all of these accidents have 
affected the successive drainage systems' of our state. 
. . 
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In our special region, the valley of Des Moines river, there is 
another complication. This lies in the fact that the upper part 
of the valley has been obliterated, or practically so, by the Wis-
consin glacier, as discussed in Chapter II. Because of this .we 
have the unique phenomenon of a young valley being attached 
to a mature valley. Of course the valley advanced northward 
from Des Moines as the ice melted back, keepjng pace with the 
retreat of the margin, and so the lower part of this newer sec-
tion is a litge older in years as well as in development, than the 
stretches farther north. But in spite of this the statement as. 
to the inequality of development of the two parts is essentially 
true. 
THE WORK OF STREAMS. 
Growth of the ·Stream.-In the precedlng paragraphs atten-
tion has been devoted chiefly to valleys, but it has been made 
plain that these owe their origin and development to running 
water, or streams. Normally valleys begin by the work of wet 
weather torrents and are dry between rains or rainy periods. 
But by and by, as these torrents cut deeper valleys, water stands 
.in these valleys or flows through them during a greater portion 
of the year, and with the continued growth Of the valleys they 
'come to have permanent streams. How is this brought abouU 
We know that if. we dig a well water will fill it to a certain 
'level. If other wells be sunk near by through similar material 
water will rise in them to a similar level. This level is known 
as the ground-water level or water table. The surface of the 
water table partakes somewhat of the irregularities, of the 
topography, rising under the uplands aI!d sinking beneath the 
valleys. But it is not so near to the surface under the hills and 
may rise to the surface of depressions, creating swamps and 
lakes, or if the depressions have outlets, allowing the ground 
. waters to flow away as streams. The ,ground-water level rises 
in wet weather and sinks in dry seasons as is known to anyone 
who has had experience with wells. Now when a valley is cut 
down to the ground-water level.the valley will have a stream 
which is perriuinent so long as the water table maintains its 
level. If during the summer months the water level sink~ below 
the valley the str~am dries up until the water level rises again. 
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'Below the water-table the rocks are saturated to unknoWll , 
depths. It has been , estimat'ed that the ,ground water in the 
upper 100 f.eet of the earth's crust in the humid regions is equal 
to, one-fourth of the volume of the subsoil and rock and that it 
, represents six or seven years' rainfall. It is equivalent, there-
fore, to a reservoir twenty-five feet deep and having an area 
equal to that of the humid regions. Since the annual rainfall 
in Iowa is about thirty-one inches, this ,reservoir represents ten 
years' rainfall. ' The ground water is supplied by rains and 
represents that portion of the rainfall which soaks into the soil. 
Another part is evaporated while a third portion flows away at 
once into the streams as the run-off. 
, , 
The different parts 'Of a large valley will show various stages 
in the development of the stream. Des Moines river, for in-
stance, is permanent in the driest seasons h'om its mouth to the 
forks at Humboldt and both branches flow continually ma:riy ' 
miles above here. So at Algona on the East Fork the valley 
contains a permanent stream but at Armstrong during the dry 
summer of 1911 only disconnected pools occupied the lowest 
hollows of the channel. Similarly, on the West Fork there is a 
never failing stream at Estherville but at Windom, Minnesota, 
the channel was dry except for isolated pools during the dry 
season mentioned, while in the extreme upper reaches of the 
valley above Lake Wilson, in Murray county, there were scarcely 
any pools and the tiny channels of the river's feeders are occu-
pied only by wet weather rivulets. 
Work of the Stream.-The great ,work of streams is the cut-
ting down of the land and carrying it to the sea. The manner 
in which streams work during the stages of their development 
has been indicated in the discussion of Valleys. The ability of 
flowing water to push or carry solid material is shown by every . 
stream. This ability varies with the slope or gradient of the 
bed and with the volume of water, both of which factors affect 
the velocity. Hence the working power of the stream's toois-
the materials it is carrying in suspension-is enormously in-
creased with added velocity. In addition to carrying matter in 
suspenSlOn the stream also carries much in solution. Des 
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Moines river is estimated to carry to the Mississippi each y.ear 
5,130,000 tons of solids in suspension and 2,480,000 tons in 
solution. This indicates that ' its basin is being worn down at 
the rate of one inch in 370 years. This is much faster than is 
true of some other basins, as for instance that of Iowa river, 
which is being lowered one inch in 980 years. The average rate 
for the lowering of the Mississippi valley is one inch in 510 
years. Of course much the larger part of the river's load is 
gathered and brought in by the tributaries, which reach back 
into all parts of the drainage basin. While some parts of the 
basin are being cut down rather rapidly others are affected but 
slightly; hence the .general level is altered but little. 
Weathering.-Weathering aids the direct work of streams in 
several ways. Freezing and thawing . of the contained water 
expand and loosen soil and rock and this process is aided also 
by roots of plants. Rains wash down the loosened material mto 
the streams and it is carried away. Rain and ground water also 
dissolve out a portion of the rock through which they pass and 
this finds its way to the sea. All these agencies, and others, 
help in cutting valleys and in reducing the whole land surface 
towards base level. 
CHAPTER IV. 
PHYSIOGRAPHIC FEATURES OF DES MOINES' VALLEY 
The East Fork. 
The Upper VaUey.-The East Fork of Des Moines river rises 
in the prairies of southwestern Martin county, Minnesota, at an 
altitude about 1350 feet above sea level (Plate XXXI). It is a 
typical prairie stream of the Wisconsin drift area, meandering 
across a flat sag, five or ten feet below the prairie level and one-
fourth mile wide near its mouth. The gradient of the. stream is . 
so gentle that it has been necessary to straighten the .channei to 
increase its capacity. After a course of about fifteen miles tile 
valley opens into Alton lake, a picturesque sheet one and one-
half miles long~ Alton lake is connected by a short stream with 
Tuttle lake which is crossed by the state line. It covers about 
· . 
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four square miles and like Alton lake is bounded here by gentle 
slopes; there by steep though not high bluffs. The shores are 
wooded and form attractive spots for summer camp-grounds. ' 
See Plate XXXIV, A. ' 
The outlet of Tuttle lake has been cut in the bottom of a broad 
, sag which stretches southward from the southeast corner of the 
lake. During the very dry weather of the' summer of 1911, how-
ever, the lake level was two feet below the bottom of the channel. 
The sag confining the stream-when there is a stream-is one-
fourth mile wide and in wet weather is swampy, although the 
shallow channel is well defined. Where the valley cuts through 
a range, of morainic hills, in southeastern Lincoln township, 
Emmet county, it is deeper, twenty to forty feet below the hill-
tops, and shows fairly steep walls. It is everywhere quite wide 
and flat-bottomed, much too large and well-developed to have 
been made by the present stream. Soldier creek, which drains 
Tremont lake in northwest Lincoln township, shows similar 
features-an insignificant stream in a broad , flat sag, except 
where a morainic knob juts into the valley and forms a steep 
slope ten or fifteen feet high. ' 
It seems to be a characteristic feature of the upper course of 
the East Fork that on one side the valley is bounded by a rather 
steep bluff which faces a long gentle slope reaching back half 
a mile, a mile, or even. two miles to the prairie level. For in-
stance, just southwest of Armstrong the 1l0rth bluff is fifty feet 
high and very precipitous, while the south wall slopes back a 
mile before it reaches this leveL Where the road leading south 
from Armstrong ,crosses the river the flood plain is forty feet 
below the station. In many places, however, the bluff is absent 
and there are present merely the two long gentle slopes, so that 
the stream occupies a depression a mile or two miles wide. 
In several places, notably in the central and southeastern 
parts of township 99, range 31 (see Plate XXXII), the morainic 
knobs flank the stream on b6th sides and so form a rather steep-
walled valley. The stream here makes several wide detours 'as 
if it were forced to wind about among the hills to find an outlet " 
for its waters. After the stream emerges from these morainic 
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hills its valley shows, in western Kossuth county, features simi-
lar to those seen in the more level portions of Emmet county, 
namely, very long gentle slopes, with here and there a steep 
bluff caused by the inroads of the stream 'upon 'a morainic ridge 
or knoll. These latter features, however, are less conspicuous 
than farther west and are rarely more than twenty or thirty 
feet high. The cross section profile of the valley just south of 
Bancroft, Plate XXXIII, A, and the view shown in Plate 
XXXIV, B, will show how exceedingly gentle the slopes are. 
South of Bancroft as far as the mouth of Buffalo creek simi-
lar . conditions prevail, although the valley becomes some-
what deeper, as the profiles taken east of Burt indicate (Plate 
XXXIII, B and C). 
Gravel beds.-Gravel deposits of large extent are quite com· 
mon in the wide valley, such as the bed opposite Armstrong, one 
filling the long plain in the eastern part of township 98, range 
30, Kossuth county, and an especially noticeable bed two miles 
southwest of Bancroft. This extends south for one-fourth mile 
from the river and its probable limit is marked by a slight rise 
to the prairie level. At the west line of township 98, range 29, 
a recent straightening of the channel has revealed gravel above 
yellowish Wisconsin till, and one-fourth mile up stream a pit 
shows the same succession of materials. Again, a gully close· to 
the railroad bridge crossing the river west of Armstrong shows 
gravel 'overlying till, which in turn rests upon rusty gravel 
which perhaps is to be correlated with the Buchanan gravels 
(page 452, Plate XXVIII), although it may be interbedded Wis-
consin gravel. These exposures indicate that after the Wis-
consin glacier had spread out its sheet of till and had melted 
back until its edge stood a little north of our immediate region, 
floods from the melting ice brought down great quantities of 
gravel and dropped them on top of the drift in this sag, which 
served as an outlet for these glacial waters. 
Origin of the . Valley.-It seems evident that the upper por-
tion of the East Fork, and its tributaries also, (1) have done 
much more erosive work in the past . than they seem capable of 
doing now, or (2) the valleys in which they flow are. construc-
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tlonal'in origin, or else (3) the streams have sought out courses 
0r parts of courses of pre-Wisconsin streams which were ' not 
entirely obJiterated by the till of the last ice-sheet, and are 
. utilizing these for their present valleys. 
. With regard to the first of these hypotheses, it will ' be seen 
that whatever erosion might be accomplished in late Wisconsin 
time by flood-waters from the melting ice-sheet would be more 
t~an co~nteracted by gradation through deposition of the vast 
loads' of silt, sand and gravel carried by these waters. We 
might ' attribute to this gradational process, perhaps, in some 
cases, the excessive width and very gentle side slopes which 
these valleys present today, but this leaves no room for the 
effective erosion of young valleys which must have preceded 
gradation. . 
, As to the second theory, it will be under'stood that the ground 
moraine had a more or less irregular topography. Drift was 
heaped up here, while depressions were left there. The drain-
age waters from the Wisconsin glacier during the retreat of 
the ice margin naturally sought out the easiest path and so made 
use of depressions. Thus in the morainic region of Emmet and 
Kossuth counties the new-born Des Moines wandered about 
among the hills, and the path thus originated has been slightly' 
better defined and more accentuated during subsequent time. 
Elsewhere, in the more level regions, the escaping waters found 
the broad shallow sags which lie between the low swells of the 
prairie, and put them to use. The question may be raised as 
to the sufficiency of such sags, in number and arrangement,' to 
form a continuous valley. It is not necessary to suppose that 
they were 'entirely continuous. The early streams as they sought 
their way from one swale to another may be assumed to h~ve 
cut ,'away some obstacles to a clear channel. 
It is quite possible that" the condition to be outlined in the 
third hypothesis may have aided in the formation of valleys; 
that is, some of the older stream courses were again made serv- , 
iceable through their incomplete filling with drift and also to a 
less extent, perhaps, through the greater settling of drift in the 
valleys than over the upland owing to its greater thickness in 
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the valleys. How important these. factors have been can not, 
of course, be tolg. without a thorough knowledge of the relation~ 
o£ the different drift-sheets and the underlying rock. For rea ,:-
sons which will be explained later (see page 477) it does not 
. seem likely that these conditions held to any great extent. 
. . 
·Oonsidering all the evidence available it seems probable that 
by far the .most important factor in th·e initiation and . develop-
ment of the upper valley of the river and the valleys of its trib-
utaries has been the use of constructionaL valleys. The streams 
from the ice-front tookl advantage of depressions in the drift-
~heet, scoured these out t.o some extent and then ~n mimy case8 
filled them up again, as shown by the bodies of gravelbordermg 
the streams. Macbride repeatedly has emphasized the fact that 
in this part of Iowa drainage-or the lack of it-is determined 
by topography, rather than the opposite, and this is nowhere 
better shown than in the valley of the East Fork. The streams 
have not formed the topography but have been imposed upon one 
that had been created before they came into being. Hence the 
valleys are variable, they change in character from point to 
point and are not definite, fixed features of the landscape as is 
true lower down the course of the Des Moines. 
But below the mouth of Buffalo creek (Plate XXXII) there 
is a marked change in the character of the valley. The broad 
shallow sags give way to a wide, flat-bottomed valley bounded 
by fairly steep, well-defined slopes rising at angles as high as 
20' or more. See the profile of the valley east of Burt, Plate 
XXXIII, O. These slopes are not merely the result of the under-
cutting of morainic hills, but they represent the actual depth ·of 
the valley below the general upland level. This is now a normal 
mature valley, albeit incised in a plain still in its early youth, 
and as such it continues as far as Algona. 
Buffalo Creek wnd Union Slough.-In order to understand · 
this very significant change .in the valley we must examine the 
lower course of Buffalo creek. The profile taken across Des 
Moines and Buffalo valleys above their union, Plate XXXIII, 
B, arid the views shown in 0 of Plate XXXIV, page 469, and A 
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and B of Plate XXXV sp,ow that the valley of the creek is as 
wide as that of the master stream, and much better defined. The 
stream itself, while not large, ' is nearly as important as the 
East Fork before the two unite. This condition remains true 
as far as a point two miles above the mouth of the creek, where 
it makes an abrupt turn from the east to the south. See Plate 
XXXII. At this point -there opens into the creek valley a long 
flat depression one-eighth to one-fourth mile wide, and limited 
laterally by dearly defined, rather gentle to fairly steep walls 
twenty to thirty ·feet high. See Plate XXXV, A. In fact it is an 
_ almost exact duplication of -the lower valley of Buffalo creek, 
except that -here it contains no stream channel. This is Union 
slough, and in its' northern ' stretches rise the headwaters of 
one of the forks of Blue Earth river, which drains into Minne-
sota river. The slough retains similar characters as far as the 
state line except that here the walls are somewhat lower and 
the floor is better -drained by Blue Earth -river. The width is 
fully as great at the state line as at the junction with Des Moines 
river and the bottom is practically as level. 
Above the . mouth of the slough the valley of Buffalo creek is 
narrower and it rises until within a few miles it is not over ten 
to fifteen feet below the general level of the plain. It is a typical 
prairie stream, like the upper reaches of the other creeks of 
the region. Union slough on the other hand, is not a typical 
prairie slough. It is far too deep and too well defined. It is 
very evident that Union slough, Buffalo creek below the mouth 
of the slough, and Des Moines river below the IDouthof the 
creek are occupying an ancient vaHey, one which . they 'found 
ready to hand wh~n their careers began, after the region was 
un90vered by the melting of the Wisconsin ice. But this valley 
differed from those now used by the Des Moines and its feeders 
above the mouth of Buffalo creek in being an erosional valley 
rather than constructional. The fact that no stream at all has 
yet formed in the southern part of the slough, coupled with the 
great discrepancy between Buffalo creek valley below the slough 
and the insignificant streamlet which now occupies it, shows that 
post-Wisconsin drainage can not be held responsible for the 
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE XXXV 
A 
A. Looking up Union slough from its mouth. Buffalo creek crosses along the line of 
trees. B. The ' long gentle wall of Des ' Moines valley a mile above its union 
with Bu'ffalo valley. 
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very mature features of the valley, and the same is true in prac-
tically the same degree of the Des Moines and its valley below 
the :junction. 
It was stated above that the use of old valleys probably was 
I not responsible to any extent for the features characterizing the 
Des Moines and its tributaries above the union with Buffalo 
creek . . If we assume that such use does account for the really 
remarkable features of Union slough, Buffalo creek south of the 
slough, and the East Fork below the· junction, and we are seem-
ingly driven to that assumption, it is easy to see why the same 
condition could not have held good for the upper part of the 
main valley. Post-Wisconsin stream erosion, sidewash and 
weathering have not been sufficient to develop an erosion topo-
graphy on the Wisconsin plain and could not have produced 
either type of valley we have before us-the · broad sag or the 
well-defined fiat-bottomed valley. Furthermore, the differences 
between the two types are so great that they can not be the re-
sult of the same forces acting during a similar period of time, 
and we can not think that two regions so clo~e together were 
subjected to different conditions. The one agent to whose work 
we can assign such a valley as Union slough is erosion during 
the long post-Kansan or possibly ·post-Iowan epochs, preceding 
the Wisconsin invasion. When the last ice-shee.t covered north-
central Iowa, it was unable to fill al~ of the valleys and this one, 
then as now one of the largest, was left with only a veneer 'of 
Wisconsin till over its slopes and upon its bottom-lands, to be 
alt"ernately filled and scoured by the rushing waters from the 
melting lce. I 
After studying the Wisconsin moraines and till sheet in Iowa 
and Minnesota, Mr. Warren Upham decided that Union .slough 
marks the outlet of, a glacial lake which covered parts of 
Faribault and adjacent counties in Minnesota during the retreat 
of the Wisconsin ice, and which later found a lower outlet to 
the northeast by way of Cannon and Minnesota rivers. 
The Chain La~es.-.A similar case, but one in which Wiscon-
sin· filling proceeded somewhat further, is fomid in the Chain 
lakes of Martin county, Minnesota (Plate XXXI). Three di- . 
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verging series of lakes extend from the Iowa line in Emmet 
county northward and northwestward across Martin county: The 
East and Center Chains are well connected for the most part 
, and drain into cre'eks flowing ·east. or northeast into Blue Earth 
river. The West Chain, of which Tuttle lake' is the southern-
most and largest, is not so well connected. The .Center 9hain 
is the most remarkable. See Plate XXXVI. It extends in an 
almost perfectly straight ~ine for more than twenty mile's and 
includes twenty lakes. Th~se lakes are bordered by undulating 
expanses of till which rise thirty to fifty feet ab,ove their ~hores, 
and ',:hile the depression in which they lie has no~ a uniformly 
level floor its valley-like sha-re is too prominent to. escaveeven 
casual observation. Mr. Upham concluded that these th~ee con-
verging chains, the western one with a branch on either side, 
occupy the valleys of interglacial rivers whose waters flowed 
southward into the East Fork or Des Moines river. The con-
vergence of the chains southward seems to indicate that the in-
. terglacial strearps flowed in that direction. One of the strange 
result~ of glaciation is shown in the fact that the prese'nt drain-
age of Martin county is to the north and east, except for that 
part which drains into the EasT. Fork, and southward through 
Tuttle lake. Possibly, however, the uplift of northwestern Iowa 
refer~ed to on page 459 is partly responsible for this change. In 
any event the traces of this pre-Wisconsin drainage in Iowa have 
been wiped out entIrely, unless it be for the present system of 
the Des Moines. For reasons before given it is not thought that 
the upper part of this system dates back of the last ice invasion. 
Hence the pre-Wisconsin drainage course extending southward 
from the Chain lakes could not have followed the same lines as 
those now followed by the East Fork. There is a possibility that 
the West Fork of Des Moines river, in some part of its extent, 
is utilizing a fragment of this pre-Wisconsin water-course. With 
this hypothesis in mind the most attractive point at which to lo-
cate the ' union of the post-Wisconsin . Des Moines valley with 
the pre-Wisconsin Chain 'lakes valley is near the northeastern 
corner of Pocahontas county. The discussiol! of the evidence 
can be given best in connection with the description of the West 
. Fork. See page 509. 
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE XXXVI 
A. The natural rip rap on Silver lake, one of the Middle Chain, a mile north of the 
Iowa line. B. The "wall" of Silver lake. The views show the effect of ice-
push and erosion of the banks. 
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While we may accept Upham's statements regarding, the ID.Qde 
of origin of the . Chain takes and the Wisconsin history 9f U~iOll 
f;lIQugh, there seems no sufficient reason for regarding thenito 'be 
of different age and d'evelopment, I,lS is ,held by Mr. U;pham; 
Th~ir characteristics and similarities of form are so strik~ng as 
, to' point to the conclusion that they are both of pre-WiscoJ;lsin 
age, but that during Wisconsin time Union slough was kept · ()pen 
by serving as the outlet of a glacial lake while those: valleys 
which now are occupied by the Chain lakes, being in a rygion of 
greater deposition, were so far choked, with drift as to 'render 
them useless ,as waterways, at least so far as southward drain-
age was co:ncerned. 
The Valley Below B~I,ffalo Creek.-The valley of the East 
. Fork presents some rather peculiar features between the mouth 
of Buffalo creek and the Kossuth-Humboldt county line. Below 
the mouth of the creek the river swings to the southwest as far 
as Algona, where it suddenly turns upon itself and pursues a 
southeastward course to Irvington. At this village there is a 
sharp bend to the west, followed by an equally abrupt one to 
, the south two miles farther: west, whence the course is dire.ct to 
the county line. Above Algona the ' valley is wide, with wuch 
alluvium covering its flood plain. ' In places the walls are rather 
steep, elsewhere they are fairly gentle. In the vicinity of Algona 
the east wall ,especially is cut by ravines into a series of ridges 
and is choppy and r<:mgh. The valley is still quite wide, how~ 
ever, nearly one-half mile, but narrows somewhat toward Ir-
vington. All along here the, sides are rather steep and the· flood 
plain is we~l defined. At Irvington the bluff where the · river 
impinges ' upon, it is fifty or sixty feet high. Embraced, in the 
bend of the stream opposite the village is a long, gently sloping 
plain built up of sand and gravel, and facing the river from -the 
east after it turns southward a long, rather high terrace of the 
. , . I 
same material separates the valley wall from the .present 
channeL The wall is very distinctly outlined, by a bluff-face 
along much of its ' extent, and the terrace is lower near this .face 
than near its free edge. Several large oxbow lakes fill remnants 
of old channels in the wide valley. ' 
31 
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Here; then, are several features which require explanation. 
Docto'r Macbride, in his study of this region, assumed, as is 
done here, that the valley above Algona is pre-Wisconsin. But 
he states that" at Algona the channel seems to have been pushed 
west by the drift," and cites as evidence the fact that the valley, 
on the east side, "is flanked by narrow choppy ravines." How-
ever, . the ice~movements were from the north as shown by 
Macbride's map of Kossuth county, and hence would have 
affected the valley uniformly rather than have tended to push 
it to one sid.'e locally. If the pre-Wisconsin valley swung west-
ward here there might have been some increase in the deflection, 
though this should be manifested in the immature character ~f 
the'west wall, a condition which does not exist. The long sm()oth 
slope~ of this wall are shown in "Plate XXXVII. The fact that 
the river here ' flows near the east wall probably has influenced 
the formation of ravines along that side. The statement that 
~'the valley is here" new and narrow" does not seem to , the 
writer exactly to fit the facts, since his own repeated observa-
tions led him to conclude that the appearance of the valley here 
is as mature as those parts above or below. the city, and the 
width of the flood plain-nearly one-half mile-is as great as 
that above the town and .greater than that above Irvington. 
The profile of the Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul railroad 
gives a width of three miles for the depression west of Algona, 
though this "exaggerates the actual width of the valley a 
little on account of the oblique direction in which the railroad 
@rosses ·it. 
, On his map of Kossuth county Macbride has drawn a iine 
from ·Sa.int Benedict through Irvington to Whittemore, which 
rmirks the "border of "a glacial advi'ince not characterized by , 
conspicuous morainic ' deposits." ThIS border is sho"wn iIi the 
field by a low terrace forming the edge of the c-oteau, which 
faces the south and crosses the river just above Irvington. 
When the edge of the ice-field lay here, the valley must have 
been taxed to its utmost to contain the floods whIch issued from 
the "glacier and we may readily ascribe to these floods the .great 
amounts of sand which fill the elbow in the valiey at Irvington. 
Iowa Geological Survey. PI.ATE XXXVI[ 
A. The valley of the East FOl'l{ th'ree miles north of Algona. B: The valley ot the 
East Fork at Algona. These show the wide valley with fairly gentle walls. 
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The great terrace ' occupying ,the" eastern edge of the valley 
sonthwest··ofIrvingion doubtl~ss haq the same origin. These 
floods with their loads were not able to obliterate the old valley 
but they did make some important changes. The :hend of the 
river 'a1l'lrvingtOIi was pushed to the southeast by pgrliaHilling 
of the valley, or other obstruction, so that the stream now im-
pinges on its ~ast wall,while the bend to the west was forced 
farther westward and the stream which had flowed in an almost 
straight direction between the site of Algona and the county 
line, was forced to adopt a sinuous course to escape being over-
wheinied. altogether. 
Very possibly the narrowness ·of the valley for some distance 
above Irvington is to be attributed to the effect of this minor 
glacial advance. There are no deposits of sand or gravel above 
the line of the coteau, the valley is cut in drift, and 'even if it 
was not drift-filled by the secondary advance it may have been ' 
narrowed materially. 
At. the county line the flood plain is one-half mile wide, but 
below ,here it narrows somewhat though it is stilL one-fourth 
mile Wide. at Livermore, and maintains this as its normal width 
along the. remainder of its course. The river meanders across 
its floodplain, and here and there it undercuts and forms steep 
banks, such as those just northeast of Livermore and those 
southeast of Dakota, but elsewhere it leaves . the valley walls 
rather long and gently sloping. For the most part these lie at 
angles not~higher than 10·. All along its course the valley sides 
are covered by patches of timber which alternate with bare, 
grass-covered stretches of prairie. ' In places along the lower 
course of the river the flood plain bears upon its surface ponq,s 
which probably are remnants of ola channels abandoned through 
the swinging of the river from side to side. Very abundant in 
the lower course also are bowlders, some of which are four to 
siX reet in diameter, and which locally are so numerous as to 
form reefs across the channel. ' 
Tributaries.-There are very few irributaries entering the 
East Fork, not only in its upper course, but alop.g its entire 
• 
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extent. See Plate XXXII. Mud creek is one of the few, and· it 
is typical of those which join the main valley above Buffalo 
creek. It enters the larger valley south of Bancroft and pre-
sents phenomena common among these tributaries~1;!. minor 
stream in a widely expanded shallow sag-valley; an infant in 
adult dress, as it were. 
The few important creeks which enter the valley below the 
mouth of Buffalo creek-Lindner and Plum creeks from ' the 
east and Black Oat, Fo'urmile and Lotts creeks from the west-
share in the change of character which the valley of the' East 
Fork has undergone. The lower courses of their vallQy.s possess 
wide bottom lands bounded by mature side slopes, although 
farther back they are typical shallow prairie. water-courses. 
The lower courses of even the minor tributaries have mature 
valleys showing flat bottoms and very broadly arcuate cross 
sections. It will be clear that no matter how small a tributary 
stream may be the tendency is for it to keep pace in the develop-
. ment of its valley with that of its master stream, so long as the. 
latter passes through only the normal stages in valley-making. 
Therefore we would expect the valleys of these creeks to present 
mature features in their lower parts, though they are but very 
young prairie swales in their upper parts. If, however, an 
accident happens to a master stream, such as the passage of a 
glacier ' down its valley, this may be cut down so rapidly that 
the tributaries can not keep pace with it and are left as "hang~ 
ing valleys:" This is what has happened to the Yosemite 
Valley and what has given it such charming grandeur and 
picturesqueness. 
During dry summers the smaller streams disappear, except 
for the. underflow as revealed by the waterholes, and even the 
larger valleys are dry except ne\ir their mouths. Where. th~ 
walls of the East Fork ' are steep · they 'are cut by numerous 
ravines . which generally are short and steep-sided, with very 
high . gradients, and which carry no water except in timeo! 
rain. Many of these ravines are wooded and all of the tribu-
tary valle~s , have more or less forest filling for some distance 
above theilZ'.ffiOuths, 
-' 
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-Like their master stream, those tributa:t;ies which join the 
ma~n valley below its union with Buffalo creek, seem to have 
found remnants of pre-Wisconsin drainage courses, at least so 
far as their lower I reaches are concerned. Their vaileys are 
far too mature to belong to the same erosion cycle as the un-
drained Wisconsin plain surrounding them. It is not uncommon 
upon ascending a road leading out of one of these valleys and 
before one is fairly upon the plain to see an undrained kettle 
hole or marsh by the roadside. If these valleys had, arrived at 
such a degree of maturity by post-Wisconsin erosion alone they 
should .have developed also a well-defined system of lateral 
drainage-the dendritic form should have been assumed by 
this time., But thiS' is far from being the case. The upland 
immediately adjacent to the river shows all the characters of 
the unmodified Wisconsin plain and is practically as high as 
that farther back from the valley'S edge. Hence it is possible 
to look a.cross the valley from a short distance, and see no signs 
of its presence. Tbe hills and plain along the horizon seem 
continuous with those in the nearer distance. The long gentle 
slopes reaching back from the stream a mile or two miles or 
even. three miles which characterize some parts of Kansan drift 
-areas, are here conspicuously absent. Evidently the Wisconsin 
ice,' while failing to fill the major valley, s'ucceeded in obliterat-
ing the minor drainage lines except the iower portions of a 
favored few. Therefore, when stream work began anew the 
main valley already ,was 'well developed, but lateral drainage 
had to start from the beginning, 'Or nearly so. Hence its present 
immaturity. ' 
Rock Outcrops.-South of Humboldt and Dakota the East 
and West Forks run nearly parallel, separated by a high table-
land about a mile wide, as completely uneroded as if the rIvers 
were miles away. In seve,ral places along the river's edge near 
Dakota there are outcrops of ' limestone,' identified by Macbride 
as Saint Louis, and lower down, notably at the Minneapolis and 
St. Louis railr'Oad bridge, there are shales and sandstones of 
Des Moines age. These are considered by Macbride as filling 
a valley eroded in Saint Louis limestone. No outcrops of rock 
in, sit,tt are known along the' East Fork north of Dakota. Three 
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miles south· of Dakota the valleys unite, and the two ' ~QFks 
mingle their- waters in the common flood. The nose o:~ the tab~e~ 
. land slopes down to ther. valley and a gr,eat ·bed of . sand: ,and 
gravel fills the flood plain-between the two streams, 
The. West. Fork 
.• ; j •• 
The Upper V alley.-The West Fork of Des Moines riVer rises 
in' upland mead?ws among the morainic knobs of the crest of 
the Coteau' des Prairies on, the border between Pipestone and 
Murray counties, Minnesota (Plate XXXI). The Coteau des 
Prairies, so called by the early French explorers, is the high 
. rough land representing the outer terminal (Altamont) moraine 
which marks the western edge of the Wisconsin glacial lobe in 
South Dakota, .Minnesota and to a less extent in Iowa. Several 
small creeks which rise in springs and tiny lakelets unite ' in 
northwestern Murray county to form the headwaters of the 
river. The meadows in which these take the~r origin lie at 
altitudes of 1$00 to 1850 feet above sea while the crests of th~ 
hills and ridges about them rise 50 to 100 feet higher. 
After. winding about among the hills for three or four miles 
the branches emerge from the moraine and eIl:ter a broad sag 
which extends along its inner edge. On the east thi~ sag rises 
very gently to the fairly level upland plain, but on ~he west it 
is bordered by the knobby region of the moraine. . 
In its southward extent the sag widens until in the vicinity 
of Lake Wilson it has a. breadth of three to four miles ·fFom 
crest to crest. This swale, and also a continuation of it which 
stretches north to Redwood river, is similar except fOF its 
larger size to those described in connection with the East Fork, 
and like them doubtless is to be attributed to the irregular 
deposition of Wisconsin drift, aided in some measure" perhaps, 
by drainage from the ice. The drainage of this re,gion is · still 
immature as , is shown by the presence of the headwaters of 
three drainage sfsteins~Des Moines river flowing to the Mis-
sissippi, .Redwood river to the Minnesota and Rock river to the 
Missouri-all within a small area upon the crest of the Ooteau 
des frairies, while there is .undrained territory between and 
I 
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~round:. them. In fact the topography of all the region east of 
the ·moraine is quite youthful. Very little drainage has ' been 
developed. On the west of. tne Des Moines sag-valley, is, the 
moraIne with its constructional knobs and undrained marshes, 
while to the east stretches the great pla:in of Wisconsin drift 
with very few ' streams and with very little erosion yet accom-
plished. An instance of this immaturity is ,given by Lake Wil- , 
son, near the town of the same name. This lake is on the very ' 
margin of the great swale in which lies Des Moines .river, it lies 
at a similar level and is separated from it by a ridge less than 
ten feet high. Nevertheless it is drained to ' the south into 
Chanarambi creek and thence into Rock river. ' 
A sho'rt distance €ast of Lake Wilson the valley, if such it 
may be called, is diverted by a curve in the moraine from its ' 
southeasterly course into a 'northeasterly one. It extends in 
this general direction past Hadley and Slayton until near Currie 
it approaches the inner (Gary) moraine of the Wisconsin drift, 
by which it is deflec.ted southeast again. I~ retains its width 
and shallowness between Lake Wpson and Slayton, north 'of 
which 'town it makes a minor loop to the southeast. While above 
Slayton the valley is several miles wide, where it again turns 
northeast it narrows suddenly until it is not much over one-
fourth mile from crest to crest. It also becomes quite deep and 
steep~sided. Beyond the . crests the river is of very little force 
topographically. There are almost no secondary valleys, only 
a few short steep ravines which run up into the prairies 20d to 
300 yards and there ter:rp.inate. 
What the cause of this change in the character of ,th'e valley 
may be is not clear. It may be .due .to topographic causes . as 
there is, near Mason (see Plate XXXI), three or four. miles 
north of the valley, quite a prominent elevation due to drift 
. accumulation. This may be represented southeasterly by a le,ss 
. conspicuous swell which has been cut through by the riv~r. 
Evidently this part of the valley owes it~ I present condition' ,t.o 
. erosional activity, in part, at least. . . 
. The narrow valley continues within two miles of. Lake Shet;ek, 
. where it begins to widen out, first by the flattening and length-
I 
, 
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ening ' of , the' :p.o~th wall and then by the same change' on the 
sout~ side. Lake S.hetek lies in the outer part of the Gary 
moraine arid its lower end and outlet lie' in a broad flat swale 
~ith v.ery lo~, · gently rising ~ides. Tp.e upper end' of the 'lake 
is continued as a long narrow arm known as The Inlet. The 
"lake seems to occupy a ' depression which is continued to the 
" . 
southeast as -the valley ' of Des Moines river. It empties into 
. " , 
the ~iver, when the. water level is high 'enough, by a short channel 
less than a mile long. Above this 'outlet the main stream is 
kn9wn as Oksida or Beaver ~reek; below, it is Des Moines river. 
The wide, ' shallow depression continues past- Currie (Plate 
XXXVIII, A) and across this valley the stream wanders aim-
lessly b~H}k and forth in a shallow channel. In southeastern 
Murray county the broad sag is so poorly defined along parts of 
its extent as to ren<:ler the stream almost devoid of any true 
valley. This is well shown on Plate XXXVIII, B. In places it 
'. is two, three or four miles wide, although ' not over fifteen or 
twenty feet deep. Here and there are low, steep embankments, 
the result of side-cutting, but the sag is the predominating fea-
ture as far as the southern hne of Cottonwood county. Its tioor 
in places is over a mile wide and practically flat except for 
occasional low mounds ' which apparently are built of gravel. 
WhereveT the road is cut into the valley floor, gravel is revealed. 
It is not very coarse, but is ' in immense quantities, sufficient 
for every conceivable purpose for years to come. . 
In the southwestern township of Cottonwood county several 
long-flat swales open into the valley and some of these are occu-
. pled by shallow lak~s. Such are Talcott lake, Oaks lake and 
Clear lake. 
The VaUey in the Moraine.-Beyond " the p'oint where the 
river turns northeast , from the county line its valley changes 
character. On the north the wall is faIrly steep and high,al-
. though· the sQuthern slopes still are rather gentle. The valley 
here is clearly marked and well confined, much more. so than it 
is farther west. The stage of sag-valleys is past until the river 
passes Esthervill(jl. This chl;mge in character is due ,partly, at 
least, to the fact that the river is approaching, and near Big 
Bend cuts through, the Gary moraine . . 
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE XXXVIII 
A. The wide sag-valley of .the West Fork below Currie, Minnesota. B. The wide 
valley of the West Fork in southeastern Murray county, Minnesota. C. The 
valley train at Estherville, showing how the wall is buried by gravel. 
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Imirlediately upon accomplishing this it turn§ southea~t ,again, 
skirts the inner edge of the moraine, ' except where it' cuts 
through a branch which strikes northward from Windom,and 
so continues past Jackson, into Iowa and beyond Estherville. 
Where the moraine is bordered by the river, south of Big 
Bend, the ridge rises into great knolls, the Blue Mounds, which 
appear in profile to be piled upon the otherwise almost level 
surface. This is especially well shown from the top of the val-
ley wall at . the ' head of the bend, where the Mounds . seem to 
stand out from the plain like western butt~s. The valley is 
about fifty feet below the prairie, and these morainic knobs rise 
fifty to one hundred feet higher than the upland. 
Control of Tributaries.~The control of the character of I;lec-
ondllry valleys by the maj·or stream is well illustrated in. this 
general region. Thus Lime creek in southeastern Murray 
county (where th.e Des Moines valley is of the wide sag type), 
lies in 'a narro~, rather shallow valley even: to its . debouchure. 
On the other hand the South Branch of Des Moines river-the 
outlet of Heron lake-enters the D.es Moines (which now is con-
strkted and deepened as it approaches the moraine) by a deep; 
rather narrow, forest-filled trench. The upper part ' of the 
valley is merely a typical broad, v~ry shallow flat Bwale, open~ 
ing out of the greater though otherwise similar depression 
'which contains Heron lake. .The fact that Little Sioux river 
rises in a swamp only a mile or hyo south of th<1lake shows how 
imperfect has been the drainage of the Wisconsin plain. 
Chl;l,racterizing the morainic belt where the river crosses it 
are several rather deep, flat-bottomed swales whose floots are 
more or less covered with water in wet weather. One of these 
swales is almost closed near its mouth by the hills, through 
which it breaKS by a mere gap, and beyond which it agalll 
widens toward the river. Somewhat resembling these swales, 
although larger and of different origin, is !l great depression 
which opens into the river valley at Big Bend. It is fully half a 
mile wide at its mouth and extends northwestwardly about six 
miles to Lake Augusta, whose surplus waters it carries away Oy 
means of a ch.annel known as Honey' creek. The valiey is well de-
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limited, its ' side walls slope up at angles of 10· to 20·, and it is 
much"bettet defined than is the river valley in southwestern 
'Cottonwood county. Probably it was a pre-Wisconsin channel 
• which served 'to carFY'-the-waters from the retreating glacier, 
as is evidenced by the filling of gravels in its mouth, and the 
well developed gravel terraces in the river valley just below the 
junction. No gravels were observed in the narrow main valley 
above Big Bend. 
, .Relation t,o., Interglacial VaUeys.-The action of .the Des 
Moines in turning abruptly northeast at the north 'line of J ack-
son county . and' cutting directly across the moraine seems, at 
first sight, quite inexplicable. It would have seemed so much 
more reasonable had the river continued its course southeast 
through Heron lake and so to the s,outhward. Mr. UphaDf, of 
the Minnesota Geological Survey, formulated a theory by w:hich 
to explain this anomalous situation. Briefly stated the theory 
is this: The basin of Lake Shetek, Des Moines valley from the 
.lake to the south line of Cottonwood county, and the basins of 
Heron, Spirit and Okoboji lakes form parts of' a ' river valley 
excavated during post-Kansan times and extending along the 
present valley of the Little Sioux as far south as Spencer and 
thence eastward to Emmetsburg, where it entered the present 
valley. This ancient valley was partly filled by Wisconsin drift 
and the drainage of Spirit and Okoboji lakes and Little Sioux. 
river was diverted to the Missouri. The waters of the more 
northerly part of this system found an outlet through the newly 
formed Gary moraine, and being there held in check by the ice 
front 'they flowed . southward along the inner margin of the 
I 
moraine. 
- While it is quite probable that the valley of the Des Moines 
in 'Minnesota originated in a manner similar to that suggested 
in the preceding sentence, it does not seem to the writer that 
there is sufficient evidence for postulating such a pre-Wisconsin 
vailey as that outlined by Mr. Upham. Every existing element 
of 'thIS hypothetically reconstructed valley; with the exception 
of West Okoboji lake; is merely a shallow depression in the 
Wisconsin plain or among the mounds of the ' moraine. For 
re':isons outlined iu connection with the discussion of the EaRt 
• 
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Fork (pages 471 to ' 473), thes_e depressions are not thought to 
antedate the Wisconsin ice invasion~ Certainly, there seems to 
be no basis for tying an ancient river to the Des Moines at 
Emmetsburg, as there is no change in the character of the valley 
above and below the city except that due to the divergence of 
the moraine and the valley as they proceed southward from 
Estherville. Indeed there does not appear to be any necessity 
for supposing that the Little Sioux must have joined the Des 
Moines in pre-Wisconsin times, as is done by several authors. 
From such study as ' the writer has given to the valley of the 
Little Sioux in northern Iowa, he is disposed -to assign it a 
history entirely independent of that of Des Moines river. 
Professor Macbride has suggested that Beaver creek valley in 
northeastern Pocahontas county may represent a pre-Wisconsin 
valley which at one , time connected with the Little Sioux in Clay 
county. It is true that in this general region the Des Moines 
assumes features which s~,em to be of pre-Wisconsin age, and 
this fact apparently lends strength to the hypothesis regard-
ing the age of the creek valley. But the present character , of 
this valley offers no support to the idea that it once 'connected 
with the Little Sioux. In its lower part it is simply a fairly 
wide, fiat-bottomed trench cut in drift, and in its upper part it 
becomes a shallow prairie sag. ' 
Before leaving this point it may be suggested that very pos-
sibly the passa,ge of the river through the moraine north of 
Windom was helped by the use of one of those deep swales 
which are still so common here and some of which are low 
enough and capacious enough to carry the waters of the Des 
Moines very easily. Once the obstruction was passed the fiood 
waters found the wide sag described on page 493, and utilizec,l 
it as far as Windom at least. Possibly, too, the slow post-
Pleistocene elevation of this region later made it- possible for 
the stream to deepen its channel and to hold its course and 
avoid ponding. This would account for the depth and narrow-
ness of the valley in the vicinity of Jackson. 
Where the valley crosses an arm of the moraine near Windom 
it is steep sided and narrow. Here lakes are abund~mt an,d, ,the 
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topography is quite rough. In this region, too, the vaney be-
comes quite heavily timbered. About six miles above ' Jackson 
some ravines on the east side' of the river show steep sides and 
flat bottoms in the lower mile or two of their extent although 
they :;lre shallow and much less steep-walled above. It is prob-
able that they acquired their size and depth while the Wisconsin 
ice lay in their upper courses and the waters from the ice passed 
down them to the river. They may have been partly filled later, 
when the floods had less carrying force. ' , " 
Near Jackson the valley has a depth of 100 feet or more and 
is quite st~ep~sided. Its floor is less than one-fourth mile Wide 
and the town is built on a series of gravel terraces which reach 
ba"ck to the west for another quarter of a mile. Above the 
, town, similar gravels bank the east wall for fifty feet above , the 
valley floor. The ravines which enter the valley here are deep 
and narrow and have steep grades but within short distances 
they become shallow and of low gradient-mere prairie stream-
courses. While much of the west wall of the main valley is 
wooded the east side is for the most part bare, due in part at 
least to its exposure to the afternoon sun. 
Five miles below Jackson the walls begin to diverge and to 
flatten so that the valley becomes a mile or so in width from 
crest to crest and at the same t~me is much shallower. It is 
only fifty or sixty feet deep instead of one hundred as at J ack-
son. This condition persists as far as the state line. Between 
this point and Estherville the country bordering the valley, and 
especially 'that on the western side, is morainic, and conse-
quently the river is walled in by a deep valley whose western 
slopes in partic1:llar are rather steep. Just above Estherville 
the valley contains some prominent gravel terraces, which rise 
forty feet or so above the "stream and have buried the walls to 
that extent (Plate XXXVIII, C, page 491). 
The Valley Below Estherville.-The Des Moines breaks 
through the morainic belt a little north of Estherville and 
thenceforward flows along its eastern margin. On this account 
it , is bordered to the Palo Alto county line and beyond by a 
bo'ld steep walt which , is constructional rather than erosional, 
built of' piled-up mounds of drift, knobby and rolling as far 'as 
" 
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE XXXIX 
A 
A. The high morainic · w'est wall a mile below Estherville. B. The wide sag-valley 
near Ottosen. 
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the eye can r each (Plate XXXIX, A). The east side ' of'the 
valley, howev,er, is a long gentle slope, reaching back for a mile ' 
or even two miles, and on this slope the town of Estherville is 
built. ' The cross section profile, Plate XXXIII, D, will show, 
this feature clearly. 
Below Graettinger the hills to the west of the valley become 
'lower and the topography is less knobby and rolling, although 
a clearly marked moraine, the Ruthven moraine, is present in 
western 'Palo Alto county. See the map, Plate XXXII, page 467. 
On the east side also the rise' to, the upland is less and in places 
thel~e is no demarcation between valley and upland, so gentle 
. i 
FlG, 4o-K a nsan blue clay beneath the gravels at Estherville . Pit of Minneapolis and 
St. Louis Railroad Company, 
is the rise. N ear Emmetsburg the valley widens to such an 
exten,t ,that its fl.oor i f;! a mile and a half to two miles wide. See 
th~ profile of. the valley at Emmet~buJg, Plate XXXIII, E.. See 
'also Plate XL, A, page 502, for the narrow flood plain in the 
vicinity of Graettinger. 
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Beginning with the terraces above Estherville and continuing 
to Emmetsburg and beyond is an immense gravel train ~hich 
covers, or once did cov~r, the entire valley floor and whose con-
stituents grow progressively finer from the bowlder besprinkled 
I' • • .. • I 
coarse gravel of the Estherville pits to the fine sands and 
alluvium which border the river in central Palo Alto county. 
The Minneapolis and Saint Louis Railroad Company formerly 
operated a great pit in these gravels on the south edge of 
Estherville ,and the drainage streams from the pit have un-
covered ·the Kansan blue clay which underlies these Wisconsin 
gravels . . See figure 40. At Graettinger also a large pit is 
opened in · the gravels, which have been penetrated for twenty-
two feet, until water forbade further digging. They show all 
the characteristics of water-laid materials, such as cross-
F:IG. 41-View of the gravel pit In the valley train at Graettinger, Palo Alto county. 
bedding, contemporaneous erosion and those irregularities of 
deposition which one might expect from shifting, hurrying 
floods. See figure 41. 
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The valley train fades out in this latitude and only the finer 
materials were carried beyond. These finer materials are cov, 
ered by several feet of alluvium-rich black silt mingled with 
more or less sand-a gift which is renewed by each recurring 
flood. The valley gravels no longer form a conspicuous feature 
of the· landscape. 
The only tributaries in this region worthy of note are Jack 
creek, which drains Swan lake in central Emmet county, Willow 
creek, the outlet of Silver lake, which reaches the main stream 
west of Emmetsburg, and Cylinder creek, which winds its tor-
tuous way across the prairie from Medium lake near Emmets-
burg to yield its contribution to its master southwest of Rodman. 
Jack and Cylinder creeks in their lower reaches occupy valleys 
of some width but of slight depth and probably largely construc-
tional. Willow creek finds its way among the low knobs of the 
Ruthven moraine until it leaves these to enter the broad sag 
which contains Des Moines river. Beaver creek, in northeastern 
Pocahontas county, has been mentioned on page 495, and Pilot 
creek is practieally identical with it, except for its somewhat 
smaller dimensions. 
Below Rodman the valley begins to narrow somewhat, al-
though many of the slopes still are long and gradual, stretch-
ing away a mile or even two miles, such as those shown In 
Plate XXXIX, B, page 497, west of Ottosen. However, in places 
the bounding walls are well defined, and locally are steep. Here 
and there groups of low knobs at the valley's margin accentuate 
the division between lowland and upland. Such are a group 
south of Rodman and another three miles east of Bradgate, 
which latter sends the stream off to the south. Much of the . 
valley between Bradgate and Rutland, however, is bounded by 
rather gentle slopes which rise thirty to forty feet to the prairie 
levels. See Plate XL, C, for the narrow flood plain above 
Bradgate. 
The valley near Bradgate is underlain by alluvium and sand 
. to a depth of fifteen to twenty feet. Below this yellow Wis-
oonsin till fifteen to twenty-five feet thick is reported and be-
neath this a layer of very fine sand ten to twenty feet in thick-
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ness often causes serious trouble in wells. This sand may be 
of Buchanan age, although more probably it is Wisconsin out- . 
wash· material. Beneath it ·Kansan blue clay is reported, and 
. this has be.en penetrated sixty feet. 
Rock Otttcrops.-Professor Macbride maps a small exposure 
of Saint Louis limestone opposite Bradgate .but this could not 
be found by the writer, even with careful. search. However, 
there were seen near river level two small outcrops of. the bright 
colored, variegated, finely sandy clay shales which are , charac-
teristic of both the Des Moines and the Fort Dodge beds, and 
which are readily distinguished from Pleistocene clays by the 
vividness of their coloration. These clays apparently form the 
first outcropping of the preglacial rocks along the West Fork. 
In the vici.nity of Rutland Kinderhook limestone underlies the 
FIG·, 42-The esca:rpment of Kinderhook limestone at the Rutland bridge, Humboldt 
county, 
valley plain and at the village it outcrops abundantly. A ver-
tical scarp of the limestone twelve feet high forms the south 
. ' wall 'of the channel at the Rutland bridge. A :view of this escarp-
ment is shown in figure 42. 
Below Rutland the valley becomes quite narrow, so that the 
flood plain is not over one-fourth mile in width and in 'some 
• 
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE XLI 
A. The bowlder sprinkled channel at Humboldt. B. The wide valley of the West 
Fork just below Humboldt. C. Crossbedded gravels near Humboldt. 
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places even less. The valley also becomes deep,er and where· 
the river cuts against the banks, as is the case above Humboldt, 
the bluff is high and steep, and heavily wooded. The narrow-
jng no doubt is due to the presence of 'the limestone, which, 
being so much more resistant than the unconsolidated drift, has 
. confined the activity of the stream to a narrower zone. The 
channel from Bradgate eastward is strewn with bowlders, ·,which 
in places are so abundant, to use Macpride's phrase, as to sug-
gest some New England mountain channel, rather than the 
quiet, creeping river of the level prairie. This is especially true 
at Bradgate and at Humboldt as Plate XLI, A~ shows. Below 
the exposures of Kinderhook limestone the chips and blocks of 
this stone litter the floor and banks of the valley. 
Humboldt is built upon a rock platform which stands twenty 
feet or more above the narrow flood plain and has been swept 
almost clear of :drift for a width of a mile. It is covered with 
a thin veneer of soil through which in numerous places the rock 
projects as small mounds rising about siX feet above the sur-
rounding level. This plain seems to be a remnant of the post-
Kansan valley which was not filled with Wisconsin detritus to 
t~e same extent as adjacent portions. Its width is about the 
same as that of the. valley just above Bradgate and probably 
represents fairly well the size of the older watercourse. 
At Humboldt the steep, timber covered slopes of the west 
wall rise sixty to eighty feet above the water's edge and are 
indented by numerous short, .steep ravines and gullies which 
cut into the upland for a short distance but fail to effect much 
in the way of dr;tinage. The east wall also is quite steep for 
two miTes below Humboldt. South of the town the walls ap-
proach each other Within one-half mile or less and retain this 
relation for many miles below the union with the East Fork. 
See Plate XLI, B. . 
Three miles below Humboldt the West Fork swings to the east, 
bounded by the rather steep, wooded slopes of its west wall, 
and passing the nose of the dividing ridge, meets its fellow, the 
East Fork, at a right angle, two miles north of the county line. 
Age of the Valley.-There seems to be no evidence to prove 
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ihat· the ·valley of the Des Moines in Minnesota and across 
Emmet ·and Palo Alto counties is older than the retreat of the 
Wisconsin glacier, if we make a possible exception of the 
stretch between Big Bend and Windom, Minnesota. If the de-
pression above Big Bend is pre-Wisconsin, it would seem prob-
able that a portion of the main valley below would be 0:( the 
same age. For the most part, however, . the valley is simply a 
great, broad sag, chiefly constructional, partly erosional, al-
though the present river is entirely inadequate to determine 
the form of its. valley except to a very minor extent. 
Because of the outcrops of limestone in the valley below 
Bradgate Professor Macbride has suggested that in this locality , 
the modern stream enters a rock-walled channel of Pre-Wiscon-
sin age. In northeastern Pocahontas county as well as near 
Bradgate the valley floor is a mile wide, the walls are perfectly 
· defined and their slopes are fairly steep, in places precipitous. 
At the bridge crossing the river a mile south of Bradgate, 
undercutting and road grading have exposed twenty feet of 
yellow, very pebbly Wisconsin till, five feet of rather fine, fresh 
gravel and twenty feet of drab, sparsely pebbly Kansan drift 
to water level. It was here also that the exposures of pre-
Pleistocene clay shales were observed. The succession below 
river level already has been described. On the other hand wells 
on the uplands are reported as reaching rock at depths varying 
. from a few feet to 'twenty, forty or sixty feet or occasionally at 
even greater depths. These {acts are cited to show that above 
the mouth of Beaver creek as well as below, the river evidently 
is occupying a valley cut wide and deep before the Wisconsin 
glacier brought down its load of clays and sands. There is no 
such abrupt change in character here as one might expect to 
find, did Beaver creek represent a pre-Wisconsin watercourse. 
It was stated above that beyond Rutland the valley floor is not ,: 
more than one-fourth of a mile wide. But this narrowing is 
the natural result of the gradual sinking of the valley into the 
resistant limestone of the Mississippian, rather than of a sud-
. den change in the age of the valley. It is evident that some-
where in this region there occurs the passage from the wide, 
immature, constructional, modern sag to the narroW'er, better 
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de:ti~ed, erosional, interglacial valley. But Beaver valley, does 
not b~ar the evidence of being at the critical point or of"mark-
ing the continliation of the older channel. But ' wherever the 
change in age may occur, the assumption of an interglacial val-
ley seems necessary to account for the depth and definiten"essof 
the" present course across Humboldt county, as well as for the 
rock cuts at Rutland and Humboldt. 
Outlet of the Cham "akes.-In connection with the discus~ion 
of the ongin of the valley of the East Fork the possibility was 
suggested (page 478) that the pre-Wisconsin drainage line now 
represented by the Chain lakes in Martin county, Minnesota, 
, might be continued southward by the ' lower part of the West 
Fork valley and that a possible point of juncture was near the 
northeastern corner of Pocahontas county. Since here the 
, younger valley seems to join the older, this locality affords the 
logical point for the attachment of the buried Chain lakes river 
to the pre-Wisconsin Des Moines. At least this theory has the 
advantage of accounting for the pre-Wisconsin valley in Poca-
hontas and Humboldt counties and of suggesting as well the 
outlet of the ancient river which once occupied the Chain lakes 
valley. 
Age of the Gravels near Humboldt.-There are large amounts 
of gravel in a low terrace along the West Fork below Humboldt. 
Plate XLI, C, shows their chatacter well. "Where the long up-
land ridge between the two forks slopes down to the south its 
face is banked by a broad terrace of sand and gravel which also 
'fills th'e entire valley and forces the West Fork against its south 
wall. Professor Macbride assigned this latter deposit to the 
Buchanan and the same is done by Beyer and Wright ,in a recent 
P1!blication. The bed near Humboldt is assigned by these 
writers to the Wisconsin, as are also beds on the East Fork. 
The materials banked on the nose qf the ridge are slightly 
rusted, the sands are stained a little yellow, the gravels a little 
red, but I they are far less weathered than typical Buchanan 
gravels of eastern Iowa; , Furthermore they contain a strikingly 
large proportion of fresh limestone pebbles of " all sIzes up to 
several inches in diameter. Those beds which lie down ' in the 
. ., 
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valley bottoms are very similar ip. composition and in showing 
st:reaks of iron rust and stain, especially in their coar.ser pints. 
The s'ame is true of the terrace materials near Humboldt; whil~ 
they are essentially fresh they show streaks of iron and man-
ganese stain. There seems to be no sufficient basis for separat-
ing these various deposits as to their age. Between the low 
terrace near the city and the bank at the foot of the -ridge~ivid: 
ing the forks there is no distinguishing criterio~, and as be~ween 
these latter and the materials somewhat tighe'rup. th.e slopes 
there can be no doubt of their equivalency and contip.ulty. · It 
'seems scarc'ely reasonable to consider the valley as pre-Pleisto-
cene or even pre-Kansan in age, but the gravels can , not be 
Buchanan if the valley is post-Kansan. ·Considering then the 
character an~ age of the valley and th~ character aiid physical 
condition of the gravels it seems nece,ssary to assign them to a 
period later than the Kansan, in other words to the close of the 
\Visconsin. There is, of course, the alternative of an Iowan age 
for the ,gravels, but judging from cQnditions where the Iowan 
is bette!' known, this does not seem an attractive hypothesis. 
The Iowan does not seem to have been a period of extensive 
gravel deposition. 
Des Moines Valley Below the Forks. 
, Within a few miles below the junction of the forks the valley 
becomes much deeper. Near the mouth of Deer creek, the bluff 
is ninety feet high and at Fort Dodge the river is 160 feet below 
the upland level. ' This ' notable deepening is continued into 
Boone county and is due not merely to the natural processes of 
erosion but :chiefly to the ridges of drift material which are 
, 'piled across its course in ever increasing height, from northern 
V\T ebster county to their culmination as the Gary moraine of 
Boone county . 
N ear the county line Saint Louis limestone comes' into VIew 
in the bed of the river and continues 'intermitte,ntly ~s far as 
Iowa Geological Survey. Pr.ATE XLH 
A. The wide flat valley above Fort Dodge, near Deer creek. B. A high beY{ch a 
mile below Kalo. 
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Fort Dodge: ,A mile south of the line a terrace rises frf:.ty', feet : 
abov.e' the, flood plain and has' a width of one-folirth-mile': It :iB ;' 
seeli' clearly to be a rock platform and upon it lie great nUD).~ts~r 
of Wisconsiil bowlders, ' and probably there is 'Wisconsin'till be- ' 
neath the soil. It is evident that ' the erosion of the ' valley ' in ,' 
the 'limestone was pre-Wisconsin as:the slope to the flood pl~~ 
is covered with Wisco'nsin 'bowlders. In 'Places the r.ock -ha,!'3 1 
been cut out for a width of a quarter of ,a mile, and, as ' is: the 
case opposite this terrace, through a thickness of flft; f:e~t, too , 
great a task for the present stream to have accomplished d.llring 
its brief history. The high platform, like the inner ,gorge, may , 
be the result of interglacial erosion. 
Three miles north of Fort Dodge a broad expansion of the: ' 
v'ailey covers about a square mile. For the mo'stpart it lies 
above the reach of modern floods and evidently is an ancient: 
flood plain. The surface, where the road traverses it, is covered"' 
with sand which may have been swept in by Wisconsin floods. : 
Opposite this 'plain the river is cutting into Coal Measures clays 
and coal, although above and ,below here the Saint Louis' lime-: 
stone is exposed. The _ presence of the softer Coal Measures ' 
, doubtless accounts for the expansion of the valley at this place.,' 
Plate XLII, A, shows well the charaCter of the valley between' 
Humboldt and Deer creek in northern Webster county. 
Tributaries.-The tributaries of the Des Moines in Humboldt 
. J 
county are of little consequence. In Webste,r several later~ls 
enter the master stream but these are typical praifie creeks, .. 
with the exception of the Lizard Fprks, until within a mile or 
tw~ of the main valley. In' their lower courses they have been 
obliged to cut deep trenches into the rock to keep in topographic , 
~ accord with the great valley. North Lizard is the most im-
portant creek of the county (Plate XXXII, page 467). Where it, 
opens into the Des Moines valley it has cut a, deep , gorge in ' 
which it has developed a moderately wide flood plain. F,oT some) , 
distance above the mouth the north wall is lower than the south: 
wall, owing to the presence of a, prominent range of' m~rainic' 
' 33 " , . ", 
\ , _ • .1 :. ~" 
) 
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Jmo.ps:.which;extends across this township and which he!(=) hounds 
the: :v.aI.~ey ,closely. The south wall is acc()rdingly rugged .and 
well:' ftim.bered while the north slope is .less rough and , rather 
,'bare.: 'Ab()ve the junction of .the f~rks' the North Lizard ,has a 
rat.~~;r ' 'Wide :valley, but this shallows rapidly . . Followed back a 
few ;tnile,s ,:it is only a ··few feet below the prairie level, and:is 
quite '~Jypical .valley of the drift, plain. 
:Wher~ the South Lizard cuts through or abuts against tne 
knobby , dri~t region it develops steep bluffs but elsewhere its 
valley IS shallow until within two or three miles of the .Junction 
with ' the ·N orth Fork. In the lower stretches several remnants 
of ' old ' levels appear as terraces on the steep walls and some 
,loW bills of circumdenudation are s~en in the narrow _ valley. 
Appa,:re~tly the stream occupied a somewhat different course 
when ,it' fl,o'wed :at a higher level but the process of adjustment 
to changing conqitions in the Des Moines valley caused it to seek 
new channels as it deepened its valley. 
, . 
The secondary streams exert practically no infl:qence on . the 
top~graphy of the ,region aside from their immediate valleys, 
and ' the :same is true to a large degree of the master stream 
itself. ' .9Ile no sooner ascends from the deep gO.rge than the 
unchanged Wisconsin' plain stretches away before him, mile , 
after mile. Swamps and sloughs remain undrained on the yery 
bord~r of the valley and bear witness to the immaturity of the 
draillage. 
A small creek valley in southern Webster county, west of 
Stratforq, 'down which the Ohicago and North Western rail- , 
road runs for a short distance, is tYPic;i1 of the secondary drain-
age of the, Des Moines system in this region. , It begins as an 
insi.g:D.ificant swale or shallow sag in the drift plain about two 
miles from the river but deepens rapidly and within a mile 
has attained a depth of ninety f~et. It is narrow, however, 
down .to ·. its junction with the main valley, for, although its 
depth at' .the mouth is .180 feet, even here there is a space of 
only 'thirty to forty feet between the bases of the bluffs. ' 
, The r alley, Below Fort Dodge.-Below Fort Dodge for ,many i 
miles the high walls of the valley are relatively steep for the' 
Iowa Geological Survey. 
Map showing Des Moines valley between Fort Dodge and Des Moines: 
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, ~,~st part : eyen 'w~er~ 'not 1 affected by rece~.t erosjon. Both the 
main yalle~ .and its short, steep tributaries are heavily woode~ 
'up ·to jthe prairie level and form most picturesque features of 
Ithe lan!iscape. , In, most ,of the valley's extent 'across Webster 
' aIi~ Boone co~ties ' (Plate XLIII). the flood plain is narrow, 
:rarel;v !pore than 200 yards wide, and in places l~s~, .as at Fort 
!Dodg;e land above Boope (Plates XLIV, A and B ; XLVI; 
, ,t , 
.l XLVII, A, pag(521) a:vd at Fraser wl1ere a mere str~p of low-
, larid 'lOO yards wide lies between ri,*er iand bluff. South of the 
: Q-ary n1oraine,' ,however, from whicn the river ,emerges within 
I the! last! few m~les of its course in Boone county (se!:l, Plates 
XLVI ~:Q.d XLIX), the valley Widens until at the county line 
it is .. a full mile from rim to rim. 
. , I I 
B'elow Fort Dodge exposures , of shales are very frequent 
, k ' . 
", along the banks as 'far : south as Ka~o. In the :vicin~ty , of Fort 
I Dodge gypsum , also may "be ' seen op.tcropp~ng I along the main 
valley ~nd in its tributaries. Below Kalo massive, yellow, cross-
heddeR sandstone forms th,e walls as far as 'Lehigh, thougn 
covered along much .of this distance with a veneer of drift. The 
, ~are, l1c~ walls of ' the master. gqr,~~, prese*ting f ~cr'asional 
, vertIcal, clIffs forty to fifty feet m heIght, are , exceedlllgly plC-
, jture~q'u:e and make delightfully attractive spots when framed 
l in the verdant mantle which clothes much of the ,fio-or and slopes 
of , the~' alley. With the increasing depth of the gorge the pic-
. ' tur~ he omes more charming and where~ as at Lehigh, the bluff 
rise'~ a , one sweep' 190 f,eet from the water's edge to the upland 
' level,s ~t is , one which will be excelled with difficulty in the 
, " . lan4sc~re of central Iow~. " 
r IBbon,b River.-Boone river' enters the valley of the 'Des 
Moine~ , just within the limits of Webster county. The river has 
'cut" a:' gorge fully one-half mile fro~ rim to r~m and 180 feet 
deep in its low~r reaches. This valley posses~es ,all ' the char-
acters of the master valley and in but slightly smaller, degree. 
I The rather insignificant stream meanders ~dly over its flood 
, plain,l which is flat and sandy. The side walls are quite steep, 
just as are those of the major valley. Angles of 12°, 15°, 20°, 
22° and even 26°, were measured at various points. About a 
'. " , .' " ' . 
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Profile of Des Moines river at Fort Dodge. Beyond the east end of the profile the surface is practicall y level. On t11e west a r e gently rolling uplands. B. Profile of Des MOines valley across middle of section 1 2, YelJ township, a nd section 7, Des 
Moines township, Boone county, a bout two miles north of Boone. See Plate XLIX. Slightly rolling uplands west of profile; level la nd east of profile. C. Profile of Des Moines valley one mile west of Selma, Van Buren county, showing the wide 
valley. D. Profile of Des Moines valley one-half mile east of Selma, showing the narrow valley. 
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A 
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A. Boone valley about a mile above its mouth. B. The fiat Wisconsin plain stretch-
Ing away from the edge of the valley. Taken from the same pOint as A. 
C. Boone valley at the first bridge above Stratford, about two miles above 
Its mouth. 
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TOPogfaphic map of northern part of Boone quadrangle, !ncludfng parts of webster. 
Hamllton and Boone counties. 
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mile' above the mouth of the stream is ~ bench ninety' f~et :Q.igh : 
which doubtless is related in origin to those in the major vaHey~ ! 
See 'Plate XLV; A, Band C. 'i' 
!' Terraces.~A mile 'below Kalo th~re is ~ high bench' on the : 
s?uth side of the river, representing a former level. of the ; 
v~lley. It is , underlain by Des Moines $ha:les and doubtless is . 
tb ' be correlated-with the high benches noted in the north, part 
o~ the county, both in age and in m~thod of formation. See ': 
p;late XLII, B, page 511. . . , ' , 
• . . I 
r Opposite the mouth of Boone riverjs a berich which is nearly ' 
100 feet high, and in its course across , southern Webster, Boone 
~nd northern Polk counties the river ' i~ ' bordered almost COll- . 
tinuously by benches and terraces. Just south of the ·Webster- ' 
:$oone line, f~r example, a low terrace 300 yards wide rises ten : 
~eet above the flood plain, and a mile down the valley ' a hlgh ' 
~ench lies seventy feet above ~he strea~. Its rough surface : 
Irises to meet the bluffs, at whose bases it is one hundred feet , 
lligh. This bench covers one-fourth of a square mile and so far 
ds can be seen ,in cuts it is built of waterlaid sand and gravel. ~t s~ems to fill. a recess in '·the ancient valley. The village ' of , . 
fraser is- built upon anoth~r of these high benches and ' still " 
another fills the, hollow across the river from the village. 
I • 
I • . 
J A similar bench fill.s the north p~rt of the bend east of ~raser : 
f.Plate XLVI) and, m common WIth many others, consIsts of 
sand, gravel and cobblestones. To the south it slopes down to 
~Jower Jerrace, built of detrital material, which fills the mile- I 
lvide recess between the river and the bluffs. The upper bench ' 
ts, perhaps sixty}eet high and the lower one is about thirty feet'! 
r bove water ~evel. The bayou in ' which these are built is. one ,; 
9f 'the largest along the river. Plate XLVII, B, shows a similar : 
group of -terraces in sections 1 and 12, Yell 'township. .: 
, 
, 
I ,The series of terraces to which the upp'er one just mentio~ed : 
~ay belong, is r,epresented by that on which Moingona is bui~t : 
~nd other representatives 9f this series ar.e to 'be seen ne.ai' th.e , 
~tot.th , and south li~e.~ ... :_2.LP.Qugl~s ~ tgFPshiP.: )?,~,e ')?late, LII, . 
pa:g~ ,fj.31., ,'r:h~ fQrm~r ,of .the,~~, sh9wsl gt;aVrel,IPHJ. r;W\liltt~rI;iiq , ~J~·~.~s: 
! I" I' d ' O) ,"'!j t I ' .1 .,~, II i . I ~ ~ 
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A 
The narrow gorge of Des ;M,olnes ' river, midway between BOOne and ¥J:aael'. 
-8 High ter,races on ,t.Iie w.el!t side of the vall\lY above Boone. The \!'pper -edge 
of the blgher terrace Is show" 'n A at ~he left. Note the even skyline. 
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A. Short steep ravines in the east wall above Boone. They are only about two 
hundred yards long and are two hundred feet deep. B. A pond on the unaltered 
Wisconsin plain, between the ravines shown in A. The beginnings of a third 
ravine approaching from the rear may be seen to the right of the center back-
ground. 
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TO{lographjc map of southern part of Boone quadrangle. in Boone county . 
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........ .,.. 
" :~ll ,ii~ , b.?rth ~~i,q~\ b.;p.t , on the. sd~t~ ;ide shal'es, appear fifty feet 
above! the water le'\:e}. , ThIS terrace faces a lower one at a 
h~iight " of thirty feet "abo~e the ~heam. These two seem to fill 
.. " . r ,,' . ~ n,' old recess and are , backed by rather low, gentle bounding 
wal~s j seventy-five to -one hundred ~eet high. It, is noteworthy 
that the slopes defining the rea!w~rd margins of the benches 
nnd' terraces are uniformly more gentle than are th'o'se facing 
~he" ~.~·ep~r and therefore n~wer parts of- the 'valley. ' 
AnQther member" of the lower series of terraces is to be found 
'just ' ~hpve, the mining camp of Scandia, in northeastern Dallas 
, c<).imt1; wh~le the seventy-five foot series is represe:p.ted by the 
b~nc~ :on which High ' Bridge is built. ,See Plate LIII, page 533. 
Qtli~is o~ these series are plentiful in t,his part of the 'valley's 
extent. . 
. 'r~e!e seem, then, to be three series of benches in the v~pey. 
The first , of these, ranging from ten to thirty feet above the 
river, forms the immediate boundary of the flood plain. The 
secpnd rises fifty to sixty. feet above the valley flQo~and a third 
~~ri~s , i~ seventy to one hundred feet from the botto~-rand~. 
In so far as these terraces are of sand and gravel they indi-
'cate that the valley ' was at one time, probably in the closing 
stages' of the Wiscon~in age, filled at least to the level bf the 
1 . '1_, ~ \ , 
highest , bench, and, that the filling has been : since largely .cut , 
away: , T,he two lower series of gravel terraces, as well as ter-
races cut i.n or dO'Yn to the indurated strata, indicate that the 
river: stpod at thpse ,levels long enough to widen out its valiey 
by lli't'eJ:al ~orrasjon. ,In otlier words the down-cutting of the 
present 'valley has proceeded intermittently: As was stated in 
cOllnection ~ wtth the rock ,te~ta:ces near the north line of Web-
~~,t/f~,~f.1ty tJ:l.p~e of We~~ter, Boone, and Po~k, cou?ti~~which 
\J;re .l ¢.~t ' out of Coal Mea'sures must be pre-WISCOnSIn In age. 
, i !>fje~t~~(,the V'aitey.-.LT,he V:;llley at-t!lins its gre'~test depth 
~ ~e~~tdile~~norJh q,f. B,oo~, ' owing t6 ,thepre,sence: of"tp.e Gary 
~p!.~~~,1 a,nd ', t~en S~~U.0iWS to t~e s~lJth (:Plate ,, 4LIV; ~, com- , 
li#~/~~d :Plat~s XLVI :and 'LIlI). The bench tmifks ,'-o(the ; 
ttl1iW~Sta~'~s ~~ol?gi&a~ ,Surv:ey give an altit~4~ o:(a.~Qpt~.S90 i " 
feet for the-river two miles north of Fraser while the upJa'n(Jp 
( 
• 
. ., 
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The Ga.ry moraine In Boone county. and a Wisconsin bowlder . 
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The Ledges, Des Moines valley, Boone county. 
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Topographic 'map of northwestern part of Madrid Quadrangle, including parts '* 
Boone, Dallas and Polk counties. 
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~D(~i'ther! side rise to elevations ~f li20 to 1160 feet, and Mw,- .: 
e:r;a( ~id~e, the crest of the Gary morain~, reaches a height of :1 t240 ~eet !abpve sea level. See Plates XLVI and L. This mea,ns I 
a maximum: depth of over 260 feet, although the immediate ' 
rise to the 'cre~ts of the bluffs is generally about fifty feet less. 
:WQere . Mineral Ridge' l:J.pproaches the valley the bluffs rise 
tully ' 250 feet ' at a single sweep. However, where the valley is I 
crossed by the Dallas-Polk county boundary its depth does not I' 
exceed 160 feet, and the prairies scarcely are 1000 feet above , 
, J Ma. S~e Plate LIII. I 
The Ledges.-There are numerous ravines along the valley ' 
;walls hut many of ' these extend back only a short distance and I 
are very steep. So in many cases they are only 200 to 300 yards i 
long but.are 200 feet ileep. The ravines shown in Plate XLVIII, I 
~, are excellent examples, while B of the same plate sbows1 
. , 
~ow little they have affected the topography. The creeks which I 
enter the va,lIey also liave deep timber-filled gorges . . Bear creek I 
is one of ·the best exa,mples. One of the most picturesq1;le scenes ! 
;along any part of the valley is The Ledges, near the mouth of I 
Pease creek in section 16, Worth township (Plates XLIX and i 
LII). ,Massive s~ndstone forms high mural escarpments be- j 
tween which lies a charming valley with its little stream. See; 
;PI,ate LI. Trees and grass and rocks combine to form one of ~ 
the most attractive spots of the region and one whose charm 'is l 
greatly appreciated and utilized by visitors from far a~d , near, j 
Doctor' B~y~r ascribes the formation of the . Ledge sandst011'e l ~o 'J;apid 8edir??~~fltion during Pe~nsylvanian times, ~pparentlY l 
III a valley of , hm~ted area eroded m .older ?oal Meas~re&. T.he" 
present valley has been formed by erosIOn and dIfferential 
weathering in this heavy bedded sandstone. I 
. ' . I 
, Moraines:-Below the Boone county 'line the vl:J.lley shows on ' 
itsl ~e.ste~ \side a mar~ed tendency toward long gentl~ 'slopes j 
~fter :~Q.ef :cr,est of. the bluffs has been pa~sed. On this ' apcou .. ~tj 
~h~ h~g~est land IS p.ot reached for a mIle or more back from 
tp.~ ·firs~ - s:p.:~~ rise" 'rhis feature is accentuated by _a high ni-or- , 
.aInic ( swelt. extend~ng from northeastern Dallas co,\!nty past , 
W 99.<l~{l~P.)~tlJ4 . .P::t~-!lg~r ~nto __ Po~~ c~u.nty;, r~~~ ~s,w,e.lp~, ~.~R:e~ ! 
, 1 I • ~ 
· . , 
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'ropograpp.1c map of southern part ot Madrid quadrangle, including parts of Dallas and Polk counties . 
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by' knobs' and kamelike' i-idges whlch rise eighty to 'on~ hu~dre'd: -" 
feet above the crests of the river. bluf£s to the west, . Amo~g, 
the most conspicuous of these ridges are the mpunds a mile 
east of Granger (Plate LIII') , 'one two miles northeast of' . 
Granger, (Plate LIV, B) and another. three miles fUrther west: 
(Plate LIV, C): Southward this' swell is continued by a nar~ 
ro:wer ridge, which separates. the Des Moines and Beaver val-
leys (Plate LV); This ridge is only a mile to two ·miles wide 
at i~s base, and its crest is in many places broad enough, merely 
for the 'road which follows it, The highest points are 200 feet" 
above the river and twenty feet 'less above Beaver creek. Al-
though capped by aeoliair sands it is built up of yellow Wis-
consin till, blue, fossiliferous loess, perhaps overlying Kansan 
till, and a core of Coal ,Measures, which rises in places 100 feet 
above the river. Its eastern slope, facing the river, is almost 
everyWhere steep and rugged, and gashed by many short ra-
vines, but the westward slope is much more gentle. The ridge 
descends by a long easy grade to the mouth of Beaver valley. 
The Valley in Polk County.-From the Polk county line to the 
south line of Crocker · township the Des Moines valley is grad-
ually widening until .the flood plain is fully a··mile wide and the 
entire valley is practically three times that width if, we con-
sider the long gentle slopes back of the steeper walls (Plate 
LV). The 'wall overlooking the 'valley from the east becomes 
iess rugged and dissected in Crocker township and south of· the 
township line this transition suddenly becomes very marked. 
The gentle, mature slope swings off tq the southeast; down to 
a point opposite Saylorville (Plate LV), where a mile and a 
half of level flood plain intervenes ' between it and the stream: 
Between Saylor and Des Moines city limits (Plate LV:) this 
plain rises by a rather steep wall twenty to forty feet high ·to an 
almost equally level plain beyond. Just n,orth of Highland Park' 
this wall meets at right angles a steep, high, rugged bluff. whicl?- ' 
runs west to the river. Here .it bends abruptly to the soutli 'and· 
'so makes its way- with a local descent at Union Park (Plate 
LVI), past Capitol Hill, to terminate as abruptly as it· b~ga~; 
in the steep sandstone cl~:d . south of the 'State ' Hou~e ,(:I>late 
LVIII, A, page ?53)~ -" ",' 
Iowa Geological .Survey. PLATE LIT 
_A. A !Jo1l11 nea~ the' I< ame show n in B. B. A kame in section 31. Madison township. 
'Polk -county. Vi~w from the west. C. A kame In section 34, Des Moines town-
ship. Vailas county. View trom the east . 
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Topographic map of northern part of Des Moines quadrangle, in Polk county, 
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l ' ' - I ' ' . ~'" .. " . ,-_. _. . , 
Beav~r Valley opens into that of the Des Moines" by a 're-
markable flat, two miles wide, built' of sand and gravel; ' and 
varying in its heigb.t above the river from twenty to ,forty feet~ 
See, Plate LV. Beyond this flat the steep west wall of the mliljor 
valley, as described on page 532, is resumed and continued to 
, the junction with the Raccoon. It ,is trenched , by numerous ra-
vines, ,and, like the opposing slope, shows evidences of youth 
and immaturity along nearly all its extent. ' 
The wide flat just mentioned extends up Beaver valley three " 
to four miles. ;But far beyond, along all of its extent in Polk 
and Dallas counti'es, as well as across southern Boone county, 
the creek occupies a broad shallow sag, many, many times too ", 
large for the present stream. It reminds the observer of the 
great swales in Minnesota and in Palo Alto county, for instance, 
j 
• 
,along which the sluggish 'stream winds its aimless way. The 
,sag rises to the east to ~he range of morainic hills previously 
mentioned as extending past ,Granger and Woodward. To the 
southwest stand knobs and high ridges like sentinels guarding 
the broad' and fertile plains beneath. The valley of the Beaver~ 
like ~he Plain of the Jordan of the ancient writer, is "fair as 
the G-arden of Jehovah." See Plates LIlI and LV . 
-
Now it is to be noted that immediately opposite the mOuth 
' of Beaver valley lies the wide plain which has been spoken of 
already as reaching from Saylorville almost to the limits of 
, Des Moines and which occupies the west half of Saylor town-
ship.:.-the plain popularly known as Saylor Bottoms. The re-
lations of these are well shown on the map of the Des Moines 
quadrangle (Plate ~V). Beyond the low wall south of Saylor 
there stretches southeast a wide plain limited on the east by 
the upland on which stand Saylor and Marquisville, and south 
of this by the more strongly rolling ridge known as Four' Mile 
ridge, on who,se slopes are Grandview ,Park and the State Fair 
Grounds (Plate LVI). On the west lie the lower eminences 
crowned by Highland Park and East Des Moines. From these 
latter, the slope is very gently to tb.e east, and between them is' ' 
the wide depression" in which lies Union Park. Tlie broad, 
.. / 
Iowa Geological Survey. 
Topographic map of southern part of Des Moines qua.drangle, including parts of Polk and Warren counties.· 
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;, S~o.bthslopes of tijese wans give an aspect' of, co~sia:~r~'bJ~' ~~_~ 'I .' 
turityr an:d ~ffer a strong contrast t~the choppy tqpograp'hy :' . 
\ ,pf tb~ valley slopes to the west. . ' '. (f; 
:'.' ' Tb~ sag or plain which lies between these walls is very . l,e;~i! 
in' geMral, except" for scattered mounds ' which ·dot itS " surfa:c~, 
I'~nd' 'bieh 'seem to, be dunelikein origin and niture~ It-. s'inks 
to the south from elevations of 840. and locally 860 feet to '. an i 
,. , . I " " ,t , 
: ' altitude of 800 feet or less where if opens ' into the great valley ' i 
I; of the De's Moines between Capitol iEn and the Faii ,G~ound"s. 1 
-Like the mouth of Beaver valley it is .underlain very largely :. 
with sands, a~ has 'been learned to! their · cost by ' some I ofl the.l 
coal mining companies which have run entrie's into it. 'H 'is ' 
qbv,iciusly the continuation of the broad depression through 1 
which' Beaver creek meanders, and ml,ls.t be connected with it 1 
in ori.gi~. The two are merely separated, or we may say"united, 1 
" Ii I' . by the now somewhat lower expansion of the Des Moines :r~Uey l' 
which lies between them. . " . 
" I 
DISCUSSION OF CONDITIONS. \ 1 
I l 
", ,We . have now reached. the point where Des Moi~es river 1 
::., emerges from: the Wisconsin plain and passes into ,the much 'l 
. . h older \topography of , the Kansan, drift area. Henqe . it is well l 
I. to consider the reasons for some of the features that have been : 
I; ,studieq. :. ., ' I ' " ' " '" i 
'1' In:J!.6one Oounty.-Doctor Beyer, in his study of Bo.one c:qun- ; . 
ty geology, ,indicated certain facts w~ich he. eons.idered to point i 
towaTd the, youthfulness of Des Momes rIver : m ~ha:t \county. j 
The~e .·: are: ' "(1) The extreme shortness of the ,t tributa~ies,. 
taken, in , conjunction with their high grades, is i:n4iclit~v~ of 
,I bri'Elf ,/lareers .. (2) . Th~ l.iver its~lf has . done eo~~ara:ivel! ~ittle"l 
'. ' lateral .corraslOn. Only m rare mstances does It Impmge on the . 
>' liI1l'itin~ walls 'of the' valley. (3) According to data derived fro~ : 
.' ' coalI"?-ines lmd well sections the posit~on of ,the stream appea~s l 
il to be, :out of harmony with theaopographic features of the older 1 
, ~otmations; i. e., the' Des Moines is a superimposed- ; ~tream, ; 
: I young~r than the glacial deposits." The accompanying d~a- " '. 
' gram, figure 43, adapted from PrOfessor Beyer~s repor~' s?-,<?~.s :j 
the relations of the present and pre-Pleistocene surfaces. 
. RELATIONS OF· TEE 'VALLEY ," 
I 1n '·W·ebster 'G02inty.-For Web ·~ter ' " 
c'ounty, . Doctor ; Wilder brings . forward: 
•• J · ~541 
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~" 
. :Simila'r ' topographic evidence to show that : 
'the ' present valley is very young, but 1 
demonstrates from geol~gic facts that the : § ~ 
, g~ 
river is ," reworking a : pre-Wisconsin, per-
'haps pre-Kansan valley." 
I ~rn 
I ~-
, ~~ cl>~ 
, . , . 1 :>'2.1 
Relations of the Valley.-It is very J OJ OJ 
.probable that the statements of these two , :5 .~ 
,writer~, wh~le seemingly contradictory, are ~! \ \ :~ 
entirely in harmony. It IS true that the ,ID ~ ~ 
I valley' in 'both counties, has every appear~ ~ : :;, :~ 
ance of .youthfulness and that the system! , ,; .1 g:5 
appears to be out of harmony with the rAIa! ~3.IDW :~la I ~.s 
underlying topography. But the first of J : '.I' , • 1l ~ 
,these conditions may be ascribed to the ~ i:' :t: 
Wisconsi'n , glaciation of a post-Kansan 1 ~ i ! .. I : ~~ 
valley, while the second is accounted for; 0: t· .: . ' 0 ~~ 
by the probable fact that the post-Kansan I I I I ~Q 
river was imposed upon a drift sheet so' : : ,.: .:5t; 
thick that the underlying topography was : ~ I I 1M § 
entirely ineffective as a' controlling agent. : ' I ~ I ~, : :~~ 
It is certain that the detritus of the Gary:: : : ; ;.~ 
moraine in Boone and Webster counties I: : I ~8 
would so conceal any pre-Wisconsin drain- I.. I : g.~ 
' a2'e lines ' that the survival of even the I ~OJ-~ 1 ~ )0 0::", 
master valley is a marvel,' and its imma- I ~ I .. , ~~ 
I" IC!)~ 
turbity and youthful appea:ranc~ are quite , 1 : : : ,is 
to e expected. Nevertheless, It seems to 1 : I ' OJ 0:: 
I ' : 0:: ~ 
'be a fact that the modern valley holds its ,I, ,8,g 
present position by inheritance, by virtue : :~~ , 
of necessity. The presence in the valley : ... t ~ 1;1 
of terraces, in-so-far as' these are built of ",, ' i :~ 
glacial materials, indicates that when the :~ 
Wisconsin ice covered central Iowa, th~ I:! I~ 
Des M9ines .valley ha~ attained practically 1= ~ 
'its 'present dime~siops, 'that wh'ile the . :""1.' ...... --=:\-,-...::L.i--...J....----I 
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ice was melting the valley was filled to a depth of sev'erity":five 
to one hundred feet with waste from the glacier, and that this 
has been largely swept away since, leaving mere remnants along 
the valley sides as terraces and benches. If all that has been 
done since the end of Wisconsin time is the excavation, almost 
entirely in loose materials, of the inner, and narrower, valley, 
we can scarcely ~ttribute the making of the great gorge in its 
entirety with its rock walls scores of feet in height, to the clos-
ing years of the' briefest of the glacial ages. . 
• • 
In Polk County.-Within Polk county Doctor Bain 'learned 
the following facts: The bottom of Beaver valley is filled with 
modified Wisconsin drift to depths exceeding fifty feet., The 
Coal Measures rise in the side slopes to heights considerably 
above the stream, and undisturbed Kansan drift is found at 
points low down in the valley. In the low plain east of High-
land Park and Capitol Hill, wells and mines go through sev-
€nty-five to one hundred feet of filling, although rock rises well 
above the present floor in the hills on both sides. 'T~e valley 
Fro. H-Preglaclal -drainage at Des Moines . (After Ba.ln.) The present .sUe ,of Des 
Moines Is indicated by Capitol Hill. ' 
, : 
I 
I, 
I 
, 
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fining .is'inq)art Kansan drift. Below Des Moipes the present 
-ri:Ver"valley lias' been filled with many feet of drift-between 
~f~y ·and one ' hundred. 
Rain's; ·hypothesis.-From· these . and similar fadS- Ba:in has 
constructed " the following history for Des Moines river.' The 
valley probably was excavated in the period· immediately pre-
ceding tbe advent of the first ice sheet, as was that of' the' Rac-
coon, and th~ir aspect near Des Moines was somewhat as rep-
resented.· in figure 44. The' Kansan ice of course buried these 
valleys (the Nebraskan was not considered, as little was known 
of it when Bain made his studies), but did not fill them com-
pletely, and they were found by the post-Kansan streams-the 
valleys. ~ere resurrected. A system of drainage represented in 
figure 45 developed in the long post-Kansan interval,. and among 
the qliilor streams those marked A andB played a most im-
portant role. The advance of the Wisconsin ice blocked the 
main valley opposite the stream B before the upper portion 
of the river was thrown .entirely out of its valley. 'The swollen 
FIG. 45-Pre-Wlsconsin' 'drainage at Des Moines: lllustrating Baln's theory of develop-
ment ,of. present drainage. The present site' of Des Moines is indicated by Capitol 
and · West HUls. 
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water's of the upper course flowed', up the stream' 'B, across the 
divide~ and ' do'wn \11. into the ' Raccoon. A'S the ,ice did' not ad~ 
vance much ,farther the stream may have held its 'course under 
the ice. Wpen the , glacier melted ,back, the river , h~ld . t9 ~he 
riew course" and abandoned the old one'. It 'also abandoned the 
upper vall~y,;, now , occupied by" tpe ,~~~~~r, and cut the newer 
and narroFer one in which it n6w.flows. Present day conditions 
are shown In figure 46~ , : 
•. ~ l ,. I 
FIG, 46-Postglacial drainage at Des Moines , (From Bain . ) Saylor Bottoms are 
located immediately north of Highland Park. 
Objectio'fj,s to Rain's Hypothesis.-According to this theory 
the valley above Saylor Bottoms was excavated during the re-
treat of the Wisconsin ice. During the same period the por-
tion between Beaver creek and the Raccoon was being deepened. 
Since terraces are ,found in the valley ahove Saylor Bottoms 
we must assume that the newly made valley was partJy , filled 
with sand, much of which has been carried away since., This' 
sequence of events does not agree with the course outlined on 
page 541, but implies a very differ'ent history and necessitates a 
very much. more , r~pid downcutting than is there postulated. 
incidehtally it 'may be questioned whethe'r a glaci'erIIloyi);1g f:r;om 
" 
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we'st of north-which is also the general direction of the valley 
-would block the valley opposite B of figure 45 before the upper 
part of the river was overwhelmed or thrown out of its course. 
That part of the valley within the city limits (see Plate LVI) 
is narrower than the upper reaches, although a somewhat great-
er age is assigned the former. And yet, rock outcrops are as 
common north of Beaver valley as in the city, the strata ar:e 
similar, and rock rises fully as hi.gh above stream level, so there 
is no difference in this respect on which to rely for interpreta~ 
tioa -
The assigv.ment of the valley-cutting. to the Wisconsin ice 
epoch might accord with Beyer's outline of conditions in Boone 
county but it fails to harmonize with the statements of Wilder 
as to the situation in Webster. If the Des Moines in Webster 
. county is re-excavating a pre-Wisconsin valley while the Des 
Moines in Polk and B.oone counties occupies a valley dating 
back only to the close of the Wisconsin epoch there should be 
topographic unconformity between the parts and there should be 
somewhere in the valley a topographic break which would re-
cord this fact. However, there is no such break and so the dif-
ference must be one of interpretation rather than of fact. 
A NEW HYPOTHESIS REGARDING THE AGE OF THE VALLEY. 
In order, to harmonize these apparent discrepancies and to 
. obviate certain difficulties which seem to be inherent in the the-
ories heretofore presented, the following working hypothesis 
is offered. ' 
Date of Origin..-It will be shown later from the relation of 
Des Moines river to the Mississippi, that the initiation of the 
Des Moines valley cannot antedate the beginning of the Pleisto-
cene. The earliest date to which we can assign its formation is 
the close· of Nebraskan glaciation. The post-Nebraskan Des 
Moines followed the course of the present river below Des 
Moines, but across the site of the city it occupied the wide de-
pression described on page 540, and to the northwest, acroSs 
Polk and Dallas and southwestern Boone counties at least, it 
cut out the wide sag through which Beaver creek now flows. The 
35 
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Aftonian interval must have, been of great duration to give 
time for the cutting of such a large valley even though it was 
sunk entirely in the soft strata of the Coal Measures for many 
miles above and 'below Des Moines. Raccoon river also prob-
. ably originated at the same time, since its features are much 
mbre like those of the older than of the younger parts of the 
:tnaster valley. ' 
Ellect of Kansan Glaciation.-The oncoming Kansan ice filled 
the valleys, blotted out the drainage, systems and so forced the 
waters, after its retreat, to seelF new courses for themselves. 
Owing to their not being entirely filled with drift, as well as to , 
the greater thickness of drift in them, the pre-Kansan valleys 
would be made manifest by the presence of sags over their 
former courses. In this way the old valley of the Des Moines 
was revealed and was used by the resurrected stream as far up 
as the junction with the Raccoon which also had been revived. 
But above this point the stream course suffered profound 
changes. 
Width of the Valley.-North of Saylor Bottoms the present 
valley floor has 'a width varying from three-fourths of a mile 
to more than one mile. West and south of Highland Park the 
width is Ii little less, but is still from five-eights to three-quar-
ters of a mile. At Union Park, which is opposite the bend in 
.FIG. 47~Gorge of Des Moines river at Des Moines above the dam. (After Keyes.) 
the valley, the rock wall is cut away below river level, · as is 
shown by wells and drill holes in the vicinity, and the depression 
is filled with silts and sands. The sag here is on the same level 
as the pre-Kansan valley to the east, and the two are continuous. 
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See Plate LVI. South of Union Park the valley again narrows 
untll It IS not more than one-iourth of a mile wide and the bot-
tom is almost entlrely covered by the river, as is shown in fig-
ure 47. '.th1s notable ditierence in the size of the valley imme-
diately above and below Union Park seems to point definitel, 
to a dIfference in age. 
The Post-Ka.nsan ValZey.-Despite the difference in the wldth, 
of the valley immediately above and below Saylor Bottoms both 
sections may be of the same age. From the evidence g~ven on 
previous pages we may assume that the post-Kansan Des Moines 
established the course now followed by the river across Hum-
boldt, Webster, Boone, Dallas and northern Polk' counties 
(Plate XLIII), but instead of following the pre-Kansan course 
,below the intersection at Saylor Bottoms it cut a new valley 
west of Highland Park as far south as the present site' of Union 
Park. The absence of the rock wall at Union Park, and the 
extremely narrow gorge south of this locality seem to indicate 
that the post-Kansan stream, instead of making the abrupt 
southward bend which exists at present below Highland Park 
(Plate LVI), flowed across Union Park, down the pre-Kansan 
valley east of Uapitol Hill and so into the valley at present oc-
cupied by the river below Des Moines. r:J..'he fact that the old 
valley is wider between Capitol Hill and Four Mile ridge than 
east of Highland Park seems to lend additional support to this 
VIew. 
J ,ust ' why ~he river ' chose the course it did after the retreat ' 
of the Kansan ice can not be told. Perhaps it was because the 
pre-Kansan valley was filled to a level higher than the course 
taken by the post-Kans'an river. Perhaps it followed the valley 
of a tributary of the post-Nebraskan Des Moines, or it may 
have been guided by swales similar to those which today are so 
abundant on the Wisconsin drift plain of northern Iowa. Its 
action, is paralleled by that of the Mississippi near Rock Island 
and Keokuk. 
Effect ot Iowan Glaciation·.-During the long ages following 
the Kansa~ glaciation the river was cutting its valley through, 
the drift and into the Coal Measures until interrupted by the , 
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advance of the Wisconsin glacier. The "Illinoian- glacier could · 
affect this ' region only indirectly, of course. See the' Pleistocene · 
map of Iowa, Pla~e XXX. If the Iowan glacier entered the terri-
tory trihutary to· Des Moines river its effect would be twofold. 
Tge , upper . valley would be buried, while beyond the reach of , 
the glacier the depositional work of the stream would be some- . 
what acc~lerated. It does not seem propable that any of ,the 
s~gniflcant changes which the Des Moines has. undergone 8;re due 
tp IO'Yan glaciation. The Iowan ice seems to have been so in- ' 
effective as a topographic agent that at many places wit;hin 
its borders in eastern Iowa the pre-Iowan topography: was not 
much obscured, but was merely mantled. The slopes were toned 
d~~n and the irregularities were s~oothed o~t " somewhat; but 
the~e s'till remain areas which retain the contou~s 'of pre~Iowan . 
t~ine. Then, too, the entire valley within the region which would 
have been crossed by the Iowan margin ~s a unit, and at present 
shows no evidences of having been subjected to' influences which 
w'ould affect one part more than another~ The changes which , 
are evident, those 'near Des Moines, are so far beyond 'the prob-
~bl~ extent of t,he Iowan glacier that it is difficult to see how ' 
they could have beel'\ caused through its agency. If the Iowan 
i~e had founa ' Des Moines river occ~pying its post-Nebraskan' 
course, ' th~ ~ic'e-free section of this great valley would ' have, 
served as a channel for the outlet of glacial waters, and' the 
• j. ., .' • • • 
blocking and 'abandonment of this channel must have been post-
poned u~til Wisconsip. time, conditions which are directly con-' 
trary to what the evidence shown in the present valley above 
Des Moines seems to the writer to prove. ' 
. Origin of the Gorge below Union Park.-With the develop-
ment c:>f the Des Moines-Raccoon drainage· system there may 
have been cut out two ravines, one · heading south from the 10-
cality 'of Union Park (rather than frc:>m west of Highland Park, 
as Bain supposed, see figure 45) and another working north ' 
frqm near the present mouth of Raccoon river. These ravines 
grew and enlarged until their he::;tds' ,met and ulth:rrately . they 
formed a ·brQad low sag where the, ri v:er · now, flows through '~he , 
oity. The present 'fQrm :of the valley here seems to ~gJee bet- . 
,--
, ·1 
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATID LVII 
The clay pit of the Iowa Pipe and Tile Company, Des Moines, showing Coal Measures shales, overlain by loess, which extends within 
two feet of the surface and Is capped by a thin layer of Wisconsin till which appears as the dark band In B. The dark upper 
part In A Is the loess modified by vegetation: 
7' 1 
," 
,". 
,. 
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te.rwith · the theory of two ravines than with that .of ·but one 
which, cut across the point from one ' side. This sag was well 
developed when the loess was spread out over this region, since 
loess,in places covered by Wisconsin drift, is found as low 'as 
fifty feet above the present river level. See Plate LVII: .The 
sag evidently was so: broad and low at the time .of loess deposi-
tion that .later the waters -from the Wisconsin ice did not need to 
scour .away the veneering materials from the rock walls. The 
facts that the loess was spread over a well developed ·erosion 
topography and that the Kansan drift beneath it is locally much 
wea'thered and leached, or even absent, or ' present merely as a 
residual band of ferretto, are facts which point to a date for the 
loess formation much later tha.n the close of the Kansan epoch 
and suggest that the buff and blue-gray loess of the Des M'oines 
valley and adjacent regions may be the equivalent in age of the 
. Iowan loess of the counties farther east, although it is of local 
derivation and not related genetically to the Iowan loess. Ex-
posures recently made on Capitol Hill in connection with en-
' largement of the State House grounds give additional evidence 
of the same sort: 
Effect of Wisconsin Glaciation.-While the Wisconsin gl~cier 
occupied the Des Moines drainage basin, the great valley el;lst 
of Capitol Hill was filled with detrital material, the passage of 
the river by that channel was obstructed and so the younger 
and much narrower sag cut out west of Capitul Hill was utilized 
and deepened to gorgelike .proportions, though possibly not 
until the . later stages of- Wisconsin occupation. That portion ' 
of the present D~s Moines valley immediately .south of Capitol 
~iIl is so evidently' related to the Raccoon valley in size and di-
rection (see Plate LVI), rather than to the Des Moines valley 
below. it, that 'it seems plain that hlilre is a case Qf stream shift-
ing. This fragment of the Raccoon valley was cut off and 
added to the valley of Des Moines -river . 
The Wisconsin glacier reached only as far as Des Moines 
and its attenuated border in this vicinity did not effect serious 
topographic changes by ·direct erosion or deposition. Its chief 
wor1,r . .was a~ompiished by means of the waters arising from 
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the melting of the ice. Probably the lower Des 'Moines and 
Raccoon valleys were not modified to any notable extent, and 
the smaller drainage lines covered by the ice were not effaced, 
btit ' resinned their functions after the retreat of the glacier . 
.A;bove ' Saylor Bottoms the valley sides are covered with Wis-
consIn drift, in places .to the bases of the bluffs, and are flanked 
here and there by terraces of Wisconsin gravels. Both of these 
dezp.onstrate the pre-Wisconsin age of the valley, as has been 
emphasized before . 
.. 
Relation of the Gary M oraine.-Another, though perhaps in-
direct, proof of the pre-Wisconsin age of the valley above Des 
Moines is the fact that it cuts directly across the Gary moraine, 
the area of highest altitudes and of deepest drift in this imme-
diate region. Compare Plates X.LVI and LVI. See also fig-
ure 43. It is, to say the least, more rea.Sonable to assume that 
the valley was forrp.ed before such a barrier was thrown across 
its course, and that the river maintained or resumed its path 
through the moraine after this was formed than to suppose 
that 'the post-Wisconsin river cut a new channel along the most 
difficult course which it could have found . 
.An Alternative Hypothesis.-As an alternative hypothesis we 
may assume, as was done on page 547, that the valley above 
Des Moines is of immediate post-Kansan age but that originally 
it united with the pre-Kansan valley at Saylor, Bottoms rather 
than at Union Park, as was assumed in the first hypothesis. 
The prese:nt valley through the city, by this hypothesis, orig-
inated somewh~t as described by Bain-by , the junction dur-
ing pre-Wisconsin time of a series of ravine~, probably four, 
which were cut practically to the present dimensions of the 
valley when the loess blanketed .their slopes. This hypothesis, 
it will be seen, calls for only one episode of valley cutting to 
form the present course of Des Moines river across the city, 
but it is open to the objection of the difference 'in size of the 
valley above and below Union Park: ' .. '-
. . 
: The smooth gentle slope of the west bank Oppo!3~te Union 
Park bespeaks a mature stage Of developm~nt, but' this rather 
anomalous featur'e may be explained ,as 'follows. If the modern 
, 
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE LVlIl 
A. The massive sandstone at the foot of Capitol Hill. B. The valley of Raccoon 
river three miles a bove Its mouth. Nnte .the sand so It at the left. The north 
wall, here shown, is the limit of the Wisconsin glacier. 
, .. 
" 
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valley from Saylor Bottoms to Raccoon river all dates from the 
same period, the sag at Union Park must have been an embay-
ment of the old valley to the east, and the smooth slope ' just 
described probably formed its west bank.. In this case it was 
'necessary for only the sections of the valley west of the now 
isolated eminences of Highland Park and Capitol 'Hill to be 
cut out by ravines between the Kansan and the Wisconsin ice 
invasions. When 'the Wisconsin 'ice came down. and filled the ' 
older valley of the Des Moines with glacial and fluvio-glacial 
material , the waters found a way of escape through these ra-
vines and abandoned the old channel in favor of the newer one 
to the west. 
Character of the Strata.-The variations in the strata cut 
through by the river do not seem to be of such character as to 
account for the differences in the valley, or to help in solving 
the problems it offers. Above Beaver valley and west of High-
land Park these strata are shales with two to three intercalated 
bands of hard limestone six to ten inches thick. These lime-
stones rise toward the north from at or near river level, to 
eighty feet above that datum at Corydon bridge. On the' south 
bank of the river opposite Highland Park a soft sandstone fif-
teen feet , thick replaces the shales below the limestone beds 
and west of Capitol Hill ten feet of this sandstone are exposed. 
On the south front of Capitol Hill the bed of sandstone attains 
a thickness of twenty-five feet. See Plate LVIII, A. Apother 
bit of evidence is the fact that the valley here, which, as ex-
plained above, originally belonged to Raccoon river, is a~ wide 
, as the valley of that stream above its present mouth, where the 
sandstone lens is absent or thins down to a few feet. It seems 
then that the Des Moines cut its valley thro-qgh sandstone or 
through shale with no apparent difference in the result. ' 
Summary.-According to the hypotheses here proposed the 
Des , Moines valley originated after the Nebraskan glaciation. 
Below Des Moines the river still occupies its post·Nebraskan 
valley, but north of the city it found a new course after the 
retreat of the Kansan glacier. The first hypothesis considered 
gives reason for believing that the present valley between Say-
-
.', 
'., 
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' lo~ 'Botto"ms and Uniop Park also is of immedia~e p6st-Ka~san 
age, but that the gorge between Union Park and, 'the Raccuull 
was not occupied by the river until Wisconsi'n time, By the, 
'second ' hypothesis the modern valley from Saylor Bottoms to 
the mouth of Raccoon river is all of the same age and was used 
':first by the river when the Wisconsin glacier covered the re-
'gion. Aside from assIgning the date of origin of the valley to 
'post-Nebraskan rather than to pre-Pleistocene time ' these hy-
potheses differ from that of Rain chiefly in calling for a post-
Kansan instead of a post-Wisconsin age for the valley north 
of Des Moines. The first hypothesis, in addition, ' differs in 
postulating diverse ages for the two parts of the· valley west 
of Highland Park and of Capitol Hill respectively, while the 
second hypothesis demands more than two ravines to fonn the 
valley i 'ithin the city. As Bain did not take into consideration 
the sag at Union Park he assumed only two ravines to mark 
out the future course. The first hypothesis is preferred to the 
second because it accounts better for the difference in the size 
of the valley opposite Highland Park and opposite Capitol Hill 
(see Plate LVI), since the evidence seems to strengthen the 
theory of diverse times of origin for the valley within the city 
rather than that of a single date. 
The foregoing interpretation of conditions in Polk county 
, will allow us to tie the valley in the northern part of this county 
to the parts in Boone and Webster counties without a break in 
topographic continuity. In its essentials the valley is similar in 
all these counties, and th~re seems to be every reason to think 
that the different portions have had a similar history. Naturally 
, the valley, if of pre-Wisconsin age, would be-at least partly fill ed 
with Wisconsin drift and valley train, and the river has not yet 
had time to clear out this material completely. Hence it pre-
. sents an appearance of youth and immaturity very commonly 
above Des Moines. In contrast with this appearance, however, 
the size' of the valley and its evident maturity in some parts of 
its ' cours~ in, central Iowa are more consistent with the view 
of its post-Kansan age adopted here than with that of its ex-
''trenie youthfulness advocated by Beyer and by Bain. 
-
.', 
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TODD'S PREGLACIAL NIOBRARA RIVER. .. ) 
In his vice-presidential a,ddress, "The Pleistocene History Of ' 
the Missouri," delivered before Section ,E of the American 
Association for 'the Advancement of Science, at the Atlanta 
meeting, Professor Todd suggested that Niobrara river of north-
ern Nebraska, during pre-Pleistocene time joined James river 
northeast of Yankton, thence "turned south and followed tlie 
courses of the James and Missouri to the vicinity of Onawa, 
Iowa, thence, east and northeast through Ida and Sac counties 
past Wall Lake and thence southeast along the Raccoon river;'" 
The map accompanying the paper seems to locate this pre'gla- ' 
cial channel along the course of Beaver creek, just north of D~s 
Moines. 
This hypothesis is attractive as proposing a solution for the 
question regarding the continuation northward of the old valley 
of the Des Moines; It might also serve to explain the enormous 
width of the Missouri valley between Sioux City and Onawa-'-
fifteen to eighteen miles on the Iowa side . . It is b~sed admittedly 
on rather slender evidence-" a few apparently reliable reports 
from wells which show that the pre-glacial surface indicates 
a valley whose bottom is less than 900 A. T., in some cases less 
than 850"; past and present supposed drainage conditions of 
Wall lake j the anomalous course of Boyer river. The, two last 
named features clearly are due to post-Kansan causes, while 
Professor Tocld is discussing preglacial conditions, 'and the first 
is not supported by any evidence available to the writer. At 
present it seems best not to place too much confidence in this 
hypothesis so far as it COlJcerns Des Moines river. 
RACCOON RIVER. 
As previously mentioned, Raccoon river is utilizing a post-
Nebraskan vaJley. '1'he valley is wide and flat-its floor is at 
. least a mile across-and it contains immenseqqantities of sand 
(Plate LVIII, B, page 553). The waHs below Valley Junction 
are very different in character. Th~ north wall is high and 
rugged. Short, steep ravines cut up this wall and the neigh-
boring upland and give them, ,a rough · and rolling aspect .The 
. ., 
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opposite wall, on the' contrary, is for the most part rather gentle, 
,the ravines are n'ot so steep, the bluffs are less bold. The last 
,mile or so above the junction with the Des Moines is quite 
, abrupt as here the river has been undercutting within recent 
times. The valley of the Raccoon marks the limit of advance 
of the Wisconsin ice and probably this aceounts for the differ-
ence in the valley slopes. The north wall was covered with ice 
and a mantle ~f drift was left upon it, while the south bank 
still retains its pre-Wisconsin fea tures unaffected by the gla-
cier's work. See Plate LVI. 
Walnut creek has a broad saglike valley, which may represent 
an interglacial line of drainage and which served also to carry 
the waters from the ice front. 
The Valley Below the Raccoon Forks. 
Direction.-Below its union with the Raccoon, the valley of 
the Des Moines changes abruptly and markedly in both character 
and ' direction. Compare Plates XLIII and LIX. The river 
has now left the narrow, steep-sided valley in which it flowed 
through the city of Des Moines and, a:fter traversing the short 
fragment once attached to the Raccoon, it enters a broad plain 
two to three miles across (Plate LVI). Instead of running a few 
degrees east of south, its general direction from the Minnesota 
line, the valley now follows a course a few degrees south of 
east to the Mississippi. The abandoned preglacial valley opens 
into its modern continuation with a two mile mouth stretching 
between Capitol Hill and the Fair Grounds and lying about 
twenty feet above the river. The nose of Four Mile rip.ge is 
high and steep and beyond it is the narrow mouth of Four Mile 
valley. This valley has been restricted here by the piling up 
of Wisconsin drift, no doubt, for above the mouth it widens 
out, and , the res}raining slopes become less steep. 
General Character.-In general, the broad valley of the 'river 
shows all the phenomena of maturity. The excessively flat, 
. broad flood plain across which the river winds is bordered by 
slopes which ~or the most part rise gently to the uplands, al-
"though the line between flood plain and ' slope is well marked. 
· '/ 
Iowa Geologl!l3.1 Survey, PLATE LIX 
!." Map showing Des Moines valley from Des MOines to · Ottumwa . 
. ' / 
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In places the wall is steep and rugged as, for instance, between 
Clarkson and Swan (Plate LX). In such places the walls and 
the neighboring region are much cut up by ravines and are 
heavily wooded. 
Th~re is no relation here between the character of opposing 
slopes such as is found in the younger parts of the valley. 
There steep bluffs face long gentle slopes; here the slopes fac-
ing one another may be both steep or both gentle or of differ-
ing angle. The valley is now too wide for any close relation-
ship to exist between its walls. 
There is a notable difference in the height and character of 
the walls above artd below Des Moines. The depth and steep-
ness of wall of the valley in Boone county have been given 
already. In contrast, the elevation of Fifield, at. the edge of 
the valley, is 727 feet. See Plate LXI. The immediate slope 
risBs to about 840 feet within one-fourth to one-half mile. The 
uplands lie at 900 feet about Otley and Knoxville, at a maximum. 
of 880 feet at Pella, but these heights are reached only at dis-
tances of three to five miles from the crest of the inner walls. 
In other words, the valley here has an actual width of six to 
ten miles. Contrast this with the equally deep gorge near Boone 
where the distance from upland to upland· is compassed within 
a mile or little more! Certainly such proportions bespeak a 
long and busy life, as time counts with features so ephemeral 
as rivers. Compare Plate XLVI with Plates LX and LXI. 
Topography .of the Region.-Contrasts in the character of 
the topography of the bordering region and of the tributary 
valleys are no less marked, as may be seen readily from inspec-
tion of the topographic maps. Compare again Plates XLVI and 
XLIX with Plates LX, LXI or LXIV, page 571. II}.stead of 
fll:lt prairies incised by a few short steep-sided ravines, ' the 
entire country is gently rolling, except near the steep bluffs, and 
there are numerous ' long ravines and valleys, most of them 
with :gentle gradients, and with slopes rising easily. to the up-
landf:\ from very wide bottom lands. The larger tributaries, 
such : as North, Middle and South rivers, flo:w in valleys of re-
niarka ble wiqtb, with very low gradients and gentle side walls. 
. '/ 
Iowa Geological ' Survey, PLATE LX 
Topographic map of northern part of Milo quadrangle, including parts of Polk, W arren and Marion counties . 
.! 
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But the student cannot fail to observe that the south , walls of 
many of these valleys, and especially of the three mentioned, 
are much more steep than are the opposite slopes (Plate LX). 
These south walls are generally well timbered while those pppo-
site are bare of trees and grade imperceptibly into the uplands, 
owing to their greater exposure to sun and wind with attendant 
desiccation and degradation. 
A further word regarding differential weathering of valley 
slopes may be in place. Freezing and thawing together -with 
lesser alternations of temperature are the great aids of streams 
in widening valleys and toning down their slopes. A north-fac-
ing slope does not undergo these alternations very much, hence 
is not broken down a great deal during the winter season. A 
south face, however, may be repeatedly frozen and thawed and 
a great deal of material thus be loosened for the spring and 
summer rains to wash down to the stream. Again, during the 
w~rm season ev'aporation from the north-fronting walls is less 
than from those facing the sun and the south winds; hence trees 
.gain a better foothold on the north-facing slopes and assist in 
retaining soil, rock and other material against wastage. 
_ Another feature which will not be overlooked is that while 
the lateral streams on the Wisconsin plain approach the master 
valley between parallel walls, the side valleys on the Kansan ' 
area show widely diverging walls where they open into the 
main valley. This is illustrated, very well by the debouchure 
9f Mud creek valley a mile west of Runnells. This has the ap-
pearance of a wide, alluvium-filled embayment bounded by very 
gently sloping walls which are a mile apart where they join 
those of the main valley but converge rapidly upstream. The 
same feature is well developed by the valley of Brush creek at 
Cordova (Plate LXI). 
The Kansan Drift.-Everywhere' below Des Moines the dif- ,', 
,ference in the character of the drift exposed as compared with 
that north of the city, is plainly marked. The Kansan drift is 
reddened by tne o'xidation ' of its iron content, the contained 
pebbles are mostly of dark color, and the surface material is 
in nearly all cases loess, except where this has been washed 
•. 1 
Iowa GeologIcal Survey, PLATE LXI 
TopographIc map of central part of Knoxvllle quadrangle, In Marion county, 
.' / 
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away from the steep slopes. The contrast with the yellow Wis- • 
consin drift with its abundance of limestone pebbles and absence 
of loess covering, is very striking. 
Sand Beds.-The valley below Des Moines shows none 01 
the high gravel benches which are so common in Webster and 
Boone counties. There are, it is true, abundant deposits of 
sand in the valley, as within the limits of Des Moines, at Avon, 
Eddyville and elsewhere, but they are down on the flood plain 
or form low terraces at its " margin. A common characteristic 
is a gentle backward slope from the river bank to the edge of 
the valley. Thus a United States Geological Survey bench ml;trk 
at the southeast corner of Runnelis reads 750 feet above tide, 
while the flood plain near the river, a mile south and soutpwest 
rises to 758 and 760 feet (Plat.e LX). This is due to the build-
ing up of a natural levee during times of flood where the swiftly 
flowing current of the main channel meets the sluggish waters 
covering the flood plain. 
Numerous oxbows scattered over the flood plain mark old 
meanders of the channel and show that the stream is practically 
at grade. It long ago ceased cutting downward and has Slllee 
been devoting its energies to side cutting and widening its val-
ley. See Plate LXII, A, f~r illustration of this phenomenon, 
Red Rock Sandstone.-Bp.tween Des Moines and Red Rock 
the valley walls are cut in Coal Measures, chiefly 'soft, easily 
eroded shales, with a capping of Kansan drift and loess. Here 
the valley is wiele, its flat is two to three miles across', and, as 
before mentioned, most of the slopes are rather gentle. About 
a mile" above Red Rock, however, the valley narrows suddenly 
to a width of a mile or even less. 'See Plates LXI and LXIII. 
" The bluffs are high and steep, and present bold scarps of bright 
! red sandstone, which has given its name to the nearby village. 
: These feat"\lres contin:ue down the valley for several miles, at 
: least to Fifield and the mouth of Whitebreast creek~ Below 
: this creek the Red Rock sandstone gives place to shales, and 
, the valley widens somewhat, although it nowhere · attains the 
width it has above Red Rock, owing to the fact that withib a 
, : 
Iowa. Geological Sur·vay. PLATE LXII 
~. Des Moines valley two miles above Dunreath. Shows Its mature character anc} 
the meandering stream. B. Alternating sandy and limy beds of the St. Louis 
east of Tracy. 
, : 
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Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE LXIII 
c 
A. W here the vall ey narrows a t R ed R ock . Note the wi ne valley a t the right. 
The bluff at the left is Red Rock sa ndstone. View looking southwes t from R ed 
Rock bluff. B. Looking north from the bluff shown hi A to Red . Rock bluff, 
which appears at the right. C. Elk cliff, two miles below Red Rock. 
... 
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few miles the river cuts into the somewhat resistant arenaceo-
calcareous beds of the St. Louis stage, as shown on Plate 
LXII,B. 
The Dunreath Ridge.-A peculiar feature of the valley in 
central Marion county is the presence opposite Dunreath of a 
long ridge rising steeply above the plain and extending parallel 
to the valley for nearly three miles. The character and bound-
aries of this ridge are well shown on the map of the Knoxville 
quadrangle, Plate LXI. Possibly it is the result of the diver-
_ sion of Prairie creek at a time when both it and the river flowed 
at a much higher level than now. More likely, however, it is not 
a case of stream diversion at all, but rather of the simple growth 
of a valley parallel to the main valley instead of in the more 
customary transverse direction. The recess into which the val· 
ley opens, and which is now invaded by a swing of the river, is 
another example of the type of valley mouth described on page 
562. The ridge has been isolated still more by the cutting down 
of the col at the north end, through headward erosion of a ra-
vine working back from the main valley. 
Ridges Near Harvey.-Another conspicuous ·feature of the 
topography in this region is the presence between Harvey and 
Tracy of a series of isolated ridges and hills set off by wide 
swales and gaps. These are shown on the Pella topographic 
sheet and need but brief description (Plate LXIV). The first 
and second members of the series are long ridges rising rather 
steeply 100 and sixty feet respectively above the broad swale 
which lies behind them. The third and fourth members are high 
r,ounded knobs, the third rising 140 feet above the river. The 
gaps between these eminences and the swales which lie behind 
them are brol!d and for the most part are bounded by gentle 
slopes. The northern rIdge, at least, has a core of Coal Meas-
ures rock, and a clay pit is operated in it. ,Walnut creek turns 
from its northeasterly and easterly course to flow south past 
the southern hill to join Cedar creek just beyond. The remark-
able flat across which the lower part of Cedar creek finds its 
way to the river is worthy of note. 
, : 
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Here, then, are four isolated hills cut off fr'om the uplands 
by long swales,' only one of which is occupied by a stream of any 
consequence-Walnut creek. How are these phenomena to be 
accounted for 7 ' We can see that if the ridges were made con-
tinuous 'we would have behInd them a valley extending from , 
English creek to Cedar creek, and lying but little above 'the level 
of the Des Moines flood plain. Now it is to be noted that oppo-' 
site the northernmost swale, English creek is diverted from its 
southeast course and turns northeast, in which direction it en-
ters the main valley. It seems quite possible that at a time 
when it ran at a little higher levei the creek may have continued 
southeast down the swale, perhaps to unite its waters with those 
of Walnut and Cedar creeks. Or possibly it may have entered 
the Des 'Moines through one 'of the gaps between the hills. Per-
haps, too, the Des Moines once washed the western slopes of the 
two southern hills and utilized the spacious valley · of Cedar 
creek. The sudden narrowing of the main valley opposite the 
two southern knolls may be significant in this connection, al-
though this m:iy be due to stratigraphic reasons. Some of the 
gaps between the hills may be due to lateral erosion by ravines 
whose lower parts have been cut away by the widening of the 
main valley by 'sidecutting. The embayment at the second gap 
undoubtedly is the result of an incursion of the river, which 
h,as cut into what · was once a gentle slope like the other gaps. 
These changes in the courses of the valleys may be attributed 
(1) to the effect of the Kansan glacier or its deposits, if the 
tributary valleys are pre-Kansan in age, or, as seems rather 
more probable, they may be due (2) entirely to the erosiye w.ork 
of running water, including the capture 'of English creek by a 
.short tributary of the Des Moines, the . possible diversion of a 
fragment of the Des Moines and consequent changes in lower 
Cedar cree~. ' . . 
A Pre-PennsylvOJnrian ValleY.-The. depth to which the valley 
of the Des Moines has been filled is revealed by a ,sand-pumping 
station loe.ated at th~, Chicago, Burlington and Qpincy railroad 
br.idge ov~r the river east of Tracy. ,This has taken out sand 
to a depth of thirty-five feet below the' leveLor'the flood plain. 
The sand was said to rest on "slate," which prob~bly repre~ 
, '. 
• .f 
Iowa Geological Survey, PLaTE LXIV 
Topographic map of southern part of Pella quadrangle. Including parts of Marlon and Mahaska counties 
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~ents the Coal Measures shales. Bain, in his report on Mahaska 
county, maps Coal Measures here, although St. Louis beds are 
found up the river and below. It is interesting to note that 
east of Oskaloosa, on both North and South Skunk rivers, the 
same phenomenon occurs-the Saint Louis beds evidently have 
" ·been cut away and the depressions filled with Coal Measures 
s~ales. These depressions seem to represent a pre-PEmnsyl-
vanian line of drainage, leading to the southwest and extending 
under Cedar creek valley. The comparative ease of erosion of 
the Coal Measures strata no doubt accounts for the width of 
the lower part of this valley. 
Benches and Terraces.-The steep bluffs which border Cedar 
creek on the south and blend with those of the main valley SOOTh 
lose their steepness and are separated from the valley by a 
series of wide, fairly level benches 'lying seventy-five feet above 
the river and sloping down at angles of 100 to 20 0 to ~ rather 
narrow flat which rises about twenty-five feet above water level. 
Behind the benches a long gentle slope rises a hundred feet to 
the uplands, which here lie at about 840 feet above sea level. 
On the east side of the river there is a broad plain extending 
from the railroad bridge above the mouth of Cedar creek south-
east for several miles (Plate LXIV). It is about twenty feet 
above the water at the free edge and has a very gentle, almost 
imperceptible 'rise to the north of ten to fifteen feet per mile. 
Along the railroad track the plain, or terrace, as probably it 
should be called, is bounded by a gentle slope and its eastern 
margin is marked by high steep bluffs which are followed closely 
by Saint Joseph creek. These bluffs rise 150 to 175 feet above 
the river and form tlie west slope of a long, narrow ridge .whose 
east face overlooks Muchakinock valley. The ,southern PliTt of 
this ridge is buried beneath hills of sand and it terminates in 
a sandy point a mile north of Eddyville. Opposite this point 
Muchakinock creek cuts the wall of the main valley by an open-
ing which has been so restricted by sa'nd hills that it is not over 
400 feet wide. Above t4e opening, however" thfl creek presents 
the characters typical of Kansan streams-a broad valley, easy 
gradient a_nd gentle slopes, although not much flood , plain has 
,'. 
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Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE LXV 
A. Looking_northeast across Muchakinock creek two miles below Given. B. Looking 
west across Des Moines valley from the ridge north of Eddyvllle. These views 
show the great width of the valleys and the fairly gentle slopes of the walls . 
.,' 
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been: d~veloped. Below ' Given the valley is between two and 
three miies wide from ridge to ridge (Plate LXV, A) and even 
in its upper reaches above Beacon and Evans it already has 
assumed mature proportions. A road grading over the valley 
wall in the eastern edge of Eddyville shows, near the brow of . 
the hill, six feet of deep red and yellow sand, overlying which 
is a heavy body of loess, gray at the top 'of the hill, but buff 
lower down, which caps the hill top to a depth of twenty feet. 
The sand evidently is to be correlated with the B~chanan 
gravels. . 
Below Eddyville conditions on the east side of the valley are 
somewhat reversed, . for with the exception of the bluffs near 
the town, which are fairly steep, the valley wall is long ' and 
gently sloping all the way to Ottumwa. In places this wall is 
broken by benches which rise seventy-five ·feet above the river. 
These are separated at Kirkville Station by a terrace thirty feet 
high, backed by a long rise to the prairie. At Ottumwa the 
gentle slopes are succeeded by high bluffs which are crowned 
by many .of the best residences of. the city. 
Much of the west slope is fairly steep, descending 100 to 150 
feet within a short distance. There is not much evidence of 
benches on this side, except in the vicinity of Chillicothe, be-
tween North and South Avery creeks, where one lies thirty feet 
above the river, at the same level as the terrace opposite Kirk-
ville Station. Evidently these .date from the same period and 
are due to the same causes. 
The bottom lands of the Des Moines in most of this region 
are limited to a width of one-half or even one-fourtl1 of a mile. 
The entire valley, however, is much wider. Opposite the narrow 
ridge mentioned on page 572, where bluffs bound its east margi~, 
the valley still is three miles from rim to rim a~d above and 
below here, where the high benches and terraces increase its 
width, there must be a distance of three and four to six miles 
from upland to upland. See Plate LXV, B. The lower part of 
the valley is cut i~ limestone, of which numerou,s exposures 
occur, especially between Eddyville and Ottumwa. The uplands 
are ,underlain by Coal Measures and are dotted with th~ ~top­
works of coal mines. 
, .. 
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Origin of. the Benches and Terraces.-The terraces ' at the 
lower levels may well be of river origin, as their free' margins 
are built entirely of sand and alluvium. The slopes at the back 
may be' due to .wash from above. Near, the east end of the low 
wide plain described on page 572 there are some well-defin~d 
oxbows which lie near the edge of the terrace. They indicate 
'that the river ran at this level at a date not so very far removed 
and that therefore the river, in reaching its present level, must 
have cU,t this terrace during recent, I?ost-Wisconsin time .. Eddy-
ville is built on a low terrace which is continuous with the sand 
hills' mentioned on page 572. This terrace like the others at a 
'similar level is due, doubtless, to river work, while the sand hills 
owe their form to wind action. 
The high benches must' be of different origin. Where steep 
bluffs 'face the river they are seen to be composed of rock, but 
where the slopes are gentle, only drift or loess is seen. Hence 
it is not certain whether rock underlies all the high b~nches, 'al-
though it seems probable that it does for the most part. The 
benches are covered with 'Kansan drift and loess. The dnft IS 
weathered and reddened and appears in strong contrast with 
the loess, which generally is grayish at the surface and buff at 
depth. In pl,aces, however, a gray, iron-stained type appears 
beneath the buff variety; Locally there is a pebble band be-
, tween drift and loess, indicative of the greatly superior age of 
the drift. 
The presence of drift on these benches shows that they repre-
, sent pre-Kansan erosion by the ancestor of the modern Des 
Moines. Probably the Coal Measures were cut away by the 
meandering stream, but when hard limestones of Saint Louis 
age were reached, the river, unable to erode these so readily, 
narrowed its valley as it sank into the more resistant strata. 
Bain evidently has mapped the superficial distribution of the 
Saint Louis in Mahaska county according to this theory, al-
though the same is not true of Leonard's map of Wapello 
county. It was assumed by the earlier students of the region-
Gordon, Bain, Leonard and others-that the present features of 
the valley are preglacial in age, but as stated in connection with 
,: 
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~ 
Map showing Des Moines valley between Des Moines and Keokuk. 
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;changes at Des M~ines the beginning of -the yalley must be 
dated at the close of Nebraskan. glaCiation. Moreover, as the 
Neb"raskan stage was little known when these men studied the 
problems of "southeastern Iowa, their statements must be intet: 
preted with these facts in mind. " 
: It is noteworthy that a number of these terraces and benches 
are bordered at their upland margins by streams. This prob- . 
ably is due to the presence of natural levees along the stream-
ward edges of the terraces, which cause a slight fall in the sur-
face/_and force the stream against the bases of the bluffs. It is 
equRlli, nQteworthy that these benches occur only in the short 
I ! , , stret~lioetween Cedar creek and Ottumwa. "This may be due 
to" tlt.e " £~ct that above Cedar creek and also for a distance below 
Ottuiriwa, "the walls are almost entirely Coal Measures strata, 
which offer so nearly equal resistance to erosion that terraces 
would not be likely to develop. But between these localities, 
\vhere the Saint Louis rises high in the bluffs, conditions were 
~avorable for terracing. ' 
: Strata below O~tumwa.-At the east edge of Ottumwa, where 
the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific and the Chicago, Burling-
ton and Quincy railroads cross, the bluff is seen to be built, 
~bove black shales of the -Des Moines stage, of . sands, silts and 
~andy silts of Pleistocene age. In the vicinity of Ottumwa the 
Saint Louis strata dip below water level, so that bla~k Coal 
}\~easures shales" outcrop in the bluffs, although Saint Louis 
limestone is quarried in the northern part of the city. The 
limestone reappears in the bed of the river ~s Eldon is neared 
dPlate LXVI). . . , " " 
I Beyond Ottumwa the eastern wall of the valley swings in a 
,vide curve and" soon becomes a steep bluff which presents a 
p\recipitous sandstone scarp fifty to seventy-five feet high. This 
sbarp continues with occasional breaks, to Cliffland, where it p~esents a very picturesque view. See Plate LXVH, A and B, 
a~d Piate LXVIII, A, for portions of this cliff. 
i Below Cliffland, shales "are interbedded with" the 'sandstones 
Cf>-late LXVIII, B) and gradually form" I¥0re and finally all of 
the" exposure. Here " the w-all is -somewhat less steep. About' 
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE LXVIl 
A 
A. · The sandstone bluff at Cliffland. B. Valley and caves in the bluff. 
. .., 
Iowa- Geological Survey. PLATE LXVIII 
A. Tbe continuation of the bluff at Cliffhl.nd. B. Shales and Interbedded sandstone 
one-balf mile below plIffland. Note. tbe crOsSbe?ding and concretions. 
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THE VALLEY ,NEAR ELDON '5.83 
;tw,o miles below ' Gliffland a high wall of sandsto:ne , locaLly , re-
places, the shales above the level of the railroad. It seems to 
fill a valley in the shales- a valley, perh~ps, of contempora-
neons erosion. From these exposures to Eldon the rocks are 
!llot exposed and the slbpes are quite ' gentle. On the outsk~rts 
otEidon is a bluff fifty feet or more in height compos~4 e~tirely 
of' a buff~ loesslike silt with sandy streaks in the lower part. 
,Along the west side or'the valley the'wall is quite steep nearly 
all the way from Ottumwa to Eldon. These steep slopes give 
way, however, as Soap creek is approached and grade down to 
:the wide valley of the tributary. Beyond the space of half a 
,mpe occupied by the flood plain of the creE:)k, the high sJope is 
resumed. . .' 
Flq, , <18-;-The wide valley of the Des Moines between Cliffland and ,Eldon. 
, , ' 
BetW'een Eldon and Kilbourne the east side of the valley rises 
with gentle slopes of 2° to 5° inclination from the flood plain to 
the uplands. These gentle slopes are interrupted only at Selma 
"and Douds, where for a brief sp~ce, steeper, rougher walls 
intervene. ' The gentle slopes reach back one-fourth to one-half 
'Ofi a :mile ' ~O l the uplands. The west wall, contrariwise, is quite 
steep ', all the way fr()m' Soap creek to Kilbourne. Here it as-
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sumes a gentle grade, while the ,opposite wall rises to , ,a, "bold 
steep bluff, owing to the abrupt change , in. direction ! at this 
point. ' " ,: j ' , ,. , : ' 
, The 'filet , that the soft , strata of the Des' Moin~~ ~t'~g~" dip 
I, ',:.1 . : .,' .' 1 ' ' •. ': " ., I: : "':i ' '! , 
b,elow river level between Ottumwa and ~ldon exp,la,iI\s", ,wny 
the 'fl'ood plajn here is , one a'nd one-half' to' ' t~o : niil~s 'in' width 
inste;ad' of on~-h~lfto three~fou~ths of~ ' mile~ as '~'bov~ dtth~w~. 
See ,figure 48;' 'Below Eldoh the 'Mis~issippian liine'~toiie;sl 'rise 
above water : level and, 'as ' ar~sult, at Selrtia the ' "\laUe'S 'suffers 
a' remarkable const:r:iction, as 'here' the' flood ' plain i 'S' : iiai'rowed 
quite abruptly to a Width of about one~foutth of a; mile].'; 'Plate ' 
LXIX, A and B,: show the ~haJacte'rof the vlilley in this .' ylcinity 
and the profiles taken near Selma will show how abrtipVahd 
how great this change is (Plate XLIV, C and D). As the re-
sistant limestones of the Mississippian stage rise higher and 
higher above the valley floor, they become more and more a 
determining factor in the development of the topography, and 
hence the river is straitened in its course and compelled to 
flow in a singularly direct path, in strong contrast to its mean-
dering progress between Des Moines and Eldon. 
At'Douds Leando there is a terrace extending one-half mile 
or more along the west side of the valley. It is fifty to sixty 
feet a bove the flood plain and back of it the uplands rise by 
about the same amount. It runs out to the south and is suc-
ceeded by a narrow flood plain not over one-fourth of a mile 
wide. Three miles farther down the valley another ill-defined 
terrace cuts out the flood plain and beyond it the steep bluffs 
rise from the water's edge to the prairie levels. Across the 
river a strip of bottom land perhaps 200 yards wide separates 
the channel from the slopes and extends down the valley as far 
as Kilbourne. 
, Below Selma, limestone outcrops are abundant 'in the bed and 
walls of the master vall€y as well as in those of its tributarieS'. 
On both sides of the Davis-Van Buren county line ' quarries have 
been opened in Saint Louis strata well up on the! hillsides., On 
the other band, in a creek valley on the Davis county side of 
,: 
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE LXIX 
A 
A. The wide vaHey a mile north of Selma. B. The narrow valley just below the 
village. 
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, THE KEOSAUQUA OXBOW 587 
"the line, Des Moines ,sandstones ' are found at the base of the 
bluffs. ' This is one ,of many illustrations of the irregularity of 
" the; old , Saint Louis , surface . 
. ' : The Keosauqua Oxbow.-Below Kilbourne the valley presents 
,wha,t is probably the most singular phenomenon of its entire 
,' course-the Keosauqua oxbow. Plate LXVI shows the rel~­
, ',tions of this oxbow to the valley and figure 49 presents a topq-
\ 
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TOPOGRAPHIC MAP 
OF THE 
KEOSAUQUA OXBOW 
BY 
CHARLESH,GORDON, 
Scale: 7}nch - 1 mile . 
..contour I:r\teI'Y~ 20 'feet. 
", )Iighw ay" = 
Ter.ra.ces .-OOf-. 
'FIG. 49-Topographlc map of' the Keosauqua oxbow, Van Buren county. 
. . ~ .- . 
19thphic map of the oxbow .. I:p. this great bend the valley ieav~s 
its direct course, swings six miles to the southwest,' then bend's 
on itself and after coming back into line with its upper course 
,", 
' ., 
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conti!lW~s in the southeasterly dir.ection common' to the valley 
below De~ Moines. This oxbow illustrates beautifully the ten-
dency of rivers to develop steep bluffs on the outer side of their 
curv~s \Yhile .long gentle slopes' are formed on the .inner si<ie. 
, , 
It seems difficult to account satisfactorily for this great 
detour of the riv~r. There is DO mat~rial difference i~ the r:ock 
strata of the region, but whether there 'was at any time a topo-
graphic obstacle in the river's path is not now known. Doubt-
less the river . originally took a direct or nearly direct course 
across the neck of the loop, but was deflected southward very 
early i~ its career, possibly by some irregularity in the rock 
surface or in the glacial deposits. The level of the ridge within 
the loop is, a,bout the same as that of the' land outside the valley, 
to the northeast (760 feet above sea) so that this early cQurse 
could not have affected the topography very seriously. In ac- , 
coidance 'with the laws of stream work the river const~ntly 
increased its curvature. When the hard limestones. below the 
Coal Measures were reached" this lateral erosion was -carried 
on at the expense of the ' deepening of the channel and so there 
was planed out the broad terrace on which the 'upper part of 
,Keosauqua is built. ' 
Terraces in the Oxbo'W.-A number of sand terraces have 
been' developed on the valley sides as remnants of old flood 
plains, marking stage,s in the river's history, and these were 
mapped by Gordon at the following levels above low water at 
Keosauqua: 145 feet, 120 feet, 9:) feet, 75 feet, 50 feet, 25'lfeet, 
15 feet and 10 feet. See figure 49., The most, prominent of 
these are those lying at the 50 foot, 90 foot and 145 foot levels. 
Since the oxbow must date from early Aftonian time these ter-
races may represent in part the great Aftonian gravels of 
western Iowa, and in part , they are the result of the ri~er's 
efforts to clear its valley of the accumulations of drift and other 
material with which the Kansan , glacier had clogged it. The 
lower members probably represent a sim,ilar activity following 
the Wisconsin stage, since sand and silt would, be carried down 
the valley by the floods while the Wisconsin ice was melting. 
" 
,', 
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Topographic mall '. I .re ( nhoka quadrangle. Including part of Lee· 
county. Iowa. and of northeastern MissourI. 
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~rhe Narrow Valley near K eosauqua.-The river , vall~y is 
mirrow 'and rock-bound in this regJ.on and every tributary, flows 
, I " ' OIf a troor of rock, limestone for the most part, although shales 
a~e found at numerous points. The uplands are cov~:?ed with a 
heavy blanket of loess which in ge'neral is light gr~,y }Vith iron 
stains ,'and with loc:cil changes to bluish colo,r., rhe ;drift. also is 
qmte tbick and is very pebbly. I 
The: Bentonsport Ridge and Terrace.-Threemiles above 
Be~tonsport a high steep ridge half a mil~ long flanks ,the river 
closely on the east side. Behind it is a narrow, rather shallow 
swale which opens into the river valley to the north, into a creek 
valley at its lower end. There is no stream of any consequence 
'in the swale, and the reason for its existence is not clear. It 
must be due to some drainage element not now evident, or, to 
some change necessitated by glaciation. 
Beyond this ridge gentle slopes border the river as far as 
B!:'lntonsport, while across the valley these are faced by steep 
walls. At Vernon, however, across the river from Bentonsport, 
th~s~ walls give way to a terrace sixty to eighty feet high and 
va:rying in width from one-third to one-half of a mile. "There 
seems -to be no clear reason for this terrace nor for_ those be-
t~e~l'1 Douds ' Leando 'and Kilbourne, since in both of these 
localities the river is floWing in a straight course. But evi-
dently they ' date from ~ period when the river,flowing at a 
higher level, was swip.ging from side to side in its valley and 
was cutting away its walls. As it , sank to lower levels the 
stream pursued a straighter and narrower path. 
,:the Valley near Farmington.-Below Bentonsport the valley 
, is increasingly narrow until at Bonaparte th!:'lre is practically 
n~ flood plain. The walls, more or less steep, come in quite 
cIbse to the river banks. The alternation of steep ana gentle 
slO'pe_s, with the reversa'I of the succession across the valley, is 
even tnore pronounced than above Bentonsport. The character 
of- the walls changes every mile or two. Two miles above , 
F~rm~gton the valley 'widens a little and a sand flat occupies 
the 'botto~ lands east of the stream. This flat is twenty to 
thirty-f eet above the water, and at Farmington attains' a -w~dth 
~ .-: . . ' . .. " ., .. .., ; . . 
• • . .. . " .: I . ; ; '.I 
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" r' /" f' ) ~;' l ' t". "r J ,.' ~', " . ' , .!. Ir ~. ' . t ', I ~ " , 'I! : ,. r-l ,",· . ~ ·'i' :·!!·r·tt.,,[ l.rel"' : o(,~a~~ ~ )r~i~e:.',; D,n ·it~ I~ri~w'ara, ~~de j~ ~~s rbo~If~e~; ;?Y1 #,e~t~Y , rls(~Ilg ! )1~~~ ~1:g~h l~e:, b~l~t, : 9~, 09~1 ,M.e~~,~~es ~;ai1'~(J ~~cedl ,WJh , 
sand WhICh III places' I~ oN~rI:;t,ln b~ i1 JI,g~~ i g;~~y , ~O~~~l i :~t1 ~~e 
south edge of town a rarge pit has DeEm SUM ''thir'tyie'et' be10w 
the ' level of, the " fla't ' iht'o 'cross-bedded,' ,iwat~riaid l 'stfrrdsl :.~nd 
'gravels. ' ": I, ' ., 'r [ ,: j: ",\","I( :'i::W ' 
' It' ~ay be ~~ted that f~~~ the ,K~~~a~q~a ' , 6xb'~~ i s~uth~Jrd ' 
." . • '" I , f ' , 'f1 ( . . (J I ) ! ( 1 t I I I! , 
within two miles of Farmington limestone ,o,ut~r~:ptl ,al~lln~aptly 
in the floors and lower waIls of tributary, valley's. ' A ,'mile. below 
Farm~ngton, too" a ravine shows Mis~issippian li~est'Qhes in; its 
• , , . I' ~" " i J 
flo,o!, while the Des Moines shales and sand~tones. :a;re , ~9und 
higher up the valley. At th~ village, as is shown ~y ,~co~l! wi~es 
. \ '" '. 
FIG, 5O-The narrow 1j.ood plain just below , Croton. ', View t~~en, froI;ll ' the 'eqge , Ot ,the! 
, terrace on the Mlssoul'I ,side. r ' , i \. t \' ' : 
t ;'. ' ': ' r I t : ' "'" , I ! 'J \ ", • j , • t'; 1 . ~ .,; 
andp~ospects, Ooal Measur~s. str;:tta,lie ,in ; ap ,anclentR~,st~ , cut 
inthe li~estones. In the ~ight, ,~.f, th(!?,e' fa~t~ ,r~;$a.f1~~,~:~r,§!;t~pd ' 
how the' valley was cut WIde and deep across the stnp of soft 
,', 
,. 
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O:9~~ , ¥~asures, an~ , ~ince then, fQllowing .the close of, o:q.~ " or 
r?i<?f.~9f. the glacial. periods, was partly filled with s,aHd, and 
~,ay'el~ From ~his , ~ource came the sand veneer 'Y;hiqh ' n,ow 
ma~ties, the hill~ to, the east of' the valley r I' , , 
';/1 ' !':, I" ) 
l; iBelow Farmington th~ sand flat shrinks to a mere strip ;and 
thenceforward a narrow sandy flood plain lies between 'river 
apq ,9~uffs,,' now. , on one side of the stream, now on , the ot~er. 
Squ,t4: of Croton this flood plain is, less than one-fo'urth mile 
~i~~ ,Gfigure 50) , and. at Belfast it narrows, to 300 yar,<;ls, ~\ wip.t:q. 
~h~~~ I it retains beyond Hinsdale, just below the brt'dge of the 
A.~~J:i,ison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway over the ~iver~ ~very­
~~'~re the va,lley, is filled with sand 'to the practiQal exclusion of 
the" customary :fine alluvium. After the Farmington ' sand hills ' 
~re passed the-·valle-y- is bounded for the most part by bluffs, 
Jhich in places form precipitous rock cliffs, and which are 
1specially notable on the Missouri side of the river. When 
clothed with , their mantle of green or when glowing with the · 
~orgeous colors of autumn foliage these bluffs and scarps make 
rhost charming and delightful scenes. 
I 
I Just above H~nsdale, where the Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
lfe railroad skirts the hills, these are built up to a height of 
~eventy-five feet of yellow sand. However, the rock basement 
~ises to the level of the flood plain, as it is seen in the creek 
'eds. 'A little farther along, too, the bluffs show rock to their 
, ummits, so that this sand probably is banked against rock 
aIls. The sand hills are capped. with the gray loess which is 
Q abundant along the valley. 
, 
T.he Vincennes Plain.-In the vicinity of Sand Prairie, or 
incennes, the bluffs bend away from the river and leave a 
. de sandy plain twenty to forty feet high, stretching from 
eir bases one to three miles south to the stream (Plate LXX). , 
ere also the rock walls are replaced by hills of sand and be-
tween Vincennes and a point two miles east -of Sugar creek 
(I'lale' LXVI) "no mor,e r.o,ck is ' seen; , 'onlysa~d and ' silt, which 
ri~~ ~,;n ~~e((p' em~~npnents ,8: hu~dred ~eet or AJ,ore, ~P,O)V~I t:q.e 
pj'~i~'" belo~. I T~El ',~ae sandy ,flat ,opposite Vin9,ep.neEl , i:PJ~'1:q­
eFt~Li~ quite ,l~:Vt:11'.s~ve f~r minor irregular~ties '\Vhic4; p;er,h~I?~ , 
,', 
. ., 
Iowa Geological Survey. )'LAT£ LXXI 
A 
\, 
, ' . 
A. The wide valley two miles below Vincennes. The valley is cut in the filling of 
the burled MIssissippi gorge. B. Where the west wall of Des Moines valley 
unites with the wall of the Mississippi valley and swings away to the south. 
View at Saint Francisv!1le. 
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Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE LXX(I 
A. Badland topography eroded in the old valley filling at Connables. B. Erosion in 
the valley filling two miles below Connables. 
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are dunes. Plate LXXI, A, shows the character of this plain. 
A typical 'example of the material of the valley wall -is seen a 
mile and a half east of Sugar creek. ' Here blue gravelly clay, 
probably Kansan drift, rises six feef above the railroad tracks. 
This is overiain by red and yellow sand seventy feet or more 
thick, and this is capped by fifteen feet of gray silt. From the 
edge of the escarpment the uplands slope gently up to the 
divides. A similar exposure is found two miles southeast of 
Vincennes, at a little sta,tion known as Connables, where the road 
climbs the hills. See -Plate LXX and Plate LXXII, A. The 
material her.e is a yellow gravelly clay. Plate LXXII, B, shows 
a bluff of sand about one hundred feet high which is located 
two miles south of Connables. 
The Valley near Keokuk.-Just where rock begins to re-
appear in the wall, about a mile above the Chicago, Burlington 
and Quincy railroad bridge crossing the Des Moines, a hill of 
circumdenudation stands at the 'edge of the valley, cut off fro~ 
the rock plateau by a sag one-fourth of ' a ,mile wide. This sag 
may represent an abandoned fragment of the Des Moines val-
ley, or it may be a remnant of some pre-Pleistocene drainage 
line or of some tributary of the Mississippi. The hill consists 
of limestone and from here to Keokuk the valley on the north 
'side is rock-bound with but little bottom land between wall and 
stream. This wall, however, really marks the valley of the 
Mississippi since at Keokuk this river swings westward about 
three miles to meet the Des Moines. See Plate LXVI and 
figure 51, page 598. This part of the valley near Keokuk bears 
evidences of immaturity in the steepness of its walls and their 
bare rocky character. Time and the elemellts-have not yet been 
able to smooth out its roughness and cover it~ nakedness with 
a protection of soil and vegetation. 
The Mississippi Plain.-It is to be noted that the steep bluff 
which has faced Des Moines river on the Missouri side, where 
it reaches the village of Saint Francisville, opposite Vincennes, 
bends abruptly and swings off to the south, far away from 
either the Des Moines or the Mississippi. See Plate LXX and 
Plate LXXI, B. And yet the wide stretch 'of plain slopi~g 
, .g:eI)~y'~ i t~ t~e.: ~a,st ,now , co.n~titut~~ th:e im:medi~t~ VlMley;:Of "the 
,Mississippi, and to a less extent · of the Des Moines. als6, This 
"piain' is rather high near the bluffs, but soon runs ;down 'to a 
lower level~the " great fl~od plain of the Father' of Waters. 
Oxbows and lakel~ts in its northern part show that ,here it has 
been oc~",!pied, by the D,es Moines within recent time. : " 
The Mississippi Valley Between Burlington and Keokuk. 
, .' 
'Ill' o.rder better ,to understand the phenomena, we have just 
beem "d'escribing let us 'note the ~haracter of ' the Mississippi 
. , , 
FIG . 51-Map showing drai.nage changes in southeastern , I owa. The , buried valley , Of 
Mississippi river' is dotted , Present valleys are indicateQ by hachures, From Levere,t.t . 
, , ~ '; J • 
·valley between Keokuk and Burlington :(figure ,'51). ' Betw-een 
:Keokuk and Montrose the great river flows between steep;rocky, 
', closely. restraining walls. There is hardly any. room ,for a .flood 
,'. 
. ., 
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plain:" 'BetWeen , 'Montrose and ' Fort Madison the " e~st ' 'waH 
150fihds the ' river almost " as Closely, but on "the Iowa' side! the 
biuffs :redede far 'to the' west and leave it crescenti:c,sandy flat 
four 'or 'five ~ miles wide. Moreover, 'these bluffs, 'unlike those 
below Montrose, but just like those facing the Des Moines 'Valley 
at Vincennes ' only a few'miles southwest; are composed entirely 
R.III W. , R.IIW • . 
FIG', 52-Topographic map of vicinity of Burlington, show-ing the highroclc bluffs on 
the Iowa side of the valley, 
of ' loose' detrital material-sand and silt.'Even where: they 
sweep rn ' to ' reach the river at Fort Madison the , same is" true, ' 
and o'rie ' exposure on the east edge of the city shows a face 150 
feet high 'composed entirely of , bedded sands and silts: : These 
sana:· liilis 'continue past ' Weve~ three ' 'or ' four miles 'not-th " of 
,', 
. ., 
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Skunk river, wbere they are replaced by rock walls wbich ex-
tend .to : Burlington , and beyond (figure 52). rbey look !down 
npoD( 3.\ .low plain which is crossed 'by .Skunk river and which li? 
s~milar ;to the plain above Montrose ' except for its . larger size .. 
SeEl . figure 51'. .' I 
' Between Keokuk and 'Montrose tbe riveT is flowing over rock 
and 'the cl:!.annel is obstructed by rapids, so that a ship channel 
was, necessary before the construction of the Mississippi River 
Po~er' Company's dam. At Fort Madison, on ~he other hand, 
deep 'wells indicate a thickness of 125 to 140 feet of ' sand ana 
clay beneath the present river level. In other words, while at 
Montrose the floor of the modern rock-cut channel .is aqout 495 
feet apove . sea level, at Fort Madison the rock bed is only 380 
to 365 feet above sea leveL Two miles west of Montrose, at 
Mount Clare, a well reacbeq. rock at 374 feet above sea level, 
although the surface elevation is 679 feet. 
THE HISTORY OF THE MISSISSIPPI NEAR KEOKUK. 
The facts bere stated, taken together with conditions observed 
in the Des Moines valley, point to the following conclusions: 
Just prior to Pleistocene time the Mississippi flowed in a val-
ley' wbose west wall extended from Burlington past Argyle and 
Vincennes to Canton in Missouri. The east wall is now marked 
by the site of Montrose and the hill of circumdenudation men-
tioned on page 597. But this old channel was filled with glacial 
detritus by the Nebraskan glacier and the river found it easier 
to cut a new cbannel in part. Between Burlington and Montrose 
it succeeded, by lateral corrasion, in clearing its old valley more 
or less, more between Burlington and Skunk river, less : above 
Montrose and least of all at Fort Madison. See figure 51. But 
below Montrose the stream :was diverted and ever since has 
been ' excavating a passage in the hard rocks of the Missis-
sippian. This new course extends past Keokuk to the mouth of 
D.es Moines river, wbere the Mississippi again ' found, its I old 
valley, . It· will be seen from Plate LU and figure i51 , that · the 
blufis,·south of Saint Francisville mark the ancient as:.well · as 
the,;modern western, bounds. 'of the valley, While o1l: ·the:east ;the 
riv~'r hugs· the· high wall stretching past Hamilton. ,andi :War,saw 
, '. 
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which bounded its ,valley on this side in' preglacial as in post-
glacial times. South of the Des Moines the two rivers together 
haVe' srtc~e~ded in clearing out the upper 150 or 175 ,'fe'efot \he 
vaHey filling; ·anda little has been accomplished' north of t4e 
D~s 'Moihes, 'as ' witness the: flat at Vinceirnes andqn{ '~as't' ~Of 
'West Sugar 'creek (figure 51). This greiit !buried ,vaUey"Hada 
width ' of 'six ' rn:iles, and a depth which ' 'must havea:ppi'o~:ched 
300 fe~t"":"':'dhne:risions which indicate ;the vast' amouilt,' of i ~6rk 
. ";" I : .~ J ~ :': ; .: p'ei'fornied by the ancient rive~ (figure 53)'. 
' _ " jl ' j \ ,. 
\ 
Frl<, 53-Section across ,present and former valleys of Mississippi river , i~ : ~¥ ,co/lnty 
between Sonora and Argyle. " From Gordon. " , 
,,' 
A BURIED TRIBUTARY OF MISSISSIPPI RIVER. 
A number of years ago Gordon described the buried vaJleY'of 
the Mississippi, and also made mention of a smaller ' buried 
channel which lies beneath the valley of West Sugar creek and 
opens into the larger valley north of Vincennes, as shown in 
figure 61. The smaller valley he interpreted as being a former 
channel of the Des Moines. However, water level in Des Moines 
river at Saint Francisville, 500 feet above sea level, is 130 feet 
above the rock floor of the old valley. Moreover, Des Moines 
river is rockbound for many miles above Saint Frapcisville, and 
flows over rock at numerous localities, as for instance Bentons-
port, Selma, Eldon and Ottumwa. The physiographic evidence 
shows that the valley from Des Moines to Keokuk is a unit, and 
so far as rock structure permits, is in the same stage of develop-
ment. There is no point at which the valley could be ' divided 
on a physiographic basis and a part joined to this 'ancient chan-
nel, and besides, it is impossible for the present valleyt'o join 
the ancient one without assuming an abnormal gradient. ' This 
buried channel must have contained some minor tributary of the 
former .Mississippi, not Des Moines river. 
,6Q2 :, G~OLOGICHISTORY OF, DES MOINES VALLEY 
r ,I • 
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It must ,be' clear from tbe above statements 'that 'the' 'Des 
,Moin'es ~~l1ey can hav~ no relationship with, any pre-Pleistocene 
Mississ~p'pi 'valley, that it must b'e of the same age 'as the :vaItey 
at present' occupied by the Mississippi between Montrose : and 
; Keokuk,', unless we conceive of an ~nterglaciaIMisElissh)pi iss 
'partlyre-exc8.vating and occupying ' the older valley , betwe~n 
'Montrose and Vincennes, and that is a needless assumption. 
It was stated in connection with the discussion" of drainage 
changes at Des Moines, on page 545, that the greatest age which 
we can assign to the Des Moines is the Mtonian epoch or I pos-
SIbly the , closing stages of the Nebraskan, and the preceding 
discussion will have made it plain that this is the case. 'If it ' 
can be proven that the Mississippi valley is, younger than 
Pliocene, the Des Moines valley must be given a date of later 
'origin than Nebraskan, and conversely the establishinent of a 
Kansan or of a Nebraskan date for the origin of the lower ::pes 
Moines valley would place the beginning of the oldest Missis-
,sippi cltannel at an earlier time. The drainage clIanges which 
have taken place at Des Moines seem to be critical if the view 
adopted in this paper be the correct one and they: required so 
much time and so many geological events that they ,necessitate 
'a pre-PleIstocene MissIssippi' to cut out the great buried 'valley 
west of"Keokuk and the still greater one to the south now partly 
cleared' o:f its Quaternary filling. , This valley, as was stated 
above, was cut ont and filled again before the Des Moines came 
into being. , ' , 
Flilling: ,qf Des Moines V alley.-Abov~ Ott~mwa the Des 
Moines valley has been filled to varying depths abov,.e5ts or~ginal 
rock floor. Thus at Eddyville rock lies twenty~fiv:e .feet below 
tl,te bottom~, east of Tracyit is thirty-five feet b,elow: the present 
valley floor, and belo~ Des Moines the valley filli;ng , is at least 
fifty ' oi-sixty feet , thicl\. The , v~~ley for maI).Y miles below 
IDes ,¥oinEils ,is cut entirely in .the soft, easily ergded strat~ ,of 
: the, , C~al Measures, and where the f?andy liwest9n~ , layers of 
, t1;t~ ,~aj~t ,;L9P.is appear in c~ntral Marion county apd ea.stward, 
they are exposed only:ip.:t~~itteI!t~y .and f?r a fewfeet above 
-
,', 
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water, leveL :) 'rliese softer strata have' not been able to'limit "the 
activities of ' the river 'eithEn:' 'horizontally ' or 'vertically ' to ' the 
sai:n~' extent as is the caSe farther' down the stream where lime-', 
stones form 'a greater' part 'of the restraining walls. ' These ' 
statements apply also to tke situation at Farmin'gton: as de'-
scribed on page' 591. It will he clear then that the d'epth 'ofthe' 
rock floor below the flood plains rep'resents'scOuring by the river ' 
in past 'time; and 'has no relatio'n to the questton Of the ,unity of 
the "valley. ' '.That is, 'it does ' not mean' that the valley above' 
ottumwa is' of differ:ent 'age froID'that below that city,' or that 
below Farrriington it extended across southwestern Lee county 
instead of : along 'the course , which it' now occupies. ' 
SUMMARY. 
Pr6vi~ces 0/ the· Valley.-:By way 'of revie~ it may be' noted 
that the valley is divided topographically into two provinces, 
whic~ , corresppnd with the areas of Wisconsin and of Kansan 
drift. The differences in the character of the valley in these ' 
two areas are strongly marked, as is to be expected in rj:lgions 
wh~ch ,differ so greatly in their tqpographic development. In 
the :ijrst province, 'the rive:!;, IS relatively 'small and,inefficient as 
a physiographic agent and the valle'y bears all the marks of 
youth and immaturity. In the second province on the other 
hand, the, signs of the long activity of the river and of the ma-
turity of the valley are on every hand. Moreover, as is to be 
expected, the 'transition between the two areas is ab,rupt ' and 
decislve. 
As' regards the age of the drainage lines the prese'nt valley 
may be divided into two parts, interglacial and ,postglacial, al-
though it'is not' ~lways pos'sible to distinguish clearly between 
them. On the East Fork of the Des Moines the part above the 
mouth of Btiffalo creek is clearly postglacial while the l~wer 
part is intergTacial. ' The West Fork is postglacial in Miirrtesota 
and 'across ,E:rnrnet and Palo Alto counties, if we make' exception 
of a short a.tretch 'above Windom. as ' explained on page 508. ' 
Between: Bradgate' and Des Moines the ' river occupies a post--
Kansan'valley, while below the 'latter city the valley is 'Aftonian' 
(post-Nebrl1ska:ri.) in age, ,: .,,' " . r "r" , 
, 
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, If we consider the dependenc~ of the topography of the valley 
upon tM underlying rock, the distinctness of the, two topo-
graphic provinces is very plain. It is largely true that within 
the area of Wisconsin drift the present relation of topography 
and bed rock is not very close. In the postglacial stretches of 
the valley there is no relation whatever between them, and lower 
down where the river flows in an older, but still post-Kansan, 
valley, it has been, occupied during recent time in clearing out 
the obstructions and has come in contact with the rock founda-
tions but little. In its pre-Kansan portions, however, where the 
river crosses the Kansan , drift, the character of its valley is 
influenced very strongly ,by the underlying strata, and in places 
is determined by them. 
Area and Declivity of the Valley.~The valley of the Des 
Moines, using the term in its larger sense, includes an ,area of 
12,500 square miles in Iowa, besides 1,525 miles in Minnesota 
_ and 75 miles in Missouri, making a total area of about 14,100 
square miles. Of this, 1,200 miles belong to t~e East Fork, 2,420 
miles t~ the West Fork and the balance, 10,475 miles, to the 
combined valley. Of course the area actually considered in this 
report is very much less, as was stated in the introductory 
paragraphs. 
The sources of the West Fork lie at altitudes of about 1,850 
feet 'and where it crosses the state line the river is about 1,250 
feet above sea. In the 100 miles of its course in Minnesota, 
therefore, the river falls practically 600 feet. However, the 
first 200 feet of this are accomplished within ten miles from the 
heads of the stream and the outlet of Lake Shetek, not over 35 
miles from the sources, is practi<}ally 400 feet below the head-
waters. ' Between the state line and Fort Dodge, 100 miles, the 
valley drops to 975 feet, or nearly three feet per mile. Through 
PaJo Alto and Pocahontas counties the slope is from two and 
one-half to three feet per mile, although the fall of the stream 
is only one-half this amount. In Humboldt county the valley 
declines about eight and one-half feet per mile near its outlet. 
From Fort Dodge to Des' Moines the river falls practicall)': 200 
feet in 100 miles, and between Des Moines and the mouth-175 
" 
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miles-the .fall is 301 feet, or less than two feet per mile. Low 
water, at, Keokuk is 477 feet above sea level, hence the total fall 
of the river in its extent of 475 miles is about 1,375 feet. 
The elevation of the sources of the East Fork is about 1,350 
feet and Tuttle lake, on the 'state line, lies practically 100 feet 
lower. The Minneapolis and Saint Louis railroad bridge over 
the river, at its mouth stands 1,067 feet above tide and so the 
river is at about 1,050 feet or 300 feet below its source 100 miles 
to the northwest. . 
Physiogra.phic Principles Illustrated by the Valley.-Perhaps 
the physiographic principle which is most strikingly illustrated 
in this : valley is that , of the close relation which exists between 
the age :of a stream and the direction in whieh its energies are 
being 'le~pended, and the consequent character of its valley. 
Another point which is well shown is the relation which the 
mater~a,ls wherein a valley ,is cut bear to its size and prop or-
tio:us. , Thus above Des Moines, where the river dates only from 
the Wisconsin ice epoch, it is engaged in down-cutting; its val-
ley, where this is erosional, is narrow; it is bounded by steep 
walls. : , Below the edge of the Wisconsin drift the stream is 
much older; it has been long widening its valley by side-cutting; 
to ala'r~er extent the limiting slopes are rather gentle. Again, 
between Des Moines and Eldon the greater part of the valley , 
is cut' iIi 'Des Moines s1;lales and it is very wide, although where 
it crosses the more resistant Red R,ock sandstone it is tem-
porarily narrowed very decidedly. After the valley enters the 
region' of the Saint Louis limestone below Eldon it once more 
becoriie~3 narrow and steep-sided, and retains these characters 
until 'it'imites with the valley of the Mississippi. 
1. ' . 
Another principle which is well illustrated is the close con-
nection betwee.n the character of the valley and the topographic ' 
dev~lo'pment of the surrounding region. That these two go 
hand; in ' hand and progress simultaneously is shown clearly in 
the 'two'provinces of the valley. In the upper province, both are 
young' 'and incompletely developed. In the lower province the 
reverse is true. In the younger . province the topography is 
, '. 
' ., 
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glacial a'nd chiefly .constructional.: :r~ 'th~ ~lder : a~ea~ t~e ·tb~~~ : 
. graphic forms: are e]'~,sio~al; ~nd are the. r~sUlt chiefly of'·dbwn,:" 
cutting. activity. ' . " .. <-. ' 
The development of tributaries 'in harmony' with that 'of 'the'ir 
master also is 'well shown. Where the; main valley is young :iti' 
tributaries are of a similar stage of 'development. Where it is ' 
mature the secondaries have - progressed ~ to the same stage. .-' 
.. ' , _ .. ",",. , -, 
Bibliography of Des Moines Valley> : .,: !. " 
In order to avoid distractiri.g' t~e attentiori of ,the readei"with 
footnotes', references to literature hay'e ,been omitted from ,the 
text. The region through which 'the -Des Moines flows' bis all 
been covered by geological surveys, ' howev~r; 'aI).d a list of ,the 
published reports deating with the area, will be found below. ' 
These reports have been in consta~t ' use in the preparation of 
this paper and the writer wishes at' this time to acknowledge 
his indebtedness to the authors: for many suggestions which 
have come from their writings in the course 6f his work. Even 
where he had reason to differ in details these suggestions have 
served as an inspiration in formulating his own thoughts'. 
In addition to the reports on county geology of ' Minnesota 
and Iowa several other reports and te~t-books on geology ha:ve 
been used and are cited here on account of their usefulness. 
Any reliable text-book will give discussio:Q.s in more or less de-
tail of the physiographic prin,ciples which are ' illustrated in the 
Des Moines valley, and the geologic history outlined in this 
paper will be found , described in more expanded and complete 
form in the references here given. Liberal use shouldb~ made 
of the works mentioned in this bibliography, and of any others 
which have 'ariy be'aring in coimection' wfth this report. ' , 
, , . 
,The most 'complete anq. el:;tborate exposition of prin~iples 
and of earth history: is found in, Chamberlin and 8.aJisburj's, 
Geology, a three ' volume work. ' A more condensed statetp-el!-t, is 
given in College -Geology" by tp.e same aut,hors, and in p'l,e s~concl, 
edition of An Introduction to' Geology, ,by vy. B, Scot~: , ,; . . , 
. ., 
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I ' f.9.epre~PI~istocene elevation of Iowa is discussed by Samuel 
:~vin ill Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XllI, pp. 297-299. A pos:-
,',.sibre po~tglacialelev,aiion is described by T. C. Chamberlin in 
, rrhi~d ' ~-tiJ.ri.Rept., n. 'S. Geol. Survey, p. 390 . 
. \ j:. 
I! . Datal regarding . time relations of the Pleistocene are based 
upon Chamberlin and SalisbUry: 'Geology, Vol. III, pp. 414, 420; 
,also ,upon', Calvin: IntroduCtion to County Geology, 'a brief sum-
m~ of Iowa geology hound with the separate rep oris on coun-
, ties of ihestate. In this connection see also T. C. Chamberlin, 
~~e, f~tu~e Habitability of the Earth: Ann. Rept. Smithsonian 
Instit~tion, 1910, pp. 371-389. 
;ill, , cOJ;'lI~ection with valley development see J. E. Carman, The 
Mississippi, Valley Between .savanna and Davenport: Bull. Il-
.1.i~ois ~eol. Survey, No. 13, pp. 22-27 . . This report also dis-
eusses several other featur~s which 'are connected with the 
development of Des Moines valley., 
.i\nother clear and concise discussion of valley development 
I and' stream work is given by Salisbury and Atwood, Geography 
of Region ,About Devil's Lake, WisGonsin: Bull. Wisconsin 
Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey, No. V, pp. 36-59. 
" -The ngures for the denudation of the Des Moines Valley are 
tak~n from Papers on the Oonservation of Water Resources: 
Denuchition, by R. B. Dole and; H. Stabler, Water SupplyPa-
pers, U. S. Geol. Survey No. 234, pp. 89, 90. 
The (lata concerning the amount of water in the earth's crust 
:are ,given by W J McGee, Principles of Water-Po'Wer Develop-
ment : Science, N. S., Vol. XXXIV, Dec. 15, 1911, p. 814. 
- The section on the history of the valley has been abstracted 
,from History of Iowa, by B. F. Gue, and from the chapter on 
' Geog~aphicaJ Exploration of Iowa-Land in VoL XXII, Iowa 
'Geol. ' Sl~rvey, Bibliography, 1912, by Charles Keyes. 
Among the early workers on the geology of the state the 
members ,of the Hall survey make brief mention of the Des 
)\':1oin~~ ' ~alley. See .J .. D. Whitney, q-eology 'of Iowa, Vol. 1, 
Part .  l, 1858, p. 10; also A. H. Worthen, Ibid, pp. 219, 248. On 
, ,.) .•. J!. .... . '. 
pages 186 to 188 Mr. Worthen dis(mss~:s the, bluffs ~nd terraces 
-
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hetw~en M'ontrose and Fort Madis'dn wlIich are desGrib~¥ 'on ' 
pl:t'ges 598 td '600 of t~is paper . . Whlle Mr. Worth~ri did: ~ribt 
j'ealize the extent ' of the ' preglacial etosiqn b'etwe€m the$e: p'o'i:ilts 
and did nat know of the old: 'valley· ext~nding 'soutii ltoA he 
present Des Moines, he 1inderst06d that a : great , basin haid{been 
,scooped ,out of the lhnestones in this region; ,'1;; " ; \ 1 I " , I '.: : 
Professor C. A. · Whiteih' Geology df Iowa, ' V 01; :1 ; . 1870/ pp. 
57~60, gives an excelfeht '~umIb:ary ';of 'thegenera1 feat'u:re~:';of 
DeS" .Moines ·valley. Mr. 'White; ' however; ' considers: the' East 
Fork as risi'ngin UnioIi sloug.h; '~hi-ch ·l~hOW considered tb!'be 
of mer-ely subsidiary importance as a; sourCe ,of. supply.::·; :::'!: . 
The geologiC'al sedions across Iow.a which: are giveIi b"j'W. H. 
Norton, Artesian Wells' of Iowa; Iowa '" Geol. Survey; :VdL 'IV!; 
and Underground Waters of Iowar.' Op; ' Cit,;- Vol. ' X:XT,\vili '~N-e 
a good idea of the strata linder-lying ·the valley'. ·· A · good::;c6n-
ception of the topography of southern Miimesota and ' its ~l te1a­
tions to drainage may be had .by study.ing the maps acc;oIitp~ny­
iug a report on Geology and Under,grou,nd Waters of SCiuth~rn 
Minnesota, by Hall, Meinzer and Fuller, Water SupplYP1wers, 
U. S. Geol. Survey No. 256. : !-; 
For a theory regarding the preglacial Des Moines Vall~Yi ' see 
J. E. Todd, The Pleistocene History of the Missouri RiYer: 
Science, N. 8., Vol. XXXIX, Feb. 20, 1914, pp. 263-274. ' 
, ' 
Some valuable data on the river are given by The Iowa .St8lte 
Drainage, Waterways and Conservation Co~mission, 'Th~ Des 
Moines River Valley: Biennial Report, 1909-1910, pp. 67~q9, 123. 
See also maps of, W€st Fork. . ", 
The Report of the Secretary of War regarding an exaID;ina-
tion and survey of Des Moines river contains maps andpro:files 
of the river which will be of interest in this study. The report 
was printed as House of Representatives Document NQ: 1'063, 
62d Congress, 3d Session. ' " , 
See also for information concerning gravel deposits ' 'S; W. 
Beyer and H. F. Wright, Road and Ooncrete Materials of Iowa: 
Iowa Geol. .survey, Vol. XXIV, 1913. The gravels of Hu.mbol!it 
county are discussed on pages 339 to 342. Each county of the 
Htate receives treatment. 
, '. 
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Ail excellent discussion of the Pleistocene is given by O~ P. 
Hay, The Pleistocene Period in Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vbl. 
XXnI; pp. 9-99. 
For detailed descriptions of the valley in the different coun-
ties across which it e=ftends see the following reports: 
The East Fork of Des Moines river: 
Warren Upham, Geology ofWatonwan and Martin Oounties: 
Final Report, Geol. an~ Nat. Hist. Survey of Minnesota, Vol. 
I, 1872-1882, pp. 473, 479-485. The chain lakes are described 
and their origin explained. 
Warren Upham, Geology of Faribault County: Op. Cit., Vol. 
I, pp. 460-461. Describes a glacial ' lake in the basin of Blue 
Earth river, and its outlet through Union slough. A briefer 
description also is given in 9th Ann. ;Rept. State ' Geologist, 
Minnesota, 1880, p. 341, pI. VI. 
T. H. Macbride, Geology of Emmet, Palo Alto and Poca-
hontas Oounties: , Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XV; 1904, p. 243. 
T. H. Macbride, Geology of Kossuth, Hancock and Winne-
bago Oounties:Op. Oit., Vol. XnI, 1902, pp. 93-96, 104. 
T. H. Macbride, Geology of Humboldt County: Op. Oit., Vol. 
IX, 1898, pp. 117-119. 
The West Fork of Des Moines river: 
Warren Upham, Geology of Murray and Nobles Counties: 
Final Report, Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey of Minnesota, VoL I, 
pp. 518 and 519. 
Warren Upham, Geology of Oottonwood and Jackson Coun-
ties: Op. Cit., Vol. I, pp. 492-496, 507-509. A supposed inter-
glacial line of drainage is described in this report. See also the 
description of the Coteau des Prairies on pages 68 and 494. 
T. H. Macbride, Geology of Emmet, Palo Alto and Poca-
hontas Counties: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XV, 1904, pp. 238-242, ' 
245-250., 
T. H. Macbride, Geology of Humboldt County: Op. Cit., Vol. 
, IX, 1898" pp. 118, 119, ~38. 
I 
F. A. Wilder, Geology of Webster Oounty: Op. Cit., Vol. XU, 
1901, .pp. 70-75, 136-138. 
39 
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"'. S~ :iW.i :Beyer, Geology (i)f Boone County: Op. Cit., V:ol. V, 1895, 
pp:/ 1~2i 183,1 202. 
A. G. Leonard, Geology of Dalla's County: .Op. Cit., Vol. VIII, 
1897·,' ~p. 61,' 62, 90. 
H. F. Bain, Geology of Polk County: Op. Cit., Vol. VII, 1896, 
pp. ,273-284, 348-352. Descrihes drainage changes. 
: ,J:' L. Tilton, Geology of W'arren County: Op. Cit., Vol. V, . 
1895, pp. 306-314 . 
• 0'''', 
B. L. Miller, · Geology of Marion County: Op. Cit., Vol. XI, 
19QO, pp. 132-140. 
H, F. Bain, Geology of Mahaska County; Op. Cit., Vol. IV, 
1894, pp.\ 318, 3,19, 321. 
S. W. Beyer and L. E. Young, Geology of Monro'e County: Op. 
Cit., Vol. XIII, 1902, pp. 361, 362, 380. 
A: ' G. Leonard, Geology of Wapello County: Op. Cit., Vol. 
XII, 1901, pp. 444-448, 460, 475. 
. / 
C. :H. Gordon, Geology of Van Buren County: Op. Cit., Vol. 
IV, 1894, pp. 201, 203, 234-236. 
C. H: Gordon, Buried River Channels in Southeastern Iowa: 
Op. Cit., VoL III, 1893, pp. 239-255. 
C~ R. Keyes, Geology of Lee County: Op. Cit., Vol. III, 1893, 
pp. 312, 314-316, 366-369. Discusses old gorge of Mississippi 
River. 
J. :E. Todd, ]\orma:tionof the Quaternary Deposits of Missouri: 
Missouri Geol. Survey, Vol. X, pp. 173-176. Discusses the old 
gorge of Mississippi river in Clarke ~ounty. 
. . 
James H. Lees, The Pleistocene of Capitol Hill:., Iowa Acad. 
Science, 'VoL XXIII, 1916. Discusses the loess and the Wiscon-
sin 'drift. . 
Topographic Maps of Des Moines Valley . 
. There are a number of the topographic maps published by 
th~ \ Iow'a Geological Survey, in cooperation with the United 
States Geological Survey, which cover port~ons of the valley of 
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Des Moines river. These include the Boone,- Mad.rid, Slater, 
Des Moines, Milo, Knoxville and Pella quadrangles in cen~ral 
Iowa, and the Kahoka quadrangle in the southeastern corner of 
the state. These maps will be found of ,great service in con-
nection . with the descriptions and discussions in this paper as 
they show so plainly the vl:\rious feature's described herein and 
will enable the reader in many cases to follow more closely the 
arguments set forth than would be possible otherwise. The 
Boone. and Madrid sheets show splendidly the young, narrow, 
imniature valley crossing the Wisconsin plain; the broad, flat-
bottomed, well-dev,eloped valley of the Kansan ar~a is well 
illustrated by the Milo, Knoxville and Pella sheets; and the 
transition from young valley to old is shown upon the Des 
Moines sheet. This sheet also shows the abandoned and partly 
'. buried valley of the river in the vicinity of Des Moines~ and. the 
lower course of Raccoon river. The Kahoka sheet eovers a few 
miles of the lower course of Des Moines river and shows ' the 
effect upon the topography of the valley of the soft materials 
filling the l?uried valley of Mississippi river. A portion of the 
wide old plain of the Mississippi also is included in this 
quadrangle; 
These maps will furthermore serve ' the purpose of showing 
the character of the topographies developed upon the Wisconsin 
and Kansan drift sheets, the drainage incised on them and the 
varying efficiency of Des Moines river in controlling and modi-
fying these features. 
The outline maps of . the valley in Minnesota and Iowa are 
reproduced from base maps of these states compiled and pub-
lished by the United States Geological Survey. Acknowledg-
ment is here gladly made of the kind permission of the Director 
of tbat organization .to publish these and the topographic maps 
in this report. ,'. 
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Addendum. 
,Vhen the foregoing pap'er was written it repl:esent'ed t40 
state of knowledge at that time ·with referenc~ to the, Pleisto-
cene epoch, its duration and its · deposits . . However, ' ~ince then 
notable work has been done on the problems of the Pleist'ocene, 
and as some of these definitely affect the geologic hisfory of 
Des ¥oines valley it seems well that note should be' made of 
t~em ' here. One of these problems related to the gUwbos ,of 
southern Iowa which have been the source of so much . di~~us­
sion amon.g geologists, not alone in Iowa, but of other states 
as well. At the Washington, D. C., meeting of the Geb.1ogical 
Society of America, December, 1915, Dr. George F. Kay, the · 
Director of the Iowa Geological Survey, presented an outline 
of the results of his studies of this problem up to that time; 
and With Doctor Kay's permission this statement is reprinted 
here in full. ,. . 
SOME FEATURES OF THE KANSAN DRIFT IN SOUTHERN mwA. 
In county reports is·sued by the 'Iowa Geological Surve'Y.and 
in other pUblications many of the fe~tures ,of the 'Kansan drift 
of soutHern Iowa have been described, including ' the ' original 
Kansan drift plain, . the present topography of the -',Kansan 
drift, the tabular divides, the characteristics of the 'weathered 
and unweathered zones of the Kansan drift, the gUmbo, · whic~ 
is closely related to the Kansan drift, and the fine loesslike 
clay overlying the Kansan ,drift surface~ and whichh'as been 
interpreted by several investiga'tors to' be material ' of eolian 
'origin deposited after 'a mature topography had been developed 
on the Kansan drift. The origin of the gumbo has been 'ihter-
preted dirfferently by different authors, the most recently pub~ 
. lished · view being that of T~lton, who considers the material 
to have been formed, in the main, during the retreating stages 
of the Kansan ice. To this gumbo and other materials which 
he considers to be related in age to the gumbo he has given the 
name Dallas deposits. -
. ' 
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:petailed field studies which are still in progress in southern ' 
low-a.' s~em to warrant "the author in 'making a p;r!,)liminary 
s~a,te~ent involving some . interpretations which differ from 
those ,previously ~ advanGed. 
(1) ' The . surface of the Kansan' drift, after the Kansan ice 
withd~ew, ~as, ' according to present evidence, a ground mo-
raine 'plain, which from the main divide between the Mississippi 
and . Missouri rivers, ' sloped' gently to the southeast and! soutb. 
tow~id -the Mississippi ~nd to the southwestward toward th~ 
Mi~souti. This drift plain was so situated topographically that 
weathering agents were very effective, but erosion was slight. 
As: a :result of the weathering during an exceedingly long time 
a grayish, tenacious, thoroughly leached and non-laminated 
joint ~lay, -which has been named gumbo, was developed to a 
maxiI;nul1l thickness of more than 20 feet. This gumbo con-
taiI,ls .only a few pebbles, which are almost wholly siliceous, 
and . grades downward into yellowish and ,chocolate~colored 
Kansan drift from 3 to 7 feet in thickness, in many places with 
num!')J;'ous . pebbles, few, if any, of which are calcareous. . This 
oxidized but ,non-calcareous drift, in turn, merges into unleached 
drif;t,oxjdized , yellowish for several feet, below which is the 
no~rp.al up.l!')ached and unoxidized dark-grayish to bluish-black 
Ka1,l,~an ,drift. The gumbo is believed, therefore, to be 'essen~ 
ti~lly . the result of the thorough , chemical weathering of the 
Ka~san drift; but, subordinately, other factors, such as the 
wi)ld, freezing and thawing, burrowing of .animals, slope wash, 
etcetera, have undoubtedly contributed to its formation. The 
Kanf;lan drift which ha,s 'been changed to gumbo may have dif- ' 
fer,ed .somewhat from the normal Kansan drift that, lies below 
the gumbo . 
. (2) ,Aft.er the gumbo plain had been developed by weather-
ing ,processes on the Kansan drift plain, diastrophic move-
ments seem to have oCGurred, the plain having been elevated 
to such an e~tent that erosion became effective and valleys be-
g~n to be cut into ' the gumbo plain. Erosion of the gumbo 
pl~in ;progressed to such an extent that some valley;s were. cut 
to; a .depth of more . than 150 feet before grade was reached ~nd 
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a mature t~pography was developed. :Only remnants of the 
original gumbo plain remain, the most consp'icuous of these 
being flat, poorly drained areas, known .as tabular divides. 
Where creep and slumping have occurred the gumbo, in -places, 
may be found on slopes at an elevation Eleveral feet below the 
level of the gumbo plain. The tabular divides are more prev~- . 
Hmt east of a line drawn north and south through south-central 
Iowa than west of such a line. In the southwestern part -QI the 
State the Kansan ' gumbo which is in situ, is found only wnere 
the divides, which are no longer distinctly tabular, retain the 
level of the former gumbo plain. ' . ' 
(3) While there is, in places, loess of eolian ' origin on the 
Kansan drift of southern Iowa, much of the material which 
has been described as loess is thought to be not of eolian-origin, 
but to be related more or less closely to the gumbo. The upper 
few feet of the Kansan gumbo, which is now limited to the tab-
ular . divides, is a fine-grained, loesslike, . joint clay, in which, 
if diligent search is made, it is possibl~ to find a few very small 
siliceous pebbles similar to those in the normal gumbo, and it 
is thought that this loesslike clay is the result of changes th~t 
have been going on at and near the surface of the gumbo dur-
ing the great length of time since the normal gumbo was formed. 
The loesslike clay which "is now found as a mantle on the Kan-
san drift on the slopes and divides that have been brought by 
erosion considerably below the level of the original gumbo plain 
is believed to be the product not primarily of wind action, al-
though wind may have been a factor, but chiefly the product 
oLthe weathering and' concentration of the gumbo and to some 
extent of the underlying Kansan drift, where erosion has not. 
kept pace with the weathering. 
(4') The evidence indicates that the time taken to develop 
the 'present topography from the gumbo 'plain stage, although 
. it 'represents a great length or time, is short ' when compared 
with the time taken to develop the gumbo plain from the Kan-
san drift . . It is thought that the ,formation of the main part of 
the ,gumbo and ' the development of' tIre present mature topog-
r,aphy of the Kansan drift · w~re '·e££ected betwee"n the close of . 
, -, 
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the Kansan epoch and the advance of the Illinoian ice into 
Iowa; in other words, during th~ Yarmouth inter-Glacial epoch. 
All the evidence indicates that the Yarmouth epoch was an ex-
ceedingly long interval of time. 
(5) Detailed chemical analyses of gumbo, loesslike clay, 
etcetera, are now being made in the, chemical laboratory of the 
University of Iowa py Dr. J. N. Pearce. The 'results of these 
analyses will go far to strengthen or weaken the interpretations 
given above from the field evidence. ' 
Many of the chemical analyses mentioned in (5) have' 1)een 
completed and , they' s,erve to strengthen 'the int~rpr~t~t~on~ 
given in Doctor Kay's paper. Continued field ,wo~k ,gives , re-
sults which are consistent with those of earlier studies. ' What 
then would be the effect of the events outlined in the :paper 
quoted upon the history of Des Moines valley as', sk~tched in 
foregoing pages ~ It does not seem to the writer ,that that 'his,tory 
would be materially modified by the development !of. tlle' Kan-
san, gumbo plain as discussed by Doctor Kay, e~o.ept. \t~at t,he 
active work of the river in cutting its post-Kansan, vaney would 
be postponed largely until after the Kansan gumbo 'plain had 
developed and diastrophism had elevated the stre,ani ' vaJleys 
above grade. While the gumbo was forming the' :d~er was 
a slug~sh, inactive stream flowing 'across the top of a ground 
moraine plain. When elevation set in the river sank intO' the 
underlying formations and widened its valley" to {i.~: ,'p~~~ent 
proportions 'Until it reached grade again. " '" 
The newer view emphasizes the great .length Q(tiine"~eq~i,red 
for the formation of the thick layer of Kansan gumbo and ,cor-
roborates ,other lines of field evidence which point to the"great 
age of the older portions of the valley; and probably all ,of these 
features taken together indicate a much greater duration of 
Pleistocene time than we have been accustomed to consider. 
I ' 1 • , /. ' :" " I ., \ 
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analy"es by, 384 
experiments by, 302, 315 . 
Blackwelder, Eliot, 284, 322, 324 
BloomfieItl, Fayette county, trilobites 
from, 200 
Blum, 335 
. Bonaparte, Iowa, Des Moines . valley 
near, 590 
. limestone at, 356, 36G· 
Bone, 264 
Boone, Nathan, 432 
Boone county, age of Des Moines .val-
ley in, 540 
Boone: river, 516 
Bourgeois, experiments by, 302 
Bowlders in iron ore, fossils in, 76 Bradgate~ nes Moines valley near, 503, 
508 . . , 
strata near, 503, 508 
Brainard, 351 
Brainard, Iowa, trilobites from, 200 
,
. Branner, 281, 336 
Brazil, dolomites of, 281 
Brick, production of, 14 
. .., 
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British Columbia, dolomite 'in, origin 
of, 3,21 
Brown, Wm., 109 
Buchanan county, dolomite in, 359 
Buchanan gravels, relations of, 452 
in Iowa val,ey, 120 
under North Liberty lobe, 142 
Buck, Henry, 109 
Buckley, E. R., '346 
Buffalo creek and Union slough, 473 
Bumastus beckeri, 201 
Burchard, E . F., 55, 56. 
Burlington, Mississippi valley at, 600 
mott" ed limestone at, 355 
Burlington formation, alteration of, 395 
analyses of, 328 
Biitschli, analyses by, 327 
C 
Calciferous limestone, interbedding in, 
371 
Calvin, Samuel, 43, 44, 51, 52, 53, 55, 
56, 62, 73, 78, 83, 92, 116, 127, 
142,280, 368, ,376, 377, 406, 456, 607 
Oalymene, 216 
jayettensis, 216 
gracilis. 219 
Oalymeni d<£e, 216 
Cambrian dolomites, origin of, 296 
Campbell, Alf, 109 
Canajoharie, N. Y., limestone at, 349, 
373 
Carboniferous limestone, analyses of, 
372 . 
in Iowa river valley, 109 
section of, 373 
Carman, J. E., 607 
Cedar creek, wid~ valley of, 569 
Cedar Valley limestone, inter bedding 
in, 375 
Cement, Portland, production of, 31 
Oeraurinus. 226 
icarus. 227 
Oeraurus, 221 
elginensis, 224 
icaru8, 227 
meekanu8, 227 
miHeranus, 221 
pleurexanthemus, 221 
Chain lakes, origin of, 481 
outlet of, 509 
Challenger, analyses of, 292 
Chamberlin, T. C., 61; 75, 77, 606, 607 
Chautauqua, Illinois, mottled limestone 
at, 354 
Chazy limestone, alt~ration of, 392, 396 
analyses of, 350, 374 
interbedding in, 374 
, Oheirurid<£e, 221 
Chemical theory of dolomitization, 264, 
318, 390 
Chert nodules in iron ore, 65 
Christmas Island, limestone from, 295 
origin of, 281 
Clastic theory of dolomitization, 271, 
329, 391 
Clarke, A. H., analyses ,by, 327 
Clarke, F. W., 297 
analyses by, 327 
Clarke, John M., 405 
Clay products, production of, 13 
Clayton, limestone at, 367 
Clayton county, limestone in, 374 
Clement, Missouri, section at, 333 
Clermont, trilobites from, 196 
Cliffland, bluffs near, 578 
Climate of Tertiary period, 449 
CO., effect of, on dolomitization, 402 
Coal, production . of, 9 
in Des Moines valley, 433 
washed in 1914, 9 
Collegno, 285 
Colorado, origin of dolomite of, 287 
Composition, effect of, on dolomitiza-
tion, 401 . 
Conchodon dolomite, character of, 385 
origin of, 292 
Connables, valley filling near; 597 
Conrad, description of trilosite by, 203 
Control of tributaries by Des Moines, 
493 
Coquard, 265, 289, 341 
Coral reefs, dolomitized, 335 
origin of, 281 
Cordier, 266 
Cotea1t des Prairies, in Minnesota, 488 
Crane, G. W., 83 
Crinoids, analyses of, 327 
., 
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Croton, Des Moines valley near, 592 
Cryptozoan in dolomite, 336 
Cullus, 294 " 
Cybele eila, ,213 , ' 
prima, 213 
valc:ourensis, 213 
wincheZZi,' 213 
Cybel0i4es, 212 ' 
ella, 213 
iowensis; 213 
prima; 213 
winchelZi, 213 
Cycle of erosi'on, 462 
D 
Dakota sandstone in Des Moines val· 
ley, 447 
Dalman, description of trilobite by, 198 
Daly, R. A., 259, 268, 284, 321, 390 
Damour, 270, 326 
Dana, 274, 336' 
Darlington, : Wisconsin, Platteville at, 
363 
Daubeny, ,361 
Davis member, 346 
Dead Sea, water from, 29.7 
Declivity, and, area of Des Moines val 
ley, 604 
Decorah shale, qharacter of, 48 
Delanoue, 265 
Delaware county, dolomite in, 358 
Denmark, Iowa, limestone at, 380 
Deposits of Pleistocene series, 451 
Des, Moines river, load carried by, 466 
postglacial work of, 457 
stages in, 464 
upper valley, 466 
Des Moines stage in Des Moines val· 
ley, 442 
Des M;oines strata near Dakota, 487 
Des Moines valley, age of, 545, 602 
age of, alternative hypothesis for, 
552 
area and declivity of, 429, 604 
at Irvington, 482 
bedrock of, 436 
below Buffalo creek, 481 
below Forks, 510 
below Fort Dodge, 514 
below Raccoon Forks, 558 
benches and terraces in, 572 
bibliography of, 606 . 
character of, 435, 558 . 
'date of origin of, 545 
depth of, 526 
filling of, 602 
history of, 430 
in Cenozoic, 447 
in moraine, 471,490 
in Polk county, 534 
Indian tribes in, 431 
Mississippian strata in, 441 
new hypothesios regarding age of, 
545 
origin of, 471 
physical features and geologic his· 
tory of, 429 
physiographic features of, 466 
physiographic history of, 455' 
physiographic principles illustrat· 
ed by; 605 
post-Kansan, 547 
provinces of, 603 
rate of erosion, 466. 
relations of, 541 
rock outcrops in, 487 
Saint Louis limestone in, 442 
topographic maps of, 610 
West Fork, 507 
width of, 546 
Deville, Sainte· Claire, experiment of, 
309 
Devonian, mottled limestone' in, 354 
alteration of, 394 
in Iowa river valley, 109 . 
Dixon, 282, 288, 340, 357 
Doelter, 270, 277 
experiments' by, 315 
Dole, R. B., 607 
Dolimeu, 257 
Dolomite, association with clastic· sedi· 
ments, 329 
development of, 383 
evidence on alteration of, 33'4 ' . 
great thickness of, 323 
lack of oblitera~ion and shrinkage 
effects in, 331 . . . ~' 
local development near CO; ' 'and 
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humus acids, 385 
obliteration and shrinkage effects 
in, 337 
occurrence of, 258 
occurrence of chemically deposited, 
318 ' 
organic remains in, paucity of, 323 
origin of, 257 . 
relation of, to lim,estone, 324 
theories of, 264 . 
unaltered fossils and thin lime-
stone seam~ in, 330 
'and gypsum, association of, 339 
and limestone, evidence of associa-
tion of, 339 
in Spergen limestone, 364 
pseudomorphs, evidence 'of, 3,35 
with salt and gypsum deposits, as-
sociation of, 320 
Dolomifes, analyses of, 260 
compactness of, 321 
composition of, 262 
detailed structures, preservation 
of, 322 
high siliceous and argillaceous 
content, 330 
range in composition of, 335 
stratified, purity of, 319 
vein, 339 
vesicular character of, 385 
, of , Tyrol, origin of, 282 
Dolomiti'~ coral reefs, shrinkage and 
. obliteration in, 389 
limestones, stalactites and stalag-
mites in, 386 
worm castings and fucoids in lime-
stones, 325 
Dolomization, experimental evidence 
peratures and ' elevated pres-
sures, 30~, 308, 311 
experiJ;nents on, at ordinary tem-
peratures and press~r.ell' 297, 306 
f;lffect of time on, 405 
time and place of, 398 
by ground water, 399 
by pneumatolytic agencies, 399 
Drain tile, ' production Qf, '14 
Drainage lines, age of, 603 
Driftress are~, topography of, 54 
Dubuque, Platteville at, 365 
G~lf;lna limestone at, 366 
Dunreath ridge, 569 
Duroche, experiments of, 312 • 
Durocher, 290 
E 
Earth's crust, ground water. in, 464 
East For~ of Des Moines river, 466 
Eastland, Bert, 109 
Eastman, description of trilobites by, 
209 
Eaton, A. H., 109 
Eccoptochile meekanus, 227 
Eddy scar in Iowa valley, 161 
Eddyville, Des. Moines valley near, 575 
Elbrook limestone, alteration ·of, 396 
Eldon, Des Moines valley near, 583 
strata near, 584 
Elevation of western Iowa, 447, 459 
Elgin, trilobites. from, 196 , 
Elgin limestone, mottling of, 354 
Elvins, stone from, 346 
Elvins formation, alteration of, 393 
analyses of, 362 ' 
character of, ' 322, 346 
on, 296 ' dolomite in, . 362 
field and chemical evidence on, 318 , Emmetsb'llrg, Des Moines valley near, 
petrographic evidence of, 390 499 ' ' 
experiments on, 297 i Emmons, S, F., 267 
'experiments on, at elevated tem- , Enc1'inurus, 209 
peratures and elevated pres- Enc1'inurus, 209 
sures, 312 
experiments on, at elevated 'tem-
peratures and . ordinary p,res-
sures, 3.00, ' 309 . 
experiments on, at ordinary tem-
pernodo'sus, 209 
England, mineral spring in, 297 
Erwin, R. W., work of, on iron ' ores, 40 
Estherville, Des Moines 'valley 'near, 
496, 500 ' 
. ., 
INDEX 
F 
Fairport, limestone at, 354, 379 
Farmington, Des Moines valley 
590 '" 
dolomite at, 361, 369 
Favre, 274 
Faxo, origin . of dolomites of, 265. 
near, . 
rock · .from, composition of, 317 
Fayette breccia, dolomite in, 363 
Fayette county, trilobites from 181' 
Field Museum of 'Natural Histo~y, 187, 
237 
Finland, origin ' of dolomites in, 266 
Fischer, 300 
Forchhammer, 265, 270, 326 
. experiments by, 300, 31-7 
Fort Atkinson, limestone at, 354 
Fort Des Moines, establishment of, 432 
Fort Dodge, establishment of, 432 
strata near, 516 
Fort Madison, Mississippi valley at, 59!:! 
Fort Ticonderoga, limestone at, 349 
Fournet, ' 265, 289, 399 
Fossils, 'do'omitized, 336 
in iron ore, 68 
France, origin of dolomite of, 289 
mineral spring in, 297 
vein dolomites in, 341 
Frapolli, 290 
Fraser, terraces near, 520 
French Jura, origin of dolomites in, 264 
Fuller, M: L., 608 
Funafuti, dolomite from, orgin of, 294, 
389 
G 
Galena 'do10mites, 283', 352 
alteration of, 393 
character of, 50 
fossils of, 52 
interbedding in, 374 
irregular boundaries, 366 
mottling of, 353 
origin of, 280 
Gardner, H. F ., analyses by, 350 
Gary moraine, in Des Moines valley, 
454 
.relation of, 552 
Germany, limestones of, 382 
origin of dolomites of, 285 
Glacial invasipnil in Des Moines, val· 
ley, history of, 451 
maphurus primus, 213 
Glenwood Springs, origin of dolomite 
of, 287 
Gibson, 340 
Giradin, J., 297, 318 
Gordon, C. H." 601,' 610 
Gorge below Union f<Lrk, origin of, 548 
Gorup·Besanez, experiments by, 298, 316 
Gothite of Iron Hill, 70 
Grabau, 274, 331, 334, 400 
Graettinger, Des Moines valley p.ear, 
499 
Grandjean, 290, 339, 384 
Grant, U. S., 55, 56 
Gravel, production of, ' 25 
Gravel beds in Des Moines valley, 471 
. Gravel train near Estherville, 500 
Gravels near Humboldt, age of, 509 
Green, 287 \ 
Ground water in earth's crust, 464 
Ground water alteration theory , of 
dolomitization, 285 
Ground water level, 463 
Gue, :S. F ., 607 
Giimbel, 266, 268, 292 
Guttenberg, i:owa, limestone at, 353, 367 
Gypsum, productiOn of, 29 
Gypsum at Centerville, 446 
Gypsum in Des Moines valley, 433, 445 
Gypsum and dolomite, association of, 
339 
H 
Haidinger, 285, 335 
Hall, C. W., 291, 386, ' 608 
Hamilton limestone, mottling of, 354-
Hardman, 291, 361, 385 
analyses by, 315, 386 
Harkness, 340 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, limestone 
at, 371 
Harvey, ridges near, 569 
Haushoffer, experiment ·by, 317 
Hay, O. P., 609 . 
Heim, 289 
Helman sand·pit, 136 
Hematite of Iron Hill. 70 
~ -- -
, ". 
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Hemmerle, iI. A.; 109 
Hershey, O. H., 55, 56, 62 
Hillebrand, W. F., analyses by, 77, 390 
Hiltermami; analyses by, 387 
Hinsdale, Des Moines valley near, 592 
Hixson, A. W., analyses by, 328, 348, 
360, 362 
Hjort, 2a6 
Hoernes, 270, · 277 
experiments by,315 
Hogbom, 292, 293, 294, 326, 387, 388 ' 
experiment of, 316 
Hoppe-Seyler, 277 
analyses by, 304 
experiments by, 298, 307, 313 
Horne, 283, 296, 325, 342 
Hot springs, . dolomitization by, 288 
Howell, Jesse V., Iron ore deposits, 33 
Hoyt limestone, a lteration of, 397 
Humboldt, Des Moines valley near, 507 
Hunt, T. S.; 266, 374 
experiments by, 301, 309 
I 
Ice· sheet, work and movemeht of, 450 
IUaenus ovatus, 204 
Illinoian glacier, 454 
Indian tribes in Des ,Moines valley, 431 
Interbedding, production of; influence 
of organisms in, 325 
Interglacial valleys, relation of Des 
. Moines valley to, 494 ' 
Iowa valley, Aftonian in, 112 
Aftoniim interval in, 116 
Buchanan gravel in, 12Q 
Carboniferous in, 109 
Devonian ·limestone in, 109 
eddy-scar in, 161 
' events attending development of, 
163 
features of, 150 
Iowan ice iil, 167 
Kansan drift in, 117 
loess ' in, 147 
Mississippian iIi, 109 
Nebraskan till in, 'li2 
Pleistocene history of, 107 
poSt-Kansan topography of, i66 
pot-holes in, '160 
pre-Kansan 
164 
topography · Of, . lis, 
stream terraces in; 160 
tributaries of, 150 
". 
varying development, cause of, 15!t 
Iowan drift, topography pf, ' 128 
see also North Liberty lobe, Shuey-
ville 10bEl 
Iowan drift sheet, evidence of; 124 
Iowan glaciation, · effect of, 'Oli Des 
Moines valley, 454, 547 
Iowan ice in Iowa valley, 167 
Ireland, dolomites of, 340, 3'85 
dolomites, origin of, 286,' 291 
. limestone in, · 361 
Iron, precipitation of, 80 
source of, 78 
Iron concentrateS, analyses of, 90 
Iron Hill, location of, 37 . 
Iron ore, analyses of, 72 ' 
composition of, 70 
concentration· of, 79, '87 
disposition , of, 90 
fossils in, 68 
geology of, 63 . 
haulage of, ·87 
mining of, 86 
origin of, 73 
physical character of, 64 · 
treatment of, 84 
work on, 32 
in chert nodules, 65 
in limestone bowlders, ·65 
near Waukon, 37 
Irvine, analyses by, 299 
Irvington, Des Moines valley at, "482 
[sotelus, 192 
gigas, 192 
iowensis. 193 
ma:cimus, 192 
megistos, 192 
Italy, limestone in, 361 
Jackson, 286 . 
. ' . 
Jackson, Des Moines· valley ·near, 496 · 
Jefferson City dolomite, charactel' 'of, 
390 ' .. 
Johnson, J. F., 297, 318 
, '. 
INDEX 
Johnson county, well records in, 169 
Joliet, Louis, 430 
JoneS', A. D., 109, 134 
J"oplin district, local dolomitization in, 
341 
origin of dolomite of, 287 
Judd, 389 
Jura, irregular boundaries of dolomite 
in, 371 
. origin of dolomite of, 275, 278 
K 
Kansan drift, in Iowa valley, 117 
materials of, 119 
topography of, 455 
below Des Moines, 562 
Kansan glaciation, effect of, on Des 
Moines valley, 546 
Kansan glacier, and its work, 452 
Karsten, 290 
experiment by, 316 
Kay, G. ' F ., 40, 109, 218, 237, 406, 612 
Kemp, J. F., 92 
Keokuk, Des 'Moines valley near, 597 
Keokuk formation, alteration of, 395 
analyses of dolomite in, 332 
origin of dolomite in, 330 
Keosauqua, terraces at, 588 
valley near, 590 
Keosauqua oxbow, {}87 
Keuper, origin of dolomite in, 268, 269 
. Keyes, Charles, 607, 610 
Kinderhook, mottled limestone in, 355 
Klement, experiments by, 309 
Klipstein, 289, 339 
Knapp, 258 
KorallenoOlith, irregular boundaries 
of, 370 
Kiimmel, H. B., 56 
I\urland, origin of dolomites in, 266 
L 
Ladd, G. E., analyses by, 382 
Lahn, ongm of dolomite of, 289, 290, 
384 
Lake Shetek; West Fork near, 489 
Lake' Wilson, West Fork near, 488 
Leaching of dolomttes, evidence on, 
315, 383 
, 
Leaching theories of dolomitization, 
290 
Lead, production of, 30 
Leadville, origin of dolomites of, 267 
Leadville forml!otion, dolomites in, 341 
origin of dolomites .of, 287 
Ledges, the, 532 
. Lees, James H., 610 
Physical features and geological 
. history of Des Moines valley; 423 
Leighton, M. M., Pleistocene history of 
Iowa river valley, 103 
Leitmeier, 403 
experiments by, 298, 307 
Leonard, A. G., 53, 55, 56, 352, .367, 
374, 610 
Lesley, 331 
analyses of limestones by, 272 
Leube, 258 
Leymerie, 266 
Lichadidae, 205 
Liebe, 265 
experiments of, 307 
Lime, production of, 20 
Limestone, coarse·grained, alteration 
of, 395 
examples of mottled, 345 
fine-grained, alteration of, 392 
irregulllr boundaries of, 366 
mottled, 342 
oolitic, alteration of, 396 
and dolomite, evidence of associa-
tion of, 339 
and dolomite, interbeddlng of, 320, 
331 
at Shoreham, Vermont, 350 
bowlders in iron ore, 65 
in dolomite, remnants of, 357 
lumps from Atlantic ocean, 319 
Limonite of Iron Hill, 70 
Linck, 269, 290 
experiments by, 301 
Lindgren, W., 338 
Ltthothamnium, analyses of, 326 
Little Rock, limestone at, 380 
Loess, stratigraphic relations of, 148 
in Iowa valley, 147 
in Des Moines valley, 454, 551, 575 
Loretz, 266, 322 
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Louisiana, Missouri, mottled limestone 
in, 355 
Louisiana limestone, mottling in, 355 
Lower blue beds, character of, 404 
, : dolomite in, 362 
:yoweJ,' buff beds, character of, 404 
origin of, 332 
Ludwig, 270, 326 
Mississippi valley 'betw-een Burlington , 
and Keokuk, 598 
Mississippian strata in Des Moines val-
ley, 441 
in Iowa river , valley, 109 
Missouri, stone from, 346 
I Missouri Iron Co., analyses by,. 72,' 90 
work of, on iron ores, 40 
Moitesser, 297 
MOjsisovics, 277 
~acbride, T. H., 504, 508,509, 609 MontpeI.ier, limestone at, 379 
on origin of Des Moines valley, 495 ' Montreal, limestone at, 374 
Magnesian series, origin of dolomites 
of, ~91 
Magnesium content, increase in, 387 
Main limestone, analyses of, 357 
mottling in, 357 
Manitoba, analyses of rock from, 343 
origin of dolomites of, 271, 325 
section of strata in, 343 
Manzelius, A. R ., analyses by, 389 
Maquoketa beds, trilobites from, 187 
Maquoketa formation, mottling of, 354 
Marignac,. experiments of, 312 
Marine caleareous deposits, testimony 
of, 388 
Marine leaching, demonstration of, 388 
theory . of dolomitization, 292, 388 
Marls, Quaternary, dolomitic', origin of, 
293 
Marquette, Jacques, 430 
Mason City, limestone at, 376 
McGee, W J, 53, 92, 115 
McGregor, Iowa, limestone at, 397' 
Megalaspis, 196 
beckeri, 196 
Meinzer, 0. E., 608 
Merrill, G. P., 76 
Metia, coral island, origin of dolomites 
of, 286 
MgCO" power of organisms to secrete, 
326 
Michael, 287, 341 
Miller, ' l!. L., 610 
Mineral waters, production .of, 30 
Mississippi plain near Keokuk, 597 
Mississippi river, buried tributary of, 
601 
near Keokuk, history of, 600 . 
Montrose, Mississippi valley near., 598 
Moraines near Des Moines valleY,;532 
Morlot, 257, 285, 321 
experiment of, 309 
Mornil!.g Sun, Iowa, analyses of lime-
stone from, 328 
Muggendorf, origin of dolomites of, 276 
rock from, composition of, 317 
Murchison, description of trilobite by, 
200 
Murray, 296 
analyses by, 299 
Muschelkalk, origin of dolomites' in, 
274, 286, 287, 328 
N 
Nahnsen, 285, 382 
Natural gas, output of, 31 
Nauck, 286 
Nebraskan age of Des Moines valley, 
545 
Nebraskan glacier in Des Moines val-
ley, 451 
Nebraskan till in Iowa valley, 112 
Nec]{ar, origin of dolomite of, 278 
New Richmond sandstone, character 
of, 43 
New York, stone from, 347 
Niagaran dolomite, interbedding of, 375 
limestone in, 358 
origin of, 283 
purity of, 319 
Nichols, 271, 329 
analyses by, 327 
Nileus, 198 
vigilan8, 199 
Niob:r:ara river, Todd's preglacial, 557 
' "r 
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Niue, limestone ' from, 295 
North Liberty lobe, contorted Buchan, 
an gravel under, 142 ' 
drift surface of, 134 
marginal deposits of loess on, 134 
structure less ferruginous gravel 
on, 141 
topography of, 128 
valley,train ,terraces from, 134 
North Lizard creek, 513 
Northeastern Iowa, peneplains of, 55 
~tructure of, 63 
topography of, 64 
uplift of, 81 , 
Norton, W. H., 57, 608 
section hy, 363 
Norwegian dolomites, origin of, 267 
Novanty, Frank, 109 
o 
Oneota dolomite, alteration of, 391 , 
character of, ' 43 
origin of: 292 
Oolites, altered, 336 
Opisthoparia, 192 
Organic theory of origin of dolomites, 
270, 324 
Orr, 'Ellison, 68, 92 
Orton, 404 
Osage, Iowa, li!Uestone at, 377, 394 
Ostwald, W:, 82 
Ottumwa, .strata near, 578 
Owen, description of trilobite by, 193 
Ozark region, limestone in, 351 
p 
Permian strata in Des Moines valley, 
446 
Perryville, Missouri, limestone at, 352 
Petzholdt, 265 
Plattenkalk, origin of dolomites of, 267 
Platteville limestone, character of, 47 
divisions of, 46 
dolomite in, 362 
fossils of, 48 
PJattin limestone,- 351 
Plattsburg, New York, limestone at, 
395 
Pleistocene, length of, 456 
Pleistocene history of Iowa river val-
le~'" 103, 107 
Pleistocene series in Des Moines val-
ley, 449 
Pfaff, F., 275, 321 
Pfaff,-F . W., 262, 277, 402 , 
experiments by, 303, 306, '308, 311, 
313, 317 
Phacopidae, 232 
Phillipi, 271, 274, 278, 292, 318, 328, 
385, 403 
Phillips, W. B., 91, 92 
Pneumatolytic alteration theory of 
dolomitization, 288 
Polk county, age of ' Des Moines val-
ley in, 542 
Portland, Iowa, limestone at, 375 
Post-Kansan erosion in 'Iowa. valley, 
150 
topography of Iowa val'ey, 166 
Postville Junction, trilobites from, 198 
Potsdam sandstone, origin of doioinite 
Palatine Bridge, ' analyses of stone in, 268 
from, '348 Prairie du Chien, distribution and 
section at, ,347 character of, 41 
Patterson's Springs, trilobites from, 200 fossils of, 43' 
Peach, 283, ' 296.. 325, 342 l'elations of, , 44 
Pearce, 1: Newton', 406 Pre-Kansan topography in Iowa val-
Peneplain, lower, 59 ley, 116, 164 
upper, 68 Pre-Pleistocene topography ' of Iowa 
Peneplains, ages of, 60 river valley, 110 
of northeastern Iowa, 55 Pressure, effect ' of, on dolomitization, 
Pennsylvania, origin of dolomites Of, ; 402 " 
272 Primary deposition of dolomtte; evl-
stone from, 346 dence on, 264, 296, 318, '3'90 
Pepp"el; 404 Prop aria, 209 
,: 
~ " • r / 
r ' iNbmX 6~5 
Prussia, . ori~i~' \)t '~~16mtte; of, 
~suedo-inter,stratf~ca~ioll" 3'71 
pterygom~(o~',_ ~~2 , ' 
fredrick,t, ~32 
Jarrqbe~~jt ~35 ,'.)! " , 
R 
( q f 
Raccoon river, '567 ' 
Red Rock saiuistone, 564 
287 
:.., .. 
R~place~ent 'beneath the sea, 40.0., 40.1 
Residuum, formation of, 75 
nature ot, 76 I" 
Ries, H., 77 , 
Riggs, R. B., analysis by, '76 ' : ' . 
Rivers, Importancl:) of, for navigation, 
434 
Rock outcrops in Des Moines valley, 
487, 50.4 
Rodman, Des Moines valley near, 50.3 
Rocky mountain::!, origin of dolomites 
.. of, 269, 390. 
Rudemann, 40.5 _ 
Running water, work of, .459 
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